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Introduction

This Special Issue of Energies is dedicated to all aspects of fluid flow and heat transfer in
geothermal applications, including the ground heat exchanger, conduction, and convection in porous
media. The emphasis is on mathematical and computational aspects of fluid flow in conventional and
unconventional reservoirs, geothermal engineering, fluid flow, and heat transfer in drilling engineering
and enhanced oil recovery applications. I would like to thank all the authors who contributed to this
special issue. A brief outline of each paper is given below.

For the first time, the direct observations and theoretical analyses of the relationship between
the crack tip and the fluid front in a dynamic hydraulic fracture are presented. Dong et al. [1]
present their observations and theoretical analyses of the relationship between the crack tip and the
fluid front in a dynamic hydraulic fracture. Liu et al. [2] use the concept of frequency conversion
technology (FCT) with an optimized intermittent ventilation strategy to model a coal mine by using
computational fluid dynamic (CFD) approaches to study the spatiotemporal characteristics of airflow
behavior and methane distribution. Wang et al. [3] use the reservoir flow dynamics approach based
on the traditional capacitance–resistance (CRM) models and Darcy’s percolation theory to study
injector–producer-pair-based CRM models with the newly-developed Stochastic Simplex Approximate
Gradient (StoSAG) optimization algorithm to estimate a waterflood operation. Bai et al. [4] use the
natural tight cores from J field in China to conduct experimental studies on different fluid huff-‘n-puff
processes; they proposed a new core-scale fracture lab-simulation method, and their results showed
that, regardless of the arrangement of fractures, CO2 has mostly obvious advantages over water and
N2 in tight reservoir development in huff-‘n-puffmodes. Meng at al. [5] develop analytical percolation
expressions for conductivity and permeability using fractal theory by introducing the critical porosity.
Their simulations indicate that the critical porosity could lead to the non-Archie phenomenon and that
increasing critical porosity could significantly affect the permeability and the conductivity.

Liao et al. [6] look at a series of mechanistic models by considering stress-dependent porosity
and permeability; they study the impacts of fracture uncertainties, such as natural fracture density,
proppant distribution, and natural fracture heterogeneity, etc., and notice that fracture closure during
the flowback can promote water imbibition into the matrix and delay the oil breakthrough time. Liu and
Xiang [7] present a temporal semi-analytical method to study an enhanced geothermal system (EGS),
where the finite-scale fractures and three-dimensional conduction in the rock matrix are considered.
Their results indicate that enlarging the spacing between the fractures and increasing the number
of fractures can improve the heat extraction. Zapukhliak et al. [8] propose a mathematical model
to estimate the amplitude of the pressure fluctuations in a gas pipeline; their study indicates that
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the shutdown of compressor stations along the pipeline route can significantly impact the unsteady
transient operating conditions. In order to understand the nature of the pore structures in sandstone
reservoirs, Su et al. [9] apply single fractal theory and multifractal theory to study the characteristics of
pore size distributions based on mercury intrusion porosimetry. Their results indicate that multifractal
theory can better quantitatively characterize the heterogeneity of pore structures. Wang et al. [10]
extend their Decoupled Implicit Method for Efficient Network Simulation (DIMENS), which was based
on the ‘Divide-and-Conquer Approach’ ideal, to the continuity/momentum and energy equations
coupled with the complex pipeline network. Their results indicate that the accuracy of the proposed
method is equivalent to that of the Stoner Pipeline Simulator (SPS), used in commercially available
simulation core codes, while the new method is more efficient than that of the SPS. Abba et al. [11]
study the influence of permeability of the porous media with respect to the injection orientations
during enhanced gas recovery (EGR) by CO2 injection using different core samples with different
petrophysical properties. Their study suggests a revision of the CO2 plume propagation at reservoir
conditions during injection.

Shan et al. [12] use an acoustic emission (AE) test to study the energy dissipation of coal and
rock fracture due to underground coal excavation. They also devise a testing method to look at the
energy release mechanism from damage to fracture of the unloading coal and rock under uniaxial
compressive loading. Tao et al. [13] study the fully developed flow of a cement slurry. The slurry
in the wellbore is modeled as a modified form of the second grade (Rivlin–Ericksen) fluid; they also
suggest using a diffusion flux vector for the concentration of particles. They perform a parametric
study and look at the effect of various dimensionless numbers on the velocity and the volume fraction
profiles. Nakaten and Kempka [14] attempt to identify economically-competitive, site-specific end-use
options for onshore- and offshore-produced underground coal gasification (UCG) synthesis gas, where
the capture and storage (CCS) and/or utilization (CCU) of produced CO2 is considered. Their study
shows that air-blown gasification scenarios are the most cost-effective ones. Wang et al. [15] develop a
mathematical model of gas flow in nano-pores of shale and obtain a new shale apparent permeability
model. Their study shows the influences of pressure, temperature, shape of the pore surface, and the
tortuous fractal dimension on the apparent permeability, slip flow, Knudsen diffusion, and surface
diffusion of the shale gas transport mechanism. Zhang et al. [16] discuss the variation of wellbore
temperature and bottom-hole pressure during deep-water drilling circulation. They develop a simple
model which is discretized and solved using the finite difference method and Gauss Seidel iteration.
Their results indicate that the temperate variation in the annulus is sensitive to the location of the
multi-pressure system.

To study the flow and heat transfer in non-isothermal conditions in porous media, where the
effects of permeable groundwater and tube group are included, Lei et al. [17] develop a model and test
its accuracy via the sandbox test and on-site thermal response test. Their results indicate that the tube
group and permeable groundwater can affect the heat transfer and the ground temperature field of a
buried pipe. Mi et al. [18] look at the highly viscous fluid (glycerin) sloshing. They use the full-scale
membrane-type tank and numerically study the two-phase flow based on the spatially averaged
Navier–Stokes equations. The pressures and the slamming effects are analyzed, and the frequency
response is identified by the fast Fourier transformation technology. Cai and Dahi Taleghani [19]
propose a semi-analytical method which can be used to characterize complex fracture networks
generated during hydraulic fracturing. Their two-phase oil–water flowback model with a matrix oil
influx for wells with bi-wing planar fractures can provide a simple way of studying early flowback in
complex fracture networks. Hu et al. [20] propose a new porous media permeability model by using
particle models, capillary bundle models, and fractal theory. Their results indicate that the tortuosity
fractal dimension is negatively correlated with porosity, whereas the pore area fractal dimension
is positively correlated with porosity. Also, they mention that as the particle radius increases, the
greater the permeability difference coefficient will become. Tao et al. [21] provide a comprehensive
review of the rheological modeling of cement slurries, which in general, behave as complex non-linear
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fluids. They also discuss the impact of the concentration of cement particles, water-to-cement ratio,
additives/admixtures, shear rate, temperature and pressure, mixing methods, and the thixotropic
behavior of cement on the stress tensor.

Acknowledgments: Without the help of qualified reviewers, it would not have been possible to organize this
Special Issue. I am grateful to all the anonymous reviewers for their help. A personal note of appreciation and
gratitude to Howland (Hao) Wu and the editorial staff at Energies; without their help and assistance, Energies
could not publish high quality papers in a short period of time.
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Abstract: Hydraulic fracturing is vital in the stimulation of oil and gas reservoirs, whereas the
dynamic process during hydraulic fracturing is still unclear due to the difficulty in capturing the
behavior of both fluid and fracture in the transient process. For the first time, the direct observations
and theoretical analyses of the relationship between the crack tip and the fluid front in a dynamic
hydraulic fracture are presented. A laboratory-scale hydraulic fracturing device is built. The
momentum-balance equation of the fracturing fluid is established and numerically solved. The
theoretical predictions conform well to the directly observed relationship between the crack tip and
the fluid front. The kinetic energy of the fluid occupies over half of the total input energy. Using
dimensionless analyses, the existence of equilibrium state of the driving fluid in this dynamic system
is theoretically established and experimentally verified. The dimensionless separation criterion of
the crack tip and the fluid front in the dynamic situation is established and conforms well to the
experimental data. The dynamic analyses show that the separation of crack tip and fluid front is
dominated by the crack profile and the equilibrium fluid velocity. This study provides a better
understanding of the dynamic hydraulic fracture.

Keywords: dynamic hydraulic-fracturing experiments; dynamic crack tip; fluid front kinetics; energy
conservation analysis

1. Introduction

Hydraulic fracturing is an inherently unstable process. Even the controlled and overall stable
hydraulic fracture propagation is unstable at the small scale [1]. Most previous studies on hydraulic
fracture are based on the quasi-static treatment of the fracturing fluid and the inertial force of the fluid
is neglected [2–4]. The dynamic situation is fundamentally different from the quasi-static simulation.
For example, it has been shown that in the quasi-static fluid-driven crack, the fluid front has a
relationship of x ∼ t1/2 with time t in a quasi-static situation where the inertial force is neglected and
viscosity dominates the fluid behavior [4]. According to the dynamic simulation considered herein,
the velocity of fluid front advancement is approximately constant in a propagating crack traveling
at a constant speed. A recent numerical study [5] on a dynamic hydraulic fracture taking the inertia
effect into account has shown that the hydraulic fracture propagates in a stepwise manner with fluid

Energies 2019, 12, 397; doi:10.3390/en12030397 www.mdpi.com/journal/energies5
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pressure oscillations. The stepwise propagation of the crack and the pressure oscillations indicate that
the fluid inertia plays an important role in the dynamic fracturing, especially within the short time
period right after the crack initiation.

The most widely known phenomenon of the relationship between crack tip and fluid front is
the “lag region (dry zone)”. The lag region is the space between the crack tip and fluid front. Under
some specific conditions [4], the lag region could be considered infinitely small, exerting no influence
on the fracturing behavior. There are also studies [6–9] showing that although the length of lag zone
is indeed very small, its effect on fracture geometry cannot be ignored. For example, Bunger [10]
considered the lag region to be filled by vapor from the fluid at a pressure that is negligibly small
compared to the characteristic pressure in the fracturing process. The existence of the lag region
induces another characteristic length besides the crack length. Previous studies related to the lag
region have all been based on static or quasi-static assumptions of fluid behavior. The present study
provides both experimental and theoretical insights on the lag region in dynamic situation.

Recently, the dynamic hydraulic fracturing was numerically investigated by Khoei et al. [11]
and Kostov et al. [12] using Extended Finite Element Method (XFEM). To the authors’ knowledge, no
previous studies have reported direct observations of the real dynamic process of hydraulic fracture.
In terms of experimental observations, we have limited knowledge on the effect of inertia after the
initiation of the hydraulic fracture. In most previous experimental studies [10,13–22], the time spans
of the experiments were on the scale of seconds and the data acquisition interval was too large to
capture the dynamic response within seconds. Moreover, the data from the oil field [23] were on a
larger time scale making dynamic analysis intractable. In this paper it demonstrates that the inertial
force of the fluid plays an important role in dynamic hydraulic fracture. This is achieved by direct
observations and theoretical analyses of the relationship between the crack tip and the fluid front
in dynamic hydraulic fracture. The dimensionless separation criterion of the crack tip and the fluid
front is also established to provide a guideline of distinguishing dynamic hydraulic fracture from the
quasi-static fluid-driven fracture in numerical simulations.

In order to describe the transient motion of the fluid in the fracture, the momentum balance
equation regarding the fracturing fluid is established. The treatment generally follows the approach
by Bosanquet [24]. A proper treatment of the crack profile is important to the dynamic analyses. The
most well-known crack tip profile is the parabola (Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics) described as
D ∼ X1/2, where D is the crack opening and X is the distance from the crack tip. Recent studies also
showed that the hydraulic fracture had a profile of D ∼ X3/2 (zero-toughness situation) in the near
tip region [25], and it transitioned to the form of D ∼ X2/3 away from the near-tip region [26–28] and
finally it became D ∼ X1/3 after the crack attained blade-like geometry (Perkins–Kern–Nordgren
model [29,30]). Thus, without loss of generality, the crack profile of D ∼ Xn (0 < n < 2) is assumed
in this study.

In this paper, a laboratory-scale hydraulic fracturing device is built to create dynamic Mode I
hydraulic fracture (HF) in a double-cantilever-beam (DCB) shaped Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA)
specimens. The analytic solution of the beam deflection and stress intensity factor (SIF) are derived. To
validate the calculated SIF, the analytic SIF is compared with the existing theoretical study. Then, the
relationship between crack tip and fluid front in dynamic HF is investigated. The momentum balance
equation of dynamic flow is established. Numerical results by solving this equation are compared with
the pertinent experimental results. The corresponding energy form of equations are considered. The
existence of equilibrium state is predicted theoretically and experimentally verified. The influence of
crack profile is taken into consideration. A dimensionless factor Π2 is proposed as the dimensionless
separation criterion to study the separation of the crack tip and the fluid front, as well as the existence
of equilibrium state. The validity of Π2 is verified by the experimental results.
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2. Experimental Setup and Verification

The purpose of this section is to provide an overview of the experimental setup, the theoretical
and experimental verification of this device and the tests performed. Two types of tests are performed
in this study. The first focuses on the experimental verification of SIF using a combination of the Digital
Image Correlation (DIC) method and the Williams’ series. An optical microscope is used to obtain the
image. The second type captures the relationship between crack tip and fluid front in the dynamically
propagating crack. A high-speed camera is used for this purpose.

2.1. Experimental Setup

In this study, a laboratory-scale hydraulic fracture device, based on the DCB test, is designed
and built. In order to acquire photographs using both optical microscope and high-speed camera,
two transparent and thick PMMA boards are machined into certain shape and used as the frame
structure. As a result of the difficulty in sealing the top of the specimen against fluid leaks, a relatively
soft silicone ring is used as the sealing material. To seal the specimen surface, two U-shape silicone
strips are placed on both sides of the specimen surface. As shown in Figure 1a, this design creates two
narrow spaces filled with pressurized fracturing fluid on both sides of the specimen. Silicone seals
offer great performance according to our experimental observations. In order to obtain a straight crack
path, a small force parallel to the crack direction is applied to the DCB specimen. This small force not
only ensures a straight crack path, but also makes the specimen squeeze the silicone ring against any
fluid leaks. Care was taken to avoid applying a relatively large force that can lead to fluid leaks. The
fluid is injected into the void between the two beams of the specimen. To capture the fluid front during
the high-speed dynamic crack propagation, distilled water with a small amount of black ink is used as
fracturing fluid. For tests conducted to verify the SIF value using an optical microscope, only distilled
water is used as the fracturing fluid.

 
(a) 

  
(b) (c) 

Figure 1. The experimental setup and specimen configuration. (a) Laboratory-scale hydraulic fracturing
device. The high-speed camera direction is parallel to the specimen surface and the optical microscope
direction is perpendicular to the specimen surface. Both the specimen and frame are transparent;
(b) Configuration of the hydraulic fracture in double-cantilever-beam (HF-DCB) specimen. The
to-be-fractured area is pasted with 0.05 mm thin copper foil to avoid side flow; (c) HF-DCB with
intrinsically sharp crack tip induced by Chevron notch.
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The PMMA specimens are commercial products having an elastic modulus of 2.6 GPa and a
Poisson’s ratio of 0.33, evaluating using uniaxial compression test in a RTR-1500 tri-axial machine
manufactured by GCTS. The details of the geometrical parameters are shown in Figure 1b. The
thickness of the specimen is maintained at b = 5.0 mm ± 0.1 mm. Crack notch of different widths is
studied. The width varied from intrinsically sharp to 2.0 mm. The intrinsically sharp crack is induced
by Chevron notch, as shown in Figure 1c, with a length a = 35 mm ± 2 mm. The other notch widths
(0.5 mm and 1.0 mm and 2.0 mm) with length a = 30 mm, are produced by laser cutting.

In order to create an ideal two-dimensional flow, a copper foil of 0.05 mm thickness (1% of the
sample thickness) is pasted on each side of the specimen to avoid side flow of fracturing fluid to the
crack tip. This experimental treatment ensures that the fracturing fluid is only supplied by the rear
end of the fracture. According to our observations, the copper foil offers great performance in resisting
the side flow from the specimen surface and it does not exert any influence on the fracturing behavior
of the specimen.

In the tests herein, a RTR-1500 hydraulic system and a SCON controlling system from GCTS are
used as the hydraulic system and the controlling system, respectively. A high-speed camera is used
to capture the dynamic relationship of crack tip and fluid front. A typical data acquisition interval
of 5 microseconds is used. A 2000 watt high-power light source and several high-power flashlights
are used together to provide sufficient light for the camera for capturing images with a very small
exposure time (about 4 microseconds). In this paper, the dynamic relationship between fluid front and
crack tip is directly captured within 1 millisecond using a high-speed camera with a sampling rate of
200,000 Hz (sampling interval: 5 μs).

Tests are performed in a displacement (fluid volume) control mode. The injection rate is kept at
17.4 mL/min. The following data are collected: transient fluid pressure as a function of time (using
the GCTS system), dynamic relationship of crack tip and fluid front (using high-speed camera) and
full-field displacement (using optical microscope (OM)).

2.2. The Theoretical and Experimental Verification of Stress Intensity Factor (SIF)

2.2.1. Theoretical Verification

The deflection and SIF of HF-DCB specimen under hydraulic pressure are derived. Based on
the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory and the Winkler foundation, Kanninen [31] derived the following
closed-form analytic solution of the beam deflection of the DCB specimen under point load.

w(x, a) =
6P

Ebh3λ3

[
−λ3

3
x3 + aλ3x2 + (D + 2aλH)λx + F + aλD

]
(1)

where,
D = sinh2(λc)+sin2(λc)

sinh2(λc)−sin2(λc)

H = sinh(λc) cosh(λc)+sin(λc) cos(λc)
sinh2(λc)−sin2(λc)

F = sinh(λc) cosh(λc)−sin(λc) cos(λc)
sinh2(λc)−sin2(λc)

λ = 1.565/h

All other parameters are shown in Figure 1b. Based on the point load solution shown above, the
solution of the DCB specimen under uniformly distributed load, namely the solution of the HF-DCB
specimen is derived. The analytic solution of beam deflection, the total strain energy stored in the
HF-DCB specimen, the energy release rate and the SIF of the HF-DCB specimen are derived as follows:

wHF(x) =
σ

Eh3λ3 ϕ(x) (2)

U(a) = σ2Φ(a) (3)

8
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G =
1
b

σ2 dΦ(a)
da

(4)

K =
σ

h3/2

√[
3(1 − 1

λ

∂H
∂c

)a4 +
1
λ
(12H − 7

2
1
λ

∂D
∂c

)a3 + (
21
2

1
λ2 D − 1

λ3
∂F
∂c

)a2 +
2

λ3 Fa
]

(5)

where,

ϕ(x) =
1
2

λ3x4 − 2λ3ax3 + 3λ3a2x2 + 6(λ2Ha2 + λDa)x + aF +
1
2

a2λD (6)

Φ(a) =
b

Eh3λ3 (
3
5

λ3a5 + 3λ2Ha4 +
7
2

λDa3 + Fa2) (7)

The details of the derivation are shown in Appendix A. The fluid volume between two beams is
expressed as follows:

VHF(a) = 2σΦ(a) (8)

According to Equations (3) and (8), the total strain energy has the following relationship with
volume: U(a) = 1

2 σVHF(a).
As commonly seen in DCB analyses, Equation (5) is very insensitive to c when c/h > 2, in which

situation it reduces to the following:

K = σ
√

a ·
√

3(
a
h
)

3
+ 7.7(

a
h
)

2
+ 4.3

a
h
+0.52 (9)

The SIF is compared with the results by Fett [32] who derived the SIF under a distributed load
using the boundary collocation method and the weight functions. According to his study, K can be
expressed as follows:

K =
∫ a

0
χ(x) · σ(x)dx (10)

where σ(x) is a constant and the weight function χ(x) is given by

χ =

√
12
h
(

a
h
+ 0.68)−

√
12
h

x
h
+

√
2

Π(a − x)
exp(−

√
12(a − x)

h
) (11)

Thus, K can be written as follows

K = σ
√

a

[√
12a
h

(
1
2

a
h
+ 0.68) +

2√
6Π

√
h
a

(
1 − exp(−

√
12a
h

)

)]
(12)

A comparison between the Fett’s results (Equation (12)) and the analytic solution derived in this
study (Equation (5)) is shown in Figure 2. It can be seen that the analytic results are in good agreement
with the Fett’s results. It should be noted that the Fett’s results present a numerical fitting and are only
applicable in the condition of c/h > 2. The analytic solution in Equation (5) provides a generalized
analytic solution without this constraint of c/h.
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Figure 2. Comparison between stress intensity factor (SIF) between the analytic solution (Equation (9))
using beam theory and the Fett’s result (Equation (12)) using boundary collocation method and the
weight functions. for c/h = 3. The two results show good agreement with each other in a wide range.
The variables on the horizontal and the vertical coordinates are dimensionless numbers.

2.2.2. Experimental Verification

The theoretical SIF expressed in Equation (9) is experimentally verified using a combined method
of DIC full-field displacement extraction and the fitting of Williams’ series. The crack tip position,
Mode I and Mode II SIFs are unknown parameters in the fitting. This non-linear fitting is performed in
the least square sense using a derivative-free Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [33,34]. A comparison
between theoretical SIFs and experimental SIFs results under different values of a is shown in Figure 3.
The images for DIC analyses are taken by an Olympus optical microscope with a resolution of
1624 × 1236 pixels, and a pixel length of 8.09 μm. For better DIC identification, the specimen surface
around crack tip is abraded by 800 grit sandpaper. All the fitting process generally follows the method
by Yates [35]. The details of the fitting process are not shown here.

Figure 3. Comparison between theoretical SIF results and experimental SIF results. The theoretical SIFs
are derived using Equation (9). The experimental SIFs are derived using a combined method of Digital
Image Correlation (DIC) full-field displacement extraction and the fitting of DIC full-field displacement
extraction and the fitting of Williams’ series. Williams’ series. The specimens are loaded to the SIF that
is slightly lower than the fracture toughness.
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3. The Relationship Between the Crack Tip and the Fluid Front in Dynamic Hydraulic
Fracture (HF)

3.1. Governing Equations

The two-dimensional dynamic flow in hydraulic fracture studied here can be approximated as
dynamic flow along slowly-varying channels. The momentum-balance equation of the fracturing fluid
between the slowly-varying plates under constant fracturing pressure is as follows [36,37]:

d(M(x, t))
dt

+ FV(x, t) + FC(x, t) = FP f (t) (13)

In this equation, the coordinate system is established as show in Figure 4. x is the position of the
fluid front (not the same x in beam deflection analyses), the first term d(M(x, t))/dt on the left side
of the equation is the inertial resistance, M(x, t) is the total momentum of the fluid, the second term
FV(x, t) stands for the drag force induced by viscosity, the third term FC(x, t) is the resistance induced
by the slowly-varying flanks of the crack, and FP f (t) is the total driving force. It may be worth noting
that x is also a function of t. This momentum balance equation has the following expanded form:

d
dt

(
ρbD(x, t)x dx

dt

)
+ 12bηD(x, t) dx

dt

∫ x
0

1
D(x0,t)2 dx0 +

∫ x
0 bP(x0, t)(− ∂D(x0,t)

∂x0
)dx0 = Pf bD(0, t) (14)

where D(x, t) is the crack opening width as a function of time t and fluid front position x.

Figure 4. Illustration of dynamic fluid analyses in the crack. The coordinate origin is where the crack
starts to propagate. The crack profile is assumed to stay the same while propagating. x is the position
of the fluid front. x0 is the point for the integral analyses in the fluid. D is the crack opening width. The
upper part of the figure is the illustration of the analyses of the crack flank resistance.

The first term on the left side of Equation (14) is the time derivative of the total momentum of the
fluid in the propagating crack:

d(M(x, t))
dt

=
d(
∫

V(x0, t)dm)

dt
(15)

where dm = ρbD(x0, t)dx0 and V(x0, t) = D(x, t)/D(x0, t) dx
dt (volume conservation) as shown in

Figure 4. The second term on the left side of Equation (14) is the viscous force:

FV(x, t) =
∫

dFV = 2
∫ x0

0
τ(x0, t)bdx0 (16)

where τ(x0, t) = 6ηV(x0, t)/D(x0, t) = 6ηD(x, t)/D(x0, t)2 dx
dt .
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The third term is the horizontal component of the resistance applied by the crack flanks:

FC(x, t) =
∫

bP(x0, t)dy0 =
∫ x

0
bP(x0, t)(−∂D(x0, t)

∂x0
)dx0 (17)

Strictly speaking, the derivation of the third term requires an explicit P(x0, t), which can only be
obtained by solving Equation (14). This makes Equation (14) implicit. Here the pressure distribution
for the calculation of the third term is assumed to have the following linear form:

P(x0, t) = −Pf

x
(x0 − x) (18)

This first order assumption ensures the pressure at the fluid front is zero and is P f at the injection
point. The influence of the crack-flank resistance term is discussed later in this paper.

The derivation of Equation (14) contains the following assumptions. Firstly, the fluid is assumed
to fully fill the crack in the rear of fluid front. Secondly, the fluid front is assumed to have a flat
profile. The velocity of the fluid at point x0 is considered as the mean velocity V(x0, t) = dx0

dt at any
cross section.

It can be inferred that the theoretical fluid front as a function of time is strongly influenced by
the time-dependent crack profile, D(x, t). The determination of D(x, t) is also where the difficulty
resides in. According to our experimental results of crack tip velocity, for some of the tests, before first
arrest of the crack, the hydraulic crack in DCB specimen roughly propagates at a constant velocity.
Thus, the constant-velocity approximations are made in sample #15 and sample #16. As for sample
#12 and sample #14, nine-order polynomial fitting is used to fit the crack tip position as a function of
time. It should be noted that if the details of the curve are not omitted, five-order polynomial fitting
is suggested as the fitting becomes sensitive to the error when the order increases. In the case we
investigate here, the crack profile in the DCB specimen is approximated by linear approximation. The
comparison between approximation of the crack profile and the theoretical quasi-static crack profile
derived by Equation (A7) is shown in Figure 5. As shown, the linear crack profile provides a good
approximation in the range of crack length we investigated here.

Figure 5. Comparison between quasi-static beam deflection and the approximation of linear crack
profile. The quasi-static beam deflection is derived using beam theory. The linear crack profile provides
a good approximation of the crack profile in the considered area.
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According to the approximations of linear crack profile, the D(x, t) can be expressed as:

D(x, t) = a1[C(t)− x] (19)

a1 is a constant in all the tests and has a non-dimensional value of 1.43 × 10−2. a1 means the slope
of the linear crack profile and is derived by fitting the theoretical quasi-static crack profile as shown
in Figure 5. The theoretical quasi-static crack profile is obtained by substituting Equation (5) into
Equation (A7) and eliminating σ. And the value of K is set as the arrest toughness Ka (1.0 MPa

√
m,

regular dry DCB tests). In this way a1 is obtained.
C(t) has the following form under the approximation of constant-velocity crack.

C(t) = a1VCt (20)

In the nine-order polynomial fitting of the crack tip position, C(t) is expressed as:

C(t) =
9

∑
n=0

Antn (21)

Substituting Equation (19) into Equation (14) we have the following differential equation:

x′′ − Pf C(t)
ρx(C(t)− x)

+
Pf

2ρ(C(t)− x)
+

x′2

x
+ x′ C

′(t)− x′

C(t)− x
+

12ηx′

a2
1ρ(C(t)− x)C(t)

= 0 (22)

Equation (22) is a general equation for linear-profile crack. After substituting Equations (20) and
(21) into Equation (22) separately, Equation (22) is numerically solved on MATLAB using “ode45”. The
initial values of t, and x and are assigned a small positive value (typically 10−9) because Equation (22)
is singular at x = 0 and t = 0. All the experimental and numerical results are shown in Figures 6 and 7.

3.2. Energy Conservation in the Dynamic Process

The energy conservation of the fluid within the crack is investigated here. The major energy terms
taking part in the energy conservation regarding the dynamic fluid flow include the input energy WI ,
the kinetic energy of the fluid WK, the energy dissipated by viscosity WV , and the work done by the
fluid on the crack flanks WC. These terms as a function of time can be derived via the time integral of
the rate of these energy terms, which are shown as follows:

.
WI = Q(t) · Pf = x′D(x, t)bPf (23)

.
WK =

d
(∫ 1

2 V(x0, t)2dm
)

dt
=

1
2

bρ
d
(

x′2D(x, t)2∫ x
0

1
D(x0,t)dx0

)
dt

(24)

.
WV =

∫
V(x0, t)dFV(x0, t) = 12bηx′2D(x, t)2

∫ x

0

1

D(x0, t)3 dx0 (25)

.
WC =

∫
C′(t)dFC(x0, t) =

∫ x

0
C′(t)bP(x0, t)(−∂D(x0, t)

∂x0
)dx0 (26)

The rate of energy dissipated by viscosity
.

WV is calculated by visco-friction between the crack
and fluid. The rate of work done on the crack flank

.
WC involves the calculation of the force component

on the direction of crack propagation.
The conservation of energy should be satisfied:

WI = WK + WV + WC (27)
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which can be written, ∫ t

0

.
WI =

∫ t

0

.
WK +

∫ t

0

.
WV +

∫ t

0

.
WC (28)

In the following section, the energy conservation is verified. After solving Equation (22), the
total input energy WI as a function of time is compared with the total energy consumed by the fluid
WK + WV + WC.

3.3. Comparison between Experimental and Theoretical Results

All the detailed data of the samples are shown in Table 1. The fracturing fluid is water with black
ink. Because the viscosity of black ink is only slightly larger than the viscosity of water, the viscosity
η for calculation is set as 0.9 × 10−3 Pa·s, which is the viscosity of water at 25 degrees centigrade.
Figures 6 and 7 show the typical experimental and theoretical results of the dynamic process. The
positions of the crack tip and fluid front are recorded frame by frame. As it can be seen in Figure 6a,b
and Figure 7a,b, the theoretical dynamic fluid fronts are in good agreement with the experimental
results. Both experimental results and numerical results show that during the dynamic propagation
of the hydraulic fracture, the fluid front separates with the crack tip and has a different velocity
compared to the crack. Before the fluid front approaches the crack tip, the results of the calculation
with and without the crack-flank resistance term provide similar results. However, when the fluid front
approaches the crack tip, the calculation with that term provides a much better result. It is because
when approaching the crack tip, the fluid occupies most of the crack, and the horizontal component of
the force applied by the crack flanks increases to an important part of the total resistance. The results
indicate that when the fluid occupies most of the crack, the crack-flank resistant force is not negligible
in a dynamic calculation.

Table 1. Sample data.

NO.
Crack Notch Width

(mm)
Initial Crack

Length a (mm)

Fracturing
Pressure Pf (MPa)

Initiation
Toughness *
(MPa

√
m)

#5 Intrinsically sharp crack 35 1.95 2.52
#6 Intrinsically sharp crack 35 1.72 2.22
#7 Intrinsically sharp crack 37 1.52 2.15
#11 0.5 30 3.56 3.62
#12 0.5 30 2.74 2.78
#13 0.5 30 2.26 2.30
#14 2.0 30 4.06 4.13
#15 2.0 30 2.64 2.68
#16 2.0 30 2.53 2.57

* According to our preliminary study, the initiation toughness is related to both the crack notch width and the
pressure-hold time before initiation which results in craze and blunting in the near-tip region.

As for the energy terms, in most of the time during propagation, the total input energy is almost
the same as the total energy consumed by the fluid as shown in Figure 6c,d and Figure 7c,d. This
is a good verification of the first-order approximation of pressure distribution. As can be seen, the
viscosity energy is only a very small part of the total input energy. The kinetic energy of the fluid and
the work done on the crack flank takes up most of the energy during the dynamic process. The results
show that the value of WC/WI has a positive relationship with the velocity of the crack tip. When the
crack arrests, the WC stops to increase and the WC/WI starts to decrease. This result is predicted by
Equation (8), which involves the crack tip velocity. Overall, the kinetic energy of the fluid takes up
over half of the total input energy during this process. When the crack slows down or is arrested, this
ratio further increases. The WC and the WV share the rest of the input energy.
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 6. (a,b) are the comparison between experimental results and theoretical results of fluid front for
sample #12 (fracturing pressure: 2.74 MPa) and sample #14 (fracturing pressure: 4.06 MPa) respectively.
The fluid front positions are the numerical results by solving Equation (22) with and without the term
of the crack flank resistance. The calculations with the crack flank resistance term provide better results
of the fluid front position; (c,d) are corresponding energy as a function of time. The energy terms
are calculated using the equations from Equation (23) to Equation (26). The kinetic energy WK of the
fluid occupies around half of the total energy. The work done by the fluid on the crack flank is a
non-negligible part of the total energy. The input energy and the consumed energy conform well to
each other.

Recent numerical simulation [5] showed that the dynamic fracturing (in 1 millisecond) is not
smooth or continuous but was a distinct stepwise process concomitant with fluid pressure oscillations.
The experimental results here provide a direct evidence for the stepwise propagation of the crack in the
dynamic situation. As it can be seen, the crack is prone to re-initiation when the fluid front approaches
the crack tip. The crack speed of the re-initiation is higher than the fluid velocity, and the crack arrests
before the fluid front approaches again. The experimental and theoretical results of crack tip and fluid
front also agree with the existing studies [38–40].

Despite that the numerical results provided by solving Equation (22) are in good agreement with
the experimental results, there are still problems that need further investigation. According to our
numerical results, the fluid front allowing for the first-order approximation of the crack-flank resistance
predict an extremely high fluid velocity when the fluid front further approaches the crack tip. It is not
clear whether the behavior at such high speed is real or is simply an artifact of the model. Interestingly,
the experimental results seem to provide some evidence of this high-speed phenomenon. Figure 8
shows the dynamic images of sample #12, which shares the same time coordinate with the data in
Figure 6a. As can be seen, the fluid front becomes unstable after 0.235 milliseconds. This may result
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from the high speed of the fluid, which leads to turbulence. The data of the fluid front position in
Figure 6a is not sampled at the very front of the unstable fluid after 0.235 milliseconds, as a result of
which the velocity seems to be moderate when approaching the crack tip. If the very front of fluid is
regarded as the fluid front, there will be the high speed of the fluid when approaching the crack tip.
It should be noted that when the fluid front gets close to the crack tip, which is beyond the scope of
this study, all the kinetic energy will turn into the work done on the crack flanks in the way of possible
high fluid pressure. This may provide an explanation for the phenomenon that every time the fluid
front approaches the crack tip, the crack starts to propagate. This phenomenon is seen in all the tests.
Previous research by Rubin [41] showed that in the case of a saturated permeable media, the cavity
between crack tip and fluid front was either filled with the vapor of the fracturing fluid, with a nearly
constant vapor pressure in the case of an impermeable medium, or the pore-fluid infiltrated from the
surrounding domain.

 
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 7. (a,b) are comparison between experimental results and theoretical results of fluid front for
sample #15 (fracturing pressure: 2.64 MPa) and sample #16 (fracturing pressure: 2.53 MPa) respectively.
The fluid front positions are the numerical results by solving Equation (22) with and without the term
of the crack flank resistance. The calculations with the crack flank resistance term provide much more
realistic results of the fluid front position; (c,d) are corresponding energy as a function of time. The
kinetic energy WK of the fluid occupies over half of the total energy. WC stops increasing after the arrest
of the crack as expected. The input energy and the consumed energy conform well to each other.
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Figure 8. Dynamic images of the relationship between crack tip and fluid front of sample #12. The
direction of the high-speed camera is shown in Figure 1a. The crack tip and the fluid front separate
at the beginning of the propagation, and the fluid front catches up with the crack tip when it slows
down. The phenomenon of fluid ejection presents when the fluid front approaches the crack tip, and
meanwhile the fluid velocity is theoretically high but actually low in the real case.

As can be seen, the crack tip shown in Figure 8 is vague. However, it is clear and readily
identifiable in the video version in the Supplementary Materials.

3.4. Will the Fluid Front Catch Up with a Propagating Crack?

Now let us turn our attention to the separation of the fluid front and the crack tip during the
dynamic process, namely the existence of the lag region. The main purpose of this section is to
determine whether the fluid front and the crack tip share the same front or not after initiation, and to
investigate the existence of the “equilibrium state” which indicates that the fluid front will travel at a
constant velocity shortly after the initiation of the crack. Earlier discussion has already shown that
the momentum-balance equation of the fracturing fluid between the linearly-slowly-varying plates
can be expressed by Equation (14). It should be noted that the linear profile assumption is only valid
in the crack of HF-DCB specimen. In the following analyses, a more generalized-form crack profile
is investigated:

D(x, t) = A(Vct − x)n (29)

where n is a positive real number. The coordinate is the same as the one shown in Figure 4. Equation (29)
describes a more generalized profile of the crack propagating at a constant velocity. Using the first
order approximation of crack-flank resistance, the governing equation can be written in the following
form by substituting Equations (29) and (18) into Equation (14):

d
dt

(
ρbA(Vct − x)nx dx

dt

)
+ 12ηb

[
A(Vct − x)n] dx

dt

∫ x
0

1
[A(Vct−x0)

n]
2 dx0 =

Pf bA(Vct)n − ∫ x
0 b(− Pf

x (x0 − x))(− ∂[A(Vct−x0)
n]

∂x0
)dx0

(30)
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After the integral, Equation (30) becomes

d
dt

(
(Vct)n(1 − x

Vct )
nx dx

dt

)
+ (Vct)n 12η(1− x

Vct )
nx′

ρA2(2n−1)

[
(Vct − x)−2n+1 − (Vct)−2n+1

]
=

(Vct)n Pf
ρ − (Vct)n Pf Vct

ρ(n+1)x

[
(n + 1) x

Vct + (1 − x
Vct )

n+1 − 1
] (31)

Equation (31) can be written in the following dimensionless form:

d
dt

(
Vc(Vct)n+1(1 − Π1)

nΠ1P1

)
=

(Vct)nV2
c

[
2Π2 − Π3(1−Π1)

nP1
(2n−1)

[
(1 − Π1)

−2n+1 − 1
]
− 2Π2

(n+1)Π1

[
(n + 1)Π1 + (1 − Π1)

n+1 − 1
]] (32)

where P1 = x′
Vc

, the dimensionless instantaneous velocity of the fluid front; Π1 = x
tVc

, the dimensionless

secant velocity of the fluid front; Π2 =
Pf

2ρV2
c

and Π3 = 12η

A2ρV2n
c t2n−1 . Π1, Π2 and Π3 are the composed

criteria and P1 is the simple criterion.
This governing equation mathematically predicts a dimensionless velocity: “equilibrium fluid

velocity PE”. It indicates an equilibrium state where after a long period of time ( t → ∞ ) the fluid front
travels at a constant velocity PEVC, and will not catch up with the running crack tip. The equilibrium
state can only be approached. After a long period of time ( t → ∞ ), for there to be an equilibrium state,
the instantaneous velocity of the fluid front equals the secant velocity and both are time independent,
which leads to P1 = Π1 = PE = constant. Also notice that lim

t→∞
Π3 = 0 for n > 1

2 . This makes the terms

on the right side of Equation (14) readily integrable. After the time integral of Equation (32) over the
range from 0 to t and by taking P1 = Π1 = PE, we have the following dimensionless equation:

(n + 1)2(1 − PE)
nP3

E

2
[
1 − (1 − PE)

n+1
] = Π2 (33)

When n > 1/2, for there to be an equilibrium state, Equation (33) has to be satisfied. This equation
can be utilized to examine the existence of the equilibrium state. It is easy to find that for an arbitrary
n, Equation (33) first goes up then goes down when PE increases from 0 to 1. Thus, for Equation (33) to
have a solution within the range of 0 < PE < 1, there exists a critical Π2, which can be expressed as
Π2c(n). When Π2 < Π2c(n), the solution exists and the equilibrium state will finally be reached. After
a long period of time, the fluid front will travel at a constant velocity PEVc that is slower than the crack
tip and will not meet the crack tip. The equilibrium fluid velocity can be obtained by substituting a
given set of Π2 and n into Equation (33) and solving PE. In the case of Π2 > Π2c(n), the solution does
not exist and there is not an equilibrium state for the system. The fluid front and the crack tip either
keep sharing the same front right (low-viscosity situation) after the initiation of the crack or separate
after initiation (viscosity-dominating situation). It should be noted that the relationship between
Π2c(n) and n can only be numerically obtained as there is no explicit solution. It is worth noting that
there is a maximum equilibrium fluid velocity PEmax when an equilibrium state exists. The value of
PEmax can be solved by substituting a given n and corresponding Π2c(n) into Equation (33). The value
of Π2c(n) and maximum equilibrium fluid velocity PEmax as a function of n are shown in Figure 9.

As can be seen in Figure 9, the maximum equilibrium fluid velocity cannot reach 1.0 over the
range investigated. This means that when approaching the equilibrium state, despite the fluid length
keeps occupying an invariable portion (PE) of the crack length as time goes by, the crack tip and
fluid front keep getting away from each other. It is also worth noting that the parameter A, which
characterizes the opening level of the crack, does not enter Equation (33). This means that the existence
of equilibrium states is not related to the degree of the crack opening.
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Figure 9. Π2c and PEmax as a function of n. The solid line is the criterion of the existence of the
equilibrium state. It is valid regardless of η on the right of the dot line (n = 0.5), and is valid only when
η = 0 on the left of the dot line. The maximum equilibrium velocity indicates the equilibrium velocity
when Π2 = Π2c.

Figure 10 shows the numerical results of the dimensionless fluid velocity as a function of time
under different Π2 and viscosity when n = 1. The numerical results verify the theoretical prediction of
the existence of equilibrium state. Fluid fronts accelerate after the initiation of crack and gradually
approach the equilibrium fluid velocity as long as Π2 < Π2c. Once the Π2 becomes slightly larger
than Π2c, there is no equilibrium state and the fluid front quickly rushes to the crack tip after a certain
period of time tc. Provided that the Π2 stays the same and is smaller than Π2c, the fluid front finally
travels at the same constant velocity after reaching the equilibrium state despite the difference of
viscosity. High viscosity leads to a larger tc. It should be noted that the time tc needed for the fluid
to approach the equilibrium state is actually related to Vc. Higher Vc leads to smaller tc. As can be
seen in the earlier discussion, the lack of characteristic time indicates that tc can be regarded as the
dimensional value carrying the dimension of time and enters the governing equation. The existence of
tc is also seen in the experiments as shown in Figure 6a,b and Figure 7a,b: the fluid is relatively slow
or even static in the first 5 microseconds to 25 microseconds. The fluid tends to accelerate from zero
velocity to an approximately constant velocity after the initiation of the crack. The tc observed in the
experiments varies from 5 microseconds to 25 microseconds.

 

Figure 10. Numerical results of dimensionless fluid velocity Vf /VC as a function of time under different
Π2 and viscosity η. These numerical results are obtained using liner profile, n = 1, Π2c = 0.227, and
VC = 1, 000 m/s. There is no equilibrium state when Π2 > Π2c. The initial “slow down” at the time
of 10−9 s is an artificial result of the initial value of the numerical calculation. The numerical results
conform well to the theoretical prediction of Π2c.
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Figure 11a shows the results of numerical (by solving Equation (30) using MATLAB “ode45”) and
theoretical (by solving Equation (33)) equilibrium fluid velocity as a function of Π2. As can be seen,
the numerical solution and theoretical prediction are in consistent with each other. The numerical
equilibrium fluid velocities are precisely predicted by Equation (33). The curves are much the same and
are nearly linear in the range of critical Π2. For n > 1/2, the equilibrium velocities are not influenced
by viscosity. Figure 11b shows the comparison between experimental and theoretical equilibrium fluid
velocity as a function of Π2 for linear crack profile. As it can be seen, the experimental results are in
good agreement with the theoretical prediction of the equilibrium fluid velocity. The experimental
results of whether the fluid front and the crack tip separate or not are shown in Figure 12. As it can be
seen, the curve of Π2c provides a very good prediction of the separation of the two fronts.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 11. (a) Comparison between numerical and theoretical equilibrium fluid velocity as a function
of Π2 for different crack profiles. The numerical results are derived by solving Equation (22). The
theoretical results are from Equation (33). Some typical profiles are investigated; (b) Comparison
between experimental and theoretical equilibrium fluid velocity as a function of Π2 for n = 1. The
experimental results of equilibrium fluid velocity are extracted from the latter half of the equilibrium
state as shown in Figure 7a.

 

Figure 12. Verification of Π2c and Π2s compared with experimental results. The massive data on the
left are extracted from varies experiments in which cracks propagate in a stepwise manner and never
separate with fluid fronts. Two of the data points close to the curve of Π2s are shown in Figure 7a,b.
The sporadic data on the right are the initiation parts of the cracks in the experiments, which are prone
to the separation due to the high speed of crack tip. Both Π2c and Π2s provide good predictions of the
experimental results.
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4. Discussion

The momentum balance of Equation (14) involves the determination of the fluid pressure
distribution within the crack, which leads to the determination of crack flank resistance FC. This
resistance is only a small part of the driving force if the fluid has not occupied most of the crack length,
as a result of which the linear approximation of pressure distribution in this paper is reasonable and
provides good results before the fluid front approaches the crack tip. The FC starts to neutralize most of
the driving force when the fluid runs close to the crack tip and the results are sensitive to the accuracy
of the approximation of the pressure distribution. Strictly speaking, Equation (14) is only a boundary
condition of the following momentum balance equation:

d(M(x0, t))
dt

+ FV(x0, t) + FC(x0, t) + FP(x0, t) = FP f (t) (34)

where FP(x0, t) is the resistance from the fluid pressure. FP is expressed as

FP(x0, t) = bP(x0, t)D(x0, t) (35)

This momentum-balance equation is established between the origin and x0 (x0 < x). The
boundary condition is: FP(x, t) = 0 (t �= tc), which leads to Equation (14). The boundary condition
only implies that the pressure at the fluid front is 0 before reaching the crack tip, it reveals no details
of the pressure distribution of the fluid. For further studies to improve the accuracy dealing with
the fluid approaching the crack tip, Equation (34) shall be further investigated. Another limitation
regarding the model here is that the crack profile is assumed to be the quasi-static one. The fully
dynamic model should consider the inertia and stress wave of the material that forms the crack. The
model will be extremely complicated considering these two factors. Further study should take these
into consideration.

The experiments here have some drawbacks that should be improved in the future. The
study presented here used PMMA as specimen for the convenience of observation. In terms of
rock, as we know, the fracture toughness is not a constant and does not translate across scales.
Rocks are well known to have cracks and defects at all scales [42–48]. In some case rocks are even
elastic-anisotropic [49,50]. Another problem regarding performing the actual field-scale experiment
is that the pore pressure was not considered in this study. The actual stratum is penetrable, which
may lead to a fundamental difference compared to the results in this study [51]. Last but not least, the
confining pressure is not considered in this study. In the further study, the confining pressure and the
saturation of rock materials are to be considered. The experiments considering these two factors are to
be performed in the further study.

As we know, the proppant plays an important role in the real hydraulic fracturing process.
Considering proppant transport would make a big difference compared to the experiments performed
in this study. The proppant will slow down the hydraulic fluid when the crack initiates, because the
proppants are subjected to a larger resistance from the crack flank compared to the hydraulic fluid.
In dynamic situation, the proppants also enhance the pressure drop of the hydraulic fluid in the crack
as it introduces another resistance term in Equation (34). The influence of proppants is well studied in
the previous studies by Siddhamshetty et al. [52,53] These research works may provide guidance for
further study.

5. Conclusions

A laboratory-scale hydraulic fracturing device is built to create dynamic hydraulic fracture and
investigate the dynamic relationship between the crack tip and the fluid front. The momentum-balance
equation of the fracturing fluid under constant fracturing pressure is established. The numerical
solutions of the momentum balance equation conform well to the experimental results. Theoretical
analyses show that the horizontal component of crack-flank resistance starts to exert influence when
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the fluid front approaches the crack tip. In the energy analyses, results show that the kinetic energy of
the fluid occupies over half of the total input energy during the whole process, and when the crack
slows down or arrests, this ratio further increases.

Then the existence of equilibrium state of the dynamic system is investigated. The equilibrium
state indicates that the hydraulic fracture and the fluid front travel at different but constant after a
certain period of time. Moreover, the fluid front will not catch up with the running crack tip. The
existence of equilibrium state is theoretically found and experimentally verified. The theoretical results
of equilibrium velocity PE are in good agreement with the experimental observations. Furthermore,
the dynamic analyses show that the separation of crack tip and fluid front is dominated by both the
crack profile and the equilibrium fluid velocity. The dimensionless separation criterion of the crack
tip and the fluid front in the dynamic situation is established and is found to conform well to the
experimental data. The criterion provides a guideline to distinguish a dynamic hydraulic fracture from
a quasi-static hydraulic fracture in numerical simulations.
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Nomenclature

a, a1
Initial crack length, a non-dimensional value (1.43 × 10−2 in this paper) characterizing the
slope of the linear crack profile

A
A factor controlling the opening of the crack width in the general D(x, t) with a dimension
of L1−n (L is the length dimension)

b Thickness of the specimen
c L − a
C(t), C′(t) The position of crack tip, the velocity of the crack tip
D(x, t) The crack opening width as a function of time t and fluid front position x
E Elastic modulus of the specimen
FV(x, t) The drag force induced by viscosity
FC(x, t) The resistance induced by the slowly-varying flanks of the crack
FP f (t) The total driving force
FP(x0, t) The resistance from the fluid pressure
f1, f2 Point loads in beam analysis
G Energy release rate
K Stress intensity factor
h Half width of the specimen
L Length of the specimen
M(x, t) The total momentum of the fluid
P Point load in beam analysis
P1 The dimensionless instantaneous velocity of the fluid front x′/Vc

Pi, Pf Input pressure, fracturing pressure
PE Equilibrium fluid velocity
P(x0, t) Stress distribution of the fracturing fluid
Q(t) Flow rate
r The distance to crack tip
t Time
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tc The time needed for the fluid to approach the equilibrium state
U Total strain energy stored in the specimen
V(x, t), dx/dt Velocity of the fluid front
VHF Volume between the two beams
VC The constant velocity of the crack tip
WI ,

.
WI The (rate of the) input energy

WK ,
.

WK The (rate of the) kinetic energy of the fluid

WV ,
.

WV The (rate of the) energy dissipated by viscosity

WC,
.

WC The (rate of the) work done by the fluid on the crack flanks
w Beam deflection in double-cantilever-beam (DCB) specimen
wHF Beam deflection in hydraulic fracture in double-cantilever-beam (HF-DCB) specimen

x, x′, x′′ x0
The position of fluid front, the velocity of the fluid front, the acceleration of the fluid front,
a point in the fluid

Π1 The dimensionless secant velocity of the fluid front x/tVc

Π2 Pf/2ρV2
c

Π3 12η/A2ρV2n
c t2n−1

Π2c(n) Critical Π2 as a function of n controlling the existence of equilibrium state

Π2s(n)
Critical Π2 as a function of n controlling the separation between the fluid front and the
crack tip

ρ Density of the fluid
σ, Pf Hydraulic pressure
η Dynamic viscosity of the fracturing fluid (water with black ink): 0.9·10−3 Pa·s
θ

Beam deflection angle in beam analysis and a polar-coordinate parameter in Williams’
fitting

μ Shear modulus of the specimen
ν Poisson’s ratio
τ Shear stress of the fluid

Appendix A. Hydraulic Fracture in Double-Cantilever-Beam (HF-DCB) Solutions

The distributed load can be regarded as infinite numbers of small point loads d f distributed along the
beam. As it can be seen in Figure A1, the deflection at x0 is contributed by the point loads along the beam, and is
separately considered, namely 0 < x1 < x0, and x0 < x2 < a. It should be noted that the x0 is not the same x0 asin
dynamic fluid analyses. The deflection at x1 induced by a small point load at x1 (0 < x < x1) is be expressed as:

wm(x1, x1) =
6

Ebh3λ3

[
2
3

λ3x1
3 + 2λ2Hx1

2 + 2λDx1 + F
]

d f1 (A1)

where d f1 = σbdx1. The angle of deflection at x1 can be expressed as

tan(θ(x1)) =
∂w(x, x1)

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=x1

(A2)

Taking both the deflection and angle of deflection into consideration, the deflection contributed by a small
point load at x1 to the point at x0 is expressed as:

w1(x1, x0) = wm(x1, x1) + tan(θ(x1))(x0 − x1)

= 6
Ebh3λ3

[
− 1

3 λ3x1
3 + λ3x0x1

2 + (2λ2Hx0 + λD)x1 + λDx0 + F
]
d f1

(A3)

The sum of the deflection contributed by distributed load along x1 (0 < x1 < x0) to the point at x0 can be
derived as:

w1(x0) =
∫ x0

0
[wm(x1, x1) + tan(θ(x1))(x0 − x1)] (A4)
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Figure A1. Schematics of beam deflection. The total deflection is the sum of w1 and w2. Both w1

and w2 are calculated by regarding the distributed load as infinite numbers of small point loads. The
coordinate is not the same as the coordinate used in Figure 4.

Now consider the deflection contributed by the distributed load at x2 where x0 < x2 < a. The contribution
by a small point load at x2 is expressed as:

w2(x0, x2) =
6

Ebh3λ3

[
−1

3
λ3x0

3 + λ3x2x0
2 + (D + 2x2λH)λx0 + F + x2λD

]
d f2 (A5)

where d f2 = σbdx2. The total deflection contributed by distributed load at x2 to the point at x0 can be derived as:

w2(x0) =
∫ a

x0

w(x0, x2) (A6)

Thus, the total deflection can be derived as the sum of the Equations (A4) and (A6)

wHF(x) = w1(x) + w2(x) =
σ

Eh3λ3 ϕ(x) (A7)

where ϕ(x) is expressed in Equation (6).
The strain energy stored in the beam can be calculated by the work done by the distributed load

U(a) = 2
∫ a

0

1
2

σbwHF(x)dx =σ2Φ(a) (A8)

The energy release rate is expressed as

G =
1
b

dW
da

=
1
b

σ2Φ′(a) (A9)

where

Φ′(a) =
∂Φ
∂a

− ∂Φ
∂c

(A10)

According to the well known relationship between the energy release rate G and the stress intensity factor K,
K =

√
EG, the stress intensity factor K can be expressed as Equation (5).
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Abstract: With the increasing operation costs and implementation of carbon tax in the underground
coal mining systems, a cost-effective ventilation system with well methane removal efficiency becomes
highly required. Since the intermittent ventilation provides a novel approach in energy saving, there
still exists some scientific issues. This paper adopts the design concept of frequency conversion
technology (FCT) to the ventilation pattern design for the first time, and an optimized intermittent
ventilation strategy is proposed. Specifically, a real excavation laneway of a coal mine in China is
established as the physical model, and computational fluid dynamic (CFD) approaches are utilized to
investigate the spatiotemporal characteristics of airflow behavior and methane distribution. Plus, the
period of intermittency and appropriate air velocity are scientifically defined based on the conception
of FCT by conducting the parametric studies. Therefore, an optimized case is brought out with
well methane removal efficiency and remarkable energy reduction of 39.2% in a ventilation period.
Furthermore, the simulation result is verified to be reliable by comparing with field measurements.
The result demonstrates that a balance of significant energy saving and the methane removal
requirement based on the concept of FTC is possible, which could in turn provide good operational
support for FTC.

Keywords: cost-effective; frequency conversion technology (FCT); ventilation; methane removal;
computational fluid dynamic (CFD); spatiotemporal characteristics

1. Introduction

In the underground coal mining operation environment, methane gas is one of the most hazardous
emitted gases for it is highly explosive under certain conditions inside a laneway of the coal mine,
which also contributes to global warming [1–3]. Numerous reported methane-related incidents and
accidents with fatalities show that appropriate methane gas control and the related progressing in
mine safety still remains a longstanding challenge and an emerging issue [4,5]. To avoid the methane
accumulation in the mining face area, and therefore eliminate potential incidents and accidents, a good
ventilation system is mandatory and highly desirable. In accordance with coal mining regulations in
many countries, methane concentrations should be maintained below 3%v/v in US, 2.5% in Spain, 2%
in France, and even lower in other countries: 1.25% in UK, and 1% in Germany and China [6,7].

Generally, large ventilation system is installed in underground coal mines to supply fresh air
and to dilute the methane gas below the maximum allowable level. However, it is showed that,
nowadays, most ventilation systems generally supply excess fresh air to remove methane gas and
ensure a safe working environment as required by local codes, and the specific energy consumption
value differs from different site conditions. For example, Jeswiet stated that at least 25% of electric
energy consumption in mining is costed by ventilation purposes, Mielli and Bongiovanni indicated
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that approximately 15%–40% of the operating costs can be attributed to mine ventilation systems,
and up to 60% of the total mining operation costs are connected with mine ventilation as revealed by
Reddy [8–11]. With the increase of energy and operation costs and implementation of a carbon tax,
a cost-effective ventilation and methane control strategy is strongly required for the mining industry,
which means that the ventilation system should be designed to meet the regulatory limits and ensure
a safe and productive working environment whilst keeping energy usage and operating costs to a
minimum. As such, safety and cost are the two main competing requirements that have to be balanced,
for which the careful ventilation design is mandatory and a concept of ventilation-on-demand has
received considerable attention [12–15].

In this sense, a cost-effective ventilation and methane removal strategy is expected to be a thorough
solution to save operating costs as well as maintain the safety standards for underground coal mining
systems. A fundamental challenge to effectively design the ventilation strategy is to understand
the physical mechanism of methane gas distribution as well as its coupling with ventilation airflow.
Numerous simulation experiments based on the principles of computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
have been widely applied to evaluate and investigate the airflow behavior, methane dispersion
regularity, and control strategies in underground coal mines, which allows innovation at very low
costs. Heerden and Sullivan (1993) [16] were among the first researchers by utilizing the CFD modeling
to investigate airflow behavior, methane emission, and dust dispersion in the underground coal
mine, while validation of the model against field measured data was not conducted till 1997 by
Uchino and Inoue [17]. Nakayama et al. (1999) conducted similar studies by utilizing CFD software,
LASAR95/98, and pointed out that transversely in and along the corner space and the area underneath
the ventilation duct are the locations where higher methane gas generally exists [18]. Since in the case
of extraction of flammable minerals, the forced ventilation system is address to be more effective and
safe compared with exhaust only ventilation system by several studies [19–21], numerous methane
removal strategies have been studied based on the forced ventilation system. For example, Wala et
al. numerically simulated methane dispersion in room and pillar mines and verified the CFD model
with the experimental data, and later extended their experiment by combining the scrubber operation
on the face ventilation [22]. Besides, Torano et al. (2011) compared various turbulence models to
evaluate methane distribution, and later added dust to their model on the basis of the validation with
experimental data [23]. Szlązak N. and Zhong M. studied the optimization of air flow and concerned
the methane hazard in earlier research [24,25]. However, these studies still remain very limited due to
the neglect of dynamic regularity of methane distribution during ventilation design process, which
renders the principle and technology of methane removal a key scientific issue.

Recently, Sasmito and Kurnia et al. (2013, 2017) carried out a series of simulations of different
ventilation scenarios by applying auxiliary equipment to improve ventilation as well as the control of
methane gas whilst keeping low energy usage consumption [26–29]. And Pach et al. presented some
latest research of optimization of forced air distribution by comparing positive and negative regulations,
and also showed the airflow optimization due to methane hazards and low-cost ventilation [30,31].
Among these studies, it suggests that the additional ventilation equipment may cause the complexity
and severe energy usage to the system, such as the combination of air curtains together with a physical
brattice, and brattice ventilation with no additional power source may even limit the flexibility and
movement of miners and mining fleets. One of the most significant research results is the novel
intermittent ventilation strategy, which is implemented by alternating the airflow velocity between a
predetermined high and low value [32]. However, this method is just being proposed, some scientific
issues have to be carefully solved. And there mainly exists two major issues, as presented by Guang
Xu [33]: one is the control of alternating flow is challenging; another is that this study assumes the
methane concentration is still below the limit value during the period of low flow, which shows
that the increase of flow velocity is probably not necessary since keeping the low flow rate would
save more power costs. Where the first issue of implementation is feasible with the application of
frequency conversion technology (FCT) in many underground coal mines [34,35], and the second issue
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is primarily due to the predetermined intermittency for high and low flow rate, which ignored the
dynamic regularity of methane accumulation in an intermittency of low flow rate. Besides, although
the CFD modeling provides practical results in present studies, validation is needed by comparison
with field measured data.

Based on the above issues, this study applies the design concept of FCT for the first time to
investigate an optimized intermittent ventilation strategy with the goal of reducing energy costs whilst
maintaining the methane concentration at a low level. Firstly, a geometric laneway model is established
and discretized with different mesh generations, and the appropriate mesh size is chosen by testing and
comparing each other in terms of elapsed time and computational efficiency. Secondly, computational
fluid dynamic (CFD) models are applied to study the spatiotemporal characteristics of airflow behavior
and methane distribution inside a laneway of coal mine, and intermittent ventilation patterns with
different speed functions are tested and compared with respect to the potential energy saving and main
impact factors. Finally, in accordance with the design concept of FCT, the key time point is defined by
analyzing the dynamic regularity of methane concentration, thus the optimal intermittent ventilation
pattern is scientifically determined, which provides excellent performance in balancing both methane
control efficiency and energy costs reduction. Furthermore, the simulation results are validated with
field measured data in Sijiazhuang coal mine. It is noted that the simpler design of this intermittent
ventilation pattern can be suitable and practical in underground mine applications, and can provide
decision supports for FCT when utilized in local fan of ventilation system.

2. Model Development

2.1. Geometric Model and Research Background

In this study, a fully mechanized excavation laneway of 1-5205 (identification) in Sijiazhuang
coal mine is selected as the physical laneway prototype, which is located in China, Shanxi province.
The main reason for choosing this laneway is the accessibility of continuously and precisely monitored
mine data. The latitude and longitude extensions of this coal mine range from 101,962.58 to 106,993.34 m
and from 72,077.19 to 66,008.85 m, respectively. Figure 1 shows the geometric model of the laneway,
which is established to perform the case study. The excavation laneway is 32 m long with rectangular
cross-section of 4.4 m wide and 4 m high, and the ventilation duct with a diameter of 0.8 m is hung at
3 m height from the laneway floor and 0.7 m from the laneway wall on the access road. The distance
from its outlet to the driving face is 11 m.

Figure 1. Schematic views of the laneway model.

The safety and operation regulations in Shijiazhuang coal mine shows that the mine has a primary
structure coal, and adopts the comprehensive mechanized driving method in the construction of
the laneway. Besides, what we care about is the airflow quantity, which is calculated based on the
basic requirement of the evaluated methane gas or carbon dioxide emission quantity, the number
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of miners in the laneway, the actual wind suction of local fan, and the maximum and minimum air
velocity during the process of laneway excavation. The safety and operation regulations indicate that
the required airflow quantity in the excavation laneway of 1-5205 is 7.53 m3/s (0.428 m/s), so the
velocity of airflow in ventilation duct is 15 m/s, the evaluated volume flow rate of methane gas around
the driving face is approximately 0.031 m3/s, and the maximum number of miners allowed in the
1-5205 laneway is 9. In this study, a representative longitudinal section is chosen to investigate the
spatiotemporal distribution of airflow behavior and methane distributions in the numerical simulation.
As can be seen in Figure 1, where section A is specified in the outtake side of the laneway with 0.8 m
away from the nearest wall of the laneway, which is also the region where miners typically walk.

2.2. Mathematical Formulation

The essential regularity of methane dispersion and its coupling with the air flow is a key issue
for the methane gas removal problem, which belongs to viscous Newtonian fluid, and is governed
by the Navier-Stokes (N-S) equations. During the process of coal mining, a large amount of methane
gas generates from the driving face and disperses with impact of airflow from the ventilation duct,
which is defined as species transport motion. We assume that the airflow and gases are the continuous
medium gas, and heat and mass transfer are ignored during the process of dispersing.

2.2.1. Governing Conservation Equations

In the laneway flow, methane is released and dispersed with ventilation airflow from the specified
sources in the driving face, and turbulent mass, momentum, energy, and species transport occur [7,32].
The conservation equations of which need to be considered can be expressed as:

∂ρ

∂t
= −∇ · ρU (1)

∂

∂t
(ρU) = −∇ · ρUU −∇p + ρg +∇ · τ (2)

∂

∂t
(ρcpT) = ∇ · (ke f f +

cpμt

σrt
)∇T −∇ · (ρcpUT) (3)

∂

∂t
(ρωi) = ∇ · (ρDi,e f f +

μt

sct
)∇T −∇ · (ρωiU) (4)

where ρ is the fluid density, U is the fluid velocity, and p is the pressure; τ is the viscous stress tensor,
cp is the specific heat of the fluid, g is the gravity acceleration, ke f f is the effective fluid thermal
conductivity, and T is the temperature. ωi, Di,e f f are the mass fraction and the effective diffusivity
of species i (O2, CH4 and N2), respectively, μt is the turbulent viscosity, sct is the turbulent Schmidt
number, and σrt is the turbulent Prandtl number.

2.2.2. Constitutive Relations

The viscous stress tensor for fluid can be described as [7,32]:

τ + 2/3[(μ + μt)(∇ · U)I + ρkI] = (μ + μt)(∇ · U + (∇ · U)T) (5)

where μ is the dynamic viscosity, I is the identity or second order unit tensor, and k is the turbulent
kinetic energy.

It is noted that in the mining laneway, the interaction between the species follows the
incompressible ideal gas law, which is captured in the mixture density, thus a ternary species mixture
consisting of methane gas, oxygen, and water vapour is solved, and the ideal gas law is described as:

ρ =
pM
RT

(6)
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where R is the universal gas constant, M denotes the mixture molecular weight, which is given by:

M = [
ωCH4

MCH4

+
ωO2

MO2

+
ωH2O

MH2O
+

ωN2

MN2

]
−1

(7)

ωi and Mi are the mass fraction and the molar mass of species i (O2, CH4 and N2), respectively, where
the mass fraction of nitrogen is calculated as:

ωN2 = 1 − (ωCH4 + ωO4 + ωH2O) (8)

The molar fractions are related to the mass fraction, calculated by:

xi =
ωi M
Mi

(9)

The fluid mixture viscosity is given as:

μ = ∑
i
[xiui/(∑

j
xiΦi,j)] with i, j= CH4, O2, H2O, N2 (10)

where xi,j are the mole fraction of species i and j, and Φi,j is defined as:

Φi,j =
1√
8
(1 +

Mi
Mj

)
−1/2

[1 + (
μi
μj
)

1/2
(

Mi
Mj

)
1/4

]

2

(11)

In consideration of the practical purpose, the unit of methane concentration commonly used in
the regulation/law is presented in %v/v, which is defined as:

CH4 = ωCH4 × 100% (12)

In addition, the fan power is calculated as:

Pf an = ΔPf an
.

Q f an (13)

where ΔPf an stands for the pressure difference from the inlet,
.

Q f an is the volumetric flow rate of the
fan. It is noted that depending on the actual fan efficiency, the fan power would be different.

2.2.3. Turbulence Model

The turbulence model is the key foundation of the species transport motion in representing flow
behaviour, because it can directly affect the simulation accuracy for dynamic characteristics of methane
dispersion. Thus, it is of great importance to select the appropriate turbulence model. As for the
most widely used models, such as K-epsilon, K-omega, RSM and Spalart-Allmaras. The comparison
experiment demonstrated by Kurnia et al. and our previous work shows that the K-epsilon model
gives a reasonably good prediction [7], so K-epsilon model is selected in the current study. In short,
the model considers a two-equation model and solves for turbulent kinetic energy, k, and its rate of
dissipation, ε, which is coupled with turbulent viscosity [26,27]. The equations are given as:

∇ · [(μ +
μt

σk
)∇k] + G =

∂

∂t
(ρk) +∇ · (ρUk) (14)

∇ · [(μ +
μt

σε
)∇ε] + C =

∂

∂t
(ρε) +∇ · (ρUε) (15)
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where G = Gk − ρε, C = C1ε
εGk

k + C2ερ
ε2

k , Gk represents the generation of turbulence kinetic energy
due to the mean velocity gradients. σk and σε are the turbulent Prandtl numbers for k and ε respectively.
The turbulent viscosity is computed by combining k and ε as follows:

μt = ρCμ
k2

ε
(16)

where C1ε, C2ε, Cμ, σk and σε are constants, the values are 1.44, 1.92, 0.09, 1, and 1.3, respectively.

2.2.4. Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions of the model are summarized as follows:

(i) Walls: standard wall function is defined;
(ii) Inlet: the inlet of ventilation duct is prescribed as the velocity-inlet, the basic 15 m/s and various

time varying air velocity are specified according to different ventilation patterns;
(iii) Driving face: methane gas is released evenly at a volume flow rate of 0.031 m3/s;
(iv) Outlet: the outlet of the laneway is set to the pressure-outlet boundary condition with standard

atmospheric pressure (101.325 kPa), and with the average temperature in the Sijiazhuang coal
mine of 300 K.

3. Numerical Methodology

The three-dimensional computational domain of the laneway was established, meshed and
labelled with boundary conditions using the pre-processor Gambit 2.3.16. In order to ensure a mesh
independent solution, four different amount of mesh 3.94 × 105, 5.11 × 105, 1.15 × 106 and 4.04 × 106

were tested and compared in terms of airflow velocity and methane concentration, and detailed
comparisons were presented in Figures 2 and 3. The results indicated that mesh amount of 1.15 million
elements was sufficient for the numerical simulation purposes: a fine structure near the ventilation duct
and coarser mesh in other areas to reduce the computational cost, see Table 1 for detailed information.
It shows that the mesh amount of 1.15 × 106 gives about 4.2% deviation compared with 4.04 × 106,
while it requires significantly shorter mesh generation time and less RAM of about 4.8 GB; whereas,
the mesh amount of 3.94 × 105 and 5.11 × 105 gives up to 14.6% and 10.4% deviation compared to the
number of 4.04 × 106, although they consume shorter time to generate mesh. Thus, the mesh amount
of 1.15 million elements was chosen to study the following research. The meshed laneway is shown in
Figure 4.

Table 1. Details for the mesh generation of computational domains.

Mesh Amount
Interval of

Laneway (m)
Interval of

Windpipes (m)
Elapsed
Time (s)

RAM
Required (GB)

Deviation

3.94 × 105 0.2 0.2 11 3.4 14.6%
5.11 × 105 0.2 0.1 18 3.9 10.4%
1.15 × 106 0.15 0.1 35 4.8 4.2%
4.04 × 106 0.1 0.05 114 7.1 -
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Figure 2. Velocity field of the airflow (m/s) under different mesh generation.

Figure 3. Methane concentration (%v/v) under different mesh generation.

Figure 4. Mesh generation.
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The established model was numerically investigated utilising a Computational Fluid Dynamics
platform (FLUENT Inc., New York, NY, USA) [36]. All terms of the equations were solved with
the semi-implicit pressure-linked equation (SIMPLE) algorithm, second-order upwind scheme.
The turbulence model and boundary conditions were solved using finite volume solver. On average,
each simulation required 3600 iterations with convergence tolerance of 1 × 10−6 for all variables, and
other detailed parameters are presented in Table 2. It takes around 11–15 h on computers with four
core processors and 8 GB RAM.

Table 2. Parameters for the turbulence models.

Parameters Setting

Air density (kg/m3) 1.225
Turbulent viscosity (m2/s) 1.7894 × 10−5

Turbulent kinetic energy 1.3
The relative intensity of turbulence 5.1

Volume flow rate of methane gas (m3/s) 0.031
Convergence criteria 1 × 10−6

Initialization method Hybrid Initialization
Number of time steps for transient simulation 1800

Time step size (s) 1
Max iterations/time step 15

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Intermittent Ventilation Strategies and Parametric Studies

Here, the spatiotemporal characteristics of air flow behavior and methane distribution with
different configurations of ventilation strategies are investigated, and parametric studies are conducted
and discussed to compare the effects of various factors.

It is showed that to supply sufficient fresh air for coal miners and to keep methane gas
concentrations below the threshold value, most underground coal mines usually drive excessive
amounts of airflow to various locations [23], and large main fans are utilized to provide airflow
from the surface and smaller branches with auxiliary ventilation system are further distributed to
ventilate airflow. The majority of coal mining operators employed this kind of ventilation system
with fans working continuously during coal mining operation, which requires massive amounts of
electricity to power the fan. Similarly, Sijiazhuang coal mine adopts the typical ventilation system.
In order to save energy whilst ensuring the methane removal efficiency, here, we introduce the design
and implementation concept of FTC [34,35]: methane control is the main purpose in normal period
of ventilation, when the methane concentration is beyond the specified value close to the alarm
value of the methane sensor (0.7%v/v in this study), the velocity should be increased to reduce the
concentration; when the methane concentration is under the specified value (0.4%v/v in this study),
the velocity should be decreased to ensure methane gas to be recovered for operation of ventilation
air methane energy extraction. It is noted that in China, the maximum allowable value of methane
concentration is 1%v/v in general, and according to the safety and operation regulations in Sijiazhuang
coal mine, the specified alarm value is 0.8%v/v. The upper limit of methane sensor is usually set as
0.7%v/v in actual site applications and there leaves a 0.1% interval between the alarm value, and the
lower limit is usually set as 0.4%v/v. The ventilation system using FTC is composed of frequency
conversion controller, methane sensor, automatic air distribution device, ventilation machine, silencer
etc. The special-use switch of the frequency conversion controller has a programmable logic controller
called PLC system, which can analyze and determine whether the methane concentration exceeds the
upper limit or below the lower limit of the set methane concentration, and then decide to automatically
adjust the rotate speed of motor to change the output power of the local fan as well as the airflow
velocity. Thus, we have to scientifically define the appropriate air velocity value and the intermittency
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period of step changes for velocity. Based on the essential requirements of ventilation velocity, we
proposed six possible intermittent ventilation patterns and employ parametric studies to define the
key parameters.

Here, the performance of various ventilation patterns is investigated and compared with the
typical steady flow pattern (15 m/s, defined as case 0) in terms of the potential energy saving and
methane removal efficiency, and we mainly focus on the dynamic changes of methane concentration
about the time it requires to be stable when the velocity is changed over time. Specifically, the inlet
velocity for ventilation duct are defined with different dynamic patterns, which are presented in
Figure 5: (case 1) 300 s high velocity (15 m/s) and 300 s low velocity (12 m/s); (case 2) 300 s high
velocity (15 m/s) and 300 s low velocity (9 m/s); (case 3) sinusoidal flow, the velocity changing curve
is defined as the sine law with period of 600 s, the peak and valley values are 15 m/s and 12 m/s
respectively; (case 4) 300 s high velocity (15 m/s) and 600 s low velocity (12 m/s); (case 5) 300 s high
velocity (15 m/s) and 600 s low velocity (9 m/s), and (case 6) 300 s high velocity (15 m/s) and 300 s low
velocity (6 m/s). It should be noted that the intermittent flow control can be implemented by using
FCT, which can be done by installing a frequency converter for the local fan in the circuit without
affecting main ventilation fans and other apparatus in the ventilation system.

Figure 5. Six different ventilation patterns.

Therefore, the typical steady flow with six dynamic ventilation patterns were simulated utilizing
the computational fluid dynamic platforms. Firstly, a line in section A with a height of 3 m was
selected to observe the methane concentration for various ventilation patterns along the excavation
laneway at different time points, and the variation trend of methane concentration among the seven
ventilation patterns was presented in Figure 6 with time 300 s, 600 s, 900 s, 1200 s. Several features
here are apparent: methane gas is generated at the driving face and then pushed into the whole
laneway, which is reflected by high methane concentration on the first few meters and the lower trend
with the increasing laneway length. On average, methane concentration keeps under the maximum
allowable value of 1%v/v as well as the alarm value of 0.8%v/v in the areas where miners work,
which is typically farther than 5 m away from the driving face. Specifically, it can be found that
at 300 s, the methane concentration under all the cases maintained at a low level. At 600 s, the
methane concentrations for case 1–6 all increased due to the changing low velocity in this period
with the computed average value of 0.51%v/v, 0.65%v/v, 0.45%v/v, 0.51%v/v, 0.69%v/v, 0.90%v/v,
increased up to 32.26%, 67.07%, 17.01%, 31.52%, 78.45%, 130.76%, respectively, compared with base
case 0 of 0.39%v/v. The same figure at 900 s for six dynamic cases are 0.45%v/v, 0.60%v/v, 0.48%v/v,
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0.55%v/v, 0.68%v/v, 0.60%v/v, which increased up to 8.31%, 44.00%, 16.81%, 32.80%, 64.29% and
45.52%, respectively, compared with typical steady flow with an average methane concentration of
0.41%. Besides, the methane concentrations at 1200s for case 0–6 are 0.42%v/v, 0.57%v/v, 0.61%v/v,
0.56%v/v, 0.51%v/v, 0.66%v/v, 0.89%v/v, and the dynamic patterns increased 36.09%, 44.00%, 34.62%,
20.32% 57.66%, and 110.61%, respectively. It can be concluded that case 5 performs worst due to the
long period of low velocity and followed by case 2 with the same low velocity of different period.

Figure 6. Average methane concentration along the selected line.

Furthermore, we look into the dynamic regularity of methane concentration at the selected point,
which is located on section A with 3 m high and 10 m away from the driving face, as presented in
Figure 7. It demonstrated that intermittency based on frequency conversion of inlet velocity leads
to dynamic behaviour of methane concentration as relatively high methane concentration develops
when low velocity is applied, and all the cases can control the methane concentration below the alarm
value of 0.8%v/v except for case 6 due to the low velocity. Specifically, by comparing the different
velocities of 6 m/s, 9 m/s, 12 m/s, and 15 m/s, it shows that the steady flow of base case 0 with
15 m/s maintains methane concentration around 0.4–0.45%v/v; case 1, case 3 and case 4 with the
low velocity of 12 m/s increase the methane concentration up to about 0.5%v/v; case 2 and case
5 with intermittency low velocity of 9 m/s leads the methane concentration rise to 0.65%v/v to
0.7%v/v; while case 6 with lower velocity of 6 m/s increases the methane concentration to the critical
explosive level of 1%v/v, which cannot satisfy the requirement of ventilation. Thus, we conclude that
9 m/s is the minimum inlet velocity in this case study to ensure the methane concentration below the
alarm value. Besides, one of our research goals is to scientifically define the frequency conversion
period of inlet velocity in order to save energy whilst keeping the methane concentration below the
maximum allowable value. By comparing of case 2 and case 5, the results suggest that the intermittency
duration plays an important role as the short period of the low velocity leads to a short-term and lesser
accumulation of methane concentration, while the long period of the low velocity induces a long-term
and more accumulation of methane concentration, which will also lead to slightly increase of methane
concentration in the next ventilation period. In addition, an important finding is that the methane
concentration takes about 3 min to be steady with the step changes of velocity.
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Figure 7. Average methane concentration in a selected point at different times.

Although the intermittent ventilation patterns based on frequency conversion of velocity cannot
apparently improve methane removal efficiency compared with normal steady flow, it offers potential
in energy saving and still guarantees that the average methane concentration under the limited level
with velocity over 9 m/s, which confirms that continuously ventilated high-speed velocity typically
used in Sijiazhuang coal mine is really not that necessary, and proper velocity decrease based on the
dynamic characteristics of methane concentration can reduce energy consumption. The significant
amount of energy saving and other parameters on average are presented in Table 3, which are calculated
based on Bernoulli equation within 1800 s. It indicates that case 5 performs best in energy saving
while it is dangerous since the methane concentration close to alarm value with long period of low
ventilation velocity; followed by case 6, but the methane concentration is beyond the alarm value in
this case as we analyzed previously; cases 1, 2, 3, 4 can effectively save energy usage whilst maintain
the methane concentration under the limited value, among which case 2 offers balanced performance
with energy saving up to 39.20% and controls methane concentration at safe level. The result shows
that the potential energy saving based on the intermittent ventilation patterns is essentially significant
for economic benefits.

Table 3. Energy saving for various ventilation patterns in 1800 s.

Cases
Average Pressure
Difference (Pa)

Average Volumetric
Flow Rate (m3/s)

Average Fan
Power (Watt)

Energy Saving (%)

Case 0 137.81 7.54 1038.56 0
Case 1 113.01 6.78 785.15 24.40
Case 2 93.71 6.03 631.44 39.20
Case 3 113.01 6.78 785.15 24.40
Case 4 104.74 6.53 700.68 32.53
Case 5 79.01 5.53 495.74 52.27
Case 6 79.93 5.28 552.51 46.80

4.2. The Spatiotemporal Characteristics of the Airflow and Methane Distribution

The ventilation airflow is the main factor which directly influence the methane dispersion and
distribution, here case 2 is chosen to investigate the spatiotemporal characteristics of airflow behaviour
and the methane distribution. Figure 8 presents the predicted velocity profiles at different cross-sections
for four time points, and Figure 9 shows the methane distribution at 1 m high from the laneway floor
with the same time points. It is clear that the pressing air discharges from the ventilation duct, flows
through the driving face to the outtake side of laneway with gradually decreased velocity; with the
impact of the pressing air, large amount of methane gas disperses and is driven to the outtake side
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of laneway with decreasing concentration. The result also suggests that the frequency conversion of
inlet velocity changes the overall behaviour of velocity and methane concentration inside the whole
laneway: with high inlet velocity of 15 m/s (Figure 8a,c), methane gas is dispersed and forced to
leave the laneway with a relatively low concentration (Figure 9a,c); conversely, with the action of a
low inlet velocity of 9 m/s, the airflow velocity throughout the whole laneway reduces significantly
(Figure 8b,d), with that the methane concentration rises from about 0.45%v/v to around 0.7%v/v
(Figure 9b,d) and then reduces back to low concentration as the high velocity is periodically applied.

Figure 8. Airflow velocity (m/s) profiles at different cross sections (with a distance of 1 m, 5 m, 10 m,
15 m, 20 m to the driving face).

Figure 9. Methane distribution (%v/v) at height of 1 m above the laneway floor.

4.3. The Optimal Intermittent Ventilation Pattern and Data Validation

Based on the previous parametric studies and the spatiotemporal characteristics of airflow
behavior and methane distribution, we have concluded that the intermittent ventilation patterns
are potential in energy saving. And an important finding is that the inlet velocity value and its period
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of step changes plays an important role in the changing regularity of methane concentration, where the
inlet velocity of 9 m/s is determined as the minimum value and it takes about 3 min for the methane
concentration to be steady at one period of velocity step changes. Therefore, we investigated case
7 in this section, which is defined as 180 s high velocity (15 m/s) and 180 s low velocity (9 m/s),
as shown in Figure 10. Two points A and B in section A with 3 m high and 10 m and 20 m respectively
away from the driving face are monitored, as can be seen in Figure 11. The methane concentration
is changed with this idea: since the methane concentration maintains at a stable level after about
180 s, which illustrates that the methane removal efficiency with continuously high speed velocity
is not significant anymore, so the inlet velocity is decreased slightly to save energy consumption;
as the methane concentration increases to around 0.7%v/v in a period of low airflow velocity, the inlet
velocity is increased to control methane concentration to a low level. It is noteworthy that numerical
result can provide operation supports for FTC with the consistent fundamental design conception.
Besides, it is necessary to compare the methane concentration of all these cases. As point A is also
chosen as the observation point in Figure 7, the average methane concentration is calculated at this
point for case 0–7, which is 0.45%v/v, 0.49%v/v, 0.59%v/v, 0.50%v/v, 0.53%v/v, 0.63%v/v, 0.74%v/v,
0.52%v/v respectively. Furthermore, as can be seen, case 7 saves energy consumption saving of up to
39.20% as presented in Table 4, from which we concluded that case 7 performs best as it saves energy
usage whilst maintaining methane concentration at the relatively low level.

Figure 10. Optimized velocity pattern for the ventilation and methane removal strategy.

Figure 11. Methane concentration changed over time at two specified points.
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Table 4. Energy saving for case 7 in 1800 s.

Average Pressure
Difference (Pa)

Average Volumetric
Flow Rate (m3/s)

Average Fan
Power (Watt)

Energy Saving (%)

93.71 6.03 631.44 39.20

Before accepting the research results as decision supports for practical application, the ventilation
pattern of base case 0 must be verified and validated with monitored data in Sijiazhuang coal mine.
In this experiment, the methane sensor of type KJ9701A was used in 1-5205 excavation laneway, which
is 3.7 m high from the laneway floor, 5 m away from the driving face and 0.4 m away from the laneway
wall. Specifications of the methane sensor with type KJ9701A is shown in Table 5, and data comparison
among field monitored data and simulated data of base case 0 is illustrated in Figure 12. The validation
result indicates that the two sets of data agrees well with each other and exhibits a stable low level of
methane concentration, which is within the alarm value of 0.8%v/v, indicating that the methane quality
has remained the standard. Thus, the numerical results can be used to guide field measurements and
operation to a certain degree.

Table 5. Specifications of the methane sensor (type KJ9701A).

Specifications Range

Measurement range 0–4%v/v CH4

Relative error
0–1% CH4 ≤ ±0.1% CH4

1–3% CH4 ≤ 10% CH4
3–4% CH4 ≤ ±0.3% CH4

Working voltage 9VDC–24VDC

Figure 12. Comparison of the simulated data with field monitored data.

5. Conclusions

In this study, based on the conception of FTC, an optimized intermittent ventilation and methane
removal strategy is proposed and evaluated with the goal of saving energy usage whilst keeping
methane level below the alarm value inside a laneway of coal mine. An important finding is that by
conducting parametric studies from the perspective of time, factors, such as the inlet velocity value
and the period of step changes, can be scientifically defined to obtain a balanced result between energy
savings and methane removal efficiency.

Specifically, by investigating the spatiotemporal characteristics of methane concentration based
on the parametric studies, the minimum inlet velocity value is determined as 9 m/s and the period of
intermittency is defined as 180 s in this specific underground mine size, which can be utilized to FTC
design and applied to optimize the intermittent ventilation pattern. Therefore, the cost-effective
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ventilation and methane removal strategy which performs best is defined as case 7, providing
remarkable energy reduction of 39.2% compared with steady flow and controls methane concentrations
at the lower level compared with case 2.

In conclusion, this study provides a possibility to design an optimized intermittent ventilation
pattern with the same conception of FTC based on the spatiotemporal characteristics of airflow behavior
and methane distribution; however, the physical model in this study remains quite simple. Maybe
more complex ventilation approach with a brattice installation or air curtain based on parametric
studies are required to investigate in the future.
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Abstract: Due to the coexistence of multiple types of reservoir bodies and widely distributed aquifer
support in karst carbonate reservoirs, it remains a great challenge to understand the reservoir flow
dynamics based on traditional capacitance–resistance (CRM) models and Darcy’s percolation theory.
To solve this issue, an improved injector–producer-pair-based CRM model coupling the effect of
active aquifer support was first developed and combined with the newly-developed Stochastic
Simplex Approximate Gradient (StoSAG) optimization algorithm for accurate inter-well connectivity
estimation in a waterflood operation. The improved CRM–StoSAG workflow was further applied
for real-time production optimization to find the optimal water injection rate at each control step
by maximizing the net present value of production. The case study conducted for a typical karst
reservoir indicated that the proposed workflow can provide good insight into complex multi-phase
flow behaviors in karst carbonate reservoirs. Low connectivity coefficient and time delay constant
most likely refer to active aquifer support through a high-permeable flow channel. Moreover,
the injector–producer pair may be interconnected by complex fissure zones when both the connectivity
coefficient and time delay constant are relatively large.

Keywords: capacitance-resistance model; aquifer support; inter-well connectivity; production
optimization; karst carbonate reservoir

1. Introduction

The hydrocarbon resources stored in carbonate reservoirs play an important role in new proven
reserves worldwide over the last decade. Based on the type of reservoir bodies and geological origin
and production response, carbonate reservoirs can be divided into three major categories, i.e., porous
type, fractured-porous type, and karst type. So far, many karst carbonate reservoirs have been found
in the northern Tarim basin, China. Compared with porous or fractured-porous carbonate reservoirs
which are mainly distributed in the Middle East, Central Asia, and North America, domestic karst
carbonate reservoirs are usually subjected to multiscale geological structures and strong heterogeneity.
The coexistence of matrix, fracture, and karst caves usually leads to extremely complicated multiphase
fluid dynamics in this type of reservoir. On the other hand, the lack of powerful techniques to
accurately evaluate reservoir dynamic connectivity while considering the impact of aquifer support,
further increases the uncertainty for finding an optimal waterflood development scheme. Therefore,
it is urgent to establish a practical methodology for inter-well connectivity estimation while coupling
the effect of aquifer support and subsequent real-time injection production optimization in order to
improve waterflooding recovery as much as possible.
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A typical workflow for analyzing waterflood performance involves a combination of reservoir
characterization, geological models, and numerical simulation engines for modeling multiphase
flow in porous media. This ab initio integrated type of model is useful for evaluating strategies
at the larger scale, but is not suited to discrete, localized waterflood operations in karst carbonate
reservoirs. Over the last decades, data-driven physics-based models have emerged as an attempt to
provide a simple picture of reservoir fluid dynamics, providing some vital information, e.g., inter-well
connectivity and advanced decision-making processes by scarifying part of the exact description
(e.g., evolution of the saturation field over time). Production history, well logs, and interventions
are common examples of hard data that are used to train a data-driven reservoir model to answer
specific questions. The data-driven models for inter-well connectivity estimation mainly include
capacitance-resistance (CRM) models [1–4], flow-network models [5], and inter-well numerical
simulation models [6–8].

As a powerful approach for effective analogy between source/sink terms in hydrocarbon
reservoirs and electrical conductors, the CRM only requires the most readily available production
history and producers’ bottom hole pressure (BHP) when available. In addition, the CRM can easily
handle dynamic boundary conditions such as new wells or shut-ins. Full-field history matching and
channeling detection can be carried out in minutes making it a suitable tool for real-time monitoring.
The CRM concept was initiated by the work of Albertoni and Lake [9]. Yousef et al. [1] advanced
the model by incorporating the tank material balance concept and derived the model to multiple
producers and injectors by applying superposition in space. Sayarpour et al. [2] further developed the
CRM equations to several types of reservoir control volumes: tank model (CRMT), producer-based
model (CRMP), and injector-producer pair based model (CRMIP). The CRM has also been integrated
with other analytical tools (e.g., rate-transient analysis, (RTA)) for screening or monitoring the
performance of various enhanced oil recovery (EOR) processes [10–15]. Recently, Mamghaderi and
Pourafshary [16] established an improved CRM to investigate the effect of layers using data from
production logging tools (PLTs). Zhang et al. [17,18] presented a system of multi-layer CRM models
for layered reservoirs by considering both BHP and crossflow. Holanda et al. [19] further introduced
the state-space (SS) theory to describe the dynamic behavior of CRMs as a multi-input/multi-output
system. Capacitance-resistance models were also incorporated with fractional flow models [20,21] to
allow the prediction of oil rates. It indicated that the Koval model proposed by Cao et al. [21] may not be
a good choice for mature waterfloods, but it is effective enough to revisit abrupt breakthroughs caused
by active aquifer support, which widely exist in karst carbonate reservoirs. During production of
karst reservoirs, large-scale fractured-vuggy units are usually treated as isolated targets for continuous
waterflood, thereby the previous CRM models should be modified to supply the aquifer influx rate as
needed with all contributing injection rates.

Owing to the fact that understanding reservoir fluid dynamics to achieve optimal decision-making
by grid-based reservoir models is computationally expensive and frequently require large volumes
of uncertain data to estimate petrophysical properties, full field-scale models are not easy for rapid
reservoir analysis to make reliable decisions. As a newly developed technique for optimal decision,
production optimization where a grid-based model is substituted by a useful yet tractable data-driven
model for waterflood systems was developed to find the optimal well controls that maximize
cumulative oil production or net present value (NPV). The constrained optimization we consider here
is essentially a non-linear, least-squares problem. The efficient optimization mostly depends on the
computations of gradients of objective function to control variables. Theoretically, gradient of objective
function can be accurately obtained using the adjoint method that requires only two simulations for
this calculation, no matter how many variables [22,23]. However, calculation of the adjoint gradient
by traditional reservoir simulation is inconvenient and code intrusive. Besides, it is not feasible to
compute finite difference gradient when the number of control variables is large.

A viable alternative is approximation of the gradient by an ensemble optimization technique
known as EnOpt, which has received appealing attention over the past years by reservoir engineers
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after the pioneering work of Chen et al. [24,25]. Using the deterministic or standard EnOpt,
hybrid constrained optimization problems were resolved by generalized non-linear programming
algorithms [7,26–28]. Do and Reynolds [29] analyzed the deterministic EnOpt and demonstrated
its close connection with other stochastic gradient algorithms. Stordal et al. [30] confirmed that
deterministic EnOpt can be treated as a special example of Gaussian mutation. Jafroodi and Zhang [31]
utilized the CRM model as an underlying reservoir proxy for ensemble-based production optimization
and used a power law relationship to predict oil productivity. In their work, The CRM equation was
only used to detect faults or low-permeability areas between wells, rather than acting as a proxy for
the simulator, with the advantage of using actual production and injection data. Hong et al. [32]
presented a proxy-model workflow where a grid-based model was supplemented by the useful yet
tractable CRM model as a proxy for waterflood operations. The results indicated that CRM models
have high potential to serve as a cogent proxy model for waterflooding related decision-making
and obtain robust results that result in a near-optimal solution. Recently, a novel ensemble-based
technique, stochastic-simplex-approximate-gradient (StoSAG), was developed by Fonseca et al. [33,34].
The StoSAG deals with reservoir simulator as a black box and approximates gradient through the inputs
and outputs of all the ensemble runs. Various theoretical analyses [35–39] showed that StoSAG can
yield a significantly higher NPV than that obtained with the standard EnOpt. However, there are few
proposals using the newly developed StoSAG for estimation of inter-well connectivity. We will explore
the possibility of using StoSAG for the case where two objectives are to assimilate the production
history data to infer inter-well connectivity when active aquifer support exists and to perform real-time
production optimization by maximizing the NPV or cumulative oil production under hybrid non-linear
constraints, respectively.

In this paper, an improved CRMIP model by coupling the effect of active aquifer support is
first proposed and integrated with the newly developed StoSAG optimization algorithm for better
understanding of inter-well connectivity in a waterflood operation. The improved CRM–StoSAG
workflow is further employed for real-time production optimization to find the optimal injection rate
at each control step by maximizing the objective function, i.e., net present value (NPV) of waterfloods
with regard to typical karst carbonate reservoirs. Finally, the conclusions of this work will be provided.

2. Methodology

This section discusses in detail the integrated workflow for inter-well connectivity estimation and
production optimization in a waterflood reservoir.

2.1. The Improved CRM–Koval Model

With regard to different CRM representations (e.g., CRMT, CRMP, and CRMIP), the two main
parameter of a CRM are connectivity coefficient and time delay constant if BHP data of producers are
not available. For an oil–water system, the time delay constant denotes how long a pressure wave
from injectors takes to reach a producer. Due to reservoir heterogeneity, time delays of displacing fluid
from adjacent injectors to a certain producer may differ from each other significantly. So, assuming
only a time delay constant for each producer, as in CRMP, may be unreliable. In such a case, it is
necessary to develop one continuity equation for every injector–producer pair, i.e., the CRMIP model.
However, the traditional CRMIP model is not suited to investigate the impact of aquifer support on
inter-well connectivity estimates, which are widely distributed in karst carbonate reservoirs. As shown
in Figure 1, when aquifer support is inevitable, the governing differential equation should be modified,
as follows

dqij(t)
dt

+
1
τij

qij(t) =
1
τij

[
fij Ii(t) + ewij

]− Jij
dPw f ,j

dt
(1)

where qij(t) is the liquid production rate of an injector–producer pair at time t, m3/d; τij is the time
delay constant, d; ewij is the water influx rate, m3/d; Ii(t) is the injection rate of injector i, m3/d; Jij is
the liquid production index of an injector–producer pair, m3/(MPa·d); Pw f ,j is the bottom hole pressure
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of producer j at time t, MPa; fij is the inter-well connectivity coefficient between injector i and producer
j, ∈ [0,1].

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of an injector–producer-pair-based control volume that is widely
distributed in karst waterflood carbonate reservoirs.

The semi-analytical solution of Equation (1) will be further derived using superposition in space,
which is stated as

qcal
lij (tk) = qcal

lij (tk−1)e
−(

Δtk
τ′ij/Mk

ij
)

+

⎛⎝1 − e
− Δtk

τ′ij/Mk
ij

⎞⎠⎡⎣ewij + fij·Ii
(k) − J′ij·τ′

ij

Δp(k)w f ,j

Δtk

⎤⎦ (2)

According to superposition in time, Equation (2) has the following form

qij(tk) = qij(t0)e
−(

tk−t0
τij

)

+
k
∑

s=1

[
(1 − e

− Δts
τij )

(
ewij + fij Ii

(s) − Jijτij
Δp(s)w f ,j

Δts

)
e
−(

tk−ts
τij

)
]

(3)

For injector–producer pairs, the liquid production rate qj(tk) of producer j at time tk can be
given by

qj(tk) =

Ninj

∑
i=1

qij(tk) (4)

When aquifer support is active and BHP change of producer with time is negligible, there are
four unknown parameters for each injector–producer-pair based control volume, i.e., fij, qij(t0), τij and
ewij. The total number of unknown parameters for waterflood reservoir is equal to 4 × Npro × Ninj.
Obviously, when the waterflood reservoir is not affected by aquifer support, the semi-analytical
solution Equation (3) can be simplified as the traditional CRMIP model. In order to guarantee a
reasonable balance between injection and production, the inter-well connectivity coefficient fij should
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satisfy inequality constraints. In many cases, the liquid production rate qij(t0) must be subjected to
some equality constraints as follows

Ninj

∑
i

fij ≤ 1, j = 1, 2, · · · , Npro (5)

Ninj

∑
i

qij(t0) = qj(t0) (6)

If the two-phase flow in each control volume can be regarded as steady-state flow, the Koval
model proposed by Cao et al. [21] will be used to compute the fractional flow of water in porous media
by considering the effect of local heterogeneity and viscosity ratio, which is given by

fw =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 tD < 1

Kval

Kval−
√

Kval
tD

Kval−1
1

Kval
< tD < Kval

1 tD ≥ Kval

(7)

where Kval is the Koval factor, reflecting both reservoir heterogeneity and fluid–viscosity contrast.
A large Koval factor (greater than unity) usually implies either a high degree of reservoir heterogeneity
or a large oil-water viscosity ratio. tD is a dimensionless time denoting the cumulative water injection
in control volume.

tD =
∑k ∑i fij Ii

Vpj
(8)

where fij is the interwell connectivity coefficient, which can be estimated using the improved CRMIP
model to assimilate the production history; Vpj is the drainage volume of a injector–producer pair, m3;
Ii is the injection contribution to the producer at timestep tk, m3/d.

For oil–water two-phase system, the oil or water production rate of jth producer at timestep tk
can be easily obtained based on the physical meaning of fraction-flow equation, which can be written
as [21]

qwj(tk) = qj(tk) fwj(tk) (9)

qwj(tk) = qj(tk)
[
1 − fwj(tk)

]
(10)

Using the improved CRM–Koval model for inter-well connectivity estimation, the six unknown
parameters for each injector–producer pair, i.e., connectivity coefficient, time delay constant, water
influx rate, liquid production rate at timestep t0, Koval factor, and drainage volume were estimated
with non-linear multivariate regression, the required least-squares objective function were finally
described as

minmize
u∈RNu

J(u) =
Nt

∑
k=1

Npro

∑
j=1

{[
qcal

j (tk)− qobs
j (tk)

]2
+
[
qcal

oj (tk)− qobs
oj (tk)

]2
}

(11)

Except for Equations (5) and (6), the objective function was also constrained by

τij ≥ 0, ewij ≥ 0, Kval,j ≥ 1 (12)

Npro

∑
j

Vpj ≤ VpField (13)

where the superscript obs and cal denote the observed and predicted production data, respectively;
VpField denotes the total pore (drainage) volume of a reservoir or block, m3.
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2.2. Waterflood Production Optimization

When the improved CRM–Koval model was used for a better understanding of reservoir fluid
dynamics including inter-well connectivity, aquifer influx rate, etc., the NPV of production was defined
as the objective function by having the proxy model serve as a precursor of a grid-based reservoir
model and finally maximized in order to find the optimal well controls (rate or pressure) under hybrid
non-linear constraints, which can be given as follows [22]

N(u) =
Nt

∑
n=1

{
Δtn

(1 + b)
tn

365

[
P

∑
j=1

(
ro·qn

o,j − cw·qn
w,j

)
−

I

∑
k=1

(
cwi·qn

wi,k

)]}
(14)

where u is a Nu-dimensional column vector containing all the well controls over the production lifetime.
For the problem of interest here, we treated the injection rate of each injector as the control variable;
ro is the oil revenue, USD/STB; cw and cwi, respectively, are the disposal cost of produced water and
the cost of water injection, USD/STB; b is annual discount rate; tn denotes the time at end of the nth
time step of the proxy model; Δtn is the size of the nth time step; Nt is the total number of time steps;
P and I denote the number of producers and injectors, respectively; qn

o,j and qn
w,j respectively, denote

the average oil and water production rate at the jth producer, STB/day; qn
wi,k is the average water

injection rate at the kth injector, STB/day.
The generalized waterflood production optimization problem can be written as

max m ize
u∈RNu

N(u) (15)

Satisfying the following constraints

ulow
i ≤ ui ≤ uup

i , i = 1, 2, · · · , Nu (16)

ci(u) ≤ 0, i = 1, 2, · · · , ni (17)

ei(u) = 0, i = 1, 2, · · · , ne (18)

where N(u) is the objective function for waterflood optimization; Equations (16)–(18) denote the
boundary constraint, inequality, and equality constraints, respectively; ulow

i and uup
i are the lower and

upper limits of ith control variable ui, respectively; ni and ne denote the number of inequality and
equality constraints, respectively.

2.3. Ensemble-Based Optimization Method

The key to sequential data assimilation or robust optimization in large-scale non-linear dynamics
is to obtain the gradients of objective function and handle the hybrid inequality and equality constraints.
Due to the complexity of fluid flow in heterogeneous porous media, accurate computation of gradient
with the adjoint or finite difference method in a traditional reservoir simulation code is usually time
consuming and code intrusive. To overcome the drawbacks, an ensemble-based method, StoSAG
algorithm, was used to obtain the approximate gradient of least-squares objective function. The StoSAG
algorithm can treat the reservoir simulator or proxy model as a black box and approximates the gradient
of objective function through the inputs and outputs of all the ensemble runs efficiently. Moreover, the
augmented Lagrange method and log-transformation method will be integrated to handle the hybrid
nonlinear constraints.
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2.3.1. Augmented Lagrange Objective Function

For the kth control variable uk, an unbounded optimization problem can be obtained by applying
a log transformation method [23] to transform the original bound-constrained optimization problem,
which takes the form of

vk = ln

(
uk − ulow

k

uup
k − uk

)
(19)

where ulow
k and uup

k are the lower and upper bounds of the kth control variable uk, respectively; vk is
the log-domain kth control variable varying from −∞ to ∞.

The robust optimization is performed in log-domain, but the control variable uk can be obtained
with the inverse log-transformation after each iteration, which can be illustrated as

uk =
exp(vk)u

up
k + ulow

k
1 + exp(vk)

(20)

Using the log-transformation to eliminate the bound constraints, the following augmented
Lagrange objective function [15] will be ultimately established

La(u, λ, μ) = N(u)−
ne
∑

j=1
λe,j
[
se,j·ej(u)

]
+ 1

2μ

ne
∑

j=1

[
se,j·ej(u)

]2

−
ni
∑

i=1
λc,imax[sc,i·ci(u),−μ·λc,i]

+ 1
2μ

ni
∑

i=1
{max[sc,ici(u),−μλc,i]}

2

(21)

where λe,j and λc,i, respectively, denote the Lagrangian multiplier of equality and inequality constraints;
μ denotes the penalty parameter; se,j and sc,i, respectively, denote the scaling factors for equality and
inequality constraints. Note that the term N(u) in Equation (14) is substituted with La(u, λ, μ) for a
hybrid constrained optimization problem.

2.3.2. StoSAG Gradient Computation

To address the data assimilation problem of Equation (11) and waterflood optimization problem
of Equation (15), we used the steepest ascent algorithm [24] to compute the estimate of the optimal
control vector at the (k + 1)th iteration, which is given by

uk+1 = uk + ak

[
dk

‖dk‖∞

]
(22)

where u0 is the initial guess; uk is the optimal control vector at the kth iteration. ak is the step size;
dk denotes the search direction vector. For our study, it was a stochastic search direction.

The StoSAG algorithm proposed by Fonseca et al. [33] with the stochastic search direction,
described as following, was used to maximize the augmented Lagrange objective function La(u, λ, μ):

dk,sto = 1
Ne

Ne
∑

j=1

(
δŨk

j

(
δŨk

j

)T
)+

δŨk
j ·δLa

∣∣∣kj
= 1

Ne

Ne
∑

j=1

δŨk
j∥∥∥δŨk

j

∥∥∥2

2

·δLa

∣∣∣kj (23)

where δŨk
j = ũk

j − uk, and δLa|kj = La

(
ũk

j

)
− La

(
uk
)

. The superscript “+” on a matrix denotes the
Moore–Penrose pseudo-inverse. the superscript “T” denotes the transpose process for a vector or
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matrix. Note that, ũk
j denotes Ne ensembles of Gaussian random vector, where X~N

(
uk, I

)
(i.e., the

mean of ũk
j equals to uk and its covariance matrix I), and can be written as

ũk
j = uk + L·Zj, j = 1, 2, · · · Ne (24)

where k is the iteration number of inner loop; uk is the optimal control vector at the kth iteration; L is
a lower triangular matrix obtained by Cholesky decomposition of the covariance matrix CU ; Zj is
the vector satisfying a Gaussian distribution N(0, I), and I is unit matrix with dimension of Nu × Nu.
Therefore, L·Zj denotes a (Nu × 1) Gaussian random vector, namely, L·Zj ∼ N(0, CU). The following
spherical covariance function is further adopted to compute the (i, j) entry of covariance matrix CU
by Ci,j,

Ci,j =

⎧⎨⎩ σ2
[

1 − 3
2

( |i−j|
Ns

)
+ 1

2

( |i−j|
Ns

)3
]

i f |i − j| < Ns

0 otherwise
(25)

Figure 2 displays the integrated CRMIP–StoSAG workflow for inter-well connectivity estimation
and waterflood optimization. This workflow was divided into two parts: data assimilation by
the CRMIP–Koval model (shaded in orange) and real-time waterflood optimization based on good
understandings of inter-well connectivity relationships (shaded in blue).

Interwell connectivity estimation

cal obs

cal obs

Waterflood optimization

Figure 2. Workflow for inter-well connectivity estimation and waterflood optimization.
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3. Case Study for Karst Carbonate Reservoir

As previously mentioned, when the impact of aquifer support is negligible, the improved CRMIP
model will be simplified to the traditional CRM representation as described in Sayarpour et al. [2].
Accuracy of the improved CRM–StoSAG workflow and its feasibility for strongly-heterogeneous
waterflood reservoir was validated in our previous work [15], which will not be revisited here.
The following focuses on using the improved CRM–StoSAG workflow to infer the inter-well
connectivity relationship of karst carbonate reservoirs and subsequent waterflood optimization.

The typical karst carbonate reservoir we consider here is located in northern Tarim Basin, which is
subject to strong heterogeneity and contains multiple types of reservoir bodies in many cases, mainly
including karst caves, fractured-vuggy bodies, etc. [40]. As a matter of fact, karst caves are usually
regarded as the major reservoir spaces. Rapid drilling time drops, drilling rigs ventilation, overflow
and large mud loss often occurs. In addition, strong bead reflection, as shown in Figure 3a, can be
utilized to determine the karst cave systems. As for the fractured-vuggy reservoir bodies, the main
components are composed of dissolved pores and small caves. In addition to communicating the
dissolved pores and caves, a relatively high hydrocarbon storage is founded in high-angle tectonic
fractures with varying conductivities. The main seismic amplitude for this type of reservoir body is
strong flake and weak messy reflection, see Figure 3b.

(a) karst cave (b) fractured-vuggy 

Figure 3. Seismic amplitude of different reservoir bodies in the Tarim Basin: (a) strong bead-like
reflection for karst caves; (b) strong flake-like reflection for fractured-vuggy bodies.

In addition, due to the complex distribution patterns of active aquifer support in karst carbonate
reservoir, water influx behaviors observed mainly conform to abrupt watered-out and fluctuation
or staircase rise characteristics, as shown in Figure 4. Moreover, the lack of efficient techniques to
replenish formation void age may further result in a relatively low recovery efficiency and high natural
decline rate of oil production. On the other hand, the majority of previously-used mathematical models
are based on Darcy’s flow, and the coexistence of porous and free-flow domains over a wide range of
scales usually lead to sophisticated fluid flow dynamics in karst carbonate reservoirs. The traditional
percolation theory and reservoir simulators are not adapted to represent the coupled flow dynamics in
this type of waterflood reservoir.
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram of typical water influx behavior patterns: (a) abrupt watered-out;
(b) fluctuation or staircase rise in water cut.

According to the problems of rapid production decline and low recovery rate caused by weak
natural energy and rapid rise of water cut, pilot tests of sequential waterflooding have been carried
out for some potentially interconnected injector–producer pairs, which are sorted out according to
tracer surveillance and interference well testing. But with the amount of water injection increasing,
oil yield effect gradually becomes worse, and much of the remaining oil is still unexploited around
producers. For this study, typical injector–producer-pairs, Pro_1, Inj_1, and Pro_2, corresponding to the
same large-scale fractured-vuggy unit, was screened for application for the improved CRM–StoSAG
workflow. Using the liquid and oil production data of Pro_1, Inj_1, and Pro_2 with a relatively stable
production scheme for history matching, the control variables for inter-well connectivity including
connectivity coefficient, time delay constant, water influx rate, Koval factor, and drainage volume of
each injector–producer pair were ultimately estimated and summarized in Table 1. The CRMIP oil
production match results of Pro_1 and Pro_2 are shown in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. The iteration
procedure of the least-squares objective function using the improved CRM–StoSAG workflow for
inter-well connectivity estimation is illustrated in Figure 7.
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Figure 5. CRMIP oil production match for Pro_1.
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Figure 6. CRMIP oil production match for Pro_2.
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Table 1. The estimated control variables of CRMIP–Koval model.

The Estimated
Control Variables

Inj_1

Connectivity
Coefficient

Time Delay
Constant (d)

Water Influx
Rate (m3/d)

Koval Factor
Drainage

Volume (m3)

Pro_1 0.433 230.34 0.36 4.22 1.54 × 105

Pro_2 0.037 39.40 9.59 4.45 1537.6

It demonstrates that, the estimated results of connectivity coefficient and time delay constant
between Pro_2 and Inj_1 was far less than those between Pro_1 and Inj_1, suggesting that the injected
water makes little contribution to oil production, which is mainly influenced by active aquifer support,
and the most likely geological structure between Pro_2 and Inj_1 was high-permeable flow channel.
Moreover, the estimated water influx rate of Pro_1 was lower than 1.0 m3/d, indicating no active
aquifer support from Inj_1. The remarkable oil yielding effect was mainly dependent on water
injection. It is inferred that Pro_1 and Inj_1 are interconnected with a complex fissure zone, which is in
good agreement with the understandings obtained from interference well testing. When performing
production optimization for Pro_1, Inj_1, and Pro_2 pairs, water injection for Pro_1 needs to be properly
increased along with real-time adjustment of operation parameters, e.g., nozzle size, shut-off, etc.,
in order to prohibit too-early water breakthroughs from nearby injectors.

Based on the accurate estimation of inter-well connectivity relationships, water injection rates of
Inj_1 at each control step were regarded as unknown control variables, and the NPV of oil production
with regard to this large-scale fractured-vuggy unit was maximized using the StoSAG optimization
method in order to find the optimal well control variables. Figure 8 displays the optimized distribution
of water injection rate at each timestep. Comparison of well group cumulative oil production prior
to and after optimization is shown in Figure 9. The result indicates that, when cumulative volume
of water injection is assumed constant, the cumulative oil increase of this well group after real-time
injection-production optimization in karst carbonate reservoir was equal to 1290.2 m3, indicating
a remarkable oil yielding effect. Obviously, the proposed workflow can provide good insights
into accurate estimation of dynamic connectivity and subsequent waterflood optimization in karst
carbonate reservoirs with aquifer support widely existing.
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Figure 8. Distribution of water injection rate obtained by waterflood optimization.
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4. Conclusions

We develop an improved CRMIP model by coupling the effect of active aquifer support and
integrated it with the newly developed StoSAG optimization algorithm for accurate evaluation of
reservoir dynamic connectivity in a waterflood operation. Then, the improved CRM–StoSAG workflow
was employed for real-time waterflood production optimization in order to find the optimal water
injection rate at each control step by maximizing the objective function, i.e., net present value (NPV)
of production.

Case studies showed that the proposed workflow can provide good insights into accurate
estimation of inter-well connectivity and subsequent waterflood optimization. With regard to typical
karst carbonate reservoirs, low connectivity coefficient and time delay constant most likely refer to
active aquifer support through a high-permeable flow channel. The injector–producer pair may also
be interconnected by complex fissure zones when both the estimated connectivity coefficient and time
delay constant are relatively large.
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Abstract: Tight oil has been effectively developed thanks to artificial fracture technology. The basic
mechanism of effective production through fractures lies in the contact between the fractures (both
natural and artificial) and the matrix. In this paper, the natural tight cores from J field in China are
used to conduct experimental studies on the different fluid huff-‘n-puff process. A new core-scale
fracture lab-simulation method is proposed. Woven metallic wires were attached to the outer
surface of the core to create a space between the core holder and core as a high permeable zone,
an equivalent fracture. Three different injecting fluids are used, including CO2, N2 and water. The
equivalent core scale reservoir numerical models in depletion and huff-n-puff mode are then restored
by numerical simulation with the Computer Modeling Group—Compositional & Unconventional
Reservoir Simulator (CMG GEM). Simulation cases with eight different fracture patterns are used
in the study to understand how fracture mechanistically impact Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) in
huff n puff mode for the different injected fluids. The results showed: Firstly, regardless of the
arrangement of fractures, CO2 has mostly obvious advantages over water and N2 in tight reservoir
development in huff-‘n-puff mode. Through EOR mechanism analysis, CO2 is the only fluid that
is miscible with oil (even 90% mole fraction CO2 is dissolved in the oil phase), which results in the
lowest oil phase viscosity. The CO2 diffusion mechanism is also pronounced in the huff-‘n-puff
process. Water may impact on the oil recovery through gravity and the capillary force imbibition
effect. N2, cannot recover more crude oil only by elasticity and swelling effects. Secondly, the fracture
arrangement in space has the most impact on CO2 huff-‘n-puff, followed by water and finally N2.
The fractures primarily supply more efficient and convenient channels and contact relationships. The
spatial arrangement of fractures mainly impacts the performance of CO2 through viscosity reduction
in the contact between CO2 and crude oil. Similarly, the contact between water in fractures and
crude oil in the matrix is also the key to imbibition. In the process of N2 huff-‘n-puff, the elasticity
energy is dominant and fracture arrangement in space hardly to improve oil recovery. In addition,
when considering anisotropy, water huff-‘n-puff is more sensitive to it, while N2 and CO2 are not.
Finally, comparing the relationship between fracture contact area and oil recovery, oil production is
insensitive to contact area between fracture and matrix for water and N2 cases.

Keywords: tight reservoir; huff-‘n-puff; fracture simulation; enhanced oil recovery; CO2 diffusion
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1. Introduction

The key dominant feature difference between a tight reservoir and a traditional reservoir lies in
the tight pore. The pore throat of the porous medium of the tight reservoir is very narrow, and its
movable fluid saturation is very low. The fluid flow requires a higher-pressure gradient through the
pore throat (when <50 nm), and the mobility of fluids is poor [1–6], so in the development of tight
reservoirs, fracturing is a key technology with an indelible contribution to oil production. The main
objective of fracturing is to reconstruct the reservoir seepage formation and to achieve the purpose
of the effective expansion and development of the fracture through the mechanical mechanism and
provide a more efficient and convenient flow channel for the crude oil [2,7]. However, according to the
evaluation of the oil production of tight reservoirs both in China and America, the production rate
of tight reservoirs decreases rapidly, without a long and stable production period [2,6,8–11]. Thus,
it is difficult to obtain satisfactory oil recovery only relying on the depressurization process even
with fracturing.

The tight porous reservoir structure is dense, the pore throat is narrow, and at the nanometer
scale, and the fluid flow is also affected by the boundary layer effect. This results in higher-pressure
gradients in the flooding process in the matrix that restricts traditional flooding application in tight
reservoirs [12–14], while with the existence of fractures, the breakthrough of gas/water usually occurs
during the tight reservoir flooding process, so the huff-‘n-puff method is considered a promising
energy increasing method in tight reservoirs over the depressurization mode.

Many scholars have developed studies on effective displacement of different fluids in tight
reservoirs, mainly including gas injection and chemical injection in Bakken tight oil formations [15,16].
Due to the narrow pore throat in tight reservoirs, gas injection, with its lower viscosity and larger
injectivity, is considered to be much easier than water injection. CO2 is one of the most effective
injection gases for enhanced oil recovery, and the use of CO2 to improve the recovery also serves a
role of greenhouse gas storage, so it is attracting increasing attention. In the study of the enhanced oil
recovery (EOR) by fluid injection, most of the studies focus on the comparison of the miscible process
and immiscible process mechanisms [13,14,17–22].

In the CO2 huff-‘n-puff process, CO2 is first injected into a producer well, then the well is shut off
for soaking, finally, the well is reopened for fluids to be produced [23]. Its application to unconventional
reservoirs has been investigated by lots of researchers recently [18,24–27]. The traditional EOR
mechanisms of CO2 are: (1) viscosity reduction, (2) oil swelling, (3) solution gas drive, (4) hydrocarbon
extraction by CO2. The most important operating parameters in CO2 huff-‘n-puff include injection
rate and time, number of cycles, soaking time, and pressure.

Hawthorne et al. [28] explained CO2 EOR process in tight reservoirs relatively clearly: (1) CO2 is
preferentially injected into the fractures, (2) CO2 contacts the matrix rock through fractures, (3) CO2

will further seep into the matrix, dominated by pressure gradients. When CO2 dissolves in crude oil,
the oil swells and its viscosity decreases, (4) oil drains into the fractures under the effect of CO2, and
(5) when the pressure gradient drops, oil transport is dominated by the concentration gradient across
the matrix and the fractures.

A considerable number of scholars have also focused on the study of CO2 in porous media
and crude oil mass transfer mechanisms [15,29]. The mechanisms of CO2 EOR in tight oil reservoirs
is considered to be significantly different from those in conventional reservoirs, due to the special
petrophysical properties, reservoir fluid thermodynamics, and mass transport mechanisms. Diffusion
is considered to be an especially important mechanism affecting gas transportat under tight reservoir
conditions, and its effect on enhanced oil recovery of tight oil cannot be neglected based on the core
scale experiments.

In addition, experimental results from both 2D core slice and 3D homogeneous core scale models
show that diffusion plays a significant role [30]. However, their field scale huff-‘n-puff simulation
model showed that convection is considered the dominating mechanism instead of diffusion. Vega
carried out CO2 injection experiments in miscible conditions [31]. The results showed that both
diffusive and convective transfer mechanisms were significant.
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In addition to CO2, N2 was also used to explore the EOR potential in tight reservoirs [32]. Cores
from Eagle Ford were used in this research. Similar experiments can also be found in Li and Sheng’s
research [33]. The results indicated that oil recovery was improved when the soaking pressure
increased. Extending soaking time can also significantly improve oil recovery. In addition, increasing
huff-‘n-puff cycles improved oil recovery. After six cycles, the recovery reached 30.99%.

Different from traditional steam huff-‘n-and puff, cold water injection relies on the mechanism
of imbibition for oil displacement in water-wet reservoirs in the presence of fractures [34,35]. This
requires the rock to be water-wet. To alter the rock wettability, surfactants can be used [36–38].

In the extensive study of tight reservoirs, it is also found that the fracture formation process in
tight reservoirs is complex and diverse. The fracture form (such as the Figure 1) is mainly influenced
by the natural fractures and properties of the reservoir (the parameters of brittleness, modulus of
elasticity, etc.) and the distribution characteristics of natural fractures [2,3,7,10,39,40]. The expansion
and connection of the fractures occurs both in the plane and three-dimensional direction. The diversity
in the fracture expansion and connection leads to the fact that the contact between fractures and
matrix is a multi-contact relationship [39]. This undoubtedly increases the difficulty of evaluating the
development effect of tight reservoirs, because the fractures are often simplified to simple uniform
and single contact surfaces. In the fluid injection process, especially in huff-‘n-puff mode, the mass
exchange between crude oil and injected fluid is unavoidably partially ignored due to the lack of
multi-contact relationships between fractures and the matrix. Research on the effect of processing
under complex fracture conditions has also progressed. In Molero’s research, different types of complex
fractures were simulated and the effects of CO2 huff-‘n-puff evaluated. The results confirmed that the
appropriate modeling of fracture geometry plays a critical role in the estimation of the incremental
oil recovery. In Meng’s research about imbibition effects, for fractured reservoirs the area of the
water-covered-face between the fractures and matrix also had a significant effect on the oil production
process. Therefore, the simulation of fractures is essential when evaluating the oil recovery in both
depletion and huff-‘n-puff processes [38].

 
Figure 1. Nonplanar fracture model in a naturally fractured formation.

In terms of core scale experiments, cutting cores and then re-splicing them is the most common
method for fracturing simulation. By cutting a complete vertical core with a saw or cutter, the core is
separated in half. The fracture is then simulated by splicing the two core parts. The disadvantages of
this method are usually a large fracture width (2 mm) and a loss of core and single shape of fractures.
The cores also cannot be reused. Tovar et al. [30] simulated fractures by surrounding tight cores with
glass beads. To prevent the loss of the glass beads, two sandstone plugs were mounted at both ends as
filters. This method doesn’t break the cores and keep them reusable. However, the shape of the fracture
is still too single, and the whole surrounding space of the core is treated as fracture, so the rationality
is questionable. In addition, the spatial arrangement of fractures still cannot be easily simulated in
these methods.
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On the basis of the established importance of complex fractures for tight oil huff-‘n-puff processes,
this research aims to mechanistically understand how complex fractures impact EOR in huff-‘n-puff
for different injected fluids. First, indoor core experiments were carried out, and a new fracture
simulation method using woven metallic wires was proposed. Then a numerical simulation method
was used to perform historical fitting of the experimental results with GMG GEM, which fully considers
unconventional fluid flow, composition interaction and the mass transfer mechanism mentioned in
fractured tight reservoirs. Three different injecting fluids are used, including CO2, N2 and water.
Finally, core scale simulation cases with eight different fracture patterns are used in the study to
understand how fractures mechanistically impact EOR in huff-‘n-puff for different injecting fluids
with a numerical method. Through this research, a more regular understanding of the influence of
fracture and matrix distribution relationship on EOR process can be clear. It is of great significance for
guiding fracturing construction. When selecting the optimal injected fluids corresponding to spatial
arrangement fracture, theoretical support can also be obtained from this study.

2. Methodology

2.1. Experiments

The core plug used in this experiment was from the J Oilfield with a water-wet wettability. Three
cores were selected to perform the huff-‘n-puff process with CO2, water and N2. For the experimental
system, a degassed crude oil is selected, so the weighing method is adopted to measure the amount of
oil produced. Then the oil recovery of each round is calculated. The length is 5 cm with a diameter of
2.5 cm. The permeability is about 0.0375 mD, and porosity is 17.5%. Three cores are selected and their
properties are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Experimental core data.

Core Number Porosity, % Gas Permeability, mD Liquid Permeability, mD

1 0.177513 0.0356 0.02835

2 0.175812 0.03691 0.0304

3 0.173267 0.03994 0.0339

Average 0.175531 0.037483 0.030883

In this paper, a new method for the simulation of core-scale fractures was designed. As shown
in Figure 2, woven metallic wires attached to the outer surface of the core create a space between the
core holder and core as a high permeable zone, equivalent to a fracture. The shape of the metallic
cloths can be adjusted to mimic different fracture geometries and relative positions in space. In order
to ensure the same fracture area, the same metal meshes were used and the cropped different shaped
metal meshes kept at the same weight. The flow chart is shown in Figure 3.

In a specific experimental process, first, we wash, dry and weigh the tight core. The core is
saturated with a vacuum saturate. The weight of the core before and after oil saturation is measured
separately to determine the weight of oil. Finally, 3.5 mL oil is saturated in the tight core. Then, the core
is placed into the core holder. A confining pressure of 30 MPa was applied to the core holder by the
hand pump. Then it was saturated with an extra 1.2 mL of oil when initial pressure reached 30 MPa.
The viscosity of the oil is 6 mPa·s at 60 ◦C. The entire system was placed in an incubator at 60 ◦C. Thus,
the core scale tight reservoir system has been simulated using a lab method.
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(a) fracture arrangement in case 2 (ij profile) (b) fracture arrangement in case 2 (ik profile) 

  
(c) fracture arrangement in case 4 (ij profile) (d) fracture arrangement in case 4 (ik profile)

Figure 2. Basic fracture-matrix core.
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Figure 3. Flowchart of the huff-‘n-puff experiments.

The injection scheme for the huff-‘n-puff process is as follows: first, reduce the core pressure
from an initial pressure of 30 MPa to 5 MPa. Then, inject CO2/N2/Water until the BHP reaches 40
MPa. The huff-‘n-puff is repeated 12 times. The oil produced in the depletion process and CO2/N2

huff-‘n-puff processes can be directly weighed, while in water huff-‘n-puff, the water should be dried
before weighing the produced oil.

The lab method can only provide practical oil recovery data. Subjected to laboratory conditions,
the internal pressure and saturation, as well as other properties of fluids, are difficult to measure
during a core-scale huff-‘n-puff process. Then based on the experimental results, the parameters of
relative permeability and fracture permeability are determined by fitting historical experimental data
(shown in Figure 4). Finally, the numerical simulation method is used for more detailed analysis and
research in the tight core production process.
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Figure 4. Comparisons of oil recovery between lab data and huff-‘n-puff simulation.

2.2. Numerical Simulation

2.2.1. Reservoir Simulation Model

To investigate the several mechanism effect on oil recovery, a Cartesian grid model is built in
CMG GEM [41] based on the core experiments. The governing equation describing the mass balance of
component i in the oil/gas phases is given by the following expression [15], including the cumulative
term of component i in the rock and fluid phases, and the convection, dispersion and molecular
diffusion term of component i in phase j:

∂
∂t [(1 − φ)ρswis + φ

n
∑

j=1
ρjSjwij] +

→
∇·[

Np

∑
j=1

ρjwijuj − φρjSjKij∇wij]− ri = 0,

i = 1, 2, . . . Nc,
j = 1, 2, . . . Np,

(1)

where φ is the porosity of the tight matrix, ρs is the density of the tight matrix, ρj is the density the of j
phase, Sj is the saturation of phase j, wis is the fraction of component i that precipitates in the tight
matrix rock, wij is the fraction of component i in the phase j. ri is the injection or production rate as a
source or sink term, Np is the total number of phases, Nc is the total number of components, uj is the
flow velocity, which is defined based on Darcy’s law as:

uj =
Kkrj

μj
(∇pj − ρjg) (2)

In particular when both oil and water phases exist, the capillary pressure also has effect on the
flow velocity, and the equation is described as:

uw =
Kkrw

μw
(∇pw +∇pcow(Sw)− ρwg) (3)

where K is the formation permeability, krj is the relative permeability of phase j, pj is the pressure of
phase j, and μj is the viscosity of phase j. Kij is the dispersivity coefficient of component i in the phase
j,which is defined as:

Kij =
Dij

τ
+

αl |ul |
φSl

(4)

where τ is the tortuosity of the tight matrix, Dij is the diffusion coefficient of component i in phase j,
and αl is the dispersity coefficient of fluid j in different directions.
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Dij (its units are cm2/s) can be calculated based on the Sigmund correlation [42]. The diffusion in
water phase is ignored. The diffusion coefficient Dik is calculated by:

Dik =
ρ0

j D0
ik

ρj
(0.99589 + 0.096016ρjr − 0.22035ρ2

jr + 0.032674ρ3
jr) (5)

where ρ0
j D0

ik is the zero-pressure limit of the product of density and diffusivity, which can be calculated
by:

ρ0
j D0

ik =
0.001853T0.5

σ0
ikΩikR

(
1

Mi
+

1
Mk

)
0.5

(6)

where T is the absolute temperature (K), σik is the collision diameter (Å), Ωik is the collision integral
of the Lennard-Jones Potential, R is the universal gas constant, and Mi is the molecular weight of
component i. These parameters can be calculated by the following equations [43]:

σi = (2.3551 − 0.087ωi)× (
Tci
Pci

)
1/3

(7)

εi = κB(0.7915 − 0.1963ωi)Tci (8)

σij =
σi + σj

2
(9)

εij =
√

εiε j (10)

T∗
ij =

κBT
εij

(11)

Ωij =
1.06036

(T∗
ij)

−0.15610 +
0.19300

exp(−0.47635T∗
ij)

+
1.03587

exp(−1.52996T∗
ij)

+
1.76464

exp(−3.89411T∗
ij)

(12)

where ω is the acentric factor, Pc is the critical pressure (atm), Tc is the critical temperature (K), ε is the
characteristic Lennard-Jones energy and κB is the Boltzmann constant:

κB = 1.3805 × 10−16ergs/K (13)

ρjr is the reduced density, which can be calculated by:

ρjr = ρj(

Nc
∑
i

yijV
5/3
ci

Nc
∑
i

yijV
2/3
ci

) (14)

Vci is the critical volume of component i, yij is the mole fraction of component i in phase j. Nc is
the total number of components. The diffusion coefficient of component i in the mixture Dij is defined
as:

Dij =
1 − yij

∑
i �=k

yij
Dik

(15)

In this paper, the core scale reservoir depletion and huff-‘n-puff process were simulated with
CMG GEM based on the partial differential equation (PDE) of Equation (1).

2.2.2. Reservoir Model Description

The matrix is rectangular with dimensions of 5 × 2.5 × 2.5 cm (Figure 5). This core is divided
into 10 × 5 × 5 gridblocks with dimensions of 0.5 cm × 0.5 cm × 0.5 cm. The matrix is assumed to
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be homogeneous and isotropic with a porosity of 0.175 and permeability of 0.03 mD. The relative
permeability curve inside the matrix is given in Figure 6. Two layers of grid in each direction with
dimensions of 0.1 cm × 0.5 cm × 0.5 cm, 0.5 cm × 0.1 cm × 0.5 cm and 0.5 cm × 0.5 cm × 0.1 cm are
added to the periphery of the matrix model to serve as the grid space of the fracture, and thus the total
number of model grids is 12 × 7 × 7.

Fracture

Matrix

Figure 5. Basic Fracture-Matrix Model in CMG.

 
(a) Water/oil relative permeability (b) Liquid/gas relative permeability 

Figure 6. Relative permeability curve of the matrix.

The fractures are assumed to be thin highly permeable passages covering the surface of the core
sample matrix. These assumptions are experimentally possible as shown in Figure 5. Woven metallic
wires attached to the outer surface of the core create space between the core holder and core as a high
permeability zone, an equivalent fracture. The shape of the metallic cloths can be adjusted to mimic
different fracture geometries and relative positions in space.

Validating the model with experimental data is critical to ensure that the simulation results are
correct. In the history matching work, the main adjustment parameters are the relative permeability
curves and the fracture permeability. The porosity of the fractures is assumed to be 0.5 and permeability
50 mD through the history fitting of the experimental data. The relative permeability inside the matrix
and the fractures are shown in Figures 6 and 7.

The injected fluids for huff-‘n-puff in this paper are CO2, N2 and water. The initial oil and water
saturations are 0.8/0.2. The initial pressure is 30MPa. The oil viscosity is 6 mPa·s. The CO2 diffusion
coefficient is set based on published simulated and laboratory measurements [15,30,44,45]. Other
initial reservoir properties can be found in Table 2. The phase behavior of water/oil, water/oil/CO2,
and water/oil/N2 are modeled with the Peng-Robinson equation of state. Inputs for the EOS model is
given in Tables 3 and 4. The initial oil components are provided by the J field, and shown in Table 5.
The well is located at (12,4,4) as indicated in Figure 5. The injection scheme for the huff-n-puff process
are as follows: first, depletion and pressure to 5 MPa. Then, inject CO2/N2/Water until BHP reaching
40 MPa. Huff-‘n-puff is repeated 12 times.
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(a) Water/oil relative permeability (b) Liquid/gas relative permeability. 

Figure 7. Relative permeability curve of the fracture.

Table 2. Basic reservoir properties in the numerical model.

Parameter Value Unit

Initial reservoir pressure 30 MPa

Porosity 0.175 -

Oil viscosity 6 mPa·s
Soak pressure 40 MPa

Soak time 45 min

Production time 6 min

Cycle number 12 -

Temperature 60 ◦C

Initial water saturation 0.2 -

Matrix permeability 0.03 mD

Fracture permeability 50 mD

CO2 diffusion coefficient 0.0005 cm2/s

Table 3. Binary interaction parameters.

Component CO2 C1 C4 C7 C12 C19 C30 N2

CO2

C1 0.103

C4 0.1317 0.013

C7 0.1421 0.0358 0.0059

C12 0.1501 0.0561 0.016 0.0025

C19 0.1502 0.0976 0.0424 0.0172 0.0067

C30 0.1503 0.1449 0.0779 0.0427 0.0251 0.0061

N2 −0.02 0.031 0 0 0 0 0

The relative arrangement of matrix and several fractures are modeled on a core scale with CMG
GEM. Table 6 lists the core-scale tight oil-reservoirs with the same contact area between fractures and
cores, but with different fracture spatial arrangements.
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Table 5. Oil composition in the simulation model.

Competent Percent/%

ZGLOBALC ‘N2’ 1

ZGLOBALC ‘CO2’ 0.01

ZGLOBALC ‘C1’ 23.79

ZGLOBALC ‘C4’ 4.38

ZGLOBALC ‘C7’ 11.26

ZGLOBALC ‘C12’ 36.18

ZGLOBALC ‘C19’ 16.51

ZGLOBALC ‘C30’ 7.87

Sum 100

Table 6. Settings of fracture contact relationships.

Fracture Pattern

I = 1 I = 10

Remarks

0 Baseline

1 Scattered fracture-1

2 Scattered fracture-2

3 Scattered fracture-3

4 Scattered fracture-4

5

 

Near well
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Table 6. Cont.

Fracture Pattern

I = 1 I = 10

Remarks

6 Far well

7 Relationship with
Kv and Gravity

3. Results

3.1. Depletion and Huff-‘n-puff with Different Fluids

3.1.1. Depletion Mode

By comparing the simulation results of the different fracture mode cases (Figure 8), it is found
that in the depressurization period, the existence of fractures is significant for the enhanced oil process.
With the same contact area between fracture and matrix, the cases with fractures have approximately
18% higher oil recovery than the case without any fracture. Figure 9 shows the pressure distribution in
several cases. Without fractures, the pressure drop is not obvious. The pressure change area in the
cases with fracture is wider and the pressure drop is more significant, especially in Case-4. This shows
that the fractures supply the more efficient and convenient channels and contact relationships.
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Figure 8. The comparison of oil recovery in fracture and no-fracture conditions.

In the depletion mode, crude oil flows mainly by the pressure drop caused by elastic energy, and
there is no contact between other fluids and crude oil in the matrix through fractures. Therefore, in
the case of depletion mode, when fractures have the same contact area with spatial arrangement, the
obvious difference in oil recovery cannot be observed.

Case-4 represents the most typical contact relationship between horizontal well fracturing artificial
fracture and tight matrix without natural fracture. Case-4 is consistent with the experimental scheme.
Figure 9 shows that the fracture type in Case-4 has the best pressure spread effect. In the next study,
Case-4 is used as the basis for comparing different fluid using huff-‘n-puff.
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kPa

 

(a) Case-0 (b) Case-2 

  
(c) Case-4 (d) Case-6 

Figure 9. Pressure comparison between different scattered fractures in the depletion process.

3.1.2. Comparison of CO2, N2 and Water as Injecting Fluids for Huff-n-puff

• Oil recovery comparison

In this part, Case-4 is used to illustrate the mechanisms of using CO2, N2 and water for the
huff-‘n-puff process. Figure 10 shows the oil recovery factor on surface conditions by using the three
different injecting fluids. CO2 was able to enhance oil recovery by 21% after depletion, water by 13%,
and N2 by 10% so CO2 has obvious advantages over water and N2.

Figure 10. Oil recovery comparison of different fluids (Case-4).

• Gas/liquid injection volume

Firstly, injection fluid volume under the reservoir conditions was selected as a comparison index
for the injectivity (Figure 11) to evaluate the EOR effect of different fluids.

From the comparison it can be found that the injectivity of N2 is the highest among the three
fluids, but its impact on EOR is the least. CO2 has the secondary injectivity with the best EOR effect.
The injected volume of water is the least, but with a moderate oil recovery.
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(a) Total (b) CO2 

 
(c) N2 (d) Water 

Figure 11. Relationship between injection volume RC and oil recovery in huff-‘n-puff mode.

Then, we also found the relationship between the volume of the accumulative injection of fluid
and the oil recovery under the reservoir conditions of different fluids (CO2, N2 and water) cannot be
satisfactorily correlated (shown in Figure 11a). It shows that that the injectivity is only part of the basis
for the EOR effect of fluids. Because of the obvious difference of EOR mechanism among the three
fluids, the oil recovery only shows a good linear relationship with cumulative injected volume under
reservoir conditions in same fluid cases (shown in Figure 11b–d).

The following is a detailed comparison of EOR processes of different fluids, to analyze how
distributions of the fractures mechanistically affect the performance of the three different injectants:

• Viscosity profile and CO2 concentration in oil phase

To further understand the EOR mechanisms of the three different injecting fluids, the influential
factors in oil recovery are examined. One of the most important factors is the viscosity of the oil phase,
which is affected by the thermodynamic conditions and oil composition. Figure 12 shows the viscosity
of oil phase during the soaking process in the 12th cycle by using the three different fluids. It can be
found that the effect of CO2 on crude oil viscosity reduction is very significant, especially the viscosity
of crude oil near the well and near the interface of fractures has the most significant change from the
initial 6 mPa·s to about 1 mPa·s. However, N2 is also mixed as a gas during the contact with crude oil,
but there is no obvious viscosity reduction effect. After the water injection, the viscosity of crude oil
may even increase to 7.5 mPa·s.
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 Fracture Contact No Fracture Contact 

mPa·s 

 

CO2 

 
 

N2 

  

Water 

 

Figure 12. Oil viscosity of different fluids in Case-4 in soaking process (ij profile).

CO2 is only fluid that is miscible with oil (even at 90% mole fraction with CO2 in the oil phase as
shown in Figures 13–15). The solubility of CO2 results in the lowest oil phase viscosity of the three
cases. In contrast, N2 mainly exists in the gas phase and is much less soluble in the oil phase compared
to CO2. Water does not dissolve in the oil and water mainly enhances oil recovery through capillary
force, gravity and elasticity displacement.

 Fracture Contact No Fracture Contact 

 

CO2 

  

N2 

  

Figure 13. Mole fraction of injection fluid in oil in Case-4 in soaking process (ij profile).
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 Fracture Contact No Fracture Contact 

 

CO2 

  

N2 

  

Figure 14. Mole fraction of injection fluid in oil in Case-4 in soaking process (ij profile).

 Fracture Contact (ik) No Fracture Contact (ik) 

CO2 

  

N2 

  

Figure 15. Mole fraction of injection fluid in gas in Case-4 in soaking process (ij profile).

Figure 16 shows the produced components of all three cases. CO2 gives the most incremental C19
and C30 compared to depletion. However, in the water case, more C7 are produced, leaving a deprived
heavy mass that causes an increase in the viscosity of the crude oil. N2 has the least incremental effect
on oil components in all carbon number ranges.
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Figure 16. Production component comparison in Case-4.

• Oil swelling

The mixture of gas and crude oil will cause a volume expansion of crude oil. Figure 17 shows that
the volume expansion of crude oil under reservoir conditions is most obvious after CO2 injection, and
N2 has only a slight expansion effect on oil volume. When injecting water, the oil is compressed and
its volume in reservoir condition decreased. Based on the expansion mechanism, CO2 showed much
better displacement performance than N2 and water.
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Figure 17. Oil volume in reservoir conditions comparison in Case-4.

• Saturation profile and relative permeability profile

Another influential factor is the relative permeability of the oil phase. Figure 18 shows the relative
permeability of the oil phase in the same production process in the 12th cycle. Figure 19 shows
the oil, water and gas saturations at the same time. It can be seen with similar oil saturation, the
relative oil relative permeability in the CO2 and water case is much higher than the N2 case. This is a
consequence of the much lower relative permeability to liquid with the existence of gas phase. Based
on the gas/liquid relative permeability curve, when two-phase flow occurs, the gas flows more easily
than the liquid. Because the gas-liquid two-phase flow area is obviously narrower than the oil-water
two-phase flow area (Figures 6 and 7).

From the saturation distribution of production stage in Figure 19, it can be seen that for gas
huff-‘n-puff, oil saturation in some areas is even higher than that in water huff-‘n-puff. In water
huff-‘n-puff, because of the wider two-phase flow area of water and oil, the overall saturation decline
area is larger. However, influenced by comprehensive mechanisms, water’s EOR effect is still not as
good as CO2 with viscosity reduction mechanism, but better than N2.
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 Fracture Contact No Fracture Contact 

 

CO2 

  

N2 

  

Water 

  

Figure 18. Oil relative permeability of different fluids in Case-4 in the production process (ij profile).

Fracture Contact No Fracture Contact 

CO2 

N2 

Water 

Figure 19. Oil saturation of different fluids in Case-4 in production process (ij profile).

• CO2 diffusion

Figure 20 shows that the oil recovery considering the CO2 diffusion effect at 0.005 cm2/s is
1.42% higher than the cases without considering it. Figure 21 compares the CO2 global mole fraction
distribution profile with and without CO2 diffusion. From the profile, the matrix grids have higher
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CO2 mole fraction with consideration of CO2 diffusion, which indicates that more CO2 may enter into
the tight matrix from fractures to mix with the crude oil. Therefore, in order to accurately enhance
the oil recovery effect of CO2 in the tight reservoir simulation model, CO2 diffusion effects cannot be
ignored. On the basis of CO2 diffusion to improve CO2 EOR, a reasonable value of diffusion coefficient
is critical for the reasonable evaluation of oil recovery in CO2 huff-‘n-puff.
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Figure 20. Oil recovery comparison of CO2 huff-‘n-puff with and without diffusion (Case-4).
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Figure 21. CO2 global mole fraction of CO2 huff-‘n-puff in Case-4 in soaking process (ij profile).

• Capillary imbibition

According to Meng’s research, in the presence of fractures the capillary force can play a role of
imbibition, which can also promote the drainage process [39]. In comparison (Figure 22), oil recovery
considering the imbibition effect is 1.3% higher than cases without considering it. From the water
saturation profile (Figure 23) the matrix grids have higher water saturation with consideration of
imbibition, which indicates that more water in the fracture may enter the matrix, and then impact the
oil drainage.

Figure 22. Oil recovery comparison of water huff-‘n-puff with and without imbibition (Case-4).
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(a) With water imbibition (b) Without water imbibition 

Figure 23. Water saturation of water huff-‘n-puff in Case-4 in soaking process (ij profile).

• Gravity

Another observation of the water saturation profiles is that water can be imbibed and is subject
to density differences in the water case, which can displace more oil towards the fracture. Water is
denser than oil, and N2 is less dense than oil. Aggregation of different phase during the soaking period
may affect the performance of huff-‘n-puff as well. By setting the Kv = 1, the permeability anisotropy
is eliminated, and the difference between Case-4 and Case-7 is dominated by gravity effects. It can
be seen from Figure 24 that the gravity effect is almost negligible in the depletion mode and the gas
huff-‘n-puff mode. In water huff-‘n-puff, the oil recovery finally has a difference of 0.95% in Case-4
and Case-7. By comparing the oil saturation profiles of different layers (Figure 25), there are slight
differences between top and bottom layers in CO2 and N2 huff-‘n-puff, but the differences are not
significant. The difference of saturation between top and bottom layers is more obvious in water
huff-‘n-puff. Thus, the gravity effect can be neglected in core scale model. Whether there is a significant
impact on large size will be verified and discussed in the authors’ later studies.

 
(a) Depletion (b) CO2 

 
(c) N2 (d) Water 

Figure 24. Oil recovery comparison with gravity effect.
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Figure 25. Oil saturation comparison with gravity effect (ij profile).

3.2. Fracture Characteristics

Now that the fundamental mechanisms of huff-‘n-puff by using CO2, N2 and water are clear, it is
of interest to understand how the distribution of fractures affects their performance in huff-‘n-puff.
For different fracture characteristics, the direction of scattered fracture, fracture in end face or lateral
face, Scattered pattern of fractures, fracture relative location with well and fracture area are designed
to mechanistically understand the impact of fracture characteristics on huff-‘n-puff.

3.2.1. Scattered Pattern of Fractures

It is found that the dispersion characteristics of fractures has little effect on the recovery in N2 and
water huff-‘n-puff. However, it has a great influence on the EOR effect in CO2 case (Figure 26). When
designing a fracture contact relationship, we compared four scattered fracture (Cases-1–4).

 
(a) Depletion (b) CO2 

 
(c) N2 (d) Water 

Figure 26. Oil recovery comparison between different scattered fractures.
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In the depletion development mode, the final oil recoveries are not very different. In CO2

huff-‘n-puff, the oil recovery in Case-4 is the highest. The EOR effect in Case-1 is the worst. It can
be seen from the comparison of CO2 that the more scattered and farther in distance, the better the
recovery effect of CO2 huff-‘n-puff. In N2 huff-‘n-puff cases, Case-3 and Case-4 are the best. In water
huff-‘n-puff cases, Case-4 is the best, followed by Case-3.

By comparing the oil viscosity distribution in different fractures (Figure 27), the fracture type in
Case-4 can result in much less oil viscosity in the soaking process, and hence more oil can be produced.
Therefore, the oil saturation is much lower in the Case-4 profile (Figure 28).

  

mPa·s 

 

(a) Case-1 (b) Case-2 

  
(c) Case-3 (d) Case-4 

Figure 27. Oil viscosity comparison between different scattered fractures in the CO2 soaking process.

  
(a) Case-1 (b) Case-2 

  
(c) Case-3 (d) Case-4 

Figure 28. Oil Saturation comparison between different scattered fractures in CO2 production process.

3.2.2. Direction of Scattered Fracture (with Kv = 0.2)

In this section, Case-4 and Case-7 are used to illustrate the mechanisms of permeability anisotropy
by setting fractures in different directions. Figure 29 shows the oil recovery factor effect on surface
conditions by using three different injecting fluids with fractures in different directions. The conclusion
of this comparison is that permeability anisotropy plays a significant role in the water case (Case-7 is
4.38% higher than Case-4; but gravity has a negligible impact on CO2 and N2). The cross section of
Cases-4 and -7 in k-j direction is specifically selected for analysis (Figures 30 and 31). From the viscosity
comparison (Figure 30), the viscosity reduction area in Case-4 is larger than the area in Case-7.
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(a) Depletion (b) CO2 

 
(c) N2 (d) Water 

Figure 29. Oil recovery comparison between different directions of scattered fracture.

From the saturation profiles (Figure 31), it can be seen that in Case-4, more water can enter the
matrix grid, but in Case-7 less oil can be displaced by water in this type fracture. As in the Kv and
gravity effect, in Case-4, the oil recovery is significantly better than in Case-7. The fracture patterns
in Cases-4 and -7 represent the typical horizontal well fracture and vertical well fracture. When it is
extended to engineering applications, it can be considered that the horizontal well fractures are more
effective than the vertical well fracture, and the horizontal fracture well is more suitable for water
huff-n-puff. CO2 huff-n-puff can be used both in horizontal and vertical fracture wells.
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Figure 30. Oil viscosity of different fluids in soaking process (jk profile).
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Figure 31. Oil saturation of different fluids in production process.
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3.2.3. Fracture Near Well and Far Well

Due to the high conductivity of the fracture, the crude oil can flow into the well through the
fractures, and the difference of oil recovery between the near-well and the far-well cases is small
(Figure 32).

  
(a) Depletion (b) CO2 

 
(c) N2 (d) Water 

Figure 32. Oil recovery comparison between fractures near well and far well.

Comparing the EOR effects of near-well and far-well fracture in different development modes
(Cases-5,6), it can be found that the results are not consistent either. For the depletion period, the
far-well fracture (in Case-6) has an advantage over the near-well case (Case-5) by 1% higher oil recovery.

In the CO2 and N2 huff-‘’n-puff periods, the oil recovery of the two fracture types are close to
each other. In water huff-‘n-puff, the fracture in Case-5 has a higher incremental oil content. In the
fourth round, the difference in oil recovery can even reach 3.1%, but in the later rounds, the difference
is less than 0.74%.

3.2.4. Fracture Contact Area

Comparing the relationship between fracture contact area and oil recovery (Figure 33), it can
be found that in the depletion period, the larger the contact area of the fracture, the higher the oil
recovery, but when the contact area is greater than 25, the increase of the oil recovery is obviously
slowed down. In the CO2 huff-‘n-puff, oil recovery is the highest when the contact area is 25. In N2 and
water huff-‘n-puff, there is still not a clear trend between the contact area and oil recovery. Therefore,
the contact area is not sensitive for the huff-‘n-puff process based on this research.

3.2.5. Components Analysis

Through the previous comparison of oil recovery, viscosity, phase permeability and mobility,
the EOR effect of different fluids in different fracture can be examined and compared macroscopically.
In order to analyze the microscopic differences in more detail, we also selected Cases-4, 5 and 8 as
the comparison experiments, adding the analysis of EOR produced components of different fluids in
different fracture modes.

As can be seen from the figure (Figure 34), the mainly produced crude oil components include
C7, C19 and C30. The proportion of C1 and C4 components in crude oil is originally small, and their
production amount did not differ significantly between different fractures. First, for C7 analysis, the
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most component C7 can be produced in water huff-‘n-puff, followed by CO2, with the least amount
of C7 produced during N2 huff-‘n-puff. For C19 and C30, CO2 has a better drainage effect on them,
followed by water, and N2 is still the worst. This shows that different fluids have different drainage
effects on different oil components. More interestingly, the fracture condition also has an effect on the
composition of the components produced. Taking C19 as an example, C19 can be produced much easier
in Case-5 in CO2 huff-‘n-puff. For water, the fracture in Case-8 is more conducive to the production of
C19. This indicates that the fracture distribution pattern also has a non-negligible effect on the EOR
effect of different fluids.

  
(a) Depletion (b) CO2 

  
(c) N2 (d) Water 

Figure 33. Relationship between contact area and oil recovery in different modes.

 
(a) Depletion (b) CO2 

 
(c) N2 (d) Water 

Figure 34. Production component comparison in different cases.
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Finally, it should be noted that the main EOR effect is still due to the fluid. Fractures only provide
a more efficient and convenient channel and contact relationship for fluids to exert their EOR effects.
Finally, in the fluid selection of tight reservoir EOR huff-‘n-puff, it is necessary to accurately and
reasonably evaluate the distribution characteristics of fractures, and select the optimal injected fluid
for specific fracture morphology.

4. Conclusions

This paper takes a fractured tight reservoir as the basic research object. Natural tight cores from
the J field in China are used to conduct experimental studies on different fluid huff-‘n-puff processes.
A new experimental core-level fracture simulation method that is easy to operate and reusable is
proposed. Three different injecting fluids are used, including CO2, N2 and water. The equivalent core
scale reservoir numerical models in depletion and huff-‘n-puff mode are then restored by numerical
simulation with CMG GEM. Simulation cases with eight different fracture patterns were used in the
detail study to understand how fracture mechanistically impact EOR in huff and puff for different
injecting fluids including CO2, N2 and water. Finally, the key findings can be summarized as follows:

(1) In core-scale fractures, a new experimental core-level fracture simulation method that is easy
to operate and reusable is proposed. In this method, woven metallic wires are attached to
the outer surface of the core to create a space between the core holder and the core as a high
permeability zone, equivalent to a fracture. This avoids the defects of single fracture shape,
sanding, and difficulty in reusing the core. Different spatial arrangement of fractures can be set
up in core-scale experiments.

(2) Based on the core-scale experiments and numerical simulation analyses, the existence of fractures
is significant for the enhanced oil process in tight reservoirs. The presence of fractures not only
has a significant effect on the depletion mode, but also has an important effect on the enhanced oil
recovery (EOR) performance of the huff-‘n-puff method. After comparison, fracture arrangement
in space has most impact on CO2 huff-‘n-puff, followed by water and finally N2.

(3) In the depletion mode, crude oil flows mainly due to the pressure drop caused by elastic energy,
and there is no contact between other fluids and crude oil in the matrix through fractures.
Therefore, in the case of depletion mode, when fractures have the same contact area with spatial
arrangement, the obvious difference in oil recovery cannot be observed.

(4) CO2 has more advantages over water and N2 in tight reservoir with huff-‘n-puff. Through the
EOR mechanism analysis, CO2 is the only fluid that is miscible with oil (even a 90% mole fraction
with CO2 in the oil phase is possible). This solubility of CO2 results in the lowest oil phase
viscosity in the three cases. The CO2 diffusion mechanism is pronounced. In contrast, N2 mainly
exists in the gas phase and is much less soluble in the oil phase compared to CO2, however, it still
has a certain swelling effect on crude oil. Water does not dissolve in the oil and water mainly
enhances oil recovery through capillary force, gravity and elasticity displacement.

(5) When considering the anisotropy, the direction of fracture will have a greater impact on oil
recovery for the water huff-‘n-puff. The conclusion from this comparison is that permeability
anisotropy plays a significant role in the water case (Case-7 is 4.38% higher than Case-4;
but anisotropy has a negligible impact on CO2 and N2).

(6) When it comes to the relative location between well and fracture, for the depletion development
mode, the far-well fracture has an advantage over the near well case by 1% higher oil recovery.
In the CO2 and N2 huff-‘n-puff modes, the oil recovery of the two fracture types are not much
different. In water huff-‘n-puff, the fractures near the well have a better effect on the EOR process.

(7) The fracture contact area is not sensitive for the huff-‘n-puff process for N2 and water cases based
on this research.

(8) From analysis of the produced components, CO2 gives the most incremental C19 and C30
compared to depletion. However, in the water case, more C7 are produced, leaving a depleted
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heavy mass that causes an increase in the viscosity of the crude oil. N2 has the least incremental
effect oil components for all carbon number ranges.

(9) Finally, the main EOR effect is mainly applied by the fluid. Fractures only provide a more efficient
and convenient channel, and offer a better contact relationship for fluids to exert their EOR
effects. In the fluid selection of tight reservoir EOR huff-n-puff, it is necessary to accurately and
reasonably evaluate the distribution characteristics of fractures, and select the optimal injected
fluid for specific fracture morphology.
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Abstract: Many cases have indicated that the conductivity and permeability of porous media may
decrease to zero at a nonzero percolation porosity instead of zero porosity. However, there is still a
lack of a theoretical basis for the percolation mechanisms of the conductivity and permeability. In this
paper, the analytical percolation expressions of both conductivity and permeability are derived based
on fractal theory by introducing the critical porosity. The percolation models of the conductivity and
permeability were found to be closely related to the critical porosity and microstructural parameters.
The simulation results demonstrated that the existence of the critical could lead to the non-Archie
phenomenon. Meanwhile, the increasing critical porosity could significantly decrease the permeability
and the conductivity at low porosity. Besides, the complex microstructure could result in more
stagnant pores and a higher critical porosity. This study proves the importance of the critical porosity
in accurately evaluating the conductivity and permeability, and reveals the percolation mechanisms
of the conductivity and permeability in complex reservoirs. By comparing the predicted conductivity
and permeability with the available experimental data, the validity of the proposed percolation
models is verified.

Keywords: percolation model; fractal theory; microstructure; critical porosity; conductivity; permeability

1. Introduction

Electrical conductivity and permeability are the crucial macroscopic parameters in characterizing
current and fluid flow behaviors in porous media, and have numerous applications in the geology,
petroleum, and chemical engineering, hydrology, and soil science. Although electrical conductivity
and permeability have been studied over the past decades, modeling and predicting conductivity and
permeability are still great challenges. The inherent complexity of both conductivity and permeability
is due to its dependence on microscopic, pore-scale properties such as connectivity, tortuosity, and pore
sizes. Because the conductivity and permeability of a porous medium are strongly affected by the
pore structure, the reliable theoretical assessment of the conductivity and permeability based on the
medium structural characteristics is important.

Due to the complex geometric microstructure and multiscale pore structure [1–3], it is difficult
to use conventional geometric methods to accurately describe the conductivity and permeability
of porous media. Since fractal theory was introduced by Mandelbrot [4], it has contributed
significantly to the research on the rock-electric and seepage characteristics in complex reservoirs [5–13].
Direct experimental measurements have been applied to the study of fractal characterizations [14],
and fractal analysis has become a powerful tool for quantifying the irregularity and complexity of
porous media [15–21]. In the application, there are numerous examples that present the application of
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fractal theory to analyze porous media. Roy and Tarafdar [22] simulated a realistic Archie exponent
by using a three-dimensional fractal model, and used a random walk parameter to show the fractal
nature of the pore space. Coleman and Vassilicos [11,12] further proved the validity of that method.
Nigmatullin et al. [23] assumed that the minimum pore size involved in electrical conduction through
saturated rocks is the same as the minimum pore size in the fractal pore structure, and presented a
fractal model that led to the Archie’s equation. By means of the fractal geometry method, Wei et al. [24]
derived an analytical model for electrical conductivity that has a direct physical basis. In addition,
Pitchumani and Ramakrishnan [25] gave the permeability in terms of pore fractal dimension and
tortuosity fractal dimension, which respectively describe the size distribution and the tortuous degree
of the capillaries. Yu and Li [21] deduced a unified model to study the fractal character of porous
media, and proposed a criterion to determine whether a porous medium can be characterized by
fractal theory. Xu and Yu [26] developed a new form of permeability and Kozeny–Carman constant by
means of fractal geometry. However, several observations and studies have suggested that there exists
a percolation porosity below which the remaining porosity is disconnected and does not contribute
to current and fluid flow [27–29]. Many traditional and recently presented fractal models have been
unable to explain this phenomenon. Many experimental studies have shown that the percolation
behavior of pore space is one of the most important characteristics, having a huge influence on
the conductivity and permeability. Several empirical percolation models were proposed by the
analysis of the experimental data to model and study the electrical and fluid transport properties in
porous media [30–38], but a theoretical basis for the percolation mechanisms of the conductivity and
permeability is still lacking.

In order to develop a good understanding of the percolation mechanisms of the conductivity and
permeability in porous media (especially in tight sandstones and microporous carbonates), in this paper,
the analytical expressions are developed using the fractal geometry theory to link the conductivity and
permeability to the critical porosity and microstructural parameters. The objectives of this work were
to provide the theoretical basis for the percolation mechanisms of the conductivity and permeability,
study the significant effect of the critical porosity and microstructure on the rock-electric and seepage
characteristics, and estimate the conductivity and permeability more accurately. Both the conductivity
and permeability percolation models are experimentally verified.

2. Theoretical Formulation

2.1. Fractal Characteristics of Porous Media

In porous media, studies have shown that pore microstructure (e.g., the pore size distribution)
displays fractal characteristics [39–42]. It is assumed that porous media consist of tortuous capillaries
with variable lengths and diameters. According to fractal theory, the number of cumulative capillaries
has been proven to obey the fractal scaling law [43]:

N(Diameter ≥ r) =
( rmax

r

)Df
, (1)

where N is the number of capillaries whose diameters are greater than or equal to r, Df is the fractal
dimension for pore space, the typical range of Df is 1 < Df < 2 in two dimensions or 2 < Df < 3 in three
dimensions, and rmax is the maximum diameter of capillaries.

Replacing r with rmin in Equation (1) yields the total number of pores/capillaries:

Nt(Diameter ≥ rmin) =

(
rmax

rmin

)Df

, (2)

where Nt is the total number of capillaries in porous media, and rmin is the minimum diameter
of capillaries.
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For fractal porous media, pore size distribution is considered as a continuous and differentiable
function. Through differentiating Equation (1) with respect to r, one can obtain the number of
capillaries/pores whose sizes are within the infinitesimal range r to r + dr:

− dN = Df r
Df
maxr−Df −1dr. (3)

The negative sign on the left side means that the number of pores decreases with increasing pore
diameter. Dividing Equation (3) by Equation (2) yields the probability density function of pore size
distribution [44]:

f (r) = −dN/Nt = Df r
Df
minr−Df −1. (4)

According to probability theory, the integration result of f (r) should satisfy the
normalization relationship:

∫ +∞

−∞
f (r)dr =

∫ rmax

rmin

f (r)dr = 1 −
(

rmin
rmax

)Df

= 1. (5)

Thus, one can obtain the following equation from Equation (5):(
rmin
rmax

)Df

= 0. (6)

Generally, rmin is assumed to be much smaller than rmax, thereby Equation (6) holds for fractal
porous media.

As for the complex pore space, suppose that there exist tortuous capillaries rather than straight
capillaries. Tortuous capillaries in porous media have been proven to show self-similar and fractal
behaviors, and thus the tortuous length of capillaries also follows the fractal scaling law [45]:

L(r) = r1−Dt LDt
0 , (7)

where Dt is the tortuosity fractal dimension of pore space, with 1 ≤ Dt ≤ 2 and 1 ≤ Dt ≤ 3 for two-
and three-dimensional spaces, respectively. A value of Dt = 1 represents a straight capillary, while a
greater value of Dt > 1 corresponds to a tortuous capillary.

Then, the tortuosity is defined as the ratio of the tortuous length L to the straight-line length
L0 [46], and the tortuosity is also scale dependent. Therefore, the fractal tortuosity can be derived from
Equation (7):

τ(r) =
L(r)
L0

= r1−Dt LDt−1
0 , (8)

where τ is the fractal tortuosity.
For the case of tortuous capillaries, the total cumulative volume of pores can be obtained by:

V = −
rmax∫

rmin

π

4
r2L(r)dN =

π

4
Df

3 − Dt − Df
LDt

0 r
Df
max

(
r

3−Dt−Df
max − r

3−Dt−Df
min

)
. (9)

Meanwhile, the pore volume with pore diameter less than rc can be expressed as follows:

V(< rc) = −
rc∫

rmin

π

4
r2L(r)dN =

π

4
Df

3 − Dt − Df
LDt

0 r
Df
max

(
r

3−Dt−Df
c − r

3−Dt−Df
min

)
, (10)

where rc denotes the critical pore diameter, which controls the conductive or seepage properties, and
below the critical pore diameter, it is considered that there is no current and fluid flowing through a
porous medium (i.e., the conductivity and permeability become zero).
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It is possible to relate the critical porosity to the corresponding critical pore diameter using
Equations (9) and (10):

φc

φ
=

V(< rc)

V
=

r
3−Dt−Df
c − r

3−Dt−Df
min

r
3−Dt−Df
max − r

3−Dt−Df
min

, (11)

where φc represents the critical porosity or stagnant porosity, which corresponds to the critical pore
diameter and reflects the pore connectivity, and the greater the critical porosity is, the worse the
connectivity is.

The porosity, pore sizes, and the fractal dimensions are related by:

φ =

(
rmin
rmax

)De−Df

, (12)

where De is the Euclidean dimension, with De = 2 and 3 for two- and three-dimensional spaces. In the
following analysis and discussion, the taken value of De is 3.

Assuming rmin � rmax, and using Equation (12) can simplify Equation (11) as:

φc

φ
=

r
3−Dt−Df
c

r
3−Dt−Df
max

− φ

3−Dt−D f
De−D f . (13)

2.2. Fractal Analysis of the Rock-Electric Property

As for the tortuous pore space fully saturated with water, Archie’s equation can be expressed in
terms of the tortuosity factor [47]:

σ = σw
φ

τ
, (14)

where σw and σ are the electrical conductivity of water and porous media, respectively, and φ and τ

are the porosity and tortuosity, respectively.
Considering that only effective connected pores contribute to the conductivity, by taking the

critical porosity into account, Equation (14) is further modified as follows:

σ = σwC
φ − φc

τ(φ − φc)
, (15)

where C is an undetermined coefficient, and τ(φ − φc) represents the effective tortuosity of the
electrically connected pores. Moreover, Equation (15) should satisfy the following boundary condition:
φ = 1, σ = σw, and taking it into Equation (15) gives C = τ(1−φc)

1−φc
. Then, Equation (15) becomes:

σ = σw
φ − φc

1 − φc

τ(1 − φc)

τ(φ − φc)
. (16)

As mentioned above, only the pore space above the critical porosity forms the effective conductive
pathway, and it is appropriate to use the effective tortuosity to describe the effective conductive
pathway. Therefore, averaging the tortuosity over the pores with pore diameter larger than rc yields
the effective tortuosity:

τ(φ − φc) =
∫ rmax

rc
τp(r) ∗ f (r)dr =

Df

1 − Df − Dt
LDt−1

0 r1−Dt
max

⎛⎝ r
Df
min

r
Df
max

− r
Df
minr

1−Dt−Df
c

r1−Dt
max

⎞⎠. (17)
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Using Equation (6) further simplifies Equation (17) as:

τ(φ − φc) =
Df

Df + Dt − 1
LDt−1

0 r1−Dt
max

r
1−Dt−Df
c

r
1−Dt−Df
max

r
1−Dt−Df
max

r
1−Dt−Df
min

r1−Dt
min

r1−Dt
max

. (18)

Substituting Equations (12) and (13) into Equation (18) expresses the effective tortuosity as:

τ(φ − φc) =
Df

Df + Dt − 1
LDt−1

0 r1−Dt
max φ

D f
De−D f

(
φc

φ
+ φ

3−Dt−D f
De−D f

) 1−Dt−D f
3−Dt−D f

. (19)

Then, we can obtain the following expression:

τ(1 − φc) =
Df

Df + Dt − 1
LDt−1

0 r1−Dt
max (φc + 1)

1−Dt−D f
3−Dt−D f . (20)

Furthermore, substituting Equations (19) and (20) into Equation (16) yields the conductivity:

σ = σw
φ − φc

1 − φc

(φc + 1)
1−Dt−D f
3−Dt−D f

φ

D f
De−D f

(
φc
φ + φ

3−Dt−D f
De−D f

) 1−Dt−D f
3−Dt−D f

. (21)

According to Archie’s law [48], the formation factor F can be expressed as:

F =
σw

σ
=

1 − φc

φ − φc
φ

D f
De−D f

⎛⎜⎜⎝ φc
φ + φ

3−Dt−D f
De−D f

φc + 1

⎞⎟⎟⎠
1−Dt−D f
3−Dt−D f

. (22)

Equations (21) and (22) give the analytical percolation expression of the conductivity, which
reveals that Archie’s equation is closely related to the critical porosity and microstructure.

2.3. Fractal Analysis of the Permeability Property

The flow in a single tortuous capillary is assumed to obey the Hagen–Poiseuille equation:

q =
πr4

128μ

ΔP
L(r)

, (23)

where q is the flow rate of a single capillary, μ is the viscosity, and ΔP is the pressure drop.
For a porous medium, the total volumetric flow rate is the sum of the flow rates through all the

capillaries. Considering that the pore sizes below the critical pore size cannot contribute to the flow
rate, integrating the individual flow rate over the pores with pore diameter larger than rc gives the
total flow rate Q as:

Q = −
rmax∫
rc

qdN(r) =
π

128μ

ΔP

LDt
0

Df

3 + Dt − Df
r3+Dt

max

(
1 − r

3+Dt−Df
c

r
3+Dt−Df
max

)
. (24)

Moreover, the total flow rate Q can also be given by Darcy’s law:

Q =
KA0

μ

ΔP
L0

. (25)
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Then, combining Equations (24) and (25) can obtain the absolute permeability as:

K =
π

128A0

1

LDt−1
0

Df

3 + Dt − Df
r3+Dt

max

(
1 − r

3+Dt−Df
c

r
3+Dt−Df
max

)
, (26)

where K denotes the absolute permeability, and A0 represents the cross-sectional area of a porous
medium, which is written as follows:

A0 =
V

φL0
. (27)

Substituting Equation (9) into Equation (27) obtains:

A0 =
π

4
Df

3 − Dt − Df
LDt−1

0
r3−Dt

max
φ

(
1 − φ

3−Dt−D f
De−D f

)
. (28)

Then, combining Equations (11), (26), and (28) yields the analytical percolation expression of
the permeability:

K =
1
32

3 − Dt − Df

3 + Dt − Df
L2−2Dt

0 r2Dt
maxφ

1 −
(

φc
φ +

(
1 − φc

φ

)
φ

3−Dt−D f
De−D f

) 3+Dt−D f
3−Dt−D f

1 − φ

3−Dt−D f
De−D f

. (29)

Without involving the empirical constants, Equation (29) gives the permeability in terms of
the porosity, critical porosity, fractal dimension Df, tortuosity fractal dimension Dt, and structural
parameters L0 and rmax, which can better describe the seepage property in porous media with complex
pore structure. Equation (29) also indicates that the permeability is very sensitive to the maximum
pore diameter rmax: the larger the maximum pore diameter is, the greater the permeability becomes,
which is consistent with the practical situation. Note that the critical pore diameter or critical porosity
is not necessarily the same for the electrical conductivity and permeability in a porous medium.

3. Results and Discussion

In porous media, fluid transport is dominated by the amount of pore space available for flow.
Usually, fluid and electrical current flow through the effective pore space, while the stagnant pore
space plays a passive role in fluid transport. Therefore, using total porosity values rather than
effective porosity in the conductivity and permeability modeling will lead to erroneous results.
In this work, the critical pore diameter or critical porosity—which reflects the effective pore space
available for flow—is introduced into the fractal geometry to describe the percolation behaviors
of the conductivity and permeability. In the following discussion, the percolation models of the
conductivity and permeability are utilized to model the rock-electric and seepage characteristics at
different critical porosity, study the effect of microstructure on the critical porosity, and compare with
the experimental data. The analytical percolation expressions on the one hand provide insights into the
significant influence of the critical porosity and microstructural parameters (e.g., pore fractal dimension,
tortuosity fractal dimension) on the conductivity and permeability. On the other hand, they also reveal
the correlation between the critical porosity and microstructural parameters. Besides, the percolation
models could be used to fit and interpret the experimental data well.

3.1. The Rock-Electric Characteristics

To start with, the pore microstructural parameters Df and Dt remained constant,
the conductivity–porosity relationships at different critical porosity are depicted in Figure 1. It shows
that the conductivities at the critical porosity decreased to zero, which proved that the electrical
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current could not flow through the stagnant pore space. In addition, it also demonstrates that the
conductivities at high porosity were nearly the same, which means that the critical porosity had little
effect on the conductive property at high porosity, while the conductivities at low porosity changed
greatly. In short, the critical porosity can be an indicator of the amount of effective and stagnant
pores, and as the critical porosity increased, there were more stagnant pores and fewer effective pores,
which led to the decrease of the conductive ability. Therefore, ignoring the critical porosity may
lead to the inaccuracy of the predicted conductivity. Furthermore, the critical porosity was set to
0.05, and the conductive properties at different microstructural parameters are plotted in Figures 2
and 3. As an indicator of pore microstructure, the high values of Df and Dt represent the strong
heterogeneity and complexity of the pore structure. In Figures 2 and 3, as Df and Dt increased and
the conductivity decreased, demonstrating that the complex pore structure is an important reason
for the high resistivity of water-saturated reservoirs. On the other hand, it was found that when Df
and Dt increased, the conductivity tended to zero at higher porosity, meaning that high Df and Dt

can lead to increases of the critical porosity and complex structure can increase the stagnant porosity,
which indicates that the critical porosity is a function of the pore geometry. In fact, the percolation
behaviors have been found in some Archie’s data, and the deviation between Archie’s data and the
simulation results could not be explained by the classic Archie’s law. Archie’s data [48] in Figures 4
and 5 illustrate two important phenomena. One phenomenon is that the measured conductivities
in Figure 4 decreased to zero at certain porosity greater than zero. Another is that Archie’s data in
Figure 5 deviate from the fitting results obtained by the Archie equation and exhibits the non-Archie
phenomenon on log–log scale. Apparently, the classic Archie’s law could not explain these phenomena
well. By considering the critical porosity, Archie’s data in Figures 4 and 5 could be fitted and explained
well using Equation (22), verifying the validity of the conductivity percolation model.

Figure 1. The conductivity σ versus porosity φ at σw = 1.0, Df = 2.5, Dt = 1.5, and the critical porosity φc

of 0.05, 0.25, and 0.40, respectively.
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Figure 2. The conductivity σ versus porosity φ at different Df at σw = 1.0, φc = 0.05.

Figure 3. The conductivity σ versus porosity φ at different Dt at σw = 1.0, φc = 0.05.
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Figure 4. The comparison of Archie’s data [48] and the conductivity factor 1/F calculated by Equation
(22) at φc = 0.05. Reproduced from [48], Society of Petroleum Engineers: 1942.

Figure 5. The comparison of Archie’s data [48] and the formation factor F calculated by Archie’s law
and Equation (22) at φc = 0.05. Reproduced from [48], Society of Petroleum Engineers: 1942.

3.2. The Permeability Characteristics

In this section, the percolation model of the permeability (Equation (29)) is applied to calculate
the permeability at different critical porosity and microstructural parameters depicted in Figures 6–8,
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and interpret the experimental data displayed in Figures 9 and 10. It was assumed that the maximum
capillary diameter of 2 μm and the capillary straight-line length of 200 μm in the present calculation
were taken in Figures 6–8. In the case of constant parameters Df and Dt, Figure 6 shows that the
effective permeability was greater than zero at the porosity above the critical porosity, indicating that
the fluid only flowed through the effective pore space rather than all the pore space. Moreover, it shows
that the increase of the critical porosity could greatly decrease the permeability, which means that
the critical porosity is a crucial factor affecting the seepage ability. Besides, with the change of Df
and Dt in Figures 7 and 8, it indicates that the complex pore structure (e.g., high Df or Dt) could
result in the decrease of the permeability and the increase of the critical porosity. The increasing
critical porosity indicates more stagnant pore space, which is considered as an important reason for
the low permeability. Next, the experimental data [49,50] in Figures 9 and 10 were used to test the
percolation model of the permeability, rmax and L0 were taken as 190 μm and 100 mm in Figure 9,
and as 1.3 mm and 100 mm in Figure 10, respectively. Before calculating the permeability, we first
determined the microstructural parameters Df and Dt. Although some methods have been developed
to obtain the fractal dimensions [19,51], the precision of the results is still not proven. Alternatively,
here we can determine the fractal dimension Df using Equation (12), and Feng et al. [52] indicated
that Df can be best fitted by rmax/rmin = 1000 for natural and artificial porous media, and the tortuosity
fractal Dt can be estimated via Df using Dt = 2 × (3 − Df) + 1. Then, the permeability can be directly
calculated by the analytical expressions (Equation (29)). By the comparison, the calculation results of
the permeability obtained by Equation (29) were not only in good agreement with the experimental
data, but were also basically identical to the fitting trendlines (R2 = 0.9223 and R2 = 0.9136 for
Figures 9 and 10) of the experimental data, which verifies the effectiveness of the proposed percolation
model. In addition to critical porosity and microstructure, the permeability may be affected by other
factors (e.g., the irreducible water or multi-scale pores), and the fitting error can be eliminated to a
greater extent by reasonably introducing multiple influencing factors into the model in future study.

Figure 6. The permeability K versus the porosity φ at Df = 2.5, Dt = 1.2, and the critical porosity φc of
0.05, 0.25, and 0.40, respectively.
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Figure 7. The permeability K versus the porosity φ at different Df at φc = 0.05.

Figure 8. The permeability K versus the porosity φ at different Dt at φc = 0.05.

In summary, the critical porosity is an important factor for the accurate interpretation of
rock-electric and seepage characteristics in complex porous media, and ignoring the effect of critical
porosity may cause the overestimation of the conductivity and permeability, which eventually
influence the formation evaluation. Moreover, the critical porosity is also closely related to the
pore microstructure. A complex pore structure can increase the critical porosity, resulting in more
stagnant pores, which is the fundamental reason for the decrease of the conductive and seepage
abilities in complex reservoirs.
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Figure 9. The comparison of permeability data [49] and the permeability K calculated by Equation (29)
at φc = 0.045. Df and Dt were estimated by Equation (12) and Dt = 2 × (3 − Df) + 1. Reproduced
from [49], North-Holland Publishing Company: 1982.

 
Figure 10. The comparison of permeability data [50] and the permeability K calculated by Equation (29)
at φc = 0.05. Df and Dt were estimated by Equation (12) and Dt = 2 × (3 − Df) + 1. Reproduced
from [50], Nedra: 1965.

4. Conclusions

In this study, the analytical expressions to connect the critical porosity with the conductivity
and permeability were derived without involving any empirical constants using the fractal geometry
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theory, which provides the theoretical basis of the percolation mechanisms of the conductivity and
permeability. The critical porosity and microstructural parameters (e.g., pore fractal dimension and
tortuosity fractal dimension) were considered as major determining factors in the proposed percolation
models, which contributes to predicting the conductivity and permeability in complex reservoirs
more accurately. The simulation results revealed that increasing the critical porosity could reduce
the conductive and the seepage abilities of porous media, and the critical porosity is a crucial factor
resulting in non-Archie phenomenon. The results also demonstrated that the complex pore structure
could decrease the effective porosity and increase the critical porosity, which is an important reason
for low conductivity and permeability in complex media. Due to the incorporation of the critical
porosity, the percolation models could be used to better interpret the high-resistivity water layer in
complex reservoirs. The validity of the percolation models was confirmed after its application to the
available data.

Given that porous media consist of various types of pores, each type of pore should have
independent critical porosity and fractal parameters, and multi-fractal analysis may better characterize
the complex pore structure and petrophysical properties. Therefore, future research will extend the
present work to the multi-fractal case.
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Nomenclature

r pore diameter
rmax maximum pore diameter
rmin minimum pore diameter
rc critical pore diameter

N
number of capillaries whose diameters are greater than or
equal to r

Nt total number of capillaries
Df pore fractal dimension
Dt tortuosity fractal dimension
De Euclidean dimension
φ porosity
φc critical porosity
L0 straight-line length of a capillary
L tortuous length of a capillary
τ fractal tortuosity
τ(φ − φc) effective tortuosity of the electrical connected pores
V total cumulative volume of pores
V(< rc) pore volume with pore diameter less than rc

σ electrical conductivity of water-saturated media
σw electrical conductivity of water
F formation factor
q flow rate of single capillary
μ fluid viscosity
ΔP pressure gradient
A0 cross section of rock
Q total flow rate of porous media
K permeability of porous media
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Abstract: Multi-stage hydraulic fracturing along with horizontal wells are widely used to create
complex fracture networks in tight oil reservoirs. Analysis of field flowback data shows that most
of the fracturing fluids are contained in a complex fracture network, and fracture-closure is the
main driving mechanism during early clean up. At present, the related fracture parameters cannot
be accurately obtained, so it is necessary to study the impacts of fracture compressibility and
uncertainty on water-loss and the subsequent production performance. A series of mechanistic
models are established by considering stress-dependent porosity and permeability. The impacts of
fracture uncertainties, such as natural fracture density, proppant distribution, and natural fracture
heterogeneity on flowback and productivity are quantitatively assessed. Results indicate that
considering fracture closure during flowback can promote water imbibition into the matrix and
delay the oil breakthrough time compared with ignoring fracture closure. With the increase of natural
fracture density, oil breakthrough time is advanced, and more water is retained underground. When
natural fractures connected with hydraulic fractures are propped, well productivity will be enhanced,
but proppant embedment can cause a loss of oil production. Additionally, the fracture network with
more heterogeneity will lead to the lower flowback rate, which presents an insight in the role of
fractures in water-loss.

Keywords: tight oil reservoirs; fracture compressibility; numerical simulation; flowback;
fracture uncertainty

1. Introduction

The development of conventional petroleum reservoirs has been unable to keep pace with the
increasing global energy demand, which has shifted industrial attention to low permeability or tight
reservoirs [1]. Rapid development of horizontal wells and multi-stage hydraulic fracturing technology
enables unconventional tight reservoirs to be exploited [2,3]. In the process of stimulation, hydraulic
fractures may connect and reactivate the already existing natural fractures or generate new induced
fractures near the wellbore. Well productivity could be substantially increased if complex fracture
networks are created by hydraulic fracturing [4,5].

Different from conventional fracturing, slickwater is the most commonly used fracturing fluid
in unconventional reservoirs. Slickwater has a relatively low cost and low viscosity, which may
help to create complex fracture networks [5–7]. Horizontal wells that undergo multi-stage fracturing
operations often require a large amount of water injected into the formation to create a large stimulated
reservoir volume. After hydraulic fracturing is completed, the flowback treatment of fracturing fluid
should be carried out, followed by long-term production [8–10]. However, field data show that the
recovery efficiency of tight oil or gas wells is generally low, and a remarkable fraction of fracturing
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fluid remains in the reservoir even after long-term production [11–14]. Scholars have carried out
some work to clarify the problems arising after hydraulic fracturing and to help improve the clean-up
operation in low permeability formations [15,16].

If hydraulic fracturing fluid is trapped in the formation, then it must be in the rock matrix or
fracture systems [17]. An analytical model was presented for spontaneous imbibition of capillary
force, which explained the fracturing fluid was imbibed into the shale matrix by strong capillary
forces [18]. However, Dutta et al. [19] showed that water-loss rate of low-permeability sands was
far lower than that of high-permeability sands. Although the tight sands had strong capillary force,
the low permeability of the formation also limited water imbibition. Similarly, experimental data
showed that the water imbibition capacity of tight shale was very low, even for hydrophilic rock
samples [20]. Furthermore, it was difficult to explain the reason for low water recovery efficiency
when the spontaneous capillary forces were absent in oil-wet tight rocks [21,22] or the wells were
immediately cleaned up without shut-in. By analyzing the pressure transient data, natural fractures
that re-opened during fracturing were apparently closed in subsequent production processes [23].
In the process of fracture reopening and closing, water entering natural fractures continues to be
imbibed into matrix, and only part of the water can flow back to the wellbore in the end. McClure [24]
focused on the impact of fracture network complexity on water recovery efficiency. The results of his
simulations indicated that the closure of unpropped fractures within fracture networks resulted in low
water recovery. Fu et al. [25] collated and processed the early flowback data of seven multi-fractured
horizontal wells in tight reservoirs. Data analysis suggested that most of the facture systems were
un-propped after stimulation and held most of the fracturing water.

Whether the fracturing fluid remains in the matrix or fractures, it will affect the productivity
of tight oil wells. Spontaneous imbibition of fracturing water into the matrix was considered as a
possible mechanism to improve oil production [26,27]. Extensive experimental and mathematical
studies were devoted to explaining the oil displacement efficiency by water imbibition with various
rock wettabilities, physical parameters, pore size distribution, and fracture characteristics [28–30].
The results showed that water imbibition could drive oil out of the matrix pore, and the displacement
effect would be better when the tight rocks contained fractures [29]. However, Wang and Leung [31,32]
established a series of numerical models to investigate the water-loss mechanisms during flowback
operations. They reported that although prolonging shut-in time could enhance water imbibition into
the matrix and increase initial oil rate, there was no benefit for long-term production. Low recovery
efficiency means that a large amount of water remains in secondary fractures, which reduced oil
mobility and had a negative impact on long-term production. Similar negative impacts were also
found in studies of tight shale [33–35], where water retention might cause water blocking or damage
to hydrocarbon phase relative permeability. Moreover, for tight formations, the invasion of fracturing
fluid into the matrix did not require much depth to cause enough damage [15,16].

Although the mechanism of fracturing fluid retention underground and its impact on well
productivity have been widely studied, there are still many problems to be further explored. Firstly,
existing models failed to accurately characterize the distribution of slickwater in matrix and fracture
systems during fracturing. These works either directly assign high water saturation value to the
fractures or simulate the injection process of fracturing fluid through stress-dependent permeability
models [36,37]. Although the latter is slightly more reasonable than the former, its mechanism is
unrealistic and overestimates the water absorption capacity of the matrix near fractures. The decrease
of matrix permeability might be due to compaction, but it was hardly to reasonably increase matrix
permeability [23]. Secondly, after stimulation, secondary fractures and re-opened natural fractures
held most of the fracturing water [38], and fracture depletion was observed during early flowback [39].
The driving mechanism of fracture-closure is rarely considered in simulation and its impact on
water-loss is unclear. Thirdly, the parameters of complex fracture networks are the key factors
affecting the distribution of fracturing fluids in formations and subsequent productivity. Numerical
studies mainly focus on the density and distribution of natural fractures [37,40], while the proppant
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distribution in complex fracture systems is seldom considered. The stress-dependent porosity
and permeability correlations vary because of proppant concentrations, and the effect of proppant
embedment on long-term production cannot be neglected [41,42]. Finally, the impact of natural fracture
heterogeneity on water retention has not been reported.

This paper reports on simulations to better understand water loss and production from complex
fracture networks. A triple-porosity model is established by using a numerical reservoir simulator,
where matrix and fracture systems are explicitly discretized, so that we can examine imbibition
hysteresis and stress-dependent porosity and permeability. The adaptability of a mechanistic model
is validated, and the influence of fracture-closure on fracturing water retention is investigated. Next,
we quantitatively analyze the effect of uncertain fracture parameters, such as natural fracture density,
proppant distribution, and natural fracture heterogeneity. The results of this work can provide a better
understanding of the impact of fracture compressibility and uncertainty on water-loss and production
performance in tight oil reservoirs.

2. Methodology

A series of numerical models are constructed by fully exploiting the functions of commercial
reservoir simulation software (CMG IMEX). The whole reservoir consists of triple media: matrix (M),
hydraulic fracture (HF), and natural fracture (NF). The model is essentially a single-porosity medium,
while a fracture network is set up by adopting logarithmic local grid refinement. This approach solves
the problem of huge differences between fracture width and matrix grid size, and ensures the stability
of numerical calculation [43]. Hydraulic fracture stages along horizontal wellbores are assumed to be
uniformly spaced and symmetrical. Based on this symmetrical structure, only one hydraulic fracture
segment is selected for simulation in this work, and its results can be mapped back to the whole
horizontal well scale [44]. The grid structure of a segment is shown in Figure 1, where the horizontal
wellbore is along the x-direction and the hydraulic fracture is along the y-direction.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of grid structure of numerical model (zoom scale: X = 2 times).

2.1. Model Description

For base case, a model with a size of 70 m × 300 m is established as shown in Figure 1, in which
70 m is the hydraulic fracture spacing and 300 m is the horizontal well spacing. Relevant known model
parameters of Lucaogou Formation in Junggar Basin, obtained from field and literature reports [45,46],
are summarized in Table 1. The parameters of complex fracture network formed after multi-stage
fracturing along horizontal wells are unknown, so the typical values of other tight reservoirs [31,40] are
assigned here as shown in Table 2. Hydraulic fractures are considered to be propped, while reactivated
natural fractures with orthogonal distribution are considered to be un-propped [21]. Since the wellbore
flow pressure is always higher than the bubble-point pressure during production, the oil-water
two-phase flow can be considered in the simulation process. The two-phase relative permeability
curves of matrix, or hydraulic fracture and natural fracture are assigned as presented in Figure 2a,b,
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respectively [37]. Additionally, the clay content in the Lucaogou Formation is low [47], therefore,
the clay swelling has not been considered in this work.

Table 1. Known field data for the base case.

Parameters Values Parameters Values

Initial reservoir pressure, MPa 37 Fracture stages 17
Reservoir Temperature, ◦C; 90 HF spacing, m 70

Reservoir thickness, m 50 Fracture-closure pressure, MPa 58
Reservoir depth, m 3030 Bubble-point pressure, MPa 3.95

Total compressibility, kPa−1 2 × 10−6 Wellbore flowing pressure, MPa 5
Matrix porosity 0.1 Volume of water injected per frac, m3 720

Matrix permeability, mD 0.01 Injection rate per frac, m3/min 6
Matrix initial water saturation 0.2 Maximum injection pressure, MPa 80

Table 2. Assumed fracture network parameters for the base case.

Parameters Values

HF permeability, mD 5000
HF half-length, m 120

HF width, m 0.04
NF permeability, mD 50

NF width, m 0.01
NF (connection with HF) length, m 70

NF (connection with HF) spacing, m 40
NF (no connection with HF) length, m 30

NF (no connection with HF) spacing, m 20
HF/NF porosity 0.6

HF/NF initial water saturation 0

(a) (b)

Figure 2. (a) Relative permeability for matrix; and (b) relative permeability for HF and NF.

2.1.1. Capillary Pressure Curve

The impact of imbibition hysteresis is considered in this study, so the capillary pressure curves
are defined as functions of normalized water saturation (Swn) according to Equations (1)–(3) [36]:

PcD = a1 + a2(1 − Swn)
a3 (1)

PcI = b1 + b2(1 − Swn)
b3 − b4Swn

b5 (2)

The normalized water saturation is defined as:
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Swn =
(Sw − Swc)

(1 − Swc)
(3)

where PcD is drainage capillary pressure; MPa; PcI is imbibition capillary pressure; MPa; Sw is water
saturation; Swc is connate water saturation; and a1, a2, and a3 are assumed to be equal to b1, b2, and b3,
respectively. In shale gas reservoirs, the rocks are usually more strongly water-wet. Therefore, only the
positive part of the capillary force curve was considered in previous studies, by assuming both b4 and
b5 as equal to zero. However, in tight oil reservoirs, the rocks are not all hydrophilic, but also show as
intermediately wet or oil-wet. Thus, in this work, the negative capillary pressures are not neglected
and hysteresis effect in the matrix is considered. The capillary pressure curve of the matrix is shown in
Figure 3a, in which b1, b2, b3, b4, and b5 are assigned to 0, 4.883, 20, 86, and 5, respectively [37].

(a) (b)

Figure 3. (a) Capillary pressure for matrix; and (b) capillary pressure for NF.

For natural fractures, capillary pressure should not be zero, depending on wall roughness, fracture
width and pore structure [48]. Here the J-function correlation in Equation (4) [49] is used to calculate
capillary pressure for natural fractures, as shown in Figure 3b. Hydraulic fractures assume that
capillary pressure is neglected because of high conductivity:

Pc =
σ

a′2(Sw)
a′1

(ϕ
k

)a′3 × 6.895 (4)

In Equation (4), Pc is capillary pressure in NF, KPa; σ is interfacial tension and is equal to be
72 dynes/cm; ϕ is porosity; k is absolutely permeability, md; and a1

’, a2
’, and a3

’ are equal to 1.86, 6.42,
and 0.5, respectively.

2.1.2. Stress-Dependent Porosity and Permeability

During a hydraulic fracturing operation, a large amount of slickwater is pumped into a formation
in a short time under high wellhead pressure, thereafter hydraulic fractures are created. Due to
the limited fluid absorption capacity of the tight matrix, most of the high-pressure fluid leaks into
natural fractures. With the increase of fluid pressure in natural fractures, the net closure stress within
fractures decreases and the natural fracture width gradually increases until they are fully opened [50].
During the well shut-in, clean-up, and production periods, with the fracturing fluid imbibing into
the matrix or being recovered to the surface, the net closure stress within fracture networks increases
and the fracture gradually closes. Additionally, the reduction of hydraulic fracture width is effectively
restrained because of proppant support, while un-propped natural fractures will be closed or even
completely locked [23]. Previously, the matrix stress-dependent permeability was usually considered
to enable rapid injection of so much fracturing fluid into the formation. However, it might not be
realistic that the matrix permeability increases substantially with the increase of net pressure [23].
Therefore, in this work, stress dependence of porosity and permeability in fractures is considered by
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fully excavating the software [51,52], as shown in Figure 4. Four paths in the figure correspond to two
processes: (1) Elastic path, and (2) plastic/dilation path is used to simulate the increase of porosity and
permeability in fracture system during the injection process, (3) unloading path, and (4) recompaction
path are used to simulate the decrease of porosity and permeability in fracture system during the
flowback or production process.

Figure 4. Diagram of model for HF and NF.

• During the injection process

The following empirical exponential formulas Equations (5) and (6) are used to describe the
variation of porosity and permeability with the pressure in fracture system to realize the actual
pumping rate and time [36,53]:

ϕf
ϕf0

= eCfiPnet (5)

kf
kf0

= 10miPnet (6)

In Equations (5) and (6), ϕf is current fracture porosity; ϕf0 is original fracture porosity; Cfi is
the fracture compressibility during injection, KPa−1; Pnet is net pressure within fractures (difference
between original pressure and current pressure), KPa; kf is current fracture permeability, md; kf0 is
original fracture permeability, md; mi is the permeability changing factor, KPa−1 (exponent empirically
determined). Tiab et al. [54] reported that the fracture compressibility was as much as two orders of
magnitude higher than the matrix compressibility. Thus, Cfi is assigned a value of 5.97 × 10−5, which
is within a reasonable range. The values of mi in HF and NF systems are assigned 6.67 × 10−5 and
1.00 × 10−4 [36,37]. The calculated results of stress-dependence in fractures are presented in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Stress-dependent porosity and permeability during injection.
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• During the production process

In the process from well shut-in to production, fractures would gradually close, which is different
from fracture dilation in the previous section. Many studies have been carried out to clarify the
fracture-closure mechanism, among which the main difficulty lies in the determination of fracture
compressibility [55,56]. For un-propped natural fractures, Equation (7) proposed by Jones [57] can
be used:

Cfp =
−1

Pnetln(Pnet/Ph)
(7)

In Equation (7), Cfp is the fracture compressibility during production, KPa−1; Ph is an apparent
healing pressure and is equal to be 1.38 × 105 KPa. However, for propped fractures, the value of
Cfp can refer to the chart of fracture compressibility inferred by Aguilera [41] as shown in Figure 6.
Aguilera [41] emphasizes that the graph is only an approximation, which is not to replace good
laboratory work. The correlation is useful only if laboratory data are not available. Figure 6 shows
the results of filling mineral ratio from 0% to 50%, which represents the percentage of minerals
in fractures. Fu [25] and Williams-Kovacs [56] had proposed that proppants in fractures could be
assumed as minerals in Aguilera model. Therefore, the mineral ratio in this work can be the percentage
of proppants in fractures, so that the compressibility of propped fractures can be obtained. When
the fracture compressibility is determined, the stress-dependent porosity and permeability in the
production process can be calculated by Equations (8) and (9) [55,58]. The calculation results of
stress-dependence in fractures are presented in Figure 7a,b.

Figure 6. Chart for estimating fracture compressibility (Aguilera [41]).

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 7. (a) Stress-dependent porosity during production; and (b) stress-dependent permeability
during production.
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ϕf
ϕf0

= eCfpPnet (8)

kf
kf0

=

(
ϕf
ϕf0

)3
= e3CfpPnet (9)

2.2. Model Validation

Based on the established basic model, the processes of fracturing fluid injection and flowback
are sequentially simulated, in which the imbibition hysteresis and stress-dependent porosity and
permeability are considered. The model is verified by checking the bottom-hole pressure curve at the
injection stage and the rate transient analysis at the flowback stage.

2.2.1. Bottom-Hole Pressure Curve

The injection of slickwater during hydraulic fracturing is simulated through three different
mechanisms. The cumulative injection volume is 720 m3 and the pumping rate is 6 m3/min, which
are consistent with the field data reported by Chen et al. [59]. The simulation results under different
mechanisms are shown in Figure 8. Figure 8a presents the variation of bottom-hole pressure with
pumping time. When stress-dependent porosity is considered, the injection can smoothly proceed at an
actual field scale. Pressure rises sharply to the threshold at the early stage, then drops to the vicinity of
fracture-closure pressure and slowly increases with the extension of pumping time. Although proppant
is absent from the simulation, the pressure variation characteristics conform to the fracturing curve in
the field [59], considering stress-dependent porosity. By contrast, the other two mechanisms reflect
their weaknesses. When stress-dependent permeability and porosity are neglected, it is very difficult
to inject water into the formation, for example, it takes nearly a week to inject 720 m3 water, which
may unrealistically overestimate the sweep range of pressure in the reservoir. When stress-dependent
permeability is the sole mechanism, then pumping rate can barely reach 1 m3/min even though
injection capacity is improved.

When stress-dependence is neglected, as shown in Figure 8b, more than half of the injected water
leaks into the matrix. However, when stress-dependent porosity and permeability is considered, nearly
80% of water remains in the fracture systems. Fu et al. [24] analyzed flowback data from several wells
in the field and predicted that an average of 77.7% of the injected water was in the fracture system.
The distribution of fracturing water in our base case is very close to Fu’s report, so the water-loss in
the matrix should be overestimated when stress-dependent porosity is absent.

(a) (b)

Figure 8. (a) Bottom-hole pressure curves during injection; and (b) the distribution ratio of injected
water at the end of injection.
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2.2.2. Rate Transient Analysis

Next, the flow-regime identification of fracturing fluid during early flowback is carried out for
the base case. The water recovery is seldom at a constant rate, nor is it at a constant flowing pressure.
The rate-normalized pressure (RNP) and its derivatives (RNP’) are used to represent the flowback
behavior that would be observed if the well were produced at a constant reference rate. The formulas
are as follows [60]:

RNP =
Pi − Pwf

qw
(10)

RNP′ = dRNP
dlntMB

(11)

tMB = Qw/qw (12)

In Equations (10)–(12), Pi is initial pressure in fractures, KPa; Pwf is bottom-hole pressure, KPa;
qw is water rate, m3/day; tMB represents the equivalent time, day; and Qw is the cumulative water
production volume, m3. Figure 9 uses a log-log plot of RNP and RNP’ vs. tMB during early flowback to
show the sequence of flow regimes observed with: (1) Transient linear flow (half slope) within fractures
occurs when the flow regime presents water flow from the hydraulic fractures to the perforations;
(2) fracture depletion (unit slope): occurs when the pressure response reaches the boundary of the
fractures; (3) transient linear flow (half slope) in the matrix occurs when the flow regime begins with
oil or gas breakthrough from matrix to fractures. This transition might be very short depending on
the fracture conductivity and fracture complexity; and, finally, (4) matrix boundary dominated flow
(unit slope) occurs when the density of natural fractures is large and the spacing between hydraulic
fractures is small, the pressure response quickly propagates to the matrix boundary.

Figure 9. Water RNP and RNP’ plot during early flowback for the base case.

The flow regimes observed in Figure 9 are consistent with field observations and analytical models
for flowback analysis [61–63]. The first two flow regimes are well captured and last for more than
two days.

3. Results and Discussion

Despite the good consistency of the base case results, an ideal historical match with actual flowback
data is still difficult to achieve. There are two main reasons: (1) most of the flowback data obtained
from the field are daily output, occasionally hourly data, which can hardly reflect the characteristics
of early flowback [31]; and (2) properties of fracture systems are highly uncertain including fracture
compressibility, density, and conductivity [37]. These uncertainties not only make the quantitative
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validation of simulation results extremely challenging, but also make it difficult to understand the
retention mechanism of water and its impact on production. Therefore, a series of models were
established to quantify the impact of various factors on water-loss and production performance.

3.1. Impact of Fracture Closure

Extensive analytical models have been used to reveal the fracture depletion process during early
flowback. However, these models have some limitations, such as sequential flow and single-phase
flow that make it difficult to explain the effect of fracture-closure on two-phase flow in the triple media
after oil breakthrough. The flow region of fracture depletion was validated in the previous section, and
the impact of fracture-closure on fracturing water retention is modeled here. Three models are built
considering different mechanisms: (1) with stress-dependent porosity and permeability (base case),
(2) ignoring stress-dependent porosity, and (3) ignoring stress dependence. The simulation result at the
end of injection process in basic model is taken as the initial condition to better compare the impacts of
three mechanisms on water-loss during flowback. The simulation process is as follows: shut-in for
22 h, then flowback for 10 days, followed by production for half a year.

Figure 10 shows the variation of bottom-hole pressure with time under different mechanisms
during flowback. It can be seen from the figure that when considering stress-dependent porosity, the
bottom-hole pressure is almost maintained near the fracture-closure pressure for the first half-day,
then the pressure drop is gradually accelerated, even lower than the case without considering
stress-dependent during the late flowback stage (from the insert figure in Figure 10). The drive
mechanism of fracture-closure can be captured, and this mechanism dominates for nearly five days.
The simulation results of production are shown in Table 3. The oil breakthrough time of the base case
is the latest, and the single-phase flow duration is one day longer than that of the other two models,
which further reflects the fractured storage effect. Moreover, the water recovery efficiency of the basic
case is 55.3%, while ignoring stress-dependent porosity overestimates by 20.8% and ignoring stress
dependence overestimates by 26.6%.

Figure 10. Bottom-hole pressure profiles with various mechanisms during flowback.

Table 3. Impact of various mechanisms on the half-year production process.

Simulation Cases Base Case Ignoring Stress Dependent Pore Ignoring Stress Dependence

Cumulative oil, m3 1971.3 2130.6 2267.7
Recovery efficiency, % 55.3 66.8 70.0

Oil breakthrough time, day 2.3 1.3 1.4

The reasons for these differences are illustrated in Figure 11: (1) the Sw near HF (0.04 m to the
fracture surface) in base case remains above 50% during early flowback, and Sw in the deeper matrix
also substantially increased. While in the other two models, the Sw near HF has been reduced to
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43% and almost no water leaks far away; and (2) the equilibrium point Sw = 0.4 shown in Figure 3a.
The Sw near HF is much higher than 0.4 at the end of fracturing, so the hysteresis results in a capillary
force that is resistant to water imbibition. With the decrease of water in HF during flowback, if the
fracture-closure is ignored, the water near a fracture will flow back into the fracture, which leads to an
increase in water recovery efficiency. On the contrary, when fracture compressibility is considered,
the reduced water volume in fractures will be equal to the volume of fracture-closure, which provides
an opportunity for water near fractures to infiltrate into the deeper matrix.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 11. Water saturation distribution from HF or NF surface to deeper matrix under flowback and
production periods. From top row to bottom row are: (a) basic case, (b) ignoring stress-dependent
porosity, and (c) ignoring stress dependence.

From Figure 11, it can be found that the oil phase appears in NF after one day of flowback, when
stress-dependent porosity is absent. This is also a good explanation for why the oil breakthrough time
in the base case is delayed. By contrast, the cumulative oil production is the lowest for the basic case.
Relatively high water saturation reduces the oil permeability because more water leaks into the matrix.
The Sw within NF is relatively high (17%) for the base case, which limits the flow of oil in NF. However,
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the oil production gap between three models is not large because tight reservoirs do not require very
high fracture conductivity, and proppant that is evenly distributed within a fracture should be more
important for well productivity [64].

3.2. Impact of Natural Fracture Density

Extensive studies of natural fracture density have been carried out [21,24,37], but the relationship
between fracture complexity and fracture width has not been considered. Zou et al. [65] reported
that the average width of the fracture network decreased as the complexity of a fracture system
increased. If this relationship is neglected, the total volume of a complex fracture network should be
overestimated with the increase of natural fracture density, which will inevitably interfere with the
simulation of water injection and the flowback process. Here, a fracture complexity index (FCI) is
introduced to quantitatively evaluate natural fracture density, as shown in Equation (13) [66]:

FCI =
Vnf

Vhf + Vnf
(13)

where FCI is fracture complexity index; Vnf is volume of natural fractures; and Vhf is volume of
hydraulic fractures. The value of FCI increases with the augment of fracture complexity.

A series of models are set up as follows: (1) considering that the half-length of HF is constant for
all cases, increasing the number of natural fractures increases the value of FCI; and (2) by adjusting the
width of HF and NF, the initial volume of fracture system in each case is equal, as shown in Table 4,
and the width of un-propped NF is assigned less than 2.5 mm [17]. The simulation process is as
follows: (1) water injection for two hours and well shut-in for 22 h [32], then (2) clean-up at a constant
rate for 10 days (in the field the choke size is gradually increasing reported by Clarkson [62], which
is simplified here for simulation and analysis), followed by (3) production at constant pressure for
one year.

Table 4. The setting of fracture complexity for cases.

Case Number 1 2 3 (Base Case) 4 5

HF initial effective
width, mm 10 6 4 2.8 2

NF initial effective
width, mm - 1.5 1 0.7 0.5

Fracture-reservoir
contact area, ×104 m2 2.4 6.6 13.8 21.6 31

FCI 0 0.37 0.54 0.67 0.75
Fluid efficiency, % 89 86.3 79.6 75.8 70.4

Grid diagram

As can be seen from Table 4, with the increase of natural fracture density, the contact area between
fracture and reservoir increases, which reduces the fluid efficiency during injection and more fracturing
fluid leaks into the matrix. Figure 12a shows that oil breakthrough occurs in all cases during flowback,
and the oil rate increases with the increase of NF density. On the first day of converting to constant
pressure production, the oil rate of case 5 reached 47.5 m3/d, which was 4.5 times higher than that of
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case 1. However, Figure 12a illustrates that oil production rate decreases with the increase of NF density
after half a year of production. The reasons for this phenomenon may be: (1) as the fractures become
more complex, more water is imbibed into the deeper matrix, which reduces the oil permeability and
interferes the long-term production; (2) due to stress-sensitivity in fractures, the longer production
time is related to greater failure of un-propped NF conductivity; and (3) the simulated NFs here are
completely connected, so the pressure response quickly reaches the matrix boundary, which limits the
oil drainage area. As can be seen from Table 5, the cumulative oil of case 5 is 64% higher than that of
case 1 in half a year of production, and the gap narrows to 40% after one year.

(a) (b)

Figure 12. (a) Oil production profiles at various NF densities; and (b) oil breakthrough time and
flowback rate profiles at various NF densities.

Table 5. Impact of various NF densities on Flowback and production performances.

Case Number 1 2 3 (Base Case) 4 5

Cumulative oil (half-year), m3 1498.9 1764.0 1971.3 2208.2 2460.2
Cumulative oil (one-year), m3 2149.6 2417.7 2646.6 2831.0 2992.4

Flowback rate, % 90.1 74.8 55.3 50.1 43.9

Figure 12b shows that with the increase of NF density, the oil breakthrough time is gradually
shortened, and the water recovery efficiency decreases accordingly. For case 1, a single-phase flow lasts
for five days under the drive mechanism of fracture closure, and more than 90% of water is recovered
after long-term production. This is because of limited contact area between HF and the matrix, the effect
of imbibition hysteresis, and high HF conductivity. With the increase of FCI, the drive of HF closure is
limited, and transient linear flow in the matrix appears in advance, so the oil breakthrough time is
advanced. In addition, even in the production process, spontaneous imbibition is continuing, especially
for un-propped NFs with low fracture conductivity. For Case 5, although there is no long-term shut-in,
the flowback rate is still less than 50%.

3.3. Impact of Proppant Distribution

Although high fracture conductivity is not required for tight reservoirs, open fractures are
better than collapsed ones. Proppants with various grain diameters (ranging from 0.104 mm to
0.838 mm) are commonly used to pack fracture systems during fracturing [67]. As shown in Figure 6,
the fracture-closure trend is related to proppant concentration, so it is necessary to assess the effect
of proppant distribution on water and oil production. Moreover, proppant embedment depending
on formation mechanical properties has been extensively studied [42,68–70]. The fracture width
loss during production is associated with embedment, especially in soft or weakly consolidated
formations, which may lead to a reduction of 60% in propped fracture width [68]. Therefore, the effect
of compaction and embedment on fracture conductivity are considered comprehensively in this work.
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Due to the lithology of Lucaogou Formation in this paper is similar to the core samples used in Chen’s
model [42], we introduce his formulas, Equations (14)–(16), for calculating proppant embedment that
allows for modifying the stress-dependent porosity and permeability [42] with the results shown in
Figure 13.

ϕ

ϕ0
= eCfpPnet ·

(
wf0 − h

wf0

)
(14)

k
k0

=

(
ϕ

ϕ0

)3
= e3CfpPnet ·

(
wf0 − h

wf0

)3
(15)

h = η(Pnet)
λ (16)

In Equations (14)–(16), wf0 is fracture width before embedment, m; h is the proppant embedment,
m; η = 2.1 × 10−5, λ = 2.8, when the proppant is 20/40-mesh; and η = 1.6 × 10−5, λ = 3.1, when the
proppant is 30/60-mesh.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 13. (a) Stress-dependent porosity considering both compaction and embedment; and
(b) stress-dependent permeability considering both compaction and embedment.

A series of models are established and various proppant distributions are shown in Table 6.
Figure 14a shows that the flowback rate is substantially increased when HNF is propped, which is
24.8% and 32.8% higher than un-propped. When NNF is propped, there is a slight increase of flowback
rate because of the restraint of low conductivity and stress-dependence in NF. Water within HF and
HNF is preferred to recover during early flowback, and a considerable portion of water in NNF is
imbibed into the matrix. In addition, it can also be seen from the figure that the variation trends
of oil production are similar to the results of water recovery, but there is an obvious difference at
various proppant concentrations in HF. The oil production decreases by nearly 25% when proppant
concentration in HF decreases, while water production decreases by less than 8% because water
production is mainly at the flowback stage, which is mainly driven by fracture closure at the beginning.
While oil production is mainly at the production stage, and stress dependence plays a significant role
with the extension of time.

Figure 14b shows that when the proppant embedding is considered, the impact on flowback is
negligible because water recovery mainly occurs in the early stage of production (flowback) when
the main mechanism of fracture closure is compaction. Cumulative oil production is lower when
the embedment occurs, and smaller proppant size results in greater loss of production. Furthermore,
compared with the embedment in HF, there is greater impact of embedment in NF on oil production.
Therefore, it is beneficial to use small size proppant to promote the propping of micro-fractures, but it
is also necessary to examine its embedment in micro-fractures.
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Table 6. Proppant distributions for construction models.

Fracture Types HF HNF NNF Embedment

Case 1 Miner = 50% Miner = 20% Miner = 20% -
Case 2 Miner =50% Miner = 20% Miner = 0% -

Case 3 (base) Miner = 50% Miner = 0% Miner = 0% -
Case 4 Miner = 20% Miner = 20% Miner = 20% -
Case 5 Miner = 20% Miner = 20% Miner = 0% -
Case 6 Miner = 20% Miner = 0% Miner = 0% -
Case 7 Miner = 50% Miner = 20% Miner = 0% 20/40-mesh
Case 8 Miner = 50% Miner = 0% Miner = 0% 20/40-mesh
Case 9 Miner = 50% Miner = 20% Miner = 0% 30/60-mesh
Case 10 Miner = 50% Miner = 0% Miner = 0% 30/60-mesh

HNF means an HF-connected NF, and NNF means a non-HF-connected NF.

(a) (b)

Figure 14. (a) Cumulative oil and flowback rate profiles at various propping patterns without
embedment; and (b) cumulative oil and flowback rate profiles considering embedment.

3.4. Impact of Natural Fracture Heterogeneity

Natural fractures opened during fracturing cannot be uniform, and in the subsequent flowback or
production process, excessive closure of some positions may be a key mechanism of water retention.
As shown in Figure 15, NF width is generally non-uniform [7,50].

Figure 15. Illustration of stress sensitivity for natural fracture (modified from Liu et al. [50]).

In this work, the heterogeneity of NF conductivity is studied using the Yu et al. [71] approach to
describe heterogeneous distribution of matrix permeability. Three variation coefficients of permeability
are used to represent weak heterogeneity, medium homogeneity, and strong heterogeneity, as shown in
Figure 16. Other model parameters and simulation processes are the same as the basic case. Figure 17
illustrates that, after one year of production, the amount of fracturing fluid remaining in reservoirs
increases with the increase of heterogeneity of NF permeability. Figure 18a shows that the flowback
rate decreases with the increase of heterogeneity, in which the rate of strong heterogeneity is 11.2%
lower than that of homogeneity. For weak homogeneity, the water recovery efficiency is close to
that of homogeneous natural fracture. Figure 18b shows that the closed natural fracture area still
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maintains high water saturation during production when there is strong heterogeneity. In addition,
the heterogeneity of NF conductivity is 0.1%, 1.5%, and 4.1% less effective for oil production, compared
with homogeneity. The reason is that high conductivity is not required for natural fractures in
tight reservoirs, and apart from over-closed areas, connected fracture networks are still contributing
to productivity.

Figure 16. Three cases of NF permeability heterogeneity: (a) weak heterogeneity, (b) medium
heterogeneity, and (c) strong heterogeneity (zoom scale: X = 2 times).

Figure 17. Water saturation after one-year production: (a) homogeneity (base case), (b) weak
heterogeneity, (c) medium heterogeneity, and (d) strong heterogeneity (zoom scale: X = 2 times).

(a) (b)

Figure 18. (a) Cumulative oil and flowback rate profiles for various NF heterogeneity (heter1: weak
heterogeneity; heter2: medium heterogeneity; heter3: strong heterogeneity); and (b) water saturation
within NFs after one-year production for strong heterogeneity (zoom scale: X = 2 times).

4. Conclusions

A stress-dependent porosity and permeability model is used to numerically simulate the opening
and closing of fracture systems during fracturing and flowback operations. The simulation results
indicate that fracture-closure is the main driving mechanism of fracturing water recovery in the
early stage of clean-up, which promotes water imbibition into deeper matrix, resulting in increased
water loss.

Uncertain parameters for the fracture network are assessed with a series of mechanistic models.
With the increase of fracture complexity, more fracturing water remains underground, and the oil
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breakthrough time advances. Although tight reservoirs do not require high fracture conductivity,
proppant packing in secondary fractures (opened natural fractures) can improve well productivity.
The occurrence of proppant embedment will accelerate the decline of long-term production. In addition,
the heterogeneity of natural fractures may be an important factor that results in low water recovery
efficiency. Excessive closure of part positions results in water locking, while its impact on production
is much less compared with other factors. This work provides a new insight into the mechanism of
water retention in fracture systems.
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Abstract: Multiple fractures have been proposed for improving the heat extracted from an enhanced
geothermal system (EGS). For calculating the production temperature of a multi-fracture EGS,
previous analytical or semi-analytical methods have all been based on an infinite scale of fractures
and one-dimensional conduction in the rock matrix. Here, a temporal semi-analytical method is
presented in which finite-scale fractures and three-dimensional conduction in the rock matrix are
both considered. Firstly, the developed model was validated by comparing it with the analytical
solution, which only considers one-dimensional conduction in the rock matrix. Then, the temporal
semi-analytical method was used to predict the production temperature in order to investigate the
effects of fracture spacing and fracture number on the response of an EGS with a constant total
injection rate. The results demonstrate that enlarging the spacing between fractures and increasing
the number of fractures can both improve the heat extraction; however, the latter approach is much
more effective than the former. In addition, the temporal semi-analytical method is applicable for
optimizing the design of an EGS with multiple fractures located equidistantly or non-equidistantly.

Keywords: enhanced geothermal systems; multiple parallel fractures; semi-analytical solution

1. Introduction

Geothermal energy is a promising and clean renewable energy resource in the world. In addition to
the wide use for heating done by ground source heat pumps (GSHP) [1], it can also be utilized for power
generation from enhanced geothermal systems (EGS) [2]. Due to the low permeability of fractured
rock reservoirs, it is a common challenge to extract significant amounts of energy. To improve the heat
extraction from these reservoirs at a relatively lower cost, multiple fractures have been proposed to
provide multiple water-conducting paths between the injection and production wells [3]. The thermal
evolution in an EGS is associated with the spacing between the fractures and the number of fractures.

Owing to the nonlinear hydro-thermal coupling, a complex fracture network, irregular geometries,
and heterogeneous materials, a wide range of commercial software is generally adopted for geothermal
simulation. Those simulation tools are based on different numerical discretization schemes, i.e., finite
element code [4–7], finite difference code [8], and finite volume code [9], etc. Although numerical
methods have a great advantage in solving complicated problems, the increased storage memory to
store the result of each time interval and the computation time to discretize the entire computational
model compromise their application in practice to some extent, especially for geothermal systems with
sparsely distributed fractures.

Regardless of the effects of temperature on water flow, analytical or semi-analytical methods can
also be used to calculate the production temperature. For water flow and heat transfer in a reservoir
with a single fracture, authors have proposed different conceptual models and computational methods.
Lauwerier [10] established a mathematical model with an infinite line-shaped fracture and presented
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an analytical solution for temperature distribution considering the one-dimensional conduction of
rocks and convective of fracture water. The two-dimensional heat transfer model for a reservoir with a
finite line-shaped fracture was introduced by Cheng et al. [11] who formulated a Laplace transform
semi-analytical method. Later, the three-dimensional heat transfer model with a finite disc-shaped
fracture and its Laplace transform semi-analytical solution was proposed by Ghassemi et al. [12].
To accurately handle the singularities in the above integral, Xiang et al. [13] and Zhang et al. [14]
applied analytical integration in the neighborhood of singularities. Unlike the Laplace transform
semi-analytical method, the temporal semi-analytical method developed by Zhou et al. [15] was based
on the Green function in the temporal domain instead of the one in the Laplace transform domain,
and was simpler and more accurate because of avoiding the numerical Laplace inverse transformation
process in which the result would be biased to some degree.

For water flow and heat transfer in a reservoir with multiple fractures, Abbasi et al. [16]
considered parallel infinite line-shaped fractures at equal spacing and presented its analytical solution.
Wu et al. [17] took into account equidistant, parallel, infinite disc-shaped fractures and derived its
Laplace transform semi-analytical solution. However, both the analytical and semi-analytical solutions
are based on the one-dimensional conduction in rocks and the infinite-scale fractures. To the best of the
authors’ knowledge, no analytical or semi-analytical methods are available for cases considering
three-dimensional conduction in rocks and finite-scale fractures, and much less work has been
conducted to investigate semi-analytically the effects of fracture spacing and fracture number on
the response of a geothermal reservoir. Therefore, we attempt to develop a temporal semi-analytical
model to predict the heat extracted from an EGS with multiple fractures.

2. Materials and Methods

In this study, a multi-fracture EGS model was built based on the geometry suggested by Ref. [17].
In Figure 1, multiple horizontal disc-shaped fractures located in the center of a reservoir connect the
injection and production wells. Due to the low permeability of the rock matrix, the leak-off is assumed
to be negligible; thus, the heat propagates by conduction in the rock matrix and by convection within
fractures. When time t > 0, cold water with a constant temperature Tin and a constant injection rate
Qin is injected into the system with the rock’s initial temperature of T0. The hot water with a constant
production rate Qex is pumped out at the same time. Some geometric parameters of the model are defined
as follow: the radii of the wells are rw; the separation between two wells is L; the number of fractures is F.

L

Qin Qex

Qf
in

RF

Rf

R1

Q1
in

QF
in

Q1
ex

Qf
ex

QF
ex

w1

wf

wF

x

z

Qin Qex

 
Figure 1. Geometry of the model with multi-parallel disc-shaped fractures and dipole wells.

We also mention some assumptions for the physical model.

• The fracture water is incompressible, and the rock matrix is impermeable and homogenous.
• The thermal properties of the rock matrix and fracture water are independent of temperature

variation.
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• The aperture of the fractures remains uniform and invariant without considering the deformation
induced by hydro-mechanical coupling or thermo-mechanical interaction. Due to the fact that the
fracture aperture is relatively small compared to the fracture surface, each fracture is simplified as
a plane that coincides with its axisymmetric surface.

• The heat transfer coefficient between the rock matrix and fracture water is infinite, which means
that the temperature of the fracture water is equal to that of the rock matrix at the fracture surfaces.

• There is steady-state water flow in the fractures because the heat exchange in a geothermal
reservoir is a long-term process.

2.1. Water Flow in Fractures

The water flow in the f th fracture is assumed to obey Darcy’s law [15]:

∇p f
(

x f
)
= −π2μ f

w f 3 q f
(

x f
)

, x f ∈ A f (1)

where the superscript f denotes the fracture plane f, ∇ is the gradient operator, xf is the point (xf, yf, zf),
qf is the water discharge, pf is the hydraulic pressure in the fracture, μf is the water viscosity, wf is the
fracture aperture, and Af is the fracture plane area.

The water continuity equation within the f th fracture is expressed as:

∇·q f
(

x f
)
= Q f

exδ
(

x f − x f
ex

)
− Q f

inδ
(

x f − x f
in

)
(2)

where ∇· is the divergence operator, δ(·) is the Dirac delta function, Q f
in is the flow rate at the injection

well located at x f
in = (x f

in, y f
in, y f

in), and Q f
ex is the flow rate at the production well located at x f

ex = (x f
ex,

y f
ex, z f

ex).
Substituting Equation (1) to Equation (2) yields

∇2 p f
(

x f
)
=

π2μ f

w f 3

[
Q f

exδ
(

x f − x f
ex

)
− Q f

inδ
(

x f − x f
in

)]
. (3)

where ∇2 is the Laplace operator.
For the water flow in the f th fracture, the following boundary condition is used:

∂p f (x f )
∂n f (x f )

= 0, x f ∈ ∂A f

Q f
in = Q f

ex = Qin
F = Qex

F

⎫⎬⎭. (4)

where ∂Af is the boundary of the fracture, and nf the outward normal of ∂Af.
Based on the hypothesis that the fracture geometry including the radius and aperture is uniform,

we can obtain the exact solution of the water discharge in the f th fracture by using the superposition
procedure [18]:

q f
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2
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where Q f
i is the flow rate at the ith well located at (x f

i , y f
i , z f

i ). The sign is negative for injection and
positive for production. Rf is the radius of the fracture.
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2.2. Heat Transfer in Fractures

According to Cheng et al. [11], the heat transfer within fractures contains four components, i.e.,
heat storage, dispersion, convection, and conduction between the fracture water and the rock matrix.
Due to the relatively large convection velocity, the heat storage and dispersion can be ignored. Thus,
the heat transport in the f th fracture can be expressed as:

ρwcwq f
(

x f
)
·∇T f

(
x f , t

)
+ q f

h

(
x f , t

)
= 0 (7)

where ρw is the water density, cw is the water-specific heat, and q f
h is the heat transfer rate between the

fracture water and the rock matrix.
Assuming that temperature is continuous across fracture surfaces, the heat transfer rate in

Equation (7) can be expressed as [19]:

q f
h

(
x f , t

)
= −2λr

∂T(x, t)
∂z

∣∣∣∣
z=z f

(8)

where λr is the thermal conductivity of the rock matrix.

2.3. Heat Transfer in the Rock Matrix

In a low-permeability rock matrix, the heat transfer dominated by conduction can be expressed
as:

λr∇2T(x, t) = ρrcr
∂T(x, t)

∂t
, x ∈ Ω (9)

where ρr is the rock matrix density and cr is the rock matrix specific heat.

2.4. Initial and Boundary Condition

The initial and boundary conditions for the system are:

T(x, 0) = T0, x ⊆ Ω
T(x, t) = Tin, x = x f

in
T(x, t) = T0, x → ±∞

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭. (10)

2.5. Numerical Formation

2.5.1. Integral Equation Method

The temperature increment at location x and time t induced by an instantaneous unit point source
at location x′ and time t′ < t is [20]:

θ
(
x − x′, t − t′

)
=

√
ρrcr

[4πλr(t − t′)]3
exp

( −ρrcrr2

4λr(t − t′)

)
. (11)

where r =
√
(x − x′)2 + (y − y′)2 + (z − z′)2.

Equation (11) is the temporal Green function of Equation (9). The heat transfer rate in Equation (8)
is regarded as a heat sink when the fracture water is colder than the rock matrix. Taking into account
heat sinks at all fracture planes, the resultant temperature in the reservoir at time t is:

T(x, t) =
F

∑
f=1

∫ t

0

∫
A f

q f
h

(
x f , t′

)
θ
(

x − x f , t − t′
)

dA f dt′ + T0. (12)

Applying Equation (12) at the f th fracture plane yields
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T f
(

x f , t
)
=

F

∑
i=1

∫ t

0

∫
Ai

qi
h

(
xi, t′

)
θ
(

x f − xi, t − t′
)

dAidt′ + T0. (13)

Using the convolution algorithm [21] for Equation (13) yields

T f
(

x f , t
)
=

F

∑
i=1

N

∑
n=1

q f
h

(
x f , tn

)∫
Ai

θch
N−n+1

(
x f − xi

)
dAi + T0 (14)

where the time from 0 to t is divided into N equal intervals of Δt, θch
n is the integration of θ from time

tN−n to time tN−n+1, and is expressed as:

θch
n
(
x − x′

)
=
∫ tN−n+1

tN−n

θ
(
x − x′, t − t′

)
dt′ = 1

4πλrr

[
erfc

(
r√

4αrtn

)
− erfc

(
r√

4αrtn−1

)]
. (15)

where αr = λr/ρrcr is the heat diffusivity of the rock matrix and erfc (·) is the complementary error
function, which approximates to zero when the expression in the brackets approaches infinity.

Equation (14) with the initial and boundary conditions in Equation (10) can be used to obtain the
temperature and heat transfer rate at each fracture plane.

2.5.2. Numerical Calculation

Fracture planes are discretized into a number of four–noded quadrilateral elements. For the f th
fracture plane, there are Mf elements and Kf nodes as shown in Figure 2.

(xf
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m 2)Af

Af
m

yf

x f0
(xf

m 1,yf
m 1)

(xf
m 2 ,yf

m 2)

(xf
m 2,yf

m 1)

Af
m

Figure 2. Discretization of the f th fracture plane.

The following interpolations for any element m are used:

T f
m = NT f

m, q f
hm = Nq f

hm (16)

where the subscript m denotes the element m, T f
m is the vector of nodal temperature, q f

hm is the vector
of the nodal heat transfer rate, and N is the vector of interpolation functions.

Substituting Equation (16) into Equation (14) yields

T f
(

x f , t
)
≈

F

∑
i=1

N

∑
n=1

Mi

∑
m=0

∫
Ai

m

Nθch
N−n+1

(
x f − xi

)
dAi

mqi
hm(tn) + T0. (17)

Applying Equation (17) to all element nodes at the f th fracture plane yields

T f (t) =
F

∑
i=1

[
B f ,iqi

h(t) + C f ,i
]
+ D f (18)

where, specifically,
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B f ,i =
Mi

∑
m=1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

∫
Ai

m
Nθch

1

(
x f

1 − xi
)

dAi
m∫

Ai
m

Nθch
1

(
x f

2 − xi
)

dAi
m

...∫
Ai

m
Nθch

1

(
x f

K f − xi
)

dAi
m

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦, (19)

C f ,i =
N−1

∑
n=1

Mi

∑
m=1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

∫
Ai

m
Nθch

N−n+1

(
x f

1 − xi
)

dAi
m∫

Ai
m

Nθch
N−n+1

(
x f

2 − xi
)

dAi
m

...∫
Ai

m
Nθch

N−n+1

(
x f

K f − xi
)

dAi
m

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦qi
h(tn), (20)

D f =
[

T0

(
x f

1

)
, T0

(
x f

2

)
, · · · , T0

(
x f

K f

)]T
. (21)

where the superscript T denotes the transpose of a vector.
Usually, the conventional Galerkin finite element method for the convection-dominated problems

is corrupted by spurious node-to-node oscillations. In order to reduce the numerical oscillations,
the Streamline upwind/Petrov–Galerkin method [22] is used for Equation (7), which can be written
as follows:

E f T f (t) + F f q f
h(t) = 0, (22)

where

E f = ρwcw

M f

∑
m=1

∫
A f

m

2

∑
i=1

(
NT + k

f
xim

∂NT

∂x f
i

)
Nq f

xi

∂N

∂x f
i

dA f
m, xi = x, y, (23)

k
f
xim =

qc f
xim

2

2

∑
k=1

qc f
xkmΔx f

km

qc f 2
xm + qc f 2

ym

(
coth

(
qc f

xkmΔx f
km

2w f kw

)
− 2w f kw

qc f
xkmΔx f

km

)
, xk = x, y, (24)

F f =
M f

∑
m=1

∫
A f

m

NTNdA f
m. (25)

in which Δx f
km is the element length in xk direction, qc f

xkm is the water discharge at the center of the
element, and kw is the water diffusivity.

Substituting Equation (18) to Equation (22) yields:

(
E f B f , f + F f

)
q f

h(t) +
F

∑
i=1,i �= f

E f B f ,iqi
h(t) = −E f

(
F

∑
i=1

C f ,i + D f

)
. (26)

The heat transfer rate q f
h(t) can be obtained by solving Equation (26). Thereafter, Equation (12)

can be discretized as presented in this section to calculate the temperature of the fracture water and
rock matrix.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Verification of the Temporal Semi-Analytical Method

3.1.1. Injection into an Infinite Rectangular Fracture

To verify the model proposed, we considered the problem of one-dimensional water injection
into an infinite rectangular-shaped fracture as shown in Figure 3a. The length, width, and aperture of
the fracture were 800 m, 80 m, and 0.003 m, respectively. The unit-width discharge was 1.5 × 10−5

m2 s−1. The parameters in Table 1 were used here. The temperature of line l located centrally in the
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fracture plane was calculated. Based on one-dimensional conduction in the rock matrix, the analytical
solution for the normalized fracture water temperature is as follows [10]:

T − T0

Tin − T0
= erfc

[(
λrx

ρwcwq
+

w
4

)√
ρrcr

λrt

]
. (27)

where x is the perpendicular distance from the interest point to the injection well, q is the unit-width
discharge, and w is the fracture aperture. The other variables are as described above.

Figure 3b shows the comparison of the results for injection times of 1, 4, and 10 years. We observe
that the difference between the two solutions is small. However, with the elapse of time, the difference
becomes noticeable due to the different assumptions about conduction in the rock matrix.
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Figure 3. (a) Water flows through an infinite rectangular fracture in which the left and right sides
are the positions of the injection and production wells, respectively [10]; (b) Normalized temperature
increment distribution along line l.

Table 1. Parameters used.

Parameters Values Parameters Values

Water density ρw (Kg m−3) 1000 Water diffusivity kw (m2 s−1) 0.01
Rock density ρr (Kg m−3) 2650 Rock conductivity λr (W m−1 ◦C−1) 2.59

Water-specific heat cw (J kg−1 ◦C−1) 4180 Initial rock temperature T0 (◦C−1) 90
Rock-specific heat cr (J kg−1 ◦C−1) 1000 Injected water temperature Tin (◦C−1) 20

3.1.2. Injection into an Infinite Radial Fracture

To validate the model presented, the heat transfer of radial flow through an infinite fracture was
modeled. In Figure 4a, cold water was injected into the center of the fracture. Based on one-dimensional
conduction in the rock matrix, the analytical solution for the normalized fracture water temperature is
given as [23]:

T − T0

Tin − T0
= erfc

[(
πλrx2

ρwcwQin
+

w
4

)√
ρrcr

λrt

]
. (28)

where x is the radial distance from the interest point to the injection well and Qin is the injection rate;
the other variables are as described above.

The case that is shown in Figure 4a with an injection rate of 0.015 m3 s−1, wellbore radius of 0.1 m,
and fracture aperture of 0.003 m was analyzed. In order to reduce the impact of truncated boundaries,
the radius of the fracture was set at 600 m. Other parameters are listed in Table 1. Figure 4b illustrates
the comparison of results for injection times of 1, 4, and 10 years. A good match is observed between
the solutions from the present model and the analytical one.
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Figure 4. (a) Injection into an infinite radial fracture [23]; (b) Normalized temperature increment
distribution in the radial fracture.

3.2. Multi-Fracture EGS

In this section, the temporal semi-analytical method was applied to investigate the effects of
fracture spacing and fracture number on the response of an EGS. Without loss of generality, the fractures
were equidistant. We assumed that the injection rate was 0.05 m3 s−1, wellbore radius 0.1 m, wellbore
spacing 60 m, fracture radius 50 m, and fracture aperture 0.001 m. Each fracture plane was discretized
spatially by 1992 quadratic elements. Other parameters are shown in Table 1.

3.2.1. Effects of the Fracture Spacing

Assuming that there were two parallel fractures in Figure 1, we aimed at probing the influence of
fracture spacing on fracture water temperature. The spacing between the two fractures ranged from
20 m to 50 m. For three cases with fracture spacings of 20 m, 35 m, and 50 m, the fracture temperature
distribution after 5 years of extraction and the production temperature variation within 10 years are
shown in Figure 5. With increasing the fracture spacing, the production temperature rose because the
thermal interplay between the two fractures decreased correspondingly, while its relative increment
declined. When the fracture spacing was increased from 30 m to 50 m, the relative increasing rate of
the production temperature was lower than 3%. We can indicate that a spacing larger than 50 m is too
large for thermal interaction, which is compatible with the results obtained by Vik et al. [3].
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Legend 
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Figure 5. Cont.
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Figure 5. Effect of various fracture spacings on fracture temperature: (a) Fracture temperature
distribution after 5 years of extraction; (b) Temperature breakthrough curves.

3.2.2. Effects of the Fracture Number

Assuming that the distance between the top fracture and the bottom one was 50 m in Figure 1,
more horizontal fractures were added in the rock between them. Three cases were studied where the
number of fractures was set to 2, 3, and 4, and correspondingly the uniform spacings were 50 m, 25 m,
and 50/3 m. Figure 6 illustrates the average temperature of the water pumped from all fractures in each
project, respectively. As the number of fractures increased, the production temperature rose because
the contacting area between the fracture water and rock matrix expanded correspondingly, while
its relative increment decreased. When the fracture number was increased from 3 to 4, the relative
increasing rate of the production temperature was lower than 2%. We can observe that the optimal
fracture number is 4, which approaches the smallest value of 6 proposed by Wu et al. [17]. In addition,
the comparison between Figures 5b and 6 reveals that increasing the fracture number improves the
heat extracted more efficiently than does enlarging the fracture spacing.
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Figure 6. Average production temperature for a fracture number of 2, 3, and 4.

4. Conclusions

In this study, a temporal semi-analytical model was developed to predict the heat exploited from
an EGS with multiple parallel fractures. This model considers the three-dimensional conduction in
the rock matrix and the finite scale of fractures. The solution was applied to investigate the effects of
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fracture spacing and fracture number on the production temperature of an EGS. The results show the
following:

• The temporal semi-analytical method provides an accurate solution and, thus, can serve as a
benchmark for numerical methods.

• The fracture spacing and fracture number are two key factors controlling the heat extraction from
an EGS. Increasing the fracture spacing maintains the production temperature by decreasing
the thermal interaction between fractures. A multi-fracture also extends the life of a geothermal
reservoir by increasing the contacting area between the fracture water and rock matrix. In terms
of improving heat exploitation, increasing the fracture number is more efficient than increasing
fracture spacing.

• The proposed method is efficient in calculations and is applicable to the design and optimization
of an EGS.
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Abstract: Under insufficient loading of a main gas transmission system, high-amplitude fluctuations
of pressure may occur in it. A mathematical model is proposed to estimate the amplitude of pressure
fluctuations in a gas pipeline along its length. It has been revealed that the shutdown of compressor
stations along the gas pipeline route has a significant impact on the parameters of the unsteady
transient operating conditions. The possibility of minimizing oscillation processes by disconnecting
compressor stations is substantiated for the “Soyuz” main gas pipeline.

Keywords: main gas pipeline; pressure fluctuations; unsteady process

1. Introduction

At its core, the design of any gas transmission system is based on the carrying capacity
(throughput) of the gas pipeline defined as the maximum amount of gas that can be pumped per
unit of time. This value is decisive when choosing the diameter and number of compressor stations,
working pressures at their inlet/outlet limited by the pipe strength, and so on. The lower limit of these
parameters is chosen from the normal operating conditions of gas pumping units [1–3]. Maximum
and minimum pressures have an impact on the carrying capacity: the smaller the difference between
them, the lower the performance, and vice versa.

Under conditions of insufficient loading of the gas transmission system, a significant decrease
in performance compared with the throughput leads to a broader range of maximum and minimum
pressures. Boundary variants of admissible regimes include the maximum one, which is characterized
by the maximum pressure at the beginning of the linear section, and the minimum one, which is
characterized by the minimum pressure at the end of the linear section. All other admissible regimes
are in the range between the specified boundaries [3–5].

Papers which describe mathematical models of pressure fluctuations in the gas transmission
system due to changes in performance characteristics under insufficient loading are known.
The realization of such models under real operating conditions of gas pipelines allowed establishing
the amplitude and frequency characteristics of the unsteady process [6,7]. It was found that in the
low-frequency region, the pressure fluctuation amplitude can exceed 1.0 MPa. As a result, the absolute
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value of pressure goes beyond the admissible range. In addition, it should be noted that propagation
rates of disturbances in the gas pipeline at high and low pressures differ significantly, which affects
frequency characteristics of the unsteady process. Summarizing the foregoing, it should be emphasized
that, despite the economy yielded by the transmission of gas at high pressures, it is advisable to leave a
certain margin of possible amplitudes of pressure fluctuation in order to prevent the attainment of the
limiting absolute values of pressure [8]. This paper focuses on determining permissible fluctuations of
pressure in the insufficiently loaded gas transmission system based on mathematical models.

2. Research Technique

It should be noted that under conditions of insufficient loading of the gas transmission system,
the only optimality criteria of operating conditions can be the minimum energy consumption in the
process of gas transportation and the maximum reliability of the gas pipeline. Based on the first
criterion, we define the principle of optimizing the above admissible regimes [9–11]. Consider a gas
pipeline with an internal diameter d, which contains two compressor stations, with the pressure at the
inlet and outlet PHi, PBi, respectively, and two linear sections with lengths Li. The throughput of each
section as a function of parameters of the operating conditions is the main indicator of performance,
which characterizes the intended use of the pipe, and is determined from the basic equation of the gas
pipeline [12–14]:

Q = 0.326 · 10−6 · d2.5
i ·

√
P2

H−P2
K

λiΔzTcp Li

λi = 0.067
(

158
Rei

+ 2Kl
di

)0.2

Rei = 1.81 · 103 QΔ
diη

where λi is the coefficient of hydraulic resistance of the gas pipeline; Tcp is the average temperature of
gas in the section; Re is the Reynolds number; ke is the equivalent stiffness of pipes; η is the coefficient
of dynamic viscosity; Δ is the ratio of gas density to air density; z is the gas compressibility coefficient.

For the given gas pipeline, we determine the total capacity of the compressor stations, based on
the condition of isothermal gas compression:

NΣ = N1 + N2 = QB1PB1ln
PH1

PB1
+ QB2PB2ln

PH2

PB2
= QBPBln

PH1

PB1

PH2

PB2
(1)

where N1 and N2 refer to the capacities of the neighbouring compressor stations; NΣ is the total
capacity of the compressor stations.

In Equation (1), the product of all numbers in steady isothermal conditions is expressed as
QB1PB1 = QB2PB2 = QBPB = const. Expressing pressure PB2 by pressure PH1 from the main equation
of gas pipelines, we obtain:

NΣ = QBPBln
PH2

PB1

√
1 − λΔzTcp L1Q2

(0.326·10−6)
2d5P2

H1

. (2)

From Equation (2) it is obvious that with an increase in PH1, the total capacity of compressor
stations decreases and reaches the minimum value at PH1 = Pmax. Thus, from the viewpoint of
minimizing energy costs on transporting gas under conditions of insufficient loading of the gas
transmission system, it is necessary to choose operating conditions with the maximum allowable
pressure at the outlet of the compressor stations. The appropriateness of transporting gas at high
pressures, given the necessity to minimize energy costs on transport, has a physical explanation.
High pressures enhance the density of gas (with other conditions being equal), while reducing the
linear velocity due to the steady flow of gas, the magnitude of which influences the loss of hydraulic
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pressure on friction. A mathematical model of the unsteady, isothermal, one-way gas flow in a pipeline
can be presented by the following equations:

∂p
∂x + ρα ∂

∂x

(
ω2

2ρ2

)
+ β ρg ∂h

∂x + λω2

2ρD + γ ∂ω
∂t = 0,

∂ω
x + 1

c2
∂p
∂t = 0,

(3)

where p(x,t) is the pressure (p) as a function of the linear coordinate x and time t; ω is the linear
velocity of gas; λ is the coefficient of hydraulic resistance; ρ is the gas density; D is the diameter; h is
the geodetic mark of the profile; c =

√
kzRT is the sound velocity in gas; α is the Coriolis coefficient

(α = 2 for the laminar flow, and α = 1.1 for the turbulent flow). The first equation takes into account the
friction forces, the difference between heights of the pipeline, and the inertial resistance. The second
equation describes the quantitative balance of gas. In this case, changes in temperature depending on
the pipeline length are taken into account by means of construction of the iterative algorithm. In system
(3), coefficients β and γ are introduced in order to study the influence of the corresponding forces.

3. Obtained Results

3.1. Oscillatory Process of the Pressure Function in Space and Time

Neglecting the influence of gravitational and coriolis forces, we reduce system (3) to the
following equation:

∂2P
∂x2 =

2a
c2

∂P
∂t

+
1
c2

∂2P
∂t2 , (4)

where 2a is the linearization coefficient:
2a =

λω

2D
This equation describes the oscillatory process of the pressure function in space and time, and is

known as telegraphic equation in mathematical physics. We note that pressure fluctuations in the
gas flow may have different frequencies and amplitudes depending on their cause. Given the
above, pressure fluctuations are conventionally divided into high-frequency, medium-frequency,
and low-frequency ones. High-frequency fluctuations are characterized by frequencies in the range
of 0.4–4.0 Hz, and usually result from a jump-like change in the parameter (pressure, flow) in a
certain section of the gas pipeline. The amplitude of such fluctuations can reach 1 MPa. Fluctuations
propagate along the gas pipeline with the speed of sound, while the amplitude and frequency decrease.
The medium-frequency range is 0.5–1.0 Hz. Such fluctuations cause smooth changes in the flow
parameters over time. They propagate along the pipeline with a significantly lower decrement of
damping. Low-frequency fluctuations are caused by daily unevenness of gas consumption and are in
the frequency range of 10−5–0.5 Hz. The amplitude of the pressure variation depends on the nature
of the disturbance factor and may be unrestricted (for example, under conditions of filling the gas
pipeline with gas). In conditions of high frequency fluctuations, the inertial forces and hydraulic
resistance forces in the flow of gas play a decisive role in the formation of the process. Forces of
the hydraulic resistance of the pipeline are the main source of the medium- and low-frequency
fluctuations. As regards the reliable operation of the gas transmission system, a crucial role is played
by high-frequency fluctuations of pressure, given the unpredictable nature of the process. Since the
frequency and amplitude of pressure fluctuations caused by disturbance of the gas flow parameters
are characteristics of the unsteady process, there must be a link between the amplitude-frequency
characteristics and the criterion of unsteadiness [12–14].

Thus, there is an optimization problem, which consists in determining the rational pressures of the
steady process in the gas pipeline, under which minimum energy costs on transport would be achieved,
on the one hand, and safe operation of pipeline systems would be ensured, on the other hand [15].
As noted, the maximum possible pressure in the gas pipeline allows minimizing the hydraulic losses
during the transportation of gas, that is, achieving the minimum energy costs. However, pressure
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fluctuations in unsteady processes caused by a jump-like change in parameters (most often gas flow
under insufficient loading) may go beyond the limits of permissible loads. Therefore, it is necessary
to choose the maximum possible pressure of the steady process in the gas pipelines, at which the
superposition of the pressure amplitude in the unsteady process would not force the load of pipe walls
beyond the range of permissible values [16].

The above statement of the problem requires the solution of Equation (4) under the following
initial and boundary conditions chosen for the following considerations. Prior to the beginning of
an unsteady process caused by disturbance of gas flow, the gas pipeline worked in steady process
conditions with the lengthwise distribution of pressure according to a parabolic law.

P(x, 0) =
√

P2
H − (P2

H − P2
K)x/L, (5)

where P(x, 0) is the pressure at distance x from the beginning of the gas pipeline with length L;
PH , PK is the pressure at the beginning and at the end of the gas pipeline, respectively.

At given pressures PH , PK, a certain mass productivity Q0 of the gas pipeline is provided,
which can be increased or decreased to a certain magnitude at any time under insufficient loading.
We assume that starting from the moment t > 0, the supply of gas to the gas pipeline has not changed,
whereas the offtake of gas at the end of the route has changed by ΔQ. Then the boundary conditions
for the realization of Equation (2) will take the following form:

Q(0, t) = Q0; Q(L, t) = Q1, (6)

where Q1 = Q0 + ΔQ. Align correctly
Using the first equation of system (3) and neglecting all types of power consumption except

hydraulic resistance, we obtain:

−∂P
∂x x=0

=
2a
F2 Q0;−∂P

∂x x=L
=

2a
F2 Q1; (7)

where F = πD2

4 is the cross-sectional area of the pipeline.
Equation (4) under the initial (5) and boundary (7) conditions is solved by the Fourier method:

P(x, t) = λρw
2dF2 x(Q0 − Q0−QL

2L x)+

+ 2
L

∞
∑

n=1

{
L∫

0

√
P2

H − (P2
H − P2

K)x/Lcosπnx
L dx − λw

πnF [Q0(1 − (−1)n]−

− 1
2πn (Q0 − QL)(−1)n]

}
exp(−λw

4d t)sin[λw
4d t
√
( 4πmcd

λw )
2 − 1]cosπnx

L .

(8)

3.2. Modeling of Unsteady Pressure Fluctuations in the Gas Pipeline with Enabled En-Route Offtake of Gas

The amplitudes of pressure fluctuations were estimated in time and along the route of the gas
pipeline, when disturbances in the form of jump-like changes in productivity occurred at the beginning
or at the end of the gas pipeline. We considered pressure fluctuations in the initial section P(0,t),
where the greatest values of the absolute pressure in superposition with amplitude fluctuations can
exceed the permissible load. Pressure fluctuations depend on a jump-like change in the gas flow as
a disturbance factor, as well as on the coordinates of disturbance, absolute values of pressure and
temperature, physical properties of gas [12–14]. They were calculated from Equation (8) with different
values of the above parameters as model parameters.

It is known that when temperature and other basic physical properties of gas change in the ranges
that correspond to the real operating conditions of gas pipelines, their influence on the amplitude
of pressure fluctuations is insignificant. The main parameters that determine the amplitude and
frequency of pressure fluctuations in the unsteady process caused by a jump-like change in the gas
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flow are the working pressure, the value of the gas flow, and the linear coordinate of the gas offtake.
Unsteady processes at different values of working pressure and linear coordinate of the gas offtake are
simulated in Figure 1.

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 1. Results of unsteady process simulation with enabled en-route offtake of gas (pressure
fluctuations at the beginning of the linear section): (a) at the initial pressure of 7.5 MPa; (b) at the initial
pressure of 6.5 MPa; (c) at the initial pressure of 7.5 MPa, with offtake at the beginning of the section;
(d) at the initial pressure of 7.5 MPa, with offtake in the middle of the section.

Let us denote the physical properties of gas by the gas constant R, and the thermal regime by the
absolute temperature T. In this case, given the results of the model application, it can be stated that the
product RT is a characteristic parameter of the dynamics of the unsteady process, which determines
(although not to a large extent) the amplitude and frequency of pressure fluctuations. In other words,
when changing the gas constant and the temperature of gas in such a way that their product remains
unchanged, the nature of pressure fluctuations in the unsteady process will be the same. On the other
hand, the RT product characterizes the propagation rate of small disturbances of gas, that is, the speed
of sound c =

√
kRT. Hence, in order to characterize the unsteady process, it is necessary to choose the

propagation rate of sound in the gas flow as the independent parameter.
The analysis of results presented in Figure 1 shows that during a jump-like change in the gas flow,

the pressure wave propagates with the speed of sound to the initial cross section of the gas pipeline
where the pressure is maximal, and causes the oscillatory process, the amplitude and frequency of
which increase gradually and reach the maximum after (4–6) periods of oscillation. After that the
amplitude and frequency of the process begin to decrease. The total duration of the oscillation process
with high values of amplitude and frequency is 50–60 seconds, which is considered as a short-term
overload of the pipeline. Subsequently, the amplitude and frequency of pressure fluctuations decrease
significantly, and within 0.5–0.583 hours the oscillation process fades away completely, transferring
the operation of the gas pipeline to a new steady regime.

A number of calculations made in accordance with the proposed mathematical model allowed
establishing a number of regularities in the oscillation process caused by a jump-like change in the
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gas flow [16]. In particular, it was established that with a decrease in the working pressure in the
gas pipeline, the total duration of the high-frequency oscillation process and the unsteady process in
general increases, and the frequency and amplitude of oscillations decrease. Thus, when the working
pressure is reduced from 7.5 MPa to 7.0 MPa (6.7%), the maximum amplitude of pressure fluctuations
decreases from 0.199 MPa to 0.18 MPa, that is, by 9.5%, and when the working pressure is reduced
to 6.5 MPa (by 13.3%), the amplitude of pressure fluctuations is 34.7%. The maximum frequency of
the oscillation process at a working pressure of 7.5 MPa is 0.44 Hz, and with a decrease in pressure
to 7.0 MPa it decreases by 21.8%, and with a further decrease in pressure to 6.5 MPa it decreases
by 39.4%. From the physical point of view, this is due to a decrease in the elasticity of the medium,
in which oscillating waves propagate, leading to a decrease in the propagation velocity of disturbances
and, consequently, to an increase in the duration of the unsteady process and its high-frequency
band [16,17].

The linear coordinate of the localized gas offtake has a significant impact on the nature of the
unsteady process, in particular, on the amplitude and frequency of pressure fluctuations. When the
localized offtake is close to the initial cross-section of the linear region, where the constant pressure is
maximal, the amplitude of pressure fluctuations increases, and the frequency decreases. When the
localized offtake is in the middle of the linear section of the gas pipeline, the maximum amplitude of the
pressure fluctuation is 18.3% lower than that of the localized offtake located in the initial section of the
gas pipeline. If the localized offtake is transferred to the final part of the linear section, the amplitude
decreases by 48.5% under other identical conditions, and the frequency of oscillations varies in a
smaller range. So, in the first case (when the localized offtake is in the middle of the linear section),
the frequency increases by 7.2%, while in the second case (when the localized offtake is at the end of
the linear section) – by 11.4%.

A change in the speed of sound has a lesser influence on the nature of pressure fluctuations in the
unsteady process caused by a jump-like change in the gas flow. In addition, an increase in the speed
of sound leads to an increase in the amplitude and frequency of oscillations. With an increase in the
speed of sound from 400 m/s to 440 m/s (10%), the amplitude increases by 5.7%, and the frequency is
3.1%. With an increase in the speed of sound to 480 m/s (by 20%), the amplitude increases by 8.5%,
and frequencies – by 4.9%.

The value of the localized gas offtake has the greatest influence on the amplitude and frequency of
pressure fluctuations at the beginning of the linear section of the gas pipeline in the unsteady process
caused by a jump-like change in gas flow. If a jump-like gas flow caused by the localized offtake is 10%
of the total gas flow in the gas pipeline under steady conditions, the maximum amplitude of pressure
fluctuations in the unsteady process caused by a sudden leakage will be 0.154 MPa. With an increase in
the gas flow caused by the localized offtake to 20%, the amplitude of pressure fluctuations increases to
0.287 MPa, that is, by 2.45 times. If the gas flow due to the localized offtake is 30% of the total gas flow
in the gas pipeline under steady conditions, the amplitude of pressure fluctuations will be 0.517 MPa,
that is, it will increase by 3.55 times, while at a jump-like increase in the gas flow due to the localized
offtake to 50% of the gas flow in the gas pipeline under steady conditions, the amplitude of pressure
fluctuations will be 1.14 MPa, which may endanger the safe operation of the gas pipeline due to a
short-term overload.

The maximum frequency of pressure fluctuations in an unsteady process decreases with an
increase in the gas flow caused by the localized offtake. With an increase in the gas flow caused by
the localized offtake from 10% to 20%, the maximum frequency of pressure fluctuations decreases by
5.8%, and with a further increase in the gas flow caused by the localized offtake to 30%, the maximum
frequency of pressure fluctuations decreases by 12.3%.

3.3. Ability to Regulate Pressure by Disconnecting Individual Compressor Stations

The analysis of the results of simulation of an unsteady process in a gas pipeline caused by a
jump-like change in the gas flow under conditions of insufficient loading shows that with the maximum
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allowable constant pressure at the beginning of the linear section of the gas pipeline, the amplitude
of the pressure fluctuation can lead to a short-term overload of the pipe walls, that is, to an unsafe
operation of the gas transmission system. Therefore, when controlling operating conditions, it is
necessary to make decisions on providing the permissible pressure at the beginning of the linear
section (at the outlet of the compressor station) in cases of a jump-like change in the gas flow. One of
the options is disconnecting individual compressor stations. As shown in [18–20], depending on the
quantity and serial numbers of the working stations, it is possible to achieve the required performance
of the gas transmission system. At the same time, given the low efficiency of gas-pumping units
with gas turbine drives, disconnecting individual CSs can be the most effective method of controlling
performance from the energetic point of view. It is obvious that this method of control can be used for
seasonal regulation of performance, and it should be borne in mind that shutdown and re-start of the
CS will require additional energy costs.

However, from the technological point of view, shutdown and re-start of the compressor station
may lead to an unsteady process, the duration of which should be predicted in order to provide
consumers with gas. It is necessary to take into account the influence of unsteady processes in
long-distance gas transmission systems with a large number of compressor stations [12–14]. Prediction
and analysis of the said conditions in the gas transmission system, as well as the estimation of energy
losses, are possible using the mathematical model of the unsteady gas flow in pipes taking into account
an increase in pressure at compressor stations and discontinuity of flow:

−∂P
∂x

+
m

∑
i=1

ΔPKCiδ(x − xi) =

(
∂(ρw)

∂ι
+

λρw2

2d

)
;

∂P
∂t

= −c2 ∂(ρw)

∂x
, (9)

where P(x,t) is the pressure in the gas pipeline as a function of the linear coordinate x and time t;
ΔPKCi is an increase in pressure at the compressor station with coordinate xi; δ(x − xi) is the Dirac
source function, which simulates an increase in pressure at the compressor station, ρ is the density of
gas; w is the linear velocity of gas; d is the internal diameter of the gas pipeline; λ is the coefficient of
hydraulic resistance.

We note that in order to simulate the fading vibration processes in the gas pipeline, the equation of
gas flow should include inertial hydraulic losses and frictional losses. The given system of differential
Equations (9) is reduced to the equation:

∂2P
∂x2 =

1
c2

∂2P
∂t2 +

2a
c2

∂P
∂t

+
m

∑
i=1

ΔPKCiδ
∗(x − xi), (10)

where δ∗(x − xi) is the linear derivative of the Dirac function from the linear coordinate; c is the speed
of sound in gas;

We assume that a gas transmission system with the length L has m intermediate compressor
stations, which start to work simultaneously at the point of time t = 0, and that station k is disconnected
at the point of time t1. In this case, Equation (10) will take the following form:

∂2P
∂x2 =

1
c2

∂2P
∂t2 +

2a
c2

∂P
∂t

+
m

∑
i=1

ΔPKCiδ
∗(x − xi) + ΔPKCkδ

∗(x − xk)[σ(t)− σ(t − t1)] (11)

where σ(t) is the single Heaviside function. We assume that at the initial moment of time, the gas
pipeline was stopped, and constant pressure Po was maintained throughout its length. Then the initial
conditions will be:

t = 0, P(x, 0) = P0,
∂P
∂x

= 0.

Starting from the moment t > 0, constant pressure P(0, t) = PH is maintained at the beginning of
the gas pipeline, and constant pressure P(L, t) = PK is maintained at its end.
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For the solution of the mathematical model, integral transformations were used, in particular:
Fourier sine-transformation and Laplace transformation [10,11]

The application of inverse transformations of Laplace and Fourier after simple transformations
allows us to obtain the dependence of the pressure variation on the length and time of the unsteady
process in the following form:

P(x, t) = P0 + (PH − PK)
x
L +

m
∑

i = 1
i �= k

ΔPKCi

{ (
1 − x

L
)

npu x > xi(− x
L
)

npu x < xi

}
+

+ΔPKCk[σ(t)− σ(t − t1)]

{ (
1 − x

L
)

npu x > xi(− x
L
)

npu x < xi

}
+

∞
∑

n=1
Cne−at f (n, t)sin

(
πnx

L
)
+

+ 2
πΔPKCk

∞
∑

n=1

1
n cos

(πnxk
L
)
sin
(
πnx

L
)
e−a(t−t1) f (n, t − t1)σ(t − t1).

The first four components of the solution of Equation (12) characterize steady operating conditions
of the gas transmission system. The fifth component describes the unsteady process caused by the
simultaneous connection of all the compressor stations at the moment t = 0. The last component
modulates the unsteady process caused by the disconnection of the k-th compressor station from
the moment t1. If t1 >> 0, that is, the process that occurs within the pipeline is considered after a
significant period of time from the moment of connecting all CSs, the initial unsteadiness will not have
a significant impact due to a higher order of smallness of the e−at multiplier, and the solution to the
problem of disconnecting the k-th compressor station can be represented as:

P(x, t) = P0 + (PH − PK)
x
L +

m
∑

i = 1
i �= k

ΔPKCi

{ (
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)
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L
)
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∞
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1
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L
)
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(
πnx

L
)
e−a(t−t1) f (n, t − t1)σ(t − t1).

(12)

The solution of Equation (13) describes an unsteady process caused by disconnecting the k-th
compressor station and does not take into account the unsteadiness of the initial process of connecting
all the CSs. Therefore, the countdown can start from the moment of disconnecting the k-th compressor
station. In this case, we obtain:

P(x, t) = P0 + (PH − PK)
x
L +
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∞
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L
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(13)

Equation (14) allows predicting the nature of the unsteady process in long-distance gas
transmission systems with a large number of compressor stations caused by the shutdown and
re-start of one of the stations.

To estimate the duration of the unsteady process, it is necessary to construct the dependence of
fluctuations over the period of the mass flow of gas as the most inertial characteristic in the initial or
final section of the gas pipeline [16,19,20].

To this end, we use the equation of the gas flow from system (9). Obviously, for the initial (x = 0)
or finite cross section (x = L), the delta-function of Dirac is δ(x − x) = 0, therefore:

− ∂P
∂x

=
∂(ρw)

∂ι
+

λρw2

2d
. (14)
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To simplify the computational process, we neglect inertial losses in the initial and final
cross-sections, that is, we accept that ∂(ρw)

∂ι = 0 [3]. This, of course, is associated with a certain error
in the calculation of the mass flow of gas, however, in the forecast calculations, it is not important to
determine the absolute value of gas consumption, but the dynamics of its change over time. In addition,
by using the linearization of the equation of the gas flow, we obtain:

m(0, t) = −πd3

λw
∂P
∂x |x=0, m(L, t) = −πd3

λw
∂P
∂x |x=L

Using Equation (14) after differentiation we obtain:
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(15)

The obtained dependencies, Figure 2, allow predicting the nature of the mass flow fluctuation
over time at the beginning and end of a large-distance gas transmission system, which employs
m intermediate compressor stations, caused by shutdown or re-start of the k-th compressor station
(k = 1,2, . . . , m).

 
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 2. Regularities in the unsteady process upon shutdown of the CS (fluctuations of mass flow
over time): (a) at the beginning of the gas pipeline; (b,c) at the middle of the gas pipeline; (d) at the end
of the gas pipeline.

It is known that oscillatory processes in a gas pipeline create loading conditions different
from normal operating condition, which may cause dynamic non-equilibrium processes in the pipe
material [21], unpredictable accumulation of local micro-strains, and changes in the crack resistance of
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pipe steels. Therefore, minimizing such negative phenomena is not only a matter of optimizing the gas
pumping technology, but also ensuring the integrity of the main gas pipeline.

4. Discussion of Results

The gas transportation system (GTS) of Ukraine is the second largest in Europe and one of the
largest in the world. The GTS of Ukrtransgas PJSC consists of gas mains (37.6 thousand km long),
distribution networks, gas storage facilities, compressor and gas measuring stations (71 compressor
stations with a total capacity of 5405 MW). The throughput at the borders of Ukraine with Russia is
288 billion cubic meters per year, at the borders of Ukraine with Belarus, Poland, Slovakia, Hungary,
Romania and Moldova - 178.5 billion cubic meters per year, and with the EU countries - 142.5 billion
cubic meters per year [22].

At the same time, most of the gas mains have been in service for more than 30 years, Figure 3a,
which requires optimizing their operating conditions and eliminating negative oscillation phenomena,
which is particularly important for gas pipelines with a diameter of 1420 mm, the share of which is
16% of the total amount of gas pipelines, Figure 3b.

> 30 years, 
19.988 ths. km, 

60 % 

11 - 33 years, 
12.752 ths. km, 

38 % 

 10 years, 
0.509 ths. km, 

2 % 

(a)

1420 mm, 
5.444 ths. km, 

16 % 

1220 mm, 
3.666 ths. km

11 % 

720 mm, 
2.727 ths. km, 

8 % 

820 mm, 
1.706 ths. km, 

5 % 

1020 mm, 
4.157 ths. km, 

13 % 

530 mm, 
15.549 ths. km, 

47 % 

(b)

Figure 3. Structure of the system of gas mains and branches of Ukrtransgas PJSC (ths. km and %) in
terms of the period of operation (a) and diameters (b).

Increasing the reliability of operation of gas mains, which have been in service for more than
30 years, is only possible taking into account the specific features of their laying, and optimization of
performance parameters. The main parameters that determine the reliability of gas pipelines are their
pressure and temperatures fluctuations.

Insufficient loading of a complex gas transportation system may cause pressure fluctuations in
gas pipelines with a given constant productivity. The upper range of possible changes in pressure
is limited by the depression line with the maximum initial pressure, and the lower range is limited
by the depression line with the minimum final pressure. Violation of the specified range can lead to
the pipeline failure due to excess pressure or to failure of centrifugal superchargers of the CS due to
lowering of the pressure below the minimum permissible level. The formation of pressure depression
at each moment of changing the magnitude of productivity is an unsteady process characterized
by pressure fluctuations with a certain frequency and amplitude. The superposition of pressures at
the upper limit of depression can lead to an excess of the initial pressure, and at the lower limit of
depression – to lowering the pressure below the permissible level.

To study the impact caused by the serial number of the disconnected compressor station on
the duration of the unsteady process, a computational experiment was conducted on the basis of
the “Soyuz” gas main with a total length of 1567.3 km (on the territory of Ukraine), a diameter of
1420 mm, and a wall thickness of 20 mm, which has 13 compressor stations equipped with GTK-10I
gas-pumping units along its route, Figure 4 [22]. Forecast calculations of the unsteady processes caused
by shutdown of the CS were made under the conditions of the project regime, according to which the
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throughput of the gas pipeline is 26 billion m3 per year with the initial pressure (at the outlet of the
CS) of 7.5 MPa, and the final pressure (at the inlet of the CS) of 5.0 MPa, which corresponds to the
difference ΔPKC = 2.5 MPa and is the same for all of the CSs.

Figure 4. The GTS of Ukraine with the designated “Soyuz” gas main with a total length of 1567.3 km
(the territory of Ukraine), a diameter of 1420 mm, and a wall thickness of 20 mm, which has 13
compressor stations (CS) equipped with GTK-10I gas-pumping units along its route: 1. Novopskov; 2.
Borova; 3. Pershotravneva; 4. Mashivka; 5. Kremenchuk; 6. Oleksandrivka; 7. Talne; 8. Haisyn; 9. Bar;
10. Husiatyn; 11. Bogorodchany; 12. Khust; 13. Uzhgorod.

The initial station CS-11 Novopskov was considered to be the main one, and the remaining 12
stations were intermediate. The task was to determine the nature of changes in the gas pipeline
performance over time at the beginning and end of the gas pipeline using Equation (15) with the
phased disconnection of each intermediate CS.

The analysis of the graphical dependences of the mass gas flow fluctuations at the beginning
(x = 0) and at the end (x = L) of the gas transportation system has allowed to determine the duration
of the unsteady process caused by the phased shutdown of each compressor station. Note that the
unsteady processes in gas pipelines are unprofitable in terms of energy consumption for pipelines,
as they cause the appearance of inertial forces in the flow of a continuous medium, the work of which
leads to a decrease in the overall efficiency of the system. Therefore, the most favorable regime (under
other identical conditions) is the one, under which the duration of the unsteady process is minimal.

Calculations using mathematical model (15) show that the longest duration of the unsteady
process is possible when the CS-2 Borova is turned off, and is 3 h 24 min 12 s at the beginning of the
gas transmission system (at the outlet of the Novopskov CS) and 3 hours 42 min at the end of the
system. Thus, the duration of the unsteady process at the end of the system is 30.6% longer than at the
beginning of the system, which is explained by a significant distance between the disconnected CS and
the end of the route. When the CS Borova is disconnected, the performance of the new steady process
is 22.5% lower than the throughput (for all working CSs it is 675 kg/s).

When disconnecting the CS Khust (the second one from the end of the route), the duration of
the unsteady process is the shortest and is 2.55 h at the beginning of the gas transmission system
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and 2.26 hours at the end of the route. The duration of the unsteady process at the beginning of
the system is 11.3% longer than at the end of the route, which is explained by the difference in the
distance between the disconnected CS and the ends of the pipeline. A decrease in the gas pipeline’s
performance is 7.6% compared to the throughput.

Let us consider graphs showing the duration of the unsteady process at the beginning and at the
end of the gas transportation system with the phased disconnection of each of the compressor stations,
Figure 5. It is noticeable that the duration of the unsteady process caused by the disconnection of a CS
decreases at the beginning and end of the gas pipeline with an increase in the serial number of the
disconnected station. Moreover, at the beginning of the gas pipeline, a tendency towards decreasing
the productivity is less pronounced than at its end. So, when disabling CS-2, the ratio of the duration
of the unsteady process at the end of the gas pipeline to the corresponding duration at the beginning
of the gas pipeline is 1.306, when disabling CS-5, this ratio is equal to 1.022, and when disabling CS-10,
it is 0.935. This circumstance should be taken into account when planning control procedures for the
gas transmission system by disconnecting certain CSs in order to ensure the uninterrupted supply of
gas to consumers.

Figure 5. Duration of the unsteady process caused by disconnection of compressor stations for the
initial (x = 0) and final (x = L) cross-section of the gas pipeline.

At present, the underutilization of the gas transportation system of Ukraine is 42.4% and
it continues to grow [22,23]. Under such conditions, it is almost impossible to prevent unsteady
vibrational changes in pressure within the gas pipeline. Therefore, it is necessary to study the
amplitude-frequency characteristics of unsteady operating conditions and their duration in order to
ensure reliable and efficient operation of gas mains. In [10,11] was found that the pressure difference in
the cross-section of the gas pipeline under the obverse and reverse conditions reaches ~ 20%. This result
should be taken into account when scheduling maintenance and in-pipe diagnostics. Planning should
also be made taking into account the results of calculating more rigid operating conditions [24].

As of today, the Ukrainian GTS, and, in particular, the “Soyuz” gas main considered, is used for
the transit of gas from Russia to the EU [25]. In the event the transit of the Russian gas through the
territory of Ukraine is discontinued, this gas pipeline can be transferred to the reverse mode to supply
gas to consumers in the east of the country. In this case, the gas pipeline will operate in conditions of
insufficient loading, as discussed in this article.

5. Conclusions

The mathematical model is developed, which allows estimating the amplitude of pressure
fluctuations in the gas pipeline along its length and in time in the presence of disturbances in the form
of jump-like changes in productivity at the beginning or at the end of the gas pipeline.

It is proved that the location of the disconnected CS on the route of the gas pipeline has a
significant effect on the duration of the unsteady transitional conditions. Moreover, with an increase in
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its serial number within the system, the duration of the unsteady process and the value of a decrease
in productivity are reduced.

It is established that with the maximum allowable constant pressure at the beginning of the linear
section of the gas pipeline, the amplitude of the pressure fluctuation can lead to a short-term overload
of the pipe walls, that is, to an unsafe operation of the gas transmission system. One of the regulation
options is disconnecting individual compressor stations.

The dependencies obtained in this research allow predicting the variations of mass flow in time at
the beginning and at the end of a long-distance gas transmission system. The method of estimating the
parameters of an unsteady process in long-distance gas transmission systems with a large number of
compressor stations caused by the shutdown and re-start of one of the stations is proposed.
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Abstract: To quantitatively evaluate the complexities and heterogeneities of pore structures in
sandstone reservoirs, we apply single fractal theory and multifractal theory to explore the fractal
characteristics of pore size distributions based on mercury intrusion porosimetry. The fractal
parameters were calculated and the relationships between the petrophysical parameters (permeability
and entry pressure) and the fractal parameters were investigated. The results show that the single
fractal curves exhibit two-stage characteristics and the corresponding fractal dimensions D1 and D2

can characterize the complexity of pore structure in different sizes. Favorable linear relationships
between log(ε) and log(μ,(ε)) indicate that the samples satisfy multifractal characteristics and ε is the
sub-intervals with size ε = J × 2−k. The multifractal singularity curves used in this study exhibit a right
shape, indicating that the heterogeneity of the reservoir is mainly affected by pore size distributions in
sparse regions. Multifractal parameters, D(0), D(1), and Δf, are positively correlated with permeability
and entry pressure, while D(0), D(1), and Δf are negatively correlated with permeability and entry
pressure. The ratio of larger pores volumes to total pore volumes acts as a control on the fractal
dimension over a specific pore size range, while the range of the pore size distribution has a definite
impact on the multifractal parameters. Results indicate that fractal analysis and multifractal analysis
are feasible methods for characterizing the heterogeneity of pore structures in a reservoir. However,
the single fractal models ignore the influence of microfractures, which could result in abnormal values
for calculated fractal dimension. Compared to single fractal analysis, multifractal theory can better
quantitatively characterize the heterogeneity of pore structure and establish favorable relationships
with reservoir physical property parameters.

Keywords: multifractal theory; fractal theory; pore structure; mercury intrusion porosimetry; pore
size distribution

1. Introduction

A reservoir consists of a complex porous medium composed of pores with different origins,
irregular shapes, and self-similarities. The pore structure in a reservoir is mainly affected by three
factors: sedimentation, diagenesis, and tectogenesis. Each of these factors result in the formation of
pores with attributes which fall into different ranges. Thus, different types of pores are formed and
exist in the reservoir in a certain distribution. This complex pore size distribution is dynamically
nonlinear and is the result of numerous processes occurring at various scales [1].
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Fractal theory, a promising tool for investigating complex structures, has been widely used to
quantitatively characterize the complexities and heterogeneities of pore size distributions [2]. Fractal
theory is considered to be an effective means of quantitatively depicting irregular shapes, and can
accurately express the complexity and heterogeneity of geological bodies. Extensive research has
proven that reservoirs exhibit fractal characteristics. Pfeifer found that the pore surface area of a
reservoir exhibits fractal characteristics by the using molecular adsorption [3]. Katz investigated
different types of sandstone using scanning electron microscopy; the results indicated that the pore
spaces of sandstone possess fractal characteristics [4]. Friesen obtained the fractal dimensions of coal
particles based on capillary injection data [5].

Mercury intrusion porosimetry is commonly used to determine the pore structure distributions
of rocks [6]. Fractal studies of capillary pressure data mainly focus on obtaining fractal dimensions
to establish the relationship between fractal dimension and reservoir physical properties [7,8]. There
are several widely used fractal models to obtain the fractal dimension of mercury injection data
based on single fractal theory [5,9–11]. Single fractal theory describes the integrity characteristics of
pore structures [7]; it is suitable for application to a homogeneous reservoir, but cannot define the
local pore structure or reflect other comprehensive and detailed information [12]. The segmented
fractal phenomenon occurs when the fractal theory is applied to mercury injection data [13–15]. This
fact demonstrates that describing the complexity of the whole pore system is difficult with a single
fractal dimension.

Multifractal analysis was conducted to describe the complexity of pore size distribution because
single fractal theory has limitations in describing the local characteristics of pore size distribution.
Multifractal theory partitions objects at different scales to obtain distribution characteristics [16,17]. As
a result, it likely characterizes the complex and heterogeneous behavior of a reservoir more effectively
than the single fractal theory [7]. Multifractal theory has been widely applied to study effect of
pore size changes on reservoir physical properties [18]. Multifractal analysis of soil pore structure
has been widely studied to characterize soil structure stability and soil surface evolution stages [19].
Multifractal theory has also been confirmed as a useful tool for characterizing the internal complexity
and amplifying the differences in pore size distributions between different coals [1]. Research on the
quantitative characterization of the irregular microscopic pore structures of different rock types has
been performed on the basis of 2-D images [20–23]. From the above literature review, we can conclude
that multifractal analysis of pore size distribution measured by mercury intrusion porosimetry has not
been extensively applied to sandstone reservoirs. Comparative studies of single fractal theory and
multifractal theory based on mercury intrusion porosimetry have not been performed.

In the present study, single fractal theory and multifractal theory are applied to investigate
variability and heterogeneity in pore structures based on mercury intrusion curves. Single fractal
and multifractal parameters were analyzed for correlation with reservoir physical parameters. We
compared single fractal theory and multifractal theory to test which method is more suitable for
characterizing reservoir physical parameters. Multifractal analysis of pore structures can expand our
understanding of the pore structures of reservoirs.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Single Fractal Theory

Several fractal models were established to obtain the fractal dimensions of mercury injection data.
Su’s fractal model, which considers both the fractal characteristics of pore space and pore length and
was proposed based on the capillary bundle model, was applied in this paper [11]:

log
(
SHg

)
∝
(

Df + DT − 3
)

log(Pc) (1)
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where SHg is the mercury saturation, Df is the fractal dimension for pore space, with 2 < Df < 3 in three
dimensions [24], DT is the fractal dimension for tortuosity, with 1 < DT < 3 in three dimensions [25], and
Pc is the capillary pressure. The sum of the fractal dimension of pore space and the fractal dimension
of tortuosity can be obtained from the double logarithmic curve of mercury saturation and capillary
pressure. Theoretically, the sum of the fractal dimensions of pore space and tortuosity should be
between 3 and 6; the larger the sum of fractal dimension, the more complicated the pore structure [11].

2.2. Multifractal Theory

Multifractal theory describes the local conditions of a fractal structure through the singularity
strength [26], and the overall characteristics are investigated from a local perspective. The prerequisite
for applying the multifractal analysis method is that the measurement interval must be divided
equally [27].

The mercury injection curves obtained in this study have fewer measurement points than is
required for the multifractal method. To obtain enough data for multifractal analysis of mercury
intrusion curves, we used cubic spline interpolation to interpolate mercury intrusion curves, allowing
us to obtain more data points.

In this study, the whole measured pore size was defined as I, I = [0.015, 35.6 μm]. The difference
of capillary pressure data in the aforementioned pore size range is measured over steps of 0.005 μm.
Thus, sub-intervals can be obtained. Ii represents the i-th sub-interval, and νi represents the percentage
of pore volume in the sub-interval Ii. A new measure can be obtained (J = [log0.015, log35.6 μm])
by plotting the aforementioned pore size range I on a logarithmic scale. J was divided into 2k equal
sub-intervals with size ε = J × 2−k. The whole interval is divided into reduced sub-intervals with
increasing k; thus, the effects of pore space changes within a small interval can be investigated. Ji
represents the i sub-interval in the interval J. Pi(ε) represents the percentage of pore volume in the
sub-interval Ji; it is equal to the sum of νi that falls within the sub-interval Ji.

The partition function χ(q,ε) can be defined using Pi(ε):

χ(q, ε) = ∑N(ε)

i=1 Pi(ε)
q (2)

where q is a real parameter that describes the moment order of the measure. For q < 1, χ(q,ε) emphasizes
the regions determined by a small Pi(ε) or minimally concentrated region of a measure. For q > 1, χ(q,ε)
emphasizes the regions determined by a large Pi(ε) or wide concentrated region of a measure. The q
used in this study is between −20 and 20. χ(q,ε) and ε follow a power law relationship as follows:

χ(q, ε) ∝ ετ(q) (3)

where τ(q) is the mass exponent, which can also be expressed by the following formula:

τ(q) = lim
ε→0

lg(∑
N(ε)
i=1 Pi(ε)

q
)

lg(ε)
(4)

The mass exponent can also be expressed as follows, according to previous research results [19]:

τ(q) = (q − 1)D(q) (5)

where D(q) is the generalized dimension. Correspondingly, D(q) can be expressed as follows:

D(q) = lim
ε→0

1
q − 1

lg(∑
N(ε)
i=1 Pi(ε)

q
)

lg(ε)
(q �= 1), (6)

For q = 1, D(q) is defined as follows [26]:
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D(1) = lim
ε→0

{
∑

N(ε)
i=1 μi(ε) log(μi(ε))

lg(ε)

}
(7)

If ε is sufficiently small, then Pi(ε) is nearly evenly distributed within each subinterval, where Pi(ε)
and ε show the following relationship:

Pi(ε) ∝ εα (8)

where α is the singularity exponent. Different subintervals may have the same α. Nα(α) represents the
subinterval numbers of the singularity exponent between α and α + dα ; it satisfies the following fractal
power law relationship:

Nα(ε) ∝ ε− f (α) (9)

where f (α) is a multifractal spectrum with singularity exponent α. Different α values and corresponding
f (α) constitute the multifractal spectrum that describes multifractal properties.

The singularity exponent can also be expressed as follows:

α(q) = lim
ε→0

∑
N(ε)
i=1 μi(q, ε)lg(Pi(ε))

lg(ε)
(10)

The multifractal spectrum of pore distribution f (α) relative to α is defined as follows:

f [α(q)] = lim
ε→0

∑
N(ε)
i=1 μi(q, ε)lgμi(q, ε)

lg(ε)
(11)

The first step of the multifractal analysis of capillary pressure data is to interpolate mercury
intrusion curves to obtain sufficient points. The equidistant division of a logarithmic pore size range
is the basis for obtaining the probability density Pi(ε) and the partition function χ(q,ε). τ(q), D(q),
α(q), and f (q) can be obtained from Equations (2), (4), (6), (10) and (11), respectively. τ(q) and D(q)
describe the multifractal characteristics, whereas α(q), and f (q) characterize the local characteristics of
the multifractal structure.

3. Samples and Experiments

A total of 13 samples were obtained from a well located in Western Sichuan, China. The physical
properties of the samples are relatively variable (Figure 1), which is convenient for comparison using
multifractal analysis. All samples were tested for porosity, and permeability and subjected mercury
injection experiments in accordance with Chinese Petroleum Industry Standards SY/T 6385-1999 and
SY/T 5346-2005.

 
Figure 1. Four typical mercury intrusion curves.
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Porosity and permeability were obtained using routine rock property measurement techniques.
The average permeability is 6.11 mD; the range extends from 0.14 mD to 42.29 mD. The average
porosity is 11.59%; it ranges from 6.31% to 16.65%. The experimental results are summarized in Table 1.
The entry pressure (the point on the curve at which the mercury first enters the pores of the samples)
varies from 0.037 MPa to 1.450 MPa, with an average of 0.726 MPa. r50 varies from 0.018 μm to
0.247 μm, with an average of 0.089 μm. An analysis of physical properties shows that the reservoir
exhibits strong heterogeneity and complexity in its microscopic pore structure.

Table 1. Parameters of the pore throat structure obtained from the 13 samples.

Samples
Permeability Porosity Entry Pressure Sorting Coefficient r50

mD % MPa um

9 0.3250 13.3547 1.0760 1.6867 0.0415
13 0.1420 7.2449 1.4070 1.5212 0.0186
22 5.0690 12.2603 0.2350 2.5778 0.1444
37 1.1000 14.0306 1.0030 1.8189 0.0956
46 0.5730 12.3959 1.2150 1.4568 0.2471
52 1.5060 8.1072 0.8450 1.9145 0.0706
64 42.2990 16.6477 0.0370 3.3595 0.1688
72 16.5960 11.2793 0.1900 2.6728 0.1367
81 0.8070 13.3353 0.6400 2.1086 0.0762
93 4.8510 14.9307 0.1970 2.6960 0.0285
105 5.3600 11.0967 0.1880 2.5586 0.0848
142 0.5420 6.3134 1.4500 1.4509 0.0165
146 0.2420 9.6940 0.9620 1.7438 0.0320

Note: r50 corresponds to pore throat diameter at 50% mercury saturation; Sorting coefficient is the dispersion degree
of reservoir pores.

The pore size distributions of four samples are shown in Figure 2. Samples 64 and 72 have a wide
range of pore sizes, with about half larger than 1 μm and half smaller than 1 μm, respectively. Samples 52
and 142 have a small range of pore size distributions, and the pores are mainly distributed below 1 μm.

Figure 2. Pore size distributions of four samples obtained using mercury analysis.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Single Fractal Characteristics

Equation (1) was applied to obtain the fractal dimensions of the 13 mercury injection data. The
results (Table 2) show that the high R-squared value demonstrates that fractal method is useful for
mercury intrusion porosimetry (Figure 3). The fractal curves exhibit a two-stage characteristic and
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the corresponding fractal dimensions D1 and D2 can characterize the complexity of pore structure in
different sizes. Despite the different pore size distributions, all 13 mercury intrusion curves exhibit a
two-stage fractal characteristic. D1 of 13 samples varies widely, while D2 is mainly distributed around
a value of 3.2.

Table 2. Parameters of the fractal dimension obtained from the 13 samples.

Samples D1 Correlation Coefficient R2 D2 Correlation Coefficient R2 Dsw

9 5.1787 0.925 3.301 0.997 4.138
13 6.8716 0.946 3.302 0.985 4.592
22 5.9464 0.978 3.217 0.971 3.814
37 5.0279 0.920 3.319 0.957 4.092
46 7.1014 0.951 3.156 0.898 4.831
52 5.0715 0.948 3.276 0.939 3.989
64 4.1698 0.999 3.223 0.950 3.422
72 4.3472 0.927 3.195 0.968 3.638
81 4.8489 0.919 3.207 0.957 4.000
93 4.793 0.985 3.211 0.955 3.604
105 4.4449 0.998 3.216 0.989 3.636
142 6.3375 0.942 3.365 0.983 4.229
146 5.7515 0.992 3.281 0.999 4.367

Figure 3. Plots of log(SHg) vs. log(Pc) from the mercury intrusion curve of sample 22.

To clarify the factors controlling the fractal dimension, pore size distributions of four samples
are shown in Figure 4. Samples 64 and 72 have a wide range of pore size distributions, with about
half of the pore volume larger than 1 μm and half less than 1 μm. Samples 52 and 142 have a small
range of pore size distributions and the pores are mainly distributed below 1 μm. The mercury
pressure of macropores is lower, meaning that a smaller fractal dimension can be obtained under
the same mercury saturation condition. Therefore, the D1 values of samples 64 and 72—4.1698 and
4.3472, respectively—are significantly larger than the D1 value of samples 52 and 142, which are 5.0715
and 6.3375, respectively. Under the same conditions, the larger the proportion of large pores, the
easier it is to obtain smaller fractal dimensions; this can be confirmed by examining the correlation
between D1 and r50. D1 has a good negative correlation with r50 when two abnormal points affected by
microfractures are neglected. The ratio of larger pores volumes to total pore volumes acts as a control
on the fractal dimension over a specific pore size range.

The sums of fractal dimensions D1 of samples 13, 46, and 142 are 6.87, 7.10 and 6.34, respectively;
these values are all beyond the theoretical value. Despite simultaneously considering the fractal
dimension for pore space and tortuosity, the sum of fractal dimension D1 may be greater than the
theoretical value. Friesen’s model, Angulo’s model, Shen’s model, and Su’s model assume that only
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porous media are present in the reservoir and ignore the influence of microfractures. However, there
may be microfractures in the samples, and the existence of the microfractures causes the abnormalities
in the sum of fractal dimension D1 [11].

Figure 4. Plot of the sum of fractal dimension D1 versus r50.

4.2. Multifractal Characteristics

Multifractal analysis was conducted to describe the complexity of pore size distribution because
single fractal theory has limitations in describing the local characteristics of pore size distribution.
Figure 5 depicts the partition function for different q values in the double logarithmic coordinates of the
four samples.

(a) (b)  

(c)  (d)  

Figure 5. Plots of μ(ε) versus box size, ε, for the pore size distribution. (a) Sample 52; (b) Sample 64;
(c) Sample 72; (d) Sample 142.
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Linear relationships exist between log(ε) and log(χ(ε)) for the samples when −20 ≤ q ≤ 20 and the
correlation coefficient is higher than 0.94 (Table 3). Favorable linear relationships between log(ε) and
log(χ(ε)) indicate that the samples satisfy the multifractal characteristics. In accordance with Equation
(4), the slopes of log(ε) and log(χ(ε)) are the mass exponent τ(q) The corresponding τ(q) increases
when q increases from −20 to 20, indicating that the samples exhibit multifractal characteristics in a
spatial distribution and that the multifractal method can be used to investigate the complexity and
scale effects of pore size distribution.

Table 3. Coefficients for correlation determination R2 of the fitting lines between log(ε) and log(χ(ε)).

q Correlation Coefficient R2

Sample 52 Sample 64 Sample 72 Sample 142

−20 0.9993 0.9999 0.9861 0.9947
−15 0.9994 0.9999 0.9870 0.9966
−10 0.9996 0.9999 0.9890 0.9978
−5 0.9998 1.0000 0.9945 0.9982
0 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
5 0.9957 0.9718 0.9829 0.9616
10 0.9937 0.9701 0.9820 0.9528
15 0.9928 0.9700 0.9820 0.9499
20 0.9924 0.9700 0.9820 0.9485

In accordance with Equation (6), the generalized dimension D(q) was obtained in the range of
−20 ≤ q ≤ 20. The relationship between the multifractal generalized dimension D(q) and the moment
order q is presented in Figure 6. The corresponding multifractal parameters are listed in Table 4. In
the range of −20 ≤ q ≤ 20, the value of D(q) when q is positive is less than the value of D(q) when
q is negative, thus indicating that regions with dense pore size distribution provides a better scale
than the sparse regions. For a homogeneous fractal, the curves of D(q) and q form a straight line,
whereas those of non-uniform fractals have a certain width, and a large curvature indicates a poor
homogeneity of samples. All four samples demonstrate a certain degree of curvature and exhibit a
certain non-uniformity, but the curvatures were significantly greater in Samples 64 and 72 than in
Samples 52 and 142, thereby demonstrating that Samples 64 and 72 are more heterogeneous in their
pore size distribution.

 
Figure 6. Plot of the multifractal generalized dimension D(q) versus the moment order q.
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Table 4. Multifractal dimension parameters obtained from the 13 samples.

Sample D(0) D(1) D(2) D(1)/D(2) Dmin Dmax �D

9 1.0082 0.9198 0.8314 0.9123 0.6934 1.3620 0.6686
13 0.9922 0.8695 0.7408 0.8764 0.5629 1.5441 0.9812
22 1.3816 1.1515 0.9762 0.8335 0.7323 2.1828 1.4506
37 1.0343 0.9346 0.8563 0.9036 0.7185 1.5000 0.7815
46 1.1469 1.0517 1.0171 0.9170 0.9096 1.6289 0.7193
52 1.0641 0.9773 0.9124 0.9185 0.7718 1.5227 0.7509
64 1.8827 1.4907 1.1157 0.7918 0.7073 2.3974 1.6901
72 1.7577 1.2061 0.9716 0.6862 0.6237 2.7235 2.0998
81 1.1421 0.9624 0.7910 0.8426 0.5907 1.6600 1.0692
93 1.3835 1.1169 0.8027 0.8073 0.5586 1.8413 1.2826
105 1.4816 1.1465 0.8809 0.7739 0.6233 2.1664 1.5431
142 0.9918 0.8520 0.7109 0.8590 0.5445 1.7734 1.2289
146 1.0658 0.9348 0.8195 0.8771 0.6215 1.4359 0.8144

Capacity dimension D(0), information dimension D(1), and correlation dimension D(2) are listed
in Table 4 [21]. A large capacity dimension D(0) indicates a wide range of pore size distributions. The
capacity dimensions of Samples 64 and 72 are 1.88 and 1.76, respectively, and are relatively larger
than those for the 11 other samples. This indicates that the pore size distribution is large. A large
pore size distribution suggests that large pores may be observed in the samples and may significantly
improve the porosity and permeability of the reservoir; this condition can be confirmed by the large
permeability and porosity of Samples 64 and 72.

The information dimension D(1) reflects the degree of concentration of the pore size distribution,
which represents the heterogeneity of pore structure. A large information dimension D(1) indicates a
highly heterogeneous pore size distribution. The information dimensions D(1) of Samples 64 and 72
are relatively high, demonstrating that the unevenness of the pore size distribution is significant, and
that pores are distributed over a wide range of pore sizes.

D(1)/D(0) shows the dispersion of the pore size distribution. An added pore size is concentrated
in the dense area when D(1)/D(0) is close to 1, and the particle concentration in the sparse area is close
to 0. The D(1)/ D(0) values of Samples 64 and 72 are relatively minimal. This result shows that the
pore size distribution of Samples 64 and 72 is discrete and is biased toward the sparse areas of the pore
size distribution. The sparsely-grained area mainly refers to the area with large pore sizes in this study.
This area can improve the physical properties and increase the seepage and storage capacities of the
fluid in a reservoir despite the relatively minimal volume.

The multifractal spectrum of the 13 samples was calculated in accordance with Equations (10)
and (11). Figure 7 illustrates the multifractal spectrum curves of the four samples. The multifractal
spectrum functions a-f (a) denote a continuous distribution, indicating that multifractal theory is a
common phenomenon of the pore size distribution. Curves a-f (a) are asymmetrical upward convex
curves, which demonstrate that the local superposition of the different degrees during the formation
of pores leads to the occurrence of reservoir heterogeneity.

In calculating the multifractal spectrum, the calculation domain is divided into different
scales, with considerable scale information in the reservoir pore size distribution. Δa describes
the characteristics of different regions, levels, and local conditions in a fractal structure. A large Δa
value indicates a highly uneven distribution. The parameters of the multifractal spectrum are listed in
Table 5. The value of Δa ranges from 0.7167 to 2.2413, with an average value of 1.2361. The maximum
Δa of Sample 72 suggests that its heterogeneity is robust. By contrast, the smallest Δa of Sample 9
suggest that its heterogeneity is relatively weak.
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Figure 7. Plot of multifractal spectrum f (a) versus the singularity strength a.

Table 5. Multifractal spectrum parameters obtained from the 13 samples.

Sample amin amax �a f (amin) f (amax) �f (a) R f (a)max

9 0.6795 1.3962 0.7167 0.4158 0.6772 0.2614 0.1644 1.0082
13 0.5460 1.5946 1.0486 0.2234 0.5347 0.3113 0.1183 0.9922
22 0.7046 2.2587 1.5541 0.1782 0.6656 0.4874 0.2530 1.3816
37 0.7024 1.5436 0.8412 0.3967 0.6277 0.2311 0.0933 1.0343
46 0.8911 1.6651 0.7740 0.5395 0.9048 0.3653 0.0938 1.1469
52 0.7515 1.5680 0.8165 0.3654 0.6184 0.2530 0.0368 1.0641
64 0.6719 2.4498 1.7779 0.0003 1.3485 1.3482 0.6560 1.8827
72 0.5925 2.8338 2.2413 0.0000 0.5185 0.5185 0.4763 1.7577
81 0.5713 1.7032 1.1319 0.2018 0.7956 0.5938 0.3636 1.1421
93 0.5385 1.8867 1.3482 0.1557 0.9335 0.7778 0.5375 1.3835
105 0.5994 2.2303 1.6310 0.1442 0.8874 0.7432 0.4671 1.4816
142 0.5280 1.8444 1.3164 0.2142 0.3526 0.1384 -0.0823 0.9918
146 0.6001 1.4712 0.8711 0.1931 0.7297 0.5366 0.3952 1.0658

The equation Δf (Δf = f (amin) − f (amax)) reflects the shape features of the multifractal spectrum.
The shape of f (a) depicts a right hook when the small probability subset dominates (Δf < 0). The shape
of f (a) illustrates a left hook when the large probability subset dominates (Δf > 0). The multifractal
singularity curves in this study exhibit a right shape, indicating that the heterogeneity of the reservoir
is mainly affected by the pore size distribution in the sparse region. This study emphasizes that
large-scale pores contribute considerably to the spatial heterogeneity of a reservoir.

4.3. Relationship between Petrophysical and Single Fractal Parameters

The fractal dimensions D1 and D2 only characterize the complexity of pore structure in different
sizes. The fractal dimension Dsw was introduced based on the weighted of the pore volume [28].

Dsw = D1 × Sin f + D2 ×
(

Smax − Sin f

)
(12)

where Sinf is the inflection point saturation and Smax is the maximum saturation. Dsw can characterize
the complexity of the whole pore size, and has a better correlation with petrophysical parameters
(Figures 8 and 9). Larger Dsw values indicate that macropores and microfractures have greater influence
on reservoir physical properties. The Dsw values is between 3.42 and 4.83, with average value of 4.03.

To explore the meaning of saturation-weighted fractal dimension Dsw, the correlations between
Dsw and petrophysical parameters were investigated. Dsw has a good negative correlation with
permeability (Figure 8), while Dsw has a good positive correlation with entry pressure (Figure 9).
Permeability is an important indicator of reservoir quality; larger permeabilities are typically associated
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with high-quality reservoirs. The entry pressure is mainly influenced by the pore size; the smaller
the pore size, the greater the entry pressure. Larger Dsw values indicate that the macropores are
more heterogeneous, but this does not guarantee a larger volume of macropores or better reservoir
properties. The correlations between Dsw and petrophysical parameters show that the increase of Dsw

is accompanied by the decrease of pore size and permeability, resulting in poorer reservoir properties.
Therefore, Dsw is a good indicator of reservoir quality.

 
Figure 8. A plot of Dsw vs. permeability.

 
Figure 9. A plot of Dsw vs. entry pressure.

4.4. Relationship between Petrophysical and Multifractal Parameters

The relationships linking D(0), D(1), ΔD and Δf with permeability are determined to further
explore the relationships between multifractal parameters and reservoir pore structure. Figure 10 shows
that D(0), D(1), and ΔD are positively correlated with permeability, whereas Δf negatively correlates
with permeability. D(0) and D(1) correlate well with permeability, with correlation coefficients of 0.8845
and 0.8665, respectively. D(0) represents the range of the pore size distribution, and D(1) characterizes
the heterogeneity of the pore size distribution. The permeability improves with increasing D(0)
and D(1). The more widely the reservoir particle size is distributed in the sparse region, the larger
the reservoir size distribution range and the stronger the degree of heterogeneity. Therefore, the
physical properties of the reservoir improve with increases in the range and heterogeneity of the pore
size distribution.
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Figure 10. Plots of multifractal parameters and permeability.

Figure 11 presents the relationships linking D(0), D(1), ΔD, and Δf with the entry pressure.
Favorable negative correlations exist between D(0), D(1), and ΔD and entry pressure, whereas Δf is
positively correlated with entry pressure. Similarly, D(0) and D(1) correlate well with entry pressure,
with correlation coefficients 0.9041 and 0.8971, respectively. D(0) and D(1) can be used as important
parameters for characterizing and predicting physical properties of a reservoir.

Figure 11. Cont.
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Figure 11. Plots of multifractal parameters and entry pressure.

4.5. Comparison between Single Fractal and Multifractal Analysis

Single fractal theory has been extensively used to characterize the heterogeneity of the pore
structure, while multifractal analysis of mercury intrusion porosimetry in reservoir rocks is less
commonly discussed. Comparative studies on single fractal and multifractal analysis are rare.

From the above analysis, we can see that there are some differences between single fractal and
multifractal analysis. The Dsw values of samples 64 and 72 are lower than those of other samples,
which generally implies that these two samples have low heterogeneity and good reservoir properties.
However, samples 64 and 72 have bigger D(0) and D(1) values, as determined through multifractal
analysis, demonstrating that these samples have a larger pore size distribution range and strong
heterogeneity. Until now, this difference has not been observed or studied, since previous studies
focus on the single or multifractal characteristics of mercury intrusion porosimetry. The difference is
related to the fact that single fractal analysis and multifractal analysis characterize different aspects of
the heterogeneity of a pore size distribution. The ratio of larger pores volumes to total pore volumes
acts as a control on the fractal dimension over a specific pore size range, while the range of pore size
distribution has the greatest effect on the multifractal analysis and multifractal parameters.

Single fractal theory characterizes the heterogeneity of pore structure from the entire range of
pore sizes. The fractal curves show segmented fractal characteristics, and the fractal dimensions of
each stage represents the complexity of the corresponding pore size range. The segmented fractal
phenomenon demonstrates that multifractal theory is appropriate for describing fractal characteristics
in a full-scale range. Multifractal theory is applied to explore pore size distribution in different scales.
The pore structure exhibits multifractal characteristics in a local distribution, and the multifractal
method can be used to investigate the complexity and scale effect of the pore size distribution.

It is worth noting that an intrinsic difference exists with respect to the single fractal models
used to compute the fractal dimension. Friesen obtained a fractal model based on the Sierpinski
carpet model [5]. The capillary bundle model was assumed in Shen’s model [10]. Su set up a new
fractal model considering of the fractal dimensions for pore space and tortuosity [11]. Different fractal
dimensions may be obtained when these different fractal models are applied [29]. Moreover, the
fractal dimension of the low pressure stage may exceed the theoretical value. This is because the
current fractal models assume that the reservoir is composed only of pores and ignore the influence of
microfractures. It has been confirmed that the presence of microfractures can significantly increase the
fractal dimension [30]. Multifractal analysis explores pore size distribution characteristics without any
a priori assumptions, considering the effect of microfractures.

We show that fractal analysis and multifractal analysis are feasible means for characterizing the
heterogeneity of pore structures in a reservoir. By comparing the relationships between single fractal
and multifractal parameters and reservoir physical parameters, we learn that multifractal parameters
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have better correlations with reservoir physical properties than single fractal parameters. The
aforementioned factors combined mean that multifractal analysis is more suitable for characterizing
the heterogeneity of a pore size distribution when the pore size distribution of the samples is addressed
without any a priori assumptions.

5. Conclusions

In this study, single fractal and multifractal theory were applied to investigate pore size
distribution characteristics of reservoir rocks as well as the influences of the single fractal and
multifractal parameters on pore structure. The following conclusions can be drawn from our work:

(1) The single fractal curves exhibit segmented fractal characteristics and the fractal dimensions of
the low-pressure section is greater than the fractal dimension of the high-pressure section. The
saturation-weighted fractal dimension Dsw has a better correlation with permeability and entry
pressure than D1 or D2.

(2) Linear relationships exist between log(ε) and log(μ,(ε)) for the 13 samples when −20 ≤ q ≤ 20,
suggesting that the pore structures of the 13 samples exhibit multifractal characteristics.
Multifractal parameters D(0) and D(1) correlate well with permeability and entry pressure. The
physical properties of the reservoir improve with increases in the range of pore size distribution.

(3) The ratio of larger pores volumes to total pore volumes acts as a control on the fractal dimension
over a specific pore size range, while the range of pore size distribution has the greatest effect on
the multifractal analysis and multifractal parameters.

(4) Fractal analysis and multifractal analysis are feasible methods for characterizing the complexity
of pore size distribution in a reservoir. Multifractal analysis with parameters D(0) or D(1) produce
better correlations with reservoir physical properties. In conclusion, multifractal analysis is
more suitable for characterizing the heterogeneity of pore size distributions when the pore size
distribution of samples is addressed without any a priori assumptions.
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Abstract: The simulation of a natural gas pipeline network allows us to predict the behavior of a
gas network system under different conditions. Such predictions can be effectively used to guide
decisions regarding the design and operation of the real system. The simulation is generally associated
with a high computational cost since the pipeline network is becoming more and more complex,
as well as large-scale. In our previous study, the Decoupled Implicit Method for Efficient Network
Simulation (DIMENS) method was proposed based on the ‘Divide-and-Conquer Approach’ ideal,
and its computational speed was obviously high. However, only continuity/momentum Equations of
the simple pipeline network composed of pipelines were studied in our previous work. In this paper,
the DIMENS method is extended to the continuity/momentum and energy Equations coupled with
the complex pipeline network, which includes pipelines and non-pipeline components. The extended
DIMENS method can be used to solve more complex engineering problems than before. To extend
the DIMENS method, two key issues are addressed in this paper. One is that the non-pipeline
components are appropriately solved as the multi-component interconnection nodes; the other is that
the procedures of solving the energy Equation are designed based on the gas flow direction in the
pipeline. To validate the accuracy and efficiency of the present method, an example of a complex
pipeline network is provided. From the result, it can be concluded that the accuracy of the proposed
method is equivalent to that of the Stoner Pipeline Simulator (SPS), which includes commercially
available simulation core codes, while the efficiency of the present method is over two times higher
than that of the SPS.

Keywords: natural gas; pipeline network; continuity/momentum and energy equations coupled;
efficient simulation

1. Introduction

As a high quality and clean fossil fuel, natural gas plays an important role in global industry
and economy [1]. Pipelines are the primary means by which the natural gas is transported. As more
and more cities are using natural gas as the main energy source, the pipeline network is becoming
extraordinarily complex. The characteristic of a complex topology has created many challenges
for the design, monitoring, and operating of the pipeline network. The simulation of the natural
gas pipeline network allows us to predict the behavior of a gas network system under different
conditions. By matching the simulator's output with measured information from Supervisory Control
and Data Administration (SCADA) systems, the gas pipelines can be estimated in real-time [2],
the historical conditions can be reviewed, and the unexpected transient conditions can be analyzed [3].
Such predictions and analyses can be effectively used to guide decisions regarding the design and
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operation of the real pipeline network system. For example, Gssco improved his pipeline capacity
with the help of a commercial tool known as the Pipeline Modeling System (PMS) [4].

Depending on the gas flow characteristics in the network system, there are two states in which the
simulation can be: steady simulation (static simulation) and unsteady simulation (transient simulation).
Steady simulation does not take into account the gas flow characteristics’ variations over time. The goal
of steady simulation is usually to compute the nodes’ pressures, the nodes’ loads, and the pipes’ flow
rates for the network design. The pressures at the nodes and the flow rates in the pipes must satisfy the
general flow equations; the lodes’ loads must fulfill the first Kirchhoff’s law or Node formulation and
the pressure drop around any closed loop must fulfill the second Kirchhoff’s law or Loop formulation.
The steady simulation was explained in detail by Osiadacz [5], and interested readers can refer to
it. Unsteady simulation considers the facts that gas flow characteristics are mainly functions of time.
In fact, the gas flow in a pipeline is actually a transient process, while a steady state is rare in practice.
Thus, unsteady simulation is more practical for the operations of a real pipeline network. However,
the mathematical model of unsteady simulation is a system of partial differential equations (PDEs) of
mass conservation, momentum conservation, and energy conservation. The mathematical model is
usually solved by numerical methods [6–15], and the frequently used numerical methods are method of
characteristics (MOC), finite difference methods (FDM), and finite element methods (FEM). MOC firstly
reduces PDEs to a family of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) along the characteristic curves,
and the ODEs are then solved along the characteristic curves to obtain the flow and thermodynamic
parameters. FDM firstly divides the long pipeline into many short sections, then converts PDEs
into a system of difference Equations (DEs) on these small sections, and lastly solves DEs by matrix
algebra techniques. FEM firstly divides the entire pipeline into many small sections that are so-called
finite elements, then uses variational methods to derive the simple equations for these finite elements,
and lastly solves the larger system of simple equations by minimizing an associated error function.
Thorley and Tiley [16] have provided an excellent literature review of these methods, and interested
readers can refer to it.

Among these methods, the implicit finite difference method is one of the most widely applied
methods because its time step is not restricted by the stability criterion [6,17–19]. This means that the
time step of the implicit finite difference method can be very large, which is very useful for simulating
long-term transient flow in a natural gas pipeline. However, in the implicit finite difference method,
one system of large-scale nonlinear discretized Equations needs to be solved [20]. When working
with large-scale pipeline networks, its efficiency could be low and unsatisfactory, especially on a
personal computer.

To improve the computational speed of the implicit finite difference method, a series of research
projects have been carried out. Kiuchi [17,18] and Wylie et al. [19] directly ignored the convective inertia
term in the governing Equations of a pipeline to avoid nonlinear equations. However, this process
could reduce the accuracy of simulation [21]. Luskin [22] proposed a linearized method where the
nonlinear governing equations were linearized about the previous time step based on the Taylor
expansion. Zheng et al. [23] found that the linearized method could improve the computational speed
by over five times. Barley [24] and Helgaker and Ytrehus [25] put forward a decoupled solution strategy,
in which the continuity/momentum equations (flow equations) and energy equation (thermodynamics
equation) were solved alternatively. This strategy could further increase the computational speed
by about 20%. Wang et al. [26] found that the form of flow equations, which took the density and
velocity as the solving variables, was the most efficient form. The computational speed was further
improved by 50%. Many researchers, such as Wylie et al. [19] and Stoner [27], have recommended the
sparse matrix technique to efficiently solve the large-scale discretized equations of network simulation.
Madoliat et al. [13] proposed a novel approach based on intelligent algorithms, such as particle swarm
optimization (PSO), for dynamic simulation of a gas pipeline network. These studies have improved
the computational speed of natural gas pipeline network simulation to a considerable extent.
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However, in the above studies, all pipelines in the network must be solved simultaneously, and one
system of large-scale equations inevitably has to be solved. It is well-known that the computational
speed of small-scale equations is faster than that of large-scale equations. Therefore, dividing the
network into several pipelines and then solving them one by one is an effective way to further
improve the computational speed of natural gas pipeline network simulation. This is the idea of the
‘Divide-and-Conquer Approach’. Based on this idea, a fast method for the flow simulation of natural
gas pipeline networks was proposed in our previous study [28], called the Decoupled Implicit Method
for Efficient Network Simulation (DIMENS). In the DIMENS method, the flow equations of all the
multi-pipeline interconnection nodes were firstly solved, and the flow parameters such as pressure
and flow rate were known; the pipeline network was then divided into several independent pipelines,
and the pipelines were efficiently solved one by one. Thus, this method is more efficient than the
commercially available simulation core codes of Stoner Pipeline Simulator (SPS), whose computational
speed can represent the highest level in the world.

In our previous work [28], the gas flow was considered isothermal, and the pipeline network was
only composed of pipelines. Thus, the DIMENS method was only implemented in flow equations of
the simple pipeline network. However, in practical engineering problems, the pipeline network is
generally very complex, which includes not only pipelines, but also non-pipeline components, such as
compressors, valves, supplies, and demands [12]. What is more, many researchers [24,25,29,30] have
shown that the thermodynamic parameters have a major impact on the flow parameters of a pipeline
network, and the effect of treating the gas in a non-isothermal manner was extremely necessary for
pipeline flow calculation accuracies.

To overcome the above issue, the DIMENS method is extended to the flow and
thermodynamic-coupled simulation of the complex pipeline network in this paper. The layout
of this paper is as follows. First, the mathematical model of the pipeline network and its discretization
is introduced. Second, the main idea of the DIMENS method is reviewed. Third, the implementation
process of the extended DIMENS method is given, and the solution procedures of the thermodynamic
equations are elaborated. Finally, a numerical case of the complex pipeline network is designed to test
the performance of the present method.

2. Mathematical Model and Discretization

2.1. Mathematical Model

The pipeline network is mainly formed by interconnecting many kinds of components, and the basic
components are pipelines, compressors, valves, supplies, demands, and so on [8]. The components
of the pipeline network can be classified into four categories, namely, pipelines, non-pipelines,
externals, and multi-component interconnection nodes. Therefore, the mathematical model of the
natural gas pipeline network in this paper includes four parts: pipeline model, non-pipeline model,
multi-component interconnection node model, and boundary conditions.

2.1.1. Pipeline Model

For natural gas pipeline network simulation, the flow in the pipeline is generally assumed to
be homogeneous equilibrium flow with negligible fluid/structure interactions, and the influence of
the non-uniformity of the velocity distribution is neglected. The pipeline model is a set of governing
equations of homogeneous, geometrically one-dimensional flow in the pipeline, which consist of the
continuity equation, momentum equation, and energy equation. The continuity and momentum
equations are so-called flow equations, and the energy equation is a so-called thermodynamic equation.
These equations can be written in a general form [24–26,31], as shown in Equation (1), and 50the
parameters of the general form are given in Table 1. The detailed process of transformations and the
parameter expressions of Equation (1) can be found in Appendix A:
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∂U
∂t

+ B · ∂U
∂x

= F, (1)

Table 1. Parameters in the governing equations.
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m
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d ]

It should be noted that natural gas is a compressible gas, and its thermodynamic properties
(pressure, volume, temperature) are property relations. An equation of state which would express
the density in terms of pressure and temperature needs to be close to Equation (1). Several different
equations of state, including SRK, PR, BWRS, AGA-8, GERG 88, and GERG 2004, are applied in the
industry. The sensitivity of the selection of the equation of state for pipeline gas flow models was
investigated by Chaczykowski [32]. In this paper, the BWRS equation of state [20,33] is used, and the
BWRS equation is formulated as

p = ρRT + (B0RT −A0 − C0
T2 + D0

T3 − E0
T4 )ρ

2 + (bRT − a− d
T )ρ

3

+α(a + d
T ) ρ

6 +
cρ3

T2 (1 + γρ2) exp(−γρ2)
(2)

In total, it contains 11 coefficients. Values and mixing rules can be found in the literature [20,33].

2.1.2. Non-Pipeline Model

The main non-pipeline components in the natural gas pipeline network are compressor and
valve components. Their mathematical models can be found in much literature [12,23]. In this paper,
the mathematical models of compressors and valves are presented as Equations (3) to (5) and Equations
(6) to (7), respectively.

Compressors model:
min −mout = 0, (3)

pout − εpin = 0, (4)

Tout − Tinε
n−1

n = 0, (5)

where, ε = a + bQin + cQin
2.

Valves model:
min −mout = 0, (6)

min −Cvρin

√
p2

in − p2
out

ZΔTin
= 0, (7)

Tout − Tin + (pout − pin)

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ 1
cp

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ T
ρ2

(∂p/∂T)ρ
(∂p/∂ρ)T

− 1
ρ

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭

out

= 0, (8)

2.1.3. Multi-Component Interconnection Node Model

In each multi-component interconnection node, the laws of mass conservation, the equality of
pressure, and the equality of gas temperature must be observed [12,20,26,28,31]. The corresponding
mathematical models are represented by Equations (9) to (10).
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Mass conservation: ∑
min =

∑
mout, (9)

Equality of pressure:
pin,1 = pin,2 · · · = pout,1 = pout,2 · · · , (10)

Equality of gas temperature outflow from the node:

Tout,1 = Tout,2 · · · =
∑∣∣∣cpmT

∣∣∣
in/

∑∣∣∣cpm
∣∣∣
out , (11)

2.1.4. Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions give the value of pressure, flow rate, and temperature of the external
components [12,26,28,31]. The external components of the gas pipeline network include the supply
and the demand. The supply is the component where gas is injected into the network, and the demand
is the component where gas is extracted from the network. The boundary conditions are represented
by Equations (12) to (14).

Pressure:
p = p(t), (12)

Flow rate:
m = m(t), (13)

Temperature:
T = T(t), (14)

2.2. Discretization

The pipeline model, that is Equation (1), is a nonlinear partial differential equation. It can be linearized
about the previous time step based on the Taylor expansion, as shown below [12,17,18,23,24,26]:

∂U
∂t

+ B · ∂U
∂x

+ G · (U−U) = F + S · (U−U), (15)

where, [G]i, j =
n∑

l=1
( ∂B∂uj

)
i,l

∂ul
∂x , [S]i, j =

∂Fi
∂uj

. The detailed expressions of G and S can be found in appendix

A. It should be noted that the bar ’’ above the matrixes B, G, F, S, and U represents the previous time
step, so B, G, F, S, and U are calculated by the results of the previous time step.

The pipeline is divided into N sections, and thus, there are N + 1 grid points. The ith section
is the section between the ith point and the (i + 1)th point. Figure 1 is the schematic diagram of the
pipeline grid.

Figure 1. Grids of the pipeline
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The flow equations of Equation (15) are discretized by the central difference scheme in the ith
section in Figure 1, and the discretized flow equations are obtained as Equation (16) [26,28,31]:

CEi ·Un+1
i + DWi ·Un+1

i+1 = Hi, (16)

where, CEi =
1

2Δt I− 1
Δx B + 1

2 (G− S); DWi =
1

2Δt I + 1
Δx B + 1

2 (G− S); Hi = F + (G− S + 1
Δt ) ·U.

The thermodynamic equation of Equation (15) is discretized by the upwind scheme at the ith
point in Figure 1, and the discretized thermodynamic equation is obtained as Equation (17) [23,29,31]:

UPi · Tn+1
i−1 + CEi · Tn+1

i + DWi · Tn+1
i+1 = Hi, (17)

where, UPi = −max(wn+1
i , 0) 1

Δx ; CEi = ( 1
Δt − S +

∣∣∣wn+1
i

∣∣∣ 1
Δx ); DWi = −max(−wn+1

i , 0) 1
Δx , Hi = F(Tn

i ) +

( 1
Δt − S)Tn

i .
Equations (3) to (17) are the flow and thermodynamic-coupled discretized equations of the natural

gas pipeline network. These equations are split into two parts: the system of flow equations and the
system of thermodynamic equations.

The system of flow equations consists of Equations (3) to (4), Equations (6) to (7), Equations (9) to
(10), Equations (12) to (13), and equation (16). The system of thermodynamic equations consists of
Equation (5), Equation (6), Equation (11), Equation (14), and Equation (17).

The decoupled solution strategy [23–25] is adopted to efficiently solve the flow and
thermodynamic-coupled discretized equations. In the decoupled solution strategy, the discretized flow
equations are firstly solved using the interpolated temperature, and the discretized thermodynamic
equations are then solved using the solved flow variables, such as the pressure and flow rate.
The decoupled solution strategy is shown in Figure 2.

Yes 

No, next time level 

Output 

Input 

The flow discretized 
Equations 

The thermodynamic 
discretized Equations 

Interpolate 
temperature 

End? 

Solve thermodynamic 
Equations 

Solve flow Equations 

Figure 2. The decoupled strategy.

3. Main Idea of the DIMENS Method

In the DIMENS method, the network is firstly divided into several independent pipelines, and the
pipelines are then efficiently solved one by one. Figure 3 shows an example, where a pipeline network
is divided into four interconnection nodes and three pipelines.
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Figure 3. Divide-and-conquer approach for the natural gas pipeline network.

The key to decoupling the pipelines is solving the multi-pipeline interconnection nodes. However,
the equation number of the multi-pipeline interconnection nodes is less than the number of the
unknowns to be solved, so those equations of nodes cannot be solved directly.

Our previous work [28] is the first report on how to solve the above problem. The idea of solving
the problem is that ‘the supplemental equations for solving the multi-pipeline interconnection nodes
are obtained from the discretized equations of the pipeline’. In other words, the discretized equations of
pipelines are solved in advance to obtain supplemental equations, and the equations of multi-pipeline
interconnection nodes are then solved with the supplemental equations. Figure 4 shows the procedure
of the DIMENS method for the pipeline network.

Figure 4. Procedure of the DIMENS method for the pipeline network.
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In our previous work [23], the DIMENS method was only implemented in flow simulation
of the simple pipeline network, which is only composed of pipelines. In the following section,
the DIMENS method is extended to the flow and thermodynamic-coupled simulation of the complex
pipeline network, which includes pipelines and non-pipeline components. Based on the flow and
thermodynamic-decoupled solution strategy [23–25], the DIMENS method is implemented in the flow
simulation and thermodynamic simulation, respectively.

4. Extended DIMENS for Complex Pipeline Network

4.1. Implementation of the Flow Simulation of the Complex Pipeline Network

4.1.1. Analysis of Flow Simulation

In our previous work [28], the process of solving flow Equations by the DIMNES method has
been discussed in detail as step1, step2, and step3. However, the pipeline network does not involve
non-pipeline components, such as compressor and valve components. In this paper, the non-pipeline
components are appropriately solved as multi-component interconnection nodes in step 2 of the
DIMENS method. The procedures of the DIMENS method in flow simulation are given below.

4.1.2. Procedures of the DIMENS Method in Flow Simulation

Step 1: Pre-solve pipeline

By taking the pressure of the starting point p1 and the mass flow rate of the terminal point mN+1

as free variables, Equation (16) can be solved by the block three diagonal matrix algorithm (BTDMA).
It's general solution can be written as Equation (18). The detailed solution process can be viewed in
previous literature [28]:

[p1, m1, · · · , pN+1, mN+1]
T = p1α+ mN+1β+ γ, (18)

Equations (19) and (20) are the supplemental equations used to solve the multi-component
interconnection nodes. These equations are the key to solving the multi-component interconnection nodes.

m1 = αm
1 p1 + β

m
1 mN+1 + γ

m
1 , (19)

pN+1 = α
p
N+1p1 + β

p
N+1mN+1 + γ

p
N+1, (20)

Step 2: Solve the multi-component interconnection node

With the supplemental equations obtained from step 1, the equations of multi-component
interconnection nodes are closed and can be solved. The closed equations are composed of four parts:
(1) the flow equations of the non-pipeline model, Equations (3) to (4) and Equations (6) to (7); (2) the
flow equations of the multi-component interconnection node model, Equations (9) to (10); (3) the flow
equations of boundary conditions, Equations (12) to (13); and (4) the supplemental equations obtained
from the first step, Equations (19) to (20). The unknown variables of the closed equations are the mass
flow rates and pressures of the starting and terminal points of all components. The preconditioned
conjugate gradient (CG) algorithm proposed in our previous work [28] is employed to solve the closed
equations. For better understanding how the equations of multi-component interconnection nodes are
solved, a simple pipeline network is given as the example in Appendix B.

Step 3: Solve the internal points of the pipeline

The values of the free variables (p1 and mN+1) solved in step 2 are substituted into Equations
(19) to (20). The flow parameters of the internal grid points of the pipelines can be easily obtained to
complete the flow simulation of the whole pipeline network. Through the above three steps, the flow
simulation of the complex pipeline network can be solved by the DIMENS method.
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4.2. Implementation of the Thermodynamic Simulation of the Complex Pipeline Network

4.2.1. Analysis of Thermodynamic Simulation

It is generally known that the downstream propagation of natural gas temperature is dominated
by gas flow in the pipeline, and only upstream gas affects downstream gas. Therefore, only the
temperature of the pipeline inlet can be chosen as the free variable for the DIMENS method to solve
the thermodynamic equations. However, the direction of gas flow in the pipeline can unpredictably
change during the transience. This means that gas could flow into the pipeline either from the starting
or terminal point of the pipeline. Therefore, the flow states of gas in the pipeline should be analyzed to
choose the free thermodynamic variables for the DIMENS method.

During the transience of the natural gas flow in the pipeline, there are four kinds of flow states:
(1) natural gas flows out of the pipeline from both the starting and terminal points; (2) natural gas
flows into the pipeline from the starting point and flows out of the pipeline from the terminal point;
(3) natural gas flows into the pipeline from the terminal point and flows out of the pipeline from the
starting point; and (4) natural gas flows into the pipeline from both the starting and terminal points.
According to the corresponding gas flow state, pipelines can be classified as four types. The flow states
and types of the pipeline are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. The flow states and the solution conditions of the pipeline.

Type Flow State Solution Requirement

First type pipeline No need

Second type pipeline The temperature of starting point.

Third type pipeline The temperature of terminal point.

Fourth type pipeline The temperature of both starting and terminal points.

For the first type of pipeline, the thermodynamic-discretized equation of the pipeline model,
Equation (17), is a closed system. This means that there is no free variable, and the first type of pipeline
can be solved directly. For the second type of pipeline, Equation (17) is not a closed system until the
temperature of the starting point is known. That is to say, the temperature of the starting point should
be chosen as the free variable. Similar to the second type of pipeline, the free variable of the third
type of pipeline is the temperature of the terminal point. For the fourth type of pipeline, until the
temperatures of the starting and terminal points are both known, the temperature of the internal grid
point in the pipeline can be obtained by solving Equation (17). In other words, the fourth type of
pipeline should be solved after the other three pipeline types. The solution requirements of these four
types of pipelines are also shown in Table 2.

4.2.2. Procedures of the DIMENS Method in Thermodynamic Simulation

According to the above analysis of the pipeline flow state, the DIMENS method is extended to
the thermodynamic simulation of the complex pipeline network, and the detailed procedures are
presented as follows.

Step 1: Classify pipelines

Pipelines are classified as four types according to flow state, shown in Table 2.

Step 2: Solve the first type pipeline
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The objective of this step is to obtain the thermodynamic parameters of the first type of pipeline.
For the first type of pipeline, Equation (17) is closed, which can be rewritten as Equation (21). Then,
Equation (21) is solved efficiently by the three diagonal matrix algorithm (TDMA) [34], and the
temperature values of all points on the first type pipeline are obtained:⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

CE1 DW1

UP2 CE2 DW2
. . . . . .

UPN CEN DWN

UPN+1 CEN+1
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T1
T2
...

TN
TN+1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=
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H2
...
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⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (21)

Step 3: Pre-solve the second and third type pipelines

By taking the temperature of starting point T1 of the second type of pipeline as the free variable,
Equation (17) can be rewritten as Equation (22), and its general solution is Equation (23). Similar to the
second type of pipeline, the temperature of terminal point TN+1 of the third type of pipeline is the
free variable, and the corresponding discretized Equation and general solution are Equation (24) and
Equation (25), respectively. In addition, the TDMA algorithm [34] is adopted too.

Thermodynamic-discretized equations of the second type of pipeline:⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 0
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, (22)

General solution of the second type of pipeline:[
T1 T2 · · · TN TN+1

]T
= T1α+ γ, (23)

Thermodynamic-discretized equations of the third type of pipeline:⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
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⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (24)

General solution of the third type of pipeline:[
T1 T2 · · · TN TN+1

]T
= TN+1α+ γ, (25)

Equation (26) and Equation (27) are the supplemental equations used to solve the
multi-component interconnection nodes. These equations are the key to solving the multi-component
interconnection nodes.

TN+1 = T1αN+1 + γN+1, (26)

T1 = TN+1α1 + γ1, (27)

Step 4: Solve the multi-components interconnection node

In the DIMENS method, the fourth step of thermodynamic equations is similar to the second
step of the flow equations. The thermodynamic parameters of multi-components interconnection
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nodes are solved via the closed equations of the starting and terminal points of all components.
The complete system of closed equations is comprised of five parts: (1) thermodynamic equations
of the non-pipeline model, Equation (5) and Equation (6); (2) thermodynamic equation of the
multi-components interconnection node model, Equation (11); (3) thermodynamic equation of the
boundary condition, Equation (14); (4) the temperature values of the starting and terminal points of
the first type of pipeline that are solved in step 2; and (5) the supplemental equations obtained in
step 3, Equation (26) and Equation (27). The unknown variables of these closed equations are the
temperatures of the starting and terminal points of all components. The preconditioned CG algorithm
that is proposed in the paper [34] is adopted to solve the closed equations. For better understanding
how the equations of multi-component interconnection nodes are solved in thermodynamic equations,
a simple pipeline network is given as the example in Appendix C.

Step 5: Solve the internal points of the second and third pipelines

The fifth step of thermodynamic equations is similar to the third step of the flow equations.
The values of the free variables solved in step 4 are substituted into Equation (23) and Equation (25),
and the temperature value of the internal grid points of the first and second types of pipelines can be
easily obtained.

Step 6: Solve the fourth type pipeline

After step 5, the temperatures of the starting and terminal points of all pipelines are known. Then,
Equation (17) of the fourth type of pipeline is rewritten as Equation (28), and is efficiently solved by
the TDMA algorithm [34].⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
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=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Ts
1

H(2)
...

H(N)

Ts
N+1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (28)

Through the above six steps, thermodynamic simulation of the complex pipeline network can be
solved by the DIMENS method.

5. Results and Analysis

An example of the complex pipeline is designed to validate the DIMENS method here.
The calculation accuracy of the DIMENS method is investigated by comparing the numerical solution
obtained by the DIMENS method with that of SPS. The computational speed of the DIMENS method
is investigated by comparing the CPU time of the DIMENS method with that of SPS.

5.1. Description of the Numerical Test

The complex pipeline is comprised of 84 pipelines, four compressors, eight valves, and 51 externals,
and the structure of the complex pipeline network is shown in Figure 5 and detailed data are given in
Tables 3–6. All the pipelines are horizontal, with a roughness, thickness, and thermal conductivity of
0.02286 mm, 5 mm, and 0.0127 W/(m·K), respectively.
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Figure 5. The schematic diagram of the topology structure of the complex pipeline network.

Table 3. Pipeline data.

Pipeline 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Starting node 64 3 5 51 5 69 5 67 8 9 46 15 13 66
Ending node 1 2 2 3 4 6 7 8 10 64 10 12 46 13
Length (km) 52 78 66 40 23 22 39 58 50 60 35 59 57 56

Diameter (mm) 325 325 325 219 325 219 325 273 457 168 273 355 273 219

Pipeline 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28

Starting node 13 14 1 17 66 18 19 27 27 22 25 25 24 26
Ending node 15 15 17 26 18 14 27 20 21 21 21 23 25 28
Length (km) 60 63 20 46 36 75 41 33 33 42 78 83 45 135

Diameter (mm) 273 168 457 457 273 325 219 219 168 168 355 355 355 457

Pipeline 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42

Starting node 55 31 31 32 32 53 52 8 37 38 45 45 39 40
Ending node 64 29 30 56 33 6 33 61 35 37 38 39 40 41
Length (km) 92 46 74 50 40 77 25 85 63 85 69 44 76 67

Diameter (mm) 457 457 355 508 508 219 508 426 426 426 426 426 219 355

Pipeline 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56

Starting node 11 65 56 47 11 26 2 41 45 12 53 54 29 31
Ending node 26 43 7 48 21 34 50 42 42 46 32 34 55 56
Length (km) 115 46 74 53 63 86 63 72 142 93 80 53 102 50

Diameter (mm) 426 273 273 219 219 355 219 426 426 325 325 508 426 426

Pipeline 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70

Starting node 57 58 59 60 61 35 69 1 31 8 16 61 60 38
Ending node 39 40 1 59 1 68 51 34 70 16 61 60 51 62
Length (km) 30 68 43 56 52 36 45 52 52 80 84 101 95 33

Diameter (mm) 168 325 273 273 325 355 273 355 355 273 273 426 426 325

Pipeline 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84

Starting node 41 23 33 18 49 45 49 8 46 11 24 48 47 23
Ending node 25 55 4 28 42 36 36 34 34 42 48 70 29 47
Length (km) 68 42 42 68 52 50 43 52 59 66 49 63 76 53

Diameter (mm) 355 273 457 273 273 273 219 355 325 355 355 325 325 219

Note: Diameter in Table 3 is outside diameter.
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Table 4. Compressor data.

Compressor 1 2 3 4

Starting point 71 72 73 74
Ending point 52 54 25 61

Table 5. Valve data.

Valve 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Starting point 70 31 17 64 11 1 26 5
Ending point 62 63 19 3 65 67 66 69

Table 6. External data.

Externals 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Adjacent node 37 53 45 47 48 56 51 3 49 71 70 13 12

Externals 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

Adjacent node 72 55 22 58 9 57 73 41 59 60 27 44 6

Externals 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39

Adjacent node 7 8 23 46 28 20 50 4 16 29 38 43 30

Externals 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49

Adjacent node 2 36 63 10 15 18 14 35 68 32

The components of natural gas are listed in Table 7. The standard pressure and temperature are
101.325 kPa and 20 ◦C, respectively. The Colebrook Equation is used as the friction Equation [35].
During simulation, the ambient temperature is maintained at 15 ◦C.

Table 7. Main components of natural gas.

Component CH4 C2H4 C3H8 N2 CO2

Volume fraction (%) 97.07 0.17 0.02 0.71 2.03

The initial pressure is 2.8 MPa, the initial volume flow rate is zero, and the initial temperature is
15 ◦C. After t = 0 h, the pressure of some externals is maintained, the volume flow rate of some externals
increases suddenly, the compressors are started, and the valves are opened. During the simulation,
the volume flow rate of some externals is constant, while the volume flow rate of other externals and
the valve opening (FR) of valves are changed, shown as Tables 8–10, respectively. It is assumed that:
(1) all the compressors have the same performance curve as shown in Figure 6, the rated speed of the
compressor is 6000 RPM, and the start time is 3 minutes; (2) all the valves are same, the flow coefficient
of the valve in this paper is calculated by the Equation Cv = 200 − 200FR, and the travel time of the
valve is one minute.

Table 8. Constant boundary conditions - pressure of the external.

Externals 10 14 20 25 46 48

Pressure (MPa) 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.5 2.5
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Table 9. Constant boundary conditions flow rate of the external (flow in).

Externals 1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 11 12

Volume flow rate
(104 Nm3/d)

−9 85 25 26 −100 44 15 36 55 68

Externals 15 16 17 18 19 21 22 23 24 27

Volume flow rate
(104 Nm3/d)

25 15 18 14 2 14 21 56 12 -34

Externals 28 29 30 31 32 33 35 36 37 38

Volume flow rate
(104 Nm3/d)

−142 −13 −150 −45 −13.7 −14 −35 −22 −13 −44

Externals 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 47 49

Volume flow rate
(104 Nm3/d)

−21 −25 −50 −16 −56 −69.4 −63 −66 −85

Table 10. Changed boundary conditions.

External 4 External 13 External 26 External 34 Valves 1-8

Volume flow rate (104 Nm3/d) FR

0 h ≤ t < 5 h 22 32 −80 −68 1.0
5 h ≤ t < 10 h 0 0 0 0 0.1

t ≥ 10 h 22 32 −80 −68 1.0
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Figure 6. The performance curve of the compressor.

5.2. Comparison of Numerical Accuracy

The case of the complex pipeline network is simulated by the DIMENS and SPS, respectively.
The time step and spatial step are 10 s and 0.5 km, respectively. The pressure, volume flow rate,
and temperature of the starting point of some pipelines during 0–10 h are shown in Figures 7–9.
The pressure, volume flow rate, and temperature of the compressor 1# are shown in Figure 10.

Figures 7–9 show that the numerical solutions of flow simulation, such as pressure and flow rate,
obtained by the DIMENS method, are in good agreement with those obtained by SPS. The results of
these comparisons are the same as in previous literature [28]. This can validate the DIMENS method
for flow equations of the complex pipeline network. In addition, it is clearly seen from Figure 9 that
the difference between the temperature obtained by the DIMENS method and that obtained by SPS is
very small. The maximum deviation of temperature of the two methods is less than 1 ◦C, which can be
found at the starting point of pipe 63 at t = 6 h, as shown in Figure 9b. This is acceptable for practical
engineering problems of natural gas pipeline transportation. That is to say, the DIMENS method
is also accurate for the thermodynamic simulation. Additionally, the results of pressure, flow rate,
and temperature of the compressor obtained by the DIMENS method are also in good agreement with
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those of SPS, as shown in Figure 10. This means that the complex start-up process of the compressor
can be accurately simulated by the DIMENS method too. The above analysis shows that the DIMENS
method has a high accuracy comparable to the accuracy of the SPS and can meet the requirements of
practical engineering problems.
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Figure 7. Pressure of the starting point of some pipelines: (a) Pipe 3, 15, 25, and 38; (b) Pipe 52, 62, 70,
and 83.
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Figure 8. Volume flow rate of the starting point of some pipelines: (a) Pipe 1, 62, 72, and 81; (b) Pipe 11,
27, 30, and 52.
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Figure 9. Temperature of the starting point of some pipelines: (a) Pipe 9, 17, 36, and 78; (b) Pipe 27, 45,
56, and 63.
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Figure 10. Pressure, flow rate, and temperature at the outlet of the 1#compressor outlet: (a) Pressure;
(b) flow rate; (c) temperature.

To further test the simulation accuracy of the DIMENS method, the results of the pipeline network
at t = 24 h obtained by the DIMENS method and SPS are compared, as shown in Figures 11–13.
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Figure 11. Comparison of pressure at the connection node: (a) Pressure value; (b) deviation.
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Figure 12. Comparison of flow rate of pipelines: (a) Flow rate value; (b) deviation.

From the comparison of the pressure of the connection nodes in Figure 11, it can be seen that
the pressures obtained by the two methods are almost the same, and the maximum absolute and
relative deviations of pressure are 0.015 MPa and 0.45%, respectively. From the comparison of the
volume flow rate in Figure 12, the maximum absolute and relative deviations of the volume flow
rate are 2.4 × 104 Nm3/h and 3.5%, respectively. What is more, the maximum absolute deviation of
temperature is less than 0.5 ◦C, as shown in Figure 13. It can be summarized that the deviation between
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the numerical solution calculated by the DIMENS method and SPS is sufficiently small. These analyses
again imply that the calculation accuracy of the DIMENS method is comparable to that of SPS.
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Figure 13. Comparison of temperature at the start and end nodes of pipelines: (a) Temperature value
at the start node; (b) deviation at the start node; (c) temperature value at end node; (d) deviation at the
end node.

5.3. Comparison of Computational Efficiency

The number of discretized grid points of the pipeline network and the number of pipeline sections
of the pipeline network are two main factors that can affect the efficiency of pipeline network simulation.
Therefore, the computational speed of the DIMENS method proposed in this paper is examined from
three aspects: (1) the number of discretized grid points; (2) the number of components; and (3) the
number of discretized grid points and the number of components. The restart process of the complex
pipeline network is simulated by both the DIMENS method and SPS, and the CPU times are recorded
and compared. The time step is 10 s, and the simulation time is 1 day. The computations are carried
out on a computer equipped with a 2.6 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2640 CPU with 64 GB RAM.

First, the topology of the pipeline network in Figure 5 is unchanged, while the pipelines are
discretized by different spatial steps. The adaptability of the DIMENS method for the number of
discretized grid points is studied. The CPU time is shown in Figure 14.

It can be seen from Figure 14 that the CPU time of the DIMENS method is less than that of the
SPS. This means that the DIMENS method is more efficient than SPS. What is more, the CPU times of
these two methods are both almost linear with the number of discretized points. This indicates that the
DIMNES method and the SPS both have a strong adaptability to the increase of discretized points of
the pipeline network. However, with the same number of discretized points, the CPU time of SPS is
always longer than that of DIMENS method. The slope of the line of the DIMENS method in Figure 14
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is 0.01, while that of SPS is 0.036. This is means that the efficiency of the DIMENS method is about
0.0036/0.01 = 3.6 times higher than that of the SPS as the number of discretized points is increasing.
In other word, the DIMENS method is more efficient than SPS.
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Figure 14. Change of CPU time with the number of discretized grid points.

Second, the total number of discretized grid points is unchanged, while the number of components
of the pipeline network is increased. The adaptability of the DIMENS method for the number of
components is studied. The CPU time is shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15. Change of computing time with the number of pipeline sections.

It is clearly shown in Figure 15 that the CPU time of the DIMENS method is also less than that
of the SPS. This means that the computational efficiency of the DIMENS method is high. What is
more, the CPU time of the DIMENS method and that of the SPS are both linear with the number
of components. The fit linear curve of SPS is y = 376 + 0.55x, and that of DIMENS is y = 31 + 0.59x.
In other words, the gradients of the two lines are similar. Thus, the DIMNES method and the SPS are
both not only well adapted to the increase of discrete points, but also to the increase of components.
This indicates that the DIMNES method and the SPS both have a strong adaptability to the number of
pipeline sections.
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Last, the pipe network, as shown in Figure 5, is copied multiple times and connected to each other
to form a larger network. The adaptability of the DIMENS method for the couple of grid points and
components is studied. The CPU time is shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 16. Change of computing time with multiple network expansions.

Figure 16 shows that the CPU time of the DIMENS method and that of the SPS are both linear
with multiple network expansions. However, with the same multiple network expansions, the CPU
time of SPS is always more than that of DIMENS method, and the slope of the line of the DIMENS
method is smaller than that of SPS. That is to say, the CPU time of the DIMENS method is always less
than that of SPS, and the DIMENS method would be more time-saving with the larger scale of the pipe
network. This indicates that the DIMENS method is more efficient than SPS. It can be further seen that
the fitted linear curve of SPS is y = 45 + 405x, while that of DIMENS is y = −56 + 187x. In other words,
the slope of the line of the DIMENS method is about 187, while the slope of the line of SPS is about 405,
which is over two times greater (405/187 = 2.16) than that of the DIMENS method. This means that the
computing efficiency of the DIMENS method is over two times greater than that of SPS.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, the DIMENS method has been extended to the flow and thermodynamic-coupled
simulation of the complex pipeline network that includes pipelines and non-pipeline components.
The simulation accuracy and efficiency of the present method have been investigated through an
example of the complex pipeline network. The conclusions are as follows:

(1) DIMES shows a very good agreement with SPS (differences below 3.5%). This accuracy can meet
the requirements of practical engineering;

(2) The CPU time of the DIMENS method is always less than that of SPS, and the computational
speed of the DIMENS method is over two times higher than that of the SPS;

(3) The DIMENS method has a strong adaptability to the scale of the pipeline network. The CPU
time of the DIMNES method is linear with the size of the pipeline network.

In recent years, as a rapidly developing role in High Performance Computing (HPC), Graphic
Processing Unit (GPU) computing has been becoming a research hotspot in many research fields.
In order to maximize the GPU computing speed, the parallel granularity of the computational task
should be fine enough. Thus, the algorithm should be highly parallel. In the DIMENS method,
the pipelines in the network are parallel and the solution process of one pipeline is parallel too.
This means that the parallel characteristic of the DIMENS method greatly matches the GPU. Therefore,
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to improve the computational speed further, it would be meaningful and worthwhile to study the
GPU-accelerated simulation for large-scale natural gas pipeline networks in the future.
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Nomenclature

Roman symbols

cv Specific heat capacity at constant volume, J/(kg·K)
cp Specific heat capacity at constant pressure, J/(kg·K)
e Specific internal energy, J/(kg·K)
d Internal diameter of pipe, m
g Gravitational acceleration, m/s2

h Specific enthalpy, J/(kg·K)
m Mass flow rate, kg/s
n Polytropic index
p Pressure, Pa
s Elevation, m
t Time, s
u Corresponding component of general variable U

w Flow velocity, m/s
x Spatial coordinate, m
A Cross-section area, m2

Cv Flow coefficient of valve
FR Valve opening
K Total heat transfer coefficient, W/(m2·K)
N Number of discretized sections of pipeline
Q Volume flow, m3/s
R Specific gas constant, J/(kg·K)
T Temperature, K
U General variable
Z Compressibility factor

Greek symbols

α, β Fundamental set of solution
γ Particular solution
ρ Density, kg/m3

θ Inclination angle of a pipe, rad
λ Friction factor
ε Compression ratio
Δ Specific density of natural gas relative to air
Δx Spatial step, m
Δt Time step, s

Superscripts

n Time level
m Related to mass flow
p Related to pressure
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Subscripts

npc Non-pipeline components
in Flow in
out Flow out
p Pipeline
c Compressor
v Valve
s Supply
d Demand

Appendix A

The pipeline model is a set of governing equations of homogeneous, geometrically one-dimensional flow in
the pipeline, which consists of the continuity equation (A1), momentum equation (A2), and energy equation (A3):

∂ρ

∂t
+
∂(ρw)

∂x
= 0, (A1)

∂(ρw)

∂t
+
∂(ρww)

∂x
+
∂p
∂x

= −λ
2
ρw|w|

d
− ρg sinθ, (A2)

∂
∂t
[(e +

w2

2
+ gs)ρA] +

∂
∂x

[(h +
w2

2
+ gs)ρwA] = −qρwA, (A3)

With the following equations:
Cross-section area:

A =
π
4

d2, (A4)

Mass flux:
m = ρwA, (A5)

Specific heat increment:

q =
πKd(T − Tg)

m
, (A6)

Relationship between elevation and inclination:

θ =
∂s
∂x

, (A7)

Derivation rule of composite functions:

∂ρ

∂t
=

(
∂ρ

∂p

)
T

∂p
∂t

+

(
∂ρ

∂T

)
p

∂T
∂t

, (A8)

∂ρ

∂x
=

(
∂ρ

∂p

)
T

∂p
∂x

+

(
∂ρ

∂T

)
p

∂T
∂x

, (A9)

d(·)
dt

=
∂(·)
∂t

+ w
∂(·)
∂x

, (A10)

Fundamental equations of thermodynamic functions:

(
∂ρ

∂T

)
p
= −

(
∂p
∂T

)
ρ

(
∂ρ

∂p

)
T
= −

(
∂p
∂T

)
ρ(

∂p
∂ρ

)
T

, (A11)

(
∂ρ

∂p

)
T
=

1(
∂p
∂ρ

)
T

, (A12)
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dh = de + d
(

p
ρ

)
, (A13)

de = cvdT − 1
ρ2 [T

(
∂p
∂T

)
ρ
− p]dρ, (A14)

Equations (A1) to (A3) can be transformed to mathematical forms with pressure, mass rate, and temperature
as the dependent variables.

Continuity Equation

Substituting Equation (A5) and Equation (A8) into Equation (A1),(
∂ρ

∂p

)
T

∂p
∂t

+

(
∂ρ

∂T

)
p

∂T
∂t

+
1
A
∂m
∂x

= 0, (A15)

Substituting Equation (A11) and Equation (A12) into Equation (A13),

∂p
∂t
−
(
∂p
∂T

)
ρ

∂T
∂t

+
1
A

(
∂p
∂ρ

)
T

∂m
∂x

= 0, (A16)

Momentum Equation

Substituting Equation (A5) into Equation (A2),

∂m
∂t

+
2m
Aρ
∂m
∂x
− m2

Aρ2

∂ρ

∂x
+ A
∂p
∂x

= −λ
2

m|m|
dAρ

−Aρg sinθ, (A17)

Substituting Equation (A9) into Equation (A17),

∂m
∂t

+ [A− m2

Aρ2

(
∂ρ

∂p

)
T
]
∂p
∂x

+
2m
Aρ
∂m
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2

m|m|
dAρ

−Aρg sinθ+
m2

Aρ2

(
∂ρ

∂T

)
p

∂T
∂x

, (A18)

Energy Equation

Substituting Equations (A4)–(A7) into Equation (A3),

∂
∂t
[(h +

w2

2
)ρA] − ∂p

∂t
+
∂
∂x

[(h +
w2

2
)ρwA] = −πKd(T − Tg) − ρwgA sinθ, (A19)

Substituting Equation (A13) into Equation (A19),

∂
∂t
[(h +

w2

2
)ρ] − ∂p

∂t
+ w

∂
∂x

[(h +
w2

2
)ρ] + (h +

w2

2
)ρ
∂w
∂x

= −4K(T − Tg)

d
− ρwg sinθ, (A20)

Equation (A20) can be rewritten in the form

ρ
d
dt
(h +

w2

2
) + (h +

w2

2
)[
∂ρ

∂t
+ w
∂ρ

∂x
+ ρ
∂w
∂x

] − ∂p
∂t

= −4K(T − Tg)

d
− ρwg sinθ, (A21a)

ρ
dh
dt
− ∂p
∂t

+ ρw
dw
dt

= −4K(T − Tg)

d
− ρwg sinθ, (A21b)

Equation (A2) can be rewritten in the form

ρ
∂w
∂t

+ ρw
∂w
∂x

+
∂p
∂x

= −λ
2
ρw|w|

d
− ρg sinθ, (A22a)

ρw
dw
∂t

= −w
∂p
∂x
− λ

2
ρ|w|3

d
− ρwg sinθ, (A22b)

Substituting Equation (A22b) into Equation (A21b),

ρ
dh
dt
− ∂p
∂t
−w
∂p
∂x

=
λ
2
ρ|w|3

d
− 4K(T − Tg)

d
, (A23a)
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ρ
dh
dt
− dp

dt
=
λ
2
ρ|w|3

d
− 4K(T − Tg)

d
, (A23b)

Substituting Equation (A13) into Equation (A23b),

ρ
de
dt
− p
ρ

dρ
dt

=
λ
2
ρ|w|3

d
− 4K(T − Tg)

d
, (A24)

Substituting Equation (A14) into Equation (A24),

ρcv
dT
dt
− T

(
∂p
∂T

)
ρ

1
ρ

dρ
dt

=
λ
2
ρ|w|3

d
− 4K(T − Tg)

d
, (A25)

Equation (A1) can be rewritten in the form

∂ρ

∂t
+ w
∂ρ

∂x
+ ρ
∂w
∂x

= 0, (A26a)

dρ
dt

= −ρ∂w
∂x

, (A26b)

Substituting Equation (A26b) into Equation (A25),

∂T
∂t

+ w
∂T
∂x

=
1
ρcv

[−T(
∂p
∂T

)
ρ

∂w
∂x

+
λ
2
ρ|w|3

d
− 4K(T − Tg)

d
], (A27)

Equation (A14), Equation (16) and Equation (A23) can be written in the general form

∂U
∂t

+ B · ∂U
∂x

= F, (A28)

The detailed expressions of U, G, and S in the pipeline model are as follows:
Flow Equation:

U =
[ u1

u2

]
=
[ p

m

]
, (A29)

G =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1
A
∂
∂p

(
∂p
∂ρ

)
T
∂m
∂x 0⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

m2

A [ 2
ρ3

(
∂ρ
∂p

)2
T
− 1
ρ2
∂
∂p

(
∂ρ
∂p

)
T
]
∂p
∂x

− 2m
Aρ2

(
∂ρ
∂p

)
T
∂m
∂x

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭ − 2m
Aρ2

(
∂ρ
∂p

)
T

∂p
∂x + 2

Aρ
∂m
∂x

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (A30)

S =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

∂T
∂t
∂
∂p

(
∂p
∂T

)
ρ

0⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
λ
2

m|m|
dAρ2

(
∂ρ
∂p

)
T
−Ag sinθ

(
∂ρ
∂p

)
T

+m2

A
∂T
∂x
∂
∂p

(
1
ρ2

(
∂ρ
∂T

)
p

) ⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭ −λ |m|dAρ +
2m
Aρ2

(
∂ρ
∂T

)
p
∂T
∂x

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (A31)

Thermodynamic Equation:
U = T, (A32)

G = 0, (A33)

S =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
1
ρcv

(−( ∂p∂T )ρ ∂w∂x − T ∂w∂x
∂
∂T (

∂p
∂T )ρ +

λ
2
|w|3

d
∂ρ
∂T − 4K

d )

−[−T( ∂p∂T )ρ
∂w
∂x + λ

2
ρ|w|3

d − 4K(T−Ta)
d ]( 1

ρcv
)

2
(ρ∂cv
∂T + cv

∂ρ
∂T )

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭, (A34)

Appendix B

To describe in detail how the flow equations of multi-component interconnection nodes are solved, a pipeline
network is given as the instance. The pipeline network is comprised of three pipes, one compressor, one valve,
and two externals, as shown in Figure A1. The closed equations for the solution of multi-component interconnection
nodes are Equations (A35)–(A58), shown as below.
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Figure A1. The schematic diagram of the structure of a pipeline network.

Flow equations of the compressor:
min,c −mout,c = 0, (A35)

εpin,c − pout,c = 0, (A36)

Flow equations of the valve:
min,v −mout,v = 0, (A37)

min,v −Cvρin,v

√√
(p2

in,v − p2
out,v)

ZΔTin,v
= 0, (A38)

Flow equation of supply:
ps = p(t), (A39)

Flow equation of demand:
md = m(t), (A40)

Flow equations of multi-component interconnection node 1:

ms = m1,p1, (A41)

ps = p1,p1, (A42)

Flow equations of multi-component interconnection node 2:

mN1+1,p1 = min,c, (A43)

pN1+1,p1 = pin,c, (A44)

Flow equations of multi-component interconnection node 3:

mout,c = m1,p2, (A45)

pout,c = p1,p2, (A46)

Flow equations of multi-component interconnection node 4:

mN2+1,p2 = min,v, (A47)

pN2+1,p2 = pin,v, (A48)

Flow equations of multi-component interconnection node 5:

mout,v = m1,p3, (A49)

pin,v = p1,p3, (A50)

Flow equations of multi-component interconnection node 6:

mN3+1,p3 = md, (A51)

pN3+1,p3 = pd, (A52)
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Supplemental equations of pipe 1:

m1,p1 = αm
1,p1

p1,p1 + β
m
1,p1

mN1+1,p1 + γ
m
1,p1

, (A53)

pN1+1,p1 = α
p
N1+1,p1 p1,p1 + β

p
N1+1,p1 mN1+1,p1 + γ

p
N1+1,p1 , (A54)

Supplemental equations of pipe 2:

m1,p2 = αm
1,p2

p1,p2 + β
m
1,p2

mN2+1,p2 + γ
m
1,p2

, (A55)

pN2+1,p2 = α
p
N2+1,p2 p1,p2 + β

p
N2+1,p2 mN2+1,p2 + γ

p
N2+1,p2 , (A56)

Supplemental equations of pipe 3:

m1,p3 = αm
1,p3p1,p3 + β

m
1,p3mN3+1,p3 + γ

m
1,p3, , (A57)

pN3+1,p3 = α
p
N3+1,p3p1,p3 + β

p
N3+1,p3mN3+1,p3 + γ

p
N3+1,p3 (A58)

The number of the mass flow and pressure variables at the starting and terminal points of the pipeline is 4,
and the numbers of the compressor and valve are both 4 too, while the number of the mass flow and pressure
variables of the external component is 2. This means that there are a total of 4 × 3 + 4 × 1+ 4 × 1+2 × 2 = 24
unknown variables for solving the multi-component interconnection nodes in the pipeline network in Figure 5.
The number of equations in Equations (A35)–(A58) is 24. Therefore, these equations are closed and have a
unique solution.

Appendix C

To describe how the thermodynamic equations of multi-component interconnection nodes are solved in
detail, a pipeline network is given as the instance. For instance, the flow state of the pipeline network at a certain
moment is shown in Figure A2. Pipe 1, pipe 2, and pipe 3 are respectively the second, fourth, and first type of
pipeline. The complete system of linear equations of the multi-component interconnection nodes is presented
as follows:

Figure A2. The flow status of the pipeline networks at a given time.

Thermodynamic-linearized equation of the compressor:

Tout,c − Tin,cε
m−1

m = 0, (A59)

Thermodynamic equation of the valve:

Tout,v1 − Tin,v1 + (pout,v1 − pin,v1)
1
cp

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ T
ρ2

(∂p/∂T)ρ
(∂p/∂ρ)T

− 1
ρ

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
out, v1

= 0, (A60)

Thermodynamic equation of the external component:

Ts = T1(t), (A61)

Thermodynamic equations of multi-component interconnection nodes 1:

T1,p1 =

∣∣∣cpm
∣∣∣
e1∣∣∣cpm
∣∣∣
1,p1

Ts, (A62)
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Thermodynamic equations of multi-component interconnection nodes 2:

Tin,c =

∣∣∣cpm
∣∣∣
N1+1,p1∣∣∣cpm
∣∣∣
in,c

TN1+1,p1, (A63)

Thermodynamic equations of multi-component interconnection nodes 3:

T1,p2 =

∣∣∣cpm
∣∣∣
out,c∣∣∣cpm
∣∣∣
1,p2

Tout,c, (A64)

Thermodynamic equations of multi-component interconnection nodes 4:

TN2+1,p2 =

∣∣∣cpm
∣∣∣
in,v∣∣∣cpm

∣∣∣
N2+1,p2

Tin,v, (A65)

Thermodynamic equations of multi-component interconnection nodes 5:

T1,p3 =

∣∣∣cpm
∣∣∣
out,v∣∣∣cpm
∣∣∣
1,p3

Tout,v, (A66)

Thermodynamic equations of multi-component interconnection nodes 6:

Td =

∣∣∣cpm
∣∣∣
N3+1,p3∣∣∣cpm
∣∣∣
2g

TN3+1,p3, (A67)

Temperature value of the starting and terminal points of pipe 3:

T1,p3 = Tsolved
1,p3 , (A68)

TN+1,p3 = Tsolved
N+1,,p3, (A69)

where, the superscript ‘solved’ is standing for having been solved in the second step.
Supplemental equation of pipe 1:

TN1+1,p1 = T1,p1αN1+1,p1 + γN1+1,p1, (A70)

The number of temperature variables at the starting and terminal points of the pipeline, compressor,
and valve is 2, while the number of temperature variables of the external component is 1. This means that there
are 5 × 2 + 2 × 1 = 12 unknown temperature variables for solving the multi-component interconnection nodes
solution in pipeline networks, as shown in Figure A2. There are also 12 Equations in Equations (A59) to (A70).
Therefore, these equations are closed and have a unique solution.
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Abstract: This investigation was carried out to highlight the influence of the variation of permeability
of the porous media with respect to the injection orientations during enhanced gas recovery (EGR)
by CO2 injection using different core samples of different petrophysical properties. The laboratory
investigation was performed using core flooding technique at 1300 psig and 50 ◦C. The injection
rates were expressed in terms of the interstitial velocities to give an indication of its magnitude and
variation based on the petrophysical properties of each core sample tested. Bandera Grey, Grey Berea,
and Buff Berea sandstone core samples were used with measured permeabilities of 16.08, 217.04,
and 560.63 md, respectively. The dispersion coefficient was observed to increase with a decrease
in permeability, with Bandera Grey having the highest dispersion coefficient and invariably higher
mixing between the injected CO2 and the nascent CH4. Furthermore, this dispersion was more
pronounced in the horizontal injection orientation compared to the vertical orientation with, again,
the lowest permeability having a higher dispersion coefficient in the horizontal orientation by about
50%. This study highlights the importance of the permeability variation in the design of the injection
strategy of EGR and provides a revision of the CO2 plume propagation at reservoir conditions
during injection.

Keywords: enhanced gas recovery; longitudinal dispersion coefficient; injection orientation;
supercritical CO2; CO2 permeability

1. Introduction

The effects of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in the form of global warming with the resulting
subsequent climate change cannot be overemphasized. The authors of [1] reported that the most
significant of the GHG emissions are carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), dinitrogen oxide (N2O),
and other gases. Amongst all these gases, they iterated that CO2 makes up about 76% of the total
global emissions of GHGs. Incidentally, combustion of fossil fuels is the central source of the global
CO2 emissions and the oil and gas industry alone accounts for 65% of global CO2 emissions [2].
Furthermore, CO2 emissions from the oil and gas industry is ever increasing as a result of the high
energy demand and at a rate of 1.7% per annum between the 1990s and early 2000s, and at an even
higher rate of 3.1% per annum between 2000 and 2010 [3]. Therefore, the environmental consequences
associated with CO2 emissions have forced researchers in the oil and gas industry to come up with
technologies to curb the proliferation of anthropogenic CO2 due to the oil and gas activities. An avenue
with a growing potential to address this issue is by the injection of the CO2 emissions into geological
formations like oil and gas reservoirs [4] using enhanced oil/gas recovery processes. Enhanced gas
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recovery (EGR) by CO2 injection and sequestration is a simultaneous process whereby CO2 is injected
into a natural gas (CH4) reservoir to displace CH4 and store CO2 in the reservoir.

EGR is still in its pilot/test phase and has not been widely accepted due to the nature of the gas-gas
displacement whereby CO2 disperses into CH4 during the process and the recovered CH4 will be
heavily contaminated with the injected CO2. This will affect the market value of the recovered CH4

given that one of the reasons for the choice of CH4 reservoirs as potential storage sites is that the
recovered natural gas will offset part of the cost of the sequestration process [5]. Therefore, efforts are
being made to stall the incessant mixing during EGR, and this is only achievable when the physics
of the mixing are better understood. Pivotal to the adoption of the technique is understanding the
mechanisms and factors which influence the interaction between the gases in situ, which leads to
mixing at reservoir conditions. This will eventually provide an avenue to characterise gas systems for
better injection scenarios and explore the potential and the viability of EGR as an adopted method of
CO2 sequestration.

In our previous works [6–9], we studied some of the factors that affect in situ mixing between
the injected CO2 and the displaced CH4 which have not been previously considered. These factors
include the connate water salinity, the injection orientation and, also, the flow behaviour of CO2

in its supercritical state during EGR displacement. This research, however, focuses on the effect of
injection orientation of the CO2 on the dispersion of the gas in consolidated sandstone cores with
an emphasis on permeability variation. The injection orientation determines the path of the CO2

plume propagation through the pore spaces of the reservoir rock, which is also very important when it
comes to the dip angle between the injector and producer wells. Consistent with our previous results,
horizontal injections showed that the segregation of CO2 to the bottom of the core sample—due to
its higher density of supercritical CO2 compared to that of CH4 (showed in Figure 1)—led to higher
residence time of the CO2 traversing the length of the core sample, thereby increasing CO2 dispersion.
Invariably, dispersion in the vertical injection orientation of the CO2 was significantly less than that in
the horizontal orientation.

 
Figure 1. CH4 and CO2 density as a function of temperature at 1300 psi.

The authors of [10] carried out a horizontal dispersion of CO2 in CH4 in sand packs as the porous
medium and also concluded that gravity plays a significant role in the dispersion of CO2 during
displacement applications. Their study included long and short sand packs with similar permeabilities,
while here, different consolidated core samples with different petrophysical properties and equal
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length were employed to ascertain the effects of their variation on dispersion. The reasoning behind
the use of equal length core samples was to minimise systemic disparities in our measurements.
Given that permeability is a function of length, the pore structure variation which is responsible for
the permeability difference between the core sample was explored, and the interplay between the
core sample and the gases was evaluated. Therefore, the variation of the injection orientation and
permeability was analysed to showcase their influence on dispersion coefficient.

2. Materials and Methods

The core samples were obtained from Kocurek Industries USA whose petrophysical properties are
shown in Table 1. Gas permeability was obtained using a core flooding and the porosity was evaluated
using Helium Porosimetry. Research grade CO2 and CH4 were obtained from BOC UK both with
purity of >99.999%.

Table 1. Dimensions and petrophysical properties of core samples.

Core Samples Length (mm) Diameter (mm) * Porosity (%) * Permeability (md)

Grey Berea 76.27 25.22 19–20 200–315
Bandera Grey 76.00 25.47 21 30

Buff Berea 76.18 24.95 26 350–600

* Properties provided by suppliers.

Apparatus and Procedure

(1) Porosity and permeability measurements

The Helium Porosimeter PORG 200™ (Corelab, OK, USA and Gas Permeater PERG 200™ (Corelab,
OK, USA) were used to measure the porosity and permeability of the core samples respectively. Details
of the equipment description, principles of operation, and procedure can be found in our previous
works [8]. The results are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Measured petrophysical properties.

Core Samples Porosimetry Porosity (%) Measured Permeability (md)

Bandera Grey 17 16.08
Grey Berea 20 217.04
Buff Berea 26.27 560.63

(2) Core flooding

Core flooding equipment, also from CoreLab Oklahoma, UFS 200 (details are presented in [7]), was
used in this work. It simulated the displacement of CH4 by supercritical CO2 at reservoir conditions.
The core holder was originally horizontally orientated; however, a stand was constructed to change
this orientation to vertical in order to vary the injection orientation. The same procedure was adopted
as the one employed in [9], the only difference being in the using different core samples of different
permeabilities and porosities. The schematics of the setup are shown in Figure 2. After carrying out the
same experiments at the same conditions in the horizontal orientation for each core sample, the core
holder was installed vertically, and the same experiments were repeated using the same conditions as
in the previous horizontal experiments.

Injection was made from the bottom of the core holder in the vertical orientation. The injection
orientation adopted in this study was not based on the dip angle of injection during the flooding
and recovery processes. The experiments were not field scale depictions of the injection strategy,
rather, we were looking at core to pore scale investigation of the flow physics of CO2 plume as it
displaces nascent CH4. Central to the experiments was the interaction and mixing between CO2 in its
supercritical state and the CH4 in the reservoir given that the CO2 plume occupies the lower echelon of
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the CH4 zone due to its higher density at supercritical condition as we have iterated in our previous
works. Vertical and horizontal flows of the CO2 plume are the two extreme flow conditions in terms of
propagation direction.

Figure 2. Core flooding set up schematics.

(3) Data analysis

A single parameter diffusion equation was used by [11] in the description of the longitudinal
dispersion coefficient for gas flow in porous media which is shown in Equation (1):

Kl
∂2C
∂x2 − u

∂C
∂x

=
∂C
∂t

, (1)

where C-CO2 concentration at time t, location x, Kl—the longitudinal dispersion coefficient, and u is
the interstitial velocity. The dimensionless for of Equation (1) is written as

1
Pe

∂2C
∂x2

D

− ∂C
∂xD

=
∂C
∂tD

, (2)

where each parameter is defined in Table 3.

Table 3. Dimensionless parameters.

Parameter Expression

Pe
uL
Kl

tD
tu
L

xD
x
L

u Q
πr2φ
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This one-dimensional advection–dispersion (ADE) equation was used to measure/evaluate,
analytically, the longitudinal dispersion of CO2 into CH4 using the solution of the equation and also
assuming that the dispersion coefficient and interstitial velocity of the displacing species are not affected
by the concentration. With the following boundary conditions, the initial condition—C = 0 at tD = 0,
boundary conditions—C = 1 at xD = 0, C→ 0 as xD →∞ , the dimensionless solution to (Equation (1))
thus becomes [12–14]

C =
1
2

{
er f c

(
xD − tD

2
√

tD/Pe

)
+ ePexD er f c

(
xD + tD

2
√

tD/Pe

)}
. (3)

Using the obtained concentration profiles from core flooding experiments, Equation (3) was used
to fit the results from the experiments and the dispersion coefficient was obtained analytically using
the least squares regression method with the dispersion coefficient as the fitting parameter.

Perkins and Johnston (1963) described the medium Péclet number denoted by Pex, which defines
the displacement mechanism that is dominant in gas dispersion in porous media as

Pex =
umd
D

, (4)

where D—diffusion coefficient (m2/s), Pem—medium Péclet number, um—mean interstitial velocity
(m/s), and d is the characteristic length scale of mixing in the porous medium. Largely, at the values of
Pem < 0.1, diffusion mixing dominates and, equally, at Pex > 10, advective mixing dominates during the
gas dispersion process. In this range of Pex, [15] related diffusion to dispersion coefficients as presented
in (Equation (6)):

Kl
D

=
1
τ
+ α

un
m

D
, (5)

where α represents the dispersivity of the porous medium in m, τ is the tortuosity of the porous
medium, and n is an exponent.

Additionally, [16–18] reported a correlation between the molecular diffusion coefficient, pressure,
and temperature to obtain accurate diffusivity at conditions relevant to EGR as follows:

D =

(
−4.3844× 10−13p + 8.55440× 10−11

)
T1.75

p
, (6)

where D (m2/s) is the molecular diffusion coefficient of CO2 in CH4 pressure p (MPa) and at temperature
T (K).

3. Results and Discussion

The core flooding experiments were carried out at 1300 psig, and 50 ◦C in both vertical and
horizontal orientations for each core sample. The interstitial velocities were varied according to
individual core samples given their different porosities. A range of interstitial velocities was based on
the injection rates in our previous work [8], which were evaluated using Equation (7):

u =
Q
φA

, (7)

where Q—injection rate in m3/s, A—cross-sectional area of core sample, and ϕ—porosity of core sample.
The results are shown in Table 4.
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Table 4. Interstitial velocities employed in each core sample.

SN Core Sample Porosity (%) Interstitial Velocity (μm/s)

1 Grey Berea 20.10 33.5–83.8
2 Bandera Grey 17.20 39.3–98.3
3 Buff Berea 26.27 26.2–65.6

Accordingly, the results of each individual core sample will be presented, discussed, and analysed
based on the injection orientation and the interstitial velocity. Grey Berea core sample will be presented
first, followed by Bandera Grey and, finally, Buff Berea.

The mole fractions of the injected CO2 were used to develop the concentration profile which
assesses rate of mixing between the injected CO2 and the CH4, in situ, using Equation (3) to fit the
equation to the experimental data and varying KL, which is the longitudinal dispersion coefficient
(keeping the interstitial velocity constant as assumed in the 1D ADE), until the analytical solution fits
the experimental results. The Lexp was also adjusted in the regression to provide a good fit as carried
out by [16] and adopted by [17]. Least square regression analysis was the method used in the curve
fitting process.

Curve fitting was carried out using OriginPro 8 software and the curve-fitted concentration
profiles for each u for Grey Berea core sample are shown in Figures 3 and 4 for horizontal and vertical
orientation respectively. The dispersion coefficients were evaluated, and it was shown that the KL
increases with increase in the interstitial velocity. This was done for all core samples and injection
orientation experiments in this investigation. There was early breakthrough at higher values of u run
and a late breakthrough at lower values as expected in all the core samples. The fitting of the 1D ADE
to the experimental results was meagre as a result of systemics like entry and exit effects as described
in the works of [17]. This was noted for all the runs in the entire experiments. However, these do not
affect the evaluation of the parameter i.e., dispersion coefficient. For all subsequent experiments, these
systemic effects were noticed and are presented as such.

Figure 3. Concentration profile for Grey Berea in horizontal orientation.

Using Equation (6), the diffusion coefficients, D, were evaluated at the experimental conditions.
This is essential when describing the dispersivity, α, and the Pex of the core sample, and also when
comparing the results to those in literature, which will further reaffirm the accuracy of the experiments.
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The dispersivity can be analytically evaluated by fitting Equation (5) to the plot of u/D against k/D
which is a straight line as shown in Figure 4.

 
Figure 4. Concentration profile for all Grey Berea runs vertical orientation.

The fitted concentration profiles of the subsequent core sample (Buff Bera) is shown in Figures 5
and 6, for horizontal and vertical orientation respectively, which also showed meagre fitting as a result
of systemic errors as seen in Grey Berea.

 
Figure 5. Concentration profile of all the runs for Buff Berea in horizontal orientation.
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Figure 6. Concentration profile for all Buff Berea runs in vertical orientation.

Similarly, Bandera Grey core sample fitted horizontal and vertical orientation concentration
profiles are shown in Figures 7 and 8. The profiles are steeper than the previous ones obtained for
the core samples (Buff Berea and Grey Berea) because of the instant mixing during the displacement
process due to higher interstitial velocities.

Figure 7. Concentration profile for Bandera Grey in horizontal orientation.
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Figure 8. Concentration profile for Bandera Grey runs in vertical orientation.

The works of [16,18,19] presented values of the apparent dispersivity in consolidated porous media
that were generally smaller than 0.01 ft (0.003 m). Hughes et al. (2012) obtained dispersivity in a range
of 0.0001 to 0.0011 m using a core sample (Donny brook) with similar petrophysical properties as the
ones used in this work. This provided a practical input variable for EGR simulations. As dispersivity is
a very important porous media property, its accurate determination can provide a befitting technique
to establish the optimum injection rate of the CO2 for a better simulation of the fluid flow in the matrix
of the reservoir during EGR. All the dispersivity obtained (from each experiment carried out in this
study are well within those obtained from literature. This was evaluated from Equation (5) as earlier
stated—a straight-line equation. This further demonstrates the reliability of the experiments.

The tortuosity (inverse of the intercept on the y-axis of the straight line) was similar in both cases
(Figures 9–11), for Grey Berea, indicating that regardless of the injection orientation of the core sample,
the tortuosity (a property of the core sample) remained unchanged. This shows that core orientation
does not alter the pathways of the matrix of the porous media when fluids traverse through the porous
medium, further attributing the fluid behaviour to mainly a function of the fluid properties and not
the porous media. This was also true for Buff Berea depicted in Figures 12 and 13, and a comparison
between the vertical and horizontal dispersivity is shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 9. Dispersion to diffusion coefficient ratio against interstitial velocity for Grey Berea (vertical).

 
Figure 10. Dispersivity evaluation using the dispersion coefficient and interstitial velocity for Grey
Berea (horizontal).
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Figure 11. Comparison of the dispersivities in both orientations for Grey Berea.

 
Figure 12. Dispersivity evaluation for Buff Berea in the horizontal orientation.
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Figure 13. Dispersivity evaluation for Buff Berea in the vertical orientation.

 
Figure 14. Comparison of the dispersivities in both orientations for Buff Berea.

Bandera Grey core sample exhibited similar trend as the previous core samples discussed in terms
of dispersivity as shown in Figures 15–17. Dispersivity, however, is highest in Bandera Grey compared
to the other core samples. This can be attributed to the grain arrangement of the core sample and the
structure of the pore matrix which is tightly packed with its characteristic low permeability.
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Figure 15. Dispersivity evaluation for Bandera Grey in the horizontal orientation.

 
Figure 16. Dispersivity evaluation for Bandera Grey in the vertical orientation.
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Figure 17. Comparison of the dispersivities in orientations for Bandera Grey.

There certainly are similarities between the vertical and horizontal orientations in all the core
samples used in this study in terms of dispersion coefficient. This discussion is highlighted in the next
section, which summarises the dispersion coefficient variation with the permeability.

Summary of the Dispersion Coefficient Investigation

A summary of the dispersion coefficients for all the core samples is shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Summary of all dispersion coefficients.

Core Sample U (μm/s)
KL (10−8 m2/s)

Horizontal Vertical

Bandera (k = 16.08 md)

39.3 7.01 4.56
59.0 8.97 5.19
78.6 13.20 7.03
98.3 15.23 9.35

Grey Berea (k = 217.04 md)

33.5 3.11 2.46
50.3 3.64 3.03
67.0 4.01 3.70
83.8 5.51 4.02

Buff Berea (k = 560.63 md)

26.2 2.38 1.44
39.3 3.13 2.56
52.5 3.51 2.84
65.6 4.89 3.12

Dispersion coefficient generally decreases with increase in permeability as seen in Table 5. Hence,
the core sample with the least permeability (Bandera Grey) showed a significantly higher dispersion
coefficient. Another realisation from the Table is that in all the runs, those in the horizontal orientation
appear to have the higher dispersion coefficient compared to the vertical counterparts. This can
be attributed to the effect of gravity on the CO2 as it traverses the core sample. Also, since the
interstitial velocity is a function of porosity, the core sample with the most porosity had the lowest
interstitial velocity and, hence, a lower dispersion coefficient at lower injection rates. The dispersion
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coefficient increases significantly at higher injection rates in all the runs regardless of the orientation.
Furthermore, in the higher permeability core sample, the interaction between the injected CO2 and
the nascent CH4 was limited as the CO2 interstitial velocity was lower and, thus, the dispersion
coefficient was lower compared to the subsequent core samples. The opposite was realised in the low
permeability sample with the highest interstitial velocity was characterised by higher agitation of the
gas molecules within the porous medium which eventually led to higher interaction and mixing and
of course higher dispersion coefficient—the rate of mixing. Permeability is one of the vast factors that
influence dispersion.

The dispersivity also increases with increase in permeability. This being a function of the core
sample is evident with this trend, as the absolute permeability of the core sample is also a property of
the core sample. Basically, the higher the permeability of the core sample, the higher the rate of mixing
when CO2 is injected to displace CH4. However, dispersivity is scale-dependent [20,21] and, albeit
being at laboratory scale, this finding is an indication of the effects of the petrophysical properties on
the mixing taking place during EGR. Finding the right injection scenario is vital in achieving the best
recovery efficiency whilst storing substantial volumes of CO2.

4. Conclusions

The effects of permeability on the dispersion coefficient have been shown to be significant during
the displacement of CH4 by supercritical CO2. This effect was more pronounced in the horizontal
orientation compared to the vertical orientation which was attributed to the gravity effects on the
supercritical CO2 as it traverses the core sample. The magnitude difference in the dispersion coefficients
was about 20%–30% higher in the horizontal orientation compared to the vertical orientation. Bandera
Grey, with the lowest permeability and porosity, exhibited a wider contrast (40%–50%) between the
dispersion coefficients in both orientations as a result of higher interstitial velocity and tortuosity of
the core sample compared to the other core samples tested. Therefore, the effect of permeability and
orientation on mixing between the displacing and displaced gas during EGR are vital. This study
highlights the influence of the permeability variation and plume propagation orientation on the mixing
between CO2 and CH4 during EGR. It provides reservoir engineers with an insight into characterising
gas systems during the design of the EGR technology. The injection rates, injection pressures, and
dip angle of injection from the injector to the producer can be evaluated accurately during simulation
studies prior to field scale application and implementation. Inclusion of such hysteresis will provide
a better representation of the injection process given that the main reason why EGR has not been
widely adopted is the its economic drawback brought on by incessant mixing and contamination of
the recovered CH4.
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Abstract: This paper uses an acoustic emission (AE) test to examine the energy dissipation and
liberation of coal and rock fracture due to underground coal excavation. Many dynamic failure
events are frequently observed due to underground coal excavation. To establish the quantitative
relationship between the dissipated energy and AE energy parameters, the coal and rock fracturing
characteristics were clearly observed. A testing method to analyze the stage traits and energy release
mechanism from damage to fracture of the unloading coal and rock under uniaxial compressive
loading is presented. The research results showed that the relevant mechanical parameter discreteness
was too large because the internal structures of the coal and rock were divided into multiple structural
units (MSU) by a few main cracks. The AE test was categorized into four stages based on both the
axial stress and AE event parameters: initial loading stage, elastic stage, micro-fracturing stage, and
post-peak fracturing stage. The coal and rock samples exhibited minimum (maximum) U values of
60.44 J (106.41 J) and 321.19 J (820.87 J), respectively. A theoretical model of the dissipation energy
during sample fracturing based on the AE event energy parameters was offered. The U decreased
following an increase in ΣEAE-II/ΣEAE.

Keywords: Coal excavation; coal and rock fracture; multiple structural units (MSU); energy
dissipation; AE energy

1. Introduction

An increasing number of coal mines exhibit deep-excavation status and require consideration
attention due to the presence of mining problems that must be dealt with for increasing underground
coal excavation depth increment [1]. More dynamic failure events, including rock burst in both
the tunneling process and coal extraction, coal and gas outbursts, and mining-induced earthquakes,
frequently occur and require the accurate prediction of all impending dynamic hazards [2]. A large
number of engineering tests and experiments have indicated that coal fracture involves a sequence
of micro- and macro-scale events, including initial crack deformation and propagation as well as
macroscopic crack formation and propagation [3]. In addition, the dynamic failure of the coal is closely
related to the mechanical mechanism of the coal under the mining unloading condition. Given the
complexity of rock mechanics, research on the dynamic failure should emphasize energy concentration,
storage, dissipation, and liberation. Many scholars have characterized the energy dissipation and
liberation rules of void coal fracture using external loading. Zhao [4] proposed the minimum energy
principle of the dynamic damage of the rock and indicated that authentic energy consumption during
the dynamic failure was equal to the failure energy under the uniaxial stress status. Xie [5] indicated
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that rock deformation and damage combined the energy dissipation and liberation results. Xie also
indicated the strength loss criterion based on the energy dissipation and the global failure criterion
based on releasable strain energy. According to the dissipated energy by cyclic loading, Jin [6] offered a
theoretical calculation equation for the damage variable and the determination of the damage threshold
from the perspective of the material damage variable defined by the energy dissipation. Li [7] applied
damage to the rock crushing stage and used a fatigue damage iterative relational expression under
the action of stress waves to the rock post-destruction stage to generate a quantitative relationship
between the impact energy, rock damage, and fragmentation distribution. Li [8] established the
energy identification criterion of the mesoscopic rock failure by using the strain energy density theory.
The criterion was also applied in the failure simulation of the Brazil split test and intermediate crack
tensile test.

Previous research [9,10] has led to remarkable achievements in three aspects: (i) establishing the
relationship between the rock unit damage and energy dissipation from a microscopic perspective; (ii)
determining the rock constitutive relation based on energy dissipation; and (iii) understanding the
failure and fracturing of the rock based on the releasable strain energy. However, few experimental
studies on the quantitative rules of energy dissipation and the liberation of the coal and rock have
accounted for the excavation conditions have been conducted.

As a specific monitoring method, the acoustic emission (AE) method [11–16] has obvious
advantages in studying both the damage-fracturing characteristics and energy dissipation-liberation of
the coal and rock under complex the excavation conditions. Tang [17] established a hypothesis and a
frame of a numerical simulation based on the rock AE regularity, and offered the distribution of the
temporal-spatial sequence. With the deep rock burst process simulation system, He [18] examined
the AE waveform and frequency traits of limestone rock burst under the true triaxial unloading
condition. Feng [19] investigated the chemical erosion characteristics of rock fracturing in various
rock AE tests with different stress settings, the results of which revealed the mechanisms of the
rock physical-mechanical properties and crack propagation at different stress settings and chemical
circumstances. Ji [20] offered the AE signal frequency characteristics under various rock-fracturing
stages based on granite uniaxial compressed testing. By using a AE monitoring system, Zhao [21]
studied the granite failure with prefabricated cracks under uniaxial compressed loading, thereby
quantitatively establishing the three-dimensional evolution model of the internal microcrack and the
regularity of the AE events with respect to both the loading time and its values.

Previous related research focused on AE regularity during rock fracturing under diverse loading
conditions, the Kaiser effect theory, and the AE application. From the perspective of macroscopic
energy conservation, however, a correlation must be established between the energy dissipation of the
coal and rock, and the accumulated values of the periodical acoustic wave energy during the coal and
rock fracturing to generate a mechanical mechanism on the degree of coal and rock fracturing.

In this paper, an AE test was developed to examine energy dissipation and liberation of coal
and rock fracture under complex excavation conditions to generate a quantitative regularity between
the dissipated energy of the coal and rock and the AE energy parameters. This regularity would not
only characterize the coal and rock fracturing characteristics, but also would uncover the catastrophic
mechanism of coal and rock fracturing. The results can provide a theoretical basis for the design and
construction of rock engineering excavation in deep well circumstances.
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2. Test Scheme

2.1. Crustal Stress Setting and Physical Property Analysis

The Wudong colliery in the Urumchi coal field served as the study area. The Urumchi coal field is
located in northern part of Tianshan Mountain, and there are 33 available coal-bearing strata there
from the Xishanyao group of the Jurassic Period (Figure 1). The total thickness of the coal seams in the
study area was 50 m, and the angle ranged from 65◦ to 87◦, with an average angle of about 86◦. Table 1
introduces the roof and floor values of the seams in B3–6. Figure 2 shows the thicknesses and spans of
the seams from B3 to B6. Thereafter, there were many interbeds in B4–5, and their thicknesses were
between 0.15 and 0.20 m. The petrographic compositions of B3–6 are also shown in Table 1. Over 95% of
maceral composition of the coal are Vitrinite and Inertinite, so microlithotype of the coal is vitrinertite.
On account of the vitrinertite and some pyrite being associated with the coal seams, the coal has a
short spontaneous combustion cycle in the study area. However, both coal dust and methane pose low
explosive hazards.

Figure 1. Profiles of the study area including the simplified geological conditions, sectional map with
main lithostratigraphic units, and the coal excavation settings.

Table 1. Introductions to petrographic composition and roof and floor of B3–6 of study area.

Name Lithology Thickness (m) Description

Main Roof Shale 1.90 hard, dark grey, and lamellar
Immediate Roof Siltstones 0.70 Lamellar and joint obviously

False Roof Shale 0.10 Soft and joint obviously
Coal Seam Floor Shale 0.55 Joint and fragile

Serial number Maceral composition(%)

Vitrinite Average Inertinite Average Liptinite Average

B3-6

33.50–62.60 46.60 37.40–65.60 52.80 0.00–1.90 0.60

Organic matter(%) Inorganic matter(%) Vitrinite reflectance(%) Microlithotype

86.35 13.65 0.67 vitrinertite

All the presented coal and rock samples in this paper were collected from the southern lane of
the Wudong coal mine in the Urumchi coal field, specifically the top coal caving face at the No. 45
coal seam at the +500 m level. The KJ743 coal mine geostress monitoring system was used to collect
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real-time stress data. Figure 2a presents a plot of the stress data from November 11, 2014 to February 2,
2015. The vertical geostress remained fairly constant with small fluctuations within a narrow range
due to the excavation disturbances in the area. The value of the vertical geostress varied from 6.8 MPa
to 7.0 MPa. The distributions of the maximum and minimum principal horizontal stress are presented
in Figure 2b,c. In particular, the minimum principal horizontal stress varied from 7.6 MPa to 8.4 MPa.
From 340 m to 400 m, the minimum principal horizontal stress increased slightly due to a disturbance
caused by the excavation activities. The maximum principal horizontal stress exhibited a uniform
distribution. The maximum principal horizontal stress remained constant at 10.0 MPa, except locally
at 480 m and 250 m, where it increased to 13.0 MPa and 28.8 MPa, respectively.

 
(a) 

  
(b) (c) 

Figure 2. Results of the in-situ monitoring of the regional geostress: (a) vertical geostress; (b) minimum
principal horizontal stress; (c) maximum principal horizontal stress.

Both the axial and radial stresses of the coal were zero following in-situ sampling. Following
sampling, the samples were immediately returned to the Laboratory of Western Mines and Hazard
Prevention, Ministry of Education of China for preparation with the plastic package. The rock was
composed of siltstone with a small quantity of mudstone and argillaceous sandstone. The rock exhibited
a relatively uniform particle size that varied from 0.30 to 0.90 mm with an average particle size of
0.70 mm. The fracture of the coal was like fine granulated sugar. The coal sample surface was fresh with
a few apparent protogenetic cracks. The coal sample was prepared in strict accordance with the IRTM
method recommended by the International Society for Rock Mechanics (ISRM) and the samples were
cubes with side lengths equal to 60 mm following cutting in triplicate [22]. The surface was carefully
ground without remarkable flaws. Moreover, both the nonparallelism and non-perpendicularity errors
were less than 0.05 mm. Figure 3 presents the quartile statistical results of geometric dimensioning in
the three orientations of the coal. Although a slightly discrepancy was observed in the finished sizes,
the mean value of error did not exceed 1.0 mm.

In the AE test, seven coal and rock samples were employed, and the serial numbers of the samples
were respectively from LXMT-01 to LXMT-07 for the coal samples and from LXYT-01 to LXYT-07 for
the rock samples. The variable coefficients of all the parameters were within 5%, thereby indicating
that the physical properties of the samples were well-consistent and validating the applicability of the
samples in the follow-up experiments (refer to the Appendix A).
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Figure 3. Stochastic statistics of the geometric dimension quartile of coal and rock samples.

2.2. Experimental Facility and Monitoring Technique

Figure 4 shows the AE testing scheme of coal and rock fracturing with uniaxial compression.
The WE-10 rock mechanics testing machine was used in the experiment for both the AE and energy
dissipation regularities during the coal fracturing process. The loading mode was the displacement
control at a loading velocity of 0.1 mm/min, which complied with a series of ISRM experimental
procedures. The prepared samples with the No. 40Cr alloy steel rigid cushions had a side length of
70 mm and a thickness of 10 mm. The top and bottom were placed in the testing machine. In the
axial orientation, the sample was loaded until it exhibited failure due to axial unloading. The real-time
loading values and the corresponding axial deformation were automatically acquired from the testing
machine. This paper offers an SDAES7.5 AE instrument to record the acoustic wave energy in various
stages during sample fracturing. All the energy data was applied to characterize the energy dissipation
and liberation mechanism of the coal. The AE sensor was coupled with the sample using Vaseline.
To minimize the interference of the external acoustic sources, the AE parameters were determined
after adjusting the threshold value several times. In the experiment, real-time AE monitoring was
employed to monitor synchronization with the external loading.

 

Figure 4. The acoustic emission testing scheme of coal and rock fracturing with uniaxial compression.
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3. Coal Fracturing Mechanism

The characteristics of progressive failure were obvious with typical nonlinear deformation
characteristics, especially the rock sample [23–27]. The basic mechanical parameters of all the samples
are presented in Table 2. Here, σp and σr represent the peak and residual strengths, respectively. εp

represents the strain value corresponding to the peak strength. Et and Eb represent the elastic and
deformation moduli, respectively. In particular, Et is the average slope of the approximate linear part
in the curves. In addition, Eb represents the stress-strain ratio at the point where the stress value was
50% that of the peak strength. All the presented strain values are the means of the experimental values.
According to the Appendix A, the basic mechanical parameters exhibited large discreteness values due
to a significant difference in the internal sample structures of the various sampling positions.

Table 2. Profile of the mechanical parameters and discreteness of the unloading coals.

Sample Serial
Number

σp (MPa) σr (MPa) εp (10−3) Et (MPa) Eb (MPa) dε/dt (10−3/s)

LXMT-01 18.57 11.53 98.30 595 110

0.56

LXMT-02 14.37 7.55 85.75 956 91
LXMT-03 12.45 6.44 69.60 410 122
LXMT-04 11.74 6.11 52.62 660 142
LXMT-05 9.72 4.91 78.47 518 73
LXMT-06 17.26 8.87 68.20 682 148
LXMT-07 17.99 12.61 96.42 780 109

LXYT-01 25.36 12.52 72.30 877 231

0.55

LXYT-02 15.48 9.94 70.40 727 128
LXYT-03 19.05 13.68 39.96 590 330
LXYT-04 12.43 10.81 40.08 440 259
LXYT-05 37.26 18.48 34.41 764 668
LXYT-06 43.13 24.97 54.83 716 525
LXYT-07 39.03 19.87 52.50 689 622

Lithology Discrete parameter σp σr εp Et Eb

Coal
X 14.59 8.29 78.48 657 114

E 3.44 2.88 16.44 178 27
ζ 23.578 34.741 20.948 27.093 23.684

Rock
X 27.39 15.75 52.07 686 395

E 12.38 5.51 15.03 138 210
ζ 45.199 34.984 28.865 20.117 53.165

As compared to normal isotropic materials, the internal structure of the coal and rock was divided
into multiple structural units (MSU) by a few main cracks, which significantly affected the sample
strength. The stress-strain curves exhibited a smooth monotonic increase at the onset of the AE test.
The loading value of each MSU during the AE test ceaselessly exceeded its failure strength limit
following an increase in the external loading. Therefore, essential differences were observed in the
mechanical response characteristics and deformation characteristics of the coal and rock as compared
to those of other materials. When the curves exhibited a smooth monotonic increase, the main cracks
in both the coal and rock samples started to close due to the influence of external loading. Following a
continuous increase in the external loading, the MSU with minimum of failure strength limit presented
a yielding state, thereby generating a rapid decrease in the bearing capacity of the MSU until the
bearing capacity was equal to zero, which was the threshold of the nonlinear constitutive relationship
of the coal and rock.

A further increase in the axial loading resulted in the persistent destruction of the other MSU.
The failure of samples was presented as progressive failure. When the external loading exceeded
the maximum bearing capacity, the samples exhibited macroscopic fracturing and destabilization.
We defined the MSU with a maximum bearing capacity as the primary MSU, of which the primary
MSU exhibited the greatest influence on the characteristics of the coal and rock fracturing. Moreover,
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the bearing capacity of the primary MSU was equal to the peak strength in the stress-strain curve.
Following the destruction of the primary MSU, the axial stress level of the samples kept decreasing
and the MSU with minimum bearing capacity initially exhibited an integral yield. The other MSU
then started to release without yielding phenomena. In conclusion, the post peak-point exhibited
a weakened yield in the local area of the coal and rock, which were defined as the local distortion
characteristics of the coal and rock. Therefore, the strain value after the peak point should only consider
the plastic strain of the local yielding weakening region.

The yield, damage, and failure of the coal and rock essentially exhibited energy dissipation and
liberation [28–30]. The energy being dissipated with the sample failure, U, may be defined as the work
done to the coal by the mechanical testing machines under continuous axial loading condition, as
defined by Equation (1) as follows:

U =

∫
Fdu = SL

∫
σdε = L3Ψ = VΨ (1)

where L, S, and V represent the side length, bottom area, and volume, respectively; and Ψ represents
the dissipated energy per unit volume of the samples, where Ψ is equal to the corresponding area of
the stress-strain curve and has a unit of MJ/m3. Figure 5 presents the quantitative relation of the AE
event parameters between the axial stress and time sequence. The whole AE test was categorized into
four stages based on both the axial stress and AE event parameters:

(1) Initial loading stage (I). The stress-time curve exhibited a horizontal trend at the stage, and
dU/dt, wherein the gaining rate of dissipated energy exhibited an obvious increase. The internal
original cracks began to close under the loading condition and the mechanical characteristics tended
to exhibit a quasi-isotropic status. The coal and rock samples exhibited stage durations of 25–30 s
and 10–18 s, because the internal structure of the rock sample was simpler with fewer cracks and a
structural plane. The AE counting number was smallest in all the stages and the Kaiser point of the
partial coal samples was observed at this stage.

(2) Elastic stage (II). The samples were regarded as elastic medium at the beginning, and the σ-t
curve exhibited an approximately linear trend at this stage. dU/dt was maintained steady on the whole.
The coal and rock samples exhibited roughly similar stage durations of 25 s and 20 s, respectively. The
samples started to transform from an elastomeric to elastic-plastic material following a gradual increase
in the axial loading. Some partial mutations were observed in the σ-t curve, especially the curve of the
rock sample. The possible sudden instability of the main crack in the rock may have generated overall
structural distortion. In addition, the AE counting number increased in each subsequent stage and
most of the samples exhibited the Kaiser point during the elastic stage.

(3) Micro-fracturing stage (III). The samples were regarded as plastic media and the σ-t curve
exhibited a concave shape with a greater slope. However, dU/dt exhibited an initial decrease in the
micro-fracturing stage following an increase in the time sequence. This stage exhibited the longest
duration, and the coal and rock samples exhibited durations of about 70 s and 30 s, respectively. The
loading resistance of the coal sample to the axial loading was poor as compared to the rock sample and
the axial loading was proportional to the time sequence. In addition, dU/dt was maintained steady.
Due to the specific structural characteristics of the rock, the primary MSU played a dominating role
in resisting the axial loading. In addition, the progressive failure was observed in the rock σ-t curve.
Before and after the arrival of the peak point, the curve exhibited dentate fluctuation because the
secondary MSU opposed the axial loading. The AE counting number increased sharply near the peak
point and presented the maximum AE counting number.

(4) Post-peak fracturing stage (IV). The structures of the samples were completely destroyed.
The σ-t curve dropped suddenly and then exhibited persistent fluctuation near the peak point. On
behalf of the more intact structure of the rock sample, the residual stress of the rock sample was so
large that the rock sample easily opposed the external loading. An obvious reduction in dU/dt was
observed at the peak point. A shorter duration of approximately 15–25 s was observed. Large-scale
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mesoscopic deformation and macroscopic fracturing was observed within a short time, and the AE
counting number was observed in the last increment at a lower increment rate.

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

  
(e) (f) 

  
(g) (h) 

  
(i) (j) 

Figure 5. Cont.
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(k) (l) 

  
(m) (n) 

Figure 5. Plot for the time-based relation of the parameters, including the axial stress, AE counting
number, and total counting number of coals: (a) LXMT-01; (b) LXYT-01; (c) LXMT-02; (d) LXYT-02; (e)
LXMT-03; (f) LXYT-03; (g) LXMT-04; (h) LXYT-04; (i) LXMT-05; (j) LXYT-05; (k) LXMT-06; (l) LXYT-06;
(m) LXMT-07; and (n) LXYT-07.

4. Analytical Discussion

Table 3 lists all the energy parameter data, including U, Ψ, Kt, and EAE, wherein Kt represents the
accumulated elastic strain energies when the axial stress was equal to the peak value, and Kt is equal
to σp

2/2Et. Here, Et is defined as the elasticity modulus of the samples based on the description of
the sample deformation trait. As an important mechanical index, Kt was usually provided to assess
the dynamic failure events caused by underground coal excavation. Furthermore, EAE represents the
acoustic wave energy. According to analysis of the energy data in Table 2, the quantitative correlation
between Ψ and EAE-II/ΣEAE is defined as follows:

Ψ = Ktea+

EAE−II∑
EAE
b (2)

where ΣEAE defines the accumulated energy of the acoustic waves from the samples by AE (J); EAE-II
is the accumulated energy of the acoustic waves in the elastic stage (J); and EAE-II/ΣEAE defines the
percentage of the two above energy parameters ratios. In addition, a and b are both material parameters.
Equation (2) was compiled as Equation (3). By means of the least square method, a linear relation
between ln(Ψ/Kt) and EAE-II/ΣEAE was established to define the material parameters.

ln
Ψ
Kt

= a +
EAE−II∑

EAE

b
(3)
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Table 3. Energy parameters of the coal-rock samples in continuous axial compressed testing.

Lithology
Sample
Number

σKaiser
(MPa)

Ψ

(MJ/m3)
U (J)

Kt
(MJ/m3)

Ψ/Kt ΣEAE (J)
AE

Stage
EAE (J)

EAE-II/ΣEAE
(%)

Coal
sample

LXMT-01 1.04 0.491 106.41 0.290 1.445 0.477

I 0.014 2.94

II 0.022 4.64

III 0.330 69.15

IV 0.111 23.27

LXMT-02 2.51 0.331 73.05 0.108 3.067 0.101

I 0.001 0.99

II 0.007 6.95

III 0.073 72.26

IV 0.020 19.80

LXMT-03 1.54 0.356 77.15 0.189 1.883 0.514

I 0.001 0.19

II 0.033 6.52

III 0.299 58.27

IV 0.180 35.02

LXMT-04 1.21 0.285 60.44 0.104 2.740 0.172

I 0.001 0.58

II 0.013 7.83

III 0.156 90.42

IV 0.002 1.17

LXMT-05 1.11 0.324 70.45 0.182 1.779 0.546

I 0.012 2.20

II 0.039 7.08

III 0.461 84.49

IV 0.034 6.23

LXMT-06 1.51 0.418 91.80 0.218 1.916 0.552

I 0.012 2.17

II 0.031 5.59

III 0.391 70.83

IV 0.118 21.41

LXMT-07 1.42 0.479 101.24 0.207 2.375 0.499

I 0.018 3.61

II 0.024 4.81

III 0.429 85.97

IV 0.028 5.61

Rock
sample

LXYT-01 1.14 2.066 446.31 0.367 1.98 0.293

I 0.007 2.39

II 0.078 26.55

III 0.206 70.37

IV 0.002 0.69

LXYT-02 1.88 1.917 419.41 0.165 4.158 0.215

I 0.002 0.93

II 0.059 27.57

III 0.142 66.38

IV 0.011 5.12

LXYT-03 1.92 1.848 397.22 0.308 2.165 0.240

I 0.001 0.42

II 0.067 28.07

III 0.157 66.09

IV 0.013 5.42

LXYT-04 1.17 1.551 321.19 0.176 3.237 0.114

I 0.001 0.88

II 0.035 30.48

III 0.070 61.63

IV 0.008 7.01

LXYT-05 2.21 3.904 820.87 0.455 2.364 0.242

I 0.001 0.41

II 0.043 17.83

III 0.109 44.98

IV 0.089 36.78

LXYT-06 2.31 3.537 783.21 0.650 1.570 0.384

I 0.006 1.57

II 0.074 19.18

III 0.238 62.07

IV 0.066 17.18

LXYT-07 2.44 3.662 801.47 0.557 1.866 0.194

I 0.001 0.52

II 0.036 18.71

III 0.076 39.02

IV 0.081 41.75222
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Each point (ln(Ψ/Kt), EAE-II/ΣEAE) was drawn in the coordinate system and observed using the
relevant fitted curve. All the points exhibited a near-linear line, thereby allowing the adoption of the
linear function. The square difference (χ) between the measured (Yi) and calculated values (Yj) fulfilled
the optimization criterion following the application of the least square method. Supposing a0 is equal
to 1/b, Equation (3) can be substituted into the optimization criterion as Equation (4).

χ =
n∑

i=1

(
Yi −Yj

)2
=

n∑
i=1

{(
ln

Ψ
Kt

)
i
−
[
a + a0

(
EAE−II∑

EAE

)
i

]}2

(4)

Equation (4) exhibits the minimum, such that the partial derivatives of χ to both a and a0 are equal
to zero, as presented in Equations (5) and (6).

∂χ
∂a

=
n∑

i=1

[
a + a0

(
EAE−II∑

EAE

)
i
−
(
ln

Ψ
Kt

)
i

]
= 0 (5)

∂χ
∂a0

=
n∑

i=1

(
EAE−II∑

EAE

)
i

[
a + a0

(
EAE−II∑

EAE

)
i
−
(
ln

Ψ
Kt

)
i

]
= 0 (6)

The following equations define an equation set for a and a0,

na + [
n
Σ

i=1
(

EAE−II
ΣEAE

)
i
]a0 =

n
Σ

i=1
(ln

Ψ
Kt

)
i

(7)

[
n
Σ

i=1
(

EAE−II
ΣEAE

)
i
]a + [

n
Σ

i=1
(

EAE−II
ΣEAE

)
i
]
2
a0 =

n
Σ

i=1
[(

EAE−II
ΣEAE

)
i
(ln

Ψ
Kt

)
i
] (8)

where n is equal to 7. The equation solutions are as follows:

a =
7
Σ

i=1
(ln

Ψ
Kt

)
i
/7− a0[

7
Σ

i=1
(

EAE−II
ΣEAE

)
i
]/7 (9)

a0 = 7
7
Σ

i=1
[(

EAE−II
ΣEAE

)
i
(ln

Ψ
Kt

)
i
] − 7

Σ
i=1

[(
EAE−II
ΣEAE

)
i
(ln

Ψ
Kt

)
i
]/{7[ 7

Σ
i=1

(
EAE−II
ΣEAE

)

2

i

] − [ 7
Σ

i=1
(

EAE−II
ΣEAE

)]
2

} (10)

The data from Table 3 were inserted into Equations (9) and (10) to obtain the material parameter
solutions shown in Table 4. In addition, the relationship between ln(Ψ/Kt) and EAE-II/ΣEAE for the coal
and rock samples was defined as follows:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Ψcoal−sample = 0.162e1.903−0.171
EAE−II
ΣEAE

(R≈1.051)

Ψrock−sample = 0.547e3.267−0.073
EAE−II
ΣEAE

(R≈0.949)

(11)

Table 4. Values of the material parameters during coal and rock sample fracturing.

Parameter a a0 1/b Kt

Coal sample 1.903 −5.841 −0.171 0.162
Rock sample 3.267 −13.636 −0.073 0.547
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Both sides of Equation (2) were multiplied with the volume (L3). Equation (12) defines
the theoretical model on the dissipation energy during sample fracturing based on AE event
energy parameters.

U = L3Ktea+

EAE−II∑
EAE
b (12)

The coal and rock samples exhibited minimum (maximum) values of U of 60.44 J (106.41 J)
and 321.19 J (820.87 J), respectively. Supposing U/L3Kt=Y and ΣEAE-II/ΣEAE=X, Equation (12) can be
changed altered as Equation (13).

Y = ea+ 1
b X (13)

The derivative of both sides with respect to X was taken for Equation (13), and the result is defined
in Equation (14).

dY
dX

=
ea+ 1

b X

b
(14)

where dY/dX must be less than zero to allow Equation (13) to be defined as a monotone descending
function, thereby indicating that a decrease in U generates an increase in ΣEAE-II/ΣEAE. In the elastic
stage, the dissipation energy was much lower that the work done by the testing machine was used
for crack initiation and propagation. When the anisotropy of the samples was further increased, the
deformation and fracturing velocity of the samples accelerated due to external loading. In both the
micro-fracturing and post-peak fracturing stages, much of the work done by the testing machine
transformed into more acoustic waves that were received by the AE instrument. Moreover, the other
work was dissipated by the macroscopic cracks and the structure friction.

5. Conclusions

(1) The relevant mechanical parameter discreteness was too large because the internal structure
of the coal and rock was divided into multiple structural units (MSUs) due to the presence of a few
main cracks. The MSU with the maximum bearing capacity was defined as the primary MSU, and
the maximum bearing capacity was equal to the peak strength of the stress-strain curve. The post
peak-point exhibited yielding weakening in the local area of the coal and rock, which defined the
local distortion characteristics of the coal and rock. The strain value after the peak point should only
consider the plastic strain of the local yielding weakening region.

(2) The entire acoustic emissions (AE) test was categorized into four stages based on both the axial
stress and AE event parameters: initial loading, elastic, micro-fracturing, and post-peak fracturing
stages. The coal and rock samples exhibited minimum (maximum) values of U of 60.44 J (106.41 J) and
321.19 J (820.87 J), respectively.

(3) A theoretical model on the dissipation energy during sample fracturing based on AE event
energy parameters was offered. A decrease in U was observed following an increase in ΣEAE-II/ΣEAE.
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Appendix A

In the AE testing, Table below presents the specific conditions of the physical propertiesAE tests,
including the sample mass, sample dimension, and surface appearance. Equations (A1)–(A3) can be
used to analyze the discreteness of all the physical parameter, of which the corresponding calculation
results are listed in Table A1.

X =
1
n

n∑
i=1

Xi (A1)

E =

√√
1

n− 1

n∑
i=1

(Xi −X)
2

(A2)

ζ =
E

X
× 100% (A3)

where X is the mean value, E is the standard difference, and ζ is the variable coefficient.

Table A1. Profile of the basic physical parameters and discreteness of coal and rock.

Sample
Number

Mass(g)
Geometric Dimension (mm) Volume

(cm3)

Density
(g/cm−3)

Appearance Description
X-axis Y-axis Z-axis

LXMT-01 283 59.9 60.1 60.2 216.719 1.306 Apparent through cracks in Y-axis
LXMT-02 291 60.3 61.2 59.8 220.684 1.319 Apparent through cracks in all axes
LXMT-03 283 60.0 60.5 59.7 216.711 1.306 Apparent tiny cracks in all axes
LXMT-04 278 59.4 59.9 59.6 212.060 1.311 Apparent through cracks in Y-axis
LXMT-05 288 60.3 60.1 60.0 217.442 1.324 Apparent cracks in both X- and Z-axes
LXMT-06 289 60.7 59.9 60.4 219.610 1.316 Apparent tiny cracks in all axes
LXMT-07 275 59.6 59.8 59.3 211.350 1.301 Apparent tiny cracks in all axes
LXYT-01 580 59.9 60.3 59.8 215.996 2.685 Whole is more complete with small surface cracks
LXYT-02 540 59.2 59.8 61.8 218.782 2.638 Whole is more complete with small surface cracks
LXYT-03 573 60.0 60.2 59.5 214.914 2.666 Clear grain, through cracks in X,Y- and Y,Z-axis
LXYT-04 549 59.0 58.9 59.6 207.116 2.651 Clear grain, through cracks in X,Y- and Y,Z-axis
LXYT-05 561 60.1 59.3 59.0 210.272 2.668 Whole is more complete with small surface cracks
LXYT-06 594 60.7 60.2 60.6 221.441 2.682 Clear grain, through cracks in X,Y- and Y,Z-axis
LXYT-07 592 61.0 59.8 60.0 218.868 2.705 Apparent cracks in both X- and Z-axes

Lithology Discrete
parameter LX (mm) LY (mm) LZ (mm) Mass (g) Density (g/cm−3)

Coal
mass

X 60.0 60.2 59.5 284 1.312
E 0.447 0.491 0.537 5.902 0.008
ζ 0.745 0.816 0.903 2.078 0.610

Rock
X 60.0 59.6 59.6 570 2.671
E 0.725 0.642 0.607 20.781 0.0223
ζ 1.208 1.077 1.018 3.646 0.835
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Abstract: Understanding the rheological behavior of cement slurries is important in cement and
petroleum industries. In this paper, we study the fully developed flow of a cement slurry inside a
wellbore. The slurry is modeled as a non-linear fluid, where a constitutive relation for the viscous
stress tensor based on a modified form of the second grade (Rivlin–Ericksen) fluid is used;we also
propose a diffusion flux vector for the concentration of particles. The one-dimensional forms of the
governing equations and the boundary conditions are made dimensionless and solved numerically.
A parametric study is performed to present the effect of various dimensionless numbers on the
velocity and the volume fraction profiles.

Keywords: cement; non-Newtonian fluids; rheology; variable viscosity; diffusion

1. Introduction

Portland cement is widely used as a construction material in civil engineering applications due to
the widespread availability of its constituent materials [1]. It is produced from the grinding of clinker,
which is produced by the calcination of limestone and other raw materials in a rotary kiln. The different
phases in cement are: Alite (C3S), belite (C2S), aluminate phase (C3A), ferrite phase (C3AF), alkali
sulfate, free lime, and gypsum [2,3]. Cement slurries are reactive systems, continuously changing their
chemical and physical characteristics [4]. After the cement is mixed with water, a series of exothermal
chemical reactions occur resulting in an increase in the strength and hardening [5]. The most reactive
phases with water are C3S and C3A, the content of which affect the strength of cement developed at
early stages. Water to cement ratio, which is defined as the ratio of the weight of water to the weight of
cement, also plays an important role in the strength development and flow behavior of cement slurry.

According to a recent study by the United States Geological Survey (USGS), U.S. cement and
clinker production is about 80 million metric tons per year. The production of cementitious materials
consumes a significant amount of energy (20–40% total energy cost) [6,7]. Cement production also
contributes to 4% of the global industrial carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions [8]. Therefore, it is important
for the cement industry to seek energy efficient technologies and improve the performance of cement
productions for sustainability purpose. Physical testing is widely applied to study the cement behavior.
This requires time, energy, and material resources. In the past few decades, the cement research
community has sought advanced computational modeling for cement hydration processes, flow
and mechanical properties in order to eliminate the substantial cost for physical testing of cement.
Bentz [9] developed a three-dimensional computational model for the cement microstructure and
cement hydration process. Haekck et al. [10] studied the physical and the chemical properties of cement
such as the heat of hydration, the elastic modulus, and the pore concentrations using the software
Virtual Cement and Concrete Testing Laboratory (VCCTL). Bullard et al. described the details of this
software [11,12]. Watts et al. [13] and Tao et al. [14] validated the software optimization framework to
characterize and evaluate different computational models for cement.
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In petroleum-related applications, cement slurries are pumped down the wellbore and up the
annular space between the casing and the geological formations surrounding the wellbore to provide
zonal isolation in oil, gas, and water wells [15]. It is a great challenge for petroleum industry to prevent
gas entry into the cement and achieve the annular cement seal for a long term [16]. Researchers have
investigated the possible mechanisms for fluid migration during cementing by using experimental
and computational models, although the exact failure mechanism of this problem is very complicated.
Monitoring the conditions of cement slurry in realtime is a critical issue where wireless sensor
network-based monitoring system can be used [17]. Cement must remain as a fluid long enough
while it is being pumped to the anticipated location; it should also have sound compressive-strength
within a specific time after placement. Gel strength is related to the resisting shear stress before the
cement can flow, and is considered to be one of the major factors for hydrostatic pressure loss and gas
migration [18]. Chenevert and Jin [19] suggested that the rheological properties of the cement affect
the static gel strength. Stiles [20] indicated that the rheological properties of the cement slurry are
related to the annular fluid displacement. Brandt et al. [21] investigated a deep-water operation for
drilling fluid and well cementing, and suggested that the slurry properties at low temperatures and
high pressures should be taken into consideration. During the cementing, when the slurry is pumped
into the oilwell, it flows to the bottom of the wellbore through the casing and begins to develop more
strength from sedimentation. To develop computational models for cement slurry, many researchers
assume that the cement slurry is a suspension with non-Newtonian characteristics [22]. Foroushan et
al. [23] modeled the instability of the interface and the mixing of cement slurry and drilling mud during
cementing operation in oil and gas wells in three dimensions by using commercial Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) software, and compared the results with experiments. Skadsem et al. [24] studied the
flow of a non-Newtonian fluid in an inclined wellbore with concentric and eccentric configurations
numerically and experimentally, using a finite element approach in OpenFOAM. Liu et al. [25] modeled
the multi-phase pipe flow and considered the hydration effect of cemented paste backfill slurry by
applying a CFD model. Murphy et al. [26] simulated the shear flow of two Bingham-type plastic
cement slurries containing Portland cement and fly ash particles by applying the fast lubrication
dynamics and discrete element model with LAMMPS.

In this paper, the flow of a cement slurry between two flat plates at different tilt angles is studied.
It is assumed that the viscosity of the cement depends on the shear rate and the volume fraction of
the particles. A convection–diffusion equation is used to study the effect of the particle concentration.
Section 2 presents the governing equations. In Section 3, we describe the constitutive relations for the
viscous stress and the diffusive particle flux vector. Section 4 defines the geometry of the problem
and provides the dimensionless forms of the equations and the boundary conditions. In Section 5,
numerical results are presented, and a parametric study is performed for different dimensionless
numbers. Section 6 provides some concluding remarks.

2. Governing Equations

In this paper, cement slurry is assumed to behave as a non-homogenous nonlinear suspension.
If the electromagnetic and the thermochemical effects are ignored, then the governing equations of
motion are the conservations of mass, linear momentum, angular momentum, and the equation for the
flux of concentration [27].

2.1. Conservation of Mass

∂ρ

∂t
+ div(ρv) = 0, (1)

where ∂/∂t is the partial derivative with respect to time, div is the divergence operator, v is the velocity
vector, and ρ is the density of the slurry. For an isochoric motion div(v) = 0.
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2.2. Conservation of Linear Momentum

ρ
dv
dt

= divT + ρb, (2)

where b is the body force vector, T is the Cauchy stress tensor, and d/dt is the total time derivative
given by d(.)/dt = ∂(.)/∂t + [grad(.)]v.

2.3. Conservation of Angular Momentum

The conservation of angular momentum indicates that in the absence of couple stresses the stress
tensor is symmetric, that is

T = TT. (3)

2.4. Convection–Diffusion Equation

In flows of suspensions, a convection–diffusion equation [28] is often used for the particle
concentration φ,

∂φ

∂t
+ div(φv) = −divN, (4)

where ∂φ∂t is the rate of accumulation of particles, div(φv) is the term representing particle migration
and movement due to the flow, and divN is the diffusive particle flux. The function φ, called the
volume fraction (related to concentration), has the property 0 ≤ φ(x, t) ≤ φmax < 1. In reality, φ is either
one or zero at any position and time, depending upon whether one is pointing to a particle or to the
void space (fluid) at that location. The density of the cement slurry, in general, can be related to the
density of water and the cement particles, via the following relation: ρ = (1−φ)ρ f 0 +φρs0, where φ is
the volume fraction (concentration) of the cement particles, ρ f 0 and ρs0 are the pure density of water
and the cement particles in the reference configuration (before mixing), respectively. The assumption
that the particle and the fluid densities are the same, is a special case of the above equation. In this
paper, we use ρ as the bulk density of the cement slurry.

Looking at Equations (1)–(4), we can see that we need constitutive relations for T and N. We will
discuss these in the next section.

3. Constitutive Relations

A cement slurry, in general, behaves as a (nonlinear) fluid. Once cement particles are mixed
with water, after a series of hydration reactions, the slurry begins to develop solidlike behavior [29].
Cement-based materials could stand under their own weight without flowing and develop strength
and stiffness during setting [30]. The flow behavior of slurry plays an important role on the cement
quality [31]. Understanding the rheological behavior of a cement slurry is important in industry for easy
pumping and filling the annulus without excessive separation of water and cement [15,30]. Rheological
measurements for cement-based materials are well established [32]. The Bingham viscoplastic fluid
model is widely used to describe the yield stress of cement slurries. The yield stress is often related to
particle concentration, shear rate history, time, and temperature. The static yield stress (also known
as the static gel strength) affects the pumping of the cement. Moon and Wang [33] suggested that
during the gelation process, the cement shows non-Newtonian behavior. In general, nonlinear fluids
exhibit characteristics such as yield stress, viscoelasticity, normal stress effects, shear-rate dependent
viscosity, etc. Constitutive relations can be obtained or derived in different ways, for example, by using:
(a) Techniques in continuum mechanics, (b) models based on physical and experimental observations,
(c) numerical simulations, (d) statistical mechanics approaches, and (e) ad-hoc approaches. Next, we
briefly discuss the constitutive modeling of the stress tensor and the diffusive flux, using a continuum
mechanics approach.
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3.1. Stress Tensor

Many cement-based materials exhibit a yield stress. The Bingham viscoplastic model is widely
used to describe the behavior of cement [30]. It has also been noticed that in many situations, the
Herschel–Bulkley model predicts the sedimentation tendencies more accurately than the Bingham
model [31]. In general, a constitutive relation for a cement slurry should have a yield stress component
as well as a viscous stress part. Thus, the stress tensor can be written as:

T = Ty + Tv, (5)

where Ty is the yield stress (which in theory can be measured and can depend on parameters, such as
the solid volume fraction [34]) and Tv is the viscous stress, where the viscosity is assumed to depend
on the shear rate, the particle concentration, and possibly on temperature and chemical composition.
In addition, if viscosity and other rheological parameters depend on time, we can consider the
thixotropic nature of cement by introducing a structural parameter (see [35,36]). For the remainder of
this paper, we will only focus on the viscous stress tensor Tv. We plan to study the effect of the yield
stress (see [37]) in future. One of the simplest models which can show the shear-rate dependency of
the viscosity, is the power-law model or the generalized Newtonian fluid (GNF) model [38]

Tv = −pI + μ0
(
trA1

2
)m

A1, (6)

where p is the pressure, I is the identity tensor, μ0 is the coefficient of viscosity, m is the power-law
exponent, a measure of non-linearity of the fluid, related to the shear-thinning (m< 0) or shear-thickening
(m > 0) effects of the fluid, tr is the trace operator, and A1 is related to the velocity gradient. For
additional information about other power-law models such as Carreau-type fluid, we refer the reader
to [38,39].

It has been observed that the viscosity of a cement slurry increases with increasing concentration
of the solid particles [40]. Researchers have studied the relation between the shear viscosity and the
concentration extensively and have proposed various empirical models. The Einstein expression was
first applied for the relation between viscosity and particle concentration for dilute suspensions [41]:
μ = μ0(1 + 2.5φ), whereμ is the viscosity of suspension, μ0 is the viscosity of pure liquid (the base fluid),
and φ is the volume fraction of the particles. Other studies [42,43] have shown that the relationship
between viscosity and volume fraction can be expressed more accurately as μ/μ0 = (1− 1.35φ)−2.5.
These relationships are unable to predict the behavior of a suspension at high particle concentration,
and more complicated models are required [24]. Krieger and Dougherty’s model is widely applied for
nonflocculated suspensions such as cement slurries [40,44–49]:

μ/μ0 =

(
1− φ
φm

)−β
, (7)

where β is a fitting experimental parameter and is usually assumed to be between 1.5–2 for cement [48,49].
φm is the maximum solid concentration packing, which is about 0.65 for suspension with spherical
particles [40].

Although most experimental studies related to cement slurry focus on the measurement of
viscosity and yield stress, it is not known whether cement slurry, similar to dense granular materials
and some suspensions/polymers, would exhibit normal stress effects related to phenomena such as
‘die-swell’ and ‘rod-climbing’ (see [50,51]). One of the simplest models that can capture the normal
stress effects is the second grade fluid, or the Rivlin–Ericksen fluid of grade two [52,53]. Based on the
brief discussion above, in this paper, we will focus our attention on the modeling of the viscous stress,
by assuming that the slurry behaves as a modified second grade (Rivlin–Ericksen) fluid model, where,

Tv = −pI + μe f f (φ, A1)A1 + α1A2 + α2A1
2. (8)
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The kinematical tensors A1 and A2 are defined through

A1 = gradv + (gradv)T, (9)

A2 =
dA1

dt
+ A1(gradv) + (gradv)TA1, (10)

where α1 and α2 are the normal stress coefficients and μe f f is the effective viscosity, which is dependent
on the volume fraction and the shear rate. Equation (8) is a possible generalization of the second grade
fluid model (for a detailed discussion of this see [54,55]). Using the Clausius–Duhem inequality, Dunn
and Fosdick [56] showed:

μ ≥ 0,
α1 ≥ 0,

α1 + α2 = 0.
(11)

For further details on this and other relevant issues in fluids of differential type, we refer the
reader to the review article by Massoudi and Vaidya [57]. Furthermore, the effective viscosity is given
by the equation:

μe f f (φ, A1) = μ
∗(φ)

[
1 + αtrA1

2
]m

. (12)

where Krieger and Dougherty’s correlation for μ∗(φ) is used in this paper:

μ∗(φ) = μ0

(
1− φ
φm

)−β
, (13)

where β is the experimental parameter, assumed to be 1.82 in our paper [58], and φm is the maximum
volume fraction of particles. This will be an input to the problem, i.e., we will solve the equations for
different values of φm. By substituting Equations (12) and (13) into (8), we have the equation for the
viscous stress tensor:

Tv = −pI + μ0

(
1− φ
φm

)−β[
1 + αtrA1

2
]m

A1 + α1A2 + α2A1
2. (14)

Equation (14) is used in our analysis. It is noticed that this model has 6 material parameters,
namely: μ0, β, α, m, α1, and α2.

3.2. Particle Fluxes

The particle transport fluxes could be affected by various mechanisms such as particles collision,
body force, Brownian motion, etc. [58]. For a description of additional flux terms, we refer the reader
to the recent paper by Li et al. [59]. In this paper, the particle transport flux is assumed as:

N = −a2φKc∇
( .
γφ

)
− a2φ2 .

γKμ∇
(
lnμe f f

)
−D∇φ, (15)

where the terms on the right hand side are the transport flux contributions due to particles collisions,
spatially varying viscosity, and the Brownian diffusive flux, respectively. In the above equation, a is the
characteristic particle length—for example, the particle radius—and

.
γ is the local shear rate,

.
γ =

(
2Ai jAi j

)1/2
. (16)

where Kc and Kμ are empirical coefficients, and D is the diffusion coefficient (diffusivity). It is assumed
that D has two contributions, one related to the shear rate and the other to concentration. Thus,

D = D
( .
γ,φ

)
= D1

( .
γ
)
D2(φ). (17)
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For D1
( .
γ
)
, Bridges and Rajagopal’s assumption is used [60]:

D1
( .
γ
)
= η‖A2

1‖, (18)

where η is a constant. For D2(φ), the ideas of Garboczi and Benz [61] who studied the dependence of
cement diffusivity on pore structure are used. During the hydration process, the capillary pore space
is gradually filled by water. The main product of the cement hydration is calcium silicate hydrate
(C-S-H). Figure 1 shows the schematic of the capillary pores ϕ. The hydration products have larger
volumes than the cement reactants, which explains why the cement particles in the viscous suspension
develop strength from the hydration process. Two different phases contribute to the diffusivity, namely,
the capillary pore space and the C-S-H gel phase. After the capillary pores close off, the smaller C-S-H
gel micropores start to dominate the transport. Capillary pore space is filled with water, thus, the
volume fraction of the cement particles is φ = 1−ϕ. The minimum capillary porosity is about 18%
(known as the percolation threshold); therefore, the maximum volume fraction of cement particles is
φm = 1− 0.18 = 0.72.

 

Figure 1. Schematic of capillary pores ϕ, lined with C-S-H [62].

By considering the effects of both the capillary porosity and the C-S-H contribution on cement
diffusivity, the authors proposed a relation between diffusivity and capillary pore space. After adjusting
the volume fraction φ of cement particles with the capillary porosity ϕ, their equation becomes:

D2(φ) = D0
[
K1 + K2(1−φ)2 + K3(φm −φ)2H(φm −φ)

]
, (19)

where D0 is the diffusivity parameter; K1, K2, and K3 are fitting coefficients with suggested values
0.001, 0.07, and 1.8; and H is the Heaviside function H(x) = 1 for x > 0, H(x) = 0 for x ≤ 0.

If we consider a steady-state condition and substitute Equation (15) into (4) with div(φv) = 0, we
have [59]:

div N = 0. (20)

At solid boundaries, no particles can penetrate the walls, which indicates that the particle flux
should be zero at the walls [63]

0 = N|wall. (21)

By integrating Equation (20), considering the boundary condition (21), we notice that for this flow
field, the total flux equals zero everywhere in the flow, that is:

0 = N. (22)

In summary, the following equation is used for the diffusive flux N :

N = −a2φKc∇
( .
γφ

)
− a2φ2 .

γKμ∇
[
ln
(
μ0

(
1− φ

φm

)−β[
1 + αtrA1

2
]m)]

−ηA1
2D0

[
K1 + K2(1−φ)2 + K3(φm −φ)2H(φm −φ)

]2∇φ.
(23)
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Equations (14) and (23) form the basic constitutive relations used in this paper.

4. Flow between Two Plates

To test the models proposed in the previous section, we will solve a simple problem with relevant
industrial application. As most drilling operations are done either in a vertical or a horizontal
arrangement (shown in Figure 2a), we consider a tilted channel, as shown in Figure 2b where θ is
measured from the horizontal direction. The motion is assumed to be steady and fully developed.

y y

 

 
(b) 

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of (a) oil well cementing and (b) cement slurry flow in a tilted channel.

The velocity and the volume fraction fields are assumed to be of the form:{
φ = φ(y)

v = v(y)ex
. (24)
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Using Equation (24), the conservation of mass (Equation (1)) is automatically satisfied. By substituting
Equation (8) into Equation (2), the equations of linear momentum in component form become:

∂
∂x

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣−p + α2

(
dv
dy

)2⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦+ ∂
∂y

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣μ0

(
1− φ
φm

)−β⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣1 + 2α
(

dv
dy

)2⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦m dv
dy

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦+ ρg sinθ = 0 (25a)

∂
∂y

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣−p + (2α1 + α2)

(
dv
dy

)2⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦− ρg cosθ = 0 (25b)

∂p
∂z

= 0 (25c)

Let us define a modified pressure p̂ (see [64])

p̂ = p− (2α1 + α2)

(
dv
dy

)2

. (26)

Then, the Equations (25) are simplified to

− ∂p̂
∂x

+
∂
∂y

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣μ0

(
1− φ
φm

)−β⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣1 + 2α
(

dv
dy

)2⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦m dv
dy

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦+ ρg sinθ = 0 (27a)

− ∂p̂
∂y
− ρg cosθ = 0 (27b)

∂p̂
∂z

= 0 (27c)

Equations in (27) provide the basic equations for the solution of volume fraction, velocity field,
and pressure distribution in the x, y, and z-directions. In this paper, Equation (27a) is used to solve
for the velocity, which is coupled to the volume fraction equation. We specify the pressure gradient
in the x-direction. In a sense, we do not use Equation (27b) to solve for pressure, which will be
affected by the normal stress coefficients. In more complicated flow situations and geometries, all
three components of the momentum equation, along with the convection–diffusion equation, should
be solved simultaneously. To obtain the expanded form of the convection–diffusion equation, we
substitute Equations (12) and (15) into (22):

a2Kc

(
φ2 d

dy

∣∣∣∣ dv
dy

∣∣∣∣+ φ∣∣∣∣ dv
dy

∣∣∣∣ dφdy

)
+ a2φ2Kμ

∂
∂y

{
μ0

(
1− φφm

)−β[
1+2α

(
dv
dy

)]m}
μ0

(
1− φφm

)−β[
1+2α

(
dv
dy

)]m ∣∣∣∣ dv
dy

∣∣∣∣+ 2η

·D0
[
K1 + K2(1−φ)2 + K3(φm −φ)2H(φm −φ)

] dφ
dy

(
dv
dy

)2
= 0.

(28)

Before solving Equations (27a) and (28), we nondimensionalize the equations by introducing the
dimensionless length y and velocity v as:

y =
y
H

; v =
v
V

, (29)

where H is the distance between the two plates and V is a reference velocity. The dimensionless forms
for Equations (27a) and (28) become

∂

∂y

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
(
1− φ
φm

)−β⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣1 + R0

(
dv
dy

)2⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦m dv
dy

⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭ = R1 −R2 sinθ, (30)
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Kc
Kμ

(
φ2 d

dy

∣∣∣∣ dv
dy

∣∣∣∣+ φ∣∣∣∣ dv
dy

∣∣∣∣ dφdy

)
+ mφ2

∣∣∣∣ dv
dy

∣∣∣∣[1 + R0

(
dv
dy

)2
]−1

·2R0
dv
dy

d2v
dy2

+
β
φm
φ2
(
1− φ

φm

)−1 dφ
dy

∣∣∣∣ dv
dy

∣∣∣∣
+
[
R3 + R4(1−φ)2 + R5(φm −φ)2H(φm −φ)

] dφ
dy

(
dv
dy

)2
= 0,

(31)

where the following dimensionless numbers are obtained:

R0 = 2αV2

H2 ; R1 =
∂p̂
∂x

H2

μ0V ; R2 =
ρ f gH2

μ0V ,

R3 =
2ηD0VK1

a2KμH ; R4 =
2ηD0VK2

a2KμH ; R5 =
2ηD0VK3

a2KμH .
(32)

The physical meanings of these dimensionless numbers are: R0 is related to the coefficient of
the shear rate, related to the magnitude of shear-thinning/shear-thickening effect, R1 is a measure of
the importance of the force due to the pressure gradient and the viscous effects, R2 is related to the
gravity, and R3, R4, and R5 are parameters related to the coefficients in the diffusion equation related
to the volume concentration D2(φ). In addition to these six dimensionless numbers, we also have
parameters such as φm, which can be varied independently (see Table 1). Equations (30) and (31) are
to be solved numerically, subject to appropriate physical boundary conditions. We will perform a
limited parametric study to look at the effects of these dimensionless parameters on the flow and
concentration profiles.

Table 1. Values of the dimensionless numbers and other parameters.

Parameters Range of Values

φm 0.45, 0.5, 0.55, 0.6, 0.65

Kc/Kμ 0, 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08

θ 0◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 90◦

m −0.3, −0.1, 0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.7

R0 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10

R1 0, −1.5, −2.5, −3.5

R2 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5

R3 0.01, 0.1, 1

R4 0.01, 0.1, 1

R5 0.01, 0.1, 1

We also notice that we need two boundary conditions for v and one condition for φ. A no-slip
boundary condition for velocity at the two plates is assumed. These are:

v(y = −1) = 0; v(y = 1) = 0. (33)

For the volume fraction, we specify an average quantity φavg given in terms of an integral taken
across the cross section of the flow (see [65]) namely:∫ 1

−1
φdy = φavg. (34)

Note that whenever a second grade fluid or any higher grade fluid models is used, the order of the
differential equations (the linear momentum equation) is raised, and additional boundary conditions
are needed [66,67]; although in this problem, we are not concerned with this issue since we are not
solving Equation (27b).
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5. Numerical Results and Discussion

The dimensionless nonlinear ordinary differential Equations (30) and (31) with the boundary
conditions (33) and (34) are solved using the MATLAB solver bvp4c for boundary value problem.
The step size is set as default value in the solver. The tolerance for the maximum residue is set as 0.001.
The shooting method is applied to implement φavg in the integral form. Table 1 shows the designated
values of dimensionless numbers and parameters used in this case study.

In this section, we do a basic parametric study by varying these dimensionless numbers and
paramters to seetheir effects on the velocity and the concentration profiles.

5.1. Effect of φm

Recall that φm is the maximum volume fraction of the cement particles, which is usually about
0.5–0.6 [40]. Figure 3 shows the effect of φm on the velocity distribution and the volume fraction. Five
values between 0.45 and 0.65 are selected for the parametric study. The velocity shows a parabolic
distribution, and the particles tend to concentrate at the center mainly due to the effects of the first term
in the particle flux Equation (15). As φm increases, the velocity tends to increase, and more particles
tend to concentrate at the center. From Figure 4, we can see that both the velocity and the volume
fraction distributions become more nonuniform for larger values of φm, indicating a higher packing. In
a qualitative way, Phillips et al. and Wu et al. obtained similar results for the velocity profiles (see
Figure 10 in [68]) and the concentration profiles (see Figure 6 in [68]).

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3. Effect of φm on (a) the velocity; and (b) the volume fraction profiles, with β = 1.82,
φavg = 0.4, R0 = 0.1, R1 = −2.5, R2 = 0.1, R3 = 0.01, R4 = 0.07, R5 = 1.8, Kc

Kμ = 0.05, m = 1, θ = 45o.

                    (a)                        (f) 

Figure 4. Cont.
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             (b)                  (g)  

 

                        (c)                  (h) 

                        (d)                  (i) 

                        (e)                  (j) 

Figure 4. Distribution of the velocity for (a) φm = 0.45; (b) φm= 0.50; (c) φm= 0.55; (d) φm= 0.60;
(e) φm= 0.65; and the cement volume concentration for (f) φm= 0.45; (g) φm= 0.50; (h) φm= 0.55;
(i) φm= 0.60; (j) φm= 0.65.
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5.2. Effect of Kc
Kμ

Figure 5 shows the effect of Kc
Kμ . This ratio is an indication of the effect of particles collision to the

spatial variation of the viscosity. As Kc
Kμ increases, the velocity at the centerline increases a bit and the

volume fraction distribution becomes more nonuniform, as shown in Figure 6. When Kc
Kμ is zero, the

distribution of the volume fraction is nearly uniform. Larger values of Kc
Kμ indicate that the particles

migrate towards the centerline. In a qualitative way, Wu et al. [68] obtained similar results for the effect
of Kc

Kμ (see Figures 17 and 18 in [68]).

(a) (b) 

Figure 5. Effect of Kc
Kμ on (a) the velocity; and (b) the volume fraction profiles, with β = 1.82,

φavg = 0.3, R0 = 0.1, R1 = −2.5, R2 = 0.1, R3 = 0.01, R4 = 0.07, R5 = 1.8, φm = 0.65, m = 1, θ = 45o.

(a) (f) 

Figure 6. Cont.
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(b) (g) 

(c) (h) 

(d) (i) 

(e) (j) 

Figure 6. Distribution of the velocity for (a) Kc
Kμ = 0; (b) Kc

Kμ = 0.02; (c) Kc
Kμ = 0.04; (d) Kc

Kμ = 0.06; (e) Kc
Kμ = 0.08;

and the cement volume concentration for (f) Kc
Kμ = 0; (g) Kc

Kμ = 0.02; (h) Kc
Kμ = 0.04; (i) Kc

Kμ = 0.06; (j) Kc
Kμ = 0.08.
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5.3. Effect of θ

Figure 7 shows the effect of the inclination angle θ. For horizontal flow, θ = 0◦, and when the two
plates are in vertical arrangment θ = 90◦. As θ increases, the value of the gravitational force in the
x-direction increases. Larger values for θ result in faster flows and nonuniform velocity and volume
fraction distributions, as shown in Figure 8. In other words, when the plates are inclined at a sharper
angle from the horizontal direction, the particles tend to move faster and have lower concentration at
the plates.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 7. Effect of θ on (a) the velocity; and (b) the volume fraction profiles, with β = 1.82,
φavg = 0.3, R0 = 0.1, R1 = -2.5, R2 = 10, R3 = 0.01, R4 = 0.07, R5 = 1.8, Kc

Kμ = 0.05, φm = 0.65,
m = 1.

(a) (f) 

Figure 8. Cont.
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(b) (g) 

 
(c) (h) 

 
(d) (i) 

(e) (j) 

Figure 8. Distribution of the velocity for (a) θ = 0◦; (b) θ = 30◦; (c) θ = 45◦; (d) θ = 60◦; (e) θ = 90◦; and
the cement volume concentration for (f) θ = 0◦; (g) θ = 30◦; (h) θ = 45◦; (i) θ = 60◦; (j) θ = 90◦.
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5.3.1. Effect of m

When m = 0, the slurry behaves as Newtonian fluid (when the viscosity does not depend
on the volume fraction); when m < 0, the slurry is shear-thinning; and when m > 0, the slurry is
shear-thickening. Cement slurry shows shear-thinning behavior if there are no dispersing agents while
it exhibits shear-thickening behavior with the addition of dispersing acrylic polyelectrolyte [69]. Thus,
we select both positive and negative values of m to study the rheological behavior of cement slurry.
Figure 9 shows the effect of m on the velocity and volume fraction profiles. From the above figure, we
can see that if the fluid changes from a shear-thinning fluid to a shear-thickening one (m changing
from negative to positive), the velocity at the centerline decreases and the distribution of velocity
becomes more linear. Similar trends could be found in Figure 2 in [68]. Larger values of m indicate
more nonuniform distribution of the particles. In a qualitative way, a similar trend is observed by other
researchers (see Figure 3 in [68] and Figure 2a,b in [70]).

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 9. Effect of m on (a) the velocity; and (b) the volume fraction profiles, with β = 1.82,
φavg = 0.3, R0 = 0.1, R1 = −2.5, R2 = 10, R3 = 0.01, R4 = 0.07, R5 = 1.8, Kc

Kμ = 0.05, φm = 0.65, θ = 90◦.

5.4. Effect of R0

Figure 10 shows that as R0 increases, the shear-thickening behavior becomes weaker (m = 1), while
the magnitude of the velocity decreases and more particles tend to concentrate near the centerline and
the distribution of volume fraction becomes more nonuniform, as shown in Figure 11.

(a) (b) 

Figure 10. Effect of R0 on (a) the velocity; and (b) the volume fraction profiles, with β = 1.82, φavg = 0.3,
R1 = −2.5, R2 = 0.1, R3 = 0.01, R4 = 0.07, R5 = 1.8, Kc

Kμ = 0.05, φm = 0.65, m = 1, θ = 45o.
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(a) (e) 

 
(b) (f) 

(c) (g) 

(d) (h) 

Figure 11. Distribution of the velocity for (a) R0 = 0.01; (b) R0 = 0.1; (c) R0 = 1; (d) R0 = 10; and the
cement volume concentration for (e) R0 = 0.01; (f) R0 = 0.1; (g) R0 = 1; (h) R0 = 10.

5.5. Effect of R1

Recall that R1 is related to the effect of pressure gradient in the x-direction. Figure 12 shows that
when R1 becomes more negative, the flow becomes faster and more particles are concentrated at the
center. When R1 = 0, indicating no pressure gradient, a constant volume fraction profile is noticed.
For larger (absolute) values of R1 more nonuniform velocity as well as nonuniform volume fraction
profiles are noticed, shown in Figure 13. Larger values for the pressure gradient indicate smaller values
for the volume fraction at the plate and larger values for the volume fraction at the center. Similar trends
for the effect of pressure gradient can also be found in [70] (Figure 4a,b) and [71] (Figures 2 and 3).
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(a) (b) 

Figure 12. Effect of R1 on (a) the velocity; and (b) the volume fraction profiles, with β = 1.82, φavg = 0.3,
R0 = 0.1, R2 = 0.1, R3 = 0.01, R4 = 0.07, R5 = 1.8, Kc

Kμ = 0.05, φm = 0.65, m = 1, θ = 45◦.

 
(a) (e) 

 
(b) (f) 

 
(c) (g) 

Figure 13. Cont.
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(d) (h) 

Figure 13. Distribution of the velocity for (a) R1 = 0; (b) R1 = −1.5; (c) R1 = −2.5; (d) R1 = −3.5; and the
cement volume concentration for (e) R1 = 0; (f) R1 = −1.5; (g) R1 = −2.5; (h) R1 = −3.5.

5.6. Effect of R2

Recall that R2 is related to the effect of the gravity term (related to the weight of the particles).
As shown in Figure 14, with an increase in R2, the slurry has a higher centerline velocity and more
particles tend to concentrate at the centerline. Both distributions of the velocity and the volume fraction
become more non-uniform when R2 increases. In a qualitative way, Miao and Massoudi [70] show
similar trends for the effect of R2 (see Figure 6a,b in their paper).

(a) (b) 

Figure 14. Effect of R1 on (a) the velocity; and (b) the volume fraction profiles, with β = 1.82, φavg = 0.3,
R0 = 0.1, R1 = −2.5, R3 = 0.01, R4 = 0.07, R5 = 1.8, Kc

Kμ = 0.05, φm = 0.65, m = 1, θ = 45◦.

5.7. Effects of R3, R4, and R5

The three dimensionless numbers, R3, R4, and R5 reflect the dependence of cement diffusivity
on the volume fraction directly, as can be seen from Equation (31). They also influence the velocity
profiles indirectly, as seen from Equation (30). We selected three values 0.01, 0.1, and 1 for R3, R4, and
R5, respectively. From Figure 15, we can see that R3, R4, and R5 have similar effects on the velocity
and the volume fraction profiles. As the values of these parameters are increased, the velocity at the
centerline does not change much and fewer particles tend to concentrate at the center. The volume
fraction distribution becomes more uniform for larger values of R3, R4, and R5.

Finally, we should mention that due to the kinematical assumptions made (see Equation (24)),
many of the coupling effects and the nonlinear effects in the momentum equations have disappeared.
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In three dimensional unsteady flows, we anticipate more interesting results due to these effects, such as
the contributions from the normal stress effects, or additional flux terms, etc.

 
(a) 

 
 
 

 
(b) 

Figure 15. Cont.
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(c) 

Figure 15. (a) Effect of R3 on the velocity and the volume fraction profiles, withβ = 1.82,φavg = 0.3, R0 = 0.1,
R1 = −2.5, R2 = 0.1, R4 = 0.07, R5 = 1.8, Kc

Kμ = 0.05, φm = 0.65, m = 1, θ = 45◦; (b) effect of R4 on the
velocity and volume fraction profile, with β = 1.82, φavg = 0.3, R0 = 0.1, R1 = −2.5, R2 = 0.1, R3 = 0.01,
R5 = 1.8, Kc

Kμ = 0.05, φm = 0.65, m = 1, θ = 45◦; and (c) effect of R5 on the velocity and volume fraction

profile, with β = 1.82, φavg = 0.3, R0 = 0.1, R1 = −2.5, R2 = 0.1, R3 = 0.01, R4 = 0.07, Kc
Kμ = 0.05, φm = 0.65,

m = 1, θ = 45◦.

6. Conclusions

The space between the well casing and the geological formation surrounding the wellbore must
be filled with cement slurry before the cement hardens. Poor understanding of rheological properties
will cause the failure of the zonal isolation and can cause problems related to gas and fluid migration.
Disasters, financial loss, and other serious consequences may occur from unsuccessful cementing
design. Rheological behavior of cement slurry is important in the petroleum industry. In this paper,
we have modeled the cement slurry as a non-Newtonian fluid (a generalized second grade fluid),
where the viscosity depends on the shear rate and the particle concentration. To consider the particle
transport, we use a concentration flux equation, where the coefficients of diffusivity and other fluxes
depend on the shear rate and viscosity. The governing equations and the boundary conditions for flow
between two plates are nondimensionalized and solved numerically. We performed a parametric study
for different dimensionless numbers and the results indicate that the velocity and the volume fraction
profiles are affected by the shear rate dependent viscosity and the parameters in the concentration
flux equation. We also notice that the maximum packing φm, concentration flux parameters Kc

Kμ ,
the angle of inclination θ, pressure and gravity terms affect the velocity and particle distributions
significantly. For example, we can see that the velocity and the volume fraction distributions become
more nonuniform for larger values of φm, which indicates a higher packing. In a qualitative way,
Phillips et al. and Wu et al. obtained similar results for the velocity profiles (see Figure 10 in [68]) and
concentration profiles (see Figure 6 in [68]). We also notice that larger values for the pressure gradient
indicate smaller values for the volume fraction at the plate but bigger values for the volume fraction
at the center. Similar trends for the effect of pressure gradient can also be found in [70] (Figure 4a,b)
and [71] (Figures 2 and 3). For future studies, we will look at unsteady flows. Two-dimensional
and three-dimensional geometries of the oil well annulus will also be studied with more advanced
numerical software. More effects such as yield stress, heat transfer, and cement hydration parameters
will also be considered. We should mention that in general, cement is a multi-component material, and
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methods of multiphase flows and mixture theories, which are more complicated can also be used to
study cement slurry (for details see for example the recent papers by [72,73]).
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Nomenclature

Symbol Explanation
ρ Density
g Acceleration due to gravity
H Characteristic length
V Reference velocity
a Particle radius
θ Inclination angle
t Time
D Diffusion coefficient
D0 Cement diffusivity parameter
D1 Shear-rate-dependent diffusion coefficient
D2 Volume fraction-dependent diffusion coefficient
η Constant in volume fraction-dependent diffusion coefficient
K1, K2K3 Cement diffusivity fitting coefficients
H(.) Heaviside function
Kc, Kμ Empirical coefficients for transport flux
.
γ Local shear rate
φ Volume fraction of particles
ϕ Capillary pore in cement
μ Viscosity
μ0 Coefficient of viscosity
μe f f Effective viscosity
μ∗(φ) Concentration-dependent viscosity
β Experimental (fitting) parameter for viscosity
φm Maximum solid concentration
φavg Average value for the volume fraction
p Pressure
p̂ Modified pressure
α1, α2 Normal stress coefficients
α, m Material parameters
R0, R1, R2, R3, R4, R5 Dimensionless numbers
v Velocity vector
b Body force vector
N Particle transport flux
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Nc Flux contribution due to particles collision
Nμ Flux contribution due to variation in viscosity
Nb Brownian diffusive flux
T Cauchy stress tensor
Ty Yield stress tensor
Tv Viscous stress tensor
I Identity tensor
L Gradient of the velocity vector
An n-th order Rivlin–Ericksen tensor
∇ Gradient symbol
div Divergence operator
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Abstract: Underground coal gasification (UCG) enables utilization of coal reserves, currently not
economically exploitable due to complex geological boundary conditions. Hereby, UCG produces
a high-calorific synthesis gas that can be used for generation of electricity, fuels, and chemical
feedstock. The present study aims to identify economically-competitive, site-specific end-use options
for onshore- and offshore-produced UCG synthesis gas, taking into account the capture and storage
(CCS) and/or utilization (CCU) of produced CO2. Modeling results show that boundary conditions
favoring electricity, methanol, and ammonia production expose low costs for air separation, low
compression power requirements, and appropriate shares of H2/N2. Hereby, a gasification agent
ratio of more than 30% oxygen by volume is not favorable from the economic and CO2 mitigation
viewpoints. Compared to the costs of an offshore platform with its technical equipment, offshore
drilling costs are marginal. Thus, uncertainties related to parameters influenced by drilling costs are
negligible. In summary, techno-economic process modeling results reveal that air-blown gasification
scenarios are the most cost-effective ones, while offshore UCG-CCS/CCU scenarios are up to 1.7 times
more expensive than the related onshore processes. Hereby, all investigated onshore scenarios
except from ammonia production under the assumed worst-case conditions are competitive on the
European market.

Keywords: underground coal gasification (UCG); economics; cost of electricity (COE);
techno-economic model; methanol; ammonia; carbon capture and storage (CCS); carbon capture and
utilization (CCU); electricity generation; process simulation

1. Introduction

Underground coal gasification (UCG) can provide an economic approach to increase worldwide
coal reserves by utilization of coal deposits that are currently not mineable by conventional methods.
Hereby, the target coal seam is converted into a synthesis gas within a controlled, sub-stoichiometric
gasification process [1–5]. After processing, UCG synthesis gas is applicable for different end-uses as,
e.g., provision of chemical raw materials, liquid fuels, hydrogen, fertilizers, or electricity (cf. Figure 1).
The early idea of UCG and its evolution has a long history that was picked up especially at times of
hydrocarbon scarcity. Since the 1930s, more than 50 pilot-scale UCG operations have been carried
out worldwide, e.g., in the former Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR), Europe, the U.S.,
South Africa, Australia, and China. Predominantly, these tests have been undertaken at shallow
depths, e.g., at Angren (110 m) in Uzbekistan, Chinchilla (140 m) in Australia, and Hanna (80 m)
and Hoe Creek (30–40 m) in the U.S [1–4,6]. One recent pilot-scale UCG installation in Poland was
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constructed in 2010 at about a 400 m depth in order to gasify 1,300 metric tons of coal at an average
rate of 600 kg/h [7–10].

Figure 1. Supply chains for different underground coal gasification end-use options analyzed in
the present study (electricity generation, hydrogen production, and its utilization for methanol and
ammonia synthesis), modified from Kinaev et al. [11].

The in-situ UCG trial at the Wieczorek mine (cf. Figure 2) was part of the Polish research
project “Elaboration of coal gasification technologies for a high efficiency production of fuels and
electricity” [12]. The results of the pilot-scale research at the Wieczorek mine serve as the basis for the
development of prospective commercial-scale UCG operations in the Upper Silesian Basin.

Figure 2. Location of the selected study area (Wiezcorek coal mine) in Poland. Modified from the
European Association for Coal and Lignite (EURACOAL) [13].
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In view of the underlying techno-economic study, the wide data basis available from the
Polish UCG pilot test, as well as representative coal samples offer a solid basis to parametrize the
techno-economic process and life cycle assessment models [14,15]. Hence, the present study aims at
a transparent documentation of the techno-economic analysis to identify economically-competitive
site-specific UCG synthesis gas based end-utilization options. In order to handle carbon emissions
resulting from the combustion of coal, the UCG process is linked to the capture and subsequent storage
of CO2 (CCS) in saline aquifers and/or its utilization (CCU) as a raw material for fuel production.
Taking into account the comprehensive domestic coal resources, the EU environmental guidelines
claiming a reduction of import dependency, a reduction of CO2 emissions, and an increase in energy
efficiency [16], integrated UCG-CCS/CCU processes may offer approaches to meet all of these criteria
for Poland.

The tool applied for economic assessment is the techno-economic model developed by
Nakaten et al. [5]. This model is applicable to calculate the costs of using UCG synthesis gas for
electricity generation in a combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT) power plant coupled with CCS,
taking into account site-specific geological, chemical, technical, and market-dependent boundary
conditions. It consists of six sub-models (cf. Figure 3) and is controlled by more than 130 model input
parameters, adaptable to site-specific boundary conditions for any study area. For the present study,
the techno-economic model was extended to include UCG-based methanol and ammonia production
(cf. Figure 3), as well as a corresponding offshore UCG setup (cf. Section 2.2.2).

Figure 3. Techno-economic model for cost determination of integrated underground coal gasification
(UCG), carbon capture and storage (CCS)/carbon capture, and utilization (CCU) scenarios based on
Nakaten et al. [5] and extended to fulfill the requirements of the present study.

Innovations provided within the present study are:

• The implementation of a mass and energy balance assessment related to air separation (ASU), CO2

compression, CO2 and gasification agent injection, UCG synthesis gas production, and methanol
and ammonia synthesis (cf. Figure 3, blue bordered boxes) to identify process steps requiring
energy-saving measures, and

• the assessment of individual synthesis gas composition components and the related applied
gasification agent, impacting overall levelized onshore and offshore costs.

Results obtained from quantification of cost bandwidths by single model parameter variation and
comparing offshore to onshore levelized costs for selected UCG-CCS/CCU scenarios show that offshore
UCG-based methanol and ammonia production are up to 1.7 times more expensive than the related
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onshore processes. Nevertheless, considering the average market prices in 2018, offshore methanol
production is yet competitive on the European market, whereby the offshore ammonia production
scenario costs exceed the current ammonia market price by 34%. With regard to the onshore scenarios,
all investigated UCG-CCS/CCU processes except for ammonia production at the assumed worst-case
conditions are economically competitive. Furthermore, techno-economic modeling results revealed
that compared to the offshore platform with its technical equipment, offshore drilling costs have a
minor impact of up to 3% on total levelized costs, only. Hence, uncertainties related to parameters
influenced by drilling costs are negligible. Besides, results point out approaches for a cost-effective
commercial-scale UCG-CCS/CCU implementation. The most important aspect required to maintain
low production costs is a precise management of the gasification agent composition, whereby an
oxygen ratio of a maximum of 30% by volume is suggested to maintain low ASU costs. Besides,
methanol and ammonia production also significantly benefit from high H2/N2 and low CO2 amounts.
In the present study, the synthesis gas composition with the lowest CO2 share sums up to 6.43%
(reference scenario). Here, 26% CO2 are sufficient to supply methanol synthesis at a yield of about
490 kt/year, determined constantly as output for all investigated methanol production scenarios.

2. Materials and Methods

Within the underlying section, basic model assumptions, the calculation methods applied, and
intermediate calculation results, fundamental for the involved onshore and offshore UCG-CCS/CCU
scenarios, are discussed.

2.1. Dimensioning of Assessed UCG-Based Production Chains

Selected onshore UCG synthesis gas end-use options in line with the present study are electricity
generation, as well as methanol and ammonia production. Hereby, the dimensions of involved
facilities were adapted to representative commercial-scale plant capacities. For electricity generation,
an installed plant capacity of 100 MW net generation was chosen. Gross generation amounts were up
to 286 MW, ensuring energy supply for air separation, gas processing, and compression. Following the
model setup presented by Perez et al. [17], methanol production amounts were up to about 490 kt per
year. The amount of produced ammonia was determined as 314 kt per year, representing an average
Polish ammonia plant capacity [18]. Hereby, the product outputs listed above were maintained
constant for all investigated scenarios to allow for their comparability.

2.2. Applied UCG Technologies and Well Design

2.2.1. Onshore UCG Technology Implementation

For the target coal seam utilization, we considered the Controlled Retraction Injection Point
(CRIP) technology [1–3]. Key data related to geological boundary conditions (cf. Table 1) and coal
seam extraction (cf. Table 2) were adapted from the coupled thermo-mechanical 3D UCG model setup
introduced by Otto et al. [19], as well as data elaborated by Otto et al. [20,21].

Table 1. Geological data of the target coal seam, adapted from Otto et al. [19].

Model Input Parameters Value

Average coal seam thickness (m) 11.0
Average coal calorific value (MJ/kg) 29.0
Average dip angle of the coal seam (◦) 8.6
Average coal seam depth (m) 475.0
Average coal density (t/m3) 1.281

The suggested optimized vertical well layout for injection and production, as well as the network
of lined deviated injection boreholes, drilled horizontally into the coal seam, are presented in Figure 4.
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To achieve an individual control of the UCG process by managing gasification agent injection rates
and liner retraction, each gasification channel is operated by a separate liner, introduced by a separate
injection well.

Aiming at an energy-efficient injection process, we iteratively determined inner liner well
diameters, using thermodynamic process simulations integrated into the techno-economic model [22]
to maintain effective flow velocities and related pressure losses. For thermodynamic modeling,
we applied the DWSIM software package [22] with the ChemSepdatabase [23], whereby interfaces
between techno-economic and thermodynamic models were established via a DWSIM control module
(cf. Figure 5).

Allowing for pressure losses of a max. of 2 bar, inner-well diameters for injection and production
wells were aligned according to a gasification agent mass flow of up to 13.7 kg/s per injection
well, a synthesis gas mass flow of up to 18.5 kg/s per production well, and a CO2 mass flow of
up to 28.3 kg/s per CO2 injection well. Adhering to the chosen inner-well diameters of 7 inches
for gasification agent injection, 9 inches for all production, and CO2 injection wells, as well as
significantly differing mass flow rates in the three model setups (cf. Table 2), the number of required
simultaneously-operated injection and production wells varied significantly (cf. Table 2). However,
we neglected to develop separate well layouts that would hardly differ from an economical point of
view. Hereby, smaller inner-liner diameters allowed for higher achievable build-up rates, and thus
less drilling meters. Further simulation constraints that influence the density and viscosity of the
gas mixtures, and thus pressure losses in wells, were determined by the hydraulic and thermal well
profiles, as well as temperature and pressure conditions at the well heads or at the production well
bottomhole. The hydraulic well profile comprises information on the well casing material, length
and diameter.

Based on the inner liner diameters of the injection wells, the achievable build-up rates of the
deviated drillings were determined as 6◦ per 30.48 m (100 ft) according to Godbolt [24]. Referring to
thermomechanical modeling results on channel stability in the absence of subseismic faults, a pillar
width of 60 m (cf. Figure 4) is sufficient to avoid inter-channel hydraulic short circuits [19].
The achievable gasification channel width in the Wieczorek target coal seam amounts to 20 m
(cf. Table 2) according to Otto et al. [19]. In order to ensure the required synthesis gas feed in
the reference scenario for an overall operational lifetime of 20 years, the operation of 1.2 UCG
panels (15 gasification channels) is required for electricity generation. For methanol and ammonia
production, up to four UCG panels are required (cf. Table 2) to ensure energy supply for a 20-year
operational lifetime.

Table 2. UCG design for a 2 km × 1 km-sized target area adapted from Otto et al. [19] and adjusted to
the electricity, methanol, and ammonia production scenarios.

Key Data Electricity Methanol Ammonia Reference

UCG panel width (km) 1.9 1.9 1.9 [19–21]
UCG panel length (km) 1.0 1.0 1.0 [19–21]
UCG panel coal resources (Mt) 7.3 7.3 7.3 Calculated
Channel width-to-height ratio (-) 1.8 1.8 1.8 [19–21]
Number of simultaneously-operated production wells (-) 4.0 13.0 8.0 Calculated
Number of injection wells per UCG panel (-) 13.0 13.0 13.0 Calculated
Number of simultaneously-operated injection wells (-) 4.0 13.0 8.0 Calculated
Gasification channel width (m) 20.0 20.0 20.0 [19–21]
Distance between gasification channels (m) 60.0 60.0 60.0 [19–21]
Total coal consumption (Mt) 8.5 26.5 16.4 Calculated
Total required gasification agent mass (Mt) 34.3 110.0 68.8 Calculated
UCG panels required (-) 1.2 3.6 2.2 Calculated
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Figure 4. Computer-aided design model visualizing (a) 3D perspective and (b) plan views of the
conceptual technical onshore well design for one underground coal gasification panel with 13 reactor
channels and 260 production wells.

Figure 5. Integration of the techno-economic model with thermodynamic process simulations by
means of the DWSIM process simulator [22], considering air compression, oxidizer compression and
injection, synthesis gas production, as well as CO2 compression and injection.

Production wells are drilled vertically from the surface and spaced at a distance of 100 m along the
horizontal extension of each gasification channel (cf. Figure 4). This distance is considered appropriate
to avoid consumption of high-value product gas components (synthesis gas cannibalism) along the
gasification channels [1,4,25]. In line with the extraction of a complete UCG panel at a width of
2 km, 260 production wells are required. Taking into account the number of simultaneously-operated
gasification channels (cf. Table 2), the total coal consumption, as well as geometrical gasification channel
data (cf. Tables 1 and 2), an average daily horizontal gasification front progress of up to one meter can
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be achieved [19,26]. The overall coal yield using the chosen UCG well layout was about 25%. Drilling
costs (cf. Table 3) were calculated based on the total number of required injection and production
wells, as well as the target coal seam dimensions (cf. Tables 1 and 2). Within the UCG sub-model
(cf. Figure 3), all cost positions associated with gasification agent production, its compression and
injection (Section 2.3), synthesis gas processing (Section 2.4), drilling, land acquisition, piping,
measuring, control equipment costs, as well as land concession fees and permissions were combined.
Table 4 lists all synthesis gas production costs for electricity, methanol, and ammonia production.

Table 3. Calculated drilling meters and resulting costs for injection and production wells for the
onshore electricity, methanol, and ammonia production scenarios.

Cost Position Electricity Methanol Ammonia Reference

Vertical drilling length (km) 188.50 590.80 364.50 CAD model
Deviated drilling length (km) 0.60 1.90 1.20 CAD model
Horizontal drilling length (km) 30.30 95.10 58.70 CAD model

Costs vertical drilling meter (e/m) 80.00 80.00 80.00 [12,14,27,28]
Costs deviated drilling meter (e/m) 480.00 480.00 480.00 [12,14,27,28]
Costs horizontal drilling meter (e/m) 230.00 230.00 230.00 [12,14,27,28]

Cumulative costs vertical drilling (Me) 15.08 47.26 29.16 Calculated
Cumulative costs deviated drilling (Me) 0.30 0.93 0.57 Calculated
Cumulative costs horizontal drilling (Me) 6.98 21.87 13.49 Calculated

Total drilling costs (Me) 22.36 70.06 43.22 Calculated

Table 4. Total onshore UCG costs for a 20-year operation of onshore electricity, methanol, and ammonia
production scenarios.

Cost Position Electricity Methanol Ammonia Reference

Fees for area, permission, exploration (Me) 1.96 2.48 2.22 [12,14,27,28]
Total drilling costs (Me) 22.36 70.05 43.22 Calculated
Land acquisition costs (Me) 59.29 118.58 88.93 [12,14,27,28]
Piping, measuring, control equipment costs (Me) 14.20 60.71 28.52 [29]
Gasification agent production/injection costs (Me) 350.55 725.55 514.94 [30]
Synthesis gas processing costs (Me) 279.96 261.33 248.30 [29]
Pressure swing adsorption (PSA) costs (Me) - 374.20 234.38 [31]
Staff salaries (Me) 104.37 129.44 81.08 [29]

Total costs (Me) 832.69 1742.34 1241.59 Calculated

2.2.2. Offshore UCG Technology Implementation

We applied a modified version of the model developed by Nakaten et al. [5] to assess
the costs of two offshore UCG-CCS/CCU production chains aiming at methanol and ammonia
generation. For comparability, the generic offshore model parametrization was equal to that of the
previously-discussed onshore model. Revised model assumptions were primarily varying due to the
adapted UCG well design and increased costs accounted for the offshore infrastructure. Furthermore,
we did not consider a power generation scenario for the offshore UCG-CCS/CCU economic assessment
in favor of methanol and ammonia production. Electricity production exceeding the offshore UCG
platform’s own demand was of limited applicability, since installation of costly offshore transport
networks would be required. This is not considered to be as economic as, e.g., the transport of
methanol or ammonia by ships. While varying methanol and/or ammonia production capacities do
not significantly impact the overall production costs, electricity generation economics strongly depend
on a continuous power supply to an electricity network [32,33].

Figure 6 shows the suggested radial development design for offshore coal seam extraction,
taking into account the parallel controlled retracting injection point (P-CRIP) UCG approach [34–37].
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To maximize the coal extraction in one offshore panel using 25 gasification channels, injection and
production wells were drilled in-seam next to each other [37]. Applying this well layout, a maximum
coal yield of 46% can be achieved. Hereto, we implemented alternating “long” (about 1000 m) and
“short” (650 m) gasification channel systems to optimize the coal yield (cf. Figure 6), considering a
safety distance (pillar width) of at least 100 m between the single gasification channels. We validated
the chosen safety distance in view of potential hydraulic short circuit formation between single UCG
reactors and seabed level subsidence by numerical geomechanical simulations [37].

Figure 6. Computer-aided design model visualizing the proposed parallel controlled retracting injection
point underground coal gasification offshore well design with twelve “long” and 13 “short” channel
systems. Figure copyright [36] (modified), licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 4.0.

For the reference scenario, we assumed a maximum gasification channel width of 200 m,
decreasing to 45 m (“long” channel system) and about 20 m (“short” channel systems) at the narrow
parts close to the circle center. We further implemented different scenarios with maximum gasification
channel widths from 50–200 m and quantified the resulting cost bandwidth (cf. Section 3.4.3) to
consider economic uncertainties resulting from the assumed maximum achievable gasification channel
width. The proposed well design allowed for the extraction of about 34 Mt coal per panel. Thus,
taking into account an average daily coal consumption rate of 3.6 kt for methanol and 2.2 kt for
ammonia production in the reference scenario, one coal panel was sufficient to ensure the operation for
20 years. Data on the geological boundary conditions of the offshore UCG design are listed in Table 5.

Table 5. Boundary conditions for the radial offshore UCG well design in the reference scenario [37].

Model Input Parameters Value

Average coal seam thickness (m) 11.0
UCG panel radius (km) 1.3
Overall UCG panel extension (km2) 5.3
Extractable coal resources per UCG panel (Mt) 33.8
Pillar width (m) 100.0

Due to the lack of data, offshore drilling costs were determined based on the previously-introduced
onshore drilling costs (cf. Table 3). Since offshore drilling (cf. Table 6) is significantly more expensive
than onshore drilling, we conservatively assumed five times higher drilling costs in the offshore
reference scenario (cf. Table 7). Uncertainties related to offshore drilling costs were further assessed
and quantified in the scope of the sensitivity analysis. Total UCG costs for offshore methanol production
summed up to 2.9 Ge and to 2.4 Ge for offshore ammonia production.
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Table 6. Drilling meters in the offshore methanol and ammonia production scenarios.

Drilling Meters (m) Methanol Ammonia

Deviated 15,521 9,130
Horizontal 34,006 19,989
Vertical 6,180 3,635

Total drilling meters (m) 55,707 32,754

Table 7. Drilling costs in the offshore methanol and ammonia production scenarios.

Cost Position Methanol Ammonia

Cumulated costs for deviated drilling meters (Me) 37.3 21.9
Cumulated costs for horizontal drilling meters (Me) 39.1 23.0
Cumulated costs for vertical drilling meters (Me) 2.5 1.5

Total drilling costs (Me) 78.9 46.4

2.3. Costs for UCG Offshore Platform

According to Boeing [38], we considered CAPEX of about 620 Me for the construction of an
offshore platform (corrected for inflation) and further 620 Me for technical services and material costs
for 20 years of operation. As for the onshore scenarios, transportation was not considered in the UCG
offshore cost determination.

2.4. Gasification Agent Compression and Injection

For comparability, process dimensions of the offshore and onshore models were equalized,
thus parametrization related to gasification agent production, compression, and injection, as well as
the related intermediate results were comparable. To provide a gasification agent mixture consisting of
30% O2 and 70% N2 by volume, a cryogenic air separation unit (ASU) was considered. Air compression
in the ASU process was implemented within three stages, whereby modeling results on the total
power requirement, obtained from thermodynamic process simulations using the DWSIM software
package [22], summed up to about 16 MW for onshore electricity generation. Air compression
power demand of methanol production amounted to 51 MW and 32 MW for ammonia production.
Gasification agent compression before its injection was achieved within five stages, resulting in a total
compression power requirement of 28 MW (electricity), 88 MW (methanol), and 55 MW (ammonia),
respectively. Total CAPEX and OPEX for the ASU process, as well cost positions related to gasification
agent compression and injection in the onshore and offshore reference scenarios are listed in Table 8.

Electricity costs were neglected, since the power requirement for all process stages is
autonomously provided by the integrated CCGT power plant (onshore) or a gas turbine at the
offshore platform.
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Table 8. Air separation costs in the onshore/offshore reference scenarios with an air feed demand of
70 kg/s for onshore electricity production, as well as 222 and 139 kg/s for onshore/offshore methanol
and ammonia production for 20 years of operation, modeled with IECM [30].

CAPEX Electricity MeOH NH3

Process facilities capital (Me) 64.2 101.5 77.8
General facilities capital (Me) 9.6 15.2 11.7
Staff costs (Me) 6.4 10.2 7.8
Project and process contingency costs (Me) 12.8 20.3 15.6
Interest charges (Me) 5.0 7.9 6.1
Royalty fees (Me) 0.3 0.5 0.4
Pre-production (start-up) costs (Me) 2.3 3.6 2.8
Inventory (working) capital (Me) 0.5 0.7 0.6

Total ASU CAPEX (Me) 101.1 159.9 122.8

OPEX (variable and fixed costs) Electricity MeOH NH3

Variable costs (Me) 52.6 168.6 105.6
Operating labor (Me) 31.0 49.1 37.6
Maintenance labor (Me) 14.9 23.5 18.1
Maintenance material (Me) 22.3 35.3 27.1
Admin and support labor (Me) 15.9 25.2 19.3

Total ASU OPEX (Me) 136.7 301.7 207.7

Total ASU CAPEX and OPEX (Me) 237.8 461.6 330.5

2.5. Synthesis Gas Processing

For the techno-economic modeling of the selected UCG end-product utilization options,
we considered a synthesis gas composition of 15.90% H2, 1.20% CH4, 6.43% CO2, 17.54% CO, and
58.93% N2 including 0.30% of minor constituents such as C2H2 and H2S (all data given in % by
volume). This composition was achieved during the first stage of a five-stage in-situ UCG gasification
test at the Wieczorek mine [8], in which different gasification agent compositions at each gasification
stage were analyzed. The oxygen fraction in the gasification agent applied in the present study
amounted to 25% by volume. The average synthesis gas calorific value achieved during this stage was
4.4 MJ/sm3. After its transportation to the surface via production wells, the synthesis gas was cooled,
scrubbed to remove trace elements, and excess water was separated. Subsequently, the synthesis gas
was processed in a gas cleaning section, whereby CO was converted into CO2 in a CO-shift reactor.
Thereafter, sulfur components and CO2 were removed during a physical absorption process. In line
with methanol and ammonia production, CO2 and H2 were separated from the synthesis gas by means
of physical adsorption (PSA) [39–41], considering a subsequent tail gas disposition block for separation
of sulfur-containing compounds.

CAPEX and OPEX for synthesis gas processing (cf. Table 9) using the Selexol process were
determined by the Integrated Environmental Control Model (IECM)

modeling tool [30] and scaled linearly to the dimensions of the underlying operational UCG setup
by three scaling factors (net output, operating hours, gas flow rate). For electricity generation, synthesis
gas processing CAPEX summed up to 132 Me and variable and fixed costs to 7 Me/year. Synthesis
gas processing costs for methanol and ammonia production with tail gas cleaning (Beavon–Stretford)
summed up to CAPEX of 115.5 Me and 102.5 Me, respectively; as well as OPEX of up to 6.9 Me/year
for each of both. Costs for the PSA process (cf. Table 4) were calculated according to Barranon [31],
taking into account an interest rate of 10%, as well as an operational lifetime of 20 years. For improved
cost comparability, generic model assumptions of the offshore and onshore models were equalized.
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Table 9. Synthesis gas processing costs for a synthesis gas mass flow of 2.3 Mt/year in the electricity
production scenario with 20 years of operation, modeled with IECM [30].

CAPEX Value

Selexol sulfur removal unit (Me) 46.2
Process facilities capital (Me) 49.4
General facilities capital (Me) 7.4
Staff fees (Me) 4.9
Project and process contingency cost (Me) 10.8
Interest charges (Me) 8.1
Royalty fees (Me) 0.3
Pre-production (start-up) costs (Me) 4.2
Inventory (working) capital (Me) 0.7

Total CAPEX (Me) 132.0

OPEX (variable and fixed costs) Value

Selexol solvent (Me) 2.3
Sulfur by-product (Me) 7.5
Operating labor (Me) 81.3
Maintenance labor (Me) 11.6
Maintenance material (Me) 17.4
Administrative and support labor (Me) 27.9

Total OPEX (Me) 148.0

Total CAPEX and OPEX (Me) 280.0

2.6. CO2 Capture and Storage and Utilization

Three existing technologies can be employed to capture CO2 from fossil-fueled power plants:
post-combustion, pre-combustion, and oxy-fuel combustion capture [40,42,43]. In the present study,
we chose a typical physical absorption pre-combustion process by means of a Selexol solvent, suitable
for high CO2 capture ratios (95% considered in our calculations) and common for IGCC power
plants [44]. Hereby, the Selexol procedure requires less equipment for dehydration, solvent recovery,
and CO2 compression compared to the Rectisol process [41]. Nevertheless, purification of hydrogen
and carbon dioxide, crucial for methanol and ammonia syntheses, requires the application of the
pressure swing adsorption (PSA) method with a subsequent tail gas disposition block. The PSA
procedure is based on a physical binding of gas molecules to adsorbent material. Most of the modern
plants used multi-bed PSA to remove water, ethane, and CO for the recovery of high-purity hydrogen
(99.99%). Carbon dioxide is also separated during this process with a capture ratio of 90% [45,46].

In view of CO2 storage, one approach discussed by Burton et al. [47] and Kempka et al. [25] was
to reinject captured CO2 into the abandoned UCG reactors. However, we assumed the availability of
a geological storage reservoir with sufficient capacity to completely trap the captured CO2 of up to
42 Mt during a 20-year operational lifetime. In the present study, this storage reservoir was assumed to
be close to the UCG site at a depth of about 800 m, considered as minimum depth to ensure economic
storage [47].

2.6.1. Onshore CCS/CCU Costs

Selexol capture costs referring to UCG-based electricity production were determined according
to data on energy consumption (0.108 kWh/kg CO2 [41]), chemical process simulation results on
power demand for CO2 compression, as well as Selexol CAPEX (0.67 e/kW) and OPEX (0.10 e/kW)
adapted from Mohammed et al. [41]. Scaled to the dimensions of the underlying operational setup (net
power generation 100 MWel) with emissions of about 0.6 t CO2/MWh, the total energy demand
for CCS summed up to 22 MW. Due to the assumed short distance between the UCG site and
CO2 storage reservoir, intermediate CO2 compression was not considered. As levelized costs for
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transportation (0.002 e/t CO2) have no relevant impact on total levelized CCS costs, they were
neglected in this study. Taking into account one well for CO2 injection, CAPEX for injection amounted
to 1.57 Me and OPEX to 0.31 Me/year, summing up to total levelized CO2 injection and storage costs
of 0.48 e/t CO2. The estimated discounted monitoring costs for a 40-year period (20 years operational
lifetime and additional 20 years for post-closure monitoring) were taken from the "Characterization
of European CO2 storage" (SiteChar) project report [48] and amounted to 28 Me (0.79 e/t CO2).
Cumulative levelized CCS costs (cf. Table 10), considering the underlying boundary conditions
applied for the electricity generation setup, amounted to about 15 e/t CO2.

Table 10. Levelized costs for the reference scenario (electricity generation setup) in terms of onshore
Selexol capture, injection, storage, and monitoring considering an emission rate of 2.2 t CO2/t coal.

Selexol Capture Cost Value

Energy costs (e/MWh) 3.97
Selexol CAPEX (e//MWh) 6.71
Selexol OPEX (e//MWh) 1.00

CO2 Storage Costs Value

Injection and storage costs (e//MWh) 1.06
Monitoring costs (e//MWh) 1.91

Total levelized CCS costs (e//MWh) 14.65

Methanol output of about 490 kt methanol per year was accompanied by a total CO2 production of
almost 88 kg CO2/s resulting from UCG, power generation, in addition to a CO2 mass flow of 0.58 kg/s
purged during methanol synthesis. Deducting the amount of 22.4 kg/s CO2 required for methanol
synthesis resulted in an excess CO2 stream of 65 kg/s, whereby 26% of CO2 produced throughout the
entire UCG-MeOH production chain was utilized. Consequently, carbon capture and its subsequent
utilization offer a new economy for CO2, since captured CO2 does not have to be considered as a waste
product, only, but is required as a raw material for other processes [17]. In the present study, costs for
pre-combustion CO2 capture and utilization (CCU) that arise in line with methanol synthesis were
not charged separately. Thus, CO2 capture costs considering the PSA process were associated with
hydrogen production CAPEX and OPEX (cf. Section 3.2.1, Table 15), since carbon dioxide was purified
from the synthesis gas as by-product of hydrogen. Costs for capturing CO2 that result from internal
power supply, its compression before entering the methanol recycle loop, as well as costs for excess
CO2 pre-injection compression, injection, and storage were part of the methanol synthesis process
and thus charged directly with levelized costs (9% on overall levelized costs). The power requirement
to compress the excess CO2 (65 kg/s) before storage amounted to about 23 MW.

As for methanol synthesis, PSA CO2 capture costs in line with ammonia production were not
charged separately, but associated with hydrogen costs (cf. Section 3.3). The power required to
compress the CO2 mass flow (55 kg/s) before storage was determined by chemical process simulations
and amounts to about 19 MW. As for the electricity generation model setup, CO2 transportation costs
were neglected in this study. Taking into account the boundary conditions for the ammonia model
setup, costs for CO2 capture resulting from internal power supply, CO2 pre-injection compression,
as well as injection, storage, and monitoring summed up to about 18 e/t ammonia.

2.6.2. Offshore CCS/CCU Costs

Since offshore electricity generation was not considered in the present study, offshore CCS costs
arise from offshore methanol and ammonia production, only. Hereby, similar assumptions referring to
monitoring were taken into account to maintain comparability with the onshore models. Thus, related
cost positions were identical in the onshore and offshore scenarios. Furthermore, we used identical
assumptions for the CO2 storage reservoir in all models. However, assuming five times higher injection
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well drilling costs than in the onshore scenario, total annualized capital, and operational costs for
injection and monitoring were about 100 ke higher for all offshore model setups.

2.7. Methanol Production Energy Balance

In line with the assessment related to the economic competitiveness of UCG-based methanol
on the European market, mass and energy flows, as well as the amount of CO2 that is not emitted,
we considered a commercial-scale methanol production scenario based on UCG synthesis gas at an
average scale of already operating MeOH synthesis plants in Europe. For the present study, we chose
to investigate methanol production due to its importance as fuel that is blendable with gasoline,
transformable, and blendable with diesel, and applicable in fuel cells. Hereby, existing gasoline
distribution and storage infrastructure like pipelines, road tankers, and filling stations would require
little modification to operate with methanol. Besides, methanol can function as storage for hydrogen
or as a feedstock to synthesize olefins [17,49–51].

Usually, methanol is produced by means of the Fischer–Tropsch process, where CO and 2H2 react
to form CH3OH [17]. In the present study, we followed methanol production by direct hydrogenation
of CO2 with H2, since CO contained in the UCG synthesis gas was considered to support the internal
power supply. Hereby, direct CO2 hydrogenation with H2 is governed by two reactions taking place
in the reactor. While Reaction (1) was the one that produced MeOH, CO formed in Reaction (2) was
recycled together with unreacted H2 to increase the output, once MeOH and H2O were separated.

CO2 + 3H2 ⇀↽ CH3OH + H2O (1)

CO2 + H2 ⇀↽ CO + H2O (2)

Thermodynamic process simulations to analyze mass and energy flows were implemented using
the DWSIM software tool [22], whereby applied boundary conditions and subsequent model validation
followed the reference process according to [17,52]. In summary, methanol synthesis consisted of
the following process steps. After CO2 pressure was increased from 1 bar up to 23.2 bar, H2 (30 bar,
25 ◦C) and CO2 (23.2 bar, 28 ◦C) feeds were mixed, compressed to 76.4 bar and heated by a heat
exchanger to 210 ◦C before the reactor inlet. Hereby, the reactor was modeled as an adiabatic Gibbs
reactor. The high temperature was crucial, even though the methanol yield had an inverse dependence
on temperature and a positive dependence on pressure. However, the catalyst efficiency was more
intense at higher temperatures [49]. At the reactor outlet, before methanol and water were separated
in a component separator, stream temperature was cooled down from 294 ◦C to 35 ◦C in a heat
exchanger. About 99% of unreacted H2, CO2, and CO was recycled, whereby 1% is purged to avoid
accumulation of inert gases [17]. In the present study, total electricity consumption for the synthesis of
489 kt MeOH/year resulted from the power demand for CO2/H2 compression (34.4 MW), as well as
methanol and water separation (1.4 MW). Additional heat exchanged among the streams amounted to
71.2 MW, compared to 81 MW according to Perez et al. [17]. This heat can be further used to generate
electricity; however, in order not to exceed the focus of this study, we did not consider conversion of
surplus heat into electricity in our simulations. Compared to identical model boundary conditions
applied by Perez et al. [17], compression power demand in the present study was about twice as high.
This significant difference was related to the energy efficient process setup applied by Perez et al. [17],
using electricity generated by ad hoc steam turbine systems, as well as four expanders that take
advantage of the calorific value of the purge gases. In this way, electricity demand can be reduced by
46% [17]. Consequently, considering the utilization of the heat produced, power demand in the present
study offered opportunities to be significantly optimized. Discrepancy in the methanol production
rate of our model implementation compared to Perez et al. [17] amounted to 1.6%. This was likely
attributable to the application of different reactor types (Gibbs reactor versus plug flow reactor) in both
studies. Besides, we did not apply any catalysts, whereby Perez et al. [17] used a productive copper
catalyst (Cu/ZnO/Al2O3).
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Combining thermodynamic process simulations to quantify the energy balance of methanol
synthesis with the techno-economic process model, gross power generation for the entire UCG-MeOH
production chain including air and gasification agent compression, CO2 capture after electricity
generation, as well as methanol synthesis summed up to 609 MW. Hereby, the gross generation and
thus the overall model setup was adjusted iteratively to provide the required H2 amount of at least
3.05 kg/s in the synthesis gas mass flow, so that the envisaged methanol output of 15.5 kg MeOH/s
was achieved. The electric power output not required for methanol production summed up to about
128 MWel and can be fed into the local power grid. As a result of H2 consumption for methanol
production, the excess synthesis gas CV was decreased by about 28%.

2.8. Ammonia Production Energy Balance

Ammonia is a key ingredient for fertilizer production, whereby the widespread use of ammonia
in agriculture was initiated by the “green revolution”, which also involved development of high-yield
crops and advances in pesticides. Thus, ammonia synthesis optimization is a topic of high interest in
the industry, as the market continues to expand and demand increases [53]. Ammonia is produced
from hydrogen and nitrogen at operating pressures above 100 bar (Haber–Bosch process), necessary to
achieve a high reaction rate [53]. Reduction of expenses for the required compression power can be
achieved by the implementation of compressors driven by steam turbines that take advantage of steam
produced elsewhere in the process, as applied in the methanol model. According to the approach of
Villesca et al. [53], compression power reduction during ammonia synthesis was achieved by increasing
reactor efficiency through the use of an innovative high activity ruthenium-based synthesis catalyst
being twenty times more active than conventional iron catalysts, so that lower synthesis pressures and
temperatures can be applied.

For the assessment of costs, mass, and energy flows in view of ammonia production, we chose an
average scale of existing ammonia plants in Poland with a production rate of about 314 kt/year [53].
The DWSIM ammonia synthesis model was parametrized according to the optimized process setup
by Villesca et al. [53] and scaled to the envisaged output. Hereby, hydrogen and nitrogen derived
from the UCG synthesis gas along with small fractions of methane and argon were compressed from
20 bar up to 100 bar and fed to the ammonia process at a molar ratio of 3:1. Mixed with yet not reacted
components entrained in a recycling process, nitrogen and hydrogen entered the synthesis reactor
at a pressure of 100 bar and at the temperature of 11 ◦C. The reactor was modeled as an adiabatic
Gibbs reactor, governed by the exothermic equilibrium Reaction (3). The stream (vapor phase) left the
reactor at a temperature of 375 ◦C and was cooled down to −30 ◦C before the end-product ammonia
was separated. Unreacted components (H2, N2), making up less than 1% of the purge stream, were
recycled to increase the ammonia yield.

N2 + 3H2 ⇔ 2NH3 (3)

Before being scaled to the applied dimensions, our simulation results exhibited just insignificant
differences of about 1% compared to the ammonia yield achieved by Villesca et al. [53]. Waste heat
resulting from the heat exchanged between the product streams amounted to 29 MW. The total
power demand for ammonia synthesis summed up to about 26 MW, where about 99% was required
for fluid compression. Villesca et al. [53] did not present the total power requirement for ammonia
synthesis. However, compared to the findings on different ammonia synthesis loop efficiencies [54],
our energy balance simulation results appeared to be representative. To determine finally the economic
competitiveness of UCG-based NH3 production on the European market, thermodynamic simulation
results on the power required to synthesize ammonia were integrated into the techno-economic model
by Nakaten et al. [55]. Thus, taking into account all process steps related to the entire UCG-NH3

production chain, the required gross generation added up to about 382 MW. Hereby, the gross
generation was iteratively adjusted in order to provide at least 1.91 kg/s H2 within the synthesis
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gas mass flow, necessary to achieve the envisaged ammonia output. The generated electric output
not required for ammonia production summed up to about 66 MWel and can be fed into the local
power grid. Excess synthesis gas CV was up to 28% lower than the initial one, as 100% of H2 from the
synthesis gas was consumed to synthesize ammonia.

3. Results

In the present section, we discuss the techno-economic calculation results for UCG-based
electricity, methanol, and ammonia production.

3.1. Levelized UCG-CCGT-CCS Costs

Costs of electricity (COE) are the total costs required for conversion of a fuel into electricity.
For the current study, we used the COE calculation according to Nakaten et al. [5], based on UCG
synthesis gas electrification in a combined cycle gas turbine power plant (CCGT) with an efficiency of
58% and a power output of 100 MWel . The calculated gross power generation amounted to 286 MW
in the reference scenario. Hereby, gross power generation for all electricity production model setups
was automatically adjusted to the energy demand that changes with the underlying synthesis gas
composition, while power output was maintained constant at 100 MWel to ensure comparability
between the different scenarios assessed within the sensitivity analysis. Further power plant-related
boundary conditions that were considered within the economic assessment were a calculated interest
rate on the planning horizon of 7.5% and a real operating cost increase of 1.5%. Electricity production
costs were calculated as the average costs on a full-cost basis, and all costs were adapted to the
reference year 2018. Equations to determine total investment costs, annual capital costs, operating
costs, the capital value of the overall costs, and the levelized total annual costs with and without
demolition were taken from Nakaten et al. [5], Hillebrand [32], and Schneider [33]. Synthesis gas
costs contained all UCG-related costs, such as gasification agent production and injection, synthesis
gas processing, drilling, land acquisition, piping-, measuring-, control equipment costs, as well as
concession fees. The levelized synthesis gas costs (4.6 e/GJ) were calculated by dividing UCG costs by
the amount of synthesis gas produced (9 PJ/year). All above-mentioned cost positions, relevant for
the determination of COE (32.2 e/MWh), were shown in Table 11. Hereby, COE was the quotient of
the levelized total annual costs and the amount of electricity produced (1.5 TWh/year). In summary,
COE and CCS costs summed up to 46.9 e/MWh. Compared to COE of other Polish power plants
amounting to 45–75 e/MWh without CO2 emission charges [56–60] and to 91 e/MWh for gas-fired
power plants with CO2 emission charges [57], the application of UCG synthesis gas for electricity
production was competitive at the Polish energy market. Offshore electricity production was not
considered in the present study. However, considering the same amount of synthesis gas produced as
in the related onshore model (286 MW gross power generation), offshore synthesis gas production
costs would be about twice as high.

Table 11. Costs of all integrated UCG and CCGT process stages for 20 years of operation, combined as
levelized costs of electricity (COE).

Cost Position Value

CCGT investment costs (Me) 30.3
CCGT interest payments (Me) 20.2
CCGT fixed operating costs (Me) 24.5
CCGT variable operating costs (Me) 8.2
UCG synthesis gas production costs (Me) 832.7
CCGT levelized total annual costs with demolition (Me) 0.9

Total costs (Me) 916.8

Levelized UCG-CCGT costs of electricity (e/MWh) 32.2
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3.2. Levelized UCG-MeOH-CCU Costs

3.2.1. Onshore UCG-MeOH-CCU Costs

Techno-economic process modeling results related to total methanol production costs are listed in
Table 12, whereby levelized methanol production costs summed up to 206 e/t MeOH (cf. Table 13).

Table 12. Cost positions for methanol production process stages, combined as UCG-based methanol
production costs for a 20-year operational lifetime (plant size of about 490 kt/year).

CAPEX Value Reference

Plant equipment, civil work, site preparation (Me) 72.2 [17]
Staff (engineering) costs, infrastructure modification (Me) 38.9 [17]
Further costs for plant designing, constructing, building (Me) 66.7 [17]
Working capital (Me) 22.2 [17]
CO2/H2 provision by PSA (Me) 34.0 [31]

Total CAPEX (Me) 234.0 Calculated

OPEX Value Reference

Operating labor (Me) 34.2 [17]
CO2/H2 provision by PSA (Me) 340.2 [31]
Process water, other materials (ke) 22.8 [17]

Total OPEX (Me) 397.2 Calculated

Total UCG costs excluding PSA (Me) 1368.1 Calculated

Total costs for CO2 injection, storage, monitoring (Me) 35.1 [48,61]

Total MeOH synthesis costs including UCG (Me) 2034.4 Calculated

Compared to the average European market price of 419 e per tonne MeOH in 2018 [62],
UCG-based methanol production was competitive. Costs for the production of synthesis gas in
line with onshore methanol production amounted to 4.5 e/GJ. Costs for CO2 compression, injection,
storage, and monitoring summed up to about 14 e/t MeOH. The share of individual cost positions on
total levelized onshore methanol production costs is shown in Table 13.

Table 13. Share of individual cost positions on levelized onshore UCG-based methanol production
costs for 20 years of operation.

Cost Position Costs (e/t MeOH) Percentage Share (%)

Total drilling costs 8.3 4.0
Fees, land acquisition, piping, measuring, control equipment 67.6 32.9
Synthesis gas processing 44.2 21.5
Gasification agent production (ASU) and injection 85.7 41.6

Total levelized costs/total percentage 205.8 100.0

3.2.2. Offshore UCG-MeOH-CCU Costs

Offshore UCG-based methanol production costs were composed of all UCG-related process costs
taken into account for the onshore model, as well as the aforementioned CAPEX and OPEX for the
offshore platform. Hereby, total levelized offshore methanol production costs exceeded the onshore
costs by 64% (cf. Table 14). Nevertheless, compared to the current methanol market price, offshore
methanol production was yet economically competitive. Synthesis gas production costs under the
given boundary conditions summed up to 7.4 e/GJ. The share of the main cost positions on total
levelized UCG-based offshore methanol production costs is shown in Table 14.
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Table 14. Share of individual cost positions on levelized offshore UCG-based methanol production
costs for 20 years of operation.

Cost Position Costs (e/t MeOH) Percentage Share (%)

Total drilling costs 8.9 2.8
Offshore platform, piping, measuring, control equipment 189.2 58.7
Synthesis gas processing 42.2 13.1
Gasification agent production (ASU) and injection 81.9 25.4

Total levelized costs/total percentage 322.2 100.0

3.3. Levelized UCG-NH3-CCS Costs

3.3.1. Onshore UCG-NH3-CCS Costs

Ammonia synthesis costs (cf. Table 15) were adapted from Bartels [63] and scaled to the
dimensions of the present study.

Table 15. Ammonia production CAPEX/OPEX for 20 years of operation (plant size of 314 kt/year).

Cost Position Value Reference

Capital charge without ASU/gas turbine (Me) 461.5 [63]
Haber–Bosch synthesis loop (Me) 131.7 [63]
Costs for injection, storage, and monitoring (Me) 34.6 [48,61]
Total UCG costs with PSA (Me) 1241.6 Calculated

Total NH3 synthesis costs including UCG (Me) 1869.4 Calculated

Adding total UCG costs related to the underlying model setup, total levelized ammonia
production costs cumulated to about 298 e/t NH3 (cf. Table 16). Costs for CO2 injection, storage, and
monitoring summed up to about 18 e/t NH3. Synthesis gas production costs accompanying onshore
ammonia synthesis amounted to 5.2 e/GJ. Compared to the current European ammonia market price
for 2018 with 320 e/t NH3 [64], UCG-based ammonia production was economically competitive.
The share of individual cost positions on total levelized onshore ammonia production costs is shown
in Table 16.

Table 16. Share of individual cost positions on levelized onshore ammonia production costs.

Cost Position Costs (e/t NH3) Percentage Share (%)

Total drilling costs 10.4 3.5
Fees, land acquisition, piping, measuring, control equipment 107.7 36.2
Synthesis gas processing 56.2 18.8
Gasification agent production (ASU) and injection 123.5 41.5

Total levelized costs/total percentage 297.8 100.0

3.3.2. Offshore UCG-NH3-CCS Costs

The setup for offshore ammonia production was equal to that used in the onshore scenarios. Thus,
costs for the onshore and offshore ammonia synthesis processes were the same. However, due to higher
CAPEX and OPEX for the technical offshore equipment, five times higher drilling costs compared
to the onshore scenarios, as well as the application of a different UCG exploitation scheme in the
offshore scenarios, offshore ammonia production was 60% more expensive than its onshore variant
(cf. Table 17). Synthesis gas production accompanying offshore ammonia production amounted to
10 e/GJ. Compared to the average European ammonia market price, offshore UCG-based ammonia
production was not competitive. Table 17 lists the share of main cost positions on total levelized
UCG-based offshore ammonia production costs.
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Table 17. Share of individual cost positions on levelized offshore ammonia production costs.

Cost Position Costs (e/t NH3) Percentage Share (%)

Total drilling costs 9.3 1.9
Offshore platform, piping, measuring, control equipment 323.6 66.9
Synthesis gas processing 47.1 9.7
Gasification agent production (ASU) and injection 103.5 21.5

Total levelized costs/total percentage 483.5 100.0

3.4. Sensitivity Analysis

We applied a one-at-a-time (OAT) sensitivity analysis to assess uncertainties related to the UCG
synthesis gas end-utilization option costs. This kind of sensitivity analysis was used to assess the
range of possible outcomes imposed by the variation of one model input parameter across a plausible
range of uncertainty. Hereby, the focus was on quantifying the influence of single model input
parameters on overall costs to, e.g., assess which process steps benefit most from optimization. In the
underlying study, we further investigated the impact of different synthesis gas compositions and
calorific values, as well as gasification agent compositions for the onshore realization. For offshore
realization, uncertain model input data such as offshore drilling costs and the maximum achievable
gasification channel width were considered in view of the well design.

3.4.1. Impact of Synthesis Gas Composition, CV, and Gasification Agent Compositions on Total Costs

We further investigated the impact of different synthesis gas compositions and related CVs,
as the CV impacts UCG synthesis gas end-utilization options in view of its economical suitability for
commercialization. Besides, CV is one of the parameters that can be controlled with little effort as even
minor modifications of the model assumptions may induce its increase or decrease by, e.g., different
applied gasification agent compositions and gasification stages [65,66]. To analyze potential cost
variations, we focused on four synthesis gas compositions (cf. Table 18). The chosen compositions
were derived from in-situ and ex-situ gasification tests at the Wieczorek mine and ex-situ tests on
coals sampled at the Bielszowice mine, whereby different gasification agent compositions at varying
p/T conditions were investigated [8]. In order to maintain a site-specific techno-economic assessment
in the sensitivity analysis, we implemented two scenarios with data directly related to the selected
target area (Scenarios I and II). Furthermore, two scenarios representing the results of gasification tests
on coals from the Bielszowice mine (Scenarios III and IV) were included into the analysis due to the
availability of extensive analysis data. The considered synthesis gas compositions exhibited significant
differences in their CO2 content, CV, and UCG-to-synthesis gas conversion efficiency. Thus, the chosen
synthesis gas compositions allowed quantifying the impact of the parameters expected to have a major
impact on the total levelized costs.

Table 18. Synthesis gas compositions and calorific values investigated in one-at-a-time sensitivity
analyses; values given in % by volume; data derived from Stańczyk et al. [8,10]; CVs calculated.

Scenario
CO2

(%)
H2

(%)
N2

(%)
CH4

(%)
CO
(%)

CV
(MJ/sm3)

Oxidizer
Composition (%)

Wieczorek (I) 6.4 15.9 58.9 1.2 17.5 4.4 O2: 35, N2: 65
Wieczorek (II) 9.2 10.7 63.7 2.0 14.5 3.7 Air: 100
Bielszowice (III) 14.8 11.9 60.1 2.8 10.4 3.6 Air: 100
Bielszowice (IV) 23.2 18.9 36.2 4.2 17.5 5.8 O2: 51.3, N2: 48.7

Onshore UCG-CCGT-CCS Scenario

OAT sensitivity analysis results showed that cost effectiveness in the electricity generation
scenarios was rather dominated by technical constraints (power plant net capacity, gasification
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agent production) than by geological or chemical boundary conditions, such as the synthesis gas
CV and UCG-to-synthesis gas conversion efficiency. UCG-to-synthesis gas conversion efficiency was
determined by synthesis gas and coal CVs, as well as the theoretical synthesis gas-to-coal ratio, whereby
the theoretical synthesis gas-to-coal ratio was the ratio of the carbon content in the coal and that in the
synthesis gas. Data on the coal carbon content and that in the tars for the Wieczorek and Bielszowice
coal types taken into account were provided by Stańczyk et al. [8,10] and Mocek et al. [67]. Thus, despite
the high CV (cf. Table 18) and the highest UCG-to-synthesis gas conversion efficiency achieved among
the CCGT scenarios (cf. Table 19), costs for electricity generation and CCS in Scenario I exceeded those
calculated for the other three scenarios by 11–37%. The notable cost increase in Scenario I compared
to the other scenarios was attributable to the high oxygen share in the gasification agent resulting in
high ASU costs and to the lowest installed net capacity in that scenario. Thus, although ASU costs
in Scenario IV exceeded those in Scenario I, the higher installed net capacity induced an overall cost
decrease by up to 2.7%. Hereby, the installed net capacities for the different scenarios were iteratively
adjusted to the energy requirement of all process steps involved, while a previously-determined
fixed electrical power output of 100 MWel was maintained for comparability. With regard to the four
investigated scenarios, the synthesis gas composition most suitable for electricity generation was
represented by Scenario III. The benefit of gasification with pure air (cf. Table 18) and the relatively
high installed net power capacity overcame the disadvantages associated with the low synthesis gas
CV and UCG-to-synthesis gas conversion efficiency. Synthesis gas production costs for electricity
generation are listed in Table 19. Cost effectiveness of the energy-intensive CO2 capture correlated with
the available CO2 amount in the given synthesis gas composition. Since the synthesis gas composition
in Scenario I showed the lowest CO2 and CO ratios among the CCGT scenarios, CCS costs for Scenario
I were about 26 to 34% above those for the other scenarios.

In summary, the OAT sensitivity analysis revealed that under the given model assumptions and
even in the case of the assumed worst-case conditions in Scenario I, the application of UCG synthesis
gas for electricity production was competitive for the Polish energy market.

Table 19. One-at-a-time sensitivity analysis results for the onshore UCG-CCGT-CCS scenario
considering different synthesis gas compositions and calorific values.

Scenario
COE
(e/MWh)

CCS Costs
(e/MWh)

Synthesis Gas
Costs (e/GJ)

UCG Synthesis
Gas Efficiency (MJ/MJ)

Pgross

(MW)
Punits

(MW)
Pel

(MW)
Pnet

(MW)

I 32.2 14.7 4.7 0.84 285 66 100 166
II 20.8 10.9 2.8 0.70 374 117 100 217
III 19.7 9.7 2.6 0.53 500 191 100 291
IV 31.5 10.4 4.5 0.53 411 138 100 238

Pgross = total gross power generation, Punits = power required to operate all integrated process units,
Pel = electric power output, Pnet = net power generation consisting of Punits and Pel .

Onshore UCG-MeOH-CCU Scenario

While high oxygen contents in the gasification agent were favorable by increasing the overall
synthesis gas CV, the UCG-to-synthesis gas conversion efficiency was reduced, since more carbon,
and thus more coal, was required to maintain a consistent synthesis gas mass flow. From an economic
point of view, air separation and compression increased the required power demand, and thus gross
power generation and related costs significantly, whereby the resulting methanol yield remained
unchanged. Gross power generation in the methanol scenarios was iteratively adjusted to cover the
required H2 amount (3.05 kg/s) in the underlying synthesis gas composition, as well as the resulting
energy requirement of all process steps involved. Despite the high H2 content in the synthesis gas (cf.
Table 18), Scenario IV represented the worst case with costs of 268 e/t methanol induced by a share of
about 36% ASU costs on overall costs and a low UCG-to-synthesis gas conversion efficiency. Due to H2

utilization in the methanol synthesis, the synthesis gas CV in Scenario IV was reduced from initially
5.8 to 4.6 MJ/sm3. Among the four investigated synthesis gas compositions, the one most suitable
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for methanol production was that in Scenario III. With regard to Scenario II, where air separation
was not required and even more favorable geological and chemical boundary conditions were given,
the gross power generation was 127 MW above that in the best case. This resulted in higher CAPEX
and OPEX, while the methanol production rate was constant. Nevertheless, one option to increase the
competitiveness of Scenario II compared to the best case is to make use of excess electric power output,
which was not required for methanol production in Scenario II (116 MWel). However, the impact of
cost revenues for providing surplus energy to the public was not considered in the underlying study.
Synthesis gas production costs that occur in the context of methanol production are listed in Table 20.
The lowest levelized synthesis gas production costs were achieved in Scenario II because of the high
gross power generation, the increased synthesis gas mass flow rate, and a higher installed net power
capacity. Taking into account the amount of CO2 that is required for hydrogenation in comparison
to the amount of excess CO2, Scenario I represented the best CO2 utilization rate for the investigated
scenarios (cf. Table 20).

Table 20. One-at-a-time sensitivity analysis results for the onshore UCG-MeOH-CCU scenario
considering different synthesis gas compositions and calorific values.

Scenario
Levelized
Costs (e/t)

Synthesis
Gas Costs (e/GJ)

Excess CV
(MJ/sm3)

UCG synthesis
Gas Efficiency (MJ/MJ)

Utilized
CO2 (%)

Pgross

(MW)
Punits

(MW)
Pel

(MW)
Pnet

(MW)

I 205.8 4.5 3.2 0.61 25.5 609 226 128 354
II 189.8 2.9 2.9 0.54 16.4 869 388 116 504
III 177.8 3.1 2.7 0.39 15.8 742 429 1 430
IV 268.2 5.1 4.6 0.42 16.0 721 358 60 418

Pgross = total gross power generation, Punits = power required to operate all integrated process units,
Pel = electric power output, Pnet = net power generation consisting of Punits and Pel .

Due to the additionally required coal amount resulting from the lower carbon content of the
Bielszowice coals, and thus a lower UCG-to-synthesis gas conversion efficiency, the least appropriate
synthesis gas composition in view of CO2 emission mitigation was represented by Scenario III.
In summary, OAT sensitivity analysis results showed that for all investigated methanol production
scenarios, UCG-based methanol production was profitable and could compete on the Polish market.

Onshore UCG-NH3-CCS Scenario

As for methanol production, gross power generation in the ammonia scenarios was iteratively
adjusted to maintain a H2 mass flow of 1.91 kg/s in the synthesis gas composition and the energy
requirement. Comparing OAT sensitivity analysis results related to ammonia production economics,
the levelized costs of the four selected synthesis gas compositions differed by up to 28%. Hereby,
the lowest costs were achieved in Scenarios II and III, whereby Scenario IV represented the worst
case. Unlike competitiveness in the context of methanol production, sensitivity analysis results
revealed that the most economic ammonia production was achieved in Scenario II (cf. Table 21).
For methanol production, geological benefits of Scenario II were overlapped by a significantly higher
gross generation, and thus synthesis gas mass flow to cover the required H2 amount. However, in the
context of ammonia production, gross power generation in Scenario II exceeded that achieved in
Scenario III by 4 MW. However, due to the more favorable coal type considered in Scenario II, synthesis
gas mass flow in Scenario II was about 4% lower than in Scenario III, resulting in slightly lower
CAPEX/OPEX. Besides, ammonia production in the best case benefited from the higher installed
net capacity for autonomous power supply. Providing surplus energy would further advantage the
best case, since excess electric power not required for ammonia production in Scenario II significantly
exceeded that of Scenario III. After H2 separation, the synthesis gas CV in Scenario III was reduced
by 23% compared to the initial CV. With regard to synthesis gas costs, Scenario II showed the most
and Scenario IV the least favorable synthesis gas composition. Increased synthesis gas costs in the
worst case resulted from high air separation costs. Synthesis gas production competitiveness in the
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best case was rather impacted by the higher installed net capacity than by economies of scale, since the
differences in the synthesis gas mass flows in Scenarios II and III were negligible.

In summary, OAT sensitivity analysis results on ammonia production costs showed that except
from the underlying assumed worst-case constraints, all onshore UCG-based ammonia production
scenarios were competitive with the average European ammonia market price of 320 e/t NH3, [64].

Table 21. One-at-a-time sensitivity analysis results for the onshore UCG-NH3-CCS scenario considering
different synthesis gas compositions and calorific values.

Scenario
Levelized
Costs (e/t)

Synthesis
Gas Costs (e/GJ)

Excess CV
(MJ/sm3)

UCG Synthesis
Gas Efficiency (MJ/MJ)

Pgross

(MW)
Punits

(MW)
Pel

(MW)
Pnet

(MW)

I 297.77 5.17 3.20 0.61 382 156 66 222
II 271.89 3.15 2.90 0.54 544 257 58 315
III 274.18 3.20 2.70 0.41 541 311 3 314
IV 353.60 5.60 4.60 0.42 451 238 23 261

Pgross = total gross power generation, Punits = power required to operate all integrated process units,
Pel = electric power output, Pnet = net power generation consisting of Punits and Pel .

Sensitivity analysis results for all assessed UCG-based end products revealed that applying
gasification agent oxygen ratios above 30% by volume, and thus increasing the CO2 share in the
resulting synthesis gas, was not favorable from economic and CO2 emission mitigation perspectives.
Furthermore, an oxygen ratio above 30% by volume in the gasification agent was likely to significantly
increase abrasion effects in pipelines and well tubings due to the resulting higher flow velocities.

3.4.2. Variation of Offshore Drilling Costs

For the assessment of offshore drilling costs, we assumed a 5-(reference scenarios), 10-, and
15-fold (worst case) cost increase, compared to the drilling costs applied in the onshore calculations.
Our calculation results showed that increasing costs for offshore drilling up to the 15-fold induced an
almost linear methanol production cost increment by 8.3 e/t MeOH compared to the offshore reference
scenario. The increase in ammonia production costs was also linear and amounted to 7.8 e/t NH3.
The cost bandwidths for methanol and ammonia production resulting from varying drilling costs were
low, since the share of drilling costs on total costs in the offshore reference scenarios was about 3%
for methanol and 2% for ammonia production. Hereby, the share of offshore drilling costs related to
total levelized offshore costs was about 1% lower than the respective share of onshore drilling costs to
total levelized onshore costs. This resulted from the radial shape of the offshore well layout, offering a
more optimized design than the applied onshore well layout. However, this design optimization in the
offshore scenarios was associated with higher operational risks related to the technical implementation
of the P-CRIP approach, which has not yet been as widely applied as the CRIP-based UCG scheme.

3.4.3. Impact of Technically-Achievable Gasification Channel Width

Based on the gasification channel width in the reference scenario (200 m, best case), we further
assessed costs taking into account channel widths of 50 m (worst case), 100 m, and 150 m (at the outer
boundary, cf. Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Gasification channel design for different channel widths (50 m–200 m).

In the present study, the model parameter mainly affected by a variation of gasification channel
width was the coal yield per gasification channel, also determining the drilling meters. Consequently,
drilling costs depended on the number of additional wells to be drilled to maintain the required daily
coal supply when channel width was decreasing. OAT sensitivity analysis results listed in Table 22
showed that varying the gasification channel width in the offshore methanol and ammonia production
scenarios by 150 m caused a difference in drilling meters of up to 68%. However, this obviously
significant difference in drilling meters induced only a minor difference in the total levelized methanol
(7.5%) and ammonia (4.3%) production costs due to the low impact of drilling costs on total offshore
UCG-based end-product costs. Figure 8 presents the percentage variation in the worst and best cases
for the investigated onshore and offshore UCG-CCS/CCU end-uses, determined within the sensitivity
analysis and compared to current market prices.

Table 22. Different UCG channel widths and resulting levelized methanol and ammonia costs.

Channel
Width (m)

Required
Channels (-)

Drilling
Length (km)

Drilling
Costs (Me)

MeOH Costs
(e/t MeOH)

NH3 Costs
(e/t NH3)

MeOH NH3 MeOH NH3 MeOH NH3
50 53 31 173.7 101.6 245.8 143.8 348.5 505.3
100 32 20 104.9 65.7 148.4 92.8 333.9 490.9
150 25 12 82.0 39.3 116.0 55.6 326.0 485.0
200 17 10 55.7 32.8 78.8 46.4 322.2 483.5

In summary, sensitivity analysis results for the onshore scenarios showed that UCG synthesis
gas-based electricity and methanol production can compete on the market even under the worst-case
assumptions. With regard to ammonia production, only the onshore worst-case scenario was not
economically competitive. Sensitivity analysis results on drilling costs and gasification channel
widths for the offshore scenarios reveal that UCG-based methanol production was competitive,
whereby ammonia production was not.
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Figure 8. Percentage variation of the best- and worst-case costs in the underground coal gasification-based
onshore (electricity, methanol, ammonia production) and offshore scenarios (methanol and ammonia
production) to the current market prices.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

In the present study, we applied an enhanced techno-economic model based on Nakaten et al. [5]
to determine levelized costs for integrated onshore UCG-CCS/CCU end-use options. Electricity
generation (47 e/MWh with CCS), as well as methanol (206 e/t MeOH) and ammonia (298 e/t
ammonia) production were considered in the reference scenario. Modeling results showed that with
the exception of the worst-case ammonia production scenario, the investigated onshore UCG synthesis
gas end-use options can compete on the energy market, even with CCS costs considered. An offshore
UCG-CCS/CCU model was applied to determine the levelized costs for methanol (322 e/t MeOH)
and ammonia production (484 e/t ammonia). Modeling results exhibited that offshore methanol
and ammonia production costs were up to 1.6 times higher than in the onshore scenarios. Hereby,
only UCG-based methanol production was economically competitive.

OAT sensitivity analyses were applied to investigate the techno-economics in view of model input
data variation and availability, model parametrization and boundary conditions. Hereby, we assessed
four synthesis gas compositions, and consequently different synthesis gas CVs (3.6–5.8 MJ/sm3) within
the scope of four onshore scenarios. This model input parameter was selected for further investigation
within the sensitivity analysis, since even small changes in process conditions were likely to induce
significant changes in the resulting synthesis gas composition and its suitability as a UCG end-product.
For the proposed offshore UCG well layout, we investigated the impact of varying gasification channel
widths and drilling costs in seven offshore scenarios. For that purpose, we chose offshore drilling costs
and gasification channel widths as objective parameters in the OAT sensitivity analysis, especially due
to the lack of data on offshore drilling costs and practical experience related to the assumed maximum
achievable gasification channel width.

Supplying different coal types, synthesis gas compositions, calorific values, and gasification
agent compositions, OAT sensitivity analysis results revealed five factors that mainly impacted the
competitiveness of the investigated UCG-CCS/CCU process chains. These comprised the share of
oxygen in the gasification agent, availability of required synthesis gas components (H2, N2), installed
net capacity, the economy of scale effect, as well as the required power. Hereby, ASU costs had the
strongest effect on total levelized costs, since scenarios with an O2 share above 30% were the most
expensive ones, while the highest synthesis gas CVs were achieved and all synthesis gas components
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required for the end-uses provided. Other factors exhibited only minor impacts in the underlying
study. The economy of scale takes effect only for products without a fixed output (e.g., synthesis
gas production) in contrast to methanol and ammonia production, where the produced output was
maintained constant for all scenarios for comparability. Hence, taking into account all considered
synthesis gas compositions with a maximum deviation of 43% for H2, 72% for CO2, and 43% for the
N2 content, as well as 37% in view of the CV, cost variations of 23% (ammonia production) up to 39%
(electricity generation) were determined. Hereby, the most favorable synthesis gas composition for
power generation (30e/MWh with CCS) and methanol production (178e/t methanol with CCU/CCS)
was represented by Scenario III. Optimum ammonia production (272 e/t ammonia with CCS) was
achieved within Scenario II. Requirements for production at low-costs were pure air gasification,
high synthesis gas CV, high installed net capacity, and the availability of the required synthesis gas
components (H2, N2). The least favorable synthesis gas composition in view of power generation
(47 e/MWh with CCS) was that in Scenario I and for methanol (268 e/t methanol with CCU/CCS)
and ammonia production (354 e/t ammonia with CCS) that in Scenario IV.

Sensitivity analysis results on offshore drilling costs showed that due to the small share of
drilling costs on the total costs, total levelized methanol and ammonia production costs were only
marginally affected. Thus, increasing drilling costs by the 10- and 15-fold, compared to the reference
scenario, caused a linear methanol and ammonia production cost increment by 8.3 e/t methanol and
by 7.8 e/t ammonia. Different gasification channel widths impacted the extractable coal amount per
channel and, hence, the required number of channels to maintain the daily coal demand. Varying the
gasification channel width by 150 m resulted in a difference in drilling meters of up to 68%. However,
due to the low impact of drilling costs on total costs, levelized methanol and ammonia production
costs differed by up to 7.5%, only.

Based on the findings elaborated in the present study, we drew the following conclusions:

• Except from ammonia production under the assumed worst-case conditions, the costs of
the investigated onshore UCG-CCS/CCU scenarios were economically competitive on the
European market.

• Boundary conditions supporting cost-effective electricity generation as well as methanol and
ammonia production were characterized by air-blown gasification, and thus by lower power
requirements for air separation and compression in the first place. In order not to exceed the
synthesis gas CO2 share, an oxygen-based gasification agent ratio of more than 30% by volume
was not favorable; neither from an economic point of view, nor for CO2 emission mitigation.
Besides, synthesis gas compositions that favored methanol and ammonia production exhibited
adequate shares of H2 and N2.

• Offshore UCG-based methanol and ammonia production costs were about 1.6 times higher than
the respective onshore costs, whereby only UCG-based methanol production was economically
competitive on the EU market.

• Compared to the offshore platform with its technical equipment, drilling costs had a minor impact
on total levelized costs. Thus, uncertainties in relation to parameters influenced by drilling costs
were negligible. A parameter of high uncertainty was the maximum achievable channel width in
P-CRIP UCG operations, which has to be further investigated in UCG field tests.

• The impact of boundary conditions and synthesis gas compositions that favored or hampered
UCG-based end-product cost-effectiveness in the present study may change, if the methanol and
ammonia outputs are not constant for all scenarios and economies of scale take effect. In the
underlying study, economies of scale only occurred in the context of synthesis gas production,
which was not fixed, but iteratively adjusted to the overall required gross generation.

Aiming at an improved comparability between the different UCG-CCS/CCU end-product
costs in the scope of the present study, total levelized costs were determined separately from each
other. However, future investigations will aim at the integration of different production chains to
quantify cost savings resulting from the synergies of similar processes (e.g., H2/CO2 separation),
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shared infrastructure (e.g., compression, piping systems), as well as the utilization of excess heat in
heat exchangers or additional electricity supply. Besides, future research activities will focus on the
implementation of costs taking into account the potential environmental impacts of UCG-CCS/CCU.
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

ASU Air separation unit
CAPEX Capital expenditure
CCGT Combined cycle gas turbine
CCS Carbon capture and storage
CCU Carbon capture and utilization
COE Costs of electricity
CRIP Controlled retraction injection point
EOS Equation of state
IECM Integrated environmental control model
OAT One-at-a-time
OFS Offshore
ONS Onshore
OPEX Operational expenditure
P-CRIP Parallel controlled retracting injection point
UCG Underground coal gasification
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Abstract: Based on fractal geometry theory, the Hagen–Poiseuille law, and the Langmuir adsorption
law, this paper established a mathematical model of gas flow in nano-pores of shale, and deduced a
new shale apparent permeability model. This model considers such flow mechanisms as pore size
distribution, tortuosity, slippage effect, Knudsen diffusion, and surface extension of shale matrix.
This model is closely related to the pore structure and size parameters of shale, and can better reflect
the distribution characteristics of nano-pores in shale. The correctness of the model is verified by
comparison with the classical experimental data. Finally, the influences of pressure, temperature,
integral shape dimension of pore surface and tortuous fractal dimension on apparent permeability,
slip flow, Knudsen diffusion and surface diffusion of shale gas transport mechanism on shale gas
transport capacity are analyzed, and gas transport behaviors and rules in multi-scale shale pores are
revealed. The proposed model is conducive to a more profound and clear understanding of the flow
mechanism of shale gas nanopores.

Keywords: fractal; slippage effect; Knudsen diffusion; surface diffusion; apparent permeability

1. Introduction

Shale gas reservoirs have different reservoir formation modes and reservoir physical properties
from conventional gas reservoirs, which leads to the complexity and multi-scale characteristics of shale
gas percolation. Therefore, it is necessary to systematically analyze the gas migration mechanism
in pore structures of different scales. Due to the nanoscale pore size of shale and the coexistence of
multiple gas migration mechanisms, it is very challenging to simulate gas flow in the nanoscale pores
of shale [1,2]. Most scholars have established the flow mathematical model and deduced the shale
gas apparent permeability model mainly by dividing the flow pattern and considering the multiple
migration mechanism of shale gas. Kuuskraa systematically analyzed the transport mechanism of shale
gas and concluded that shale gas reservoirs are triple porous media. Shale gas transport mechanisms
include gas desorption diffusion and Darcy flow. However, he did not propose a three-hole model
considering multiple seepage mechanisms [3]. Roy and Raju defined the Knudsen number expression
by using the average free path of gas molecules and pore radius of shale and other parameters, divided
the flow of gas in shale pores into slip-off flow and transition flow, and believed that Darcy’s flow
law was not applicable to describe the gas migration of shale nanoscale pores [4]. Javadpour further
established a mathematical model for gas flow considering diffusion and adsorption. By comparing
this model with the conventional Darcy flow equation, the expression of apparent permeability is
obtained [5]. This permeability can be applied directly to reservoir numerical simulation. It is shown
that the ratio of apparent permeability to Darcy permeability increases with smaller pore size. Therefore,
the influence of various migration mechanisms on the study of gas migration law of nano-pores in
shale cannot be ignored. However, this theoretical model is based on the single-pipe model, without
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considering the actual complex pore structure of shale and the high-temperature and high-pressure
characteristics of shale reservoir. Freeman established a multi-component fluid flow model based on
micron-nanometer scale pore media by considering the interaction mechanism of convection, Knudsen
diffusion and molecular diffusion [6]. In the same year, Curtis studied and described the structural
characteristics of micron and nanometer shale by focusing ion beam and scanning electron microscope.
The research results show that the physical characteristics of shale gas flow change with the change of
pore radius, and the classic Darcy’s law is no longer adaptive [7]. Under the pore size of shale observed
by scanning electron microscope, it is necessary to consider the introduction of new flow mechanism
when shale gas is transferred in reservoir. Ebrahim considered shale as a nano-pore medium, and
proposed to study the flow of gas in nano-scale pore materials by using the Lattice Boltzmann method.
It was believed that particle transport included the slippage of free gas molecules and the interfacial
transport of adsorbed gas molecules. Studies show that there is a critical numeral, beyond which
molecular slippage and interfacial transport may lead to the generation of molecular flow, which will
improve the gas migration ability in the nanopores of organic matter [8]. Shabro considered slippage
effect, Knudsen diffusion and adsorption and desorption, established pore scale seepage model, and
quantitatively analyzed the contribution of Knudsen diffusion, adsorption and desorption to the whole
flow. Studies show that slip flow and Knudsen diffusion have important effects on the apparent
permeability of shale reservoirs. Gas desorption reduces shale reservoir pressure slowly, and slippage
and Knudsen diffusion increase apparent permeability, which explains why actual production is higher
than expected [9]. Michel modified Beskok and Karniadakis’ equations to describe flow problems
in nanoscale pores of shale reservoirs and extended the influence of arbitrary pore size distribution
on apparent permeability under real gas conditions [10]. Freeman proposed a numerical model that
can describe the porous size function of the diffusion and desorption process in shale. Combining
macroscopic (reservoir fracture) and microscopic (diffusion of nanopores) physical phenomena, the
model shows how gas composition varies over time and space during production [11]. Based on the
research results of Javadpour and Swami and Settari established a single-tube flow model of shale
gas in nanoscale pores by considering multiple seepage mechanisms such as Darcy flow, Knudsen
diffusion and slippage effect. The finite difference method is used to solve the model, and the influence
of Knudsen diffusion and slippage effect on gas production is analyzed and studied. The results show
that the influence of the above factors on the production of shale gas reservoir must be taken into
account [12,13]. Guo established the mathematical model of shale nano-pore seepage based on the
convection-diffusion model, and deduced a new calculation formula of relative permeability. The
reliability and accuracy of the model are verified by comparing with experimental data [14]. Singh
ignored the slippage effect and derived the analytical formula of apparent permeability. The formula is
only related to pore radius and pore morphology. It is considered that this model is applicable to all
shale reservoir conditions where Knudsen number is less than 1 [15]. Mohammad et al. established
the shale gas apparent permeability model based on gas dynamics principle. The results show that the
gas molecular weight and temperature have significant effects on the apparent permeability, while the
Tangential Momentum Accommodation Coefficient (TMAC) coefficient has the least effect. Through
experimental study, it is found that there is no linear relationship between the apparent permeability
and the adsorption concentration [16]. With the increase of the adsorption concentration, the influence
of the adsorption concentration on the apparent permeability increases. Zhang established a new shale
gas apparent permeability model by comprehensively considering slippage effect, Knudsen diffusion
and surface diffusion, and verified it through experimental data. The research shows that when the
local layer pressure decreases, the influence of surface diffusion on gas transportation in shale gradually
increases, which cannot be ignored. When the local layer pressure is high, the effect of surface diffusion
can be ignored [17]. Wang established a shale gas apparent permeability calculation model in real
gas state by considering adsorption and desorption, stress sensitivity, non-Darcy effect and surface
diffusion. Single-layer adsorption and multi-layer adsorption were described by uniform equation.
The contributions of different flow mechanisms to apparent permeability and the sensitive parameters
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of apparent permeability are analyzed [18]. Wu established a model for calculating shale apparent
permeability by considering the transport mechanism of free gas and air suction. It is considered that
the total mass flux cannot be represented by the sum of Darcy flow mass flux and Knudsen diffusion
mass flux, and the weight factors of Darcy flow mass flux and Knudsen diffusion mass flux are proposed
based on the probability of molecular collision. The Langmuir isothermal adsorption equation and the
material balance equation were used to calculate the apparent permeability [19]. Based on the fractal
theory, Wang et al. deduced an analytical model for the apparent permeability of tight gas/shale gas
under the conditions of gas convection and diffusion, and compared the experimental data to verify
the accuracy of the model. But the flow characteristics of shale gas are not fully considered [20]. Wang
et al. used logarithmic normal distribution function and cylindrical capillary to characterize pore size
distribution in porous media and nanopores in matrix respectively, and proposed a real shale matrix
pore gas transport model [21]. Zhang et al. established a random apparent liquid permeability model
that considers the wettability and pore size related liquid slip effect, total organic carbon content, and
the structural parameters. The results reveal the transport mechanism of dual wettability nano-porous
shale [22]. Li et al. used the 3D intermingled-fractal model to derive a new permeability model for the
organic-rich shale nanopore matrix and Shen et al. also developed an apparent permeability model of
shale nanopores, which describes the adsorptive gas flow behavior in shale by considering the effects
of gas adsorption, stress dependence, and non-Darcy flow [23,24]. In addition, there has been recent
work showing that the constitutive equations of classical density functional theory, molecular dynamic
simulations, Lattice Boltzmann and multi-continuum are able to reproduce more complex molecular
dynamics simulations fluids in nanopores [25–28].

In previous studies on apparent permeability model in nano-pores of shale gas, the influences
of pore structure, slippage effect, Knudsen diffusion and surface expansion on pore flow of shale
matrix have not been comprehensively considered [29–31]. However, as shale reservoirs are different
from conventional reservoirs in physical characteristics and gas occurrence characteristics, it is
necessary to comprehensively consider each influencing factor when establishing flow mechanism.
To achieve this goal, a new shale gas apparent permeability model is established based on fractal
geometry theory, Hagen–Poiseuille law, and Langmuir adsorption law, which can be well matched
with experimental data. This model integrates all characteristics of shale gas and is an important
innovation in studying shale gas flow mechanism. This model can be a good reference for scientific
research and engineering application.

2. Establishment of Multi-Scale Flow Mechanism of Shale Gas

2.1. Fractal Porous Media Model

Previous mathematical models of gas flow in shale matrix are based on the tortuous bundle
model with uniform radius. However, the pore structure of shale matrix is extremely complex and
random. The pore radius of shale is distributed at 0.3–300 nm [32], while the complex structure of
matrix pores can be described by fractal geometry theory within a certain scale. Therefore, based
on the fractal geometry theory, the tortuous bundle model with uneven pore radius distribution is
adopted to characterize shale [19,33,34]. The physical model is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Shale tortuous bundle model.

The fractal porous media is composed of capillary bundles or pores with different sectional radii,
and the tube radii of capillary bundles satisfy the fractal scale law, so the cumulative distribution of
pore sizes in the unit section of the matrix is [35–38].

N(L ≥ D) =
(Dmax

D

)Dp

(1)

where N is the number of channels; L is the length scale; Dmax is the pipe diameter of the largest
capillary tube bundle, m; D is the fractal dimension of hole area.

Assuming that the distribution of pore size is continuous, the differential equation of pore diameter
D in Equation (1) can be obtained

− dN = DpD
Dp
maxD−(Dp+1)dD (2)

where −dN > 0 represents the cumulative number of pores increases with the decrease of pore diameter,
so the total pore area on the flow section Ap is

Ap = −
∫ Dmax

Dmin

1
4
πD2dN =

∫ Dmax

Dmin

1
4
πD2DpD

Dp
maxD−(Dp+1)dD =

πDpD2
max

4
(
2−Dp

) [1− (Dmin

Dmax

)2−Dp
]

(3)

where Dmin is the smallest capillary tube bundle pipe diameter, m.
Assuming that the porosity of the fractal porous media surface is equal to the volume porosity,

the flow cross-sectional area (A) is

A =
Ap

φ
=
πDpD2

max

4φ
(
2−Dp

) [1− (Dmin

Dmax

)2−Dp
]

(4)

where φ is the porosity.
The relationship between length of tortuous capillary tube and radius of capillary tube can be

expressed as fractal power law [39]:
L(D) = D1−Dt LDt

0 (5)

where Dt is the fractal dimension of tortuosity; L0 is the characteristic length of the capillary along the
flow direction, m.

2.2. Shale Gas Multi-Scale Flow Model

Due to the random distribution of pore size in the shale matrix and different storage mechanisms
(including viscous flow, free gas slip flow, transition flow and surface diffusion generated by adsorption
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and desorption) [25,40,41], there are multiple gas migration mechanisms in the shale reservoir, as
shown in Figure 2.

 
Figure 2. Multi-scale flow mechanism in shale nanopores.

2.2.1. Slip Flow

According to Hagen-Poiseuille law, the mass flux of mass flow through a single circular pipe cross
section is [19,41,42]

JH =
D2pMg

32μZRT
Δp

L(D)
(6)

where μ is gas viscosity, Pa·s; p is pore pressure, MPa; Z is the gas compression factor; R is the gas
constant, 8.314 J/(mol·K); T is temperature, K; Mg is the molecular molar mass of the gas, kg/mol.

When Kn (Knudsen number) is between 0.001 and 0.1, the collision between gas molecules controls
gas migration, and there is slippage effect. At this time, the flow state changes from viscous flow to
slip flow, so Equation (6) needs to be corrected [43,44]. Considering the effects of slippage effect and
rarefied gas effect, the expression of the mass flux (JH) of the real gas flowing through the section of a
single circular pipe after coefficient modification is

JH = (1 + αKn)
(
1 +

4Kn

1− bKn

) D2pMg

32μZRT
Δp

L(D)
(7)

where
α = α0

2
π

tan−1
(
α1Kβn

)
(8)

where α is the effect coefficient of rarefied gas, dimensionless; b is the slip factor; is the effect coefficient
of rarefied gas as the number approaches infinity, dimensionless; α0 is the effect coefficient of rarefied
gas as Kn approaches infinity, dimensionless; α1, β is the fitting coefficient, dimensionless.

2.2.2. Knudsen Diffusion

When 10 ≤ Kn, the gas flow pattern is molecular free flow, and the gas mass flux (JN) of a single
circular tube under Knudsen diffusion is

JN =
D
3

(
8Mg

πRT

)1/2 Δp
L(D)

(9)

By correcting Equation (9), the mass flux of real gas (JN) through single circular pipe Knudsen
diffusion is

JN =
D
3

Cg

(
8ZMg

πRT

)1/2 p
Z

Δp
L(D)

(10)

where Cg is compression coefficient, MPa−1.
A weighting factor was introduced to characterize the contribution rate of slip flux and Knudsen

diffusion flux. The slip flow and Knudsen diffusion weighting factors were calculated by the ratio of
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the collision frequency between the gas molecules and the total collision frequency, and the ratio of
collision frequency between gas molecules and nanopore wall to total collision frequency [19]. The
relationship between the number of gas molecule collisions per unit time in nanopores is as follows

1
tT

=
1

tM
+

1
tS

(11)

where tT is the average time of gas molecules colliding once, s; tM is the average time of one collision
between gas molecules, s; tS is the average time of a collision between gas molecules and nanopore
wall, s.

The number of collisions can be expressed as

1
tT

=
v
λT

1
tM

=
v
λ

1
tS

=
v
D

(12)

where v is the average velocity of gas molecules, m/s; λT is the average free path of gas molecules, m; λ
is the real gas mean free path, m.

Substitute Equation (12) into Equation (11) to get

1
λT

=
1
λ
+

1
D

(13)

The contribution of slip flow and Knudsen diffusion to free gas transport can be obtained by the
ratio of the collision frequency between gas molecules and the total collision frequency, and the ratio
of the collision frequency between gas molecules and the nanopore wall surface to the total collision
frequency, respectively, then

εH =
1
λ

/
1
λT

=
1

1 + Kn
(14)

εN =
1
D

/
1
λT

=
1

1 + 1/Kn
(15)

Then, the total mass flux of free gas through a single circular pipe cross section can be expressed as

JF = εH JH + εN JN (16)

and the total mass flow rate of free gas through a single circular pipe section is

qF(D) = JF
πD2

4
. (17)

Substitute Equations (7), (10) and (16) into Equation (17) to get

qF(D) =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝εH(1 + αKn)
(
1 +

4Kn

1− bKn

) D2pMg

32μZRT
Δp

L(D)
+ εN

D
3

Cg

(
8ZMg

πRT

)1/2 p
Z

Δp
L(D)

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠πD2

4
. (18)

By integrating the total mass flow rate of free gas through single circular pipe section in the
interval of minimum pore diameter and maximum pore diameter [Dmin, Dmax], the total mass flow
rate of free gas in shale gas porous media can be obtained

QF(D) = −∫ Dmax

Dmin
qF(D)dN

=
∫ Dmax

Dmin

(
εH(1 + αKn)

(
1 + 4Kn

1−bKn

) D2pMg
32μZRT

Δp
L(D)

+ εN
D
3 Cg

(
8ZMg
πRT

)1/2 p
Z

Δp
L(D)

)
πD2

4 DpD
Dp
maxD−(Dp+1)dD

= π
4

p
Z

DpD
Dp
maxΔp

LDt
0

∫ Dmax

Dmin

(
εH(1 + αKn)

(
1 + 4Kn

1−bKn

) Mg
32μZRT D2−Dp+Dt + εN

1
3 Cg

(
8ZMg
πRT

)1/2
D1−Dp+Dt

)
dD

(19)
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2.2.3. Adsorption and Desorption

In the pressure attenuation process of shale gas reservoir exploitation, shale gas adsorption and
desorption is a very fast physical process compared with surface diffusion, so the adsorption amount
can be calculated by Langmuir’s adsorption law

qai =
qLp

pL + p
(20)

where qL is Langmuir volume, m3/kg; pL is Langmuir pressure, MPa.
Considering the influence of real gas, the adsorption capacity is

qa =
qLp/Z

pL + p/Z
(21)

Gas coverage was defined as the ratio of adsorbed gas volume to Langmuir volume, and the gas
coverage of ideal gas and real gas was respectively

θi =
p

pL + p
(22)

θ =
p/Z

pL + p/Z
(23)

where θi is the gas coverage of ideal gas, dimensionless; θ is the gas coverage of real gas, dimensionless.
Due to the adhesion of adsorbed gas molecules to the pore surface, the nano-pore space of shale

decreases, and the effective diameter of ideal gas and real gas flow is

Dei = D− 2dmθi (24)

De = D− 2dmθ (25)

where dm is the molecular diameter of methane, m.

2.2.4. Surface Diffusion

In shale gas, the concentration of adsorbed gas is much higher than that of free gas. Due to the
adsorption and desorption of shale gas, the influence of surface diffusion on gas migration cannot be
ignored. The mass flux (JB) under the surface diffusion of a single circular pipe can be expressed as

JB = D0
B

Csc

p
Δp

L(D)
(26)

where Csc is the adsorption gas concentration, kg/m3; D0
B is the surface diffusion coefficient when gas

coverage is 0.
According to Chen and Yang, the surface diffusion coefficient considering gas coverage is [45]

DB = D0
B

(1− θ) + κ
2θ(2− θ) + [H(1− κ)](1− κ) κ2θ2(

1− θ+ κ
2θ
)2 (27)

where

H(1− κ) =
{

0 κ ≥ 1
10 ≤ κ < 1

(28)
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Combined with Equations (22) and (23), the ideal adsorbed gas concentration and the real adsorbed
gas concentration in Langmuir monolayer adsorbed shale nano-pores are respectively expressed as

Csci =
4θiMg

πd3
mNA

(29)

Csc =
4θMg

πd3
mNA

(30)

where κ is the diffusion capacity coefficient of gas molecules; θ is the true gas hole wall coverage; NA is
Avogadro constant, 6.022 × 1023 mol−1.

By introducing Equations (29) and (30) into Equation (26), the mass flux under surface diffusion
of desired (JBi) and real (JB) adsorbed gas can be expressed as follows

JBi = D0
B

4θiMg

πd3
mNAp

Δp
L(D)

(31)

JB = DB
4θMg

πd3
mNAp

Δp
L(D)

(32)

In real state, the surface diffusion mass flow rate of adsorbed gas through single circular pipe
section is

qB(D) = DB
4θMg

πd3
mNAp

Δp
L(D)

πD2

4
(33)

By integrating the mass flow rate of adsorbed gas diffusing on the surface of single circular pipe
section in the interval of minimum pore diameter and maximum pore diameter [Dmin, Dmax], the mass
flow rate of adsorbed gas diffusing on the surface of shale fractal porous media is

QB(D) =
∫ Dmax

Dmin
DB

4θMg

πd3
mNAp

Δp

D1−Dt LDt
0

πD2

4 DpD
Dp
maxD−(Dp+1)dD

= DB
θMg

d3
mNAp

Δp

LDt
0

DpD
Dp
max

1−Dp+Dt

(
D

1−Dp+Dt
max −D

1−Dp+Dt

min

) . (34)

2.3. Apparent Shale Gas Permeability

Gas migration mechanism in nanoscale pores of shale matrix includes free gas slip flow, Knudsen
diffusion and surface diffusion of adsorbed gas, so the total mass flow rate of gas flowing through
nanoscale pores of shale matrix is

Q = QF + QB (35)

According to Darcy’s law, the mass flow rate of porous media is expressed as

Q =
KappA
μ

pMg

ZRT
Δp
L0

(36)

By substituting Equations (19), (34), and (35) into Equation (36), the apparent shale permeability
under various flow mechanisms can be written as

Kapp =
μRT
Mg

φ(2−Dp)

LDt−1
0

(
D

2−Dp
max −D

2−Dp
min

) ∫ Dmax

Dmin

(
εH(1 + αKn)

(
1 + 4Kn

1−bKn

) Mg
32μRT D2−Dp+Dt + εN

Cg
3

(
8ZMg
πRT

)1/2
D1−Dp+Dt

)
dD

+μDB
θZRT

d3
mNAp2

D
1−Dp+Dt
max −D

1−Dp+Dt
min

LDt−1
0 (1−Dp+Dt)

4φ(2−Dp)

π
(
D

2−Dp
max −D

2−Dp
min

) (37)
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By integrating and differentiating Equation (37), the analytical formula of apparent permeability
can be obtained as follows:

Kapp =
μRT
Mg

φ(2−Dp)

LDt−1
0

(
D

2−Dp
max −D

2−Dp
min

)
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

εH
3−Dp+Dt

Mg
32μRT (1 + αKn)

(
1 + 4Kn

1−bKn

)(
D

3−Dp+Dt
max −D

3−Dp+Dt

min

)
+

εN
2−Dp+Dt

Cg
3

(
8ZMg
πRT

)1/2(
D

2−Dp+Dt
max −D

2−Dp+Dt

min

)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

+μDB
θZRT

d3
mNAp2

D
1−Dp+Dt
max −D

1−Dp+Dt
min

LDt−1
0 (1−Dp+Dt)

4φ(2−Dp)

π
(
D

2−Dp
max −D

2−Dp
min

)
(38)

It can be seen from Equation (38) that the apparent permeability of shale considering multiple gas
migration mechanism is composed of three parts, which can be respectively regarded as the apparent
permeability of slip flow (KH), the apparent permeability of Knudsen diffusion (KN) and the apparent
permeability of surface diffusion (KB). The form can be expressed as

KH =
1

32
(1 + αKn)

(
1 +

4Kn

1− bKn

) φεH

LDt−1
0

2−Dp

3−Dp + Dt

D
3−Dp+Dt
max −D

3−Dp+Dt

min

D
2−Dp
max −D

2−Dp

min

(39)

KN =
μCg

3

(
8ZMg

πRT

)1/2 φεN

LDt−1
0

2−Dp

2−Dp + Dt

D
2−Dp+Dt
max −D

2−Dp+Dt

min

D
2−Dp
max −D

2−Dp

min

(40)

KB = 4μDB
θZRT
πd3

mNAp2

φ

LDt−1
0

2−Dp

1−Dp + Dt

D
1−Dp+Dt
max −D

1−Dp+Dt

min

D
2−Dp
max −D

2−Dp

min

(41)

Through Equations (39)–(41), the relationship between slip apparent permeability, Knudsen
diffusion apparent permeability, surface diffusion apparent permeability and geometric fractal
parameters is established, and the relationship between matrix apparent permeability of shale gas
reservoir and three flow mechanisms and geometric fractal theory is also established through Equation
(38).

According to fractal geometry theory and Darcy flow equation, Darcy permeability (KD) of shale
can also be obtained as

KD =
πDpD

Dp
max

(
D

3−Dp+Dt
max −D

3−Dp+Dt

min

)
128LDt−1

0 A
(
3−Dp + Dt

) =
1

32
φ

LDt−1
0

2−Dp

D
2−Dp
max −D

2−Dp

min

D
3+Dt−Dp
max −D

3+Dt−Dp
max

3 + Dt −Dp
(42)

Equations (38)–(42) contain many parameters. Among them, porosity, physical parameters of
shale gas, temperature, and diameter of maximum and minimum capillary bundle are all obtained by
experimental methods. Fractal dimension (Dp and Dt) can be referred to Yu’s study [35]. The value of
Knudsen’s number is obtained by Equation (49).

3. Model Validation

Firstly, fractal characterization of shale pore characteristics is needed to obtain integral shape
dimension of shale pore surface and fractal dimension of pore tortuosity. According to the 2D model
proposed by Yu et al. [35], the relationship between the integral shape dimension of the pore surface
and the distribution of pore size is

Dp = 2− lnφ
ln(Dmin/Dmax)

(43)

It is noteworthy that Equation (46) needs to satisfy the precondition of Dmin/Dmax < 0.01, which
is obviously satisfied in shale reservoirs. Because the fractal dimension of pore tortuosity of shale has
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not yet been measured, the fractal dimension of pore tortuosity is determined by the model proposed
by Yu et al. [35].

Dt = 1 +
ln τav

ln(L0/Dav)
(44)

where τav is the average tortuosity, dimensionless; Dav is the average pore diameter, m.
The shale permeability test data of Letham et al. were used for model verification [46]. In its

experimental test, helium and methane were used to measure shale permeability, and the basic input
parameters of model verification were shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Basic input parameters of the shale apparent permeability model.

Parameters Value Unit

Minimum pore diameter 0.4 nm
Maximum pore diameter 100 nm
Temperature 303 K
Langmuir pressure 5 MPa
Gas constant 8.314 J/(mol·K)
Avogadro constant 6.022 × 1023 Mol−1

Since gas viscosity is a function of pressure, the widely used formula is adopted to calculate,
namely [47–50]

μ = 10−4H0 exp

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣X(10−3 28.96γgp
ZRT

)0.2(12−X)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (45)

X = 0.01
(
350 +

54777.78
T

+ 28.96γg

)
(46)

H0 =

(
9.379 + 0.01607γg

)
T1.5

209.2 + 19.26γg
(47)

where γg is gas molar weight, kg/mol.
Since shale has no adsorption effect on helium gas, the effect of surface diffusion on apparent

permeability is not considered when calculating the apparent permeability of helium gas. At this time,
the expression of apparent permeability is simplified as

Kapp =
μRT
Mg

φ(2−Dp)

LDt−1
0

(
D

2−Dp
max −D

2−Dp
min

)
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

εH
3−Dp+Dt

Mg
32μRT (1 + αKn)

(
1 + 4Kn

1−bKn

)(
D

3−Dp+Dt
max −D

3−Dp+Dt

min

)
+

εN
2−Dp+Dt

Cg
3

(
8ZMg
πRT

)1/2(
D

2−Dp+Dt
max −D

2−Dp+Dt

min

)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (48)

As can be seen from Figure 3, the calculated results of the model in this paper are very close to the
experimental data. The apparent permeability of shale ranges from 400 nD to 1300 nD, and decreases
with the increase of pressure. This is because with the decrease of pressure, the molecular mean free
path increases and the Kn number increases, the influence of microscopic seepage on permeability
increases, and the deviation from Darcy permeability increases. In addition, under the same reservoir
conditions, even if the apparent permeability of methane is contributed by surface diffusion, the
apparent permeability of helium is always greater than the apparent permeability of methane. It can
be explained that the collision radius of helium molecule (0.26 nm) is smaller than that of methane
molecule (0.38 nm), so the helium Kn number is larger than methane Kn number, and the apparent
permeability is higher. The following formula can be used for calculating Kn number [51]:

Kn =
μ

pD

√
πZRT
2Mg

(49)
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Figure 3. Comparison of apparent permeability calculated by the model in this paper with
experimental data.

4. Discussion of Results

Based on fractal theory, this paper establishes a shale nano-pore permeability model considering
the integral shape dimension of pore surface, fractal dimension of tortuosity, surface diffusion, Knudsen
diffusion and slip flow. Based on the parameters in Table 2, we analyzed the apparent permeability
and the contribution rate of different components to the apparent permeability. These results are of
great significance to the study of microscopic seepage mechanism of nano-pore shale gas.

Table 2. Basic input parameters of the shale apparent permeability model.

Parameters Value Unit

Minimum pore diameter 1 nm
Maximum pore diameter 100 nm
Temperature 350 K
Langmuir pressure 5 MPa
Gas constant 8.314 J/(mol·K)
Avogadro constant 6.022 × 1023 Mol−1

Tortuosity 5
Porosity 3 %
Surface diffusion coefficient 1 × 10–7 m/s2

Gas viscosity 0.015 mPa·s

The variation trend of various dimensionless apparent permeability with pressure is shown in
Figure 4. As can be seen from the Figure 4, slip flow permeability, Knudsen diffusion permeability,
surface diffusion permeability and apparent permeability all decrease with the increase of pressure.
When the pressure increases, the average free path of gas molecules decreases, and the gas flow
under the action of slip flow, Knudsen diffusion and surface diffusion (from Equation (40)) decreases.
Therefore, the permeability decreases. When the pressure is less than 10 MPa, the slip flow permeability,
surface diffusion permeability and apparent permeability rapidly decrease with the increase of pressure,
and then tend to flatten. Therefore, under low pressure, pressure has a great influence on the apparent
permeability of shale, while under high pressure, pressure has a relatively small influence on the
apparent permeability. In essence, these performances can explain the phenomenon that in shale gas
production, with the decrease of reservoir pressure, the apparent permeability gradually increases,
and the rate of production decline gradually decreases. The effect of temperature on dimensionless
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apparent permeability is shown in Figure 5. The dimensionless apparent permeability increases
nonlinearly with temperature.

Figure 4. Relationship between dimensionless permeability and pressure.

K

Figure 5. Relationship between temperature and dimensionless apparent permeability.

The contribution rates of different gas migration mechanisms to apparent permeability (Kapp) are
shown in Figure 6. It can be seen from the figure that the slip flow contributes the most to the apparent
permeability, followed by the surface diffusion (kB = KB/Kapp), and finally the Knudsen diffusion (kN =

KN/Kapp). The contribution rate of slip flow (kH = KH/Kapp) to apparent permeability increases rapidly
and then tends to flatten with the increase of pressure, while the contribution rate of surface diffusion to
apparent permeability decreases rapidly and then tends to flatten with the increase of pressure. Under
low pressure, the contribution of surface diffusion to apparent permeability is more significant, but
even at pressure of 1 MPa, it is less than 10%. The contribution of slip flow to the apparent permeability
is dominant, while the contribution of Knudsen diffusion to the apparent permeability is small, which
can be ignored.
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k

k
k

Figure 6. Relationship between contribution rate and pressure.

The overall effect of fractal dimension on dimensionless apparent permeability is shown in
Figure 7. The apparent permeability increases with the increase of the integral shape dimension of
the pore surface, and the change relation is strongly nonlinear. The relationship between tortuosity
fractal dimension and apparent permeability is linearly negative. The influences of the integral
shape dimension of pore surface and the fractal dimension of tortuosity on the contribution rate of
permeability of different mechanisms are shown in Figures 8 and 9. Figure 8 shows that the surface
diffusion contribution rate (kB) and Knudsen diffusion contribution rate (kN) are positively correlated
with the integral shape dimension of the pore surface, while the slip flow is negatively correlated with
the integral shape dimension of the pore surface. The integral shape dimension of the pore surface
has the least effect on Knudsen diffusion. However, the influence of fractal dimension of tortuosity
on contribution rate is opposite to that of integral shape dimension of pore surface on contribution
rate, as shown in Figure 9. The fractal dimension of tortuosity is negatively correlated with surface
diffusion contribution rate (kB) and Knudsen diffusion contribution rate (kN), and positively correlated
with slip flow contribution rate (kH). It comes down to the nature of fractal dimension. The larger
the integral shape dimension of pore surface, the smaller the resistance of Knudsen diffusion and
surface diffusion of gas molecules in shale porous media, and the greater the contribution of Knudsen
diffusion and surface diffusion to apparent permeability. Although the contribution rate of slip flow
decreases, the decrease is less than the total increase of Knudsen diffusion and surface diffusion, so
the apparent permeability is higher. However, the larger the fractal dimension of tortuosity is, the
more complex the pore structure is and the greater the diffusion resistance of gas molecules is. The
contribution of Knudsen diffusion and surface diffusion to the apparent permeability decreases and
the apparent permeability decreases.
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Figure 7. Effect of fractal dimension on dimensionless apparent permeability.
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Figure 8. Relationship between contribution rate and fractal dimension of pore surface.
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Figure 9. Relationship between contribution rate and fractal dimension of tortuosity.
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, based on fractal geometry theory, the Hagen Poiseuille law, the Langmuir adsorption
law, and Darcy law, a mathematical model of gas flow in nano-pores of shale was established. A new
shale apparent permeability model is derived. The model comprehensively considers the influence of
slip flow, Knudsen diffusion and surface diffusion, and is closely related to the size parameters of shale
nano-pore structure, which can better reveal the behavior and law of multi-scale gas nonlinear flow
in shale reservoir than traditional models. The nonlinear flow law of shale gas and the influencing
factors of shale apparent permeability are analyzed. The following conclusions and understandings
are obtained:

(1) The smaller the pressure, the higher the temperature, the larger the integral dimension of pore
surface, the smaller the fractal dimension of tortuosity, the larger the apparent permeability, and the
stronger the nonlinear flow of shale gas.

(2) The apparent permeability changes rapidly when the pressure is less than 10 MPa, and slowly
when the pressure exceeds 10 MPa. Under any conditions, the contribution of slip flow to apparent
permeability is the largest, followed by surface diffusion and Knudsen diffusion. The contribution rate
of slip flow to apparent permeability increases rapidly and then tends to flatten with the increase of
pressure, while the contribution rate of surface diffusion to apparent permeability decreases rapidly
and then tends to flatten with the increase of pressure. Surface diffusion contributes significantly to
apparent permeability at low pressure. The contribution of slip flow to the apparent permeability is
dominant, while the contribution of Knudsen diffusion to the apparent permeability is small, which
can be ignored.

(3) Fractal dimension of pore surface is positively correlated with apparent permeability, surface
diffusion and Knudsen diffusion. The fractal dimension of tortuosity is negatively correlated with
apparent permeability, surface diffusion and Knudsen diffusion. The fractal dimension of pore surface
and the fractal dimension of tortuosity have the opposite effect on gas flow of shale nano-pores.
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Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to discuss the variation of wellbore temperature and bottom-hole
pressure with key factors in the case of coupled temperature and pressure under multi-pressure
system during deep-water drilling circulation. According to the law of energy conservation and
momentum equation, the coupled temperature and pressure calculation model under multi-pressure
system is developed by using the comprehensive convective heat transfer coefficient. The model is
discretized and solved by finite difference method and Gauss Seidel iteration respectively. Then the
calculation results of this paper are compared and verified with previous research models and field
measured data. The results show that when the multi-pressure system is located in the middle
formation, the temperature of the annulus corresponding to location of the system is the most
affected, and the temperature of the other areas in annulus is hardly affected. However, when the
multi-pressure system is located at the bottom hole, the annulus temperature is greatly affected from
bottom hole to mudline. In addition, the thermo-physical parameters of the drilling fluid can be
changed by overflow and leakage. When only overflow occurs, the annulus temperature increases
the most, but the viscosity decreases the most. When only leakage occurs, the annulus temperature
decreases the most and the viscosity increases the most. However, when the overflow rate is greater
than the leakage rate, the mud density and bottom-hole pressure increase the most, and both increase
the least when only leakage occurs. Meanwhile, bottom-hole pressure increases with the increase
of pump rate but decreases with the increase of inlet temperature. The research results can provide
theoretical guidance for safe drilling in complex formations such as multi-pressure systems.

Keywords: wellbore temperature; bottom-hole pressure; multi-pressure system; comprehensive heat
transfer model; leakage and overflow

1. Introduction

Deep water drilling faces problems such as narrow formation pressure window and difficult
pressure control. The pressure in wellbore is affected not only by properties of drilling fluid but also by
formation and annulus temperature in deep water drilling. At the same time, the pressure variation
makes the drilling fluid density change, further affecting the annulus and formation temperature
distribution. Therefore, to ensure efficient and safe drilling, the study of coupled wellbore temperature
and pressure distribution is also very important in deep water drilling. In addition, the tectonic
steep, formation fracture, fault, fracture, and hole development are often encountered in deep water
drilling. Under the condition of multi-pressure system, it is easy for overflow and leakage to occur
simultaneously in the formation. Because the overflow and leakage exist at the same time, part of the
fluid from the annulus goes into the formation, and the fluid from the formation enters the annulus.
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Then, the corresponding thermo-physical property parameters of drilling fluid in annulus also change,
which affects the distribution of temperature and pressure in the wellbore. Therefore, in order to ensure
safe and efficient drilling operations, the research on coupled wellbore temperature and distribution
under multi-pressure system has highly practical significance.

In recent years, the research methods related to wellbore and formation temperature have been
mainly analytical and numerical methods [1]. Ekaterina Wiktorski [2] derived temperature-dependent
thermo-physical correlations, which were applied in a wellbore heat transfer model for oil production
scenario by considering a complex well architecture. Javad Abdollahi and Stevan Dubljevic [3]
simplified the heat transfer model of wellbore fluid into a set of hyperbolic partial differential equations.
Then the observability of temperature distribution was discussed by using the methods of characteristic
functions and Riemann invariants. R. Hasan and C. S. Kabir [4] discussed a unified approach for
modeling heat transfer in various situations that result in physically sound solutions. This modeling
approach depends on many common elements, such as temperature profiles surrounding the wellbore
and any series of resistances for the various elements in the wellbore. Based on the energy conservation
principle and the Modified Raymond, Yang M et al. [5] developed simplified and full-scale models,
and the results indicated that wellbore and formation temperatures were significantly influenced at the
connection points between the drill collar and drill pipe, as well as the casing shoe. Jia HJ, Meng YF,
Li G, Su G, et al. [6] established the thermal conductivity model of liquid-filled annulus, and the
influence of casing annulus fluid on temperature distribution was simulated numerically. Ramey [7]
established temperature calculation model under the condition that the formation and wellbore heat
transfer be considered as unsteady and steady respectively. The significant difference between Holmes
Swift’s [8] temperature prediction model and other models is that the accuracy of the model can only
be reflected under the condition of a long-circulation time. Hasan–Kabir [9,10] established a model
where variation of properties of drilling fluid with temperature and pressure was not considered,
nor was the heat generated by drilling fluid flow taken into account, so there will be obvious errors in
the calculation results. Raymond’s [11] model does not take into account the heat source generated by
friction during drilling fluid flow, so the final temperature calculation result is smaller than the actual
value. Marshall Bentsen [12] established the wellbore and formation temperature calculation model
by using the comprehensive convective heat transfer coefficient without considering the wellbore
structure. Li Mengbo et al. [13] established the coupled temperature and pressure calculation model
of wellbore in multiphase flow during normal circulation, and the effect of lost circulation or kick
on annulus temperature and pressure was not considered. García et al. [14] established the wellbore
temperature calculation model in geothermal wells and that during shut-in under the condition
of lost circulation. Espinosa et al. [15] obtained the wellbore temperature distribution prediction
model according to the law of energy conservation under the conditions of circulation and stopping
circulation. Yang Mou et al. [16] considered the axial and radial heat conduction of wellbore and
formation simultaneously; the results showed that the axial heat conduction exert almost no effect on
distribution of wellbore temperature compared with that of the radial temperature. Zhang Zheng et al.
established the wellbore and formation temperature calculation model when leakage was located in
different position of stratum, but without considering the comprehensive influence of leakage and
overflow and the coupled temperature and pressure [17].

Although there are many models for calculating wellbore and formation temperature under
different conditions, there are few models that the effects of multi-pressure systems and coupled
temperature and pressure are taken into account on wellbore temperature and pressure during
circulation in deep water drilling.

According to the law of energy conservation, when the multi-pressure system is located at
different positions of the formation, such as the middle open-hole formation or at the bottom hole,
the mathematically coupled temperature and pressure model of the wellbore and the formation is
established. Then, the first-order windward scheme is used for the first-order space, three-point
central difference is used for the second-order space, and two-point backward difference is used for the
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first-order time; finally, Gauss Seidel iteration is used for numerical calculation for the discrete model.
The distribution law of coupled wellbore temperature and pressure under multi-pressure system is
obtained, and the key factors affecting wellbore temperature and bottom-hole pressure are analyzed,
which provides theoretical support for adjusting drilling parameters and ensuring safe and efficient
drilling in deep water.

2. Mathematical Model of Each Heat Transfer Region

2.1. Physical Model of All Heat Transfer Regions

During the normal circulation in deep water drilling, drilling fluid first enters the pipe, then passes
through the drill bit into the annulus and finally returns to the surface ground. In this process,
the drilling fluid generates convection heat transfer with the interior wall and exterior wall of the
drill pipe as well as the borehole wall. Meanwhile, the interior wall and exterior wall of the drill
pipe, casing, cement sheath, seawater and inside of the formation generate radial heat conduction [18].
Hence all heat transfer regions can be divided into three major regions such as inside drill string,
in annulus (including formation segment annulus and seawater segment annulus), and inside of the
formation [19]. The physical model of all heat transfer regions is shown in Figure 1.

All areas were meshed and divided into layers at intervals of 50 m along the axis of the wellbore,
denoted by i, and each zone in the radial direction denoted by j. According to the layer of overflow and
leakage, the multi-pressure system is divided into several sub-layers in the axial direction, which are
represented by l and k respectively.

Figure 1. Heat transfer model of wellbore and formation under multi-pressure system.

2.2. Mathematical Model

2.2.1. Model Hypothesis

(1) All fluids in the model are incompressible, other thermo-physical parameters do not change with
temperature and pressure variation except viscosity and density.

(2) Radial gradient of the temperature, pressure, and flow rate inside the wellbore are neglected and
the radial heat conduction inside seawater and formation is considered.

(3) The layer of overflow and the leakage alternate with each other; the flow rate of the same type of
sublayer is the same, and the fluid entering the annulus is evenly mixed with the drilling fluid.
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2.2.2. Heat Transfer Mathematic Models for Each Region

According to the model hypothesis and the first law of thermodynamics, the mathematical model
of heat transfer in each region is established because the seawater flow is affected by multiple factors,
which cannot be listed simply by hypothesis conditions. In addition, the seawater flow has little
influence on wellbore temperature [20], so the flow of seawater is ignored in this model.

(1) Drill string, the casing, riser, and the cement sheath.

During the drilling circulation, drill string, casing, cement ring, and riser have the same type of
heat transfer [21]. The heat transfer physical model in control element is shown in Figure 2, therefore,
according to the convection heat transfer between the drilling fluid and the interior and exterior wall
of the drill string and the heat conduction between the two walls, the heat transfer Equation (1) of drill
string can be written as follows: According to the law of energy conservation, the first term of the
equation is the convection heat transfer between the annulus drilling fluid and the outer wall of the
drill string, the second term is the convection heat transfer between the drilling fluid and the inner
wall of the drill string, and the third term is the heat conduction between the inner wall of the drill
pipe and the outer wall.

hpoπdpoΔyΔt[Ta(y, t) − Tpo(y, t)]Δt = hpiπdpiΔyΔt(Tp(y, t) − Tpi((y, t)) = 2πλpΔyΔt
[Tpo(y,t)−Tpi(y,t)]

ln(
dpo
dpi

)
(1)

 
Figure 2. Heat transfer physical model in control element.

According to the above equation established by the Energy conservation relation, the total
heat transferred between the region inside the drill string and in annulus can be obtained, and the
relationship is as follows:

Qap =
πdpi[Ta(y, t) − Tp(y, t)]

1
hpi

+
dpi

hpodpo
+

dpi
2λp

ln(
dpo
dpi

)
ΔyΔt,

1
Uap

=
1

hpi
+

dpi

hpodpo
+

dpi

2λp
ln(

dpo

dpi
) (2)

According to the heat transfer mechanism of drill string, the heat transfer relationship among
casing (or wellbore wall), cement sheath, and formation can be obtained similarly:

2πλcemiΔyΔt[T f (y, t) − Tcemi(y, t)]

ln( dcemo
dcemi

)
=

2πλwΔyΔt[Tcemi(y, t) − Tw(y, t)]

ln( dcemi
dw

)
= hwπdwΔyΔt(Tw − Ta) (3)
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According to the Equation (3), the comprehensive heat transfer from annulus to outside wall of
cement sheath (or formation) can be obtained:

Qa f =
πdw[T f (y, t) − Ta(y, t)]

1
hw

+ dw
2λw

ln( dcemi
dw

) + dw
2λcem

ln( dcemo
dcemi

)
ΔyΔt,

1
Ua f

=
1

hw
+

dw

2λw
ln(

dcemi
dw

) +
dw

2λcem
ln(

dcemo

dcemi
) (4)

(2) Inside the drill string.

Heat transfer in these regions include heat convection between drilling fluid and interior wall of
drill string, heat gone into the control element during Δt time and heat generated by drilling fluid flow
friction. According to the law of the energy conservation, the following Equation (5) can be obtained.
The first item of the equation is the change of internal energy in element during Δt time, the second
item is the convection heat transfer Δt, the third item is the heat entering the element during Δt, and
the fourth item is the heat generated by friction.

π
4 dpi

2ΔyΔt
∂[ρp(y,t)cp(y,t)Tp(y,t)]

∂t = hpiπdpi(Tp − Tpi)ΔyΔt + Qm
∂[ρp(y,t)cp(y,t)Tp(y,t)]

∂y ΔyΔt
+QcpΔyΔt

(5)

According to the comprehensive convective heat transfer coefficient of drilling fluid from drill string to
annulus, the Equation (5) can be modified as:

π

4
dpi

2 ∂[ρp(y, t)cp(y, t)Tp(y, t)]
∂t

= Uapπdpi(Ta(y, t)− Tp(y, t)) + Qm
∂[ρp(y, t)cp(y, t)Tp(y, t)]

∂y
+ Qcp (6)

(3) In annulus.

Heat transfer in annulus mainly includes convection heat transfer between drilling fluid and
exterior wall of drill string as well as wellbore wall, heat gone into the control element during Δt time,
and heat generated by drilling fluid flow friction.

a. When the multi-pressure system is located in the middle open hole formation:

The lower annulus

When the multi-pressure system is located in the middle open-hole formation, the annulus
is divided into two parts by taking the multi-pressure system section as a marker. The first part
is the lower annulus below the multi-pressure system. The second part is the annulus where the
multi-pressure system and its upper segment formation as well as seawater segment. The physical
model is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Physical model of multi-pressure system in the middle open hole formation.

The thermo-physical parameter of the drilling fluid in the lower annulus, which is located
upstream of the multi-pressure system, is not affected by overflow and leakage. The heat transfer in
this region is the same as that of the annulus during normal circulation. According to the law of energy
conservation, the following Equation (7) can be obtained in the control element: The first item of the
equation is the change of internal energy in element during Δt time, the second and third items are the
convection heat transfer Δt, the fourth item is the heat entering the element during Δt, and the fifth
item is the heat generated by friction.

π
4 (dw − dpo

2)ΔyΔt∂[ρa(y,t)ca(y,t)Ta(y,t)]
∂t = hpoπdpo[Ta(y, t) − Tpo(y, t)]ΔyΔt

+hwπdw[Ta(y, t) − Tw(y, t)]ΔyΔt

+Qm
∂[ρa(y,t)ca(y,t)Ta(y,t)]

∂y ΔyΔt + QcaΔyΔt
(7)

According to the comprehensive convective heat transfer coefficient from annulus to formation and its
counterpart from the drill string to the annulus, Equation (7) can be changed as:

π
4 (dw − dpo

2)
∂[ρa(y,t)ca(y,t)Ta(y,t)]

∂t = Uapπdpo[Ta(y, t) − Tp(y, t)] + Ua fπdw[Ta(y, t) − Tw(y, t)]

+Qm
∂[ρa(y,t)ca(y,t)Ta(y,t)]

∂y + Qca
(8)

The upper annulus

When the drilling fluid returns to the annulus segment where the multi-pressure system is located,
some drilling fluid enters the multi-pressure system formation, and the fluid from the multi-pressure
system formation also goes into the annulus because of simultaneous existence of leakage and overflow
in this multi-pressure system formation. When drilling fluid from the lower annulus is mixed with fluid
from the multi-pressure system formation, then the thermo-physical property of drilling fluid entering
the upper annulus is changed. It can be known from the assumed conditions that the formation
of leakage and overflow formation are staggered, and the fluid in annulus is evenly mixed. Now,
each layer of formation of overflow and leakage is divided into several sub-layers, so the heat transfer
equation of drilling fluid in the upper annulus can be described as follows. The physical meaning
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of terms in the equation is the same as that in Equation (7), except that the value of thermo-physical
parameters changes due to the influence of overflow and leakage.

π
4 (dw − dpo

2)
∂[ρa

′(y,t)ca
′(y,t)Ta(y,t)]
∂t ΔyΔt = hpo

′πdpo[Ta(y, t) − Tpo(y, t)]ΔyΔt
+hw

′πdw[Ta(y, t) − Tw(y, t)]ΔyΔt + QcaΔyΔt

+(va +
n∑

k=1
vkk −

n−1∑
l=2

vll)
∂[ρa

′(y,t)ca(y,t)′Ta(y,t)]
∂y ΔyΔt

(9)

Similarly, according to the comprehensive heat transfer coefficient, the Equation (9) can be changed
as Equation (10), but the comprehensive convective heat transfer coefficient of the mixed fluid is
different from the former in Equation (8):

π
4 (dw − dpo

2)
∂[ρa

′(y,t)ca
′(y,t)Ta(y,t)]
∂t = Uap

′πdpo[Ta(y, t) − Tpo(y, t)] + U f a
′πdw[T f (y, t) − Ta(y, t)]

+(va +
n∑

k=1
vkk −

n−1∑
l=2

vll)
∂[ρa

′(y,t)ca(y,t)′Ta(y,t)]
∂y + Qca

′

(10)
where, the k = 1, 3, 5, . . . , n, l = 2, 4, 6, . . . , n − 1.

b. The multi-pressure system is located at the bottom hole

When the multi-pressure system formation is located at bottom hole, as shown in Figure 4,
the drilling fluid in the whole annulus is mixed with the fluid from the multi-pressure system formation
because of the co-existence of overflow and leakage. According to the law of energy conservation,
the heat transfer equation of the annulus can be obtained as follows:

π
4 (dw − dpo

2)
∂[ρa

∗(y,t)ca
∗(y,t)Ta(y,t)]
∂t = Uap

∗πdpo[Ta(y, t) − Tpo(y, t)] + U f a
∗πdw[T f (y, t) − Ta(y, t)]

+(va +
n∑

k=1
v∗kk −

n−1∑
l=2

v∗ll)
∂[ρa

∗(y,t)ca(y,t)∗Ta(y,t)]
∂y + Qca

∗

(11)

Figure 4. Physic model of multi-pressure system segment located at bottom hole.

Due to the combined effects of overflow and leakage, the composition of drilling fluid in the
upper annulus was finally changed [22,23]. According to the literature, the formula for calculating the
density of mixed liquid is as follows:

ρm
(−2/3) = a + bw1 + cw1

2 (12)
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The thermal conductivity of the mixed liquid is a function of density, so according to the
mathematical function expansion theorem:

λ2
′ = k0 + kρm, making ρm → 0, λ2

′ → 0, so λ2
′ = kρm (13)

where, k0, k is constant, in combination with Equations (12) and (13),

λ2
′(−2/3) = B1 + B2w1 + B3w1

2, (w1 + w2 = 1) (14)

According to the binary liquid mixture proportion relationship, binary mixed fluid thermal
conductivity is obtained and extended to multiple mixed fluid as follows:

λ2
′(−2/3) = (B1 + B2)w1 + (B1 + B3)w2 − B3w1w2 (15)

where B1, B2, B3 is the constant, Ai = λ1
(−2/3), Bij = 0.0055− 0.011

∣∣∣ln(λi/λ j)
∣∣∣.

(4) Heat transfer model of formation

Whether the presence of fluid is in the formation or not leads to great difference in the heat transfer
of the formation. This paper only considers the condition of the presence of fluid, and the heat transfer
equation is as follows:

(ρc)e f f
∂Ti(x, y, t)
∂t

= λe f f
∂2T f (x, y, t)

∂2x
+
λe f f

x

∂T f (x, y, t)

2x
(16)

According to the equilibrium volume method and energy balance equation, the thermal and
physical parameters and the fluid in the formation can be calculated [24]. Where, λ′ = λl

φ + λ f
(1−φ),

(ρc)′ = φ(ρc)l + (1−φ)(ρc) f .
The fluid flow in the formation can be regarded as unidirectional incompressible plane radial

steady seepage [25]. According to its corresponding differential equation and Darcy’s law, the seepage
velocity can be obtained as follows [26]:

vr = −K
μ
∂P
∂r

,
K1

μ
(
∂2P
∂r2 +

1
r
∂P
∂r

) +
q
ρ
= 0 (17)

(5) Heat transfer model of seawater

(ρscs)
∂Ti(x, y, t)
∂t

= λs
∂2T f (x, y, t)

∂2x
+
λs

x

∂T f (x, y, t)

2x
(18)

2.2.3. Momentum Equation and the Relationship between Pressure and Density

∂(ρiviAi)

∂t
+
∂(ρivi

2Ai)

∂z
=
∂(ρiAi)

∂z
+ Ai

∂P f i

∂z
+ ρigAi (19)

∂P
∂y

= ρ0geχp(P−P0)+χpp(P−P0)
2+χT(T−T0)+χTT(T−T0)

2+χPT(P−P0)(T−T0) (20)

2.3. Initial and Boundary Conditions

2.3.1. Initial Conditions

Since the temperature of seawater is affected by multiple factors such as season, current, depth,
and so on, Locarnini described the distribution of seawater temperature in the vertical direction as
follows, in consideration of coupling factors [27]:
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T3 = (y, t = 0) = Tsur f (200− y) + 13.68y/200, y < 200, (21)

T3 = (y, t = 0) = m2 + (m1 −m2)/(1 + e(y−m0)/m3), 200 < y < yml (22)

The temperature of the formation is mainly related to the temperature gradient and depth, so the
temperature distribution model along the vertical direction can be expressed as [28]:

T f (y, t = 0) = T3(y = yml, t = 0) + Gh, yml < y < h (23)

2.3.2. Boundary Conditions

Wellhead temperature can be regarded as the initial temperature inside drill string, so its boundary
condition can be expressed as:

T0(y = 0, t = 0) = Tin (24)

According to the continuity of drilling fluid flow at bottom hole, the bottom hole temperatures of
the drilling fluid inside the drill string, the wall of drill string, and drilling fluid in the annulus are
equal [29]. The boundary condition can be expressed as:

T0(y = H, t) = T1(y = H, t) = T2(y = H, t) (25)

The boundary condition of ambient temperature distribution far from the wellbore is as follows:

T(x→∞, y, t) = Tsur f + Gh (26)

For the meshing of the physical model, the discrete process of the mathematical model and the
overall calculation flow chart, all of them are shown in Appendix A.

3. Model Validation

3.1. Comparison and Verification with Theoretical Calculation Model

According to drilling data from Tables 1–3, which comes from a well in the South China Sea [30],
the calculated results of this paper are obtained and then compared with other scholar’s models;
the obtained comparison result is shown in Figure 5a. The model of Zhang Zheng is the closest to
the model in this paper, while Yang Mou’s model has a large gap. Marshall’s model also used the
comprehensive convective heat transfer coefficient and considered the heat generated by drilling fluid
flow friction during circulation. However, the influence of wellbore structure, pressure, and other
factors on the temperature distribution was not considered [12]. Because the well structure has a great
influence on wellbore heat transfer [12], the temperature in deep formation is generally higher than
that in the annulus, while the temperature in shallow formation (including seawater) is lower than that
in the annulus.

Table 1. The Basic parameters of the well.

Parameters Value Parameters Value

Well depth, m 5094 Drilling fluid flow rate, m3/s 0.02
Water depth, m 1521 ROP, m/h 3.05

Open hole diameter, mm 215.9 Surface temperature, ◦C 20
Inlet temperature, ◦C 15 Geothermal gradient, ◦C 0.024

Drilling fluid viscosity, mPa·s 10 Fluid density in formation, kg/m3 1100
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Table 2. Thermo-physical parameters of different materials or fluid.

Medium Density, kg/m3 Specific Heat, J/(kg·K)
Coefficient of Heat Conduction

W/(m·K)

Drilling fluid 1180 3935 1.75
Drill string 7850 400 43.7
Drill collars 8910 400 43.7

Fluid in formation 1150 4200 0.8
Seawater 1050 4128 0.6
Casing 8300 400 43.7
Cement 2140 900 0.85

Rock 2640 853 2.3

Table 3. Inner diameter and outer diameter of drill string and casing.

Parameters Inside Diameters (mm) Outside Diameters (mm)

Drill pipe 108 127
Drill collar 80 171
First casing 486 508

Second casing 317 339
Third casing 221 245

 
(a) Verification by theoretical models 

 
(b) Verification by measurement data 

Figure 5. Model verification by using previous models and measurement data.

Therefore, compared with Marshall model, the well structure and pressure was taken into
account, and the comprehensive convective heat transfer coefficient was used to solve the temperature
distribution in this paper. On the one hand, the deep formation transfers less heat to the lower annulus
during same circulation time, so the formation temperature cools more slowly and the temperature
of the lower annulus is higher. On the other hand, the drilling fluid from the lower annulus carries
less heat into the upper annulus, so the temperature in upper annulus is cooler. Yang Mou’s model is
mainly aimed at traditional land drilling [31]. Compared with Yang’s model, the model in this paper
is about deep-water drilling and has different assumptions, so there are some errors in the solution.
Zhang Zheng’s temperature calculation model is the closest to the solution results of the model in
this paper. In the entire annulus temperature distribution, the maximum calculated temperature
difference between two models is not more than 3.31 ◦C, which has little impact on the whole wellbore
temperature distribution, thus basically proving the reliability of the temperature calculation model.
In addition, compared with Zhang Zheng’s model, the temperature prediction model in this paper
not only considers overflow but also considers overflow and leakage occurring simultaneously under
multi-pressure system. This temperature prediction model in this paper is more consistent with the
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actual temperature distribution in deep water drilling and provides a better reference for managed
pressure drilling in deep water.

3.2. Verification by Comparison with Measured Data

The wellhead temperature calculated by using the data from Tables 1–3 is compared with its
counterpart measured in a well in the South China Sea over a period of circulation time. As Figure 5b
shows, wellhead temperature drops in calculated results, firstly, because the wellhead temperature is
higher than that of the seawater. Therefore, there is heat transfer between drilling fluid near wellhead
and seawater, which can lead to wellhead temperature decreases. After circulation for a period of
time, the heat absorption of seawater increases and the temperature of seawater increases gradually,
while the wellhead temperature decreases gradually and finally tends to stabilize. During the period
when the wellhead temperature is stable, although the measured data have some deviation from the
theoretical calculation at some time, the overall results are basically consistent, and the calculation and
measurement error is less than 5%, so the validity of the model is verified.

4. Analysis of Key Factors Influencing Wellbore Temperature Distribution

The calculation data of this part comes from Tables 1–3. If the multi-pressure system is located in
the middle open-hole formation from 2500 m to 3500 m, or located at the bottom hole, it is divided
into multiple sub-layers, one per 50 m. Then the total number of sub-layers is 20, and the number of
the sub-layers of overflow or leakage is 10, respectively, and distributed alternately. According to the
assumptions of the model, the overflow rate or leakage rate in each sub-layer is the same. Therefore,
on the one hand, if the flow rate of overflow is greater than that of the leakage, take the flow rate of each
sub-layer of overflow as 0.6 L/s and the flow rate of sub-layer of each leakage as 0.2 L/s for calculation,
then overflow and leakage rates are 6 L/s and 2 L/s, respectively. On the other hand, the flow rate of
sub-layer of each leakage is 0.6 L/s, and the flow rate of each sub-layer of overflow is 0.2 L/s, so the
total leakage and overflow rates are 6 L/s and 2 L/s, respectively, when the overflow rate is greater than
the leakage rate.

4.1. Annulus Temperature Distribution When Overflow and Leakage Rates Are Different under the
Multi-Pressure System

In deep water drilling, the deep formation temperature is higher than that in lower annulus
during normal circulation, while the upper formation temperature (including seawater) is lower than
that in upper annulus. Before the temperature reaches equilibrium, heat from the deep formation is
transferred to lower annulus, the temperature of which increases gradually. Then some heat from the
drilling fluid in the lower annulus is transferred to the drilling fluid in the upper annulus. The heat
from the upper annulus is transferred to the formation or seawater, and the drilling fluid temperature
starts to decrease. The temperature gradually increases as it approaches the wellhead; the temperature
reaches an equilibrium state after a period of circulation. Under the multi-pressure system, the fluid
carrying formation heat goes into the annulus when overflow occurs, and the temperature of the
annulus increases. Some drilling fluid enters the formation when leakage occurs, and temperature of
the annulus drilling fluid decreases. When the mixed fluid is uniformly mixed in the annulus where
the multi-pressure system is located, the thermo-physical properties and the temperature of drilling
fluid in the annulus change.

As shown in Figure 6a, the multi-pressure system is located from 2500 m to 3500 m. If the overflow
rate is less than that of leakage, the annulus temperature is less than that during the normal circulation.
On the contrary, the annulus temperature is higher. Regardless of whether the overflow rate or leakage
rate is greater, the area indicating the largest temperature variation is between 2500 m and 3500 m
in the annulus. However, the temperature in the annulus deeper than 3500 m changes slightly and
is almost unaffected. Moreover, the temperature in the upper part of the annulus, shallower than
2500 m, is affected and gradually decreases as well-depth decreases. Temperature distribution is
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almost no longer affected in the upper part of the annulus shallower than 1500 m. Therefore, when the
multi-pressure system is located in the formation from 2500 m to 3500 m, the annulus temperature is
mainly affected from 1500 m to 3500 m.

(a) 
 

(b) 

Figure 6. Annulus temperature distribution when overflow and leakage rates are different under the
multi-pressure system; (a,b) show conditions when the multi-pressure system is located in middle
formation and at bottom hole, respectively.

As shown in Figure 6b, the multi-pressure system is located at bottom hole; because the leakage
and overflow occur near the bottom hole, the thermo-physical property of drilling fluid returning
from the bottom hole is affected. As drilling fluid returns from the bottom hole to the surface,
then the thermo-physical property of drilling fluid in the entire annulus is also changed. However,
the influence on the temperature in annulus shallower than 1500 m gradually decreases. Similarly,
when the multi-pressure system is located in the middle open-hole formation, the annulus drilling
fluid temperature is higher compared with that during the normal circulation when the overflow rate
is greater than leakage rate. On the contrary, the annulus temperature is lower than that during normal
circulation when the overflow rate is less than leakage rate.

4.2. Annulus Temperature Distribution during Different Circulation Time under Multi-Pressure System When
Overflow Rate Is Greater Than Leakage Rate

When the multi-pressure system is located in the middle open formation from 2500 m to 3500 m,
the annulus temperature distribution during the circulation for 0 h, 1 h, 2 h, 4 h, and 8 h is shown
in Figure 7a. Since the deeper annulus temperature is lower than that of the corresponding deeper
formation, the longer the circulation time of drilling fluid is, the more heat in the deeper formation is
taken away by the drilling fluid. Then the formation temperature is gradually cooled down, so the
annulus temperature gradually decreases at the same depth. The heat in the deeper annulus then is
transferred to the shallower annulus, and the longer time the drilling fluid circulates, the higher the
upper annulus temperature is.

As shown in Figure 7b, when the multi-pressure system is located at the bottom hole, the annulus
temperature distribution during circulation for 0 h, 1 h, 2 h, and 4 h. The trend is basically consistent
with the temperature distribution law shown in Figure 8a.
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(a) 
 

(b) 

Figure 7. Annulus temperature during different circulation time under multi-pressure system. (a) The
multi-pressure system is located in the middle open formation; (b) The multi-pressure system is located
at bottom hole.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 8. Annulus temperature distribution under multi-pressure system, only overflow or only
leakage; (a,b) show conditions when the multi-pressure system is located in middle formation and at
bottom hole, respectively.

4.3. Annulus Temperature Distribution under Multi-Pressure System, Only Overflow or Only Leakage

As shown in Figure 8a, the multi-pressure system is located in open-hole formation from 2500 m
to 3500 m. As the Figure 9a shows, the annulus temperature increases when the overflow rate is greater
than leakage rate under the multi-pressure system compared with that during normal circulation.
On the contrary, it is smaller than that during normal circulation. The temperature variation is most
significant in the annulus where the multi-pressure system is located; however, the temperature in
the deeper part of the annulus is almost unaffected, and the temperature in the shallower part of
the annulus decreases as the well depth decreases. Figure 8b shows annulus temperature when the
multi-pressure system is located at the bottom hole. Since drilling fluid from the lower annulus
circulates into the upper annulus gradually, so the thermo-physical properties of the whole annulus
drilling fluid is changed. Therefore, compared with the annulus temperature during the normal
circulation, the counterpart of the entire annulus is affected. Moreover, the annulus drilling fluid
temperature changes more in this case than when the multi-pressure system is located in the middle
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open-hole formation. In both cases (a) and (b), only leakage or only overflow creates greater influence
on the annulus temperature than that when leakage and overflow occur synchronously.

 
(a) Verification by theoretical models 

 
(b) Verification by measurement data 

Figure 9. The temperature difference between in annulus and inside drill string when multi-pressure
system, only leakage or only overflow occurs; (a,b) show conditions when the multi-pressure system is
located in middle formation and at bottom hole, respectively.

4.4. The Temperature Difference between inside the Drill String and in Annulus When Multi-Pressure System,
Only Leakage or Only Overflow Occurs

As shown in Figure 9a,b, the drilling fluid temperature difference distribution was obtained after
2-hour circulation when the multi-pressure system was located in the formation from 2500 m to 3500 m
and at bottom hole, respectively. Because the annulus temperature is the same as that inside the drill
string at the bottom hole, the temperature difference is 0. When the well depth is from bottom hole to
1500 m, the temperature difference is positive, indicating that the annulus temperature is higher than
that inside the drill string. When the well depth is less than 1500 m, the temperature difference is less
than 0, indicating that the annulus drilling fluid temperature is lower than that inside the drill string.
If overflow rate is greater than leakage rate under multi-pressure system, the temperature difference in
this case is higher than that during the normal circulation at the same well depth. On the contrary,
the temperature difference is smaller. Obviously, the temperature difference is the largest when only
overflow or only leakage occurs. As shown in Figure 9a,b, the obvious temperature difference variation,
compared with that during the normal circulation, is mainly in annulus from 1500 to 3500 meters.
However, the temperature difference in other parts of the annulus is basically the same when the
multi-pressure system is located in the middle formation. As shown in Figure 10b, temperature
difference when multi-pressure system is located at bottom hole changes significantly from the bottom
hole to the vicinity of the wellhead compared with that during normal circulation.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 10. Bottom-hole temperature when multi-pressure system, only overflow or only leakage occurs;
(a,b) show conditions when multi-pressure system is located in middle open formation and at bottom
hole, respectively.

4.5. Bottom Hole Temperature Distribution When Multi-Pressure System, Only Overflow or Only Loss
Circulation Occurs

As shown in Figure 10a,b, the bottom-hole temperature decreases firstly and then gradually tends
to stabilize as the circulation time increases. Because the deep formation temperature is higher than
that at the bottom hole, the drilling fluid absorbs heat from the deep formation. As the circulation
time increases, the formation temperature is cooled gradually and the bottom hole temperature
decreases. When the drilling fluid temperature at the bottom hole reaches an equilibrium state with
formation temperature, the former basically remains unchanged. For the same circulation time,
only overflow increases the bottom hole temperature the most, and only leakage decreases the bottom
hole temperature the most the influence on bottom-hole temperature when multi-pressure system
occurs is between them.

4.6. Annulus Temperature Distribution at Different Overflow and Leakage Rates When Multi-Pressure System
Exists

Figure 11a–d shows the annulus temperature distribution at different overflow and leakage rates
after 2 hours of circulation. As shown in Figure 11a,b, it is annulus temperature distribution when
overflow rate is 6 L/s and leakage rate is 1 L/s, 2 L/s and 4 L/s, respectively. Some drilling fluid is lost
into the formation because of leakage; then, the heat from the drilling fluid is carried away during the
process. As the leakage rate increases, so does the heat loss, then the annulus temperature decreases
lower than that in normal condition at the same depth. When the leakage rate continues to increase,
the abrupt change point occurs at 2500 m and 3500 m, and the annulus temperature in this region
is more affected than that in other annulus regions. Figure 11b also shows the annulus temperature
distribution when the overflow rate is 6 L/s, the leakage rates are 1 L/s, 2 L/s, and 4 L/s respectively.
As the overflow rate increases, the flow carries heat from the formation into the annulus, which leads
to temperature increase in the annulus at the same depth. As shown in Figure 11c, when flow rate of
overflow is 6 L/s and the flow rate of leakage gradually increases from 1 L/s, 2 L/s, and 4 L/s, the annulus
temperature gradually decreases at the same well depth. As the leakage rate increases, the more heat
the drilling fluid carries into the formation, the lower the annulus temperature is at the same depth.
Figure 11d shows the annulus temperature distribution when the leakage rate is 6 L/s and overflow
rate gradually increases from 1 L/s, 2 L/s, and 4 L/s. The annulus temperature increases gradually at
the same depth because the fluid from the formation carries heat into the annulus and circulates with
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the drilling fluid into the shallower part of the annulus from the bottom hole, then the temperature
throughout the annulus increases.

 

(a) 

 
(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 11. Cont.
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(d) 

Figure 11. Annulus temperature distribution at different overflow and leakage rates when multi-system
occurs. (a) The flow rate of overflow is greater than that of leakage when the multi-pressure system is
located in the middle open hole formation; (b) The flow rate of overflow is less than that of leakage
when the multi pressure system is located in middle open hole formation; (c) The overflow rate is
greater than leakage rate when the multi pressure system is located at bottom hole; (d) The flow rate of
overflow is less than that of leakage when the multi pressure system is located at bottom hole.

5. Analysis of the Influence of Coupled Temperature and Pressure on Viscosity and Density of
Drilling Fluid

5.1. Normal Circulation

Density and viscosity of drilling fluid are positively correlated with temperature and negatively
correlated with pressure. As shown in Figure 12a,b, During normal circulation, with the increase of
circulation time, the pressure variation is not obvious for the same well depth, but the temperature of
annulus near borehole gradually decreases, so the density and viscosity increase gradually, especially
the annulus drilling fluid near the bottom hole. But from the bottom hole up, the density and viscosity
vary less and less. Because, the temperature of the shallower annulus has a tendency to increase
gradually with the increase of circulation time, so the density and viscosity gradually decrease.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 12. Variation of density and viscosity with time during normal circulation. (a) Drilling fluid
density changes over time; (b) Drilling fluid viscosity changes over time.
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5.2. Under Multi-Pressure System

After circulating for 3 h, when the multi-pressure system is located in the middle formation or
at the bottom hole, the variation of density and viscosity at different overflow and leakage rates is
shown in Figure 13a–d, respectively. No matter where the multi-pressure system is located, the density
increases with the different overflow and leakage rates. When only leakage occurs, the density variation
is the smallest. In other cases, the density variation is more obvious than that in the former case.
However, when the overflow rate is greater than the leakage rate, the density variation is the largest.
When the density of formation fluid is higher than that of drilling fluid, the density of mixed fluid in
this part of the annulus is reduced because of leakage and is increased because of overflow. So the
density variation is greatest when the overflow rate is greater than the leakage rate; the condition that
only leakage occurs hardly affects the density of the drilling fluid, and the influencing degree of other
cases is between them.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 13. Variation of density and viscosity at different overflow and leakage rates. (a) Variation of
density when the multi-pressure system is located in the middle formation; (b) Variation of viscosity
when the multi-pressure system is located in the middle formation; (c) Variation of density when the
multi-pressure system is located at bottom hole; (d) Variation of viscosity when the multi-pressure
system is located at bottom hole.

Regardless of where the multi-pressure system is located in the middle formation or at the bottom
hole or how the leakage rate and overflow rate change according to the four cases, the viscosity of
the drilling fluid decreases. In addition, at the same depth, the viscosity of the drilling fluid is the
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maximum when only leakage occurs, and the minimum when only overflow occurs. Otherwise,
the viscosity is between them. Since the viscosity of formation fluid is smaller than that of drilling
fluid, the only leakage increases the solid phase ratio and significantly increases the viscosity of the
drilling fluid, while the only overflow dilutes the drilling fluid directly in this part of the annulus
resulting in a significant decrease in the viscosity.

6. Analysis of Key Factors Influencing Bottom-Hole Pressure under Multi-Pressure System

6.1. Normal Circulation

As shown in Figure 14a, when the pump rate remains unchanged, the bottom-hole pressure
increases rapidly with the increase of circulation time; then, the bottom-hole pressure tends to be
constant after circulation for 3 h. When the circulation time is the same, if the pump rate continues to
increase, the bottom-hole pressure starts to increase significantly and then increases slowly when the
pump rate increases from 25 L/s to 30 L/s. As the circulation time increases, the temperature and density
of the deep annulus gradually decrease, so the bottom-hole pressure gradually increases. When the
annulus temperature reaches equilibrium, the bottom-hole pressure basically stays constant. For the
same circulation time, if the pump rate is higher, the more heat is taken away from the annulus near the
bottom hole, the greater the temperature drop is, so the bottom-hole pressure is higher. As shown in
Figure 14b, the variation of bottom-hole pressure over time is the same as that in Figure 14a. When the
circulation time is the same, but the inlet temperature increases, the bottom-hole pressure decreases
gradually. This is because when the inlet temperature remains the same, the longer the circulation
time is, the annulus temperature near the bottom hole gradually decreases, then the density gradually
increases, so the bottom-hole pressure is higher. For the same circulation time, the higher the inlet
temperature is, the lower the density of the annulus near the bottom hole is, so the bottom-hole pressure
at the bottom of the well is higher.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 14. Variation of bottom-hole pressure at different pump rate and inlet temperature. (a) Variation
of bottom-hole pressure at different pump rate; (b) Variation of bottom-hole pressure with different
inlet temperature.

6.2. Under Multi-Pressure System

As shown in Figure 15a,b, when the multi-pressure system is located in the middle formation
or at the bottom hole, the bottom-hole pressure increases with the circulation time under different
overflow and leakage rates. The impact on bottom-hole pressure is greatest when the overflow rate is
greater than the leakage rate, because the overflow significantly increases the density of the mixed
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fluid, resulting in increased bottom-hole pressure. Several other conditions affect bottom-hole pressure
to a degree between the only leakage and the overflow rate being greater than the leakage rate.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 15. Variation of bottom-hole pressure at different overflow and leakage rates. (a) Variation of
bottom-hole pressure when multi-pressure system is located in the middle formation; (b) Variation of
bottom-hole pressure when multi-pressure system is located at bottom hole.

7. Conclusions

According to the law of energy conservation, the coupled temperature distribution prediction
model of wellbore and formation is established. Meanwhile, the key factors affecting annulus
temperature distribution and bottom-hole pressure are analyzed, and the following conclusions are
obtained:

(1) As the circulation time increases, annulus temperature decreases gradually in the deeper part and
increases gradually in the shallower part, no matter where the multi-pressure system is located.

(2) When the multi-pressure system is located in the middle formation from 2500 m to 3500 m,
annulus temperature in this area is most affected; however, the annulus temperature above 2000 m
and below 4000 m is almost unaffected. If the multi-pressure system is located at the bottom hole,
the annulus temperature from the bottom hole to the mud line is affected, and the temperature
above the mud line is basically unchanged.

(3) Whenever overflow occurs, the annulus temperature increases, or leakage occurs, the annulus
temperature decreases. However, the annulus temperature increases the most when only overflow
occurs and decreases the most when only leakage occurs.

(4) Compared with the normal circulation, the temperature difference between inside drill string and
in annulus in the middle well depth is more affected than in other areas along the borehole no
matter where the multi-pressure system is located. What is more, only overflow or only leakage
has the largest influence on temperature difference.

(5) If the overflow rate is constant and leakage rate keeps increasing, then the annulus temperature
gradually decreases; otherwise, it keeps rising at the same depth.

(6) During normal circulation, bottom-hole pressure increases with increase of pump rate and
decreases with the increase of inlet temperature. When the overflow rate is greater than leakage
rate, the density of drilling fluid and bottom-hole pressure increases the most, and the only
leakage has the least increase; the effect of the other cases listed on bottom-hole pressure is
between them.
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Nomenclature

hpi convective heat transfer coefficient of drill string inside wall, W/(m2·◦C)
hpo convective heat transfer coefficient of drill string outside wall, W/(m2·◦C)
hw convective heat transfer coefficient of the borehole, W/(m2·◦C)

Uap
the comprehensive convective heat transfer coefficient between drilling fluid in the drill
string and drilling fluid in the annulus, W/(m2·◦C)

Uaf
the comprehensive convective heat transfer coefficient between drilling fluid in the
annulus and the formation, W/(m2·◦C)

λw heat conductivity coefficient of borehole, W/(m·◦C)
λp heat conductivity coefficient of drill string, W/(m·◦C)
λf heat conductivity coefficient of formation, W/(m·◦C)
λcem heat conductivity coefficient of cement sheath, W/(m·◦C)
λeff effective heat conductivity coefficient of formation, W/(m·◦C)
λl heat conductivity coefficient of fluid in the formation, W/(m·◦C)
λ2 heat conductivity coefficient of mixed fluid in annulus, W/(m·◦C)
dpi inside diameter of drill string, mm
dcemi inside diameter of cement sheath, mm
dcemo outside diameter of cement sheath, mm
dpo outside diameter of drill string, mm
Tp drilling fluid temperature in drill string, ◦C
Tpi inside wall temperature of drill string, ◦C
Tpo outside wall temperature of drill string, ◦C
Ta drilling fluid temperature in annulus, ◦C
Tw wall temperature of the well, ◦C
Tf temperature of the formation, ◦C
Tsurf surface temperature, ◦C
T0 bottom-hole temperature inside the drill string, ◦C
T1 bottom-hole temperature of the drill string, ◦C
T2 bottom-hole temperature in annulus, ◦C
T3 seawater temperature, ◦C
Tin inlet temperature of the drill string, ◦C
ρs density of seawater, kg/m3

ρp density of the drilling fluid inside the drill string, kg/m3

ρa density of the drilling fluid in annulus, kg/m3

ρeff effective fluid density with in the formation, kg/m3

ρm mixed fluid density within the formation, kg/m3

ρ0 original density of the drilling fluid inside the drill string, kg/m3

ρi density of each fluid phase, kg/m3

cs specific heat capacity of seawater, J/(kg·◦C)
cp specific heat capacity of the drilling fluid inside the drilling string, J/(kg·◦C)
ca specific heat capacity of the drilling fluid in the annulus, J/(kg·◦C)
ceff specific heat capacity of fluid information, J/(kg·◦C)
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Qcp friction heat source of the drilling fluid inside the drill string, W/m3

Qca friction heat source of the drilling fluid in the annulus, W/m3

Q
′
ca friction heat source of the drilling fluid in the annulus of the multi-system pressure, W/m3

Qm pump rate of the drilling fluid inside the drill string, m3/s
Qa pump rate of the drilling fluid in the annulus, m3/s
Qk flow rate of overflow of fluid in the formation, m3/s
Ql flow rate of leakage of fluid in the formation, m3/s
ϕ porosity of formation rock
va flow rate of drilling fluid in annulus, m/s
vkk the flow rate of overflow of each sublayer in a multi-pressure system, m/s
vll the flow rate of leakage of each sublayer in a multi-pressure system, m/s
vi the flow rate of each fluid phase, m/s
Ai the area of the flow cross section, m2

K absolute permeability of isotropic porous medium
K1 relative permeability
P intrinsic average pressure of formation, Pa
Pfi Annulus friction pressure loss
H well depth, m
h the depth of a well at a given location, m
G geothermal gradient, ◦C/m
yml depth of mudline
μ velocity in the x direction, m/s
vr seepage velocity of fluid information, m/s
χ experimental measurement coefficient

Appendix A. Model Solution

The model established in this paper is discretized by finite difference method. The first-order space uses the
first-order windward scheme, the first-order time uses two points for backward difference, and the second-order
space uses three points for central difference. The meshing method of wellbore and formation is shown in
Figure A1.

Figure A1. Schematic diagram of mesh grids of wellbore and formation.
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Appendix A.1. Heat Transfer Model Discretization of Drilling Fluid in Drill String

π

4
dpi

2 ∂[ρpcpTp]

∂t
= Uapπdpi(Ta − Tp) + Qm

∂[ρpcpTp]

∂y
+ Qcp (A1)

Making A1 =
πdpi

2ρpcp

4Δt , B = πUapdpi, C =
ρpcpQm

Δy , Then,

A1(Tn
i, j − Tn−1

i, j ) = B(Tn
i, j+1 − Tn

i, j) −C1(Tn
i, j − Tn

i−1, j) + (Qcp)
n
i (A2)

Equation (A2) can be rewritten as:
aTn

i, j + bTn
j, j+1 + cTn

i−1, j = Un
i, j (A3)

where, a = A1 + B + C1, b = −B, c = −C1, Un
i, j = A1Tn

i, j + (Qcp)
n
i .

Appendix A.2. Heat Transfer Model Discretization of Drilling Fluid in Annulus

Appendix A.2.1. The Multi-Pressure System Is Located in the Middle Section of the Formation

(1) Heat transfer equation of the lower annulus can be written as follows:

π

4
(dw − dpo

2)
∂[ρacaTa]

∂t
= Uapπdpo[Ta − Tp] + hwπdw[Ta − Tw] + Qm

∂[ρacaTa]

∂y
+ Qca (A4)

Making D1 =
π(dw

2−dp
2)ρaca

4Δt , E = πdpoUap, F = πdwUa f , G1 =
Qaρaca

Δy , Then
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i, j) + F(Tn
i, j+1 − Tn
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i+1 j − Tn

i, j) + (Qca)
n
i (A5)

Equation (A5) can be rewritten as follows:

a1Tn
i, j + b1Tn

i+1, j + c1Tn
i, j+1 + dTn

i, j−1 = Un
i, j (A6)

where, a1 = D1 + E + F + G1, b1 = −G1, c1 = −F, d1 = −E, Un
i, j = D1Tn−1

i, j + (Qca)
n
i .

(2) Heat transfer equation of the upper annulus can be written as follows:

π

4
(dw−dpo
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Making D1 =
π(dw

2−dpo
2)ρa
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4Δt , E = πdpoUap
′, F = πdwUa f

′, G1 =
ρa
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D1(Tn
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Equation (A5) can be rewritten as follows:

a1Tn
i, j + b1Tn

i+1, j + c1Tn
i, j−1 + d1Tn

i, j+1 = Un
i, j (A9)

where, a1 = D1 + E + F + G1, b1 = −G1, c1 = −E, d1 = −F, Un
i, j = D1Tn−1

i, j + (Qca
′)n

i .
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Appendix A.2.2. When the Multi-Pressure System Is Located at Bottom Hole, the Whole Annulus Is
Affected by the Multi-Pressure System. Therefore, Its Heat Transfer Model and Discrete Method Are
the Same as the Upper Annulus Model when the Multi-Pressure System Appears in the Middle Open
Hole Formation

Appendix A.3. The Heat Transfer Mode in the Formation and Seawater

The heat transfer mode in the formation and seawater is radial heat conduction, so the heat transfer model
and discrete method are the same. Therefore, only the heat transfer equation inside the formation is discretized
to illustrate.

(ρc)e f f
∂Ti(x, y, t)
∂t

= λe f f
∂2T f (x, y, t)

∂2x
+
λe f f

x

∂T f (x, y, t)

2x
(A10)

Making H1 =
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λe f f Δt , K = 1
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i, j ) = K(Tn
i, j+1 − 2Tn

i, j + Tn
i, j−1) +

1
rj
(Tn

i, j+1 − Tn
i, j) (A11)

Equation (A11) can be rewritten as follows:

a2Tn
i, j + b2Tn

i+2, j + c2Tj
i−1 = Un

i, j (A12)

where, a2 = H1 + 2K + 1
rj

, b2 = −(K + 1
rj
), c2 = −K, Un

i, j = H1Tn−1
i, j .

Appendix A.4. Heat Transfer Equation of Boundary between Strata and Annulus Can Be Written as Follows

πdwUa f (T f − Ta) = πdwλe f f (
∂T f

∂r
), makingM =

Ua f Δr

λe f f
(A13)

Equation (A13) can be rewritten as follows:

(M + 1)Tn
i, j −MTn

i, j−1 − Tn
i, j+1 = 0 (A14)

Appendix A.5. The Dispersion of the Momentum Equation

Pn
i Ai − Pn

i−1Ai−1

Δz
=

(ρv)n
i Ai − (ρv)n−1

i Ai

Δt
+

(ρv2)
n
i Ai − (ρv2)

n
i−1Ai−1

Δz
− (P f i)

n
i Ai − (P f i)

n
i−1Ai−1

Δz
− gAiρ

n
i (A15)

Making the ψ = Ai−1/Ai, Equation (A15) can be changed as:

Pn
i −ψPn

i−1 =
Δz
Δt

[(ρv)n
i − (ρv)n−1

i + (ρv2)
n
i −ψ(ρv2)

n−1
i − ((P f i)

n
i −ψ(P f i)

n
i−1)] − gρn

i (A16)

Figure A2 shows the flow chart of solution process.
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Figure A2. Flowchart of wellbore and formation temperature calculation.
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Abstract: The flow of groundwater and the interaction of buried pipe groups will affect the heat
transfer efficiency and the distribution of the ground temperature field, thus affecting the design and
operation of ground source heat pumps. Three-dimensional numerical simulation is an effective
method to study the buried pipe heat exchanger and ground temperature distribution. According to
the heat transfer control equation of non-isothermal pipe flow and porous media, combined with the
influence of permeable groundwater and tube group, a heat-transfer coupled heat transfer model of
the buried pipe group was established, and the accuracy of the model was verified by the sandbox
test and on-site thermal response test. By processing the layout of the buried pipe in the borehole to
reduce the number of meshes and improve the meshing quality, a three-dimensional numerical model
of the buried pipe cluster at the site scale was established. Additionally, the ground temperature
field under the thermal-osmotic coupling of the buried pipe group during groundwater flow was
simulated and the influence of the head difference and hydraulic conductivity on the temperature
field around the buried pipe group was calculated and analyzed. The results showed that the research
on the influence of the tube group and permeable groundwater on the heat transfer and ground
temperature field of a buried pipe simulated by COMSOL software is an advanced method.

Keywords: GSHP (ground source heat pump); heat transfer; coupled heat conduction and advection;
nest of tubes; three-dimensional numerical simulation

1. Introduction

Ground heat exchanger (GHE), which is also called a geothermal heat exchanger, has emerged as
a promising and globally accepted way of exploiting shallow geothermal energy. Typically, circulating
heat-carrying fluids flow in a U-shaped channel inserted in a vertical borehole and absorb or discharge
heat from or to the ground [1]. The performance of ground source heat pump (GSHP) systems,
constructed with many GHEs, is determined by ground stratigraphy in which thermal conductivity,
groundwater flow, and the initial temperature play an essential role [2,3]. Knowledge of the thermal
processes in the ground is not only critical for the optimal design and operation of systems (GSHP) [4–6],
but is also a prerequisite in evaluating their relevance and the hazards related to the local climatic
conditions and geological context [7].

In order to estimate the heat transfer of borehole heat exchangers (BHEs), based on the pioneering
work of Ingersoll et al. [4], diverse numerical and analytical methods have been proposed [8].
Plenty of research has focused on the system design, penalty temperature prediction [9], parameter
estimation [10,11], quasi-steady heat transfer around a borehole [12], and progress in conventional
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models for borehole GHEs [13]. The buried depth of BHEs is about 60–300 m, where groundwater
exists and its flow benefits the heat transfer and reduces or eliminates the accumulating imbalance
effects of heat transfer [14–19].

The thermal response test (TRT), designed based on the infinite line source model (ILS), is the
most common approach to describe the heat conduction process in homogeneous media with a
constant temperature at infinity [20]. Several studies have been conducted to analyze the importance
of groundwater on heat transfer in TRTs. Diao et al. [21,22] obtained an analytical solution of
two-dimensional temperature response with uniform permeability through a line heat source in the
infinite field by means of the Green function analysis. Molina-Giraldo et al. [23] deduced an analytical
solution through the use of the moving finite line source model (MFLS) with the consideration of the
groundwater flow and axial effects. Wagner et al. [24,25] proposed a parameter estimation method
which was sensitive to conduction and advection to calculate the actual Darcy velocity based on MFLS.
Aranzabal et al. [26] complemented the standard TRT analysis and estimated the thermal conductivity
profile from the borehole temperature profile during the test.

With the wider utilization of GSHPs, the scale of projects is increasing with hundreds, even
thousands, of groups of borehole heat exchangers [27]. The heat transfer in the underground heat
exchanger groups is coupled and interacts with each other in the actual operation process, so some
single hole research conclusions cannot be directly applied [28]. The long-term research models for
buried pipe groups mainly include the two-dimensional heat transfer model and three-dimensional
heat transfer model. Most researchers have often used two-dimensional models to study the long-term
variation of the temperature field in a buried tube region [29–31]. Jia constructed 2D and 3D unsteady
heat transfer models of vertical U-tube GHEs based on practical projects [32]. Yang et al. established a
3D heat transfer model of a ground heat exchanger that couples thermal conduction with groundwater
flow, and pointed out that the heat transfer capacity of staggered arrangement was higher than that of
an aligned arrangement, which is made more obvious by the groundwater flow [33].

In summary, the research on the heat transfer model of buried pipes has always been a difficult
point in the technology of ground source heat pump systems. The influence of groundwater flow
on the heat transfer of buried pipes has been of high concern, and relevant research has made great
progress. However, many of the buried pipe models have been simplified, based on the mobile line
heat source. The true line heat source can give an exact solution, and the splitting of the flow field and
the temperature field cannot obtain a more accurate analytical solution model. It is more practical to
establish a physical model that is exactly the same as the shape of the actual buried pipe [34].

There are few studies on the interaction between long-running buried pipe groups, and the impact
of groundwater flow on buried pipe groups has rarely been considered. Numerical simulation is very
time consuming in solving the formation temperature field of the three-dimensional buried tube group
thermal-permeability coupling in the whole year or the whole life cycle, especially in calculating the
temperature distribution of all-time nodes and spaces of the large buried tube group.

In the research work of this paper, based on the non-isothermal pipe flow module in the
finite-element numerical simulation software COMSOL, the buried pipe was simplified into a
three-dimensional curve, and the fluid heat transfer, velocity, and pressure in the buried pipe
were solved. A new simplified model of the buried pipe was proposed to improve the efficiency and
accuracy of the finite element numerical model calculation. The porous medium heat transfer module
and the groundwater flow module were used to solve the heat-transfer coupling heat transfer process
in the soil. The influence of the buried pipe group and the thermal transfer coupling on the formation
temperature field was studied after one year of operation. The simplified model could accurately solve
the temperature response of the formation in the long-term heat transfer process of the buried tube
group with limited computational resources.

This paper is mainly composed of the following parts: First, the governing equation of the heat
transfer in the formation coupling heat transfer of the buried pipe was given, then the simplified
physical model of the buried pipe heat transfer was established. Second, based on the sandbox test data
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and on-site thermal response test data, the finite element simulation software COMSOL was used to
simulate and verify the full-scale three-dimensional buried tube thermal-permeability coupling model,
which confirmed the accuracy and practicability of the simplified model. Third, a numerical model
of the thermal infiltration coupling of the full-scale buried pipe group was established. When the
different hydraulic conductivities were calculated, the temperature field distribution in the formation
after one year of system operation was obtained. The effects of different hydraulic conductivity on the
formation temperature field were obtained.

2. Establishment of Heat Transfer Models for A Single Well Buried Pipe Coupled with Flow
of Groundwater

The heat exchange process between the buried pipe and the soil can be divided into heat conduction
between the circulating fluid in the U-shaped pipe and the pipe wall, heat conduction between the
buried pipe wall and the backfill material, and heat conduction between the backfill material and the
soil. The non-isothermal pipe flow module based on the finite element numerical simulation software
COMSOL Multiphysics 5.3 simulates the heat transfer process of the circulating fluid in the buried
pipe; the heat transfer coupling heat transfer process in the soil is simulated by the porous medium
heat transfer module and the Darcy permeable module. A schematic diagram of the buried pipe is
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the buried pipe.

2.1. Establishment of Governing Equations for Coupled Model of Buried Pipe with Heat and Groundwater

The control equations of heat transfer between the pipeline and porous formation with Darcy’s
fluid are deduced according to the principle of the conservation of energy.

(1) Energy equation for pipeline flow

It is assumed that the fluid in each section of the pipe is in a fully developed state and is
transient-state heat transfer. The velocity, pressure, and temperature at the same section are the same,
and change only along the axial direction of the pipe. The circulating fluid in the buried pipe is
considered as incompressible flow. The heat balance equation of the fluid in the pipe is as follows:

ρACp
∂T
∂t

+ ρACpuet·∇tT = ∇t·(Aλ∇tT) +
1
2

fD
ρA
2dh
|u|u2 + Qp + Qwall (1)

A =
π
4

d2
i (2)
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fD = 8[
( 8
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)12
+ (CA + CB)

−1.5]

1
12

(3)

Re =
ρudi

μ
(4)

CA =

[
−2.457 ln (

( 7
Re

)0.9
+ 0.27

(
e
di

)
)

]16

(5)

CB = (
37530

Re
)

16
(6)

Qwall = (hZ)e f f (Text − T) (7)

Z = πdi (8)

where ρ is the fluid density in the pipe, kg/m3; A is the pipe cross-sectional area, m2; Cp is the isobaric
heat capacity of fluid, J/(kg·K); uet is the tangential velocity, m/s; T is the temperature of the fluid, K; λ
is the thermal conductivity of fluid, W/(m·K); fD is the friction coefficient; di is the pipe inner diameter,
m; u is the mean velocity of fluid, m/s; Qp is the heat source/sink item in the pipe, W/m (as the pipe
in this study does not have an extra heat source, Qp is zero); Qwall is the heat exchange on the pipe
wall, W/m; (hZ)e f f is the effective total thermal resistance of the pipe wall, W/(m·K), which includes
the thermal resistance of the pipe and the thermal resistances of the inner and outer pipe wall with
the convection layer [35]; h is the heat transfer coefficient, W/(m2·K); Z is the wetted perimeter of the
pipe, m; Text is the exterior temperature outside pipe, K; and T is the fluid temperature inside the
pipe, K [36,37].

(2) Energy equation for pipeline flow for porous formation

Heat transfer in porous water-bearing formations can be expressed by the following equation:

Q f + Qgeo =
(
ρCp

)
eq

∂T f

∂t
+ ρCpv·∇T f −∇·

(
λeq∇T f

)
(9)

where Q f is the heat source/sink item in the formation, W/m; Qgeo is the special geothermal heating
function (expressed as domain conditions) in the porous media heat transfer interface, W/m. Since
there was no extra heat source or sink and special geothermal heating in the ground of this study, the
terms of Q f and Qgeo were set as zero;

(
ρCp

)
eq

is the equivalent volumetric specific heat, J/(m3·K); v is

the groundwater flow velocity, m/s; ∇T f is the incremental temperature of formation, K; and λeq is the
equivalent thermal conductivity, W/(m·K).

The average value of the thermal parameters of the soil is expressed as a weighting factor,
expressed as matrix volume fraction θ. In saturated formation, the pore is occupied by water, while in
unsaturated formation, water and air may exist in the pore. Using the volume averaging method, the
volumetric specific heat of the heat transfer equation in formation is:

(
ρCp

)
eq
=
∑

i

(
θiρiCpi

)
+

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝1−∑
i

θi

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ρsCps (10)

where θi is the volume ratio of the ith non-solid in the formation; ρi is the density of the ith non-solid
material, kg/m3; Cpi is specific heat capacity of the ith non-solid material, J/(kg·K); ρs is the density of
solid, kg/m3; and Cps is the specific heat capacity of the solid, J/(kg·K).

The equivalent thermal conductivity is described as:

λeq =
∑

i

θiλi +

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝1−∑
i

θi

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠λs (11)
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where λi is the thermal conductivity of the ith non-solid material, W/(m·K) and λs is the thermal
conductivity of solid, W/(m·K).

(3) The permeable equation of fluid flowing in porous formation

According to the universal conservation principle proposed, the mass conservation equation
describing the underground hot water system can be written as follows:

∂
∂t
(ρwϕ) + ∇·(ρwv) = ρqqs (12)

where t is the time, s; ρw is the groundwater density, kg/m3; ϕ is the effective porosity, dimensionless; v
is the permeable velocity of groundwater, m/s; ρq is the density of source sink source, kg/m3; and qs is
the source sink term, 1/s.

Darcy’s law expresses different permeable flow as follows:

v = −kρg
μ
∇H (13)

where k is permeability, m2; g is the gravity acceleration, m/s2; μ is the dynamic viscosity of groundwater,
Pa·s; and H is the hydraulic head, m.

2.2. Initial Condition and Boundary Conditions

2.2.1. Initial Condition

Before the fluid flows into the pipe, the temperature of the pipe and formation is distributed as
the initial formation temperature.

T|t=0 = T f
∣∣∣
t=0 = Tei (14)

where Tei is the initial formation temperature, ◦C.

2.2.2. Boundary Conditions

The temperature of fluid in the pipe at the surface is the inlet temperature:

T|z=0 = Tin (15)

where Tin is inlet temperature of fluid in the pipe, ◦C.
The formation temperature does not change along the horizontal at infinity, i.e.:

dT f

dx

∣∣∣∣∣∣
x→∞

=
dT f

dy

∣∣∣∣∣∣
y→∞

= 0 (16)

The formation at the surface and the bottom is adiabatic, then,

− λeq
dT f

dz

∣∣∣∣∣∣
z=0

= −λeq
dT f

dz

∣∣∣∣∣∣
z=L

= 0 (17)

where, L is the depth of the formation, m.

2.3. Simplification of the Buried Pipe Model

As the length of the buried pipe often exceeds 100 m, and the radial dimension of the buried pipe
is within 36 mm, conducting the length of the buried pipe is much larger than the radial dimension,
which is not conducive to the division of the buried pipe mesh and the network is in poor quality.
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The non-isothermal pipe flow module in COMSOL can simplify the problem of pipe flow with a
finite diameter to the problem of fluid flow velocity, temperature, and pressure in the calculation
curve, which is beneficial to mesh segmentation and greatly improves the efficiency of the pipe fluid
simulation calculation.

The drilling hole was simplified into a very long cuboid with a long length of borehole depth
and a square end with sides equal to the borehole diameter. The buried pipe was simplified as curves
arranged along the four long sides of the cuboid. The buried pipe was modeled and the model was
simplified as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Borehole with U-pipe and its simplified model showing the relative position of the buried pipes.

2.4. Simplified Model Verification

Based on the heat-induced coupled heat transfer control equation in Sections 2.1 and 2.3, a
three-dimensional numerical model of a full-scale buried tube thermal-permeability coupling was
established by using the non-isothermal pipe flow module of COMSOL, the porous medium heat
transfer module, and Darcy permeable module. The non-isothermal pipe flow module simulates the
heat transfer of the circulating fluid in the buried pipe, and the porous medium and the groundwater
permeable module simulate the heat-induced coupled heat transfer in the soil.

In order to verify the accuracy of the model, this paper first used the sandbox test data to verify
the small size model. Then, a full-scale model verification was performed based on the on-site thermal
test. The boundary conditions around the soil were set to adiabatic boundaries, the temperature values
were the same as the initial values of the formation, and the top surface temperature of the model was
set to 25 ◦C. The inlet of the buried pipe was set to a known flow velocity boundary, and the outlet
was set to a constant pressure boundary. The following assumptions were made in the model: (1) The
temperature around the tube is equal; (2) The velocity direction of the fluid in the buried tube is along
the tube axis; and (3) the heat transfer in the tube wall is quasi-static.

2.4.1. Sandbox Test Verification

The sandbox test presented by Beier was used to verify the model above. The size of the sand box
was 18.3 m × 1.8 m × 1.8 m, an aluminum pipe was regarded as the borehole wall where the inner
diameter was 12.6 cm and the thickness was 0.2 cm. The length, inner radius, and outer radius of the
U-tube pipe were 18.3 m, 2.733 cm, and 3.340 cm, respectively. The volumetric flow rate was 0.197 L/s.
The thermal conductivities of the soil and grout were 2.82 W/(m·K) and 0.73 W/(m·K), respectively,
and the sand porosity was 0.89, the specific heat capacity was 1900 J/(kg·K), and the density was 1200
kg/m3 [38]. Based on the simplified buried pipe model in Section 2.2 and the sandbox size and test
conditions, a numerical model was established. The numerical simulation of the sandbox test was
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carried out by using the non-isothermal pipe flow module, porous medium heat transfer module, and
groundwater permeable module in COMSOL. The results are shown in Figure 3. The solid blue line
is the simulated value of the outlet temperature, and the red hollow dot is the recorded value of the
outlet temperature. It can be seen that the two agreed well, and the measured outlet temperature value
differed from the simulated outlet temperature by a maximum of 0.2 ◦C, confirming the accuracy of
the simplified model.

Figure 3. Sandbox test verification.

2.4.2. On-Site Thermal Response Test Verification

In order to further verify the simplified model to simulate the mesh length quality, calculation
efficiency, and accuracy of the buried pipe with a large aspect ratio, the on-site thermal response
test was simulated and verified. The outdoor test address was located in Baimiao Village, Tongzhou
District, Beijing, with a total of nine drill holes. The initial temperature of the formation was first
measured and then an on-site thermal response test was carried out. Twelve temperature measuring
points were arranged in each of the #1 hole and the #2 hole, and the depth and temperature of the
temperature measuring point in the hole were as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Initial formation temperature.

Depth (m) −5 −10 −15 −20 −30 −40

#1 temperature (◦C) 17.11 14.25 14.81 14.87 14.50 14.80
#2 temperature (◦C) 17.13 14.63 14.81 14.88 14.44 14.81

Depth (m) −50 −60 −70 −80 −90 −100

#1 temperature (◦C) 14.87 15.01 15.24 15.37 15.24 15.87
#2 temperature (◦C) 14.88 15.06 15.25 15.38 15.19 15.88

Then, the on-site thermal response test was carried out on the #1 hole and the #2 hole, respectively.
The #1 hole was used for the constant temperature condition. The inlet and outlet temperature data of
the buried pipe was used to measure the thermal property parameters of the formation; the #2 hole was
used for the constant power condition and buried. The tube inlet and outlet temperature data were
used to validate the simplified buried tube model. To obtain a more accuracy thermal conductivity, two
situations where the inlet temperature was 30 ◦C and 35 ◦C were adopted during the test. The on-site
thermal response test is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Thermal response tester.

Based on the on-site thermal response test data, a numerical model of the full-scale
three-dimensional thermal response test was established based on the simplified buried pipe physical
model. The parameters in the model were the same as the on-site thermal response test parameters, as
shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Thermal response test and formation thermal property parameters.

Name Unit Number

The depth of the hole m 102
The depth of ground pipe m 100
The diameter of Drilling mm 150

The outer diameter of buried tube mm 32
The inner diameter of buried tube mm 26

U-tube spacing mm 100
The flow rate of circulating fluid m3/h 1.1
Effective thermal conductivity W/(m·K) 1.86

Formation specific heat capacity kJ/(kg·K) 2.80
U-tube thermal conductivity W/(m·K) 0.44

The roughness of wall surface mm 0.0015
The conductivity of backfill material thermal W/(m·K) 2.3

The capacity of backfill material specific heat capacity kJ/(kg·K) 0.84

The bottom plane of the borehole was divided according to the free-distributed triangle mesh, and
then the borehole mesh was generated by sweeping the bottom surface of the source’s surface along
the drill depth direction. The total number of mesh was 321,157, the minimum unit mass was 0.28, the
average unit mass was 0.83, the minimum unit size was 0.05 m, the maximum unit size was 0.44 m,
and the time step was 5 min. The thermal response test simulation results are shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. The results of the on-site thermal response test simulation.

We compared the measured outlet temperature value of the buried pipe with the outlet temperature
calculated by the numerical model, as shown in Figure 6. The solid line in red in the figure is the
simulated outlet temperature, and the purple solid line is the recorded outlet temperature in the thermal
response experiment. The outlet temperature calculated by the numerical model was basically consistent
with the outlet temperature recorded in the field, and the accuracy of the established three-dimensional
numerical model of the buried tube thermal-osmotic coupling was verified. The simplified buried
pipe physical model greatly reduced the total number of meshes on the basis of ensuring the quality
of meshing. In order to establish a thermal-osmotic coupling model of the buried pipe group in
accordance with the actual size under limited computing resources, the foundation was laid.

Figure 6. On-site thermal response test verification.
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3. Three-Dimensional Numerical Simulation of Influence of Thermal Permeable Coupling of
Ground Tube Group on Geothermal Field

Based on the control equation in Section 2.1 of the ground buried tube thermal permeable coupling
model and the simplified model of the buried pipe in Section 2.3, the geothermal field coupled with
the thermal permeable coupling of the buried pipe group was simulated by the misaligned tube
group model.

According to the previous research results, in the case of groundwater permeability, the heat
transfer capacity of the misaligned tube group is higher than that of the smoothing tube group, and the
permeable effect of the groundwater makes it more obvious. In this paper, a thermal-permeability
coupling model of the buried tube group with misaligned arrangement was established. The model
length × width × depth = 21 m × 21 m × 102 m (see Figure 7a). The tube group consisted of nine
buried pipes. The buried pipe was buried at a depth of 100 meters and the buried pipes were arranged
at a distance of 4.5 m (see Figure 7b). The buried pipe passed through three layers, where the first layer
was clay, and the second layer was a water-bearing homogeneous pore sandstone. The water flow
direction flowed from the hole 1 side to the hole 7 side (Figure 7b), and the third layer was clay.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 7. The model of buried pipe group physical model: (a) three dimensions and (b) cross section.

The initial values of the formation temperature of the buried pipe group thermal permeable
coupling model are shown in Table 1. The drilling dimensions and thermal properties of the formation
are shown in Table 2.

According to Equations (5) and (6), the groundwater permeable velocity can be calculated by the
hydraulic conductivity, k, and the water head, ∇H. The simulation system ran for 360 days, where the
0–120 days circulating fluid flow was 0.16 L/s, the inlet temperature was set to 30 ◦C, and the ground
source heat pump cooling condition was simulated; the 120–240 days circulating fluid flow rate was 0,
simulating the shutdown condition; and for 240–360 days, the circulating fluid flow rate was 0.16 L/s
and the inlet temperature was set to 6 ◦C to simulate the heating conditions. The size and thermal
property parameters of the formation, grout, and U-tube were the same as the thermal response test in
Section 2.4.2.

Discretize the model and the total mesh generation was 850,000. In the borehole domain, it had
a minimum mesh size of 0.02 m and a maximum mesh size of 0.15 m. In the formation domain, the
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mesh sizes were larger than those in the borehole domain, where the minimum mesh size was 0.2 m
and the maximum mesh size was 2.5 m. The time step was one day.

4. Results and Discussion

The head difference ΔH = 0.5 m in the second aquifer, at a different hydraulic conductivity
condition of k = 5× 10−6m

s , k = 5× 10−5m
s , k = 5× 10−4m/s, after which the simulation calculated the

heat removal to the formation for 120 days, stopped for 120 days, and took heat from the formation
for 120 days, where the system continuously ran the temperature field in the 360 day formation.
Additionally, the effect of the hydraulic conductivity on the temperature field around the buried pipe
was studied.

When k = 5× 10−6m/s, the 120 days, 240 days, and 360 days’ formation temperature fields are as
shown as Figure 8a–c.

  
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 8. When k = 5 × 10−6m/s, the formation temperature field at different times: (a) 120 days;
(b) 240 days; (c) 360 days.

When k = 5× 10−5m/s, the 120 days, 240 days and 360 days’ formation temperature fields are
shown in Figure 9a–c.

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 9. When k = 5 × 10−5m/s, the formation temperature field at different times: (a) 120 day;
(b) 240 days; (c) 360 days.
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When k = 5× 10−4m/s, the 120 days, 240 days and 360 days’ formation temperature fields are as
shown in Figure 10a–c.

  
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 10. When k = 5 × 10−4m/s, formation temperature field at different times: (a) 120 days;
(b) 240 days; (c) 360 days.

Comparing and analyzing Figures 8–10, we observed the following. (1) When the hydraulic
conductivity was k = 5× 10−6m/s, the temperature field in the permeable stratum was symmetrically
distributed around the borehole. The heat discharged after shutdown was mainly concentrated around
the buried pipe, which is beneficial to the formation heat storage. (2) When k = 5 × 10−5m/s, the
temperature field around the buried pipe in the permeable stratum was offset, and it was distributed
in an elliptical shape around the buried pipe. The influence between the buried pipes was small. The
heat was transferred to the outside of 9 m with the permeable groundwater. (3) When k = 5× 10−4m/s,
the temperature around the buried pipe in the permeable stratum was mainly concentrated in the
downstream of the buried pipe, and the heat was transferred to 21 m after the shutdown.

Under different hydraulic conductivity, the temperature value of the connection between the #2
hole and the #8 hole (see Figure 6b) of the 40-meter permeable stratum in the depth of the borehole
pipe system after 120 days, 240 days, and 360 days operation was studied and Figure 11 was obtained.

(a) ( ) 

Figure 11. Cont.
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(c) 

Figure 11. Temperature at the junction of #2 and #8 holes in the −40 m section at different times:
(a) 120 days; (b) 240 days; (c) 360 days.

Comparing the analysis of Figure 11a–c, it can be concluded that the misalignment can reduce the
mutual influence between the buried pipes. When the hydraulic conductivity is k = 5× 10−4m/s, the
temperature outside the buried pipe wall is significantly reduced under the influence of permeable
groundwater, and the temperature in the formation returns to the original formation temperature
after shutdown.

When the head difference∇H is 0.5 m and the hydraulic conductivity k is 5× 10−6m/s, 5× 10−5m/s,
and 5× 10−4m/s, respectively, the outlet temperature value of the buried pipe located at the middle of the
buried pipe group and Figure 12 can be obtained. When the hydraulic conductivity was k = 5× 10−4m/s,
regardless of the heat exhaust condition or the heat extraction condition, the outlet temperature of the
buried pipe was more than 1.8 ◦C lower than the hydraulic conductivity k = 5 × 10−5m/s, and the
permeable groundwater significantly provided the heat exchange efficiency of the buried pipe.

Figure 12. Effect of hydraulic conductivity on outlet temperature.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a new simplified model of buried pipe was proposed. Based on the finite element
numerical simulation software COMSOL and the simplified buried pipe model, the same numerical
model as the sandbox test and the on-site thermal response test was established using the sandbox test
data and the on-site thermal response test data. The results of simulation showed that the simplified
ground tube model simulation results agreed well with the experimental data, and the simplified buried
tube model improved the meshing efficiency and significantly improved the simulation efficiency.
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Based on the simplified buried pipe model, the temperature field in the formation after one year
of thermal-permeability coupled heat transfer operation of the buried pipe group under different
hydraulic conductivity conditions was studied, and the temperature field distribution of the system
under different operating conditions was obtained. By analyzing and comparing the formation
temperature field, the influence of groundwater can be neglected only when the head difference
is less than 0.5 m and the hydraulic conductivity is less than k = 5 × 10−6m/s. When the head
difference is more than 0.5 m and the hydraulic conductivity is more than k = 5 × 10−5m/s, the
influence of permeable groundwater can effectively avoid the heat accumulation in the formation. The
misplaced arrangement of the buried pipes can reduce the mutual influence between the buried pipes.
The distribution of temperature fields in the different strata was different, which is closely related to
the thermal properties of the formation and the flow of groundwater. When the hydraulic conductivity
is more than k = 5× 10−4m/s, the flow of groundwater can significantly improve the heat exchange
efficiency of the buried pipe.
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Abstract: The highly viscous liquid (glycerin) sloshing is investigated numerically in this study. The
full-scale membrane-type tank is considered. The numerical investigation is performed by applying a
two-phase numerical model based on the spatially averaged Navier-Stokes equations. Firstly, the
numerical model is validated against the available numerical model and a self-conducted experiment
then is applied to systematically investigate the full-scale sloshing. In this study, two filling levels
(50% and 70% of the tank height) are considered. The fluid kinematic viscosity is fixed at a value
being 6.0 × 10−5 m2/s with comparative value to that of the crude oil. A wide range of forcing
periods varying from 8.0 s to 12.0 s are used to identify the response process of pressures as well as
free surface displacements. The pressures are analyzed along with breaking free surface snapshots
and corresponding pressure distributions. The slamming effects are also demonstrated. Finally, the
frequency response is further identified by the fast Fourier transformation technology.

Keywords: sloshing; real-scale; highly viscous fluids; Navier-Stokes equations; impact pressure

1. Introduction

Liquid sloshing in partially filled LNG (Liquefied Natural Gas)/crude-oil carriers may occur under
different sea conditions. The highly nonlinear phenomenon can produce localized high impact loads on
tank walls, potentially leading to structural damage. Hence, it is necessary to investigate the sloshing
phenomena and associated structural behavior in the design of tanks.

For the analysis of the sloshing phenomenon, the model test can be undertaken under different
sea conditions and filling levels. However, there exists uncertainty when the measured impact load
from the model test is scaled up to the real size [1], and the liquid viscosity also has important effects
on sloshing pressure [2–4]. The analytical works are mainly divided into two scenarios, one the linear
potential flow theory including ideal and quasi-viscous liquid sloshing [5], and the other is nonlinear
potential flow theory [6–8]. The real-viscous sloshing was also considered by Wu et al. [9] by neglecting
the nonlinear advection terms, and the linear sloshing was obtained. However, the nonlinear viscous
sloshing remains to be well solved.

Besides the model tests and analytical analysis, numerical methods are alternative tools
in understanding the relevant sloshing problems. Rudman et al. used the smoothed particle
hydrodynamics (SPH) to simulate sloshing in a 2-D water model that is a representation of a scaled
LNG tank [10]. Luo et al. used the Consistent Particle Method (CPM) to study water sloshing in a
scaled LNG tank under translational excitation [11]. Zhao et al. [12] investigated the motion induced
by 3D sloshing in a partially-filled LNG tank using a new coupled Level-Set and Volume-of-Fluid
(CLSVOF) method incorporated into Finite-Analytic Navier–Stokes (FANS) method. Kim et al. [13]
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developed a three-dimensional finite-element method to calculate the impact pressure due to liquid
sloshing in the LNG tank. The effects of liquid viscosity on sloshing were obtained by Zou et al. [3], and
the results also revealed that the boundary layer had significant influences on the response pressures.
Xin and Lin [14] adopted the spatially averaged Navier-Stokes turbulence model to study the viscous
effects on horizontally and multi-degree freedom excited sloshing, and the threshold of liquid viscosity
that the response regularity shifts were obtained numerically.

Although there are many studies on viscous effects, the full-scale sloshing is rarely reported.
Considering this situation, the present work focuses on the full-scale sloshing of highly viscous fluids.
The 3D numerical model called NEWTANK developed by Liu and Lin [15] will be used to perform
numerical investigations, and the full-scale prismatic tank is chosen. The two-phase fluid flow model
solves the spatially averaged Navier-Stokes equations. The second-order accurate Volume-of-Fluid
(VOF) method is used to track the distorted and broken free surface. The large-eddy simulation (LES) is
used for turbulence modeling. The numerical validations of the sloshing especially the highly viscous
fluids will be carried out with a self-conducted experiment test and available numerical data, and
then the sloshing of the real-scale membrane-type tank was studied. Numerical experiments will be
conducted for two different filling levels (50% and 70% of the tank height). The kinematic viscosity of
the liquid is selected from the crude oil and its value is 6.0 × 10−5 m2/s, which is 60 times the water. A
wide range of forcing periods varying from 8.0 s to 12.0 s are used to identify the response process
of pressures as well as free surface displacements. The free surface displacements and pressures are
analyzed with the nonlinearity being further discussed. The frequency responses are also identified by
the fast Fourier transformation technology.

2. Numerical Methodology

In the present model, the motion of an incompressible fluid is described by Navier–Stokes
equations in which turbulence is modeled LES (Large Eddy Simulation) method. The non-inertial
reference frame that follows the tank motion is adopted to avoid the moving complicated boundary.
The Navier-Stokes equations in this study are summarized below:

∂ui
∂xi

= 0 (1)

∂ui
∂t

+
∂uiuj

∂xj
= − 1
ρ

∂p
∂xi

+ fi +
1
ρ

∂τi j

∂xj
+

1
ρ

∂τr
i j

∂xj
(2)

where ui is the spatially averaged flow velocity in i direction, p is the effective pressure and ρ is the
liquid density, fi is the i-th component of the external acceleration.

The LES method is employed to capture turbulence transport and dissipation in this model. After
being filtered by the spatial filter top-hat function, the sub-grid stress terms appear in the momentum
equations, which can be modeled by the Smagorinsky sub-grid scale model, where τi j = 2ρνσi j is the
molecular viscous stress tensor with ν being the kinematic viscosity and τr

i j = 2ρνtσi j is SGS Reynolds

stress tensor. In the above definition, σi j =
1
2

(
∂ui
∂xj

+
∂uj
∂xi

)
is the rate of strain of the filtered flow. νt

represents the eddy viscosity and is modeled as:

νt = l2s
√
(2σi jσi j) (3)

where ls is the characteristic length scale which equals CsΔ with Cs = 0.5 [16] and Δ is written as:

Δ = 3
√

ΔxΔyΔz (4)

where Δx, Δy and Δz are the grid lengths in the three directions.
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The external force fi includes the gravitational acceleration, translational and rotational inertia
forces, whose expression can be found in Liu and Lin [15] and Liu [17], and the components are given
as follows:

fx = gx − du
dt −

[
dΩy

dt (z− z0) − dΩz
dt (y− y0)

]
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⇀
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)
are gravitational vector, translational

velocity, and rotational velocity vector, respectively.
⇀
r and

⇀
R are the position vector of the considered

point and the rotational motion origin, respectively.
The above governing equations are solved by the two-step projection method originally proposed

by Chorin [18]. The free surface is tracked by the second-order accurate Volume-Of-Fluid (VOF)
method [19]. A combination of the upwind scheme and the central difference scheme is adopted in
the discretization of the convection terms. A second-order central difference scheme is used for the
diffusion terms. Readers are referred to [15] for more details of numerical implementation.

3. Model Validations

3.1. Validation of Sloshing of Glycerin under Surge Excitation

The low viscous liquid has been extensively investigated. Higher viscosity has also attracted
much attention. To verify the accuracy of the present numerical model in handling the sloshing of
highly viscous liquid, the experimental model test is performed in the Laboratory of Vibration Test
and Liquid Sloshing at Hohai University of China [20] and Glycerin at 35 ◦C in degrees Celsius unit is
chosen as the experimental liquid. The corresponding physical properties-viscosity and density are
0.000408 m2/s and 1252.2 kg/m3, respectively. The experimental tank is rectangular with dimensions
0.6 m in length, 0.3 m in width and 0.6 m in height. In the numerical simulation, the computational
domain 0.6 m × 0.3 m × 0.35m is discretized into 64 × 40 × 76 non-uniform grids with a minimal
grid size of 0.0025m near the bottom and walls. The no-slip velocity boundary condition is adopted
accordingly. The displacement of the tank follows the harmonic function s = A cos(ωht), where
A = 0.03 m and ωh = ω1,0 = 5.3483 rad/s according to the dispersion relationship:

ω2
mn =

√
(

mgπ
L

)
2
+ (

ngπ
W

)
2
tanh

√
(

mπh
L

)
2
+ (

nπh
W

)
2

(m, n = 0, 1, 2 · · · ) (8)

where L and W are tank length and tank width, respectively.
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The comparisons of dynamic pressures between the numerical result and experimental data at
the left wall 0.03 m and 0.07 m away from the bottom are shown in Figure 1. The numerical results
overestimate the experimental data a little in the crests. However, there exists no phase shift between
the two results. The difference may due to the present numerical results neglect the unevenness of the
tank walls. Overall, the difference between the two results is negligible.

 
Figure 1. Comparisons of time histories of the dynamic pressures between the present numerical
result (solid line) and experimental data (circle): (a) 3 cm away from the bottom, (b) 7 cm away from
the bottom.

Besides the dynamic pressures, the free surface snapshots of the numerical results at 2.5 s, 5.0 s,
10.0 s, and 15.0 s are further demonstrated in Figure 2. The wavelength is twice the tank length. The
free surfaces of glycerin break significantly under the excitation. Due to strong viscous effect, the
liquid has adhered to side walls, obvious 3D features were guaranteed although the excitation was
only one dimension.

Figure 2. Cont.
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Figure 2. Numerical snapshots of the free surfaces at 2.5 s, 5.0 s, 10.0 s, and 15.0 s.

3.2. Validation of Membrane-Type Tank Sloshing under Roll Excitation

Except for the prismatic tank, the membrane-type tank is more preferred in engineers. Luo et al. [11]
did experiments to study the sloshing in a membrane-type tank which was scaled down from the real
scale [21]. The scale tank and its corresponding dimensions are shown in Figure 3, which P1 is the
pressure measurement point. The filling level 50% of the tank height was considered by Luo et al. [11],
and the forcing frequency of 6.618 rad/s was adopted. The tank displacement followed sinusoidal
function: s = A(t) sin(ωht + π), where A(t) and ωh were the amplitude and forcing frequency,
respectively. In this case, A(t) linearly increases in the first 10 s and finally reaches 0.005 m. In the
numerical simulations, the 3D computation domain is discretized as 80 × 40 × 60 uniform grids, with
Δx = 0.007 m, Δy = 0.001 m, and Δz = 0.0066 m. The time step is automatically adjusted through CFL
(Courant-Friedrichs-lewy) conditions to ensure numerical stability.

 

Figure 3. Diagram of the membrane-type tank and corresponding arrangements.

In the paper of Luo et al. [11], only the results from 8 s to 18 s were demonstrated. The full results
of the first 18 s are presented in this study. The comparison of the dynamic pressures at P1 between
experimental data of Luo et al. [11] and the present numerical result is shown in Figure 4. The present
result generally matches the experimental data at the first 13 s, after that, the comparison among the
crests agrees well enough, but there exists some discrepancy at the troughs with the maximal error
less than 7%. On a whole, the results reveal that the present numerical model is of good accuracy in
modeling sloshing in the membrane-type tank.
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Figure 4. Comparison of time histories of the dynamic pressures between the present numerical result
(solid line) and experimental data (circle) at P1.

From the time history of dynamic pressures, it follows that there exist two obvious peaks, in order
to better understand the two-peak features (already been found by Zou et al. [3] and Jin and Lin [14]),
the free surface profiles at moments 15.8 s, 16.0 s, 16.2 s, 16.3 s, 16.7 s, and 17.0 s are shown in Figure 5,
of which 15.8 s and 16.7 s stand for the second peaks which are induced by the falling water hitting the
underline water, the moments 16.0 s and 17.0 s are close to the troughs which are nearly close to the
minimal excitation. The moments 16.2 s and 16.0 s represent the first peak and trough within the first
and second peaks. Besides, considering excitation is near-resonant, the free surface is violently broken.

  

  
Figure 5. Numerical snapshots of the free surfaces at 15.8 s, 16.0 s, 16.2 s, 16.3 s, 16.7 s, and 17.0 s.

4. Results and Discussion

In real cases, the tank dimensions are of tens or hundreds of meters in length, width as well as
height. Bass et al. [1] have concluded that small-scale physical model tests would overestimate slosh
pressures as a result of improper liquid compressibility scaling, using Froude-scaled slosh and ullage
pressures. To well predict the full-scale loads, the real-scale membrane-type tank [22] will be discussed.
For fundamental research, here the 2D sloshing in the length direction with dimensions being length
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L = 46.605 m and height H = 26.651 m is simulated as shown in Figure 6. Other parameters hl and hu

are equal to 6.317 m and 8.523 m, respectively. Six pressure transducers are set in the left tank wall, and
the detail coordinates and arrangement of the tank can be found in Figure 6. In the transport industry,
the filling level is strictly restricted and suggested with the range between 10% of L and 80% of H.
However, several filling levels are evitable in real applications. In this study, two filling levels 50%
and 70% of H are considered, and the corresponding two filling depths h are 13.3255 m and 18.6557 m,
respectively, which are also equal to 28.6% and 40% of L, respectively.

Figure 6. Diagram of the membrane-type tank and corresponding arrangements.

According to the available literature, the prevailing sea states generally have a wide range of
periods between 4.0 s to 15.0 s, and the most serious periods are between 6.0 s to 12.0 s [23–26]. To
reveal the realistic responses of sloshing in real-scale tanks in the sea conditions, the forcing periods
8.0 s, 9.0 s, 10.0 s, 11.0 s, 12.0 s are adopted in this study. The single freedom of roll motion is considered,
with a fixed roll angle of 8.0◦ being used. For a preliminary study, the rolling center is fixed at (23.3025,
18.6557) throughout the present work.

In the numerical simulations, the 2D computation domain 46.6 m × 26.65 m is discretized as 400 ×
160 uniform grids, with Δx = 0.1165 m and Δz = 0.1666 m, respectively. To the numerical stability, the
time step is automatically adjusted through CFL conditions. The sloshing of two different levels will
be investigated first, and the nonlinearity will be discussed in detailed. Finally, the frequency response
will be followed.

4.1. Sloshing Responses of Lower Filling Level 50% of Tank Height

Firstly, the filling level 50% of h is discussed, with the corresponding ratio of filling depth to
tank length being 28.6% which is also above the traditional shallow filling level (lower than 20% of
tank length). The comparisons of dynamic pressures among various forcing periods at P2 and P4 are
shown in Figure 7. The left column stands for the results of dynamic pressures at P2, and the right
column represents those of P4. Both results reveal that the maximal dynamic pressures occur around
the forcing periods 10.0 s, when the forcing period derivates from 10.0 s, the dynamic pressure reduces
especially for the cases 8.0 s and 9.0 s. As for P4 which is initially located above the still filling depth,
the results in the right column can also stand for the total pressures. When the forcing period increases,
the dynamic pressure goes to a comparative value compared to the results of P2 especially for the case
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T = 10.0 s. We can also find that dynamic pressures in peaks have only one peak which reveals that the
slamming effect is weak.

 
Figure 7. Comparisons of dynamic pressures among various forcing periods 8.0 s, 9.0 s, 10.0 s, 11.0 s
and 12.0 s at P2 (left column) and P4 (right column).

Time = 43.9 s 

 

Time = 46.6 s 

 

Time = 49.4 s 

 
Time = 43.9 s 

 

Time = 46.6 s 

 

Time = 49.4 s 

 

 
Figure 8. Snapshots of free surfaces (first line) and corresponding pressures (second line) in the case
T = 10.0 s at various moments.

The free surface snapshots of forcing periods 10.0 s at various moments corresponding to three
successive troughs and peak in Figure 7 are demonstrated in the first line of Figure 8. From the
snapshots, we can find that the maximal free surface displacements at the walls can approach the upper
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inclined walls. The wave propagates back and forth and behaves like a traveling wave which is an
obvious phenomenon in relatively shallow water sloshing. The corresponding snapshots of pressure
distributions are displayed below the free snapshots. Due to slightly breaking and slamming, large
dynamic loads impact on the upper corners. The maximal pressures are generally located near the
tank bottom, especially in the lower corners.

The corresponding results of the forcing period 11.0 s are also demonstrated in Figure 9. The
maximal pressures are much close to the case of forcing period 10.0 s than the other two cases with a
relatively smaller difference. The free surface snapshots reveal that the liquid is close to the inclined
walls. From the two cases, we can conclude that the most serious and dangerous sloshing can occur
around 10.0 s and 11.0 s. If this kind of tank is adopted in sea conditions with the peak period around
10.0 s and 11.0 s, moderately sloshing can occur and the safety problem should be paid attention with
proper suppression devices being further considered.

Time = 43.9 s 

 

Time = 46.6 s 

 

Time = 49.4 s 

 
Time = 43.9 s 

 

Time = 46.6 s 

 

Time = 49.4 s 

 

 
Figure 9. Snapshots of free surfaces (first line) and corresponding pressures (second line) in the case
T = 11.0 s at various moments.

4.2. Sloshing Responses of Higher Filling Level 70% of Tank Height

Except for the 50% filling level, a higher filling level 70% of H is also applicable in engineering,
and the corresponding ratio of filling depth to tank length is 40.0%, which is an intermediate filling
level and also within the operational category. To explore the response characteristics of the sloshing,
the dynamic pressures among various forcing periods at P4 and P5 are shown in Figure 10. The left
column stands for the results of dynamic pressures at P4, and the right column represents those at P5.

Similar to the former 50% filling case, the maximal dynamic pressures also appear in terms of
the case with the forcing period 10.0 s, implying the most violent sloshing can be triggered under
the forcing period 10.0 s. The left column reveals the crest of the case with the forcing period 10.0 s
derivates from the balance more significantly than the trough compared to other four cases, which is
an obvious nonlinear phenomenon. Considering that P5 is also above the still filling depth, the results
in the right column can also represent the total pressure as well as dynamic pressure acting on the tank.
The sloshing of the case with forcing period 8.0 is mild, and the glycerin cannot reach P5. Also, unlike
the filling level 50% of H, the pressures above the still filling depth as shown in the right column of
Figure 10, has several peaks resulting in a quick rising and falling which threats the safety of tanks.
Although the present pressures in P5 are lower than those of P4 in the case of 50% filling of H, the
quickly rising and falling can result in a high-frequency percussion which can cause fatigue damage
and threat the safety of the long-distance transport. Besides, the quickly rising and falling slamming
effect can also cause the instability of the storage tank. Thus, the present higher filling cases may have
large safety issues than the lower filling level to some extent.
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For a better understanding of the violent sloshing, the case with forcing period 10.0 s is discussed
first, and the free surface snapshots at various moments corresponding to three successive troughs
and peak in Figure 10 are demonstrated in the first line of Figure 11, and the corresponding pressure
distributions are displayed below. From the snapshots, we can find that the liquid can reach the upper
inclined wall with moderately breaking at some moments, little droplets climbing through the walls,
and the breaking wave results in quickly slamming load on the tank wall. The quickly rising and
falling of the pressures in P5 are due to the maximal free surface rising and receding of glycerin that
pushes down [3,14].

 

Figure 10. Comparisons of dynamic pressures among various forcing periods 8.0 s, 9.0 s, 10.0 s, 11.0 s
and 12.0 s at P4 (left column) and P5 (right column).

Time = 47.6 s 

 

Time = 50.6 s 

 

Time = 53.1 s 

 
Time = 47.6 s 

 

Time = 50.6 s 

 

Time = 53.1 s 

 

 
Figure 11. Snapshots of free surfaces (first line) and corresponding pressures (second line) in the case
T = 10.0 s at various moments.
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Like the case with forcing period 10.0 s, the corresponding results of the forcing period 11.0 s at
the same moments are demonstrated in Figure 12. We can find that both cases are violent and breaking,
and there also exist some slashing droplets resulting in large loads on the upper inclined walls. The
comparisons between the two cases also reveal that the case with the forcing period being 10.0 s is
relatively much violent. To guarantee safety, the violent slamming should be avoided, and the most
popular devices-internal horizontal, vertical, ring and performed baffles [27,28] should be introduced.

Time = 47.6 s 

 

Time = 50.6 s 

 

Time = 53.1 s 

 
Time = 47.6 s 

 

Time = 50.6 s 

 

Time = 53.1 s 

 

 
Figure 12. Snapshots of free surfaces (first line) and corresponding pressures (second line) in the case
T = 11.0 s at various moments.

4.3. Frequency Responses of the Sloshing

Besides the maximal response pressures, the frequency response is also of great importance
in applications, which can guide the designers and manipulators to avoid incidents. To reveal the
relationships among the forcing period and the response period, the fast Fourier transform (FFT)
technique will be adopted to perform further investigation. Here three results under forcing periods
8.0 s, 10.0 s, and 12.0 s are demonstrated and discussed in detail.

The dynamic pressures of the case of 50% filling of tank height at P2 and P4 and the corresponding
FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) results are shown in Figure 13a,b and Figure 13c,d respectively. It can be
seen that the main dominant frequencies are 8.0 s, 10.0 s, and 12.0 s for the individual three cases which
are also in accordance with the forcing periods for both pressures at P2 and P4. As for the results at P4,
some obvious peaks at lower periods also exist especially for the cases T = 10.0 s and T = 12.0 s, which
are contributed to slamming and breaking effects with shorter impact periods as shown and discussed
in the former section. The spectra densities focused at lower frequencies of the case T = 12.0 s is
relatively smaller than that of the case T = 10.0 s, which reveals that the slamming effect is weaker and
it identifies that the case T = 10.0 s is more violent. From Figure 13c,d, it is obvious that the dominant
frequency is the forcing period in all cases, however, we can find that there exist additional frequencies
in Figure 13d in comparing to Figure 13c, equal to half, quarter, one-fourth and one-fifth of the forcing
period, respectively, which is apparently different from the traditional low viscous fluid-water, with
the response frequencies being the forcing period and the lowest natural frequency.

Except for the case of 50% filling of tank height, the dynamic pressures of the case of 70% filling of
tank height at P4 and P5 and the corresponding FFT results are shown in Figure 14a,b and Figure 14c,d,
respectively. Similar to the results of the case of 50% filling of tank height, the dominant frequency of
all three cases is the forcing period. From Figure 14b, it is obvious that there exist several peaks, to
better understand the response process, the dash section is zoomed. From the section zoomed in, we
can find that the time interval between two peaks is small which results in a fast impact process. The
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corresponding FFT results of the dynamic pressures at P5 shown in Figure 14d display several peaks at
lower periods. Taking the case of forcing period 10.0 s for example, besides the dominant frequency
10.0 s-equal to the forcing period, more peaks with values being 5.0 s, 2.5 s, and 2.0 s exist, close to half,
a quarter and one-fourth of the forcing period, respectively. Except the mentioned four peaks, there
also exists a period 3.5 s equal to half of the summation of 5.0 s and 2.0 s, contributing to the strongly
nonlinear effect. Recalling the results of the 50% filling case in Figure 13, there exist fewer peaks with
higher frequencies than that of the 70% filling case, which also reveals that the nonlinearity of 70%
filling case is stronger than the 50% filling case.

 

Figure 13. Dynamic pressures for the case of 50% filling of tank height under forcing period 8.0 s (black
line), 10.0 s (dash-dot line), and 12.0 s (dash line) at (a): P2, (b): P4. The corresponding power spectra
(c) and (d).

 

Figure 14. Dynamic pressures for the case of 70% filling of tank height under forcing period 8.0 s (black
line), 10.0 s (dash-dot line), and 12.0 s (dash line) at (a): P4, (b): P5. The corresponding power spectra
(c) and (d).
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5. Conclusions

Based on the Navier-Stokes numerical model, the sloshing of a highly viscous fluid in the full-scale
prismatic tank is numerically investigated. The numerical model was validated against a self-conducted
experiment and available numerical data, and rather good agreements have been guaranteed. Then the
proposed numerical model is adopted to systematically study the full-scale sloshing of highly viscous
fluid. Two different filling levels (50% and 70% of the tank height) are considered. The liquid kinematic
viscosity 6.0 × 10−5 m2/s is chosen throughout this work. A wide range of forcing frequencies are used
to identify the response process of pressures as well as free surface displacements. The frequency
responses are further identified by the fast Fourier transformation technology. Through the discussions,
some conclusions can be drawn:

1. The responses of dynamic pressures of the 50% filling height of the tank length behave larger
values than that of the 70% filling height of the tank length for the same forcing period. The
sloshing of the lower filling level behaves like a traveling wave and the sloshing of the higher
filling level generally moves like a standing wave.

2. The free surface of the 70% filling case is more breaking than the lower filling case. There exist
several peaks in the crests of the dynamic pressures for the 70% filling case, and the time intervals
between peaks are very shot, which also reveals that the slamming effect is more obvious than
the lower filling case.

3. Due to viscous effects, the nonlinearity is largely reduced compared to that of water but also exists
by recalling the existence of the combinations of various frequencies. The dominant response
frequencies of glycerin sloshing turn from the forcing period and lowest natural period to the
forcing period and score times of the forcing period.
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Abstract: Flowback data is the earliest available data for estimating fracture geometries and the
assessment of different fracturing techniques. Considerable attention has been paid recently to
analyze flowback data quantitively in order to obtain fracture properties such as effective half-length
and effective conductivity by simply assuming fractures having bi-wing planar geometries and
constant fracture compressibility. However, this simplifying assumption ignores the complexity of
fracture networks. To overcome this limitation, we proposed a semi-analytical method, which can be
used as a direct model for fast inverse analysis to characterize complex fracture networks generated
during hydraulic fracturing. A two-phase oil–water flowback model with a matrix oil influx for
wells with bi-wing planar fractures is also presented to identify limitations of the former solution.
Since most available flowback studies use constant fracture properties and the assumption of planar
fractures, considering variable fracture properties and complex fracture geometries gives this model
more robustness for modeling fracture flow during flowback, more realistically. The proposed models
have been validated by numerical simulations. The presented procedure provides a simple way for
modeling early flowback in complex fracture networks and it can be used for inverse analysis.

Keywords: flowback; complex fracture network; shale oil

1. Introduction

Reservoir simulation is a powerful tool to predict reservoir performance under different operating
conditions, however, when it comes to fractured wells, it requires detailed knowledge of induced
fractures. Routinely, well testing and long-term rate-transient analysis (RTA) are used for post-fracture
analysis to determine fracture properties [1,2]. Recent advances in field data acquisition and
development of powerful data analytic techniques promise new venues for unlocking fracture
properties such as fracture conductivity and complexity of induced fracture networks by analysis of
flowback data if a good physical model for flowback is available. Flowback data is the earliest part of
production data that operators may acquire to determine fracture properties for building reservoir
models and assess the stimulation design.

The first attempt to quantitively analyze flowback data uses a single-phase reciprocal productivity
Index (RPI) procedure [3]. This method provides an estimation of the effective permeability-thickness,
apparent fracture half-length or effective wellbore radius for vertical wells. The model is derived
based on the bi-wing planar fracture geometries and assumes that fracture volume does not change
during flowback. Flowback production time in shale wells is divided into three periods: (1) the
pre-breakthrough water dominated region, (2) the transition region, and (3) the post-breakthrough
hydrocarbon dominated region [4]. The authors developed a single-phase flowback model for the first
period only and assumed a linear correlation between rate-normalized pressure and material balance
flowrate to calculate total storage coefficients and effective fracture permeability. A semi-analytical
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model for flowback in tight oil reservoirs uses the concept of a dynamic drainage area (DDA) to capture
the transient behaviors [5]. A bi-wing planar fracture is assumed in the model. However, due to the
presence of natural fractures in the formation and their interaction with advancing hydraulic fractures,
the geometry of induced fractures can be very complicated [6]. The outcrop of cross-cutting joints
found in the Marcellus shale exposed in Oatka Creek also shows well-developed natural fracture
systems [7]. To accommodate the reactivation of pre-existing natural fractures, they defined an
enhanced fracture region (EFR) along the primary fracture, inside which the permeability is enhanced.
However, this approach indicates that overall permeability is enhanced in the direction perpendicular
to the primary fracture, which misleads the true directionality of fracture permeability in complex
fracture networks [8]. A complex fracture network is desirable from the design perspective as it
increases the effective surface area of the wellbore and enable more-efficient linear flow to predominate
over the radial flow. Production from reservoirs with complex fracture networks is often modeled by
a numerical simulator, which can be computationally expensive for use in inverse analyses, unless
some meshless methods are utilized for flow through fractures [9]. Most available flowback models
incorporate fracture closure by using constant fracture compressibility for wells with bi-wing planar
fractures [4,5,8,10]. However, the outcome can be misleading for two main reasons: (1) compressibility
of propped fracture is expected to evolve with effective pressure based on the analytical solution for
compliance of proppant beds. Especially during early flowback, rapid pressure drawdown may lead
to significant decrease in fracture compressibility. Flowback analysis based on constant compressibility
will overestimate the fracture storage capacity at the end of flowback. (2) Fracture width is decreasing
from the wellbore to the tip, knowing that fracture compressibility is a function of proppant density,
we do not expect that fracture compressibility remains constant. This assumption can introduce
misleading impacts on determining fracture properties. To incorporate compressibility changes over
time, we initially proposed analytical solutions for single and two-phase water–oil flowback using
eigenfunction expansion methods. Then, we develop a semi-analytical procedure to incorporate
variations of fracture width and fracture compressibility along the fracture, which can be utilized
for complex fracture networks and long-planar fractures. We also proposed a two-phase oil-water
flowback solution with matrix oil influx for wells with bi-wing planar fractures, which can be applied
to formations without significant natural fractures. The proposed model is verified against numerical
simulations implemented in COMSOL Multiphysics (COMSOL, Burlington, Massachusetts, USA)
Multiphysics and CMG (Computer Modelling Group LTD., Calgary, Alberta, Canada). The goals of
this paper are set to (1) provide a quick and accurate direct flowback model for fluid flow through the
fracture network, (2) investigate the influence of non-uniform fracture closure and variable fracture
compressibility on flowback characteristics.

2. Governing Equations for Flowback Models

Flowback from shale oil wells often initially show only a typical single-phase region. Assuming
there is no matrix flow, the dimensionless form of the governing equation for 1D single-phase flowback
is given by

∂PD

∂taD
=
∂2PD

∂x2
D

, (1)

where dimensionless variables are defined as

PD =
P
Pi

, (2)

xD =
x
L

, (3)

taD =
1
μwL2

∫ t

0

k f (p)

w fD(p)φ f (p)c f (p)
dt, (4)
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where P is fluid pressure along the fracture, Pi is the initial fracture pressure, p is the average pressure
in the fracture, L is the length of the fracture segment, φ is porosity, μw is water viscosity, k f is fracture

permeability, w fD is dimensionless fracture width which is defined as
w f
w fi

, x is the coordinate along the

fracture direction.ct is the total compressibility which is the summation of fracture compressibility c f
and water compressibility cw, which are defined as follows

c f =
1

V f

dV f

dP
, (5)

cw = − 1
Vw

dVw

dP
. (6)

In the case of wells with an extended shut-in period, a small amount of oil may enter the fracture
network. The following assumptions should be considered to develop the two-phase oil–water model:
(1) capillary pressure is neglected inside the fractures, (2) oil and water are both incompressible, and (3)
no matrix flow is considered. The average saturation of the fracture domain does not change due to the
assumption of incompressible fluids as the coefficients of dSw

dt terms collapse to zero in the two-phase
governing equation. The mass balance equation for the fracture system is the same as Equation (1),
except the pseudo-time is defined differently as

taD =
λt

L2

∫ t

0

k f (p)

w fD(p)φ f (p)c f (p)
dt, (7)

where λt is the summation of λo and λw, which are oil mobility and water mobility defined as kro
μo

and
krw
μw

. The straight-line relative permeability model is used for fractures in this study i.e.,

krw = Sw, (8)

kro = 1− Sw, (9)

where Sw is water saturation. Detailed derivation of governing equations for a two-phase flow without
matrix influx is provided in Appendix B.

During the flowback period, initially, water production dominates (region 1) which is gradually
replaced by oil production (region 3) after oil breakthrough the fracture as shown schematically in
Figure 1. Since the permeability of shale reservoirs is extremely low, no matrix flow from the reservoir
is considered for early-time flowback. As a result, the proposed flowback model will be restricted to
region 1. Due to the extremely small pore diameter of the shale formation, the large capillary effect is
expected. Therefore, breakthrough pressure can be much lower than initial reservoir pressure, which
makes the closed-chamber solution works for an extended period of time.

Figure 1. Comparison between water rate and oil rate during flowback.
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Even though the solution developed by assuming no matrix influx is accurate in early flowback
periods, it cannot predict flowrate accurately for the late flowback period after a significant amount
of oil enters the fracture network. To test the applicability of the above-mentioned model without
considering matrix flow, we proposed another solution that can consider matrix flow but only limited to
wells with bi-wing planar fractures. In the fracture governing equation, the matrix influx is considered
as a source term, which is given by

∂2Pp

∂x2
D

=
∂Pp

∂taD
− qm, (10)

where

Pp =

∫ Pi

P

λtk f (p)

φ f c f (p)
dp, (11)

taD =
1
L2

∫ t

0

λt

w f Dφ f c f (p)
dt, (12)

qm =
L2vy(t)

w f Pi
. (13)

The matrix oil velocity vy(t) is calculated from the matrix governing equation

∂2PD

∂y2
D

=
∂PD

∂tD
, (14)

where
PD =

Pm

Pi
, (15)

yD =
y
D

, (16)

tD =
km

μoD2φmc f
t. (17)

where Pm represents matrix pressure, D represents the length of stimulated reservoir volume (SRV) or
half of the fracture spacing for multi-stage hydraulic fractures in horizontal wells. Although ∂Sw

∂t the
term is canceled out, water saturation inside the fracture should be updated from the volume balance
equation to update the relative permeability values.

3. Analytical Solution of Governing Equations

The eigenfunction expansion methods are used to solve the diffusivity equation with
time-dependent boundary conditions. The analytical solutions of Equation (1) can be classified
into two cases based on the boundary conditions. One case is variable pressure boundary conditions at
both fractures’ ends and the other case is variable pressure at one end and no flow at the other end.
Detailed derivation of the solution is provided in Appendix A. Initial condition of Equation (1) for is
given by

PD(xD, 0) = 1. (18)

First, we present the solution for variable pressure boundary conditions at both ends of the fracture
without matrix influx, time dependent pressure boundary conditions are prescribed at both ends as

PD(0, taD) = P1(taD), (19)

PD(1, taD) = P2(taD). (20)
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Using an eigenfunction expansion for the solution p as shown in Appendix A, analytical solution
of Equation (1) with two Dirichlet boundary conditions are given by

PD(xD, taD) = (P2(taD) − P1(taD))xD + P1(taD)+
∑∞

n=1

(∫ taD

0
e−λ2

n(taD−τ)Ŝn(τ)dτ+ e−λ2
ntaD cn

)
sin(λnxD), (21)

where cn is the Fourier series obtained from the initial conditions, Ŝn(taD) is the term that accounts for
the time derivative of the two Dirichlet boundary conditions, λn is the eigenvalue:

cn =

∫ 1

0
[1− P2(0) + P1(0)] sin(λnxD)dxD, (22)

Ŝn(taD) = −2
∫ 1

0
sin(λnxD)

(
dP1

dtaD
− dP2

dtaD

)
dxD, (23)

λn=
nπ
L

. (24)

In the single-phase solution, water rate can be evaluated by taking derivative of Equation (21)
with respect to x as

qw
∣∣∣
xD=0 =

w f k f hPi

μwL

[
P2(taD) − P1(taD)+

∑∞
n=1

(∫ taD

0
e−λ2

n(taD−τ)Ŝn(τ)dτ+ e−λ2
ntaDcn

)]
, (25)

qw
∣∣∣
xD=1 =

w f k f hPi

μwL

[
P2(taD) − P1(taD) +

∑∞
n=1

(∫ taD

0
e−λ2

n(taD−τ)Ŝn(τ)dτ+ e−λ2
ntaDcn

)]
cos(λn). (26)

Similarly, in the two-phase solution, the total flow rate at the inlet and outlet are

qt
∣∣∣
xD=0 =

λtw f k f hPi

L

[
P2(taD) − P1(taD) +

∑∞
n=1

(∫ taD

0
e−λ2

n(taD−τ)Ŝn(τ)dτ+ e−λ2
ntaDcn

)]
, (27)

qw
∣∣∣
xD=1 =

w f k f hPi

μwL

[
P2(taD) − P1(taD) +

∑∞
n=1

(∫ taD

0
e−λ2

n(taD−τ)Ŝn(τ)dτ+ e−λ2
ntaDcn

)]
cos(λn). (28)

For solution with variable pressure boundary condition at one end and no-flow boundary at the
other end without matrix influx, time-dependent pressure boundary conditions are prescribed at both
ends as

PD(0, taD) = P1(taD), (29)

∂PD(1, taD)

∂xD
= 0. (30)

Using an eigenfunction expansion for the solution p as shown in Appendix A, the analytical
solution of Equation (1) with one Dirichlet boundary condition and one Neumann boundary condition is

PD(xD, taD) = P1(taD) +
∞∑

n=1

[∫ taD

0
e−λ2

n(taD−τ)Ŝn(taD)dτ+ e−λ2
ntaDcn

]
sin(λnxD), (31)

where

cn =

∫ 1

0
(1− P1(0)) sin(λnxD)dxD, (32)

Ŝn(taD) = −2
∫ 1

0
sin(λnxD)

dP1(taD)

dtaD
dxD = − 2

λn

∂PD1

∂taD
, (33)

λn =
(2n− 1)π

2
. (34)
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In the single-phase solution, water rate can be evaluated by taking the derivative of pressure, i.e.,

qw(taD)
∣∣∣
xD=0 =

w f k f hPi

μwL

[∑∞
n=1

(∫ taD

0
e−λ2

n(taD−τ)Ŝn(τ)dτ+ e−λ2
ntaD cn

)]
. (35)

In the two-phase solution, total flow rate can be evaluated as

qt(taD)
∣∣∣
xD=0 =

λtw f k f hPi

L

[∑∞
n=1

(∫ taD

0
e−λ2

n(taD−τ)Ŝn(τ)dτ+ e−λ2
ntaDcn

)]
. (36)

For two-phase flowback with matrix influx, the concept of pseudo-pressure is used to capture the
saturation change inside the fracture. Initial condition of Equation (10) for fracture flow is given by

Pp(xD, 0) = 0. (37)

The time-dependent pressure boundary conditions are prescribed at both ends as

Pp(0, taD) = Pp1(taD), (38)

∂Pp(1, taD)

∂xD
= 0. (39)

Using the eigenfunction expansion for homogenized pseudo-pressure, the analytical solution of
Equation (10) will be

Pp(xD, taD) = (taD) +
∞∑

n=1

[∫ taD

0
e−λ2

n(taD−τ)Ŝn(taD)dτ+ e−λ2
ntaDcn

]
sin(λnxD), (40)

where

cn =

∫ 1

0
(1− P1(0)) sin(λnxD)dxD, (41)

Ŝn(taD) = −2
∫ 1

0
sin(λnxD)

(dPp1

dtaD
+ qm

)
dxD = − 2

λn

(dPp1

dtaD
+ qm

)
, (42)

λn =
(2n− 1)π

2
. (43)

Taking the derivative of the pseudo-pressure, the total flow rate at the wellbore can be evaluated as

qt(taD)
∣∣∣
xD

=
w f k f hPi

L

∞∑
n=1

[∫ taD

0
e−λ2

n(taD−τ)Ŝn(taD)dτ+ e−λ2
ntaD cn

]
cos(λnxD). (44)

Water rate and oil rate can be evaluated as,

qw(taD)
∣∣∣
xD

=
λw

λt
qt(taD), (45)

qo(taD)
∣∣∣
xD

=
λo

λt
qt(taD). (46)

Since the source term in Equation (10) is obtained by solving the matrix flow equation, matrix
oil velocity also needs to be updated. The computational cost of the solution is O(M), where M is the
number of total segments. To balance the accuracy and computational costs, we divided each half
of the fracture into four segments Figure 2 shows hydraulic fractures in a given stimulated reservoir
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volume (SRV), which is assumed to have a rectangular shape. Matrix oil flux is calculated separately for
the four fracture segments. Initial and boundary conditions of the matrix oil flow equation is given by

PD(0, tD) = P f D,k k = 1, 2, 3, 4 (47)

∂PD(1, tD)

∂yD
= 0, (48)

PD(yD, 0) = 1, (49)

where P f D,k represents the average pressure at segment k. The analytical solution of Equation (14) is
given by

PD, k(xD, taD) = P f D,k +
∑∞

n=1

[∫ taD

0
e−λ2

n(taD−τ)Ŝn(taD)dτ+ e−λ2
ntaDcn

]
sin(λnxD), (50)

vy(taD)
∣∣∣
xD=0 =

k f Pi

D

∞∑
n=1

[∫ taD

0
e−λ2

n(taD−τ)Ŝn(taD)dτ+ e−λ2
ntaDcn

]
. (51)

Figure 2. Flowback model with matrix oil influx.

Average water saturation in the fracture segment k is determined using volume balance as

Sw,k = Swi +

(
qw,in,k − qw,out,k

)
dt

Vp,k
, (52)

where Swi is the initial water saturation, dt is time step and Vp,k is the volume of the fracture segment at
the current time. qw,in,k and qw,out,k is the inflow and outflow water rates, respectively. The continuous
water saturation profile inside the fracture is approximated by a second-order polynomial interpolation
between nodal saturations Sw,k. The two-phase flowback solution with matrix oil influx can be described
as following:

1. For the first time step, the average saturation in each segment is equal to initial water saturation
(Sw,k = Swi). Solve Equation (10) by Equations (40) and (44) assuming no oil influx at the initial
time (vo = 0) and calculate average fracture pressure P f ,k for each fracture segment.

2. Based on P f ,k, calculate average oil influx vy,k using Equation (51).

3. For the second time step, update oil rate vy,k calculated from step 2 in Equation (10) and solve
it again. Average water saturation for each segment is calculated from the material balance
Equation (52). Update pressure and repeat steps 2–3 till reaching the end of the simulation time.

We also show the workflow of the solution in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Workflow for two-phase semi-analytical solutions with matrix oil influx.

The analytical solutions presented in this section is only applicable to a single fracture segment.
however, fractures may exist in the form of complex networks. In the following sections, we will show
how we can discretize the complex networks and solve the systems of equations simultaneously for
the whole system.

4. Fractal Fracture Network and Fracture Discretization

Two different fracture network geometries are considered in this study: tree-shape fracture
networks and orthogonal fracture networks. Fracture re-initiation at the intersection with natural
fractures is a possible branching mechanism during hydraulic fracturing [11]. Tree-shape fracture
networks are commonly found as shown in Figure 4b from simulation results. Researchers used a
neural network model to process microseismic data to estimate fracture geometry and also believe that,
the fracture network of multiple fractured horizontal wells in highly brittle shale formation is usually
tree-shaped [12]. An orthogonal fracture network is another common situation in complex fracture
networks. In naturally fractured formations, if the joint sets are orthogonal to each other, like the
situation in Marcellus Shale [11], induced hydraulic fractures may likely form an orthogonal mosaic
network by activating natural fractures as shown in Figure 4b.

Fracture discretization is the first step to simplify calculations. Fracture networks can be divided
into multiple segments and nodes as illustrated in Figures 4a and 5a for tree-shape and orthogonal
fractures, respectively. The tree-shape network is divided into 18 segments and 8 nodes. The orthogonal
fracture network is divided into 24 segments and eight nodes. It is worth noting that in the case of
symmetric tree-shape or symmetric orthogonal fracture networks, one may take advantage of the
symmetry and reduce the number of nodes and segments to reduce the computational costs.

To generalize fracture networks, tree-shape fracture networks and orthogonal fracture networks
can be synthesized using fractal theory as shown in Figure 6. In a tree-shape fracture network (Figure 4a),
each fracture segment can be modeled with segment length Li, width w fi , and compressibility c fi ,
where index i denotes the fracture-segment generation level. The oldest or initial segment is obviously
near the well (i = 0).
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4. (a) An example of discretizing a tree shape fracture network, with indexed vertices (in red),
and indexed fracture panels (in black); (b) Simulation of a hydraulic fracture propagation affected by
pre-existing natural fractures [11].

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 5. (a) An example of discretization of an orthogonal fracture network, with indexed vertices (in
orange), and indexed fracture panels (in black); (b) crosscutting J1 and J2 joints in the Marcellus shale
exposed in Oatka Creek, Le Roy, New York, USA is a counterpart field example for our model [7].

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 6. Fracture discretization for fractal fracture networks: (a) tree-shape network; (b) orthogonal
fracture network.
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The structure and properties of the network can be characterized by fractional changes after each
generation based on fractal theory i.e.,

Li = rLL0, (53)

w fi = rw f w f 0. (54)

In orthogonal fracture networks, the width of the fracture segments decreases with the distance
from the wellbore, which can be easily verified by stress analysis [13]. The structure and properties of
the orthogonal network can also be characterized by fractional reduction after each intersection away
from the wellbore as shown in Equations (53) and (54). The compressibility of the activated natural
fractures which are labeled with level number larger than 0 in Figure 6 because width reduction also
indicates less layers of proppants. The permeability of the activated natural fractures is assumed to be
the same.

For the case of long planar fractures, non-uniform fracture width and non-uniform fracture closure
can be simulated by discretizing the fracture into several segments as shown in Figure 7. The width of
fractures decreases away from the wellbore. For each segment, the width of the segment can be set
with an average value based on experience or hydraulic fracturing simulation results [13–15].

Figure 7. Fracture discretization for one-side of the bi-wing fracture.

To model fracture closure more accurately, understanding of fracture properties is of great
importance. Current models for flowback analysis assume that fracture properties, such as fracture
permeability and fracture compressibility, do not change over time. In this paper, we will estimate the
evolution of these properties with time-based on the mechanical interaction between the formation
rock and proppants. For propped fractures, compressibility is contributed by two components: fracture
aperture changes and fracture porosity change [16], i.e.,

c f = cφ + cwidth. (55)

To incorporate fracture aperture changes during flowback, we adopt the analytical solution for
normal compliance of the propped fracture [17]. Assuming there is no slippage between the particles
and deformation between the proppant particles is elastic, the compressibility of the fracture due to its
width change cwidth can be obtained by

cwidth =
1

w f

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ 4
3√3

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝1− ν2
f

E f
+

1− ν2
p

Ep

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
2
3

+ (n− 1)

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝1− ν2
p

Ep

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
2
3
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦Rσ− 1

3
n , (56)

where n is the number of proppant layers, σn is the effective normal stress on proppants, E f and Ep are
the Young’s Moduli of the formation and proppants, respectively. ν f and νp are Poisson’s ratios of the
formation rock and proppant particles, respectively. We adopt a model to estimate the porosity of the
proppants pack [18], that can be simplified as

φ = φi

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣1−Co

(
σn

Ep

) 2
3
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

3

for σn << Ep , (57)
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whereφi is the initial porosity of the proppant pack, Co is a constant depending on the packing structure.
Hence, porosity compressibility is estimated from the model by assuming that fracture porosity is
equal to the proppant pack as,

cφ =
2Co

σn

σn
Ep

1−Co

(
σn
Ep

) 2
3

. (58)

Permeability can also be modeled as in [18]

k = ki

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣1−Co

(
σn

Po

) 2
3
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦4. (59)

Thus, total fracture compressibility can be expressed as a function of effective normal stress,
proppant properties and mechanical properties of the formation,

c f =
2Co

σn

σn
Ep

1−Co

(
σn
Ep

) 2
3

+
1

w f

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ 4
3√3

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝1− ν2
f

E f
+

1− ν2
p

Ep

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
2
3

+ (n− 1)

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝1− ν2
p

Ep

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
2
3
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦Rσ− 1

3
n . (60)

In this study, we compare the flowback response for fracture propped with two kinds of proppants,
sand, and ceramics whose properties are shown in Table 1. In comparison to sand, ceramics have a
higher strength and is less compressible. Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the formation used
in this study is assumed to be 25 Gpa and 0.27, respectively. The size of the proppants used in this
study is close to 40–70 mesh, we consider an average radius of the proppant is 0.3 mm in the analytical
model on fracture compressibility. However, our proposed model is not limited to a specific mesh size
and the same procedure can be applied for different proppant mesh sizes.

Table 1. Properties of two types of proppants used in this study.

Properties Ceramics Sand

νp 0.2 0.2

Ep (Gpa) 70 20

R (mm) 0.3 0.3

Co 2 2

It is worth noticing that in the case with partial proppants coverage, a considerably high fracture
compressibility can be used to model the rapid closure of the unpropped part of the fracture.

Upon discretization of the complex fracture networks, the analytical solution for each discretized
fracture segment will be solved simultaneously. The next section is dedicated to introducing the
numerical technique we utilized for the semi-analytical approach.

5. Workflow of Semi-Analytical Solution for Fracture Networks

Since flowrate is calculated by using the pressure gradient, the pressure boundary condition at
each node is solved using the mass balance equation

(qin)i = (qout)ii = 1 . . .M. (61)

In Equation (35), for the single-phase region, water rate is used while total saturation is used for
the two-phase region. The corresponding residual function is defined as

Ri = (qin)i − (qout)ii = 1 . . .M. (62)
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The Newton-Raphson method is utilized to solve the above equations. It should be noted that
using this method with a tolerance value of 1 × 10−16, convergence is achieved by only two to four
iterations at each time step. The system of equations is expressed as

JdP = −R, (63)

where

J =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
∂R1
∂P1

∂R1
∂P2

. . . ∂RM
∂PM

∂R2
∂P1

∂R2
∂P2

. . . ∂R2
∂P2

. . . . . . . . . . . .
∂RM
∂P1

∂RM
∂P2

. . . ∂RM
∂PM

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦, (64)

R =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
R1

R2

. . .
RM

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (65)

Pressure is updated after an arbitrary iteration k as

Pk+1 = Pk + dPk. (66)

For the two-phase water-oil solution, pseudo-pressure is updated as

Ppk+1 = Ppk + dPpk. (67)

A schematic diagram of the semi-analytical workflow is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Workflow for single-phase and two-phase semi-analytical solutions.

6. Results and Discussions

To test the accuracy of the proposed semi-analytical model for flowback analysis of the wells
completed in shale oil reservoirs, several examples are generated and compared with results from
full-fledged numerical simulations with COMSOL Multiphysics and CMG for the two different
topologies for fracture networks used in this study. In COMSOL Multiphysics, the diffusivity equation
is solved by the built-in two-phase Darcy’s flow module using the finite element methods, which
allows the generation of fracture networks with non-orthogonal topology. About 3000 quadratic
elements is used to solve the two-dimensional, two-phase oil–water flow in both fractal tree-shape
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and orthogonal fracture networks without matrix influx. Only half of the fracture is modeled due to
the symmetry of the problem. A pressure boundary condition is applied at the mouth of the fracture.
In CMG, only a quarter of the reservoir is modeled due to the symmetry of the problem with finite
difference methods. About 10,000 elements including fracture elements and matrix elements are used
to model the two-phase flow with matrix influx. A layer of the elements represents one-half of the
fracture, which has higher permeability in comparison to the other elements. The element at the end
of the fracture elements is representing the well. The H-adaptive mesh is adopted i.e., elements are
coarsening as moving from the fracture to the distant reservoir.

A summary of the reservoir and fracture network properties used in our examples is provided in
Table 2. The fracture networks shown in Figure 4 are used for validation purposes. For the orthogonal
fracture network, starting from the wellbore, fractures’ width and permeability reduce 25% after each
intersection away from the wellbore. For the tree-shape fracture network, fracture segments’ width
reduces 50% after each generation as indicated by earlier geomechanical simulations [13]. In this study,
we presumed a smooth pressure drawdown characteristic at the wellbore during early flowback using
the below form function,

Pw f (t) =
1

1.5
(e− t

a + 0.5)Pi, (68)

where a is the drawdown coefficient with the value of 100,000 for our validation example, t is time (in
seconds).

Table 2. Input parameters for validation of the semi-analytical solutions.

Properties Tree-Shape Orthogonal

Initial fracture pressure (Pa) 3 × 107 3 × 107

Initial Fracture water saturation (fraction) 0.95 0.95
Fracture porosity (fraction) 0.3 0.3

Fracture height (m) 30 30
Fracture width of first level (m) 0.01 0.01
Fracture length of first level (m) 100 50

Width reduction ratio 0.6 0.75
Length reduction ratio 0.5 1

Proppant type sand sand
Fracture maximum permeability (m2) 1 × 10−12 1 × 10−12

Water viscosity (Pa-s) 0.001 0.001
Simulation Time (days) 3 3

Number of fracture stages 20 20

A good match for total production between the semi-analytical model and commercial numerical
simulations has been obtained to verify the proposed analytical solution as shown in Figure 9. The
computational cost of the semi-analytical model in MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) and
the numerical model in COMSOL Multiphysics is compared in Figure 10. In order to examine the
influence of the fracture network topology on the flowback behavior, we compare flowback rate from
a tree-shape and an orthogonal network fractures sets with the same total length and total fracture
volume as shown in Table 2. The reader may notice that the flowrate in the orthogonal fracture network
reaches a higher peak in flowrate in comparison to tree-shape fracture but declines faster. The probable
reason for this phenomenon is higher conductivity in the orthogonal fracture set in comparison to the
tree-shape network with the same volume and length. Different flowback behaviors in the two fracture
networks indicate that flowback analysis based on the material balance could be misleading since it
cannot capture the effect of the network topology.

For the purpose of doing a sensitivity analysis, we considered the cases described earlier as the
base case, and only change a key parameter each time with respect to the base case.

The total fracture volume of the fracture network can be calculated using the length of fracture
segments and their corresponding widths. Since it is not realistic to assign a single width to all fractures
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and on the other hand, it would be computationally very expensive to consider a variable width along
all each fracture segment, we use a simplifying hypothesis consistent with geomechanical analyses. We
are presuming a value for the width of the fracture segment connected to the well and then assuming a
fixed ratio for the fracture width reduction at each intersection away from the wellbore. Therefore, we
can investigate the effect of the fracture width distribution by changing the maximum width at the
wellbore and the ratio of width changes. In general, increasing fracture width or its length increases
the volume inside the fracture network. The influence of the fracture volume on flowback looks similar
in both fracture networks.

 
Figure 9. Validation of the two-phase flow model in a tree-shape fracture network and an orthogonal
fracture network.

Figure 10. Comparison of computational cost of semi-analytical model and numerical simulation.

6.1. Flowback Responses with Different Fracture Volume

Figure 11 compares the flowback rate for different maximum fracture width (different w f i) in
tree-shape networks and orthogonal networks. We can see that in both cases, the flowback rate is nearly
proportional to the maximum fracture width (otherwise known as average fracture width). It is also
notable that the peak time for the flowrate does not shift with changes in the maximum fracture width
as the topology of the fracture network remains the same. In shale gas wells due to nonlaminar effects,
this observation may not be necessarily true. Figure 12 compares the flowback rate for different ratios
of the fracture width reduction (different rw f ). The result shows that the flowback rate looks similar
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initially during the transient flow period. Though after a while, the flowrates slightly increase with
higher rw f . We also noticed that changing rw f shifts the peak time for the flowback rate. The occurrence
of peak flowrate delays slightly with higher value of rw f . A similar phenomenon may also happen
with the increase of the total fracture length. Since several parameters affect the flowback behaviors
together, the inverse analysis using the proposed model can be non-unique. Hence, constraining one
of these values would be helpful to reach a unique fracture network geometry during inverse analyses.
For instance, knowledge of micro-seismic data and injection volume can be helpful for estimating the
total fracture volume. Fracture width reduction can also be estimated from a coupled analysis of the
hydraulic fracturing treatment. Proppant concentration, fracking fluid viscosity, viscosity degradation
of the fracking fluids, natural fractures direction with respect to minimum horizontal stress and
injection rates are among different factors that may change the fracture width reduction ratio.

(a) (b) 

Figure 11. The flowback rate with different fracture widths in the tree-shape fracture network (a) and
in the orthogonal fracture network (b).

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 12. The flowback rate with different rw f in the tree-shape fracture network (a) and in the
orthogonal fracture network (b).

6.2. Flowback Responses with Different Proppants

Since fracture closure due to in-situ tectonic stresses could be one of the main mechanisms for the
flowback of the fracking fluid from induced fracture networks, we investigate the possible effect of
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the fracture compressibility on the flowback behavior. Figure 13 compares the flowback response in
different types of proppants i.e., sand and ceramics. We found that the impact of the proppant type on
the flowback is almost the same for the two different fracture networks. Ceramic proppants are less
compliant than the regular sand proppants. In both tree-shape and orthogonal networks, flowback
rate and recovery can be highly impacted by the proppant type and its corresponding compressibility.
As expected, since sand has a lower Young’s modulus and a higher compressibility, the water recovery
rate increases in comparison to the case with the ceramic proppants. We also noticed that changing
proppant type shifts the peak time for the flowback rate. The occurrence of peak flowrate delays slightly
with less compressible material. The results suggest that using more compressible proppants may
benefit the fracturing fluid recovery, however, it may not provide a high-enough hydraulic conductivity
for future production due to the permeability loss driven by compaction.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 13. The flowback rate with different proppants in the tree-shape fracture network (a) and in the
orthogonal network (b).

6.3. Flowback Responses with Different Drawdown Strategies

Botthomhole pressure is used as the inner boundary condition. Three different operational
schemes are assumed in this study: 1) normal-pressure drawdown, 2) slow pressure drawdown, and 3.
Fast pressure drawdown. The drawdown coefficient a in Equation (68) is ranging from 20,0000, 10,0000,
to 50,000 to represent slow, normal and fast drawdown cases, respectively. Simulation results for the
two fracture networks are shown in Figure 14. The influence of botthomhole pressure drawdown on
flowback is similar in the two fracture networks. The initial flowback rate is high, but it also declines
faster when the bottomhole pressure drawdown is implemented more aggressively. A faster pressure
drawdown results in a higher cleanup rate. However, even though an initial aggressive flowback rate
may accelerate the onset of hydrocarbon production, excessively high initial flowback rates may cause
proppant flowback and damage to the fracture conductivity as a result of large drag forces driven by
the high pressure-gradient forming along the fracture. It can be seen in Figure 14 that using the normal
drawdown scheme, we can still achieve a good fracking fluid recovery in the late flowback period in
comparison to the aggressive drawdown case, however, a concrete conclusion requires coupling with
oil flow from the matrix.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 14. The flowback rate using different botthomhole pressure drawdown schemes in (a) the
tree-shape fracture network; (b) an orthogonal fracture network.

6.4. Flowback Responses with Isotropic Fracture and Anisotropic Fracture Sets

In general, it is expected that the fracture’s width decreases with distance from the wellbore. In
orthogonal fracture network, while the difference between maximum horizontal stress (SHmax) and
minimum horizontal stress (Shmin) is not significant, fractures’ width is expected to remain almost the
same in different directions. However, when SHmax is considerably larger than SH,min, it is reasonable to
expect that opening for fractures perpendicular to the maximum horizontal stress to be smaller than the
one for fractures perpendicular to the minimum horizontal stress. Thus, it makes sense to examine the
effect of the difference between maximum and minimum horizontal stresses on the flowback behavior
in orthogonal fracture networks (like Figure 5b). The total fracture volume is the same as the volume
in the base case, however, the fractures’ width is assumed to be different depending on the fracture
direction. We assumed that the fracture width in one direction to be 10% higher than the isotropic
case while the fracture width in the other direction is 10% lower than the isotropic case. We observe
that tectonic stress anisotropy would decrease the flowrate slightly as shown in Figure 15, which is
due to the fact that increasing anisotropy can reduce the overall connectivity. However, a concrete
conclusion required coupled geomechanical analyses. The difference between the flowrate in the two
cases gradually increases till reaching the peak rates and then starts to decrease. The peak of flowback
rate decreased about 10% and average flowback rate decreased about 5% in comparison to the case in
which the difference between SHmax and Shmin is not significant. This indicates that the water recovery
is slightly higher in the formation which has a smaller difference between SHmax and SHmin.

 

Figure 15. The flowback rate comparison between isotropic fracture and anisotropic fracture sets in an
orthogonal network.
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6.5. Flowback Responses with Constant Compressibility and Variable Compressibility Models

In current works, flowback analysis is based on the assumption that fracture compressibility
remains constant during flowback and production, which indeed according to Equation (60) should be
a function of the fracture width and the effective proppant stress. Here, we examine the error that
may arise from this assumption. Figure 16 shows that in both fracture networks, the flowback by
assuming constant fracture compressibility leads to underestimating flowrate peak and overestimating
later production. The result suggests that the flowback analysis using constant compressibility can
overestimate the fracture compressibility at the end of the flowback production. By using the proposed
semi-analytical model, we can model flowback rate more accurately by dropping the invalid assumption
of constant compressibility that can benefit subsequent inverse analyses.

(a) (b) 

Figure 16. The flowback rate comparison with variable compressibility and constant compressibility in
the tree-shape fracture network (a) and in the orthogonal network (b).

In addition, all the above case studies indicate that with the same fracture volume, an orthogonal
fracture network will provide higher flowback production at an early time while the depletion is faster
as well. This is because fracture connectivity is higher in orthogonal fracture network.

6.6. Applicability/Limitation of the Proposed Closed-Chamber Solution

The proposed semi-analytical solution presented in this paper only considers fluid flow inside
the fracture network. Basically, the matrix flow is neglected in this solution as it takes a while for the
reservoir fluid to enter the fracture. In order to gain an insight into the limitation of the proposed
closed-chamber solution, we derived a two-phase flowback solution with a matrix influx for bi-wing
fractures. The proposed solution with matrix inflow has been validated by CMG as shown in Figure 17
with the input data listed in Table 3. To test the accuracy of the proposed model in the extreme case
when oil flux is significant, the oil saturation of the matrix is set to be one. Drawdown coefficient
is 50,000 to represent an aggressive choke strategy. To capture the worst-case scenario to limit our
flowback solution, the reservoir breakthrough pressure is set to be equal to the initial fracture pressure
in the model with a formation influx. However, the true reservoir pressure is much lower than the
fracture pressure at the beginning of flowback, additionally, there would be a huge capillary effect
which blocks the formation fluid from entering the fracture. Therefore, lower breakthrough pressure
should be used in practical analyses. The result indicates that the two-phase flowback solution with
matrix oil influx is accurate while its computational cost is much lower than numerical simulation.
However, it is worth noting that the model has more error when the oil velocity in matrix is high. This
error is rooted in the definition of our two-phase pseudo-pressure, in which the saturation gradient
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inside the fracture cannot be captured accurately as a continuous function in the case of the large
pressure gradient. However, this situation rarely happens during flowback in shale oil reservoirs due
to the extremely low permeability of the matrix. This solution is only developed for simple fracture
geometries and despite the first solution, this solution cannot be applied to complex fracture networks.
But this solution can still serve as a tool to gain insight on the time limitation of the semi-analytical
model, i.e., determine when matrix inflow starts to dominate the flowback flow.

Figure 17. Validation of proposed flowback model with matrix oil influx for a single-stage bi-wing
planar fracture.

Table 3. Input parameters of validation case for a two-phase oil–water solution with the matrix influx.

Properties Value

Initial fracture pressure (Pa) 3 × 107

Initial Fracture water saturation (fraction) 1
Fracture porosity (fraction) 0.6

Fracture height (m) 30
Fracture width (m) 0.02
Fracture length (m) 100

Fracture permeability (m2) 1 × 10−12

Matrix permeability (m2) 1 × 10−18

Matrix porosity(fraction) 0.05
Total matrix compressibility (1/Pa) 1 × 10−9

Drawdown coefficient 1 × 106

Proppant Type Sand
Oil viscosity (Pa·s) 0.001

Water viscosity (Pa·s) 0.001
Number of fracture stages 20

We did three case studies to examine the allowable time interval to use the proposed close-chamber
solution. All other inputs are similar to the validation case shown in Table 3. The criteria that we used
to define transition time from the fracture linear flow to the matrix linear flow is the time that the
flowback rate from the proposed solution deviates more than 20% from the flowback calculated from
the solution with matrix oil influx, the model is considered inapplicable hereafter. Figure 18 shows
the comparison of the flowrates with and without matrix flow. The results show that the time when
the proposed solution without oil matrix influx becomes invalid is 25, 27, and 35 hours for ases 1 to 3,
respectively. Case 1 has the highest oil production among all the cases which makes the applicable
time relatively short in comparison to the other two cases. Breakthrough pressure is 2.3 × 107 Pa. In
case 2, we consider the formation has a smaller pore diameter (i.e., less porosity, less permeability,
and higher capillary pressure). Porosity and permeability used is 0.03 and 1 × 10−19 m2, respectively.
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The breakthrough pressure is decreased to 1.9 × 107 Pa. The significant capillary effect postpones the
oil breakthrough time. The result indicates the model can be applied for an extended time in shale
reservoirs with extremely small pore sizes. In case 3, we consider the formation of oil is more viscous,
so oil viscosity is increased to 0.002 Pa·s. When the reservoir fluid is more viscous, matrix oil influx
will be slower and the flowback model can be used for a longer time. From the applicability analysis,
we show that the proposed semi-analytical solution is working for at least one day or longer times
depending to reservoir properties. The allowable time window for this analysis is long enough to
make data collection feasible. However, we suggest increasing data collection frequency for more
accurate inverse analysis.

Figure 18. Error of the proposed fast solution and solution with matrix oil influx. Case 1 represents a
case with high matrix oil influx. In case 2, a smaller pore radius is used. In case 3, high oil viscosity
value is used.

6.7. Field Example

To test the practical applicability of the proposed model, we use the flowback data from a
multi-fractured horizontal well completed in a tight oil reservoir in Western Canada [5]. First, using
the proposed solution for planar fractures with matrix influx, we showed that a similar production
match can be achieved as shown in Figure 19. As we did not include resolved gas in oil in our model,
the history matching is based on water production data only.

Figure 19. History-match of field case water production using the proposed solution for planar fractures
with matrix influx.

As indicated in their study, the authors pointed out that a larger than typical value of fracture
width is used in the history matching to account tor activated secondary fractures during stimulation.
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7. Conclusions

We proposed a semi-analytical solution for two-phase oil-water flowback within the complex
fracture network in shale oil wells. The model can capture non-uniform fracture openings within the
fracture network and incorporates situations that some oil exists inside the fractures before initiating
flow in the well due to imbibition. The solution collapses to the single-phase solution when initial
water saturation is one. The results of the semi-analytical solution show a good match with numerical
simulations. However, due to the assumption of no matrix influx, the model is only applicable for
early-time flowback. The error may arise when a significant amount of oil enters into fractures.
As a result, the operators may only apply early data for the purpose of inverse analysis to avoid
significant error. We have also proposed a two-phase flowback solution with a matrix oil influx to
test the limitation of the closed-chamber solution. Analysis shows that the proposed semi-analytical
closed-chamber model is applicable for at least one day for a well with quick oil breakthrough which
ensures enough time for the data collection. For wells with bi-wing fractures for formations without
a significant amount of natural fractures, the later model with matrix influx can be used to access
reservoir properties (e.g., formation permeability, porosity) as well. The semi-analytical model with
complex fracture networks can also be further improved by including matrix flow in future works. The
proposed models provide a quick tool for inverse analysis which will be addressed in future studies.
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Nomenclature

a Botthomhole pressure drawdown coefficient
ct Total compressibility of rock and fluid
c f Fracture compressibility
D Length of stimulated reservoir volume (SRV)
h Reservoir thickness, m
k f Permeability of fracture, md
k f i Initial permeability of fracture, md
krw Water relative permeability
kro Oil relative permeability
Lf Length of fracture segments
M Number of nodes
N Number of fracture segments
P Pressure, Pa
Pi Pressure, Pa
PP Pressure, Pa
qw Water rate, m3/day
qo Oil rate, m3/day
qt Total production rate, m3/day
rL Fracture length reduction ratio
rw f Fracture width reduction ratio
Sw Water saturation
Swi Initial water saturation
So Oil saturation
t time, s
taD Dimensionless pseudo-time
w f Width of fracture segments
w f i Initial width of fracture segments
x Coordinate in the fracture direction
xD, yD Dimensionless coordinates
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Xn Eigen function
φ f fracture porosity, fraction
φm Matrix porosity, fraction
μw Water viscosity, cp
μo Oil viscosity, cp
λn Eigen value
λw Water mobility
λo Water mobility
λ f Total mobility

Appendix A. Derivations of Analytical Solution

Eigenfunction expansion is adopted in this study to solve the problem with time-dependent boundary
conditions. In case 1, time-dependent Dirichlet boundary conditions are used for both ends. In case 2,
time-dependent Dirichlet boundary condition is used only for one boundary and Neumann boundary condition
(flux) is used for the other boundary.

Case 1:
∂PD
∂taD

=
∂2PD

∂x2
D

0 < xD< 1, taD >0 (A1)

PD(0, taD) = PD1(taD); PD(1, taD) = PD2(taD), (A2)

PD(xD, 0) = 1. (A3)

To homogenize the boundary condition, we define

PD = p(xD, taD) + w(xD, taD). (A4)

Let w(xD, taD) satisfies the inhomogeneous boundary conditions using langrage interpolation

w(xD, taD) = PD1(taD) + xD(PD2(taD) − PD1(taD)). (A5)

Plug (A4) into (A1), we need to solve the following boundary value problem

∂p
∂taD

=
∂2p

∂x2
D

− ∂w
∂tD

0 < xD< 1, taD >0 (A6)

p(0, taD) = 0; p(1, taD) = 0, (A7)

p(xD, 0) = 1−w(xD, 0). (A8)

The eigenfunctions and eigenvalues associated with the Dirichlet boundary conditions (A7) and (A8) are

λn = nπ n = 1, 2, ... N (A9)

Xn = sin(λnxD). (A10)

Define the source term and corresponding series form,

S(xD, taD) = − ∂w∂taD
= −∂PD1

∂taD
− xD

(
∂PD2
∂taD

− ∂PD1
∂taD

)
=
∞∑

n=1

Ŝn(taD)Xn(xD) (A11)

and

Ŝn = −2
∫ 1

0

{
∂PD1
∂taD

+ xD

(
∂PD2
∂taD

− ∂PD1
∂taD

)}
sin(nπxD)dxD. (A12)

The solution and its derivatives can be expressed in the series form as

p(xD, taD) =
∞∑

n=1

p̂n(taD)Xn(xD) =
∞∑

n=1

p̂n(taD) sin(λnxD), (A13)

∂p
∂taD

=
∞∑

n=1

∂p̂n

∂taD
sin(λnxD);

∂2p

∂x2
D

=
∞∑

n=1

−p̂n(taD)λ
2
n sin(λnxD). (A14)
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Substitute (A13) into (A6) we will have

∞∑
n=1

{
∂p̂n

∂taD
+ λ2

np̂n − Ŝn

}
sin(λnxD) = 0. (A15)

Since the eigenfunctions are linearly independent, we have

∂p̂n

∂tD
+ λ2

np̂n − Ŝn = 0, (A16)

which is a first-order linear ordinary differential equation with an integrating factor

F = eλ
2
ntaD . (A17)

Solution to (A15) is

p̂n =

∫ taD

0
e−λ2

n(taD−τ)Ŝn(taD)dτ+ e−λ2
ntaD cn. (A18)

Thus,

p(xD, taD) =
∞∑

n=1

{∫ taD

0
e−λ2

n(taD−τ)Ŝn(taD) dτ+ e−λ2
ntaD cn

}
sin(λnxD). (A19)

cn is the term that reflects the initial condition, which is given by

cn = 2
∫ 1

0

{
1− (PD2(0) − PD1(0))xD − PD1(0)

}
sin(λnxD)dxD. (A20)

The solution of the original dimensionless governing Equation (A1) is given by

PD(xD, taD) = (PD2(taD) − PD1(taD))xD + PD1(taD) +
∞∑

n=1

{∫ taD

0 e−λ2
n(taD−τ)Ŝn(taD) dτ+ e−λ2

ntaD cn

}
sin(λnxD). (A21)

Case 2:
∂PD
∂taD

=
∂2PD

∂x2
D

0 < xD< 1, taD >0 (A22)

PD(0, taD) = PD1(taD);
∂PD(1, taD)

∂xD
= 0, (A23)

PD(xD, 0) = 1. (A24)

To homogenize the boundary condition, we can define

PD = p(xD, taD) + w(xD, taD), (A25)

Let w(xD, taD) satisfies the inhomogeneous boundary conditions,

w(xD, taD) =PD1(taD) (A26)

We need to solve the following boundary value problem,

∂p
∂taD

=
∂2p

∂x2
D

− ∂w
∂tD

0 < xD< 1, taD >0 (A27)

p(0, taD) = 0;
∂pD(1, taD)

∂xD
= 0, (A28)

p(xD, 0) = 1−w(xD, 0). (A29)
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Similarly, the solution of the boundary problem (A27)–(A29) is given by (A19). The eigenfunctions and
eigenvalues associated with the boundary conditions (A28) are given by,

λn =
(2n− 1)π

2
, n = 1, 2, ... N (A30)

Xn = sin(λnxD). (A31)

Define the source term and corresponding series form using eigenfunction expansion,

S(xD, taD) = − ∂w∂taD
= −∂PD1

∂taD
=
∞∑

n=1

Ŝn(taD)Xn(xD) (A32)

and

Ŝn =

∫ 1

0
−∂PD1
∂taD

sin(λnxD)dxD = − 2
λn

∂PD1
∂taD

. (A33)

cn is determined from initial condition (A29) as

cn = 2
∫ 1

0

{
1− PD1(taD)

}
sin(λnxD)dxD. (A34)

Thus,

PD(xD, taD) = PD1(taD) +
∞∑

n=1

{∫ taD

0
e−λ2

n(taD−τ)Ŝn(taD) dτ+ e−λ2
ntaD cn

}
sin(λnxD). (A35)

Appendix B. Derivations of Two-Phase Diffusivity Equation without Matrix Flow

1D water and oil flow inside the fracture is given by

∂
∂x

( k f krw

μw

)
∂P
∂x

= Swφ f cφ
∂P
∂t

+ φ f
∂Sw

∂t
, (A36)

∂
∂x

( k f kro

μo

)
∂P
∂x

= (1− Sw)φ f cφ
∂P
∂t
−φ f

∂Sw

∂t
. (A37)

Add (A36) and (A37) up,
∂
∂x

(
k f (λw + λo)

)∂P
∂x

= φ f cφ
∂P
∂t

. (A38)

After observation of Equation (A38), we notice that average saturation is independent of time. Dimensionless
variables are defined as

pD =
p
pi

, (A39)

xD =
x
L

, (A40)

taD =
λw + λo

μwx2
f

∫ t

0

k f (p)

φ f ct(p)
dt. (A41)

Then the linearized diffusivity equation is given by

∂pD

∂taD
=
∂2pD

∂x2
D

. (A42)

Appendix C. Derivations of Two-Phase Diffusivity Equation with Matrix Flow

Governing equation of water and oil flow inside the fracture is given by

∂
∂x

( k f krw

μw

)
∂P
∂x

= Swφ f cφ
∂P
∂t

+ φ f
∂Sw

∂t
, (A43)
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∂
∂x

( k f kro

μo

)
∂P
∂x

= (1− Sw)φ f cφ
∂P
∂t
−φ f

∂Sw

∂t
+

2vo

w f
. (A44)

where vo represents the matrix oil flow velocity which is solved using oil flow governing equation as presented in
Appendix C. Add (A43) and (A44) up.

∂
∂x

(
k f (λw + λo)

)∂P
∂x

= φ f cφ
∂P
∂t

+
2vo

w f
. (A45)

Total transmissibility, pseudo-pressure and pseudo-time are defined as

λt =
k f krw

μw
+

k f kro

μo
, (A46)

Pp =

∫ 1

PD

λtdp =

∫ 1

PD

k f krw

μw
+

k f kro

μo
dp, (A47)

taD =
1
x2

f

∫ t

0

λt

φ f ct
dt. (A48)

Then (A45) can be transformed into (A46) as

∂Pp

∂taD
=
∂2Pp

∂x2
D

+
2vo

w f

x2
f

Pi
. (A49)

Define the matrix source term as

qm(taD) =
2vo

w f

x2
f

Pi
. (A50)

Thus, the two-phase oil-water flowback governing equation is given by

∂Pp

∂taD
=
∂2Pp

∂x2
D

+ qm. (A51)

Appendix D. Derivations of Fracture Compressibility Formulation

Fracture compressibility is defined as the relative volume change of the fracture as a response to pressure as

c f =
1

V f

dV f

dP
, (A52)

where V f is fracture volume and P is pressure. Fracture volume is defined as the product of bulk volume and
porosity as

V f = Vbφ = w f LHφ. (A53)

Assuming fracture length and fracture height do not recede with pressure, substitute Equation (A53) into
(A52),

c f =
1

w f

dw f

dP
+

1
φ

dφ
dP

= cwf + cφ, (A54)

where fracture width compressibility and fracture porosity compressibility are defined as

cwf =
1

w f

dw f

dP
, (A55)

cφ =
1
φ

dφ
dP

. (A56)
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Abstract: In this paper, a novel porous media permeability model is established by using particle model,
capillary bundle model and fractal theory. The three-dimensional irregular spatial characteristics
composed of two ideal particles are considered in the model. Compared with previous models,
the results of our model are closer to the experimental data. The results show that the tortuosity
fractal dimension is negatively correlated with porosity, while the pore area fractal dimension is
positively correlated with porosity; The permeability is negatively correlated with the tortuosity
fractal dimension and positively correlated with the integral fractal dimension of pore surface and
particle radius. When the tortuosity fractal dimension is close to 1 and the pore area fractal dimension
is close to 2, the faster the permeability changes, the greater the impact. Different particle arrangement
has great influence on porous media permeability. When the porosity is close to 0 and close to 1,
the greater the difference coefficient is, the more the permeability of different arrangement is affected.
In addition, the larger the particle radius is, the greater the permeability difference coefficient will
be, and the greater the permeability difference will be for different particle arrangements. With the
increase of fractal dimension, the permeability difference coefficient first decreases and then increases.
When the pore area fractal dimension approaches 2, the permeability difference coefficient changes
faster and reaches the minimum value, and when the tortuosity fractal dimension approaches 1,
the permeability difference coefficient changes faster and reaches the minimum value. Our research
is helpful to further understand the connotation of medium transmission in porous media.

Keywords: porous media; fractal theory; particles model; permeability; tube bundle model

1. Introduction

Fibrous and reservoir rocks are porous media with complex microstructure. It is very important to
reasonably characterize the pore structure and predict the permeability of porous media for industrial
application and petroleum exploration and development [1–3]. Pore structure plays an important role
in the properties of porous media. However, due to the complexity of microstructure and irregularity
of pore structure, it is always a challenging task to predict permeability [4–8]. The microstructures of
oolitic graintone and dolograinstone can be found in previous study [9,10]. There are plenty of rounded
particles that make up the skeleton of the rock and the blue areas represent random pores or micropores
between particles. These pores are randomly distributed in space, with sizes spanning several orders
of magnitude and connecting with each other through thick channels, forming a complex network of
pores. In order to achieve qualitative research, many researchers use this particle model (see Figure 1a)
to construct rock space, with the purpose of reconstructing the complex pore structure of the rock, so
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as to more accurately describe the properties of the rock [11]. Gebart [12] regards the cross section of
fibrous porous media as the cross section of circles of equal diameter arranged in a fixed geometry
(I and II in Figure 1a), and deduces the permeability model of the fluid flowing along the fiber and
perpendicular to the fiber direction. The model establishes the relationship between the permeability
and particle size and the volume fraction of the fiber. Since the randomness and complexity of pore
space distribution are not considered in this model, the permeability of porous media with low porosity
predicted by this model is quite different from the experimental results [13]. Therefore, fractal theory
was introduced to study the relationship between pore structure and permeability of porous media
from a more realistic perspective.

 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of porous media model.

Fractal theory describes a natural phenomenon, which allows the self-similarity of objects
to represent the properties of objects or scale invariance, and is an effective method to describe
the complexity and irregularity of pores in porous media and their related macroscopic transport
characteristics [14–17]. The application of fractal theory to the study of porous media is actually to use
an appropriate method or model to characterize the structural characteristics of porous media, and
then analyze its properties such as transmission and strain [18,19]. At present, there have been many
research achievements that use fractal theory and technology to characterize the structure of porous
media and analyze its permeability. According to the characterization models of porous media, there
are mainly permeability models based on fractal capillary bundle model, fractal improvement for the
limitations of the classical Kozeny-Carman (KC) permeability equation, random and deterministic
mass fractal porous media permeability model, and fractal effective permeability models based on the
Bautista Manero Puig (BMP) model [20–23]. Based on the fractal characteristics of fibrous porous media,
Yu et al. [24] used the fractal capillary bundle model to put forward the fractal plane permeability model
applicable to various fibrous media earlier. Studies have shown that fiber preforms mainly depends on
the fiber bundles of macro pore permeability. Based on Yu’s research, Xu and Yu [25] introduced the
cross-sectional area of the unit and developed a fractal permeability model for homogeneous porous
media. The model is not limited to fiber materials, but also applicable to other fractal porous media.
Combining the maximum hydraulic diameter with filament diameter, Xiao et al. [26] expressed the
maximum pore diameter as the relationship between porosity and particle size, fractal dimension,
and further obtained the dimensionless permeability expression of porous fiber gas diffusion layer.
The original fractal permeability model is based on the fractal power law distribution of pore size
and Hagen-Poiseuille (H-P) flow equation of circular curved capillary. Xu and Yu, and Xiao et al.’s
research is based on the same conditions and assumptions [25–28]. Their models can well fit the
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permeability test results of the existing high-porosity fiber materials, but the permeability of the
low-porosity porous media is not well fitted. Considering the discreteness and discontinuity of fractal
geometry, Shou et al. [29] proposed a differential permeability model of fiber porous media, which
can fit the permeability results of fiber porous media with a wider porosity range. According to the
theory of fluid mechanics, H-P flow is dominant in pore media only when the Knudsen number is
less than 0.01. When the Knudsen number is greater than 10, the Knudsen number is dominant.
Considering these factors, Zhang et al. developed a new fractal gas permeability model for porous
fiber films [30]. Considering electro kinetic phenomena, Zhu et al. studied the flow behavior of porous
fibrous media using fractal technique, and derived a fractal permeability model [31]. Using similar
methods and theories, Zhu et al. also studied the heat and mass transfer characteristics of fibrous
porous media and took capillary force into consideration. However, none of the above fractal studies
considered the influence of this factor [32]. Costa, Othman et al. established the porosity permeability
model based on the fractal hypothesis of porous media particles and pore area, improved the classic
Kozeny Carman permeability equation, and re-verified its validity [13,33]. Considering the porosity
connectivity probability, Cihan et al. developed a three-dimensional solid mass fractal porous media
permeability model [34]. According to the classic Sierpinski carpet quality fractal model [35–38], Pia
and Sanna proposed a new combination of structural units, formed a intermingled fractal units model
(IFU), and studied the transmission characteristics of porous media such as permeability and thermal
conductivity [39–41]. Subsequent researchers have proposed new pore media models through this
method. Similar to the above fractal study on permeability of fibrous porous media, on the basis of
Yu’s study [24], Turcio et al. studied the effective permeability of non-Newtonian by using the fractal
capillary bundle model, and calculated the effective permeability by using the Bautiista Manero Puig
(BMP) model [42,43].

With the development and application of fractal theory, more and more factors are considered
into the permeability model, and the fit between model results and experimental results is getting
higher and higher. However, in researches on porous media permeability based on particle model,
most permeability models are still based on two-dimensional particle model, which cannot fully reflect
the three-dimensional influence of pore geometry space [44]. In addition, most of the modified KC
equations are more applicable to porous media with large porosity, while there are few research results
on porous media with small porosity [45–47]. In this paper, the pore space is considered to be randomly
distributed and its size spans over two orders of magnitude, which satisfies the scaling law of fractals.
In this paper, the matrix structure of porous media is composed of spherical particles (as show in
Figure 1b), and then the three-dimensional irregular pore space composed of equal-diameter particles
according to ideal geometric model is approximately transformed into capillary bundle model. Finally,
the relationship between permeability and pore structure parameters, pore area fractal dimension
and capillary tortuosity fractal dimension is established by using fractal principle. In addition, the
permeability models of the two particle combination modes were deduced, and finally the permeability
models of the loose mode and the compact mode were obtained. Compared with the experimental
data and the results of existing analytical formulas, our model is reliable and accurate.

2. Mathematical Model

2.1. Fractal Characteristics of Spherical Particles Matrix

In this paper, the matrix is assumed to be composed of spherical particle clusters, each cluster
is composed of particles with the same radius, and the matrix particle radius between clusters is
randomly distributed, so there are pores of different sizes in the porous media, and these pore Spaces
satisfy the fractal scale theorem [13,48]. As shown in Figure 2, there are two types of clusters: loose
mode I cluster (Figure 2a) and compact mode II cluster (Figure 2d). Type I cluster is the structural
combination of particles that can form the largest pore space, while type II cluster is the structural
combination of particles that can form the smallest pore space. Type I clusters (Figure 2a) consist of
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eight spherical particles forming a matrix particle cluster. The central point connecting each particle
can form a cube. Cutting along the cube surface can form a matrix cube unit as shown in Figure 2b.
From Figure 2b,c, eight one eighth of the matrix particles constitute an irregular matrix pore space,
which can maximize the matrix pore space. Type II clusters (Figure 2d) consist of four matrix particles,
which can form rhombohedrons by connecting the central points of the particles. Cutting along the
surface of the rhombohedron can form a unit as shown in Figure 2e,f.

 

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of structural model of ideal pore space. (a) Arrangement of loose particles;
(b) Ideal loose arrangement; (c) Conventional loose arrangement; (d) Compact particles arrangement;
(e) Ideal most compact arrangement; (f) Regular compact permutation.

For matrix units composed of type I clusters according to ideal geometry, they are mainly
composed of matrix particles and pore space, as shown in Figure 3a. The porosity can be expressed as
the relationship between cube volume and matrix particle volume [13]:

ϕ =
Vc − 4

3πr3

Vc
(1)

where ϕ is the effective reservoir porosity; Vc represents the volume of the cluster cube; r is the radius
of the matrix particle.

Through Equation (1), the cubic unit volume can be deduced as follows:

Vc =
4πr3

3(1−ϕ) (2)

It can be seen from Equation (2) that the volume of cubic unit is related to particle radius and
porosity. Since Vc represents the cube space formed by cluster matrix particles, there is:

Vc = L3
0 (3)

where l0 is the side length of a matrix cubic unit.
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of irregular pore space transformed into capillary bundle model.
(a) conventional loose arrangement; (b) regular compact permutation; (c) capillary channel; (d) actual
particle model; (e) transformed capillary model.

Combining Equations (2) and (3), the expression can be obtained:

L0 = r× 3

√
4π

3(1−ϕ) (4)

The maximum matrix pore volume Vp,max can be expressed as:

Vp,max = Vc − 4πr3

3
=

4πr3

3
ϕ

1−ϕ (5)

When the fluid flows through the matrix element, it mainly passes through the three sections
shown in Figure 4, which not only passes through the maximum section of the ideal geometric square
pore in the middle, but also passes through the minimum section of the ideal geometric irregularity on
both sides [13]. The rationality of pore space is considered. Therefore, the irregular matrix pore space
composed of solid particles is approximately equivalent to capillary bundle, and the capillary diameter
on the equivalent cross section satisfies the fractal scale law, then:

Vp = Lt
πD2

4
(6)
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where D is the diameter of the capillary bundle section; Lt is the actual length of tortuous bundle, and
the ratio of its value to the characteristic length of the external surface can be expressed as:

τ =
Lt

L0
(7)

Formula (7) is the traditional definition of tortuosity, whose value can be taken as average
tortuosity. Yu and Li, Yun et al. and Kou et al. studied the tortuousness model of two-dimensional,
three-dimensional porous media and mixed porous media composed of square and circular
particles [49–52]. A series of relationships between tortuosity and porosity were established.

Combined with Equations (4)–(7), the maximum tortuous capillary bundle cross-section diameter
obtained by cubic element approximation can be derived:

Dmax = 4
3

√
1
9

6

√
1

4π

√
ϕ

τ
3

√
1

(1−ϕ) r (8)

For type II clusters, the porosity in this structure can also be expressed as the relationship between
rhombohedral volume and matrix particle volume:

ϕe =
Vc − 2

9πr3

Vc
(9)

The pore volume expressed in terms of effective porosity, cementing ratio and particle radius can
be obtained from Equation (9):

Vc =
2πr3

9(1−ϕ) (10)

Rhombohedron is a regular tetrahedron. According to its geometric characteristics, its volume
can be expressed as:

Vc =

√
2

12
L3

0 (11)

Side length of rhombohedron can be obtained by combining Equations (11) and (10):

L0 = r× 3

√
24π

9
√

2(1−ϕ) (12)

According to Equation (10), the maximum matrix pore volume of rhombohedron with porosity of
ϕ can be obtained as:

Vp,max = Vc − 2πr3

9
=

2πr3

9
ϕ

1−ϕ (13)

By combining Equations (6), (7), (12) and (13), the maximum sectional diameter of tortuous bundle
approximately obtained by rhombohedron can be obtained as follows:

Dmax =
2
√

2
3

6

√
9
√

2
24π

√
ϕ

τ
3

√
1

(1−ϕ) r (14)

It can be seen from Equations (8) and (14) that the two equations have the same form, and the
capillary diameter is a function of particle radius, porosity and tortuosity. According to Yu and Li [49],
tortuosity is also a function of porosity. Therefore, the key parameters to determine the equivalent
capillary diameter are particle radius and porosity.
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Figure 4. Fluid flow through the pore section diagram.

2.2. Fractal Capillary Bundle Model for Porous Media

The capillary bundle model is often used to simulate the flow and transport characteristics of
porous media. The pore size distribution and the fractal scale relationship of curved streamline
constitute the basis of fractal capillary bundle model. Most natural rocks have fractal characteristics in
a certain range. For example, sandstone, shale and carbonate rocks are self-similar in a range of 3 to 4
orders of magnitude. Fractal dimension can be used to quantitatively describe the characteristics of
pore size distribution [53]. In fractal porous media, the cumulative number of pores with diameters
larger than the scale N follows the scaling law relationship:

N(≥ D) =
(Dmax

D

)Dp

(15)

where Dp is pore area fractal dimension. When the value is 0 < Dp < 2, it denotes two-dimensional
space, and when 0 < Dp < 3, it denotes three-dimensional space. According to Yu’s research, the fractal
dimension of pore area can be expressed as [24,49]:

Dp = d− lnϕ

ln Dmin
Dmax

(16)

where Dmin is the smallest diameter of capillary tube. d is equal to 2 (two-dimension) or 3
(three-dimension).

If the pore diameter ranges from Dmin to Dmax, the total number of medium pores under the
condition D > Dmin can be obtained. So we know from Equation (15):

Np(D > Dmin) =

(
Dmax

Dmin

)Dp

(17)

Differentiating Equation (15), we can get:

− dN = DpD
Dp
maxD−(Dp+1)dD (18)

Equation (18) gives the number of pores in the interval D and D + dD, and −dN > 0 indicates that
the number of pores decreases with the increase of pore diameter. Divide Equations (17) and (18) to get:

− dN
Np

= DpD
Dp

minD−(Dp+1)dD = f (D)dD (19)

where f (D) = DpD
Dp

minD−(Dp+1) is the probability density function of pore distribution, which should
meet the normalization condition:
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∫ +∞

−∞
f (D)dD =

∫ Dmax

Dmin

f (D)dD = 1−
(Dmin

Dmax

)Dp

= 1 (20)

The condition for Equation (20) to be true must be:(Dmin

Dmax

)Dp

= 0 (21)

Curved capillary or curved streamline of fluid flow also has fractal characteristics. Tortuosity
depends on measurement scale and fractal dimension of streamline, which can better reflect the
characteristics of curved capillary streamline. The tortuosity fractal dimension is considered to be a
more fundamental parameter than permeability. The scaling relationship between the length of curved
streamline and the characteristic length of the medium in porous media can be expressed as [48,54]:

Lt(D) = LDt
0 D1−Dt (22)

Dt = 1 +
ln τav

ln L0
Dav

(23)

where Dt is the tortuosity fractal dimension. Average capillary diameter Dav and average tortuosity
τav can be expressed as [49,55]:

Dav =

∫ Dmax

Dmin

D f (D)dD =
Dp

Dp − 1
Dmin

[
1−

(Dmin

Dmax

)Dp−1]
(24)

τav =
1
2
[1 +

1

2
√

1−ϕ +
√

1−ϕ

√(
1√
1−ϕ − 1

)2

+ 1
4

1− √
1−ϕ ] (25)

2.3. Fractal Permeability Model for Porous Media

The flow of fluid in porous media is regarded as the flow in a curved capillary. The size distribution
of the capillary channel satisfies the fractal distribution. According to the modified Hagen-Poiseulle
equation, the flow rate q of a fluid passing through a curved capillary can be expressed as [56,57]:

q(D) =
π

128
Δp

Lt(D)

D4

μ
(26)

Equation (26) is obtained by considering the capillary tube as a circle. Since the size distribution of
capillary channels satisfies the fractal distribution, the total flow rate Q can be obtained by integrating
the flow rate in a single root canal from the minimum pore diameter Dmin to the maximum pore
diameter Dmax:

Q = −
∫ Dmax

Dmin
q(D)dN(D) =

π
128μ

Δp

LLDt−1
0

Dp

3 + Dt −Dp
D3+Dt

max

[
1−

(Dmin

Dmax

)Dp(Dmin

Dmax

)3+Dt−2Dp
]

(27)

Because 1 < Dt < 2 and 1 < Dp < 2, the exponent satisfies 3 + Dt − 2Dp > 0. And there is

0 <
(Dmin

Dmax

)3+Dt−2Dp
< 1, according to the criterion

(Dmin
Dmax

)Dp
< 10−2 of Yu and Li [49], Equation (27) can

be simplified into:

Q =
π

128μ
Δp

LLDt−1
0

Dp

3 + Dt −Dp
D3+Dt

max (28)
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According to Darcy’s law, permeability can be expressed as:

K =
QμL
AΔp

(29)

where A represents the cross section area of capillary bundle passing through the fluid. If the
approximately equivalent capillary section is the flow section, and the surface porosity is assumed to
be equal to the volume porosity. Then according to the fractal principle, the total pore area and the
flow section area on the flow section can be expressed as [6]:

Ap = −∫ Dmax

Dmin

1
4πD2dN =

∫ Dmax

Dmin

1
4πD2DpD

Dp
maxD−(Dp+1)dD

=
πDpD2

max

4(2−Dp)

[
1−

(Dmin
Dmax

)2−Dp
] (30)

A =
Ap

ϕ
=
πDpD2

max

4ϕ
(
2−Dp

) [1− (Dmin

Dmax

)2−Dp
]

(31)

Because of ϕ =
(Dmin

Dmax

)2−Dp
, the cross-section area can be simplified to [11]:

A =
π(1−ϕ)DpD2

max

4ϕ
(
2−Dp

) (32)

The permeability expression of pore media can be obtained by combining Equations (28), (29)
and (32):

K =
1
32

ϕ

1−ϕ
1

LDt−1
0

2−Dp

3 + Dt −Dp
D1+Dt

max (33)

Substitute Equations (4) and (8) into Equation (33) to get the permeability expression of porous
media composed of clusters of type I:

KI =
1

128
ϕ

1−ϕ

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ 3

√
4π

3(1−ϕ)

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
1−Dt⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝4 3

√
1
9

6

√
1

48

√
ϕ

τav

3

√
1

1−ϕ

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
1+Dp

2−Dp

3 + Dt −Dp
D2

f (34)

By substituting Equations (12) and (14) into Equation (33), the relationship between porous media
permeability formed by type II clusters and matrix particle size, porosity and fractal dimension can be
obtained:
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where Df is the diameter of particles.
If Equation (25) is substituted into Equations (34) and (35), the permeability under the two ideal

modes is a function of reservoir porosity, tortuosity fractal dimension, integral shape dimension of
pore surface and radius of solid particles. The dimensionless permeability can be obtained by dividing
Equations (34) and (35) by D2

f .

3. Model Validation

There have been many researches on porous media permeability model based on fractal theory,
the most classic one is the KC equation, although this equation is strictly applicable to homogeneous
media or actual random filled fiber media. Based on the fractal porous media pore space geometry
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hypothesis, Costa improved the KC equation and verified its validity [33]. The improved KC equation
can be expressed as

K = Ckc
ϕn+1

(1−ϕ)n (36)

where Ckc and n both are the empirical constant, which is related to particle shape and tortuosity.
Although appropriate parameters can be set through experience, so that Equation (36) can better match
experimental data, the significance of these parameters is not clear, which needs to be determined
through experiments. Xiao et al., Xu and Yu continued to improve the classical KC equation based on
the fractal bundle model [25,28]. The Xiao’s permeability model can be expressed as:

K =

(
4−Dp

Dp

)1/2
[
4
(
2−Dp

)](1+Dt)/2(
πDp

)(1−Dt)/2

128
(
3−Dp + Dt

)
ln2 ϕ

(
ϕ

1−ϕ
)(1+Dt)/2

D2
f (37)

According to Equations (36) and (37) and experimental data, we verified the model. As can be
seen from Figure 5, the permeability of model I and model II are also different due to the different
arrangement of particles, and the permeability of model I is relatively larger. In general, the permeability
of our model increases with the increase of porosity, and the permeability changes rapidly when the
porosity approaches 0 and 1. In order to verify the proposed model accurately, we made artificial
cores with an average porosity of 5% to 30% and measured the corresponding permeability. As shown
in Figure 5, our experimental permeability is very close to the proposed model permeability when
the porosity is between 5% and 30%. In addition, we also compared the Costa’s experimental data
with the model we proposed [33]. The comparison results show that when the porosity is between
30% and 60%, our model is closer to the experimental data of Costa than Xiao’s model. Therefore, the
comparison between our experimental data, Costa’s experimental data and the proposed model shows
that our model is more consistent with the experimental data of medium and low porosity (5%~60%),
while Xiao’s model is more consistent with the data of high porosity (>60%) [28]. Therefore, our model
is more suitable for predicting medium and low porosity porous media permeability. At the same time,
the accuracy of the model is proved by comparing the results.

Figure 5. A comparison between the absolute permeability of porous media by the proposed
fractal model and existing experimental data (Best parameters are Ckc = 1.77 × 10−12m2; n = 1.07;
Df = 6× 10−5m).
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4. Results Discussion and Analysis

Figure 6 shows the relationship between porosity and pore diameter of the largest bundle. It can
be seen from Figure 6 that the equivalent capillary bundle pore diameter increases with the increase of
porosity. And with the increase of porosity, the diameter difference between the two modes becomes
larger and larger. Due to the different arrangement of particles, the equivalent pore diameter is not
the same.

Figure 6. The relationship between pore diameter and porosity of capillary bundle model section.

By substituting Equations (4), (8), (24), and (25) into Equations (22) and (23), it can be known
that the tortuosity fractal dimension and the pore area fractal dimension are all functions of porosity.
Figure 7 shows the effect of porosity on fractal dimension. With the increase of porosity, the tortuosity
fractal dimension decreases, which means that the greater the porosity, the more bent the capillary
bundle is, and the longer the capillary bundle is. With the increase of porosity, the pore area fractal
dimension also increases, and the maximum pore area on the cross section also increases. In addition,
the arrangement of solid particles has little influence on fractal dimension. The pore area fractal
dimension and tortuous fractal dimension of type I arrangement are larger than those of type II
arrangement under different arrangement modes of solid particles.

Figures 8 and 9 respectively show the influence of the tortuosity fractal dimension on permeability
of porous media and the influence of pore area fractal dimension on permeability of porous media. The
permeability of porous media has a strong nonlinear relationship with the tortuosity fractal dimension
and the integral shape dimension of pore surface. Figure 8 shows that the permeability decreases with
the increase of tortuosity fractal dimension, and the permeability changes rapidly when the tortuosity
is close to 1. Figure 9 shows that the permeability of porous media increases with the increase of the
pore area fractal dimension, and the permeability changes faster when the pore area fractal dimension
approaches 2. By comparing the two figures, the tortuosity fractal dimension has the opposite effect
on permeability with the pore area fractal dimension. It can also be seen that the larger the radius of
particles, the greater the permeability.
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DD

Figure 7. Influence of porosity on the tortuosity fractal dimension (Dt) and pore area fractal dimension
(Dp) in reservoir rock porous media.

Figure 8. Effect of tortuosity fractal dimension on permeability of porous media.
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Figure 9. Effect of pore area fractal dimension on permeability of porous media.

In order to analyze the influence of particle arrangement mode on permeability, the permeability
difference coefficient R caused by different particle arrangement mode is introduced. The connotation
of R is to reflect the influence degree of solid particle arrangement mode on permeability. The larger R
value is, the greater the influence degree of permeability is by solid particle arrangement mode. R can
be expressed as:

R =
KI −KII
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Figure 10 shows the effect of changes in porosity and solid particle radius on the difference
coefficient. As can be seen from the figure, under the same particle radius, with the change of porosity,
the difference coefficient is larger when the porosity is close to 0 and 1, and smallest when the porosity
is close to 0.6. Therefore, the prediction of permeability of porous media with high porosity and low
porosity should pay particular attention to the influence of particle arrangement. In addition, the
difference coefficient increases with the increase of the radius of solid particles. This indicates that the
arrangement of particles has a great influence on the permeability of porous media when the particle
radius is large. It can be seen from Equation (38) that the difference coefficient is a function of the pore
area fractal dimension and the tortuosity fractal dimension. Figure 11 shows the relationship between
fractal dimension and permeability difference coefficient. The permeability difference coefficient
decreases first and then increases with the increase of pore area fractal dimension, reaching the
minimum when its value is close to 2. At the same time, as the tortuosity fractal dimension increases,
the permeability difference coefficient decreases first and then increases, reaching the minimum when
its value is close to 1. The permeability difference coefficient changes rapidly when the pore area fractal
dimension approaches 2 and the tortuosity fractal dimension approaches 1, respectively.
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R

Figure 10. The relationship between porosity and permeability differential coefficient.

R

Figure 11. The relationship between the fractal dimension and the permeability difference coefficient (R).

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we derive a novel porous media permeability model considering irregular pore
space based on fractal theory and ideal particle space geometry. The results show that our model is
more suitable for medium and low porosity porous media. In addition, the following conclusions are
obtained through multivariate analysis: (1) the equivalent capillary bundle pore diameter increases
with the increase of porosity; (2) tortuosity fractal dimension has a negative correlation with porosity,
while the pore area fractal dimension of the pore surface has a positive correlation with porosity; (3) the
permeability is negatively correlated with the tortuosity fractal dimension and positively correlated
with the pore area fractal dimension and particle radius. When the tortuosity fractal dimension is
close to 1 and the pore area fractal dimension is close to 2, the faster the permeability changes, the
greater the impact. (4) different particle arrangement has great influence on porous media permeability.
When the porosity is close to 0 and close to 1, the permeability is especially affected by the greater
the difference coefficient. In addition, the larger the particle radius is, the greater the permeability
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difference coefficient is, and the greater the permeability difference is for different particle arrangement.
(5) With the increase of fractal dimension, the permeability difference coefficient first decreases and
then increases. When the pore area fractal dimension approaches 2, the permeability difference
coefficient changes quickly and reaches the minimum value, and when the tortuosity fractal dimension
approaches 1, the permeability difference coefficient changes quickly and reaches the minimum value.
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Abstract: The rheological behavior of cement slurries is important in trying to prevent and eliminate
gas-migration related problems in oil well applications. In this paper, we review the constitutive
modeling of cement slurries/pastes. Cement slurries, in general, behave as complex non-linear fluids
with the possibility of exhibiting viscoelasticity, thixotropy, yield stress, shear-thinning effects, etc.
The shear viscosity and the yield stress are two of the most important rheological characteristics of
cement; these have been studied extensively and a review of these studies is provided in this paper.
We discuss the importance of changing the concentration of cement particles, water-to-cement ratio,
additives/admixtures, shear rate, temperature and pressure, mixing methods, and the thixotropic
behavior of cement on the stress tensor. In the concluding remarks, we propose a new constitutive
model for cement slurry, considering the basic non-Newtonian nature of the different models.

Keywords: cement slurries; non-Newtonian fluids; rheology; constitutive relations; viscosity; yield
stress; thixotropy

1. Introduction

In oil well cementing applications, cement slurries are placed in the annulus space between the
well casing and the geological formations surrounding the wellbore; this is done primarily to provide
zonal isolation from the surrounding fluid flow and to prevent the corrosion to the casing for the life of
the well [1,2]. Figure 1 shows a typical schematic of an oil well cementing operation. The space must
be filled before the cement begins to harden [3]. Failure of the zonal isolation and flow of the formation
fluids penetrating the cement can cause disasters, financial loss, and other serious consequences.
Thus, understanding the behavior of the cement is one of the key factors in designing a gas resistant
cement column [4]. Cement, in general, is mixed on the rig before being pumped into the well [5].
Gas migration caused by the fluid flow in the wellbore requires expensive remedial techniques [6,7].
Studying rheological properties of cement slurry plays an important role in understanding the factors
that can prevent or eliminate the gas migration. In the early stages of cement hydration, cement
changes from a fluid to a solid-like material and develops compressible strength. Gelation during the
cementing process is the buildup of the gel strength, or the premature increase in the cement viscosity.
Early gelation is a serious problem in petroleum industry, but it is desired that the cement gel quickly
once placed [8]. Static gel strength (SGS) [9] is the yield point showing the phase change; this is related
to the safety of cement jobs and the gas migration problem [10].
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Figure 1. Schematic of an oil well cementing operation [11].

According to the U.S. Department of Transportation, Type I/II ordinary Portland cement provides
adequate strength and durability for common applications [12]. However, more specific performance
criteria are required for cementing around the steel casing of gas and oil wells. Wells with an average
depth of up to 8000 feet below the mud line [13] can require handling cement slurries under high
temperature and high pressure conditions (200 ◦C and 150 MPa in deep wells) [14]. For oil and gas
wells, cement should not set too early so that it can be pumped during the placement and the setting
time should not be too long once placed to prevent fluids from penetrating the cement barrier. Cement
requires a high level of consistency, related to the minimum quantity of water required to initiate the
chemical reactions between water and cement. The API Class G and H cements are two common forms
of cements used today [15]. Cements ground too fine (Blaine fineness > 9000 cm2/gm) are not suitable
for oil well cementing because of insufficient compressive strength to hold the casing and inadequate
sulphate resistance. However, the microfine cements are good for oil well repairing of small cracks [16].

In cementing operations, different cement slurries including “lead” slurries at the upper section
and “tail” slurries at the lower section are pumped into the wellbore, as shown in Figure 2. The tail
slurries, under higher pressures and temperatures, usually have higher density and higher strength
than the lead slurries and are pumped after the lead slurries [17]. Portland cement is widely used
in the oil well and construction industries because of its flexibility and widespread availability of
its constituent materials [18]. It is produced from the grinding of clinker, which is produced by the
calcination of limestone and other raw materials in a cement rotary kiln. After the cement is mixed
with water, a series of exothermal chemical reactions occur which results in strength development
and cement hardening. Cement slurries are reactive systems, changing continuously chemically and
physically [19].
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Figure 2. Different types of cement slurry in an oil well.

The first few hours (after mixing the cement and water) is a dormant period for the reactions.
The slurry is in a fresh state, after which the setting is initiated, and the cement begins to harden.
The fresh cement slurry should be pumpable into the wellbore, where it would harden soon after
placement [20]. The design of the cementing operation requires a comprehensive understanding of
the mechanical and rheological behavior of cement slurries [21]. Flowability and stability of cement
slurries are two important factors for successful oil well cementing [22]. Retarders are usually applied
to control the duration of the fresh state, providing a safety time for the pumping operations. Many
researchers have put considerable effort to understand the mechanisms for fluid migration during
cementing, using experimental and computational models. To monitor the conditions of cement slurry
in real-time, wireless sensor network-based monitoring systems can be used [23–26]. In many cases,
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) applications can also be used (see Appendix C). Table 1 shows
the general cement properties.

Table 1. Cement properties [27–29].

Cement Properties Value

Cement Powder Density 3.15 g/cm3

Cement Slurry Density 1.38 g/cm3–2.28 g/cm3

Cement Particle Size 0.1 to 100 μm
Compressive Strength 20–40 Mpa

Maximum Solid Concentration Packing 0.65 (spherical particles)
β in the Krieger and Dougherty’s relation 1.5–2

Viscosity of the Continuous Phase (Base Fluid) 1 cP for water at 20 ◦C
Reynolds Number 2716–3971

The objective of this paper is to review the existing constitutive equations for cement slurries, used
in oil well applications; specifically, we look at the relationships suggested for the yield stress and the
viscosity of the cement as functions of parameters such as: volume fraction, cement surface, shear rate,
cement chemistry, mineralogical composition, concentration of additives, temperature and pressure
variations, mixing conditions, etc. In the next sections, we review different constitutive models for
cement slurries. In Appendix A, a discussion of the chemistry of cement is provided. In Appendix B,
we present the governing equations for a single phase approach and the multi-phase approach to the
flow of cement slurry. In Appendix C, we provide a short review of the various CFD studies related to
cement slurries.
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2. Constitutive Modeling of Cement Slurries

Constitutive modeling and mathematical modeling of cement present challenging opportunities
in research. Beginning as a (1) powder, (2) becoming a paste (when mixed with water), (3) flowing as a
slurry (suspension), and then (4) hardening to become a solid-like material, cement can be modeled
and studied as (1) granular materials (powder), (2) visco-plastic fluids with a yield stress (paste),
(3) viscoelastic (non-Newtonian fluids, slurry), and (4) a poro-elastic solid. Cement as a paste or as
a suspension, can be modeled mathematically using different approaches. For example, it can be
considered as a multi-component material composed of water and cement particles, and other additives
or it can be considered as a non-homogeneous (single component) fluid that behaves in a non-linear
fashion. In this review report, we are basically interested in the latter approach. As such, the cement
paste or cement slurry behave as complex fluids exhibiting certain non-linear characteristics such as
thixotropy, viscoelasticity, yield stress, presence of normal stress effects, shear-rate dependent viscosity,
etc., (see [30–33]).

Fresh cement paste/slurries are suspensions with a high concentration of particles. The size
of cement particles is between 0.1 μm and 100 μm. Cement, in general, behaves as a thixotropic
material with a yield stress; after the hydration process, it begins to behave as a solid-like material [34].
The rheological studies of cement reveal various phenomena [2]: (1) Rapid formation of gel at rest;
(2) failure of gel under a critical value of stress, which is dependent on the interparticle forces; (3)
destruction of gel at some shear rate, resulting in a shear-thinning behavior; (4) reconstructions at
higher shear rates and jamming, etc.

In the petroleum industry, we need to know the rheological properties of cement in order to evaluate
the displacement and the flow rates for optimal mud removal and cement placement before setting [2].
The cement and concrete industries prefer high performance cement with high impermeability, high
density, and high strength for structures, which are related to the cement composites [35]. The quality of
the concrete structure depends on the behavior of fresh cement during its placement into formwork at
the jobsite [36]. The sustained-casing-pressure (SCP) tests in the drilling industry test the solid cement
after hydration though gas migration occurs in cement slurries and mud. In general, non-Newtonian
fluids models should be taken into consideration when studying cement slurries and muds. Yield
stress effects and thixotropy should also be taken into consideration in these studies.

Some of the basic issues in studying cement rheology are (1) lack of reliable experimental data
along with inaccurate experimental procedures and difficulties to reproduce the measurements; (2)
complex flow behavior of cement affected by various physical and chemical factors; (3) complex cement
hydration and setting process. If cement behaves as a viscoplastic fluid, then the yield stress and the
plastic viscosity also need to be measured and studied [37]. These properties can depend on different
factors [35,38–40] such as:

1. Physical factors, such as water-to-cement ratio, geometry of the cement grain (specific surface of
cement particles) [38];

2. Chemical and mineralogical factors, such as the cement type, its chemical composition, additive
types, cement particle concentration in the mix, structural modifications after hydration [41];

3. Mixing conditions, such as the type of blender/grinding condition, hydration time, storage/transport
condition, curing temperature, stirrer rate, and time [38];

4. Measurement conditions (experimental equipment and procedures).

For oil well applications, these properties can also depend on temperature, water-to-cement ratio,
and the type of additives used.

The basic governing equations for flow of cement are given in Appendix B. For a purely mechanical
case, i.e., where thermo-chemical and electro-magnetic effects are ignored, the constitutive parameter
of interest is the stress tensor T. In a sense, we think the rheological response of the cement can be
described through constitutive modeling of the stress tensor. As we will discuss, it is well-known that
cement, in general, exhibits visco-elastic behavior, along with a yield stress. Some researchers focus on
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the modeling of the yield stress, Ty, and some on the viscous stress, Tv, and some on the total stress, T.
In general, we can assume

T = Tv + Ty (1)

In the remainder of this report, we provide reviews related to these three approaches.
The shear viscosity, in general, can be measured using a coaxial cylinder viscometer. Based on

the shear rate vs. shear stress curves, it can be seen that cement paste exhibits both thixotropic and
rheopectic behavior at different times [35,39,42,43]. The experimental procedure, sometimes, can affect
these measurements. For example, an apparent wall slip or sedimentation of some particles in the
coaxial viscometers could cause error. The Bingham plastic model and the power-law models are
the two most commonly used models for cement slurries. In this section, we review some of the
mathematical models used for cement slurries.

2.1. Models for the Total Stress Tensor T

The Bingham fluid model [44] is widely used to describe the relationship between the shear stress
and the shear rate for cement slurries at low shear rates. It also is one of the simplest models to describe
the visco-plastic nature of some non-Newtonian fluids, where

τ = τy + ηp
.
γ (2)

where τ is the shear stress, τy is the constant yield stress, ηp is the plastic viscosity, and
.
γ is the shear

rate. The total viscosity of the material can be defined as:

η =
τ
.
γ
= ηp +

τy
.
γ

(3)

The (one-dimensional) model given in Equation (2) indicates a linear relationship after the initial
yield stress is reached. However, this is not an accurate model for the non-linear behavior of many of
the cement slurries [45]; in some cases, there is no clear relationship between the shear rate and the
volumetric flow rate inside the pipe or annulus [46].

The three-dimensional tensorial form of the Bingham model is given by in the books, for example,
Macosko [47] (p. 93), Lootens et al. [48] for cement:

T =

[
τy/

∣∣∣∣∣∣(1
2

D : D
)1/2

∣∣∣∣∣∣+ ηp

]
D (4)

where T is the total stress tensor, D =
.
γ is the symmetric part of the velocity gradient, τy is the yield

stress, and ηp is the plastic viscosity, and where “:” indicates the inner (scalar) product of two tensors,
.
γ =

(
2DijDij

)1/2
= (Π)2, D = 1

2

(
L + LT

)
, L = gradv, Π = 2trD2. Later, we will also use the following

notation: A1 = 2D. Oldroyd (1947) derived a proper (frame invariant) 3-D form for the Bingham fluid
by assuming that the material behaves as a linear elastic solid below the yield stress; he used the von
Mises criterion for the yield surface. Thus

T =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ηp +
τy√
1
2 IIA1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦A1 when
[

1
2 T : T

]
≥ τ2

y

T = GE when
[

1
2 T : T

]
< τ2

y

(5)
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where G is the shear modules, indicating that below the yield stress, the material behaves as a linear
elastic solid, obeying the Hooke’s Law, and where

IIA1 ≡ A1 : A1

A1 = grad v + (grad v)T

E : strain tensor
(6)

As Denn [49] indicates, if the material is assumed to be inelastic prior to yielding, then G→∞ ,
and Equation (5) is replaced by

A1 = 0
[1
2

T : T
]
< τ2

y (7)

Macosko [31] (p. 96) mentions that for many fluids with a yield stress, there is a lower Newtonian
regime rather than a Hookean one, and thus one can use a two-viscosity (bi-viscous) model, such as

T = 2ηpD for II1/2
2D
≤ .
γc

T = 2
[
τy

|II2D |1/2 + K|II2D| n−1
2

]
D for II1/2

2D
>

.
γc

(8)

where K is the consistency factor and n is the power-law exponent; when n = 1, the fluid is Newtonian;
when n> 1, the fluid is shear-thickening, and when n< 1, the fluid is shear-thinning. In this formulation,
one uses a critical shear rate instead of a yield criterion and this makes the numerical solution easier.
For additional and interesting applications of the flow of a Bingham-type fluid, see White [50], and
Lipscomb and Denn [51]. Mendes and Dutra [52] provide further insight into the viscosity of a
shear-thinning (yield stress) fluids.

Herschel and Bulkley [53] generalized the Bingham model by introducing a three-parameter
model where:

τ = τy + K
.
γ

n (9)

where τy, K, and n are constants. According to Banfill [3], K could be chosen as 2.5 or 0.25 and n as
0.75 or 1.25 for cement. Jones and Taylor [54] and Atzeni [45] have used this model to study cement.
This model has been found to describe the rheological behavior for the sealing cement slurries used in
drilling technologies [55].

The power-law model, also known as the Ostwald-de Waele model [56] is one of the most popular
models in describing the pseudoplastic fluids without yield stress. Here,

τ = K
.
γ

n (10)

where K is the consistency factor, n is the flow behavior index (the power-law exponent), measuring
the degree of non-Newtonian behavior, and

.
γ is the shear rate.

Williamson’s model [57] was used by Lapasin [58] to describe the fresh cement pastes, where

τ = η∞
.
γ+ τy

.
γ

.
γ+ Γ

(11)

where η∞ is the viscosity at infinite shear rate and Γ is a parameter indicating the deviation from the
Bingham behavior.

The Eyring model [59] was applied to Portland cement pastes by Atzeni et al. [45]; this is suitable
for suspensions with dispersed particles:

τ =
n∑

i=1

aisin h−1
( .
γbi

)
(12)
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where ai and bi are constants, and n is the number of flow units. For the simplest case n = 2, where
there is one Newtonian fluid and one non-Newtonian fluid. This model does not have a yield stress
component and is more suitable for non-Newtonian behavior at high shear rates.

Sisko’s model [60], applied by Papo [61] to cement pastes, does not include a yield stress term:

τ = a
.
γ+ b

.
γ

c (13)

where a is related to the infinite shear rate viscosity η∞, and b and c are adjustable parameters with
c < 1.

The Casson equation [62], applied to cement pastes by Atzeni et al. [45] is given by:

√
τ =

√
τy +

√
ηp

.
γ (14)

where the yield stress τy is constant and ηp is the plastic viscosity. According to Kok and Karakaya [63],
the Casson model is considered to be one of the most accurate and useful models describing the
rheological properties of cement slurries.

Shangraw–Grim–Mattocks model [64] was used by Papo (1988) to study cement, with a constant
yield stress:

τ = τy + η∞
.
γ+ α1

[
1− exp

(
−α2

.
γ
)]

(15)

where η∞ is the viscosity at infinite shear rate, α1 and α2 are adjustable parameters.
The Ellis’s model (1965), applied to cement by Atzeni et al. [45] is given by:

.
γ = aτ+ bτc (16)

where a is a function of the initial viscosity η0, b is related to the shear stress τ, and c is a constant with
the value 2.

Robertson and Stiff [46] proposed a three-parameter model for a yield-pseudoplastic fluid where:

τ = a
( .
γ+ b

)c
(17)

where a, b, and c are constants. The values for these constants, suggested by Banfill [3] are: 20, 1.5, and
0.35. By adjusting these three parameters, the model can predict the behavior of Newtonian fluids,
the Bingham plastic, and the power-law models. However, Beirute and Flumerfelt [65] indicated that
the Robertson–Stiffmodel is not able to describe the yield stress and is limited to the fluids with no
yield stress.

According to Batra and Parthasarathy [66], the Robertson–Stiff fluid model can be rewritten as

.
γi j =

2A1/nΠ1/2
T

Π1/2n
T − τ1/n

y
eij (18)

where
.
γi j and eij are the shear rate and the strain rate tensors, respectively, A and n are constants, ΠT

is the second invariant of the stress tensor and τy is the yield stress. The equation is satisfied when√
ΠT ≥ τy.

The Vom Berg model [67] is given by

τ = τy + asin h−1
(
b

.
γ
)

(19)

where a and b are constants, and for cement, their values were given to be 26.5 and 0.1, respectively
(see Banfill [3]). The model considers yield stress, τy, explicitly, describing the flow behavior of cement
at shear rates up to 380 s−1, and it also describes the yield behavior at zero shear rate. This model
seems to be effective in describing shear-dependent behavior of cement pastes [45,58].
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Lapasin et al. [68] suggested the following model:

τ = τ∞ + (τ0 − τ∞) exp(−bts) (20)

where τ is the shear stress at time t, τ0 and τ∞ are the shear stresses at the initial and the equilibrium
states, b is the thixotropic exponent and ts is the shear time. This model neglects the flocculation
process. In this model, there is no yield stress.

The initial shear stress is also known as the gel strength at rest, which is a measure of the
electrochemical forces within the fluid under static conditions. The relation between the shear stress
and the resting time is given by [69]:

τ0 = τr0 + ctm (21)

where τr0 is the initial gel strength, t is the resting time, c is the recovery coefficient, m is the gel exponent.
Quemada’s model [70] was reviewed by Banfill [3] and applied to cement slurries, where:

τ =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 +

√(
a

.
γ
)

b + c
√(

a
.
γ
)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

2

.
γ (22)

where a, b, and c are material parameters, with the values of 0.14, 10−4, and 0.14 for cement [3]. This
model does not include a yield stress term.

Atzeni [45] and Banfill [3] applied a modified form of the Casson’s model to study cement pastes:

.
γ = a + bτ1/2 + cτ (23)

where a, b, and c are functions of the viscosity, concentration, and other flow parameters such as the
aggregation of solid particles. This model considers interaction forces among the particles; however, it
is not accurate when predicting the behavior of suspensions with high particle concentration.

Atzeni et al. [45] reviewed the models proposed by Ellis, Casson, Eyring, and Vom Berg for fresh
cement pastes and proposed a new model with a constant yield stress, where:

τ = τy + a
.
γ+ sin h−1

( .
γ/c

)
(24)

where a and c are the constants.
Lapasin et al. [58] proposed a 6-parameter equation for fresh cement paste by combining the Vom

Berg, the Shangraw–Grim–Mattocks, and the Williamson models, where:

τ = τy +

[
A0 + (A1 −A0) exp

{
−

.
γ

a + b
.
γ

t
}]

sin h−1
.
γ

c
(25)

where the yield stress τy is independent of the structural parameter λ, η0 = A0/C and η1 = A1/C
are the dynamic viscosities at

.
γ = 0 when the structural parameter λ is 0 and 1. Equation (25) was

checked and compared with experimental data and it was found to be a reasonable model to describe
the behavior of different cements. For the Portland cement PTL 425 with water-to-cement ratio 0.40,
the following values are suggested: τy = 12.1 Pa, A0 = 43.6 Pa, A1 −A0 = 87.6 Pa, a = 2100, b = 9.45, and
c = 56.1 [58].

Using experimental data, Lapasin et al. [58] proposed an equation describing the effects of specific
surface SvB and volume concentration of cement particles φ on the dynamicf viscosities η0 and η1 and
the yield stress τy:

η0 =
(
1.1× 10−3e13.2φ

)
S4.2

vB (26)

η1 =
(
8.6× 10−5e20.9φ

)
S6.3

vB (27)
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τy =
(
2.1× 10−3e19.2φ

)
S2.5

vB (28)

De Kee and Chan Man Fong [71] suggested a three-parameter model for structured fluids such as
hydrolyzed polyacrylamide solutions; their model was used by Yahia and Khayat to study cement
grout [72]:

τ = τy + ηp
.
γe−a

.
γ (29)

where ηp is the plastic viscosity,
.
γ is the shear rate, and a is a time-dependent parameter, with the

value 10−3 for cement [3]. This model can predict shear-thinning behavior at lower shear rates and
shear-thickening behavior at higher shear rates.

Yahia and Khayat [73] suggested a modified Bingham model for cement by adding a second
order term:

τ = τy + ηp
.
γ+ c

.
γ

2 (30)

where c is a parameter for capturing the second order effects, with the value of −0.0035 for cement [3].
Additionally, Yahia and Khayat [73] developed a new model for cement grouts with pseudoplastic

or shear-thinning behavior, by combining the Casson and the De Kee–Chan Man Fong models:

τ = τy + 2(
√
τyηp)

√
.
γe−a

.
γ (31)

where a is a time-dependent parameter, which allows for the shear-thinning behavior (positive) or
shear-thickening behavior (negative) of the cement grouts, which is equal to 10−3 according to Banfill [3].

Vipulanandan et al. [74] proposed a new model for cement slurry:

τ = τy +

.
γ

a + b
.
γ

(32)

where a and b are model parameters fitted with experimental data. For oil well cement slurry with the
water-to-cement ratio 0.44 and temperature 85 ◦C, the following values can be used: τy = 40 Pa, a =
1.38, b = 0.004 [74]. This model has a maximum shear stress limit at relatively high rate of shear strains.

Yuan et al. [75] substituted Equation (21) into (20) for an improved thixotropy model:

τ = τ∞ + (τr0 + ctm − τ∞) exp(−bts) (33)

where τr0 and τ∞ are the shear stresses at the initial and the equilibrium states, t is the resting time, c is
the recovery coefficient, m is the gel exponent, b is the thixotropic exponent, and ts is the shear time.

Papo [61] found that the Herschel–Bulkley model, the Sisko model, and the Robertson–Stiffmodel
can all match reasonably well with the experimental data of cement pastes; he recommended the
Herschel–Bulkley model mostly because of its ability to describe the yield behavior. Table 2 provides a
summary of the existing constitutive relations for cement. The parameters used in various constitutive
relations for cement are listed in Table 3. Figure 3 shows the stress vs. shear rate curves for different
constitutive relations with the parameters listed in Table 3.
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Table 2. Summary of constitutive relations for cement.

Author(s) Model Equation No.

Bingham (1922) τ = τy + ηp
.
γ (2)

Bingham (tensor form) T =
[
τy/

∣∣∣∣∣( 1
2 D : D

)1/2
∣∣∣∣∣+ ηp

]
D (4)

Herschel–Bulkley (1926) τ = τy + K
.
γ

n (9)
Power-Law (1929) τ = K

.
γ

n (10)

Williamson (1929) τ = η∞
.
γ+ τy

.
γ

.
γ+Γ

(11)

Eyring (1936) τ =
n∑

i=1
aisin h−1

( .
γbi

)
(12)

Sisko (1958) τ = a
.
γ+ b

.
γ

c (13)

Casson (1959)
√
τ =

√
τy +

√
η

.
γ (14)

Shangraw–Grim–Mattocks τ = τy + η∞
.
γ+ α1

[
1− exp

(
−α2

.
γ
)]

(15)
Ellis (1965)

.
γ = aτ+ bτc (16)

Robertson and Stiff (1976) τ = a
( .
γ+ b

)c
(17)

Robertson and Stiff (tensor form)
.
γi j =

2A1/nΠ1/2
T

Π1/2n
T −τ1/n

y
ei j (18)

Vom Berg (1979) τ = τy + asin h−1
(
b

.
γ
)

(19)
Lapasin (1979) τ = τ∞ + (τ0 − τ∞) exp(−bts) (20)

Quemada (1984) τ =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ 1+
√
(a

.
γ)

b+c
√
(a

.
γ)

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
2

.
γ (22)

Modified Casson (1985)
.
γ = a + bτ1/2 + cτ (23)

Atzeni (1985) τ = τy + a
.
γ+ sin h−1

( .
γ/c

)
(24)

Lapasin (1983)
τ = τy +[

A0 + (A1 −A0) exp
{
−

.
γ

a+b
.
γ

t
}]

sin h−1
.
γ
C

(25)

De Kee (1994) τ = τy + ηp
.
γe−a

.
γ (29)

Modified Bingham (2001) τ = τy + ηp
.
γ+ c

.
γ

2 (30)

Yahia and Khayat (2001) τ = τy + 2(√τyηp)

√
.
γe−a

.
γ (31)

Vipulanandan (2014) τ = τy +
.
γ

a+b
.
γ

(32)

Yuan (2015) τ =
τ∞ + (τr0 + ctm − τ∞) exp(−bts)

(33)

Table 3. Parameters for various models

Equation τy (Pa) ηp (Pa·s) K n a b c A0(Pa) A1−A0 (Pa)

Bingham (1922) 20 0.8 - - - - -

Herschel–Bulkley (1926) 20 - 2.5
0.25

0.75
1.25 - - - - -

Power-Law (1929) - - 2.5 0.75 - - - - -
Casson (1959) 20 0.31 - - - - - - -

Robertson and Stiff (1976) - - - - 20 1.5 0.35 - -
Vom Berg (1979) 20 - - - 26.5 0.1 - - -
Quemada (1984) - - - - 0.14 10−4 0.14 - -
Lapasin (1983) 12.1 - - - 2100 9.45 56.1 43.6 87.6
De Kee (1994) 20 0.89 - - 10−3 - - - -

Modified Bingham (2001) 20 1.15 - - - - −0.0035 - -
Yahia and Khayat (2001) 20 0.9 - - 10−3 - - - -

Vipulanandan (2014) 40 - - - 1.38 0.004 - - -
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Figure 3. Stress vs. shear rate curves for various models for cement.

A look at Tables 2 and 3 and Figure 3 reveals that almost all the constitutive relationships given
for the stress tensor of the cement, other than the Bingham model and the Herschel–Bulkley model, are
given in 1-dimensional form where the (shear) stress τ is related to the shear rate

.
γ, a component of

the velocity gradient tensor. In general, most problems of interests are 3-dimensional and as a result,
constitutive relations are needed for the stress tensor T (with nine components).

2.2. The Importance of Yield Stress and Viscosity

In the previous section, we focused on the constitutive models available for the (total) stress tensor
T for cement. Many researchers have looked at the yield stress Ty and the viscous stress Tv separately,
and they have also looked at the factors and the parameters that can affect Ty and Tv. In this section
we will focus on these issues. For example, it is known that the range of yield stress for a cement
paste/slurry/grout is 10–100 N/m2 and the range of plastic viscosity is 0.01–1 Ns/m2 [3]. It has been
shown that both of these parameters increase when finer cement particles are used [67]; this is mostly
due to water and cement interaction. The effect of particle size is related to the surface area in the
fine-grained pastes, rather than the volume of the coarse grains. Some of the variables which can affect
the rheological properties of cement are: time, shear rate, concentration (volume fraction of the solid
particles and the water-to-cement ratio), cement composition (Portland cement), fineness, flyash, silica
fume, slags, chemical admixtures, age and temperature, pressure etc., [3,76].

In Section 2.2.1, we review some important yield stress models and in Section 2.2.2, we provide a
review of various viscosity correlations, while looking at the different effects.

2.2.1. Yield Stress Models

The idea of fluids with yield stress perhaps can be traced back to Bingham ([44]). However, with
all the successes of this model and the subsequent generalizations of it, Barnes and Walter [77] and
Barnes [78] have questioned the concept or the reality of fluids with yield stress (see also Barnes [79]).
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With the publications of [77], a series of interesting exchanges among different scientists started.
Hartnett and Hu [80] responded to [77] with a new paper titled “The Yield stress—An engineering
reality,” which was followed by other papers Astarita [81], and Evans [82]. For additional and
more recent and important discussions on the status of yield stress fluids, we refer the reader to
Papanastasiou [83], Bonn and Denn [84], and Denn and Bonn [85]. Moller et al. [86] provide an excellent
discussion on the relationship between thixotropic fluids and fluids with yield stress. For a historical
survey of the yield stress fluids, see [79], and for a comprehensive review of the flow of visco-plastic
materials, see [87].

The yield stress, to a large extent, determines the transition between or the point at which
the solid-like behavior changes to a fluid-like behavior. It is one of the most important and
difficult properties of the fluid to measure, which in theory, can be obtained at low shear rate
tests. Møller et al. [88] discuss some of the difficulties of measuring the yield stress. Dinkgreve et al. [89]
talk about the various ways of measuring the yield stress. Nguyen and Boger [90] provide a detailed
review of the flow properties of yield stress fluids, and Coussot [91] provides a recent review of the
experimental data in yield stress fluids. Different methods to measure the yield stress have been
suggested [92]. Unlike ideal yield stress fluids, concentrated colloidal fluids stop flowing abruptly at a
critical stress and begin to flow with a high velocity at another critical stress, which increases with the
duration of the preliminary rest (a period of rest after pre-shearing over a larger number of applied
stresses) [92]. When the shear stress reaches a critical value, the shear rate changes from zero to a
critical shear rate abruptly [93]; the critical values of shear rate and the shear stress are considered
intrinsic material parameters and independent of flow condition. Below the yield stress, fresh cement
behaves as a poro-elastic solid. After the yield stress is reached, the slurry exhibits plastic strains [35].

Roussel et al. [94] identified two different critical strains in fresh cement pastes, while studying the
origins of the thixotropy and the mechanism of yielding: (1) the largest critical strain (of the order of a
few %), is the strain at the yield point obtained from measurements [95,96]. This strain is related to the
network breakage of the colloidal interactions between cement particles (e.g., C-S-H particles) shortly
after mixing. It takes only a couple of seconds to form the network; (2) the smallest critical strain (of the
order of a few hundredths of %), is the strain when the shear modulus drops significantly [97,98]. This
strain is related to the breakage of the early hydrates, which are caused by the contact of flocculated
cement grains. Short-term thixotropy is related to colloidal flocculation and long-term thixotropy is
related to the ongoing hydrates nucleation. According to the two different critical strains mentioned
above, the static yield stress measurement is either determined by the strength of the C-S-H bonds at
the rigid critical strain at long times or determined by the C-S-H nucleation at the colloidal critical
strain at short times. Perrot et al. [99] analyzed the effects of three parameters on the yield stress and
the stability of fresh cement pastes: (1) Brownian motion, depending on temperature; (2) colloidal
attractive forces, depending on the average distance between the interacting particles; (3) gravity,
depending on the grain size. According to the Perrot et al. [99], cement displays yield stress when
the colloidal attractive forces dominate the Brownian motion, while no yield stress is observed if
the Brownian motion dominates the colloidal attractive forces. A cement suspension is stable and
homogenous without bleeding (cement grains unstably suspended in water) if the colloidal attractive
forces dominate gravity, while cement particles settle if gravity dominates the colloidal attractive forces.
These forces are time driven and are affected by the interstitial fluid viscosity.

Because of thixotropy, there is more than one state of flocculation for the yield stress measurement:
the dynamic yield stress measured through the flow curve at zero shear rate (equilibrium state) and
the static yield stress needed to initiate flow before the structure is broken down. The dynamic
and the static yield stresses of fresh cement are usually measured in a rotational rheometer with a
vane [100,101]. Qian and Kawashima [101] measured the yield stress through shear-rate-controlled
and shear-stress-controlled tests. The authors detected a negative slope in the equilibrium flow
curve (torque vs. angular velocity) at steady-state condition, shear banding, and stick-slip in the
shear-rate-controlled test. They also detected viscosity bifurcation and considered the creep stress as
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the static yield stress based on the stress-controlled test [101]. Michaux and Defosse [102] reported
that the yield stress of cement slurries exhibited a peak value at low dispersant (such as the sodium
salt of Polynapthalene Sulphonate) concentration and decreased to zero at high concentration. The
dispersant seemed to break the structure through attractive interparticle forces.

In this section, we review the existing models for the yield stress for cement considering different
effects such as volume fraction, water-to-cement ratio, additives and damage.

Effect of Concentration on the Yield Stress

From the experimental data by Lapasin [58] it can be noticed that the yield stress τy (see
Equation (25)) increases with increasing the specific surface area of cement and with decreasing the
water-to-cement ratio as well as water film thickness [103]. Larger cement solid concentration and
flocculation result in larger yield stress [104].

Legrand [105] proposed a relationship between the yield stress and the concentration

τy = A0α
(φ−0.5) (34)

where A0 and α are related to the particle size and the shape, and φ is the concentration of the cement
particles. This relationship is valid when φ is in the range of [0.475–0.677], corresponding to the w/c
range [0.15–0.35] [106].

Sybertz and Reick [107] suggested an equation showing the influence of concentration of cement
particles on the yield stress:

τy = P1·eP2·φ (35)

where Pn (n = 1, 2) are material parameters obtained from experiment, where P1 = 2.31 × 10−3 and
4.75 × 10−3 and P2 = 20.7 and 19.1 for different types of cement.

Zhou et al. [108] proposed a yield stress model for concentrated flocculated suspensions with
different size particles, using the yield stress of individual components in the suspension:

τy =
(∑
φviτ

1/2
yi

)2
(36)

where φvi is the volume fraction of ith component.
Zhou et al. [108] and Flatt and Bowen [109] suggested a yield stress function of the type:

τy,max = K
( φ

1−φ
)c 1

d2

K = 3.1Ab
24πh0

(37)

where A is the Hamaker constant [110] of colloidal material (5.3 × 10−20 J), b and c are fitting
parameters ranging from 0.1 to 0.53, h0 is the distance between the two particles (2.4 nm) and d is the
particle diameter.

Flatt and Bowen [111] proposed a yield stress model (YODEL) that depends on the volume fraction:

τy = m1
φ2(φ−φperc)

φm(φm −φ) (38)

where φm is the maximum packing volume fraction (equal to 0.57 [111]), φperc is the percolation
threshold (equal to 0.026 [111]), and m1 is given by:

m1 =
1.8
π4

(
Gmax

Rv,50

)
Fσ, Δ (39)

where Gmax is the maximum attractive force between the particles, Rv,50 is the median particle radius
and Fσ, Δ is a function of coordination number related to the contacts between particles. Figure 4 shows
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the yield stress versus volume fraction for various samples. Equation (38) from YODEL [111] is applied
to fit Zhou et al. [108] experimental data.

Figure 4. Yield stress vs. volume fraction for concentrated suspensions. YODEL [111] is applied
to fit the experimental data of Zhou et al. [108], where AKP-15, 20, 30, and 50 are different alumina
particulate samples.

Based on YODEL, Ma and Kawashima [112] related the yield stress to the hydration degree α(t)
by assuming φ = φ0(1 + χα(t)):

τy = m1
(φ0(1 + χα(t)))

2
(
φ0(1 + χα(t)) −φperc

)
φm(φm −φ0(1 + χα(t)))

(40)

where χ is an expansion parameter obtained from experiment, related to the density difference between
unhydrated cement clinkers and the hydration products. For neat cement pastes (cement without sand
or aggregate), φperc = 0.37 and φm = 0.59, φ0 = 0.425 for cement with water-to-cement ratio of 0.43,
α(t) = 1− e−ktn

, where k = 6.73 × 10−10 and n = 2.85 [112].
Mahaut et al. [95] used the Chateau–Ovarlez–Trung yield stress model [113] to describe the

behavior of a thixotropic cement paste:

τy(φ)

τy(0)
=

√
1−φ

(1−φ/φm)
2.5φm

(41)

where
τy(φ)

τy(0)
is the dimessionless yield stress of a monodisperse suspension, where φm = 0.56. This

equation is suitable for yield stress fluids consisting of rigid spherical non-colloidal particles with no
interactions between the particles and the paste. Figure 5 shows the fit for the Chateau–Ovarlez–Trung
yield stress model for cement.
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Figure 5. Dimensionless yield stress
τy(φ)
τy(0)

vs. volume fraction of cement: comparing the experimental
data and the Chateau–Ovarlez–Trung yield stress model [108].

Chougnet et al. [114] also proposed a correlation for the dynamic yield stress, which is the shear
stress at the zero limit of shear rate, as a function of the volume fraction

τ
dyn
y =

F
a2

(
φ

φm

) 1
m(3− f )

(42)

where F is the adhesion force necessary to separate the particles from each other, a is the particle radius,
m and f are material parameters.

Based on the experimental data, Lapasin et al. [58] proposed a correlation for the yield stress τy

describing the effect of cement specific surface SvB and concentration of cement particles φ:

τy = 2.1× 10−3e19.2·φ·S2.5
vB (43)

Effect of Water-to-Cement Ratio on the Yield Stress

Ivanov and Roshavelov [115] found that the yield stress decreases when the water-to-cement
ratio increases. Rosquoët et al. [116] suggested a coefficient K in the power-law relation [56] (see
Equation (10)), where K is a function of w/c:

τ = K
( .
γ
.
γ0

)n

= (−175w/c + 137)
( .
γ
.
γ0

)0.6

(44)

where
.
γ0 is the reference shear rate with a value of 1000 s−1 [116]. Figure 6 shows the shear stress vs.

the shear rate curves for various values of water-to-cement ratio.
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Figure 6. Shear stress vs. shear rate for different w/c [116].

Lapasin et al. [68] found that the yield stress increases linearly when the specific surface bearing
(SSB) obtained from Blaine permeability apparatus increases,

τy = K(SSB− 2000) (45)

where K depends on the water-to-cement ratio (w/c) and it decreases while the w/c increases. Figure 7
shows the effect of water-to-cement ratio on the yield stress, reported by Banfill [3] from various
published experimental data of cement. From Figure 7, we can see that there is a reverse log-linear
relationship between the yield stress and the water-to-cement ratio.

Figure 7. Effect of water-to-cement ratio on the yield stress of cement [3]. Data are from different
published experimental data [39,42,54,67,117–121].
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Effect of Additives/Admixtures on the Yield Stress

Ivanov and Roshavelov [115] proposed a polynomial equation, based on the experimental data
fitted with a regression analysis, describing the effect of each clinker component on the yield stress
(with units Pa):

τy = −118.5− 72.3X1 − 104.8X2 + 103.6X3 − 46.1X4 − 48.7X5 + 75.4X1X2−
77.4X1X3 + 38X1X4 + 42.4X1X5 − 107X2X3 + 39.9X2X4 + 41.6X2X5−
54.5X3X4 − 50.7X3X5 + 21.5X2

1 + 19.3X2
2 + 158.7X2

3 + 38.9X2
4 + 37.1X2

5

(46)

where X1, X2, X3, X4, and X5 are parameters indicating the contributions of the water-to-cement ratio
(w/c), concentration of superplasticizer, condensed silica fume (CSF), tricalcium aluminate (C3A), and
SO3, respectively. Equation (46) indicates that CSF has the strongest influence on the behavior of the
cement; as indicated by Ivanov and Roshavelov [115] τy initially decreases when CSF increases to a
certain value, and then it begins to increase when the CSF is in the range 7.5–15%.

Sybertz and Reick [107] studied the effect of fly ash on the behavior of cement paste and suggested
the following equation:

τy = P1·eP2·φ·
(
1−φ f

)
+ P3·eP4·φ·φ f (47)

where φ f is the fly ash content and Pn, Qn (n = 1, 2, 3, 4) are the experimental fitting parameters, where
P1 = 2.31 × 10−3 (Fly Ash I) and 4.75 × 10−3 (Fly Ash II), P2 = 20.7 (Fly Ash I) and 19.1 (Fly Ash II), P3 =

7.96 × 10−5 (Fly Ash I) and 1.29 × 10−5 (Fly Ash II), P3 = 17.0 (Fly Ash I) and 18.9 (Fly Ash II). Figure 8
shows the effect of different types of fly ash on the yield stress. Both Fly Ash I and Fly Ash II lower the
value of the yield stress.

Figure 8. Effect of fly ash additives on yield stress [107].

Effect of Damage on the Yield Stress

Chen et al. [122] suggested a strain rate-dependent constitutive equation for the stress, including
the effect of damage because of the dynamical experiment of measuring the mechanical properties of
cement-based materials:

τ =
[
1−

(
D1 + D0

.
γ
ξ
d

)
γ
]
·
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣A0 + A1

( .
γd
.
γs

)B⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦γ (48)

where ξ = λ − 1, and D0, D1, and λ are constants or parameters related to damage; A0, A1, and B
are constants or parameters related to the shear rate, and

.
γd and

.
γs are the dynamic strain rate and
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static strain rate, respectively, and γ is the strain. Figure 9 shows the stress–strain curves for cement at
various strain rates (104/s and 134/s).

Figure 9. The stress–strain curves for cement using experiments and the damage-based model [122].

We summarize the yield stress models for cement in Table 4:

Table 4. Summary of the yield stress models for cement.

Effect Author(s) Model Equation No.

Effect of concentration

Legrand (1970) τy = A0α(φ−0.5) (34)
Sybertz and Reick

(1991) τy = P1·eP2·φ (35)

Zhou et al. (1999) τy =
(∑
φviτ

1/2
yi

)2
(36)

Zhou et al. (1999) τy,max = K
(
φ

1−φ
)c

1
d2 (37)

Flatt and Bowen
(2006) τy = m1

φ2(φ−φperc)
φmax(φmax−φ) (38)

Ma and Kawashima
(2019) τy = m1

(φ0(1+χα(t)))
2(φ0(1+χα(t))−φperc)

φmax(φmax−φ0(1+χα(t)))
(40)

Chateau–Ovarlez–Trung
(2008)

τy(φ)

τy(0)
=

√
1−φ

(1−φ/φm)
2.5φm (41)

Chougnet (2008) τ
dyn
y = F

a2

(
φ
φmax

) 1
m(3− f ) (42)

Lapasin et al. (1983) τy = 2.1× 10−3e19.2·φ·S2.5
vB (43)

Effect of water-to-cement
ratio

Rosquoët et al. (2003) τ = (−175w/c + 137)
( .
γ
.
γ0

)0.6
(44)

Lapasin et al. (1979) τy = K(w/c)(SSB− 2000) (45)

Effect of
additives/admixtures

Ivanov and
Roshavelov (1990)

τy = −118.5− 72.3X1 − 104.8X2 + 103.6X3−
46.1X4 − 48.7X5 + 75.4X1X2 − 77.4X1X3+

38X1X4 + 42.4X1X5 − 107X2X3 + 39.9X2X4+
41.6X2X5 − 54.5X3X4 − 50.7X3X5 + 21.5X2

1+

19.3X2
2 + 158.7X2

3 + 38.9X2
4 + 37.1X2

5

(46)

Sybertz and Reick
(1991) τy = P1·eP2·φ·

(
1−φ f

)
+ P3·eP4·φ·φ f (47)

Effect of damage Chen et al. (2013) τ =
[
1−

(
D1 + D0

.
γ
ξ
d

)
γ
]
·
[
A0 + A1

( .
γd.
γs

)B]
γ (48)
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2.2.2. Viscosity Relationships

The non-linear time-dependent response of complex fluids such as cement slurries constitutes an
important area of mathematical modeling of non-Newtonian fluids. In general, for many complex
fluids such as cement slurries, or drilling fluids, the shear viscosity can be a function of one or all of the
following [123]:

• Shear rate
.
γ

• Volume Fraction φ
• Temperature θ
• Pressure P
• Thixotropic behavior (structural parameter λ(t))
• Water-to-cement ratio w/c
• Additives (Superplasticiser)
• Mixing method
• Electric field
• Magnetic field
• . . . .

For certain materials or under certain conditions, the dependence of viscosity on some of these
can be dropped. In this section, we look at the effects of some of these parameters on the viscosity.

Effect of Shear Rate on the Viscosity

Recall that according to the power-law (the Ostwald-de Waele) model [56,124], shown in Section 2.1,
the shear viscosity η, can be defined as

η =
τ
.
γ
= K

.
γ

n−1 (49)

For pseudoplastic (or shear-thinning) fluids n < 1; in this case, the viscosity decreases when the
shear rate increases. For Newtonian fluids n = 1, where the viscosity is independent of the shear rate.
For dilatant (or shear-thickening) fluids n > 1, the viscosity increases with the shear rate [see Figure 10].
Equation (49) provides an explicit relationship between the shear rate and the shear stress; however, it
is not suitable for fluids with yield stress.

Figure 10. Shear stress vs. shear rate for different types of fluids [125].
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Based on the Robertson and Stiffmodel [46] shown in Section 2.1, the effective viscosity for cement
slurries can be written as

ηe f f =
A
( .
γR + C

)B
.
γR

(50)

where ηe f f is the effective viscosity and
.
γR is the value of the shear rate at the pipe or the annulus wall.

As shown in Section 2.1, the Casson model [62] is widely used for shear-thinning non-Newtonian
fluids. According to this model, the viscosity is:

η =
1
.
γ

[
k0 + k1

√
.
γ

]2
(51)

where k0 and k1 are material parameters obtained from experiment.
From the Carreau–Yasuda model [33], viscosity approaches a lower limit when the shear rate is

close to zero and approaches an upper limit when the shear rate is close to infinity. According to this
model, the relation between viscosity and the shear rate is:

η = η∞ + (η0 − η∞)
1 + ln

(
1 + k

.
γ
)

1 + k
.
γ

(52)

where η0 and η∞ are the lower and the upper viscosities when the shear rate is close to zero and
infinity, respectively, and k is the shear-thinning parameter. These parameters are obtained from
experimental measurements.

Effect of Volume Fraction on the Viscosity

Experiments indicate that the viscosity increases with higher particle concentration and larger
cement specific surface [104].

Einstein [126] first presented the simplest mathematical expression for the effects of concentration
on the (dimensionless) viscosity, commonly referred as relative viscosity of a fluid containing very small
number of rigid spheres (low concentration or dilute limit):

ηr =
η

η0
= 1 + αφ (53)

where η is the viscosity of the suspension, η0 is the viscosity of the pure liquid (no particles) (1cP for
water at 20 ◦C), α = 2.5 for rigid spheres, and φ is the concentration. At higher concentrations, the
viscosity reaches an infinite value, and this equation is no longer applicable. The Einstein equation has
been applied to cement suspensions by Roussel et al. [127].

For spheres of different sizes, Roscoe [128] suggested:

ηr =
η

η0
= (1−φ)−2.5 (54)

Mooney [129] proposed an equation for densely packed particles:

ηr =
η

η0
= e

[
αφ

(1− φφm
)
]

(55)

where η is the apparent viscosity (the applied shear stress divided by the shear rate, i.e., η = τ.
γ

) of the
suspension, η0 is the apparent viscosity of the continuous/liquid phase without any particles, φ is the
concentration, α is a parameter depending on particle shape (2.5 for spheres), and φm is the maximum
solid concentration, depending on the particle size distribution and the shape. However, Mooney’s
equation does not seem to fit the measured data at high concentrations [104].
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Roscoe [128] also suggested an expression for the viscosity of concentrated suspensions considering
non-uniform particle size:

ηr =
η

η0
= (1− 1.35φ)−2.5 (56)

Figure 11 shows the dimensionless viscosity versus volume fraction using various relationships.

Figure 11. Dimensionless viscosity vs. volume fraction [128].

Krieger and Dougherty [130] provided an equation that is widely applied in cement industry [103,
104,127,131–139]. They suggested,

ηr =
η

η0
=

(
1− φ
φm

)−αφm

(57)

For dispersed cement pastes, φm � 0.7, α � 5, which increases at higher shear rates. Cement
pastes that are not dispersed have higher viscosity and lower φm [104]. Cement pastes at lower
concentrations (higher w/c) exhibit Newtonian behavior, while at higher concentrations (lower w/c)
they show pseudo-plastic or plastic behavior. Table 5 shows the Krieger–Dougherty parameters for
various types of cements for different strain rates (25 1/s and 500 1/s) [104]. Figure 12 shows the
Krieger–Dougherty curves for dimensionless viscosity versus volume fraction using the parameters in
Table 5.

Table 5. Krieger–Dougherty parameters for cement [104].

Cement Type Strain Rate (1/s) φm α

Type I, dispersed 25 0.64 5.1
500 0.76 6.2

Type I, flocculated 500 0.64 6.3

White cement, dispersed 25 0.67 5.7
500 0.80 6.8

Type V, dispersed 25 0.68 4.5
500 0.75 5.2
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Figure 12. Krieger–Dougherty curves for various types of cements at various strain rates [104].

Chen and Lin [140] combined the Krieger–Dougherty equation with the fitting curves of apparent
viscosity measured from a vibrational viscometer and suggested the following equation:

ηr =

(
1− φ
φm

)−2.78

e0.073t (58)

where t is the hydration time, φm = 0.635 for monodisperse systems. Equation (58) describes the
relationship between the viscosity, the volume fraction and the hydration time. It shows that the
viscosity increases with the hydration time within 20 min.

Murata and Kikukawa [141] proposed an exponential expression for viscosity; their equation was
used by Asaga and Roy to study cement slurry [39]:

ηr = B0e(K1φ+K2) (59)

where B0, K1, and K2 are constants obtained from experiments.
Sybertz and Reick [107] suggested an equation showing the effect of concentration of cement

particles on the initial viscosity:
η0 = Q1·eQ2·φ (60)

where φ is concentration of cement particles and Qn (n = 1, 2) are parameters that can be obtained
from experiments, where Q1 = 8.97 × 10−5 and 4.04 × 10−5 and Q2 = 17.1 and 19.0 for different types
of cement.

Chougnet et al. [114] used Mills [142] viscosity correlation to look at the effect of particle aggregation
on viscosity.

ηr =
η

η0
=

(1−φ)(
1− φ

φm

)2 (61)

where φm = 4/7 for randomly packed monodispersed spheres.
Liu [143] proposed a dimensionless viscosity relationship for cement pastes that was reviewed by

Bentz et al. [137]:
ηr =

η

η0
= [a(φ−φm)]

−n (62)
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where a and n are fitting parameters with values 0.95 and 2.14.
Chong et al. [144] proposed a dimensionless viscosity relationship for cement pastes which was

also reviewed by Bentz et al. [137]:

ηr =
η

η0
=

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝1 + 0.75 φφm

1− φ
φm

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
2

(63)

According to Bentz et al. [137], Liu’s model predicts the experimental results better than
Chong et al.’s model.

Effects of Temperature and Pressure on the Viscosity

Temperature can play an important role in (oil well) cement operations, especially, in the early
stages, when the yield stress increases; its effect on the viscosity is not that obvious because of the
decrease of water viscosity (base fluid) at higher temperatures (with increasing rate 0.027 ◦C/m) [112,145].
With the increase of temperature in deep wells, the viscosity tends to decrease because of thermal
thinning [146]. Cement slurries experience different pressure conditions when pumped into the
wells. Ma and Kawashima [112] found that the high pressure in deep wellbores (with increasing rate
9.8 kPa/m) increases the yield stress and the viscosity; high pressure seems to accelerate the hydration
process without affecting the water viscosity. Kim et al. [147] found that pressure causes the yield
stress to decrease by 15% at lower water-to-cement ratios (<0.4), while the effect is not obvious at
higher water-to-cement ratios. High pressure also changes the microstructure of the cement, causing
deflocculation while increasing the dispersion of cement particles, resulting in a decrease in the yield
stress. Figure 13 shows the shear stress versus shear rate curves for different water-to-cement ratios at
different temperatures.

Figure 13. Shear stress vs. shear rate for cement for different water-to-cement ratios at different
temperatures (25 ◦C and 85 ◦C) [146].

The microscopic and macroscopic properties (e.g., rheometric behavior, mechanical characteristics)
of hydration products including calcium silicate hydrate (CSH) and calcium hydroxide (CH) are found
to be sensitive to the curing temperature. Vlachou and Piau [19] found that cement particles are
more spherical-like at lower temperatures (20 ◦C) while they are more rod-like at higher temperatures
(60 ◦C), as shown in Figure 14. Temperature seems to accelerate the hydration process. Some studies
indicate that both the yield stress and the viscosity decrease when the temperature increases [148]. In
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some applications, pressure seems to have negligible effects on the flow of cement slurries; at lower
water-to-cement ratios, cement slurries become more sensitive to pressure [22].

(a) (b)

Figure 14. Morphology of cement particle under SEM (a) at 20 ◦C; (b) at 60 ◦C [19].

Sercombe et al. [149] suggested an equation showing the temperature effect on the viscosity for
long-term creep behavior of cementitious material:

1
ηθ

=
1
ηθ,0

e[−
U
R ( 1
θ− 1
θ
)] (64)

where U is the activation energy of long-term creep, R is the universal gas constant, U/R = 2700 K [150],
θ is the reference temperature (20 ◦C in their study), ηθ,0 is the value of ηθ when θ = θ.

The effects of temperature and pressure could also be implemented through the active hydration
process, which suggests that the viscosity is related to a fixed hydration reaction rate. Some
researchers [149,151] use an Arrhenius-type equation for the hydration kinetics process with some
knowledge of chemoplasticity of cement and concrete. The chemical affinity Ã is expressed as:

Ã(ξ) =
.
ξe(

Ea
Rθ ) (65)

where Ea/R ≈ 4000K,
.
ξ is the hydration degree, which is estimated from the evolution of compressive

strength depending on the temperature θ.
Scherer et al. [14] assumed that the viscosity of cement slurry is related to the degree of cement

hydration and suggested an equation showing the effect of temperature and pressure on the hydration
process. From the Avrami–Cahn model [152], the degree of hydration reaction is given by:

X ≈ π
3

OB
v IBG3t4 (66)

where X is the volume fraction of the transformed reactant, OB
v is the boundary area, IB is the nucleation

rate on the boundary, G is the linear growth rate of the product and t is the time, and IB and G are
functions of temperature θ and pressure p, where:

G(θ, p) ≈ G0e(−
ΔEG+pΔVG

Rθ ) (67)

IB(θ, p) ≈ I0e(−
ΔEI+pΔVI

Rθ ) (68)

where ΔEG and ΔEI are the activation energy for growth and nucleation, ΔVG and ΔVI are activation
volumes for growth and nucleation and G0 and I0 are constants.
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Pang et al. [153] developed a simple scale factor connecting the degree of hydration to temperature
and pressure:

.
ξ(t) =

.
ξr(C(θ, P), t) (69)

where
.
ξr is the degree of hydration at reference temperature θr and pressure Pr. The scale factor C is

given by:

C = e
[ Ea

R( 1
θr
− 1
θ )

+ Δ‡
R ( Pr

θ − P
θ )]

(70)

where R is the gas constant, Δ‡ is the activation volume and Ea is the activation energy.
Wu et al. [154] studied the effect of temperature and cement hydration on viscosity and suggested

two viscosity equations for temperature effect [155] and cement hydration effect [156],

ηc = ηr·e[ E
Rθc

] (71)

ηc = ηc0 + (1000− ηc0)·(t/tv)
n (72)

ηc = ηr·e[
E

Rθc0
]
+
(
1000− ηr·e[

E
Rθc0

]
)
·(t/tv)

n (73)

Equation (71) shows the influence of temperature, where θc and θr are the temperatures of
fresh cement slurry and reference temperature, ηc and ηr are viscosities at temperature θc and θr,
respectively. Equation (72) shows the cement hydration effect, where ηc0 is the initial viscosity of the
fresh cement slurry and n is a parameter related to cement hydration kinetics, tv is the time needed to
reach a very high viscosity (e.g., 1000 Pa·s). According to Papo and Caufin [156], tv is a function of
water-to-cement ratio:

tv = tv0 + X[w/c− (w/c)0]
Y (74)

where tv0 and (w/c)0 are the initial values of tv and w/c, and X and Y are parameters obtained from
experiment. Equation (73) combines Equations (71) and (72), where θc0 is the initial temperature of
fresh cement slurry.

Effect of Additives/Admixtures on the Viscosity

Chemical additives/admixtures have the following functions: (1) To disperse the cement particles;
(2) to modify the kinetics of the hydration process; (3) to react with the hydration subproducts; (4) to
add binders to cement [157]. Additives are applied to either retard or accelerate the curing process of
the cement slurries; they could also be used as viscosifiers or dispersant.

Superplasticizing admixtures could make the cementations materials denser, more impermeable
and more durable. A superplasticizer provides better dispersibility. As the amount of the
superplasticizer increases, the slurry behavior changes from Newtonian to non-Newtonian and
finally back to Newtonian, where the mixture is well dispersed [158]. Figure 15 shows the mechanism
of how a superplasticizer works. Flocculated cement particles are dispersed because of the negatively
charged superplasticizer and the motion of the entrapped water. A superplasticizer generally
improves the flow behavior of cement slurries and provides highly amorphous hydrates [159]. It is
observed that increasing the amount of a superplasticizer admixture increases the cement gelation
threshold [160], while decreasing the yield stress and viscosity and delaying the cement hydration
process [161–164]. These effects are not that obvious when the admixture concentration is higher than
0.75% or when the shear rate is high (>128 rpm). In general, the cement slurry seems to behave as a
dilatant/shear-thickening fluid with admixture concentrations higher than 0.75% [165,166]. Effects of
ultrafine particles on the superplasticizer is to decrease the flow resistance and viscosity [167–169].
Researchers [170,171] have found that the polycarboxylate (PC) superplasticiser admixture reduces the
yield stress and the plastic viscosity by 70%; this reduction is thought to be related to the interconnected
flocs or the weak cohesive forces.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 15. Effect of superplasticizer on cement particles [159]. (a) Flocculated cement particles; (b)
dispersing cement particles by repulsive force; (c) release of entrapped water releasing.

Condensed silica fume (CSF), considered as an effective microfiller as superplastizier, has a
significant effect on the viscosity and the yield stress of the cement pastes. Ivanov and Roshavelov [115]
proposed a polynomial equation fitted with regression analysis using the experimental data, while
describing the effect of each clinker component on the apparent viscosity (mPa·s):

η = −300.8− 357.6X1 − 553.4X2 + 575.4X3 − 80.8X4 − 22.4X5+

293.7X1X2 − 329.4X1X3 + 14.7X1X4 + 57X1X5 − 528.4X2X3 + 48.9X2X4+

21.2X2X5 − 151.1X3X4 − 29.3X3X5 + 175.2X4X5 + 114.4X2
1 + 152.8X2

2+

664.6X2
3 + 159.2X2

4 + 213X2
5

(75)

where X1, X2, X3, X4, and X5 are the parameters related to the amount of water-to-cement ratio (w/c),
concentration of superplasticizer, condensed silica fume (CSF), tricalcium aluminate (C3A), and SO3,
respectively. Equation (75) indicates that CSF has the strongest influence on the viscosity of the cement;
it is observed that η initially decreases when CSF increases and reaches a certain value, and then it
begins to increase when the CSF is in the range 7.5–15%. Wong and Kwan [172] indicated that the
addition of CSF to cement causes an increase in the packing density and the flowability in the lower
ranges (<15%) and lower w/c while causing a decrease in the packing density at the higher ranges
(>15%). They also mention that the addition of pulverized fuel ash (PFA) increases the packing density
and flowability of cement paste. The influences of C3A and SO3 are much less than other factors.

Glycerin, as a viscosifier, when added to the cement slurry, can increase the viscosity and
accelerate the hydration process at about 26% volume content [17]. The effect of glycerin on viscosity
is more obvious at larger shear rates. The shear-thinning behavior is reduced, and the slurry
begins to be more Bingham-like with the increase of glycerin content. Another viscosifying agent,
hydroxypropylmethylcellulose (HPMC) increases the plastic viscosity, while decreasing the fluid loss,
increasing the thickening time, and increasing the compressive strength of cement slurries [173]. This
is very suitable for oil well cementing under high temperature conditions.

In general, adding these modifying admixtures can increase the yield stress and the viscosity of
cement whereas high-range water reducers can decrease the viscosity at low shear rates much more
when compared to the viscosity at high shear rates [165]. A combination of these two additives can
increase the performance of cement.

Ultra-fine admixtures (UA), including blast furnace slag (BFS), silica fume (SF), fly ash (FA),
limestone (LS), and anhydrous gypsum (AG), also can influence the rheological properties of cement
paste. It has been observed that the yield stress decreases with an increase in the UA content and the
viscosity decreases with addition of ultra-fine LS, SF, FA, and slag while it increases with AG [174–180].
The effect of ultra-fine slag is more obvious when the UA content is more than 15%. The spherical shape
of fly ash particles is found to reduce the viscosity and the yield stress of fresh cement pastes [181,182].
Sybertz and Reick [107] studied the effect of fly ash on the rheological behavior of cement paste and
suggested an equation showing the influence of fly ash content on the initial viscosity:

η0 = Q1·eQ2·φ·
(
1−φ f

)
+ Q3·eQ4·φ·φ f (76)
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where φ f is the fly ash content and Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 are experimental fitting parameters, where
Q1 = 8.97 × 10−5 (Fly Ash I) and 4.04 × 10−5 (Fly Ash II), Q2 = 17.1 (Fly Ash I) and 19.0 (Fly Ash II),
Q3 = 6.25 × 10−5 (Fly Ash I) and 0.54 × 10−5 (Fly Ash II), Q3 = 18.4 (Fly Ash I) and 20.9 (Fly Ash II).
Figure 16 shows the effect of different types of fly ash on the initial viscosity. Fly Ash I slightly increases
the initial viscosity while Fly Ash II decreases the initial viscosity significantly.

Figure 16. Effect of fly ash additives on the initial viscosity [107].

Hou and Liu [183] found that the addition of synthesizing dispersant extended the thickening
time and improved the mobility of the cement slurry. Nehdi [184] noticed that the carbonate filler
containing magnesium (MgO) impeded the particle dispersion while accelerating the C3S hydration,
resulting in a rapid increase in the viscosity and the loss of workability for the cement placement.

Sometimes silica flour is added to cement slurries in oil well applications when the temperature
exceeds 120 ◦C, in order to prevent decrease in the compressive strength. This additive increases the
slurry viscosity and decreases the thickening time [185].

Addition of ultrafine particles to the cement slurry can decrease the yield stress and the plastic
viscosity [186]. Application of high content limestone powder to cement seems to improve the
fluidity; this can also reduce the amount of the superplasticizer, and reduce the viscosity and the
water-to-cement ratio [187]. The addition of nano-additives including nano-SiO2 (nS) and nano-TiO2

(nT) can increase the yield stress, the plastic viscosity, and the torque significantly [188]. The addition
of Fe2O3 nanoparticles can improve the performance of wellbore cement slurries by increasing the
viscosity, the elastic properties after early hydration and the suspending ability of cement particles
while decreasing the free water, fluid loss, the compressive strength and the thickening time [189].
The addition of cellulose nanofibers (CNF) increases the yield stress, the degree of hydration, and the
flexural strength of the cement slurry [190,191]. According to Colombo et al. [192], the addition of
softwood calcium lignosulfonate seems to decrease the yield stress and the viscosity of cement pastes.
However, it is reported that the application of densified microsilica or nano-silica may have a negative
effect on the rheological properties of cement slurry, e.g., inadequate gel strength and stability, poor
zonal isolation [193,194]. For a recent numerical study of the cement sheath and wellbore integrity, see
Wang and Taleghani [195].

Phan et al. [196] compared the effect of high range water reducing admixture (HRWRA), (changing
the granular phase configuration) and viscosity modifying admixture (VMA) (changing the aqueous
solution) by applying the Krieger–Dougherty equation (see Equation (57)). It was found that the
HRWRA had a bigger influence on the properties (namely, the viscosity increased) than the VMA. The
Krieger–Dougherty equation indicates that the viscosity depends more on the configurational skeleton
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than on the fluid phase. Emoto and Bier [197] stated that MF 2651 as a plasticizer reduced the viscosity
of cement slurry without delaying the hydration process when compared with other plasticizers.

Lu et al. [198] studied the effect of thermo-sensitive viscosity controller (TVC), consisting of
inorganic and organic polymeric materials. The cement slurries with TVC become thermally more
stable with little thermal thinning between 20 to 120 ◦C. Velayati et al. [199] investigated the effect
of Cassia fistula dry extract on wellbore cement and found that this additive exhibits a retardation
property by increasing the thickening time with high efficiency and low costs. Wang et al. [200] studied
the effect of chloride additives for cements at low temperatures and found that some chlorides such as
LiCl effectively shorten the thickening time and decrease the transition time for static gel strength,
while improving the stability of the cement slurry and accelerating the hydration process.

Effect of Water-to-Cement Ratio on the Viscosity

Lapasin et al. [68] showed that the water-to-cement ratio affects the flow behavior of cement
slurries. This ratio is defined as the ratio of the weight of water to the weight of cement. From the
definition, there is a reverse correlation between volume fraction of cement and water-to-cement
ratio. Cements with larger w/c have a smaller concentration. At early stages, w/c has little effect on
cement hydration while it has a bigger effect on the physical properties such as strength development,
and the setting time [201,202]. The viscosity was found to decrease when the water-to-cement ratio
increased [98,115,116,145], shown in Figure 17. It is necessary to increase the w/c of cement slurries
for the minimum flow resistances and appropriate injection time when sealing the casing pipes in
wellbores [203]. At w/c = 0.4, the effect of superplasticizer on rheological properties is not obvious [39].
Massidda and Sanna [204] observed that cement exhibits thixotropic behavior at w/c = 0.35 while
anti-thixotropic behavior at w/c > 0.40. Larger rigidity of slurries (lower w/c and longer hydration time)
causes thixotropic behavior while smaller rigidity (higher w/c and shorter hydration time) results in
reversible and anti-thixotropic behavior.

Figure 17. Effect of water-to-cement ratio on the viscosity [116].

Effect of Mixing Method and the Wall Slip on the Viscosity

Yang and Jennings [205] studied the influence of mixing method on the properties of cement paste
and found the rheological behavior of cement pastes during the first two hours were significantly
affected by the mixing method. Cement pastes have higher peak stresses with hand or paddle mixing
than with blender mixing. Williams et al. [206] also noticed that the shear rate during mixing can
significantly affect the rheological properties of fresh cement. Orban et al. [207] observed that the
plastic viscosity of cement slurries decreases with increasing shear rate. The Yard mixer was found to
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increase the plastic viscosity and the yield point significantly [208]. ASTM C1738 protocol increases the
plastic viscosity by increasing the volume fraction or the content of polycarboxylate superplasticizer
(SP) in cement paste [209]. Increasing the mixing rate can also accelerate the cement hydration process
and increase the overall heat in this process [210]. High shear rate of mixing can break down the
cement agglomerates before adding water; this is called “irreversible structural breakdown” [5,76].

In oil well cementing, cement slurries are pumped through the annular spaces. Particle migration
in cement slurries can cause slip at the walls during shearing, similar to the paper pulp flow inside
a transparent pulp. Rubio–Hernández [37] found slippage at the walls or the pipe surface can be a
problem during the measurement in a rheometer. This can cause an error in the rheological test. This
“slip” is usually caused by particle migration. A clear water layer is detected adjacent to the walls,
where the fluid has lower viscosity, resulting in a pseudo wall slip. This is caused by a thin film of
liquid less than 1 μm, lubricating the walls of the viscometer [211]. Application of vane methods could
eliminate the effect of wall slip [212].

Bannister [213] studied the slip effect in a rotational viscometer. The effect of slip on viscosity
using the Metzner–Reed power-law model is:

ηs = CS
τ
.
γ

(77)

where CS is the slip coefficient, depending on the consistency index K. The slip coefficient decreases
when K (thicker slurry) or the water content (less particles in the slurry) increases. Table 6 shows a
summary of the existing viscosity relationships for cement.

2.2.3. Thixotropic Nature of Cement

Cement slurries can also behave as time-dependent non-Newtonian fluids with disperse particles
of many different sizes (10 nm to 100 μm) [58,127,213,214]. In general, as discussed earlier, viscosity
of cement depends on the shear rate, the application time, particle concentration, temperature and
pressure, etc. Thixotropy and yield stress are two important concepts that need to be considered [215].
According to Barnes [216], the term “thixotropy”, first suggested by Freundlich [217], describes the
reversible sol-gel transformation under isothermal conditions. This occurs when some of the chemically
formed linkages between the cement particles break under shear (also known as structural breakdown).
Thus, the process is shear rate dependent and time dependent. In thixotropic fluids, viscosity decreases
with time for constant shear rate and the shear stress gradually reaches a steady value depending on
the shear rate. This behavior is reversible when the system is in rest and the stress is removed [218].
“Pseudoplasticity” is also sometimes used to represent thixotropy with reference to shear rate dependency.
For pseudoplastic fluids, viscosity decreases with the increasing of the shear rate. The opposite of
“thixotropy” is “antithixotropy” [219] or “rheopexy”, which implies that the structure builds up under
shear and breaks down at rest. Antithixotropy (shear-thickening) is the recovery process of thixotropy
(shear-thinning), which is different from “dilatancy” (shear- thickening) of suspensions with high solid
concentration under high shear rates [35]. Figure 18 shows the shear stress vs. shear rate response of
different fluids for a constant shear rate test [125].
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Table 6. Summary of viscosity relationships for cement.

Effect Author(s) Model Equation No.

Effect of shear rate

Ostwald-de Waele
(1929)

η = τ
.
γ
= K

.
γ

n−1 (49)

Robertson and Stiff
(1976) ηe f f =

A(
.
γR+C)

B

.
γR

(50)

Casson (1959) η = 1
.
γ

[
k0 + k1

√
.
γ
]2

(51)

Carreau–Yasuda
(1997) η = η∞ + (η0 − η∞) 1+ln(1+k

.
γ)

1+k
.
γ

(52)

Effect of volume
fraction

Einstein (1906) ηr =
η
η0

= 1 + αφ (53)

Roscoe (1952) ηr =
η
η0

= (1−φ)−2.5 (54)

Mooney (1951) ηr =
η
η0

= e
[

αφ

(1− φφm
)
]

(55)

Roscoe (1952) ηr =
η
η0

= (1− 1.35φ)−2.5 (56)
Krieger and

Dougherty (1959) ηr =
η
η0

=
(
1− φ

φm

)−αφm
(57)

Chen and Lin (2017) ηr =
(
1− φ

φm

)−2.78
e0.073t (58)

Murata and
Kikukawa (1973)

ηr =
η
η0

= B0e(K1φ+K2) (59)

Sybertz and Reick
(1991) η0 = Q1·eQ2·φ (60)

Mills (1985) ηr =
η
η0

=
(1−φ)(
1− φ
φm

)2 (61)

Liu (2000) ηr =
η
η0

= [a(φ−φm)]
−n (62)

Chong et al. (1971) ηr =
η
η0

=

(
1 +

0.75 φ
φm

1− φ
φm

)2
(63)

Effects of
temperature and

pressure

Sercombe et al. (2000)
1
ηθ

= 1
ηθ,0

e[−
U
R ( 1
θ− 1

θ
)] (64)

Ã(ξ) =
.
ξe(

Ea
Rθ ) (65)

Scherer et al. (2010)
X ≈ π3 OB

v IBG3t4 (66)

G(T, p) ≈ G0e(−
ΔEG+pΔVG

Rθ ) (67)

IB(T, p) ≈ I0e(−
ΔEI+pΔVI

Rθ ) (68)

Pang et al. (2013)
.
ξ(t) =

.
ξr(C(θ, P), t) (69)

C = e
[ Ea

R( 1
θr
− 1
θ )

+ Δ‡
R ( Pr

θ − P
θ )] (70)

Wu et al. (2014)
ηc = ηr·e[ E

Rθc
] (71)

ηc = ηc0 + (1000− ηc0)·(t/tv)
n (72)

ηc = ηr·e[
E

Rθc0
]
+ +

(
1000− ηr·e[

E
Rθc0

]
)
·(t/tv)

n (73)

Effect of
additives/admixtures

Ivanov and
Roshavelov (1990)

η = −300.8− 357.6X1 − 553.4X2 + 575.4X3−
80.8X4 − 22.4X5 + 293.7X1X2 − 329.4X1X3+

14.7X1X4 + 57X1X5 − 528.4X2X3 + 48.9X2X4+
21.2X2X5 − 151.1X3X4 − 29.3X3X5 + 175.2X4X5+
114.4X2

1 + 152.8X2
2 + 664.6X2

3 + 159.2X2
4 + 213X2

5

(75)

Sybertz and Reick
(1991) η0 = Q1·eQ2·φ·

(
1−φ f

)
+ Q3·eQ4·φ·φ f (76)

Effect of
measurements (slip) Bannister (1980) ηs = CS

τ
.
γ (77)
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Figure 18. Effect of time on the behavior of various viscous fluids [125].

There are many ways to model the thixotropic effects in fluids. An excellent review is given by
Barnes [216]. For a mathematical perspective of modeling thixotropic fluids with yield stress, we refer
to [220–222]. An early formulation of suspensions with thixotropy was given by Fredrickson [223].
A more recent mathematical perspective is given by Renardy [224]. There have been other attempts to
develop unified models to capture elasto-viscoplastic thixotropic yield stress fluids (see [225,226]).

The thixotropic aspect of cement is an indication that it can become a gel-like structure at rest
which is unpumpable while it can be pumped again when stirred [200]. That is, thixotropy results in
the development of gel strength and yield stress after the pumping has stopped. A high pressure is
needed to restart the pumping. Thus, the thixotropy of cement and the static gel strength along with
the yield stress affect the pumping and the restarting difficulties which can be of concern in cement
safety (Wang et al. 2017). The thixotropic process (reversible) and the hydration process (irreversible)
of cement usually occur simultaneously after the cement clinker is mixed with water. Initially, the
thixotropic effect dominates and later the cement hydration process dominates [93]. Yuan et al. [75]
assumed that in the intermediate period, only the thixotropic (reversible) process is important and the
hydration (irreversible) process can be neglected.

As mentioned before, fresh cement pastes are initially thick colloidal suspensions consisting of
cement particles dispersed in water [92]. The structure of suspensions is affected by water-to-cement
ratio, particle size distribution, interparticle forces and attraction of the water to solid surfaces [35].
In the initial stages, just after mixing, the dispersed cement particles with high solid concentration
coagulate and form a structure within the paste; this structure does not change in the next several
hours until setting [97]. Interparticle forces in cement particles are attractive forces overcoming the
repulsive forces between the particles, causing very small strains in the cement pastes (0.03%). When the
interparticle forces dominate, cement pastes have poor flow properties [227]. Floccules are small clusters
of cement particles formed in dilute cement suspensions and combine into large flocculent structures.
Aggregations with non-uniformly distributed particles occur in the large flocculent structures, which
are composed of high concentration flocs of particles. Flocculated particles form discrete aggregates or
gels, as shown in Figure 19.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 19. Microstructure of (a) dispersed particles; (b) aggregated particles; (c) gelled particles [228].

Thixotropic behavior is also related to coagulation (particle contacts), dispersion, and
re-coagulation of cement particles [36]. The flocculated suspension behaves as viscoelastic solids
with storage modulus (the ability to store energy related to deformation of the material) 14–24 kPa in
low-strain linear-viscoelastic regions below yield [98]. As the strain increases to a critical value of 10−4,
the storage modulus decreases. With the increase of water-to-cement ratio, both the storage modulus
and the critical strain decrease. The forces between the flocculated particles are weak and can be broken
by shear force. Cement pastes show liquid-like behavior after the flocculated system is broken. During
the mixing process, the aggregated cement particles become more uniformly distributed. Flocculent
structure keeps breaking down because of the shear during the mixing, causing the thixotropic behavior
of cement. At the same time, structural reconstruction occurs, and the flocculent structures rebuild
when the shear force is stopped. Thus, cement pastes display two different states: liquid-like under
shear conditions and a weak solid-like with a limited yield stress under static conditions. Accordingly,
flocculation increases the yield stress and causes pseudoplastic/shear-thinning behavior. It has also
been reported that early hydration reaction affects and changes the rheological behavior of fresh
cement pastes/slurries from anti-thixotropic to thixotropic [42]. Effects of coagulation, dispersion, and
re-coagulation of cement particles have been studied extensively. Cement particles can coagulate in a
paste or a slurry; this is primarily caused by the surface attraction forces. Junctions are connections or
contacts between the cement particles, consisting of reversible junctions (two particles can be separated)
and permanent junctions (two particles cannot be separated).

The cement hydration process consists of a series of chemical reactions between the cement
particles and water. From these reactions, the initial fluid-like suspension is transformed into a
solid-like material. In general, the effect of cement hydration should be considered when studying
rheological behavior of cement.

Hydration reactions result in structural changes, which affect the rheological behavior of
cement [229]. The hydration process can cause an exponential increase in the yield stress [131].
Lapasin et al. [58] studied the time-dependent response of cement pastes. They noticed that the shear
stresses reached a peak value with increasing age where hydration occurs during the initial stages of
the flow (1 min) of the test and decaying to the equilibrium value and then increasing a little [229].
The steady-state flow curves of the cement pastes exhibit shear-thinning behavior and the presence
of yield stress. The authors found partially-thixotropic phenomena for the time-dependent behavior
of cement pastes. Before the shear rate reaches the initial shear rate value, the shear stress does not
increase. At this stage, the kinetics of the structural rebuilding is much less than the kinetics of the
structural break-down. After the steady-state conditions has been reached and as the shear rate begins
to increase, further structural break-down could be detected because of the different aggregation state
of the disperse system at different shear rates. Cement pastes are usually found partially thixotropic in
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three stages: power-law shear-thinning fluid under low shear rate, a Newtonian plateau at high shear
rates, and a shear-thickening paste [196].

Moore [41] introduced a structural parameter λ(t) to describe the structural state of a thixotropic
fluid, where λ indicates the degree of flocculation or aggregation (also known as the “degree of
jamming”), describing the state of the material at a given time and giving the percentage of the particles
in potential wells for colloidal fluids [92,214,230–233]. The value of λ is from 0 to 1. The slurry is
considered to be dispersed when λ = 0, and fully flocculated when λ = 1. According to Feys and
Asghari [234] and other references, λ decreases with time and increases with shear rate, that is,

dλ
dt

= k+(1− λ) − k−
.
γλ (78)

where k+ and k− represent the structural buildup and the structural breakdown coefficients. The
structural parameter λ displays a characteristic relaxation time of t with the change of shear rate:

t = 1/
(
k+ + k−

.
γ
)

(79)

Cheng and Evans [235] proposed a constitutive equation, including the structural parameter λ:

τ = η
(
λ,

.
γ
) .
γ (80)

where the viscosity η is a function of shear rate
.
γ and λ.

A rate-type equation gives the evolution of λwith time. In general, the rate at which the structure
changes can be a function of the shear rate and the structural parameter. A rate equation for the
structural parameter can be given [235]:

dλ
dt

= g
(
λ,

.
γ
)
= K1

( .
γ
)
(1− λ)p −K2

( .
γ
)
λq (81)

where K1
( .
γ
)

and K2
( .
γ
)

are rate constants related to the build-up and the break-down processes. In
this equation, the effect of Brownian motion and the shear rate are also considered. The parameters p
and q are indications of the orders of the two processes. Lapasin et al. [58] applied Cheng and Evans
equation to cement pastes and suggested an alternative equation, where Equation (80) is replaced by:

τ = f0
( .
γ
)
+ f1

( .
γ
)
λ (82)

For fresh cement, the structural build-up can be negligible because of the partially thixotropic
behavior [236]. Thus, Equation (81) becomes:

dλ
dt

= −K2
( .
γ
)
λq (83)

Hattori and Izumi [237] considered the effect of coagulation/junctions on the apparent viscosity at
time t and shear rate

.
γ by suggesting the following relationship for the viscosity:

η = B3

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣n3
[
U0

( .
γHt2 + 1

)
+ Ht

]
(Ht + 1)

( .
γt + 1

) ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
2/3

(84)

where B3 is the friction coefficient between the cement particles, n3 is the number of uncoagulated
particles in unit volume, U0 is the initial degree of coagulation (percentage of junctions to total particles),
H is the coagulation rate, which is related to particle attraction and cement hydration reactions.
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De Kee and Chan Man Fong [71] suggested the following relationship for the viscosity:

η =
η0kc

α0

[
1 + (b f1 − c f2)e−α0t

]
(85)

where
α0 = kc(1 + b f1 − c f2) (86)

where the parameters η0, kc, b, c, f1 and f2 are functions of the shear rate. When (b f1 − c f2) > 0, the fluid
behaves as a thixotropic model and when (b f1 − c f2) < 0, it is anti-thixotropic (or rheopectic). They
also showed that if (b f1′ − c f2′) > 0, the fluid behaves as a shear-thinning fluid, and if (b f1′ − c f2′) < 0,
as a shear-thickening fluid, where ‘′’ (the prime) denotes the derivative with respect to

.
γ. For further

details about this model, see Carreau et al. [33] (p. 471).
Coussot et al. [92] suggested the following relationship between λ and

.
γ:

dλ
dt

=
1
t0
− αλ .

γ (87)

where t0 is the characteristic time of aging or rejuvenation, and α is a system-dependent constant.
The instantaneous viscosity based on Coussot’s model is defined as a function of the flocculation

parameter and the shear rate:
η = η0 f

(
λ,

.
γ
)
= η0(1 + λn) (88)

where η0 is the viscosity when the flow is not affected by the particle interactions (λ = 0), and n is a
parameter indicating the effect of structural breakdown and reconstruction.

Coussot et al. [92] also proposed an equation (based on the experiment) that a stress ramp is
applied after different times of rest. The dimensionless form of shear stress–shear rate relation when
the cement is at rest is written as:

τs =
.
γs exp

(
1
.
γs

[
1 +

(
λ0

.
γs − 1

)
exp

(
− .
γstr

)])
(89)

where τs is the shear stress under steady state condition, τs = ταT0/η0, the shear rate is
.
γs = αT0

.
γ, tr

is the dimensionless time during which the cement is at rest for restructuring. This equation is able to
describe the rheological behavior of fluids with thixotropy and yield stress.

A general form of a model based on the above ideas was given by Roussel [238,239]:

τ = τy(1 + λ) + k
.
γ

n (90)

Roussel [214] suggested a viscosity that depends on the shear rate, as shown in Figure 20a:

η = η∞
(
1 + an .

γ
−n)a =

1
αtr

(91)

where n is an experimental parameter with positive value, η∞ is the viscosity where the shear rate is
infinite, α is a system-dependent constant, and tr is the time during which the cement is at rest for
restructuring, which is a constant. For transient flow, the rheological properties change with time.
Roussel [214] also gave an evolution equation for the structural flocculation/jamming parameter λ,
shown in Figure 20b.

λ(t) =
a
.
γ
+

(
λ0 − a

.
γ

)
exp

(
−

.
γt
atr

)
a =

1
αtr

(92)
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where λ0 is the initial value of λ, α is a system-dependent constant and the applied strain rate
.
γ is

constant. The characteristic time tc decreases with an increase in the strain rate, which makes reaching
the steady state condition harder,

tc =
atr

.
γ

=
1
α

.
γ

(93)

 
(a)                           (b)                         

Figure 20. The thixotropic model of Roussel [238]: (a) Dimensionless viscosity at constant shear rate
for various resting time; (b) state of flocculation λ vs. resting time.

Wallevik [36] suggested an equation for the shear viscosity that depends on a temporary shear
viscosity ηtmp, where

ηs =

(
ηp +

τy
.
γ

)
+ ηtmp (94)

where ηp is the plastic viscosity and τy is the yield stress; ηtmp is related to the number of reversible
junctions Jt:

ηtmp = η̃p +
τ̃y

.
γ

= a1B3 J2/3
t + a2B3 J2/3

t /
.
γ (95)

where η̃p and τ̃y are the thixotropic counterparts of ηp and τy, B3 is the friction coefficient between the
cement particles, and a1 and a2 are the two empirical parameters.

Mewis and Wagner [240] provide a generalized thixotropic model for colloidal suspensions:

η
( .
γ,λ

)
= λτy + λKst

.
γ

n
+ K∞

.
γ

n (96)

dλ
dt

= −k1
.
γλ+ k2

.
γ

m
(1− λ) + k3(1− λ) (97)

In Equation (96), λτy shows the effect of λ on the yield stress. No yield stress occurs when there is
no flocculation. The term λKst

.
γ

n indicates that the viscosity increases with λ.
Marchesini et al. [34] studied the irreversible time-dependent rheological behavior of cement

slurries and presented a transient constitutive model considering the irreversible effect. The structural
parameter is given by:

dλ
dt

=
1

teq

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩[1− λ− (1− λ f inal
)
ζ(t)

]a − (1− λeq
)a(λ− λ f inalζ(t)

λeq

)b⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭+ λ f inal
.
ζ(t) (98)

where teq and λeq are the characteristic time and the structural parameter for the thixotropic medium
at equilibrium, λ f inal is the structural parameter of the material at the final equilibrium state, ζ(t)
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is a function indicating the evolution of the irreversible processes at time t and a and b are the
positive constants.

For an ideal thixotropic behavior, all irreversible processes are neglected, where the irreversible
process function ζ(t) = 0, and the structural parameter becomes:

dλthixo
dt

=
1

teq

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣(1− λthixo)
a −

(
1− λeq

)a(λthixo
λeq

)b⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (99)

The irreversible process function ζi could be written as a function of time and the structural
parameter:

ζ
(
t, λeq

)
= 1− 1[

1 +
(

t
treac

)1/λeq
] (1−mλeq)λeq

l

(100)

where treac is the characteristic time for the hydration reactions, l and m are parameters related to the
irreversible processes before and after treac is reached. In this approach, the viscosity function consists
of a structural viscosity related to the structural parameter and a pure viscous part in the unstructured
state [226,241].

Based on Marchesini et al.’s model, viscosity as a function of the structural parameter is given by:

η(λ) = η∞
(

1
1− λthixo

)α(λ f inal − λthixo

λ f inal − λ
)ε

(101)

where η∞ is the viscosity of the complete unstructured state and α and ε are positive constants.
In this section, we have provided a review of the concept of the thixotropy in cements. A structural

parameter λ is introduced to represent the degree of flocculation, which is related to the cement
hydration process. Thus, the viscosity is a function of the structural parameter λ and a rate equation
for λ (e.g., Equations (81), (97), and (98)) should be used along with the governing equations.

2.2.4. A New Model for Cement Slurry

We suggest that the total stress tensor T is defined as

T = Ty + Tv (102)

where Ty is yield stress tensor and Tv is the viscous stress tensor. In general, the yield stress can be a
function of many parameters, for example, volume fraction, w/c, etc.

Ty = Ty

(
φ,

w
c

, . . .
)

(103)

As mentioned earlier, one of the distinct features of some non-Newtonian fluids is the presence of
normal stress effects (see [242]), which are manifestations of non-equal normal stresses when the fluid
is sheared. In polymeric fluids, this phenomenon is usually observed as rod-climbing or die-swell; in
fact, one of the earliest observations is due to Reynolds [243,244] related to the expansion of the voids
in wet sands; he called this effect “dilatancy.” Massoudi and Mehrabadi [245] discuss this concept
along with the Mohr–Coulomb yield criterion. Later Reiner [246] developed a stress tensor model for
wet sand; his theory was generalized by Massoudi [247] where the effects of density (volume fraction)
gradient were included. Interestingly, in our review, we did not find any direct reference either to
attempts at measuring the normal stress effects in cement or modeling them, despite the similarities
between cement paste and wet sand. We propose a new constitutive model for the viscous stress tensor
of the cement slurry, Tv, by generalizing the traditional second-grade fluid model [248,249].

Tv = −pI + ηA1 + α1A2 + α2A1
2 (104)
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where the viscosity can be a function of various parameters, η = η
( .
γ,φ, θ, p,λ(t), w/c, . . .

)
, α1 and

α2 are the normal stress coefficients assumed to be constants,
.
γ is the shear rate, φ is the volume

fraction, θ is the temperature, p is the pressure, λ(t) is the structural parameter describing the degree
of flocculation or aggregation and w/c is the water-to-cement ratio. The kinematical tensors A1 and A2

are defined as:
A1 = gradv + (gradv)T (105)

A2 =
dA1

dt
+ A1(gradv) + (gradv)TA1 (106)

The general idea behind suggesting a new constitutive model for the viscous stress tensor Tv

that would include the normal stress effects, is that many non-Newtonian fluids such as polymers,
dense suspensions, drilling fluids, blood, granular materials, slags, etc. [123,250–255] have been shown
to exhibit these non-linear effects. In our previous paper [11], we showed some preliminary results
using the newly proposed viscous stress model where the effects of shear-rate dependent viscosity in
cement slurries was studied. The Clausius–Duhem inequality shows [256] that for the classical second
grade fluids:

η ≥ 0α1≥0α1 + α2 = 0 (107)

As shown in this paper, for cement slurries/pastes, the viscosity depends on the shear-rate. In
Section 2.1, we noticed that the power-law model, also known as the generalized Newtonian fluid
(GNF) model [33] is one of the simplest models for shear-rate dependency of viscosity. Therefore, we
use this idea and suggest a new model for Tv.

Tv = −pI + μ0

(
1− φ
φm

)−β
(1 + λn)

[
1 + αtrA1

2
]m

A1 + α1A2 + α2A1
2 (108)

dλ
dt

=
1
t0
− κλ .

γ (109)

where we have used Krieger’s idea for the volume fraction dependence of viscosity, η0 is the (reference)
coefficient of viscosity, tr is the trace operator, and m is the power-law exponent, a measure of
non-linearity of the fluid, related to the shear-thinning effects (when m < 0) or shear-thickening
effects (when m > 0). Equation (108), we believe, is a general expression for the viscous contribution
of the stress tensor, Tv; for cement slurries, this model potentially is capable of exhibiting normal
stress effect, through the terms α1 and α2, thixotropy effects because of the presence of the structural
parameter λ, shear-rate dependent effects of the viscosity through the two parameters α and m (showing
shear-thinning or shear-thickening effects), and the concentration dependency of viscosity through the
two parameters φm and β. We do plan to use this equation in our future studies, and we do plan to
develop/propose a yield stress model, Ty, for cement. A simplified version Equation (108) was used in
our earlier study, Tao et al. [11,257].

Alternatively, in the absence of any experimental data related to the normal stress coefficients for
the cement, we can suggest a more traditional formulation for the stress tensor T and use Macosko’s
formulation [31]:

T = 2ηpD for II1/2
2D
≤ .
γc

T = 2
[
τy

|II2D |1/2 + K|II2D| n−1
2

]
D for II1/2

2D
>

.
γc

(110)

where all the parameters are defined in Equation (8).
By using one of the correlations given for τy in Table 4, namely

τy(φ, w/c) = m1
φ2
(
φ−φperc

)
φm(φm −φ) × (−175w/c + 137) (111)
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and substituting it in (110), we can obtain a three-dimensional form for the stress tensor considering
different effects. Therefore, we assume

T = 2ηpD for II1/2
2D
≤ .
γc

Ty = 2

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣m1
φ2(φ−φperc)
φm(φm−φ) ×(−175w/c+137)

|Π2D |1/2 + K |Π2D| n−1
2

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦D for Π1/2
2D >

.
γc

(112)

We can also assume that K could depend on volume fraction, temperature, etc.

3. Concluding Remarks

Rheological behavior of cement is important in cement, concrete, and petroleum engineering
industries. In this article, we have provided a comprehensive review of the rheological models used
for cement slurries. We have looked at the models describing the total stress tensor for cement as well
as the yield stress models and models focusing on the viscous stress tensor. Different effects such as
changing the cement concentration, the water-to-cement ratio, the additives/admixtures, the shear
rate, the temperature and pressure, the mixing method and the thixotropic nature of cement are taken
into consideration. We also propose a new constitutive model where the traditional second-grade
fluid model is generalized to include the contributions from variable shear viscosity, concentration,
thixotropy, etc.
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Appendix A. Cement Chemistry

Figure A1 shows the microstructure of the anhydrous cement powder for silicate phase, aluminate
phase, and gypsum.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure A1. Dry cement image under scanning electron microscope (SEM): (a) silicate phase; (b)
aluminate phase; (c) gypsum particle [19].

A cement particle contains: alite (C3S), belite (C2S), aluminate phase (C3A), ferrite phase (C3AF),
alkali sulfate, free lime and gypsum [12,258]. Alite, tricalcium silicate (Ca3SiO5), accounts for 40–70%
mass of a clinker. It displays a hexagonal crystal behavior with the size up to 150 μm. It reacts
with water in a short time and to a large extent determines the strengths at the early age (within
28 day). Belite, dicalcium silicate (Ca2SiO4), accounts for 15–45% mass of a clinker. It displays a
rounded grain habit with size 5–40 μm [259]. It is less reactive with water than alite and determines
the strengths at later age (after 28 days). Alite and belite generate well-crystallized calcium hydroxide
and poorly-crystallized calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H). Tricalcium aluminate (Ca3Al2O6), accounts
for 1–15% mass of a clinker. It displays lath-like or irregular behavior with size 1–60 μm. It is also
reactive with water. American Petroleum Institute standards limits the tricalcium aluminate content
of a class G cement to lower than 3% [2]. Ferrite is tetracalcium aluminoferrite (Ca2AlO5, Ca2FeO5)
that accounts for 0–18% mass of a clinker. It displays crystal behavior. Aluminate and ferrite phases
are interstitial/matrix phases to bind the silicate crystals. Periclase (MgO) displays crystal behavior
with the size up to 30 μm and free lime (CaO) behavior as rounded crystals is isolated or joined with
other phases. Both periclase and free lime have less quantities but affect the performance. Alkali
sulfates and calcium sulfates are also found in clinker which affect the hydration rates and strength
development [259,260]. Besides cement phase composition, surface area of each phase also affects the
cement performance. Surface area is affected by the texture of clinker and the grinding conditions.

Increasing the content of C3S and C3A is considered to be an effective way to obtain
high-initial-strength cement and concrete. However, in modern cement and concrete application,
researchers have found lower water-to-cement ratio to also play an important role. It is the closeness
of the cement particles and cement concentration that determine the compressive strength of cement
and concrete [157]. It is reasonably easy to control rheological properties such as viscosity and yield
stress for cements without too much C3S and C3A content. For sustainable purpose, Aïtcin [157]
suggests more mineral components to be added with clinker to lower the water-to-cement ratio and
to increase the life cycle of cement and concrete structures and extend the effect of hydraulic binders
and aggregates. When mixed with water, the reactions generate calcium silicate and aluminate ions in
the solution. Cement hydration consists of three stages: (1) an initial reaction after mixing (at least 15
min); (2) a dormant period during which only weak chemical reactions occur; (3) an actual cement
hydration [40]. Among the cement hydrates generated, calcium-silicate-hydrate (C-S-H) and calcium
hydroxide (portandite) are two of the most important hydrates. The dissolution-diffusion precipitation
process changes anhydrous material into hydrates, which decrease the porosity of the cement [261].
Through the hydration process, cement develops strength in two steps: gelation and setting. Gelation
occurs almost immediately after cement is mixed with water. The coagulated system develops some
strength, which could easily be broken by mixing. It is not possible to measure the yield stress because
of the weakness of the network. Setting starts a few hours after the coagulation/flocculation. During
the time between coagulation and setting, also called the dormant period, hydrates nucleate and
growth occur. Shear modulus is developed to the GPa range until setting.
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Appendix B. Governing Equations of Motion and Heat Transfer

Cement slurries could be mathematically described using the method of continuum mechanics. It
is possible to model these slurries using either a single-phase (component) approach or a multi-phase
(component) approach. We provide a summary of the governing equations for these two approaches.

Appendix B.1. Single Component Approach

The governing equations of motion include the conservation of mass, linear momentum, angular
momentum, convection-diffusion equation [262,263], the energy equation and the entropy inequality.
When the slurry is assumed to behave as a non-homogeneous and possibly a (non-linear) fluid, then
we have:

• Conservation of mass
∂ρ

∂t
+ div(ρv) = 0 (A1)

where ∂/∂t is the partial derivative with respect to time, div is the divergence operator, and v is
the velocity vector, ρ is the density of the slurry.

• Conservation of linear momentum

ρ
dv
dt

= divT + ρb (A2)

where b is the body force vector, T is the Cauchy stress tensor, and d/dt is the total time derivative,
given by d(.)/dt = ∂(.)/∂t + [grad(.)]v.

• Conservation of angular momentum
T = TT (A3)

This equation indicates that in the absence of couple stresses the stress tensor is symmetric.
• Convection-diffusion equation for the particles

∂φ

∂t
+ div(φv) = −divN (A4)

where N is the particle flux, and φ is the particle volume fraction function or volume distribution
(related to concentration), which is a continuous function of position, and time, where 0 ≤ φ(x, t) ≤
φmax < 1. In reality, φ = 1 at a particle and φ = 0 at a void space (fluid).

• Conservation of energy

ρ
dε
dt

= T : L− div q + ρr (A5)

where ε is the specific internal energy, L is the gradient of velocity, q is the heat flux vector, and r
is the specific radiant energy. For complete thermodynamical considerations, the application of
the second law of thermodynamics (or the entropy inequality), is also needed [264,265]:

ρ
.
η+ divϕ− ρs ≥ 0 (A6)

where η(x, t) is the specific entropy density,ϕ(x, t) is the entropy flux, and s is the entropy supply
density from external sources, and

.
ηmeans the material time derivative of η. If we assume that

ϕ =
q
θ , and s = r

θ , where θ is the absolute temperature, Equation (A6) reduces to the more
familiar form of the Clausius–Duhem inequality:

ρ
.
η+ div

q
θ
− ρ r
θ
≥ 0 (A7)
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In this approach, constitutive relations for T, N, q, ε and r are needed in order to achieve “closure”
for the governing equations. In this paper, we have followed this approach and we have focused on
modeling T.

Appendix B.2. Multi-Phase (Component) Flow Approach

Many researchers have considered cement slurries to behave as multi-phase fluids; in this case
the governing equations should be given for all the components [266,267]. In general, two distinct
approaches have been used for multi-component flows: (1) “dilute phase approach,” or the Lagrangian
approach; (2) “dense phase approach,” or the Eulerian approach. It is the latter approach that is often
used for cement. Here we present a summary of this approach using the mixture theory, also known as
theory of interacting continua systems [268–270]. The details of mixture theory are provided in the
books [271,272]. Conservation laws are written for each component taking into account interaction
with other constituents. Constitutive relations are required to achieve “closure.” The mixture theory
equations for a multi-component system are as follows [269,270]:

• Conservation of mass:
D(α)ρα

Dt
+ ραdivv(α) = mα (A8)

where α = 1, 2.
• Conservation of linear momentum

ρα
D(α)v

Dt
= divT(α) + π(α) −mα

(
v(α) − J(α)

)
+ ραFα (A9)

• Conservation of angular momentum

T(α)
s = λ(α) (A10)

• Conservation of energy

ρα
D(α)Uα

Dt
= ραrα − divq(α) +ψα + tr

(
T(α)

s D(α)
)
−mα

[
Uα +

(
Jα − 1

2
v(α)

)
·v(α) −Gα

]
(A11)

• Entropy ∑
α

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ραD(α)Sα
Dt

+ mαSα + div

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝q(α)

θα

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠− ραrαθα

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ≥ 0 (A12)

where
ρv =

∑
α

ραv(α) (A13)

D(α)β

Dt
=
∂β

∂t
+ v(α)·gradβ (A14)

for any scalar β, and
D(α)w

Dt
=
∂w
∂t

+ (gradw)v(α) (A15)

for any vector w, where ∑
α

mα = 0 (A16)

∑
α

(
π(α) + mαJ(α)

)
= 0 (A17)
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The entropy inequality becomes: ∑
α

ηα ≥ 0 (A18)

where
ηα = −ραD(α)Aα

Dt − ραSαD(α)θα
Dt −mα

[
Aα +

(
J(α) − 1

2 v(α)
)
·v(α) −Gα

]
+ψα

+tr
(
T(α)

s D(α)
)
− qα·gradθα

θα

(A19)

where ρα is the density of the α component, v is the velocity vector, D is the symmetric part of the
velocity gradient, T is the stress tensor, π represents the interaction forces, θ is the temperature, U
is the internal energy, r is the radiant heating, Aα is the Helmholtz free energy Aα = Uα − θαSα, Sα
is the entropy per unit mass, q is the heat flux vector, andψα, mα, and Gα are the supply terms. T(α)

s
is the symmetric part of the partial stress tensor T(α), and λ(α) is an anti-symmetric second-order
tensor. The entropy inequality is used to impose certain restrictions on the types of motions and
processes. Constitutive relations are required for Aα, Sα, π, q, and T(α).

In reactive flows, for example those encountered in cement slurries, a series of hydration reactions
happen after the components are mixed with water. Some researchers have applied a finite rate
model, using the eddy dissipation concept [273]. For cement, the volumetric reaction model and the
eddy dissipation model were applied for hydration reactions and interaction between turbulence and
chemical reactions [274,275].

Appendix C. Computational Fluid Dynamics Studies

Wallevik [36,276] developed a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software called
viscometric-visco-plastic-flow (VVPF) to study the steady-state and transient flows. Visco-plastic
materials with yield stress and thixotropic behavior such as fresh concrete, mortar, and cement
paste were studied using the Bingham fluid model. Finite difference method based on alternating
direction implicit technique was applied in this software. Moyers-Gonzalez and Frigaard [277]
investigated the kinematic instabilities in two-layer eccentric annular flows during oil and gas well
cementing process. A non-Newtonian fluid model with shear-thinning and yield stress, namely the
Herschel–Bulkley model, was used. Manzar and Shah [278] applied FLUENT for the CFD analysis of
slurries used in petroleum industry in different pipes. Lootens et al. [48] used a 3D Bingham fluid
model to study the visco-plastic flow of cement pastes under penetrometer test using the Flow3D
solver [279]. Malekmohammadi et al. [266] studied the buoyancy-driven flow of non-Newtonian
fluids in a horizontal pipe and solved the multi-phase momentum conservation equations using the
finite volume method and volume of fluid method (VOF) [280]. Cremonesi et al. [281] simulated the
transient flow of non-Newtonian fresh cement suspensions by using the Lagrangian formulation of
the Navier–Stokes equations based on the particle finite element approach. The governing equations
including the momentum and the mass conservation for the Bingham model are solved using FLUENT
software. Aranha et al. [282] developed an in-house software to simulate the annular fluid displacement
in vertical and directional offshore wells for Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids. Wu et al. [155]
developed a mathematical model for fresh cement pastes using the numerical software COMSOL
(“Heat Transfer in Fluids” model), considering the effects of temperature and cement hydration.
Bu et al. [283] modeled the flow characteristics of cement slurry in an eccentric annulus for laminar
conditions. The authors used the Herschel–Bulkley model and obtained numerical solution using
ANSYS FLUIENT. Zulqarnain and Tyagi [284] studied the fluid displacements in the casing-formation
annulus to predict the final cement volume fraction in the annulus for different operating conditions.
Zhao et al. [285] applied Lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) to investigate the behavior of shear-thinning
fluids in a cementing operation in a horizontal eccentric annulus. A 2D flow model was used along
with ANSYS FLUENT solver. Anglade et al. [286] analyzed the flow of fresh cement suspensions using
the finite element method, where both shear-thinning and shear-thickening behavior are considered.
Wu et al. [287] applied a modified LBM for Herschel–Bulkley fluids for more stable and accurate
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simulations. This modified Herschel–Bulkley model was used to study the flow between parallel
plates and flow in the screw extruder in cement 3D printing. Bao et al. [288] used the Bingham
and the power-law fluid models in porous media to study the flow between parallel plates with
discrete fracture modeling (DFM) by applying the open-source MATLAB Reservoir Simulation Toolbox
(MRST). Tardy and Bittleston [289,290] solved the flow in 2D and 3D axial-azimuthal-radial space
and annular displacement of wellbore completion by considering Newtonian fluids with CAFFA and
ANSYS FLUENT CFD software. Zhou et al. [291] developed a new model to look at gas migration
in non-Newtonian fluids with yield stress and the factors affecting the wellhead pressure change by
the analysis of variance (ANOVA). Naccache et al. [292] performed a numerical simulation to study
the displacement of two fluids (e.g., cement slurries and drilling fluids) in vertical annular pipe in
the cementing operation in the petroleum industry. For the multiphase fluid problem, the governing
equations were solved by using the ANSYS FLUENT. A generalized Newtonian fluid (GNF) was
used and the regularized Herschel–Bulkley equation was applied for the viscosity of viscoplastic
fluids. Foroushan et al. [293] modeled the instability of interface and fluid mixing of cement slurry
and drilling mud during cementing operations in oil and gas wells in 3D using ANSYS FLUENT.
Skadsem et al. [294] studied the flow of non-Newtonian fluid in an inclined wellbore with concentric
and eccentric configurations numerically and experimentally. The 3D flow model for the two fluids was
solved with biviscosity approach and finite element simulation in OpenFOAM. Liu et al. [273] modeled
the multi-phase pipe flow considering the hydration effects of cemented paste backfill slurry by using
a CFD model with ANSYS FLUENT. Murphy et al. [295] simulated the shear flow of two Bingham
plastic cement slurries containing Portland cement and fly ash particles by applying fast lubrication
dynamics-discrete element model with LAMMPS. Rosenbaum et al. [296] studied the influence of
bubbles on foamed cement viscosity using an Extended Stokesian Dynamics Approach with LAMMPS.

Many optimization algorithms are also used in the cement industry. For example, Ohen and
Blick [297] used the golden section search method to determine the parameters in the Robertson–Stiff
non-Newtonian fluid model. Shahriar and Nehdi applied an artificial neural network (ANN) [298],
multiple regression analysis (MRA) [299] and factorial design approach [300] to predict the shear flow
and rheological properties (Bingham parameters including yield stress and plastic viscosity) of oil
well cement slurries by comparing and validating with the experimental database. The rheological
properties with this ANN model were sensitive to the effect of temperature and admixture content
of oil well cement. Velayati et al. [4] optimized the cement formulations based on a series of criteria
to evaluate the performance of cement slurry under gas migration. The optimization plan was
verified by fluid migration analysis (FMA) test. Optimization algorithms including the deterministic
simplex method and the stochastic genetic method were applied to determine the parameters in the
Herschel–Bulkley model for fresh cement suspensions [9]. Multi-objective optimization methods, such
as support vector regression (SVR), model tress (MT), M5 model rules, mix and design approach,
particle swarm optimizations (PSO) and response surface method (RSM) are also used in cement
chemistry and hydration processes to obtain optimal chemical combination and proportion for better
cement performance, workability, and energy consumptions [201,301–304].
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